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Preface

Unlike earlier books in this series, this review describes the selection of chemical ther-
modynamic data for species of two elements, neptunium and plutonium. Although this
came about more by circumstance than design, it has allowed for a more consistent ap-
proach to chemical interpretations than might have occurred in two separate treatments.
It has also drawn attention to cases where the available data do not show expected par-
allels, and where further work may be useful to confirm or refute apparent differences
in the behaviour of neptunium and plutonium.

This volume has taken more than ten years to compile. The combined neptu-
nium and plutonium groups, selected by Anthony Muller, the originator of the TDB
project, first met at Saclay, France in April 1988. Subsequent meetings were held
at Pinawa, Canada in September 1990, at Saclay in February 1992, and at Issy-les-
Moulineaux, France in March 1994 and December 1997. Smaller working sub-groups
met in Chicago (1994 and 1996) and Issy-les-Moulineaux (1995 and 1996). The lo-
gistics and financing of the TDB project has meant the NEA itself has had difficulties
in editorial preparation of more than one volume at a time, and the current volume has
passed through the hands of four successive TDB co-ordinators, Hans Wanner (who
later joined the neptunium/plutonium TDB team as a reviewer), Ignasi Puigdomenech,
Amaia Sandino and Erik Östhols. The latter two have done the bulk of the work in
combining the reviewers’ drafts and seeing the book through to its final form. Several
of the reviewers worked on other elements for the TDB; this overlap delayed work on
neptunium and plutonium, but has enhanced the consistency of the TDB as a whole.

Despite the extended time-frame, most of the original participants in the project
have persisted through to its completion - perhaps an indication of the importance the
authors have attached to the review. During the time the work was being done, a large
number of excellent, relevant studies have been reported in the literature, many based
in the world-wide efforts directed toward management of nuclear fuel waste. These
papers have helped strengthen, but have to some extent delayed this publication. Any
chemical thermodynamic database does no more than represent a survey of what is
known at a particular time. The time required to carefully compile and consider data
dictates that any database is at least slightly “out-of-date” by the time it appears in print.
The current review is no exception. Although an arbitrary “cut-off” date of mid-1996
was set for papers used in this review, a few later papers have been included.

The large number of co-authors has resulted in less consistency in style and depth
of discussion than in some previous volumes. We hope readers do not find this unduly
distracting. Although almost all of the authors contributed text and comments to many
of the chapters, primary responsibility for the different chapters was divided as fol-
lows. William Ullman and Jim Sullivan prepared the sections on sulphato complexes
and on plutonium carbonates, Hans Wanner the sections on aqueous halide and thio-
cyanate complexes, Kastriot Spahiu the sections on nitrato and phosphato complexes,
Pierre Vitorge the extensive section on neptunium carbonates (he also extensively re-
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viewed several of the other sections), Heino Nitsche the initial drafts of the aqua-ion
sections, and Paul Potter the sections on nitrides. Malcolm Rand prepared the sections
on carbides and, with Jean Fuger, the sections on solid and gas phase halides. He and
the chairman drafted the sections on oxides, and the chairman prepared the sections on
hydrolysis with help from Jan Rydberg (who also provided his expertise in extraction
techniques to the other reviewers as required).

Experimental chemical thermodynamics is not a particularly popular topic in mod-
ern scientific circles. Because of safety and regulatory constraints, work on the chem-
istry of transuranium elements is particularly slow, and therefore costly. Fewer and
fewer laboratories are capable of carrying out such measurements, and of having the
luxury of time to check and recheck their values. It was therefore distressing to find
that much of the work that has been done was incompletely documented. Often the re-
viewers have had to pass over what were probably good studies because interpretations
had been used that are now known to be incorrect, and the raw data were unavailable
for reinterpretation (sadly, this was the case even for several studies done in the late
1980s). As is the case for databases for many other elements, “key” values often are
based on a single experiment or even more tenuously on a chain of uncorroborated
experimental values. Some of the values for the plutonium aqua ions are particularly
glaring examples. Although we have assigned uncertainties, there is no satisfactory
way of dealing quantitatively with this problem.

Chalk River, Canada, November 2000 Robert Lemire, Chairman
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Foreword

This is the fourth volume of a series of expert reviews of the chemical thermodynam-
ics of key chemical elements in nuclear technology and waste management. The re-
commended thermodynamic data are the result of a critical assessment of published
information.

The data base system developed at the Data Bank of the OECD Nuclear Energy
Agency (NEA),cf. Section2.6, ensures consistency not only within the recommended
data sets on neptunium and plutonium, but also among all the data sets to be published
in the series.

The NEA Data Bank provides a number of services that may be useful to the reader
of this book.

• The recommended data can be obtained via Internet directly from the NEA Data
Bank.

• The NEA Data Bank maintains a library of computer programs in various
areas. This includes geochemical codes such as PHREEQE, EQ3/6, MINEQL,
MINTEQ, PHRQPITZ,etc., in which chemical thermodynamic data like those
presented in this book are required as the basic input data. These computer
codes can be obtained on request from the NEA Data Bank.

We’d like to hear from you!

If you have comments on the NEA TDB reviews, please contact us and tell us what
you liked, what you didn’t like, and of course about any errors you find in the reviews.
See below for information on where to find us.

How to contact the NEA TDB project

Information on the NEA and the TDB project, on-line access to selected data, com-
puter programs etc., as well as many documents in electronic format, is available at
http://www.nea.fr.

For contact with the TDB project coordinator and the authors of the review reports,

ix

http://www.nea.fr


x FOREWORD

sending comments on the TDB reviews, or if you wish to request further
information, please send mail totdb@nea.fr. If this is not possible, write to

TDB project coordinator
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, Data Bank
Le Seine-St. Germain
12, boulevard des Îles
F-92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux
FRANCE

mailto:tdb@nea.fr
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The modelling of the behaviour of hazardous materials under environmental condi-
tions is among the most important applications of natural and technical sciences for
the protection of the environment. In order to assess, for example, the safety of a
waste deposit, it is essential to be able to predict the eventual dispersion of its hazard-
ous components in the environment (geosphere, biosphere). For hazardous materials
stored in the ground or in geological formations, the most probable transport medium
is the aqueous phase. An important factor is therefore the quantitative prediction of
the reactions that are likely to occur between hazardous waste dissolved or suspended
in ground water, and the surrounding rock material, in order to estimate the quantit-
ies of waste that can be transported in the aqueous phase. It is thus essential to know
the relative stabilities of the compounds and complexes that may form under the rel-
evant conditions. This information is often provided by speciation calculations using
chemical thermodynamic data. The local conditions, such as ground water and rock
composition or temperature, may not be constant along the migration paths of haz-
ardous materials, and fundamental thermodynamic data are the indispensable basis for
dynamic modelling of the chemical behaviour of hazardous waste components.

In the field of radioactive waste management, the hazardous material consists to
a large extent of actinides and fission products from nuclear reactors. The scientific
literature on thermodynamic data, mainly on equilibrium constants and redox potentials
in aqueous solution, has been contradictory in a number of cases, especially in the
actinide chemistry. A critical and comprehensive review of the available literature
is necessary in order to establish a reliable thermochemical data base that fulfils the
requirements of a proper modelling of the behaviour of the actinide and fission products
in the environment.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna published special is-
sues with compilations of physicochemical properties of compounds and alloys of ele-
ments important in reactor technology: Pu, Nb, Ta, Be, Th, Zr, Mo, Hf and Ti between
1966 and 1983. In 1976, IAEA also started the publication of the series “The Chemical
Thermodynamics of Actinide Elements and Compounds”, oriented towards nuclear en-
gineers and scientists. This international effort has resulted in the publication of several
parts, each concerning the thermodynamic properties of a given type of compounds for
the entire actinide series. These reviews cover the literature approximately up to 1984.
The latest volume in this series appeared in 1992, under Part 12: The Actinide Aqueous
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4 1. Introduction

Inorganic Complexes [92FUG/KHO]. Unfortunately, data of importance for radioact-
ive waste management (for example, Part 10: The Actinide Oxides) is lacking in the
IAEA series.

The Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC) of the OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency recognized the need for an internationally acknowledged, high-quality
thermochemical data base for the application in the safety assessment of radioactive
waste disposal, and undertook the development of the NEA Thermochemical Data Base
(TDB) project [85MUL, 88WAN, 91WAN]. The RWMC assigned a high priority to the
critical review of relevant chemical thermodynamic data of compounds and complexes
for this area containing the actinides uranium, neptunium, plutonium and americium, as
well as the fission product technetium. After the books on chemical thermodynamics
of uranium [92GRE/FUG], americium [95SIL/BID] and technetium [99RAR/RAN],
the present report on thermodynamics neptunium and plutonium is the fourth volume
in the series.

Simultaneously with the NEA’s TDB project, other reviews on the physical and
chemical properties of actinides have appeared, including the book by Cordfunkeet
al. [90COR/KON2], the series edited by Freemanet al. [84FRE/LAN, 85FRE/LAN,
85FRE/KEL, 86FRE/KEL, 87FRE/LAN, 91FRE/KEL], the two volumes edited by
Katzet al. [86KAT/SEA], and Part 12 by Fugeret al. [92FUG/KHO] within the IAEA
reviews series mentioned above. These compilations are both an important source of
information, which has been used in the present review, and a complement to the ther-
modynamic data contained in this volume.

1.2 Focus of the review

The first and most important step in the modelling of chemical reactions is to decide
whether they are controlled by chemical thermodynamics or kinetics, or possibly by a
combination of the two. This also applies to the modelling of more complex chemical
systems and processes, such as waste repositories of various kinds, the processes de-
scribing transport of toxic materials in ground and surface water systems, the global
geochemical cycles,etc.

As outlined in the previous section, the focus of the critical review presented in
this report is on the thermodynamic data of neptunium and plutonium relevant to the
safety assessment of radioactive waste repositories in the geosphere. This includes the
release of waste components from the repository into the geosphere (i.e., its interac-
tion with the waste container and the other near-field materials) and their migration
through the geological formations and the various compartments of the biosphere. As
ground waters and pore waters are the transport media for the waste components, the
knowledge of the thermodynamics of the corresponding elements in waters of various
compositions is of fundamental importance.

The present review therefore puts much weight on the assessment of the
low-temperature thermodynamics of neptunium and plutonium in aqueous solution
and makes independent analyses of the available literature in this area. The standard
method used for the analysis of ionic interactions between components dissolved in
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water (see AppendixB) allows the general and consistent use of the selected data
for modelling purposes, regardless of the type and composition of the ground water,
within the ionic strength limits given by the experimental data used for the data
analyses in the present review.

The interactions between solid compounds, such as the rock materials, and the
aqueous solution and its components are as important as the interactions within the
aqueous solution, because the solid materials in the geosphere control the chemistry
of the ground water, and they also contribute to the overall solubilities of key ele-
ments. The present review therefore also considers the chemical behaviour of solid
compounds that are likely to occur, or to be formed, under geological and environ-
mental conditions. It is, however, difficult to assess the relative importance of the solid
phases for performance assessment purposes, particularly since their interactions with
the aqueous phase are in many cases known to be subject to quantitatively unknown
kinetic constraints. Furthermore, in some circumstances sorption of aqueous ions at
mineral-water interfaces may be a more important factor in determining migration of
neptunium and plutonium than dissolution and precipitation phenomena.

This book contains a summary and a critical review of the thermodynamic data
on compounds and complexes containing neptunium (cf. PartIII ) and plutonium (cf.
Part IV), as reported in the available chemical literature up to mid-1996, but a few
more recent references are also included. A comparatively large number of primary
references are discussed separately in AppendixA.

Although the focus of this review is on neptunium and plutonium, it is necessary
to use data on a number of other species during the evaluation process that lead to the
recommended data. These so-called auxiliary data are taken both from the publication
of CODATA Key Values [89COX/WAG] and from the evaluation of additional auxil-
iary data in the uranium and other volumes of this series [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID,
99RAR/RAN], and their use is recommended by this review. Care has been taken
that all the selected thermodynamic data at standard conditions (cf. Section2.3) and
298.15 K are internally consistent. For this purpose, special software has been de-
veloped at the NEA Data Bank that is operational in conjunction with the NEA-TDB
data base system,cf. Section2.6. In order to maintain consistency in the application
of the values selected by this review, it is essential to use these auxiliary data when
calculating equilibrium constants involving neptunium and plutonium compounds and
complexes.

The present review does not include any compounds or complexes containing or-
ganic ligands. This class of compounds is planned to be the subject of a later review in
the NEA-TDB series.

1.3 Review procedure and results

The objective of the present review is to present an assessment of the sources of pub-
lished thermodynamic data in order to decide on the most reliable values that can be
recommended. Experimental measurements published in the scientific literature are
the main source for the selection of recommended data. Previous reviews are not neg-
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lected, but form a valuable source of critical information on the quality of primary
publications.

When necessary, experimental source data are re-evaluated by using chemical mod-
els which are either found more realistic than those used by the original author, or
which are consistent with side-reactions discussed in another section of the review (for
example, data on carbonate complex formation might need to be re-interpreted to take
into account consistent values for hydrolysis reactions). Re-evaluation of literature val-
ues might be also necessary to correct for known systematic errors (for example, if the
junction potentials are neglected in the original publication) or to make extrapolations
to standard state conditions (I = 0) by using the specific ion interaction (SIT) equa-
tions (cf. AppendixB). For convenience, these SIT equations are referred to in some
places in the text as “the SIT”.

In order to ensure that consistent procedures are used for the evaluation of
primary data, a number of guidelines have been developed. They have been updated
and improved since 1987, and their most recent versions are available at the NEA
[2000ÖST/WAN, 2000GRE/WAN, 99WAN/ÖST, 2000WAN/ÖST, 99WAN]. Some
of these procedures are also outlined in this volume,cf. Chapter2, AppendixB, and
AppendixC. Parts of these sections, which were also published in earlier volumes
[92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID, 99RAR/RAN], have been revised in this review. For
example, in Chapter2, the section on “Redox equilibria” has been revised.

Once the critical review process in the NEA-TDB project is completed, the result-
ing manuscript is reviewed independently by qualified experts nominated by the NEA.
The independent peer review is performed according to the procedures outlined in the
TDB-6 guideline [99WAN]. The purpose of the additional peer review is to receive an
independent view of the judgements and assessments made by the primary reviewers,
to verify assumptions, results and conclusions, and to check whether the relevant liter-
ature has been exhaustively considered. The independent peer review is performed by
personnel having technical expertise in the subject matter to be reviewed, to a degree
at least equivalent to that needed for the original review.

The thermodynamic data selected in the present review (see Chapters3, 4 and5)
refer to the reference temperature of 298.15 K and to standard conditions,cf. Sec-
tion 2.3. For the modelling of real systems it is, in general, necessary to recalculate the
standard thermodynamic data to non-standard state conditions. For aqueous species a
procedure for the calculation of the activity factors is thus required. This review uses
the approximate specific ion interaction method (SIT) for the extrapolation of experi-
mental data to the standard state in the data evaluation process, and in some cases this
requires the re-evaluation of original experimental values (solubilities, emf data,etc.).
For maximum consistency, this method, as described in AppendixB, should always be
used in conjunction with the selected data presented in this review.

The thermodynamic data selected in this review are provided with uncertainties
representing the 95% confidence level. As discussed in AppendixC, there is no unique
way to assign uncertainties, and the assignments made in this review are to a large
extent based on the subjective choice by the reviewers, supported by their scientific
and technical experience in the corresponding area.

The quality of thermodynamic models cannot be better than the quality of the data
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they are based on. The quality aspect includes both the numerical values of the thermo-
dynamic data used in the model and the “completeness” of the chemical model used,
e.g., the inclusion of all the relevant dissolved chemical species and solid phases. For
the user it is important to consider that the selected data set presented in this review
(Chapters3 and4) may not be “complete” with respect to all the conceivable systems
and conditions; there are gaps in the information. The gaps are pointed out in the vari-
ous sections of PartsIII andIV, and this information may be used as a basis for the
assignment of research priorities.





Chapter 2

Standards, Conventions, and
Contents of the Tables

This chapter outlines and lists the symbols, terminology and nomenclature, the units
and conversion factors, the order of formulae, the standard conditions, and the fun-
damental physical constants used in this volume. They are derived from international
standards and have been specially adjusted for the TDB publications.

2.1 Symbols, terminology and nomenclature

2.1.1 Abbreviations

Abbreviations are mainly used in tables where space is limited. Abbreviations for
methods of measurement are kept to a maximum of three characters (except for com-
posed symbols) and are listed in Table2.2.

Other abbreviations may also be used in tables, such as SHE for the standard hy-
drogen electrode or SCE for the saturated calomel electrode. The abbreviation NHE
has been widely used for the “normal hydrogen electrode”, and this is a term which is
often used to refer to the SHE. It should nevertheless be noted that NHE customarily
refers to a standard state pressure of 1 atm, whereas SHE always refers to a standard
state pressure of 0.1 MPa (1 bar) in this review.

2.1.2 Symbols and terminology

The symbols for physical and chemical quantities used in the TDB review follow the
recommendations of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, IUPAC
[79WHI, 88MIL/CVI]. They are summarised in Table2.1.

Table 2.1: Symbols and terminology.

Symbols and terminology

length l
height h
radius r
diameter d

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2.1: (continued)

Symbols and terminology

volume V
mass m
density (mass divided by volume) ρ

time t
frequency ν

wavelength λ

internal transmittance (transmittance of the medium itself,
disregarding boundary or container influence)

T

internal transmission density, (decadic absorbance):
log10(1/T )

A

molar (decadic) absorption coefficient:A/(cBl) ε

relaxation time τ

Avogadro constant NA

relative molecular mass of a substance(a) Mr

thermodynamic temperature, absolute temperature T
Celsius temperature t
(molar) gas constant R
Boltzmann constant k
Faraday constant F
(molar) entropy Sm

(molar) heat capacity at constant pressure Cp,m

(molar) heat capacity of a solute at constant pressure Cp,m,2

(molar) enthalpy Hm

(molar) Gibbs energy Gm

chemical potential of substance B µB

pressure p
partial pressure of substance B:xB p pB

fugacity of substance B fB
fugacity coefficient:fB/pB γf,B

amount of substance(b) n
mole fraction of substance B:nB/

∑
i ni xB

molarity or concentration of a solute substance B (amount
of B divided by the volume of the solution)(c)

cB, [B]

molality of a solute substance B (amount of B divided by
the mass of the solvent)(d)

mB

mean ionic molality(e), m(ν++ν−)
± = mν++ mν−− m±

activity of substance B aB

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2.1: (continued)

Symbols and terminology

activity coefficient, molality basis:aB/mB γB

activity coefficient, concentration basis:aB/cB yB

mean ionic activity(e), a(ν++ν−)
± = aB = aν++ aν−− a±

mean ionic activity coefficient(e), γ
(ν++ν−)
± = γ

ν++ γ
ν−− γ±

osmotic coefficient, molality basis φ

ionic strength:Im = 1
2

∑
i mi z2

i or Ic = 1
2

∑
i ci z2

i I
SIT ion interaction coefficient between substance B1 and
substance B2

ε(B1,B2)

stoichiometric coefficient of substance B (negative for
reactants, positive for products)

νB

general equation for a chemical reaction 0=∑
B νBB

equilibrium constant(f) K
rate constant k
Faraday constant F
charge number of an ion B (positive for cations, negative for
anions)

zB

charge number of a cell reaction n
electromotive force E
pH= − log10[aH+/(mol · kg−1)]
electrolytic conductivity κ

superscript for standard state(g) ◦

(a)The ratio of the average mass per formula unit of a substance to1
12 of the mass of an atom

of nuclide12C.
(b)cf. Sections 1.2 and 3.6 of the IUPAC manual [79WHI].
(c)This quantity is called “amount-of-substance concentration” in the IUPAC manual [79WHI].

A solution with a concentration equal to 0.1 mol · dm−3 is called a 0.1 molar solution or a
0.1 M solution.

(d)A solution having a molality equal to 0.1 mol· kg−1 is called a 0.1 molal solution or a 0.1 m
solution.

(e)For an electrolyte Nν+Xν− which dissociates intoν±(= ν+ + ν−) ions, in an aqueous
solution with concentrationm, the individual cationic molality and activity coefficient are
m+(= ν+m) andγ+(= a+/m+). A similar definition is used for the anionic symbols.
Electrical neutrality requires thatν+z+ = ν−z−.

(f)Special notations for equilibrium constants are outlined in Section2.1.6. In some cases,Kc
is used to indicate a concentration constant in molar units, andKm a constant in molal units.

(g)See Section2.3.1.
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Table 2.2: Abbreviations for experimental methods

aix anion exchange
cal calorimetry
chr chromatography
cix cation exchange
col colorimetry
con conductivity
cor corrected
cou coulometry
cry cryoscopy
dis distribution between two phases
em electromigration
emf electromotive force, not specified
gl glass electrode
ise-X ion selective electrode with ion X stated
ix ion exchange
kin rate of reaction
mvd mole volume determination
nmr nuclear magnetic resonance
pol polarography
pot potentiometry
prx proton relaxation
qh quinhydrone electrode
red emf with redox electrode
rev review
sp spectrophotometry
sol solubility
tc transient conductivity
tls thermal lensing spectrophotometry
vlt voltammetry
? method unknown to the reviewers
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2.1.3 Chemical formulae and nomenclature

This review follows the recommendations made by IUPAC [71JEN, 77FER, 90LEI]
on the nomenclature of inorganic compounds and complexes, except for the following
items:

i) The formulae of coordination compounds and complexes are not enclosed in
square brackets [71JEN, Rule 7.21]. No brackets or parentheses are used at all
to denote coordination compounds.

ii) The prefixes “oxy-” and “hydroxy-” are retained if used in a general way,e.g.,
“gaseous uranium oxyfluorides”. For specific formula names, however, the
IUPAC recommended citation [71JEN, Rule 6.42] is used,e.g., “uranium(IV)
difluoride oxide” for UF2O(cr).

An IUPAC rule that is often not followed by many authors [71JEN, Rules 2.163
and 7.21] is recalled here: the order of arranging ligands in coordination compounds
and complexes is the following: central atom first, followed by ionic ligands and then
by the neutral ligands. If there is more than one ionic or neutral ligand, the alphabetical
order of the symbols of the ligating atoms determines the sequence of the ligands. For
example,(UO2)2CO3(OH)−3 is standard,(UO2)2(OH)3CO−

3 is non-standard and is not
used.

Abbreviations of names for organic ligands appear sometimes in formulae. Fol-
lowing the recommendations by IUPAC, lower case letters are used, and if necessary,
the ligand abbreviation is enclosed within parentheses. Hydrogen atoms that can be
replaced by the metal atom are shown in the abbreviation with an upper case “H”, for
example: H3edta−, Am(Hedta)(s) (where edta stands for ethylenediaminetetraacetate).

2.1.4 Phase designators

Chemical formulae may refer to different chemical species and are often required to
be specified more clearly in order to avoid ambiguities. For example, UF4 occurs as a
gas, a solid, and an aqueous complex. The distinction between the different phases is
made by phase designators that immediately follow the chemical formula and appear
in parentheses. The only formulae that are not provided with a phase designator are
aqueous ions. They are the only charged species in this review since charged gases are
not considered. The use of the phase designators is described below.

• The designator (l) is used for pure liquid substances,e.g., H2O(l).

• The designator (aq) is used for undissociated, uncharged aqueous species,e.g.,
U(OH)4(aq), CO2(aq). Since ionic gases are not considered in this review, all
ions may be assumed to be aqueous and are not designed with (aq). If a chemical
reaction refers to a medium other than H2O (e.g., D2O, 90% ethanol/10% H2O),
then (aq) is replaced by a more explicit designator,e.g., “(in D2O)” or “(sln)”. In
the case of (sln), the composition of the solution is described in the text.
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• The designator (sln) is used for substances in solution without specifying the
actual equilibrium composition of the substance in the solution. Note the differ-
ence in the designation of H2O in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). H2O(l) in Reaction (2.2)
indicates that H2O is present as a pure liquid,i.e., no solutes are present, whereas
Reaction (2.3) involves a HCl solution, in which the thermodynamic properties
of H2O(sln) may not be the same as those of the pure liquid H2O(l). In dilute
solutions, however, this difference in the thermodynamic properties of H2O can
be neglected, and H2O(sln) may be regarded as pure H2O(l).

Example:

UOCl2(cr)+ 2 HBr(sln) 
 UOBr2(cr)+ 2 HCl(sln) (2.1)

UO2Cl2 · 3H2O(cr) 
 UO2Cl2 ·H2O(cr)+ 2 H2O(l) (2.2)

UO3(γ )+ 2 HCl(sln) 
 UO2Cl2(cr)+ H2O(sln) (2.3)

• The designators (cr), (am), (vit), and (s) are used for solid substances. (cr) is
used when it is known that the compound is crystalline, (am) when it is known
that it is amorphous, and (vit) for glassy substances. Otherwise, (s) is used.

• In some cases, more than one crystalline form of the same chemical composition
may exist. In such a case, the different forms are distinguished by separate desig-
nators that describe the forms more precisely. If the crystal has a mineral name,
the designator (cr) is replaced by the first four characters of the mineral name in
parentheses,e.g., SiO2(quar) for quartz and SiO2(chal) for chalcedony. If there
is no mineral name, the designator (cr) is replaced by a Greek letter preceding
the formula and indicating the structural phase,e.g., α-UF5, β-UF5.

Phase designators are also used in conjunction with thermodynamic symbols to
define the state of aggregation of a compound a thermodynamic quantity refers to.
The notation is in this case the same as outlined above. In an extended notation (cf.
[82LAF]) the reference temperature is usually given in addition to the state of aggreg-
ation of the composition of a mixture.

Example:

�fG
◦
m (Na+, aq, 298.15 K) standard molar Gibbs energy of formation of

aqueous Na+ at 298.15 K
S◦m (UO2SO4 · 2.5H2O, cr, 298.15 K) standard molar entropy of UO2SO4 · 2.5H2O(cr)

at 298.15 K
C◦p,m (UO3, α, 298.15 K) standard molar heat capacity ofα-UO3 at

298.15 K
�fHm(HF, sln, HF · 7.8H2O) enthalpy of formation of HF diluted 1:7.8 with

water
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Table 2.3: Abbreviations used as subscripts of� to denote the type of chemical pro-
cesses.

Subscript of� Chemical process

at separation of a substance into its constituent gaseous atoms
(atomisation)

dehyd elimination of water of hydration (dehydration)
dil dilution of a solution
f formation of a compound from its constituent elements
fus melting (fusion) of a solid
hyd addition of water of hydration to an unhydrated compound
mix mixing of fluids
r chemical reaction (general)
sol process of dissolution
sub sublimation (evaporation) of a solid
tr transfer from one solution or liquid phase to another
trs transition of one solid phase to another
vap vaporisation (evaporation) of a liquid

2.1.5 Processes

Chemical processes are denoted by the operator�, written before the symbol for a
property, as recommended by IUPAC [82LAF]. An exception to this rule is the equi-
librium constant,cf. Section2.1.6. The nature of the process is denoted by annotation
of the �, e.g., the Gibbs energy of formation,�fGm, the enthalpy of sublimation,
�subHm, etc. The abbreviations of chemical processes are summarised in Table2.3.

The most frequently used symbols for processes are�fG and �f H , the Gibbs
energy and the enthalpy of formation of a compound or complex from the elements in
their reference states (cf. Table2.6).

2.1.6 Equilibrium constants

The IUPAC has not explicitly defined the symbols and terminology for equilibrium
constants of reactions in aqueous solution. The NEA has therefore adopted the con-
ventions that have been used in the workStability constants of metal ion complexes by
Sillén and Martell [64SIL/MAR, 71SIL/MAR]. An outline is given in the paragraphs
below. Note that, for some simple reactions, there may be different correct ways to
index an equilibrium constant. It may sometimes be preferable to indicate the number
of the reaction the data refer to, especially in cases where several ligands are discussed
that might be confused. For example, for the equilibrium

m M + q L 
 MmLq (2.4)
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bothβq,m andβ(2.4) would be appropriate, andβq,m(2.4) is accepted, too. Note that,
in general,K is used for the consecutive or stepwise formation constant, andβ is used
for the cumulative or overall formation constant. In the following outline, charges are
only given for actual chemical species, but are omitted for species containing general
symbols (M, L). The ionization constant for water is designated by Kw.

2.1.6.1 Protonation of a ligand

H+ + Hr−1L 
 Hr L K1,r = [Hr L]
[H+][Hr−1L] (2.5)

r H+ + L 
 Hr L β1,r = [HrL]
[H+]r [L] (2.6)

This notation has been proposed and used by Sillén and Martell [64SIL/MAR], but
it has been simplified later by the same authors [71SIL/MAR] from K1,r to Kr . This
review retains, for the sake of consistency,cf. Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), the older formulation
of K1,r .

For the addition of a ligand, the notation shown in Eq.(2.7) is used.

HLq−1 + L 
 HLq Kq = [HLq ]
[HLq−1][L] (2.7)

Eq. (2.8) refers to the overall formation constant of the species Hr Lq .

r H+ + q L 
 Hr Lq βq,r = [Hr Lq]
[H+]r [L]q (2.8)

In Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8), the second subscriptr can be omitted ifr = 1, as shown
in Eq. (2.7).

Example:

H+ + PO3−
4 
 HPO2−

4 β1,1 = β1 = [HPO2−
4 ]

[H+][PO3−
4 ]

2 H+ + PO3−
4 
 H2PO−4 β1,2 = [H2PO−4 ]

[H+]2[PO3−
4 ]

2.1.6.2 Formation of metal ion complexes

MLq−1 + L 
 MLq Kq = [MLq ]
[MLq−1][L] (2.9)

M + q L 
 MLq βq = [MLq ]
[M][L]q (2.10)
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For the addition of a metal ion,i.e., the formation of polynuclear complexes, the
following notation is used, analogous to Eq.(2.5):

M + Mm−1L 
 MmL K1,m = [MmL]
[M][Mm−1L] (2.11)

Eq. (2.12) refers to the overall formation constant of a complex MmLq .

m M + q L 
 MmLq βq,m = [MmLq ]
[M]m[L]q (2.12)

The second index can be omitted if it is equal to 1,i.e., βq,m becomesβq if m = 1.
The formation constants of mixed ligand complexes are not indexed. In this case, it
is necessary to list the chemical reactions considered and to refer the constants to the
corresponding reaction numbers.

It has sometimes been customary to use negative values for the indices of the pro-
tons to indicate complexation with hydroxide ions, OH−. This practice is not adopted
in this review. If OH− occurs as a reactant in the notation of the equilibrium, it is treated
like a normal ligand L, but in general formulae the index variablen is used instead of
q. If H2O occurs as a reactant to form hydroxide complexes, H2O is considered as a
protonated ligand, HL, so that the reaction is treated as described below in Eqs. (2.13)
to (2.15) usingn as the index variable. For convenience, no general form is used for the
stepwise constants for the formation of the complex MmLqHr . In many experiments,
the formation constants of metal ion complexes are determined by adding to a metal ion
solution a ligand in its protonated form. The complex formation reactions thus involve
a deprotonation reaction of the ligand. If this is the case, the equilibrium constant is
supplied with an asterisk, as shown in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) for mononuclear and in
Eq. (2.15) for polynuclear complexes.

MLq−1 + HL 
 MLq + H+ ∗Kq = [MLq ][H+]
[MLq−1][HL] (2.13)

M + q HL 
 MLq + q H+ ∗βq = [ML q ][H+]q
[M][HL]q (2.14)

m M + q HL 
 MmLq + q H+ ∗βq,m = [MmLq ][H+]q
[M]m[HL]q (2.15)

Example:

UO2+
2 + HF(aq) 
 UO2F+ + H+ ∗K1 = ∗β1 = [UO2F+][H+]

[UO2+
2 ][HF(aq)]

3 UO2+
2 + 5 H2O(l) 
 (UO2)3(OH)+5 + 5 H+ ∗β5,3 = [(UO2)3(OH)+5 ][H+]5

[UO2+
2 ]3

Note that an asterisk is only assigned to the formation constant if the protonated lig-
and that is added is deprotonated during the reaction. If a protonated ligand is added
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and coordinated as such to the metal ion, the asterisk is to be omitted, as shown in
Eq. (2.16).

M + q Hr L 
 M(Hr L)q βq = [M(Hr L)q ]
[M][HrL]q (2.16)

Example:

UO2+
2 + 3 H2PO−4 
 UO2(H2PO4)

−
3 β3 = [UO2(H2PO4)

−
3 ]

[UO2+
2 ][H2PO−4 ]3

2.1.6.3 Solubility constants

Conventionally, equilibrium constants involving a solid compound are denoted as “sol-
ubility constants” rather than as formation constants of the solid. An index “s” to the
equilibrium constant indicates that the constant refers to a solubility process, as shown
in Eqs. (2.17) to (2.19).

MaLb(s) 
 a M + b L Ks,0 = [M]a[L]b (2.17)

Ks,0 is the conventional solubility product, and the subscript “0” indicates that the equi-
librium reaction involves only uncomplexed aqueous species. If the solubility constant
includes the formation of aqueous complexes, a notation analogous to that of Eq. (2.12)
is used:

m

a
MaLb(s) 
 MmLq +

(
mb

a
− q

)
L Ks,q,m = [MmLq][L]

(
mb
a −q

)
(2.18)

Example:

UO2F2(cr) 
 UO2F+ + F− Ks,1,1 = Ks,1 = [UO2F+][F−]
Similarly, an asterisk is added to the solubility constant if it simultaneously involves

a protonation equilibrium:

m

a
MaLb(s)+

(
mb

a
− q

)
H+


 MmLq +
(

mb

a
− q

)
HL

∗Ks,q,m = [MmLq ][HL]
(

mb
a −q

)

[H+]
(

mb
a −q

) (2.19)

Example:

U(HPO4)2 · 4H2O(cr)+ H+

 UHPO2+

4 + H2PO−4 + 4 H2O(l)

∗Ks,1,1 = ∗Ks,1 = [UHPO2+
4 ][H2PO−4 ]
[H+]
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2.1.6.4 Equilibria involving the addition of a gaseous ligand

A special notation is used for constants describing equilibria that involve the addition
of a gaseous ligand, as outlined in Eq. (2.20).

MLq−1 + L(g) 
 MLq Kp,q = [MLq ]
[MLq−1]pL

(2.20)

The subscript “p” can be combined with any other notations given above.

Example:

CO2(g) 
 CO2(aq) Kp = [CO2(aq)]
pCO2

3 UO2+
2 + 6 CO2(g)+ 6 H2O(l) 
 (UO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 + 12 H+

∗βp,6,3 = [(UO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 ][H+]12

[UO2+
2 ]3 p6

CO2

UO2CO3(cr)+ CO2(g)+ H2O(l) 
 UO2(CO3)
2−
2 + 2 H+

∗Kp,s,2 = [UO2(CO3)
2−
2 ][H+]2

pCO2

In cases where the subscripts become complicated, it is recommended thatK or β be
used with or without subscripts, but always followed by the equation number of the
equilibrium to which it refers.

2.1.6.5 Redox equilibria

Redox reactions are usually quantified in terms of their electrode (half cell) potential,
E , which is identical to the electromotive force (emf) of a galvanic cell in which the
electrode on the left is the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE1, in accordance with
the “1953 Stockholm Convention” [88MIL/CVI]. Therefore, electrode potentials are
given as reduction potentials relative to the standard hydrogen electrode, which acts
as an electron donor. In the standard hydrogen electrode, H2(g) is at unit fugacity (an
ideal gas at unit pressure, 0.1 MPa), and H+ is at unit activity. The sign of the electrode
potential,E , is that of the observed sign of its polarity when coupled with the standard
hydrogen electrode. The standard electrode potential,E◦, i.e. the potential of a stand-
ard galvanic cell relative to the standard hydrogen electrode (all components in their
standard state,cf. Section2.3.1, and with no liquid junction potential) is related to the
standard Gibbs energy change�rG◦

m and the standard (or thermodynamic) equilibrium
constantK ◦ as outlined in Eq. (2.21).

E◦ = − 1

nF
�rG

◦
m = RT

nF
ln K ◦ (2.21)

1The definitions of SHE and NHE are given in Section2.1.1.
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and the potential,E , is related toE◦ by

E = E◦ − (RT/nF)
∑

νi lnai (2.22)

For example, for the hypothetical galvanic cell:

Pt

∣∣∣∣∣H2(g, p = 1bar)

∣∣∣∣∣HCl(aq, aH+ = 1, fH2 = 1)
Fe(ClO4)2(aq, aFe2+ = 1)

Fe(ClO4)3(aq, aFe3+ = 1)

∣∣∣∣∣ Pt, (2.23)

where “” denotes a liquid junction and “|” a phase boundary, the cell reaction is:

Fe3+ + 1
2H2(g) 
 Fe2+ + H+ (2.24)

For convenience Reaction (2.24) can be represented by half cell reactions, each
involving an equal number of “electrons”(designated “e−”), as shown in the following
equations

Fe3+ + e− 
 Fe2+ (2.25)
1
2H2(g) 
 H+ + e− (2.26)

The terminology is useful, though it must be emphasized that “e−” here does not rep-
resent the hydrated electron.

Equilibrium2.26and Nernst law can be used to introduceae− :

E = E◦(2.26)+ RT

F
ln(
√

fH2/(aH+ae−) (2.27)

According to the SHE conventionE◦(2.26) = 0, fH2 = 1, aH+ = 1, hence

E = − RT

F
lnae− (2.28)

This equation is used to calculate a numerical value ofae− from emf measurements
vs. the SHE; hence, as for the value ofE (V vs. the SHE), the numerical value ofae−
depends on the SHE convention. Equilibrium constants may be written for these half
cell reactions in the following way:

K ◦(2.25) = aFe2+
aFe3+ × ae−

(2.29)

K ◦(2.26) = aH+ × ae−√
fH2

= 1 (by definition) (2.30)

In addition,�rG◦
m (2.26) = 0, �rH◦

m (2.26) = 0, �rS◦m (2.26) = 0 by definition, at all
temperatures, and therefore�rG◦

m (2.25) = �rG◦
m (2.24). From�rG◦

m (2.26) and the
values given at 298.15 K in Table5.1 for H2(g) and H+, the corresponding values for
e− can be calculated to be used in thermodynamic cycles involving half cell reactions.
The following equations describe the change in the redox potential of Reaction (2.24),
if pH2 andaH+ are equal to unity (cf. Eq. (2.22)):

E(2.24) = E◦(2.24)− RT

nF
ln

(
aFe2+
aFe3+

)
(2.31)
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For the standard hydrogen electrodeae− = 1 (by the convention expressed in
Eq. (2.30)), while rearrangement of Eq. (2.29) for the half-cell containing the iron
perchlorates in cell2.23gives:

− log10 ae− = log10 K ◦(2.25)− log10

(
aFe2+
aFe3+

)

and from Eq. (2.27):

− log10 ae− = log10 K ◦(2.24)− log10

(
aFe2+
aFe3+

)
(2.32)

and

− log10 ae− = F

RT ln(10)
E(2.24) (2.33)

which is a specific case of the general equation2.28.
The splitting of redox reactions into two half cell reactions by introducing the sym-

bol “e−”, which according to Eq.2.27is related to the standard electrode potential, is
arbitrary, but useful (this e− notation does not in any way refer to solvated electrons).
When calculating the equilibrium composition of a chemical system, both “e−” and
H+ can be chosen as components and they can be treated numerically in a similar way:
equilibrium constants, mass balance,etc. may be defined for both. However, while
H+ represents the hydrated proton in aqueous solution, the above equations use only
the activity ofe−, and never the concentration ofe−. Concentration to activity con-
versions (or activity coefficients) are never needed for the electron (cf. AppendixB,
ExampleB.3).

In the literature on geochemical modelling of natural waters, it is cus-
tomary to represent the “electron activity” of an aqueous solution with the
symbol “pe” or “pε” (= − log10 ae−) by analogy with pH (= − log10 aH+),
and the redox potential of an aqueous solution relative to the standard hy-
drogen electrode is usually denoted by either “Eh” or “EH” (see for example
[81STU/MOR, 82DRE, 84HOS, 86NOR/MUN]).

In this review, the symbolE◦′ is used to denote the so-called “formal potential”
[74PAR]. The formal (or “conditional”) potential can be regarded as a standard po-
tential for a particular medium in which the activity coefficients are independent (or
approximately so) of the reactant concentrations [85BAR/PAR] (the definition ofE◦′
parallels that of “concentration quotients” for equilibria). Therefore, from

E = E◦′ − RT

nF

∑
νi ln ci (2.34)

E◦′ is the potentialE for a cell when the ratio of theconcentrations (not the activities)
on the right-hand side and the left-hand side of the cell reaction is equal to unity, and

E◦′ = E◦ − RT

nF

∑
νi ln �γi = −�rGm/nF (2.35)

where theγi are the molality activity coefficients and� is (mi/ci), the ratio of mo-
lality to molarity (cf. Section2.2). The medium must be specified.
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2.1.7 pH

Because of the importance that potentiometric methods have in the determination of
equilibrium constants in aqueous solutions, a short discussion on the definition of “pH”
and a simplified description of the experimental techniques used to measure pH will be
given here.

The acidity of aqueous solutions is often expressed in a logarithmic scale of the
hydrogen ion activity. The definition of pH as

pH= − log10 aH+ = − log10(mH+γH+)

can only be strictly used in the limiting range of the Debye-Hückel equation (that is, in
extremely dilute solutions). In practice the use of pH values requires extra assumptions
on the values for single ion activities. In this review values of pH are used to describe
qualitatively ranges of acidity of experimental studies, and the assumptions described
in AppendixB are used to calculate single ion activity coefficients.

The determination of pH is often performed by emf measurements of galvanic cells
involving liquid junctions [69ROS, 73BAT]. A common setup is a cell made up of a
reference half-cell (e.g. Ag(s)/AgCl(s) in a solution of constant chloride concentra-
tion), a salt bridge, the test solution, and a glass electrode (which encloses a solution
of constant acidity and an internal reference half-cell):

Pt(s)

∣∣∣∣∣Ag(s)

∣∣∣∣∣AgCl(s)

∣∣∣∣∣KCl(aq)

a

salt
bridge

b

test
solution

KCl(aq)

∣∣∣∣∣ AgCl(s)

∣∣∣∣∣ Ag(s)

∣∣∣∣∣ Pt(s), (2.36)

where “ ” stands for a glass membrane (permeable to hydrogen ions). The emf of such
a cell is given by

E = E∗ − RT

nF
ln aH+ + Ej

whereE∗ is a constant, andEj is the junction potential. The purpose of the salt bridge is
to minimise the junction potential in junction “b”, while keeping constant the junction
potential for junction “a”. Two methods are most often used to reduce and control
the value ofEj . An electrolyte solution ofhigh concentration (the “salt bridge”) is
a requirement of both methods. In the first method, the salt bridge is a saturated (or
nearly saturated) solution of potassium chloride. A problem with a bridge of high
potassium concentration, is that potassium perchlorate might precipitate2 inside the
liquid junction when the test solution contains a high concentration of perchlorate ions.

In the other method the salt bridge contains the samehigh concentration of the
same inert electrolyte as the test solution (for example, 3 M NaClO4). However, if
the concentration of the background electrolyte in the salt bridge and test solutions is
reduced, the values ofEj are dramatically increased. For example, if both the bridge
and the test solution have [ClO−4 ] = 0.1 M as background electrolyte, the dependence
of the liquid junction at “b” on acidity isEj ≈ −440×[H+]mV · dm3 · mol−1 at 25◦C
[69ROS, p.110], which corresponds to an error at pH= 2 of≥ 0.07 pH units.

2KClO4(cr) has a solubility of≈ 0.15 M in pure water at 25◦C.
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Because of the problems in eliminating the liquid junction potentials and in de-
fining individual ionic activity coefficients, an “operational” definition of pH is given
by IUPAC [88MIL/CVI]. This definition involves the measurement of pH differences
between the test solution and standard solutions of known pH and similar ionic strength
(in this way similar values ofγH+ andEj cancel each other when emf values are sub-
stracted).

2.1.8 Order of formulae

To be consistent with CODATA, the data tables are given in “Standard Order of Ar-
rangement” [82WAG/EVA]. This scheme is presented in Figure2.1below which shows
the sequence of the ranks of the elements in this convention. The order follows the
ranks of the elements.

For example, for uranium, this means that, after elemental uranium and its
monoatomic ions (e.g., U4+), the uranium compounds and complexes with oxygen
would be listed, then those with hydrogen, then those with oxygen and hydrogen, and
so on, with decreasing rank of the element and combinations of the elements. Within a
class, increasing coefficients of the higher rank elements go before increasing coeffi-
cients of the lower rank elements. For example, in the U-O-F class of compounds and
complexes, a typical sequence would be UOF2(cr), UOF4(cr), UOF4(g), UO2F(aq),
UO2F+, UO2F2(aq), UO2F2(cr), UO2F2(g), UO2F−3 , UO2F2−

4 , U2O3F6(cr), etc.
[92GRE/FUG]. Formulae with identical stoichiometry are in alphabetical order of
their designators.

2.1.9 Reference codes

The references cited in the review are ordered chronologically and alphabetically by
the first two authors within each year, as described by CODATA [87GAR/PAR]. A
reference code is made up of the final two digits of the year of appearance (if the
publication is not from the 20th century, the year will be put in full). The year is
followed by the first three letters of the surnames of the first two authors, separated by
a slash.

If there are multiple reference codes, a “2” will be added to the second one, a “3”
to the third one, and so forth. Reference codes are always enclosed in square brackets.

2.2 Units and conversion factors

Thermodynamic data are given according to theSystème International d’unités(SI
units). The unit of energy is the joule. Some basic conversion factors, also for non-
thermodynamic units, are given in Table2.4.

Since a large part of the NEA-TDB project deals with the thermodynamics of
aqueous solutions, the units describing the amount of dissolved substance are used very
frequently. For convenience, this review uses “M” as an abbreviation of “mol· dm−3”
for molarity, c, and, in AppendicesB andC, “m” as an abbreviation of “mol· kg−1”
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Figure 2.1: Standard order of arrangement of the elements and compounds based on
the periodic classification of the elements (from Ref. [82WAG/EVA]).
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for molality, m. It is often necessary to convert concentration data from molarity to
molality and vice versa. This conversion is used for the correction and extrapolation
of equilibrium data to zero ionic strength by the specific ion interaction theory which
works in molality units (cf. AppendixB). This conversion is made in the following way.
Molality is defined asmB moles of substance B dissolved in 1000 grams of pure water.
Molarity is defined ascB moles of substance B dissolved in(1000ρ − cBM) grams of
pure water, whereρ is the density of the solution andM the molar weight of the solute.
From this it follows that

mB = 1000cB

1000ρ − cBM

Table 2.4: Unit conversion factors

To convert from to multiply by
(non-SI unit symbol) (SI unit symbol)

ångström (Å) metre (m) 1× 10−10 (exactly)
standard atmosphere (atm) pascal (Pa) 1.01325× 105 (exactly)
bar (bar) pascal (Pa) 1× 105 (exactly)
thermochemical calorie (cal) joule (J) 4.184 (exactly)

entropy unit (e.u.
∧= cal · K−1 · mol−1) J · K−1 · mol−1 4.184 (exactly)
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Baes and Mesmer [76BAE/MES, p.439] give a table with conversion factors (from mol-
arity to molality) for nine electrolytes and various ionic strengths. Conversion factors
at 298.15 K for twenty one electrolytes, calculated using the density equations reported
by Söhnel and Novotný [85SÖH/NOV], are reported in Table2.5.

Table 2.5: Factors� for the conversion of molarity,cB, to molality,mB, of a substance
B, in various media at 298.15 K (calculated from densities in [85SÖH/NOV]).

� = mB/cB (dm3 of solution per kg of H2O)
c (M) HClO4 NaClO4 LiClO4 NH4ClO4 Ba(ClO4)2 HCl NaCl LiCl

0.10 1.0077 1.0075 1.0074 1.0091 1.0108 1.0048 1.0046 1.0049
0.25 1.0147 1.0145 1.0141 1.0186 1.0231 1.0076 1.0072 1.0078
0.50 1.0266 1.0265 1.0256 1.0351 1.0450 1.0123 1.0118 1.0127
0.75 1.0386 1.0388 1.0374 1.0523 1.0685 1.0172 1.0165 1.0177
1.00 1.0508 1.0515 1.0496 1.0703 1.0936 1.0222 1.0215 1.0228
1.50 1.0759 1.0780 1.0750 1.1086 1.1491 1.0324 1.0319 1.0333
2.00 1.1019 1.1062 1.1019 1.2125 1.0430 1.0429 1.0441
3.00 1.1571 1.1678 1.1605 1.3689 1.0654 1.0668 1.0666
4.00 1.2171 1.2374 1.2264 1.0893 1.0930 1.0904
5.00 1.2826 1.3167 1.1147 1.1218 1.1156
6.00 1.3547 1.4077 1.1418 1.1423

c (M) KCl NH4Cl MgCl2 CaCl2 NaBr HNO3 NaNO3 LiNO3
0.10 1.0057 1.0066 1.0049 1.0044 1.0054 1.0056 1.0058 1.0059
0.25 1.0099 1.0123 1.0080 1.0069 1.0090 1.0097 1.0102 1.0103
0.50 1.0172 1.0219 1.0135 1.0119 1.0154 1.0169 1.0177 1.0178
0.75 1.0248 1.0318 1.0195 1.0176 1.0220 1.0242 1.0256 1.0256
1.00 1.0326 1.0420 1.0258 1.0239 1.0287 1.0319 1.0338 1.0335
1.50 1.0489 1.0632 1.0393 1.0382 1.0428 1.0478 1.0510 1.0497
2.00 1.0662 1.0855 1.0540 1.0546 1.0576 1.0647 1.0692 1.0667
3.00 1.1037 1.1339 1.0867 1.0934 1.0893 1.1012 1.1090 1.1028
4.00 1.1453 1.1877 1.1241 1.1406 1.1240 1.1417 1.1534 1.1420
5.00 1.2477 1.1974 1.1619 1.1865 1.2030 1.1846
6.00 1.2033 1.2361 1.2585 1.2309

c (M) NH4NO3 H2SO4 Na2SO4 (NH4)2SO4 H3PO4 Na2CO3 K2CO3 NaSCN

0.10 1.0077 1.0064 1.0044 1.0082 1.0074 1.0027 1.0042 1.0069
0.25 1.0151 1.0116 1.0071 1.0166 1.0143 1.0030 1.0068 1.0130
0.50 1.0276 1.0209 1.0127 1.0319 1.0261 1.0043 1.0121 1.0234
0.75 1.0405 1.0305 1.0194 1.0486 1.0383 1.0065 1.0185 1.0342
1.00 1.0539 1.0406 1.0268 1.0665 1.0509 1.0094 1.0259 1.0453
1.50 1.0818 1.0619 1.0441 1.1062 1.0773 1.0170 1.0430 1.0686
2.00 1.1116 1.0848 1.1514 1.1055 1.0268 1.0632 1.0934
3.00 1.1769 1.1355 1.2610 1.1675 1.1130 1.1474
4.00 1.2512 1.1935 1.4037 1.2383 1.1764 1.2083
5.00 1.3365 1.2600 1.3194 1.2560 1.2773
6.00 1.4351 1.3365 1.4131 1.3557

Example:

1.00 M NaClO4
∧= 1.05 m NaClO4

1.00 M NaCl
∧= 1.02 m NaCl

4.00 M NaClO4
∧= 4.95 m NaClO4

6.00 M NaNO3
∧= 7.55 m NaNO3
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It should be noted that equilibrium constants need also to be converted if the concentra-
tion scale is changed from molarity to molality or vice versa. For a general equilibrium
reaction, 0= ∑

B νBB, the equilibrium constants can be expressed either in molarity
or molality units,Kc or Km , respectively:

log10 Kc =
∑

B

νB log10 cB

log10 Km =
∑

B

νB log10 mB

With (mB/cB) = �, or (log10 mB − log10 cB) = log10�, the relationship betweenKc

andKm becomes very simple, as shown in Eq. (2.37).

log10 Km = log10 Kc +
∑

B

νB log10� (2.37)

∑
B νB is the sum of the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction,cf. Eq. (2.53), and

the values of� are the factors for the conversion of molarity to molality as tabulated in
Table2.5 for several electrolyte media at 298.15 K. The differences between the val-
ues in Table2.5and the values listed in the uranium NEA-TDB review [92GRE/FUG,
p.23] are found at the highest concentrations, and are no larger than±0.003 dm3/kg,
reflecting the accuracy expected in this type of conversions. The uncertainty intro-
duced by the use of Eq. (2.37) in the values of log10 Km will be then no larger than
±0.001

∑
B νB.

2.3 Standard and reference conditions

2.3.1 Standard state

A precise definition of the term “standard state” has been given by IUPAC [82LAF].
The fact that only changes in thermodynamic parameters, but not their absolute values,
can be determined experimentally, makes it important to have a well-defined standard
state that forms a base line to which the effect of variations can be referred. The IUPAC
[82LAF] definition of the standard state has been adopted in the NEA-TDB project.
The standard state pressure,p◦ = 0.1 MPa (1 bar), has therefore also been adopted,
cf. Section2.3.2. The application of the standard state principle to pure substances
and mixtures is summarised below. It should be noted that the standard state is always
linked to a reference temperature,cf. Section2.3.3.

• The standard state for a gaseous substance, whether pure or in a gaseous mixture,
is the pure substance at the standard state pressure and in a (hypothetical) state
in which it exhibits ideal gas behaviour.

• The standard state for a pure liquid substance is (ordinarily) the pure liquid at the
standard state pressure.

• The standard state for a pure solid substance is (ordinarily) the pure solid at the
standard state pressure.
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• The standard state for a solute B in a solution is a hypothetical solution, at the
standard state pressure, in whichmB = m◦ = 1 mol · kg−1, and in which the
activity coefficientγB is unity.

It should be emphasised that the use of◦, e.g., in �fH◦
m , implies that the compound

in question is in the standard state and that the elements are in their reference states.
The reference states of the elements at the reference temperature (cf. Section2.3.3) are
listed in Table2.6.

Table 2.6: Reference states for some elements at the reference temperature of 298.15 K
and standard pressure of 0.1 MPa [82WAG/EVA, 89COX/WAG, 91DIN].

O2 gaseous Al crystalline, cubic
H2 gaseous Zn crystalline, hexagonal
He gaseous Cd crystalline, hexagonal
Ne gaseous Hg liquid
Ar gaseous Cu crystalline, cubic
Kr gaseous Ag crystalline, cubic
Xe gaseous Fe crystalline, cubic, bcc
F2 gaseous Tc crystalline, hexagonal
Cl2 gaseous V crystalline, cubic
Br2 liquid Ti crystalline, hexagonal
I2 crystalline, orthorhombic Am crystalline, dhcp
S crystalline, orthorhombic Pu crystalline, monoclinic
Se crystalline, hexagonal (“black”) Np crystalline, orthorhombic
Te crystalline, hexagonal U crystalline, orthorhombic
N2 gaseous Th crystalline, cubic
P crystalline, cubic (“white”) Be crystalline, hexagonal
As crystalline, rhombohedral (“grey”) Mg crystalline, hexagonal
Sb crystalline, rhombohedral Ca crystalline, cubic, fcc
Bi crystalline, rhombohedral Sr crystalline, cubic, fcc
C crystalline, hexagonal (graphite) Ba crystalline, cubic
Si crystalline, cubic Li crystalline, cubic
Ge crystalline, cubic Na crystalline, cubic
Sn crystalline, tetragonal (“white”) K crystalline, cubic
Pb crystalline, cubic Rb crystalline, cubic
B β, crystalline, rhombohedral Cs crystalline, cubic

2.3.2 Standard state pressure

The standard state pressure chosen for all selected data is 0.1 MPa (1 bar) as recom-
mended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry IUPAC [82LAF].
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However, the majority of the thermodynamic data published in the scientific literat-
ure and used for the evaluations in this review, refer to the old standard state pressure
of 1 “standard atmosphere” (= 0.101325 MPa). The difference between the thermo-
dynamic data for the two standard state pressures is not large and lies in most cases
within the uncertainty limits. It is nevertheless essential to make the corrections for the
change in the standard state pressure in order to avoid inconsistencies and propagation
of errors. In practice the parameters affected by the change between these two standard
state pressures are the Gibbs energy and entropy changes of all processes that involve
gaseous species. Consequently, changes occur also in the Gibbs energies of formation
of species that consist of elements whose reference state is gaseous (H, O, F, Cl, N,
and the noble gases). No other thermodynamic quantities are affected significantly. A
large part of the following discussion has been taken from the NBS tables of chemical
thermodynamic properties [82WAG/EVA], see also Freeman [84FRE].

The following expressions define the effect of pressure on the properties of all
substances: (

∂ H

∂p

)
T

= V − T

(
∂V

∂T

)
p
= V (1− αT ) (2.38)

(
∂Cp

∂p

)
T

= −T

(
∂2V

∂T 2

)
p

(2.39)

(
∂S

∂p

)
T

= −V α = −
(

∂V

∂T

)
p

(2.40)

(
∂G

∂p

)
T

= V (2.41)

where α ≡ 1

V

(
∂V

∂T

)
p

(2.42)

For ideal gases,V = RT
p andα = R

pV = 1
T . The conversion equations listed below

(Eqs. (2.43) to (2.50)) apply to the small pressure change from 1 atm to 1 bar (0.1 MPa).
The quantities that refer to the old standard state pressure of 1 atm are assigned the
superscript(atm) here, the ones that refer to the new standard state pressure of 1 bar the
superscript(bar).

For all substances the change in the enthalpy of formation and the heat capacity is
much smaller than the experimental accuracy and can be disregarded. This is exactly
true for ideal gases.

�f H (bar)(T )−�f H (atm)(T ) = 0 (2.43)

C(bar)
p (T )− C(atm)

p (T ) = 0 (2.44)
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For gaseous substances, the entropy difference is

S(bar)(T )− S(atm)(T ) = R ln

(
p(atm)

p(bar)

)

= R ln 1.01325

= 0.1094 J· K−1 · mol−1 (2.45)

This is exactly true for ideal gases, as follows from Eq. (2.40) with α = R
pV . The

entropy change of a reaction or process is thus dependent on the number of moles of
gases involved:

�rS
(bar) −�rS

(atm) = δ × R ln

(
p(atm)

p(bar)

)

= δ × 0.1094 J· K−1 · mol−1 (2.46)

whereδ is the net increase in moles of gas in the process.
Similarly, the change in the Gibbs energy of a process between the two standard

state pressures is

�rG
(bar) −�rG

(atm) = −δ × RT ln

(
p(atm)

p(bar)

)

= −δ × 0.03263 kJ·mol−1 at 298.15 K. (2.47)

Eq. (2.47) applies also to�fG(bar) − �fG(atm), since the Gibbs energy of formation
describes the formation process of a compound or complex from the reference states
of the elements involved:

�fG
(bar) −�fG

(atm) = −δ × 0.03263 kJ· mol−1 at 298.15 K (2.48)

The change in the equilibrium constants and cell potentials with the change in
the standard state pressure follows from the expression for Gibbs energy changes,
Eq. (2.47):

log10 K (bar) − log10 K (atm) = −�rG(bar) −�rG(atm)

RT ln 10

= δ ×
ln
(

p(atm)

p(bar)

)
ln 10

= δ × log10

(
p(atm)

p(bar)

)

= δ × 0.005717 (2.49)

E (bar) − E (atm) = −�rG(bar) −�rG(atm)

nF

= δ ×
RT ln

(
p(atm)

p(bar)

)
nF

= δ × 0.0003382

n
V at 298.15 K (2.50)
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It should be noted that the standard potential of the hydrogen electrode is equal to
0.00 V exactly, by definition.

H+ + e− 

1
2H2(g) E◦ def= 0.00 V (2.51)

This definition will not be changed, although a gaseous substance, H2(g), is involved
in the process. The change in the potential with pressure for an electrode potential
conventionally written as

Ag+ + e− 
 Ag(cr)

should thus be calculated from the balanced reaction that includes the hydrogen elec-
trode,

Ag+ + 1
2H2(g) 
 Ag(cr)+ H+

Hereδ = −0.5. Hence, the contribution toδ from an electron in a half cell reaction
is the same as the contribution of a gas molecule with the stoichiometric coefficient of
0.5. This leads to the same value ofδ as the combination with the hydrogen half cell.

Example:

Fe(cr) + 2 H+ 
 Fe2+ +H2(g) δ = 1 E(bar) − E(atm) = 0.00017 V
CO2(g)
 CO2(aq) δ = −1 log10 K (bar) − log10 K (atm) = −0.0057
NH3(g)+ 5

4O2(g)
 NO(g)+ 3
2H2O(g) δ = 0.25 �rG(bar) −�rG(atm) = −0.008 kJ·mol−1

1
2Cl2(g)+ 2 O2(g)+ e− 
 ClO−

4 δ = −3 �f G(bar) −�f G
(atm) = 0.098 kJ· mol−1

2.3.3 Reference temperature

The definitions of standard states given in Section2.3make no reference to fixed tem-
perature. Hence, it is theoretically possible to have an infinite number of standard
states of a substance as the temperature varies. It is, however, convenient to complete
the definition of the standard state in a particular context by choosing a reference tem-
perature. As recommended by IUPAC [82LAF], the reference temperature chosen in
the NEA-TDB project isT = 298.15 K or t = 25.00◦C. Where necessary for the dis-
cussion, values of experimentally measured temperatures are reported after conversion
to the IPTS-68 [69COM]. The relation between the absolute temperatureT (K, kelvin)
and the Celsius temperaturet (◦C) is defined byt = (T − T0) whereT0 = 273.15 K.

2.4 Fundamental physical constants

The fundamental physical constants are taken from a recent publication by CODATA
[86COD]. Those relevant to this review are listed in Table2.7.
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Table 2.7: Fundamental physical constants. These values have been taken from
CODATA [86COD]. The digits in parentheses are the one-standard-deviation uncer-
tainty in the last digits of the given value.

Quantity Symbol Value Units

speed of light in vacuum c 299 792 458 m · s−1

permeability of vacuum µ◦ 4π × 10−7

= 12.566 370 614. . . 10−7 N · A−2

permittivity of vacuum ε◦ 1/µ◦c2

= 8.854 187 817. . . 10−12 C2 · J−1 · m−1

Planck constant h 6.626 0755(40) 10−34 J · s
elementary charge e 1.602 177 33(49) 10−19 C
Avogadro constant NA 6.022 1367(36) 1023 mol−1

Faraday constant,
NA × e

F 96 485.309(29) C ·mol−1

molar gas constant R 8.314 510(70) J · K−1 · mol−1

Boltzmann constant,
R/NA

k 1.380 658(12) 10−23 J · K−1

Non-SI units used with
SI:
electron volt,(e/C) J eV 1.602 177 33(49) 10−19 J
atomic mass unit,
1u= mu = 1

12m(12C)

u 1.660 5402(10) 10−27 kg

2.5 Uncertainty estimates

One of the principal objectives of the NEA-TDB development effort is to provide an
idea of the uncertainties associated with the data selected in the reviews. In general the
uncertainties should define the range within which the corresponding data can be repro-
duced with a probability of 95%. In many cases, a full statistical treatment is limited or
impossible due to the availability of only one or few data points. AppendixC describes
in detail the procedures used for the assignment and treatment of uncertainties, as well
as the propagation of errors and the standard rules for rounding.

2.6 The NEA-TDB system

A data base system has been developed at the NEA Data Bank that allows the stor-
age of thermodynamic parameters for individual species as well as for reactions. The
structure of the data base system allows consistent derivation of thermodynamic data
for individual species from reaction data at standard conditions, as well as internal
recalculations of data at standard conditions. If a selected value is changed, all the
dependent values will be recalculated consistently. The maintenance of consistency of
all the selected data, including their uncertainties (cf. AppendixC), is ensured by the
software developed for this purpose at the NEA Data Bank. The literature sources of
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the data are also stored in the data base.
The following thermodynamic parameters, valid at the reference temperature of

298.15 K and at the standard pressure of 1 bar, are stored in the data base:

�fG◦
m the standard molar Gibbs energy of formation from

the elements in their reference state
(kJ ·mol−1)

�fH◦
m the standard molar enthalpy of formation from the ele-

ments in their reference state
(kJ ·mol−1)

S◦m the standard molar entropy (J · K−1 ·mol−1)
C◦

p,m the standard molar heat capacity (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

For aqueous neutral species and ions, the values of�fG◦
m , �fH◦

m , S◦m and C◦
p,m

correspond to the standard partial molar quantities, and for individual aqueous ions they
are relative quantities, defined with respect to the aqueous hydrogen ion, according to
the convention [89COX/WAG] that �fH◦

m(H+, aq,T ) = 0, and thatS◦m(H+, aq,T ) =
0. Furthermore, for anionised solute B containing any number of different cations and
anions:

�fH
◦
m(B±, aq) =

∑
+

ν+�fH
◦
m(cation, aq)+

∑
−

ν−�fH
◦
m(anion, aq)

S◦m(B±, aq) =
∑
+

ν+S◦m(cation, aq)+
∑
−

ν−S◦m(anion, aq).

As the thermodynamic parameters vary as a function of temperature, provision is made
for including the compilation of the coefficients of empirical temperature functions for
these data, as well as the temperature ranges over which they are valid. In many cases
the thermodynamic data measured or calculated at several temperatures were published
for a particular species, rather than the deduced temperature functions. In these cases,
a non-linear regression method is used in this review to obtain the most significant
coefficients of the following empirical function:

F(T ) = a + b × T + c × T 2 + d × T−1 + e × T−2 + f × ln T + g × T ln T

+ h ×√
T + i√

T
+ j × T 3 + k × T−3. (2.52)

Most temperature variations can be described with three or four parameters,a, b and
e being the ones most frequently used. In the present review, onlyC◦

p,m (T ), i.e., the
thermal functions of the heat capacities of individual species, are considered and stored
in the data base. They refer to the relation

C◦
p,m(T ) = a + b × T + c × T 2 + d × T−1 + e × T−2

and are listed in Tables3.3and4.3.
The pressure dependence of thermodynamic data has not been the subject

of critical analysis in the present compilation. The reader interested in higher
temperatures and pressures, or the pressure dependency of thermodynamic functions
for geochemical applications, is referred to the specialised literature in this area,e.g.,
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[82HAM, 84MAR/MES, 88SHO/HEL, 88TAN/HEL, 89SHO/HEL, 89SHO/HEL2,
90MON, 91AND/CAS].

Selected standard thermodynamic data referring to chemical reactions are also
compiled in the data base. A chemical reaction “r”, involving reactants and products
‘B”, can be abbreviated as

0 =
∑

B

νr
B B (2.53)

where the stoichiometric coefficientsνr
B are positive for products, and negative for

reactants. The reaction parameters considered in the NEA-TDB system include:

log10 K ◦
r the equilibrium constant of the reaction, logarithmic

�rG◦
m the molar Gibbs energy of reaction(kJ ·mol−1)

�rH◦
m the molar enthalpy of reaction (kJ ·mol−1)

�rS◦m the molar entropy of reaction (J · K−1 · mol−1)
�rC◦

p,m the molar heat capacity of reaction(J · K−1 · mol−1)

The temperature functions of these data, if available, are stored according to Eq. (2.52).
The equilibrium constant,K ◦

r , is related to�rG◦
m according to the following rela-

tion,

log10 K ◦
r = − �rG◦

m

RT ln(10)

and can be calculated from the individual values of�fG◦
m (B) (for example, those given

in Tables3.3and4.3and in table5.1), according to

log10 K ◦
r = − 1

RT ln(10)

∑
B

νr
B �fG

◦
m(B) (2.54)

2.7 Presentation of the selected data

The selected data are presented in Chapters3, 4 and5. Unless otherwise indicated, they
refer to standard conditions (cf. Section2.3) and 298.15 K (25◦C) and are provided with
an uncertainty which should correspond to the 95% confidence level (see AppendixC).

Chapters3 and4 contain tables of selected thermodynamic data for individual com-
pounds and complexes of neptunium and plutonium (Tables3.1and4.1respectively),
tables of selected reaction data (Tables3.2and4.2) for reactions concerning neptunium
and plutonium species respectively, and tables containing selected thermal functions of
the heat capacities of individual species of neptunium and plutonium (Tables3.3 and
4.3respectively). The selection of these data is discussed in PartsIII andIV.

Chapter5 contains, for auxiliary compounds and complexes that do not contain
neptunium or plutonium, a table of the thermodynamic data for individual species
(Table 5.1) and a table of reaction data (Table5.2). Most of these values are the
CODATA Key Values [89COX/WAG]. The selection of the remaining auxiliary data
is discussed in Chapter VI of the uranium review [92GRE/FUG].
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All the selected data presented in Tables3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1and5.2are internally
consistent. This consistency is maintained by the internal consistency verification and
recalculation software developed at the NEA Data Bank in conjunction with the NEA-
TDB data base system,cf. Section2.6. Therefore, when using the selected data for
either neptunium or plutonium species, the auxiliary data of Chapter5 must be used
together with the data in Chapters3 and4 to ensure internal consistency of the data set.

It is important to note that Tables3.2, 4.2 and5.2 include only those species of
which the primary selected data are reaction data. The formation data derived there-
from and listed in Tables3.1 and4.1 are obtained using auxiliary data, and their un-
certainties are propagated accordingly. In order to maintain the uncertainties originally
assigned to the selected data in this review, the user is advised to make direct use of the
reaction data presented in Tables3.2, 4.2 and5.2, rather than taking the derived val-
ues in Tables3.1, 4.1and5.1 to calculate the reaction data with Eq. (2.54). The latter
approach would imply a twofold propagation of the uncertainties and result in reaction
data whose uncertainties would be considerably larger than those originally assigned.

The thermodynamic data in the selected set refer to a temperature of 298.15 K
(25.00◦C), but they can be recalculated to other temperatures if the corresponding data
(enthalpies, entropies, heat capacities) are available [97PUI/RAR]. For example, the
temperature dependence of the standard reaction Gibbs energy as a function of the
standard reaction entropy at the reference temperature (T0 = 298.15 K), and of the
heat capacity function is:

�rG
◦
m(T ) = �rH

◦
m(T0)+

∫ T

T0

�rC
◦
p,m(T )dT

− T

(
�rS

◦
m(T0)+

∫ T

T0

�rC◦
p,m(T )

T
dT

)

and the temperature dependence of the standard equilibrium constant as a function of
the standard reaction enthalpy and heat capacity is:

log10 K ◦(T ) = log10 K ◦(T0)− �rH◦
m(T0)

R ln(10)

(
1

T
− 1

T0

)

− 1

RT ln(10)

∫ T

T0

�rC
◦
p,m(T )dT + 1

R ln(10)

∫ T

T0

�rC◦
p,m(T )

T
dT

whereR is the gas constant (cf. Table2.7).
In the case of aqueous species, for which enthalpies of reaction are selected or can

be calculated from the selected enthalpies of formation, but for which there are no se-
lected heat capacities, it is in most cases possible to recalculate equilibrium constants
to temperatures up to 100 to 150◦C, with an additional uncertainty of perhaps about
1 to 2 logarithmic units, due to the disregard of the heat capacity contributions to the
temperature correction. However, it is important to observe that “new” aqueous spe-
cies,i.e., species not present in significant amounts at 25◦C and therefore not detected,
may be significant at higher temperatures, see for example the work by Ciavatta, Iuli-
ano and Porto [87CIA/IUL]. Additional high-temperature experiments may therefore
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be needed in order to ascertain that proper chemical models are used in the modelling
of hydrothermal systems. For many species, experimental thermodynamic data are not
available to allow a selection of parameters describing the temperature dependence of
equilibrium constants and Gibbs energies of formation. The user may find information
on various procedures to estimate the temperature dependence of these thermodynamic
parameters in [97PUI/RAR]. The thermodynamic data in the selected set refer to in-
finite dilution for soluble species. Extrapolation of an equilibrium constantK, usually
measured at high ionic strength, toK ◦ at I = 0 using activity coefficientsγ , is ex-
plained in AppendixB. The corresponding Gibbs energy of dilution is

�dilGm = �rG
◦
m −�rGm (2.55)

= −RT�r ln γ± (2.56)

Similarly �dil Sm can be calculated from lnγ± and its variations withT, while

�dil Hm = RT 2 ∂

∂T
(�r ln γ±)p (2.57)

depends only on the variation ofγ with T, which are neglected in this review, when no
data on the temperature dependence ofγ ’s are available. In this case the Gibbs energy
of dilution �dilGm is entirely assigned to entropy difference. This entropy of reaction
is calculated using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, the above assumption�dil Hm = 0,
and�dilGm.
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Chapter 3

Selected neptunium data

This chapter presents the chemical thermodynamic data set for neptunium species
which has been selected in this review. Table3.1contains the recommended thermody-
namic data of the neptunium compounds and complexes, Table3.2 the recommended
thermodynamic data of chemical equilibrium reactions by which the neptunium com-
pounds and complexes are formed, and Table3.3 the temperature coefficients of the
heat capacity data of Table3.1where available.

The species and reactions in Tables3.1, 3.2 and3.3 appear in standard order of
arrangement (cf. Figure2.1). Table3.2contains information only on those reactions for
which primary data selections are made in this review. These selected reaction data are
used, together with data for key neptunium species (for example Np4+) and auxiliary
data listed in Table5.1, to derive the corresponding formation quantities in Table3.1.
The uncertainties associated with values for the key neptunium species and for some
of the auxiliary data are substantial, leading to comparatively large uncertainties in the
formation quantities derived in this manner.

However, then the fact remains that for many reactions uncertainties in quantities
such as�rG◦

m are known more accurately than would be calculated directly from the
uncertainties of the�fG◦

m values for species listed in Table3.1and the auxiliary data
in Table5.1. The uncertainties in, for example, the value of�fG◦

m(NpO2SO−4 ) incor-
porates not only the uncertainty in�rG◦

m for the complexation reaction from which it
is derived,

NpO+
2 + SO2−

4 
 NpO2SO−4
but also the uncertainties in�fG◦

m(NpO+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) and �fG◦

m(SO2−
4 , aq,

298.15 K). Thus, back-calculation from the uncertainties of the separate species
overestimates the uncertainty in the Gibbs energy of reaction and the uncertainty
in the corresponding equilibrium constant. The inclusion of a table for reaction
data (Table3.2) in this report allows the use of equilibrium constants with total
uncertainties that are directly based on the experimental accuracies. This is the main
reason for including both the table for reaction data (Table3.2) and the table of
�fG◦

m, �fH◦
m, S◦m andC◦

p,m values (Table3.1). In a few cases, correlation of small
uncertainties in values for ligands has been neglected in calculations of uncertainty
values for species in Table3.1 from uncertainty values in Table3.2. However, for
those species the effects are less than 2% of the stated uncertainties.

Furthermore, for some reactions that involve concurrent ligand protonation or de-
protonation (e.g., in certain neptunium-carbonate, -sulphate or -phosphate systems) the
uncertainties in equilibrium constants are less than would have been calculated directly

39
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using the uncertainties in the Gibbs energy values for the specific ligands (cf. the in-
troductory paragraphs in Chapter5). This occurs because the Gibbs energy change for
a particular deprotonation equilibrium (cf. Table5.2) may be known more accurately
than the Gibbs energy of formation of the ligand.

The selected thermal functions of the heat capacities, listed in Table3.3, refer to
the relation

C◦
p,m(T ) = a + b × T + c × T 2 + d × T−1 + e × T−2 (3.1)

No references are given in these tables since the selected data are generally not dir-
ectly attributable to a specific published source. A detailed discussion of the selection
procedure is presented in PartIII .

A warning: The addition of any aqueous species and its data to this internally
consistent data base can result in a modified data set which is no longer rigorous and
can lead to erroneous results. The situation is similar, to a lesser degree, with the
addition of gases and solids.

It should also be noted that the data set presented in this chapter may not be “com-
plete” for all the conceivable systems and conditions. Gaps are pointed out in the
various sections of PartIII .
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Table 3.1: Selected thermodynamic data for neptunium compounds and complexes. All
ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. Unless noted otherwise, all data
refer to the reference temperature of 298.15 K and to the standard state,i.e., a pressure
of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous species, infinite dilution (I = 0). The uncertainties listed
below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond in principle to the stat-
istically defined 95% confidence interval. Values obtained from internal calculation,
cf. footnotes (a) and (b), are rounded at the third digit after the decimal point and may
therefore not be exactly identical to those given in PartIII . Systematically, all the val-
ues are presented with three digits after the decimal point, regardless of the significance
of these digits. The data presented in this table are available on PC diskettes or other
computer media from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Np(cr) 0.000 0.000 50.460 29.620(c)

±0.800 ±0.800
β −Np(d)

γ −Np(d)

Np(g) 421.195(a) 465.100(b) 197.719 20.824(c)

±3.009 ±3.000 ±0.005 ±0.020
Np3+ −512.866(b) −527.184 −193.584

±5.669 ±2.092 ±20.253
Np4+ −491.774(a) −556.022 −426.390(b)

±5.586 ±4.185 ±12.386
NpO2(am, hyd) −957.321(b)

±7.987
NpO2(cr) −1021.731(a) −1074.000 80.300 66.200(c)

±2.514 ±2.500 ±0.400 ±0.500
NpO+2 −907.765(a) −978.181 −45.904 −4.000

±5.628 ±4.629 ±10.706 ±25.000
NpO2+

2 −795.939 −860.733 −92.387(b)

±5.615 ±4.662 ±10.464
Np2O5(cr) −2031.574(a) −2162.700 174.000 128.600(c)

±11.227 ±9.500 ±20.000 ±5.000
NpOH2+ −711.191(b)

±5.922
NpOH3+ −727.259(b)

±7.987
NpO2OH(am, aged) −1118.078(b) −1222.900 71.952(a) 86.000

±6.310 ±5.500 ±28.087 ±20.000
NpO2OH(am, fresh) −1114.652(b) −1222.900 60.456(a) 86.000

±5.743 ±5.500 ±26.682 ±20.000
NpO2OH(aq) −1080.405(b) −1199.226(a) 25.000

±6.902 ±19.176 ±60.000

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpO2OH+ −1003.968(b)

±6.062
NpO2(OH)2(cr) −1239.000 −1377.000 128.590(a) 120.000

±6.400 ±5.000 ±27.252 ±20.000
NpO2(OH)−2 −1247.336(b) −1431.230(a) 40.000

±6.311 ±30.476 ±100.000
NpO3·H2O(cr) −1238.997(b)

±6.062
Np(OH)4(aq) −1384.225(b)

±8.482
(NpO2)2(OH)2+2 −2030.369(b)

±11.294
(NpO2)3(OH)

+
5 −3475.795(b)

±16.893
NpF(g) −111.560(a) −82.000 251.000 33.800(c)

±30.038 ±30.000 ±5.000 ±3.000
NpF3+ −824.441(b) −889.872(b) −263.621(b)

±5.686 ±4.684 ±14.361
NpF2(g) −585.131(a) −570.000 304.000 55.900(c)

±50.089 ±50.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
NpF2+

2 −1144.436(b)

±6.005
NpF3(cr) −1460.501(a) −1529.000 124.900 94.200(c)

±8.325 ±8.300 ±2.000 ±3.000
NpF3(g) −1104.801(a) −1112.000 330.500 72.200(c)

±20.222 ±20.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
NpF4(cr) −1783.797(a) −1874.000 153.500 116.100(c)

±16.046 ±16.000 ±4.000 ±4.000
NpF4(g) −1535.287(a) −1561.000 369.800 95.300(c)

±22.202 ±22.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
NpF5(cr) −1834.430(a) −1941.000 200.000 132.800(c)

±25.398 ±25.000 ±15.000 ±8.000
NpF6(cr) −1841.872(a) −1970.000 229.090 167.440(c)

±20.002 ±20.000 ±0.500 ±0.400
NpF6(g) −1837.525(a) −1921.660 376.643 129.072(c)

±20.002 ±20.000 ±0.500 ±1.000
NpF6(l)(d)

NpO2F(aq) −1196.138(b)

±5.923
NpO2F+ −1103.548(b)

±5.672
NpO2F2(aq) −1402.366(b)

±5.801

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpO2F2(cr)(d)

NpCl3+ −631.553(b)

±5.844
NpCl3(cr) −829.811(a) −896.800 160.400 101.850(c)

±3.237 ±3.000 ±4.000 ±4.000
NpCl3(g) −582.357(a) −589.000 362.800 78.500(c)

±10.822 ±10.400 ±10.000 ±5.000
NpCl4(cr) −895.562(a) −984.000 200.000 122.000(c)

±2.998 ±1.800 ±8.000 ±6.000
NpCl4(g) −765.050(a) −787.000 423.000 105.000(c)

±5.487 ±4.600 ±10.000 ±5.000
NpCl4(l)(d)

NpOCl2(cr) −960.645(a) −1030.000 143.500 95.000(c)

±8.141 ±8.000 ±5.000 ±4.000
NpO2Cl+ −929.440(b)

±5.699
NpO2ClO4(aq) −32.000(c)

±25.000
NpBr3(cr, hex) −705.521(a) −730.200 196.000 103.800(c)

±3.765 ±2.900 ±8.000 ±6.000
NpBr4(cr) −737.843(a) −771.200 243.000 128.000(c)

±3.495 ±1.800 ±10.000 ±4.000
NpOBr2(cr) −906.933(a) −950.000 160.800 98.200(c)

±11.067 ±11.000 ±4.000 ±4.000
NpI3+ −552.059(b)

±6.036
NpI3(cr) −512.498(a) −512.400 225.000 110.000(c)

±3.715 ±2.200 ±10.000 ±8.000
NpO2IO3(aq) −1036.957(b)

±5.934
NpO2IO+

3 −929.126(b)

±5.922
NpSO2+

4 −1274.887(b) −1435.522(b) −176.635(b)

±5.809 ±9.796 ±32.277
NpO2SO4(aq) −1558.666(b) −1753.373(b) 44.920(b)

±5.641 ±4.706 ±10.667
NpO2SO−4 −1654.281(b) −1864.321(b) 58.833(b)

±5.850 ±8.569 ±26.920
Np(SO4)2(aq) −2042.873(b) −2319.322(b) 7.964(b)

±6.360 ±5.871 ±18.924
NpO2(SO4)2−2 −2310.775(b) −2653.413(b) 121.798(b)

±5.705 ±4.880 ±11.402

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpN(cr) −270.043(a) −294.600 63.900 48.700(c)

±5.026 ±5.000 ±1.500 ±0.900
NpNO3+

3 −613.413(b)

±5.667
NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) −2428.069(a) −3008.241 516.306

±5.565 ±5.022 ±8.000
NpO2HPO4(aq) −1927.314(b)

±7.067
NpO2HPO−4 −2020.589(b)

±5.870
NpO2H2PO+4 −1952.042(b)

±6.491
NpO2(HPO4)2−2 −3042.135(b)

±8.598
NpC0.91(cr) −76.024(a) −71.100 72.200 50.000(c)

±10.028 ±10.000 ±2.400 ±1.000
Np2C3(cr) −192.427 −187.400 135.000 110.000

±19.436 ±19.200 ±10.000 ±8.000
NpO2CO3(aq) −1377.040(b)

±6.617
NpO2CO3(s) −1407.156(b)

±6.233
NpO2CO−3 −1463.988(b)

±5.652
NpO2(CO3)2−2 −1946.015(b)

±7.033
NpO2(CO3)3−2 −2000.861(b)

±5.685
Np(CO3)3−3 −2185.949(b)

±15.451
NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 −2490.208(b) −2928.323 −12.070

±5.759 ±6.254 ±17.917
NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 −2522.859(b) −3017.120 −135.050

±5.733 ±6.893 ±20.467
Np(CO3)4−4 −2812.775(b)

±8.240
Np(CO3)6−5 −3334.567(b)

±8.425
(NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 −5839.709(b)

±19.185
NpO2(CO3)2OH4− −2170.417(b)

±8.785
(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 −2814.914(b)

±14.665

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) −2850.284(b)

±6.106
Np(SCN)3+ −416.198(b) −486.622(b) −248.165(b)

±7.081 ±6.520 ±25.449
Np(SCN)2+

2 −329.777(b) −412.222(b) −89.545(b)

±10.166 ±12.748 ±50.953
Np(SCN)+3 −241.072(b) −339.822(b) 54.707(b)

±13.541 ±15.573 ±66.304
(UO2)2NpO2(CO3)6−6 −6174.307(b)

±16.981
Sr3NpO6(cr) −3125.800

±5.900
Ba3NpO6(cr) −3085.600

±9.600
Ba2MgNpO6(cr) −3096.900

±8.200
Ba2CaNpO6(cr) −3159.300

±7.900
Ba2SrNpO6(cr) −3122.500

±7.800
Li2NpO4(cr) −1828.200

±5.800
α − Na2NpO4 −1763.800

±5.700
β −Na2NpO4 −1748.500

±6.100
β −Na4NpO5 −2315.400

±5.700
Na2Np2O7(cr) −2894.000

±11.000
Na3NpF8(cr) −3521.239(a) −3714.000 369.000 272.250(c)

±21.305 ±21.000 ±12.000 ±12.000
NaNpO2CO3(s,aged) −1764.157(b)

±6.326
Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) −2833.333(b)

±6.839
NaNpO2CO3·3.5H2O(s, fresh) −2591.287(b)

±5.991
K2NpO4(cr) −1784.300

±6.400
K2Np2O7(cr) −2932.000

±11.000
K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) −3660.395(b)

±7.641

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Rb2Np2O7(cr) −2914.000
±12.000

Cs2NpO4(cr) −1788.100
±5.700

Cs2NpCl6(cr) −1833.039(a) −1976.200 410.000
±4.871 ±1.900 ±15.000

Cs2NpO2Cl4(cr) −2056.100
±5.400

Cs3NpO2Cl4(cr) −2449.100
±4.800

Cs2NpBr6(cr) −1620.121(a) −1682.300 469.000
±3.616 ±2.000 ±10.000

Cs2NaNpCl6(cr) −2217.200
±3.100

(a)Value calculated internally with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation,�f G
◦
m = �f H ◦

m−T
∑

i S◦m,i .
(b)Value calculated internally from reaction data (see Table3.2).
(c)Temperature coefficients of this function are listed in Table3.3.
(d)A temperature function for the heat capacity is given in Table3.3.
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Table 3.2: Selected thermodynamic data for reactions involving neptunium compounds
and complexes. All ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. Unless noted
otherwise, all data refer to the reference temperature of 298.15 K and to the standard
state,i.e., a pressure of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous species, infinite dilution (I = 0).
The uncertainties listed below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond
in principal to the statistically defined 95% confidence interval. Values obtained from
internal calculation,cf. footnote (a), are rounded at the third digit after the decimal
point and may therefore not be exactly identical to those given in PartIII . Systemat-
ically, all the values are presented with three digits after the decimal point, regardless
of the significance of these digits. The data presented in this table are available on PC
diskettes or other computer media from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Np(g) Np(cr)
 Np(g)

465.100
±3.000

Np3+ 0.50H2(g)+Np4+

 H+ + Np3+

3.695(b) −21.092
±0.169 ±0.965

Np4+ 3H+ + 0.50H2(g)+ NpO+2 
 2H2O(l)+Np4+
−305.926
±6.228

NpO2(am, hyd) 2H2O(l)+ Np4+

 4H+ +NpO2(am, hyd)

−1.530 8.733
±1.000 ±5.708

NpO+2 0.50H2(g)+NpO2+
2 
 H+ + NpO+2

−18.857
±2.264

NpO2+
2 NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s)
 6H2O(l)+ 2NO−3 + NpO2+

2
104.407
±6.695

NpOH2+ H2O(l)+Np3+

 H+ + NpOH2+

−6.800 38.815
±0.300 ±1.712

NpOH3+ H2O(l)+Np4+

 H+ + NpOH3+

−0.290 1.655
±1.000 ±5.708

NpO2OH(am, aged) H2O(l)+NpO+2 
 H+ + NpO2OH(am, aged)

−4.700 26.828
±0.500 ±2.854

NpO2OH(am, fresh) H2O(l)+NpO+2 
 H+ + NpO2OH(am, fresh)

−5.300 30.253
±0.200 ±1.142

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpO2OH(aq) H2O(l)+NpO+2 
 H+ + NpO2OH(aq)

−11.300 64.501
±0.700 ±3.996

NpO2OH+ H2O(l)+NpO2+
2 
 H+ + NpO2OH+
−5.100 29.111
±0.400 ±2.283

NpO2(OH)−2 2H2O(l)+ NpO+2 
 2H+ + NpO2(OH)−2
−23.600 134.710
±0.500 ±2.854

NpO3·H2O(cr) 2H2O(l)+ NpO2+
2 
 2H+ +NpO3·H2O(cr)

−5.470 31.223
±0.400 ±2.283

Np(OH)4(aq) 2H2O(l)+ NpO2(am, hyd)
 Np(OH)4(aq)
−8.300 47.377
±0.500 ±2.854

(NpO2)2(OH)2+2 2H2O(l)+ 2NpO2+
2 
 (NpO2)2(OH)2+2 + 2H+

−6.270 35.789
±0.210 ±1.199

(NpO2)3(OH)+5 5H2O(l)+ 3NpO2+
2 
 (NpO2)3(OH)+5 + 5H+

−17.120 97.722
±0.220 ±1.256

NpF3+ F− +Np4+

 NpF3+

8.960 −51.144 1.500 176.569(a)

±0.140 ±0.799 ±2.000 ±7.224
NpF2+

2 2F− +Np4+

 NpF2+

2
15.700 −89.616
±0.300 ±1.712

NpO2F(aq) F− +NpO+2 
 NpO2F(aq)

1.200 −6.850
±0.300 ±1.712

NpO2F+ F− +NpO2+
2 
 NpO2F+

4.570 −26.086
±0.070 ±0.400

NpO2F2(aq) 2F− +NpO2+
2 
 NpO2F2(aq)

7.600 −43.381
±0.080 ±0.457

NpCl3+ Cl− + Np4+

 NpCl3+

1.500 −8.562
±0.300 ±1.712

NpO2Cl+ Cl− + NpO2+
2 
 NpO2Cl+

0.400 −2.283
±0.170 ±0.970

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpI3+ I− +Np4+

 NpI3+

1.500 −8.562
±0.400 ±2.283

NpO2IO3(aq) IO−
3 +NpO+2 
 NpO2IO3(aq)

0.500 −2.854
±0.300 ±1.712

NpO2IO+
3 IO−

3 +NpO2+
2 
 NpO2IO+

3
1.200 −6.850

±0.300 ±1.712
NpSO2+

4 HSO−4 +Np4+

 H+ + NpSO2+

4
4.870 −27.798 7.400 118.055(a)

±0.150 ±0.856 ±8.800 ±29.655
NpO2SO4(aq) NpO2+

2 + SO2−
4 
 NpO2SO4(aq)

3.280 −18.722 16.700 118.807(a)

±0.060 ±0.342 ±0.500 ±2.033
NpO2SO−4 NpO+2 + SO2−

4 
 NpO2SO−4
0.440 −2.512 23.200 86.237(a)

±0.270 ±1.541 ±7.200 ±24.696
Np(SO4)2(aq) 2HSO−4 +Np4+


 2H+ + Np(SO4)2(aq)

7.090 −40.470 10.500 170.954(a)

±0.250 ±1.427 ±3.600 ±12.988
NpO2(SO4)2−2 NpO2+

2 + 2SO2−
4 
 NpO2(SO4)2−2
4.700 −26.828 26.000 177.185(a)

±0.100 ±0.571 ±1.200 ±4.457
NpNO3+

3 NO−3 +Np4+

 NpNO3+

3
1.900 −10.845

±0.150 ±0.856
NpO2HPO4(aq) HPO2−

4 +NpO2+
2 
 NpO2HPO4(aq)

6.200 −35.390
±0.700 ±3.996

NpO2HPO−4 HPO2−
4 +NpO+2 
 NpO2HPO−4

2.950 −16.839
±0.100 ±0.571

NpO2H2PO+4 H2PO−4 + NpO2+
2 
 NpO2H2PO+4
3.320 −18.951

±0.500 ±2.854
NpO2(HPO4)2−2 2HPO2−

4 + NpO2+
2 
 NpO2(HPO4)2−2

9.500 −54.226
±1.000 ±5.708

NpO2CO3(aq) CO2−
3 + NpO2+

2 
 NpO2CO3(aq)

9.320(b) −53.201
±0.610 ±3.480

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

NpO2CO3(s) CO2−
3 + NpO2+

2 
 NpO2CO3(s)

14.596(b) −83.317
±0.469 ±2.678

NpO2CO−3 CO2−
3 + NpO+2 
 NpO2CO−3

4.962 −28.323
±0.061 ±0.348

NpO2(CO3)2−2 2CO2−
3 + NpO2+

2 
 NpO2(CO3)2−2
16.516(b) −94.276
±0.729 ±4.162

NpO2(CO3)3−2 CO2−
3 + NpO2CO−3 
 NpO2(CO3)3−2

1.572 −8.973
±0.083 ±0.474

Np(CO3)3−3 Np(CO3)6−5 + e− 
 2CO2−
3 +Np(CO3)3−3

−16.261 92.818
±2.265 ±12.929

NpO2(CO3)4−3 NpO2(CO3)5−3 
 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + e−
−5.720(b) 32.651
±0.095 ±0.540

NpO2(CO3)4−3 3CO2−
3 + NpO2+

2 
 NpO2(CO3)4−3
−41.900
±4.100

NpO2(CO3)5−3 CO2−
3 + NpO2(CO3)3−2 
 NpO2(CO3)5−3

−1.034 5.902
±0.110 ±0.628

NpO2(CO3)5−3 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + e− 
 NpO2(CO3)5−3
−88.800
±2.900

Np(CO3)4−4 4CO2−
3 + 2H2O(l)+ NpO2(am, hyd)
 Np(CO3)4−4 + 4OH−

−17.790 101.546
±0.220 ±1.256

Np(CO3)6−5 CO2−
3 + Np(CO3)4−4 
 Np(CO3)6−5

−1.070 6.108
±0.300 ±1.712

(NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 3NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−
3

−8.272(b) 47.215
±1.447 ±8.260

NpO2(CO3)2OH4− NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 +OH− 
 CO2−

3 + NpO2(CO3)2OH4−
3.195(b) −18.238

±1.164 ±6.644
(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 7H+ + 2NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5CO2(g)+ 2H2O(l)

49.166(b) −280.643
±1.586 ±9.053

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 4NH+4 +NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 (NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s)

7.443(b) −42.485
±0.297 ±1.698

Np(SCN)3+ Np4+ + SCN− 
 Np(SCN)3+
3.000 −17.124 −7.000 33.956(a)

±0.300 ±1.712 ±3.000 ±11.586
Np(SCN)2+

2 Np4+ + 2SCN− 
 Np(SCN)2+
2

4.100 −23.403 −9.000 48.308(a)

±0.500 ±2.854 ±9.000 ±31.668
Np(SCN)+3 Np4+ + 3SCN− 
 Np(SCN)+3

4.800 −27.399 −13.000 48.293(a)

±0.500 ±2.854 ±9.000 ±31.668
(UO2)2NpO2(CO3)6−6 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 2UO2(CO3)4−3 
 (UO2)2NpO2(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−

3
−8.985 51.288
±2.690 ±15.356

Na3NpF8(cr) 3NaF(cr)+ NpF6(g)
 0.50F2(g)+ Na3NpF8(cr)
7.876(b) −44.954(a) −62.678 −59.447

±1.350 ±7.705 ±6.900 ±11.500
NaNpO2CO3(s,aged) CO2−

3 + Na+ + NpO+2 
 NaNpO2CO3(s, aged)

11.657(b) −66.539
±0.501 ±2.860

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) 3Na+ + NpO2(CO3)5−3 
 CO2−
3 +Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)

9.200(b) −52.515
±0.648 ±3.697

NaNpO2CO3·3.5H2O(s, fresh) CO2−
3 + 3.50H2O(l)+Na+ +NpO+2 
 NaNpO2CO3·3.5H2O(s, fresh)

11.156 −63.679
±0.352 ±2.009

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 4K+ +NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 K4NpO2(CO3)3(s)

7.033(b) −40.147
±0.876 ±5.001

(a)Value calculated internally with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation,�rG◦
m = �r H ◦

m− T�r S◦m.
(b)Value of log10 K ◦ calculated internally from�rG◦

m.
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Table 3.3: Selected temperature coefficients for heat capacities functions for the values
marked with(c) in Table3.1, according to the form

C◦
p,m (T ) = a + b T + c T 2 + d T−1 + e T−2.

The functions are valid between the temperaturesTmin andTmax (in K). Units for C◦
p,m

are J·K−1·mol−1.

Compound a b c/d(a) e Tmin Tmax

β-Np 3.93300·101 553 849
Np(cr) −4.05430 8.25545·10−2 8.05714·105 298 553
Np(g) 1.77820·101 3.35250·10−3 6.68071·10−6(c) 1.28800·105 298 800

1.41320·101 1.556770·10−2 −1.59546·10−6(c) −3.98870·105 800 2000
γ -Np 3.64010·101 849 912
NpO2(cr) 6.75110·101 2.65990·10−2 −8.19000·105 220 800
Np2O5(cr) 9.92000·101 9.86000·10−2 298 750
NpF(g) 3.59880·101 2.30310·10−3 −7.30170·10−7(c) −2.50010·105 298 1400
NpF2(g) 6.74740·101 5.56480·10−3 −5.95158·10−6(c) −1.12930·106 298 600
NpF3(cr) 1.05200·102 8.12000·10−4 −1.00000·106 298 1735
NpF3(g) 8.16540·101 1.20840·10−3 −2.42780·10−7(c) −8.67160·105 298 3000
NpF4(cr) 1.22635·102 9.68400·10−3 −8.36465·105 298 1305
NpF4(g) 1.05840·102 8.61400·10−4 1.57427·10−6(c) −9.75640·105 298 1500
NpF5(cr) 1.26000·102 3.00000·10−2 −1.90000·105 298 600
NpF6(cr) 6.23330·101 3.52547·10−1 298 328
NpF6(g) 1.43242·102 2.44158·10−2 −1.13115·10−5(c) −1.81740·106 298 1000
NpF6(l) 1.50344·102 1.10076·10−1 328 350
NpO2F2(cr) 1.06238·102 2.83260·10−2 −1.02080·106 298 1000
NpCl3(cr) 8.96000·101 2.75000·10−2 3.60000·105 298 1075
NpCl3(g) 7.19890·101 2.47412·10−2 −8.48423·10−6(c) −1.15000·104 298 1000
NpCl4(cr) 1.12500·102 3.60000·10−2 −1.10000·105 298 811
NpCl4(g) 1.08768·102 −2.86580·10−3 3.15883·10−6(c) −2.80770·105 298 1800
NpCl4(l) 1.08000·102 6.00000·10−2 811 1000
NpOCl2(cr) 9.88000·101 2.20000·10−2 −9.20000·105 298 1000
NpO2ClO4(aq)(b) 3.56770·103 −4.95931 −6.32344·105(d) 291 398
NpBr3(cr, hex) 1.01230·102 2.06800·10−2 −3.20000·105 298 975
NpBr4(cr) 1.19000·102 3.00000·10−2 298 800
NpOBr2(cr) 1.11000·102 1.37000·10−2 −1.50000·106 298 800
NpI3(cr) 1.04000·102 2.00000·10−2 298 975
NpN(cr) 4.76700·101 1.31740·10−2 −2.57620·105 298 2000
NpC0.91(cr) 6.12500·101 −3.52747·10−2 3.62834·10−5(c) −3.48420·105 298 1000
Na3NpF8(cr) 2.70000·102 5.66000·10−2 −1.30000·106 298 800

(a) One single column is used for the two coefficientsc andd, because they never occur together in the thermal
functions presented in this table. The coefficient concerned is indicated in parentheses after each value.

(b) partial molar heat capacity of solute.



Chapter 4

Selected plutonium data

This chapter presents the chemical thermodynamic data set for plutonium species
which has been selected in this review. Table4.1 contains the recommended
thermodynamic data of the plutonium compounds and complexes, Table4.2 the
recommended thermodynamic data of chemical equilibrium reactions by which the
plutonium compounds and complexes are formed, and Table4.3 the temperature
coefficients of the heat capacity data of Table4.1where available.

The species and reactions in Tables4.1, 4.2 and4.3 appear in standard order of
arrangement (cf. Figure2.1). Table4.2 contains information only on those reactions
for which primary data selections are made in this review. These selected reaction data
are used, together with data for key plutonium species (for example Pu4+) and auxiliary
data listed in Table5.1, to derive the corresponding formation quantities in Table4.1.
The uncertainties associated with values for the key plutonium species and for some
of the auxiliary data are substantial, leading to comparatively large uncertainties in the
formation quantities derived in this manner.

However, then the fact remains that for many reactions uncertainties in quantities
such as�rG◦

m are known more accurately than would be calculated directly from the
uncertainties of the�fG◦

m values for species listed in Table4.1and the auxiliary data
in Table5.1. The uncertainties in, for example, the value of�fG◦

m(PuO2SO4(aq)) in-
corporates not only the uncertainty in�rG◦

m for the complexation reaction from which
it is derived,

PuO2+
2 + SO2−

4 
 PuO2SO4(aq)

but also the uncertainties in�fG◦
m(PuO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) and �fG◦
m(SO2−

4 , aq,
298.15 K). Thus, back-calculation from the uncertainties of the separate species
overestimates the uncertainty in the Gibbs energy of reaction and the uncertainty
in the corresponding equilibrium constant. The inclusion of a table for reaction
data (Table4.2) in this report allows the use of equilibrium constants with total
uncertainties that are directly based on the experimental accuracies. This is the main
reason for including both the table for reaction data (Table4.2) and the table of�fG◦

m,
�fH◦

m, S◦m andC◦
p,m values (Table4.1).

Furthermore, for some reactions that involve concurrent ligand protonation or de-
protonation (e.g., in certain plutonium-carbonate, -sulphate or -phosphate systems) the
uncertainties in equilibrium constants are less than would have been calculated directly
using the uncertainties in the Gibbs energy values for the specific ligands (cf. the in-
troductory paragraphs in Chapter5). This occurs because the Gibbs energy change for
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a particular deprotonation equilibrium (cf. Table5.2) may be known more accurately
than the Gibbs energy formation of the ligand.

The selected thermal functions of the heat capacities, listed in Table4.3, refer to
the relation

C◦
p,m(T ) = a + b × T + c × T 2 + d × T−1 + e × T−2 (4.1)

No references are given in these tables since the selected data are generally not dir-
ectly attributable to a specific published source. A detailed discussion of the selection
procedure is presented in PartIV.

A warning: The addition of any aqueous species and its data to this internally
consistent data base can result in a modified data set which is no longer rigorous and
can lead to erroneous results. The situation is similar, to a lesser degree, with the
addition of gases and solids.

It should also be noted that the data set presented in this chapter may not be “com-
plete” for all conceivable systems and conditions. Gaps are pointed out in the various
sections of PartIV.
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Table 4.1: Selected thermodynamic data for plutonium compounds and complexes. All
ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. Unless noted otherwise, all data
refer to the reference temperature of 298.15 K and to the standard state,i.e., a pressure
of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous species, infinite dilution (I = 0). The uncertainties listed
below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond in principal to the stat-
istically defined 95% confidence interval. Values obtained from internal calculation,
cf. footnotes (a) and (b), are rounded at the third digit after the decimal point and may
therefore not be exactly identical to those given in PartIV. Systematically, all the val-
ues are presented with three digits after the decimal point, regardless of the significance
of these digits. The data presented in this table are available on PC diskettes or other
computer media from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Pu(cr) 0.000 0.000 54.460 31.490(c)

±0.800 ±0.400
β − Pu(e)

γ − Pu(e)

δ − Pu(e)

δ′ − Pu(e)

ε − Pu(e)

Pu(g) 312.415(a) 349.000(b) 177.167 20.854(c)

±3.009 ±3.000 ±0.005 ±0.010
Pu3+ −578.984 −591.790 −184.510(b)

±2.688 ±1.964 ±6.154
Pu4+ −477.988 −539.895 −414.535

±2.705 ±3.103 ±10.192
PuO1.61(cr, bcc) −834.771(a) −875.500 83.000 61.200(c)

±10.113 ±10.000 ±5.000 ±5.000
PuO2(cr) −998.113(a) −1055.800 66.130 66.250(c)

±1.031 ±1.000 ±0.260 ±0.260
PuO2(hyd, aged) −963.654(b)

±6.324
PuO+2 −852.646(b) −910.127(a) 1.480(b)

±2.868 ±8.920 ±30.013
PuO2+

2 −762.353 −822.036 −71.246

±2.821 ±6.577 ±22.120
Pu2O3(cr) −1580.375(a) −1656.000 163.000 117.000(c)

±10.013 ±10.000 ±0.600 ±0.500
PuOH2+ −776.739(b)

±3.187

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuOH3+ −710.676(b) −789.725(b) −238.773(a)

±4.364 ±10.470 ±36.889
PuO2OH(am) −1061.246(b) −1159.793(a) 97.000 86.000

±4.046 ±6.036 ±15.000 ±20.000
PuO2OH(aq) ≥ −1034.247(b)

PuO2OH+ −968.099(b) −1079.866(b) −12.680(b)

±4.013 ±16.378 ±55.786
Pu(OH)3(cr) −1200.218(b)

±8.975
PuO2(OH)2(aq)(d) −1161.287(b)

±9.015
PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr) −1442.379(b) −1632.808(a) 190.000 170.000

±6.368 ±13.522 ±40.000 ±20.000
(PuO2)2(OH)2+2 (d) −1956.176(b)

±8.026
PuF(g) −140.967(a) −112.600 251.000 33.500(c)

±10.113 ±10.000 ±5.000 ±3.000
PuF3+ −809.970(b) −866.145(b) −228.573(b)

±2.850 ±3.859 ±12.753
PuF2(g) −626.151(a) −614.300 297.000 51.500(c)

±6.704 ±6.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
PuF2+

2 −1130.651(b) −1199.595(b) −104.666(b)

±3.246 ±6.026 ±20.058
PuF3(cr) −1517.369(a) −1586.700 126.110 92.640(c)

±3.709 ±3.700 ±0.360 ±0.280
PuF3(g) −1161.081(a) −1167.800 336.110 72.240(c)

±4.758 ±3.700 ±10.000 ±5.000
PuF4(cr) −1756.741(a) −1850.000 147.250 116.190

±20.002 ±20.000 ±0.370 ±0.290
PuF4(g) −1517.874(a) −1548.000 359.000 92.400(c)

±22.202 ±22.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
PuF6(cr) −1729.856(a) −1861.350 221.800 168.100(c)

±20.174 ±20.170 ±1.100 ±2.000
PuF6(g) −1725.064(a) −1812.700 368.900 129.320(c)

±20.104 ±20.100 ±1.000 ±1.000
PuOF(cr) −1091.571(a) −1140.000 96.000 69.400(c)

±20.222 ±20.000 ±10.000 ±10.000
PuO2F+ −1069.905(b)

±3.121
PuO2F2(aq) −1366.783(b)

±4.059
PuCl2+ −717.051(b)

±2.923

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuCl3+ −619.480(b)

±3.204
PuCl3(cr) −891.806(a) −959.600 161.700 101.200(c)

±2.024 ±1.800 ±3.000 ±4.000
PuCl3(g) −641.299(a) −647.400 368.620 78.470(c)

±3.598 ±2.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
PuCl4(cr) −879.368(a) −968.700 201.000 121.400

±5.826 ±5.000 ±10.000 ±4.000
PuCl4(g) −764.683(a) −792.000 409.000 103.400(c)

±10.438 ±10.000 ±10.000 ±5.000
PuOCl(cr) −882.409(a) −931.000 105.600 71.600(c)

±1.936 ±1.700 ±3.000 ±4.000
PuO2Cl+ −897.566(b)

±2.919
PuO2Cl2(aq) −1021.363(b)

±3.052
PuCl3·6H2O(cr) −2365.347(a) −2773.400 420.000

±2.586 ±2.100 ±5.000
PuBr3+ −590.971(b)

±3.206
PuBr3(cr) −767.324(a) −792.600 198.000 101.800(c)

±2.697 ±2.000 ±6.000 ±6.000
PuBr3(g) −529.808(a) −488.000 423.000 81.600(c)

±15.655 ±15.000 ±15.000 ±10.000
PuOBr(cr) −838.354(a) −870.000 127.000 73.000(c)

±8.541 ±8.000 ±10.000 ±8.000
PuI2+ −636.987(b)

±3.529
PuI3(cr) −579.000(a) −579.200 228.000 110.000(c)

±4.551 ±2.800 ±12.000 ±8.000
PuI3(g) −366.517(a) −305.000 435.000 82.000(c)

±15.655 ±15.000 ±15.000 ±5.000
PuOI(cr) −776.626(a) −802.000 130.000 75.600(c)

±20.495 ±20.000 ±15.000 ±10.000
PuSO+4 −1345.315(b) −1483.890(b) −33.301(b)

±4.599 ±2.976 ±15.108
PuSO2+

4 −1261.329(b)

±3.270
PuO2SO4(aq) −1525.650(b) −1715.276(b) 65.963(b)

±3.072 ±6.616 ±22.543
Pu(SO4)2(aq) −2029.601(b)

±4.225
Pu(SO4)−2 −2099.545(b) −2398.590(b) 1.520(b)

±5.766 ±16.244 ±56.262

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuO2(SO4)2−2 −2275.477(b) −2597.716(b) 194.214(b)

±3.156 ±11.176 ±37.627
PuN(cr) −273.719(a) −299.200 64.800 49.600

±2.551 ±2.500 ±1.500 ±1.000
PuNO3+

3 −599.913(b)

±2.868
PuO2(NO3)2·6H2O(cr) −2393.300

±3.200
PuP(cr) −313.757(a) −318.000 81.320 50.200

±21.078 ±21.000 ±6.000 ±4.000
PuPO4(s, hyd) −1744.893(b)

±5.528
PuH3PO4+

4 −1641.055(b)

±3.569
Pu(HPO4)2(am, hyd) −2843.768(b)

±5.061
PuAs(cr) −241.413(a) −240.000 94.300 51.600

±20.111 ±20.000 ±7.000 ±4.000
PuSb(cr) −152.063(a) −150.000 106.900 52.800

±20.126 ±20.000 ±7.500 ±3.500
PuBi(cr) −119.624(a) −117.000 120.000

±20.223 ±20.000 ±10.000
PuBi2(cr) −124.527(a) −126.000 163.000

±22.399 ±22.000 ±14.000
PuC0.84(cr) −49.827(a) −45.200 74.800 47.100(c)

±8.028 ±8.000 ±2.100 ±1.000
Pu3C2(cr) −123.477(a) −113.000 210.000 136.800(c)

±30.046 ±30.000 ±5.000 ±2.500
Pu2C3(cr) −156.514(a) −149.400 150.000 114.000(c)

±16.729 ±16.700 ±2.900 ±0.400
PuO2CO3(aq) −1356.466(b)

±17.359
PuO2CO3(s) −1371.307(b)

±3.323
PuO2CO−3 −1409.771(b)

±3.002
PuO2(CO3)2−2 −1900.920(b) −2199.496(b) 15.796(b)

±15.127 ±7.714 ±56.134
PuO2(CO3)4−3 −2447.085(b) −2886.326(b) −11.847(b)

±5.977 ±6.915 ±28.986
PuO2(CO3)

5−
3 −2465.031(b) −2954.927(b) −116.406(b)

±6.096 ±12.344 ±45.084
(PuO2)3(CO3)

6−
6

(f) −5740.431(b)

±16.755

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuSCN2+ −493.704(b) −515.390(b) −15.354(a)

±5.333 ±5.988 ±25.229
(UO2)2PuO2(CO3)6−6 −6135.666(b)

±10.496
Sr3PuO6(cr) −3042.100

±7.900
BaPuO3(cr) −1654.200

±8.300
Ba3PuO6(cr) −2997.000

±10.000
Ba2MgPuO6(cr) −2995.800

±8.800
Ba2CaPuO6(cr) −3067.500

±8.900
Ba2SrPuO6(cr) −3023.300

±9.000
Cs2PuCl6(cr) −1838.243(a) −1982.000 412.000

±6.717 ±5.000 ±15.000
Cs3PuCl6(cr) −2208.045(b) −2364.415(b) 454.925(b) 258.600(c)

±9.491 ±9.040 ±10.959 ±10.000
CsPu2Cl7(cr) −2235.119(b) −2399.380(a) 424.000(b) 254.900(c)

±5.284 ±5.734 ±7.281 ±10.000
Cs2PuBr6(cr) −1634.326(a) −1697.400 470.000

±6.150 ±4.200 ±15.000
Cs2NaPuCl6(cr) −2143.496(a) −2294.200 440.000

±5.184 ±2.600 ±15.000

(a)Value calculated internally with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation,�f G
◦
m = �f H ◦

m−T
∑

i S◦m,i .

(b)Value calculated internally from reaction data (see Table4.2).
(c)Temperature coefficients of this function are listed in Table4.3.
(d)Uncertainty is not symmetrical, see the discussion of plutonium data selection (PartIV).
(e)A temperature function for the heat capacity is given in Table4.3.
(f)Reaction data are selected for this species atI = 3 M (NaClO4) (cf. Section21.1.2.1.1.d).
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Table 4.2: Selected thermodynamic data for reactions involving plutonium compounds
and complexes. All ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. Unless noted
otherwise, all data refer to the reference temperature of 298.15 K and to the standard
state,i.e., a pressure of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous species, infinite dilution (I = 0).
The uncertainties listed below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond
in principal to the statistically defined 95% confidence interval. Values obtained from
internal calculation,cf. footnote (a), are rounded at the third digit after the decimal
point and may therefore not be exactly identical to those given in PartIV. Systemat-
ically, all the values are presented with three digits after the decimal point, regardless
of the significance of these digits. The data presented in this table are available on PC
diskettes or other computer media from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Pu(g) Pu(cr)
 Pu(g)

349.000
±3.000

Pu3+ PuCl3·6H2O(cr)
 3Cl− + 6H2O(l)+ Pu3+
−15.010
±3.533

Pu4+ H+ + Pu3+

 0.50H2(g)+ Pu4+

−164.685
±8.124

PuO2(hyd, aged) 4OH− + Pu4+

 2H2O(l)+ PuO2(hyd, aged)
58.000 −331.066
±1.000 ±5.708

PuO+2 0.50H2(g)+ PuO2+
2 
 H+ + PuO+2

15.819(b) −90.293 −88.091 7.386(a)

±0.090 ±0.515 ±6.026 ±20.285
PuOH2+ H2O(l)+ Pu3+


 H+ + PuOH2+
−6.900 39.385
±0.300 ±1.712

PuOH3+ H2O(l)+ Pu4+

 H+ + PuOH3+
−0.780 4.452 36.000 105.812(a)

±0.600 ±3.425 ±10.000 ±35.453
PuO2OH(am) H2O(l)+ PuO+2 
 H+ + PuO2OH(am)

−5.000 28.540
±0.500 ±2.854

PuO2OH(aq) H2O(l)+ PuO+2 
 H+ + PuO2OH(aq)

≤ −9.730 ≥ 55.539

PuO2OH+ H2O(l)+ PuO2+
2 
 H+ + PuO2OH+
−5.500 31.394 28.000 −11.384(a)

±0.500 ±2.854 ±15.000 ±51.213

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Pu(OH)3(cr) 3H2O(l)+ Pu3+

 3H+ + Pu(OH)3(cr)

−15.800 90.187
±1.500 ±8.562

PuO2(OH)2(aq) 2H2O(l)+ PuO2+
2 
 2H+ + PuO2(OH)2(aq)

−13.200 75.346
±1.500(c) ±8.562(c)

PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr) 3H2O(l)+ PuO2+
2 
 2H+ + PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr)

−5.500 31.394
±1.000 ±5.708

(PuO2)2(OH)2+2 2H2O(l)+ 2PuO2+
2 
 (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 + 2H+

−7.500 42.810
±1.000(c) ±5.708(c)

PuF3+ F− + Pu4+

 PuF3+

8.840 −50.459 9.100 199.762(a)

±0.100 ±0.571 ±2.200 ±7.623
PuF2+

2 2F− + Pu4+

 PuF2+

2
15.700 −89.616 11.000 337.469(a)

±0.200 ±1.142 ±5.000 ±17.202
PuO2F+ F− + PuO2+

2 
 PuO2F+
4.560 −26.029

±0.200 ±1.142
PuO2F2(aq) 2F− + PuO2+

2 
 PuO2F2(aq)

7.250 −41.383
±0.450 ±2.569

PuCl2+ Cl− + Pu3+

 PuCl2+

1.200 −6.850
±0.200 ±1.142

PuCl3+ Cl− + Pu4+

 PuCl3+

1.800 −10.274
±0.300 ±1.712

PuCl4(g) 0.50Cl2(g)+ PuCl3(cr)
 PuCl4(g)

167.600
±1.000

PuO2Cl+ Cl− + PuO2+
2 
 PuO2Cl+

0.700 −3.996
±0.130 ±0.742

PuO2Cl2(aq) 2Cl− + PuO2+
2 
 PuO2Cl2(aq)

−0.600 3.425
±0.200 ±1.142

PuBr3+ Br− + Pu4+

 PuBr3+

1.600 −9.133
±0.300 ±1.712

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuI2+ I− + Pu3+

 PuI2+

1.100 −6.279
±0.400 ±2.283

PuSO+4 HSO−4 + Pu3+

 H+ + PuSO+4
1.930 −11.017 −5.200 19.509(a)

±0.610 ±3.482 ±2.000 ±13.468
PuSO2+

4 HSO−4 + Pu4+

 H+ + PuSO2+

4
4.910 −28.026

±0.220 ±1.256
PuO2SO4(aq) PuO2+

2 + SO2−
4 
 PuO2SO4(aq)

3.380 −19.293 16.100 118.709(a)

±0.200 ±1.142 ±0.600 ±4.326
Pu(SO4)2(aq) 2HSO−4 + Pu4+


 2H+ + Pu(SO4)2(aq)

7.180 −40.984
±0.320 ±1.827

Pu(SO4)−2 2HSO−4 + Pu3+

 2H+ + Pu(SO4)−2
1.740 −9.932 −33.000 −77.370(a)

±0.760 ±4.338 ±16.000 ±55.602
PuO2(SO4)2−2 PuO2+

2 + 2SO2−
4 
 PuO2(SO4)2−2

4.400 −25.115 43.000 228.460(a)

±0.200 ±1.142 ±9.000 ±30.428
PuNO3+

3 NO−3 + Pu4+

 PuNO3+

3
1.950 −11.131

±0.150 ±0.856
PuPO4(s, hyd) PO3−

4 + Pu3+

 PuPO4(s, hyd)

24.600 −140.418
±0.800 ±4.566

PuH3PO4+
4 H3PO4(aq)+ Pu4+


 PuH3PO4+
4

2.400 −13.699
±0.300 ±1.712

Pu(HPO4)2(am, hyd) 2HPO2−
4 + Pu4+


 Pu(HPO4)2(am, hyd)

30.450 −173.810
±0.510 ±2.911

PuO2CO3(aq) CO2−
3 + PuO2+

2 
 PuO2CO3(aq)

11.600 −66.213
±3.000 ±17.124

PuO2CO3(s) CO2−
3 + PuO2+

2 
 PuO2CO3(s)

14.200 −81.054
±0.300 ±1.712

PuO2CO−3 CO2−
3 + PuO+2 
 PuO2CO−3

5.120 −29.225
±0.140 ±0.799

(Continued on next page)
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Table 4.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ · mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

PuO2(CO3)2−2 2CO2−
3 + PuO2+

2 
 PuO2(CO3)2−2
14.500 −82.767 −27.000 187.042(a)

±2.600 ±14.841 ±4.000 ±51.553
PuO2(CO3)4−3 3CO2−

3 + PuO2+
2 
 PuO2(CO3)4−3
17.700 −101.032 −38.600 209.399(a)

±0.900 ±5.137 ±2.000 ±18.490
PuO2(CO3)5−3 3CO2−

3 + PuO+2 
 PuO2(CO3)5−3
5.025(b) −28.685 −19.110 32.115(a)

±0.920 ±5.250 ±8.500 ±33.509
Pu(CO3)6−5 CO2−

3 + Pu(CO3)4−4 
 Pu(CO3)6−5
−1.360 7.763
±0.090 ±0.514

(PuO2)3(CO3)6−6 (d) 6CO2−
3 + 3PuO2+

2 
 (PuO2)3(CO3)6−6
50.100 −285.973
±2.500 ±14.270

PuSCN2+ Pu3+ + SCN− 
 PuSCN2+
1.300 −7.420 0.000 24.888(a)

±0.400 ±2.283 ±4.000 ±15.448
(UO2)2PuO2(CO3)6−6 PuO2(CO3)4−3 + 2UO2(CO3)4−3 
 (UO2)2PuO2(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−

3
−8.200 46.806
±1.300 ±7.420

Cs3PuCl6(cr) CsCl(cr) + 0.20CsPu2Cl7(cr)
 0.40Cs3PuCl6(cr)
3.922(b) −22.387(a) −23.580 −4.000

±0.638 ±3.640 ±3.426 ±4.130
CsPu2Cl7(cr) CsCl(cr) + 2PuCl3(cr)
 CsPu2Cl7(cr)

6.605(b) −37.700(a) −37.870 −0.570
±0.594 ±3.390 ±3.160 ±4.120

(a)Value calculated internally with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation,�rG◦
m = �r H ◦

m− T�r S◦m.
(b)Value of log10 K ◦ calculated internally from�rG◦

m.
(c)Uncertainty is not symmetrical, see the discussion of plutonium data selection (PartIV).
(d)As discussed in Section21.1.2.1.1.d, the value for(PuO2)3(CO3)6−6 is valid only for

I =3 M (NaClO4).
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Table 4.3: Selected temperature coefficients for heat capacities functions for the values
marked with(c) in Table4.1, according to the form

C◦
p,m (T ) = a + b T + c T 2 + d T−1 + e T−2.

The functions are valid between the temperaturesTmin andTmax (in K). Units for C◦
p,m

are J·K−1·mol−1.

Compound a b c/d(a) e Tmin Tmax

Pu(cr) 1.81258·101 4.48200·10−2 298 398
β-Pu 2.74160·101 1.30600·10−2 398 488
γ -Pu 2.20233·101 2.29590·10−2 488 593
δ-Pu 2.84781·101 1.08070·10−2 593 736
δ′-Pu 3.55600·101 736 756
ε-Pu 3.37200·101 756 913
Pu(g) 2.05200·101 −9.39140·10−3 2.57547·10−5(c) 7.51200·104 298 500

4.59200·100 3.31521·10−2 −5.64466·10−6(c) 7.01590·105 500 1100
−9.58800·100 4.60885·10−2 −8.63248·10−6(c) 5.01446·105 1100 2000

PuO1.61(cr, bcc) 6.59100·101 1.38500·10−2 −8.75700·105 298 2300
PuO2(cr) 8.44950·101 1.06390·10−2 −6.11360·10−7(c) −1.90056·106 298 2500
Pu2O3(cr) 1.69466·102 −7.99800·10−2 −2.54590·106 298 350

1.22953·102 2.85480·10−2 −1.50120·105 350 2358
PuF(g) 3.66410·101 9.20600·10−4 −1.44430·10−7(c) −3.02540·105 298 3000
PuF2(g) 5.73100·101 7.27000·10−4 −1.47210·10−7(c) −5.38960·105 298 3000
PuF3(cr) 1.04078·102 7.07000·10−4 −1.03550·106 298 1700
PuF3(g) 7.92670·101 5.60920·10−3 −2.20239·10−6(c) −7.55940·105 298 1300
PuF4(g) 1.05112·102 2.84120·10−3 −6.88730·10−7(c) −1.19683·106 298 2400
PuF6(cr) 7.23480·101 3.21296·10−1 298 325
PuF6(g) 1.43988·102 2.32109·10−2 −1.07641·10−5(c) −1.83427·106 298 1000
PuOF(cr) 7.20000·101 1.60000·10−2 −3.30000·10−6(c) −6.20000·105 298 1500
PuCl3(cr) 9.13500·101 2.40000·10−2 2.40000·105 298 1041
PuCl3(g) 7.71030·101 1.29971·10−2 −4.31251·10−6(c) −1.88730·105 298 1100
PuCl4(g) 1.10428·102 4.08180·10−3 −9.76160·10−7(c) −7.23430·105 298 3000
PuOCl(cr) 7.30300·101 1.71000·10−2 −5.83000·105 298 1100
PuBr3(cr) 1.04500·102 1.50000·10−2 −6.38000·105 298 935
PuBr3(g) 8.31350·101 3.90000·10−6 −1.38320·105 298 1500
PuOBr(cr) 7.37000·101 1.70000·10−2 −5.15000·105 298 1100
PuI3(cr) 1.04000·102 2.00000·10−2 298 930
PuI3(g) 8.31500·101 1.40000·10−6 −1.00000·105 298 1500
PuOI(cr) 6.70000·101 3.57000·10−2 −1.20000·10−5(c) −9.00000·104 298 1000
PuC0.84(cr) 7.15910·101 −5.95042·10−2 4.94346·10−5(c) −9.93200·105 298 1875
Pu3C2(cr) 1.20670·102 4.68600·10−2 1.94560·105 298 850
Pu2C3(cr) 1.56000·102 −7.98726·10−2 7.04170·10−5(c) −2.17570·106 298 2285
Cs3PuCl6(cr) 2.56600·102 3.46000·10−2 −7.40000·105 298 900
CsPu2Cl7(cr) 2.37800·102 5.15000·10−2 1.55000·105 298 900

(a) One single column is used for the two coefficientsc andd, because they never occur together in the thermal
functions presented in this table. The coefficient concerned is indicated in parentheses after each value.



Chapter 5

Selected auxiliary data

This chapter presents the chemical thermodynamic data for auxiliary compounds and
complexes which are used within the NEA’s TDB project. Most of these auxiliary
species are used in the evaluation of the recommended neptunium and plutonium data
in Tables3.1, 3.2, 4.1 and4.2. It is therefore essential to always use these auxiliary
data in conjunction with the selected data for neptunium and plutonium. The use of
other auxiliary data can lead to inconsistencies and erroneous results.

The values in the tables of this chapter are either CODATA Key Values, taken
from [89COX/WAG], or were evaluated within the NEA’s TDB project, as described
in Chapter VI of the uranium review [92GRE/FUG].

Table5.1 contains the selected thermodynamic data of the auxiliary species and
Table5.2 the selected thermodynamic data of chemical reactions involving auxiliary
species. The reason for listing both reaction data and entropies, enthalpies and Gibbs
energies of formation is, as described in Chapters3 and4, that uncertainties in reaction
data are often smaller than the derivedS◦m , �fH◦

m and�fG◦
m , due to uncertainty

accumulation during the calculations.
All data in Tables5.1and5.2refer to a temperature of 298.15 K, the standard state

pressure of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous species and reactions, to the infinite dilution
reference state (I = 0).

The uncertainties listed below each reaction value in Table5.2are total uncertain-
ites, and correspond mainly to the statistically defined 95% confidence interval. The
uncertainties listed below each value in Table5.1have the following significance:

• for CODATA values from [89COX/WAG], the± terms have the meaning: “it
is probable, but not at all certain, that the true values of the thermodynamic
quantities differ from the recommended values given in this report by no more
than twice the± terms attached to the recommended values”.

• for values from [92GRE/FUG], the± terms are derived from total uncertainties
in the corresponding equilibrium constant of reaction (cf. Table5.2), and from
the± terms listed for the necessary CODATA key values.

CODATA [89COX/WAG] values are available for CO2(g), HCO−3 , CO2−
3 , H2PO−4

and HPO2−
4 . From the values given for�fH◦

m andS◦m the values of�fG◦
m and, con-

sequently, all the relevant equilibrium constants and enthalpy changes can be calcu-
lated. The propagation of errors during this procedure, however, leads to uncertainties
in the resulting equilibrium constants that are significantly higher than those obtained
from experimental determination of the constants. Therefore, reaction data for CO2(g),
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HCO−
3 , CO2−

3 and H2PO−4 , which were absent form the corresponding Table5.2 in
[92GRE/FUG], are included in this volume to provide the user of selected data for spe-
cies of neptunium and plutonium (cf. Chapters3 and4) with the data needed to obtain
the lowest possible uncertainties on reaction properties.

Note that the values in Tables5.1and5.2may contain more digits than those listed
in either [89COX/WAG] or in Chapter VI of [92GRE/FUG], because the data in the
present chapter are retrieved directly from the computerized data base and rounded to
three digits after the decimal point throughout.

Table 5.1: Selected thermodynamic data for auxiliary compounds and complexes,
including the CODATA Key Values [89COX/WAG] of species not containing ura-
nium, as well as other data that were evaluated in Chapter VI of the uranium review
[92GRE/FUG]. All ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. Unless noted
otherwise, all data refer to 298.15 K and a pressure of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous spe-
cies, a reference state or standard state of infinite dilution (I = 0). The uncertainties
listed below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond in principle to the
statistically defined 95% confidence interval. Values inbold typeface are CODATA
Key Values and are taken directly from Ref. [89COX/WAG] without further evaluation.
Values obtained from internal calculation,cf. footnotes (a) and (b), are rounded at the
third digit after the decimal point and may therefore not be exactly identical to those
given in Chapter VI of Ref. [92GRE/FUG]. Systematically, all the values are presented
with three digits after the decimal point, regardless of the significance of these digits.
The data presented in this table are available on PC diskettes or other computer media
from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

O(g) 231.743(a) 249.180 161.059 21.912
±0.100 ±0.100 ±0.003 ±0.001

O2(g) 0.000 0.000 205.152 29.378
±0.005 ±0.003

H(g) 203.276(a) 217.998 114.717 20.786
±0.006 ±0.006 ±0.002 ±0.001

H+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

H2(g) 0.000 0.000 130.680 28.836
±0.003 ±0.002

OH− −157.220(a) −230.015 −10.900
±0.072 ±0.040 ±0.200

H2O(g) −228.582(a) −241.826 188.835 33.609
±0.040 ±0.040 ±0.010 ±0.030

H2O(l) −237.140(a) −285.830 69.950 75.351
±0.041 ±0.040 ±0.030 ±0.080

H2O2(aq) −191.170(c)

±0.100

(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

He(g) 0.000 0.000 126.153 20.786
±0.002 ±0.001

Ne(g) 0.000 0.000 146.328 20.786
±0.003 ±0.001

Ar(g) 0.000 0.000 154.846 20.786
±0.003 ±0.001

Kr(g) 0.000 0.000 164.085 20.786
±0.003 ±0.001

Xe(g) 0.000 0.000 169.685 20.786
±0.003 ±0.001

F(g) 62.280(a) 79.380 158.751 22.746
±0.300 ±0.300 ±0.004 ±0.002

F− −281.523(a) −335.350 −13.800
±0.692 ±0.650 ±0.800

F2(g) 0.000 0.000 202.791 31.304
±0.005 ±0.002

HF(aq) −299.675(b) −323.150(b) 88.000(a)

±0.702 ±0.716 ±3.362
HF(g) −275.400(a) −273.300 173.779 29.137

±0.700 ±0.700 ±0.003 ±0.002
HF−2 −583.709(b) −655.500(b) 92.683(a)

±1.200 ±2.221 ±8.469
Cl(g) 105.305(a) 121.301 165.190 21.838

±0.008 ±0.008 ±0.004 ±0.001
Cl− −131.217(a) −167.080 56.600

±0.117 ±0.100 ±0.200
Cl2(g) 0.000 0.000 223.081 33.949

±0.010 ±0.002
ClO− −37.669(b)

±0.962
ClO−

2 10.250(b)

±4.044
ClO−

3 −7.903(a) −104.000 162.300

±1.342 ±1.000 ±3.000
ClO−

4 −7.890(a) −128.100 184.000
±0.600 ±0.400 ±1.500

HCl(g) −95.298(a) −92.310 186.902 29.136
±0.100 ±0.100 ±0.005 ±0.002

HClO(aq) −80.023(b)

±0.613
HClO2(aq) −0.938(b)

±4.043
Br(g) 82.379(a) 111.870 175.018 20.786

±0.128 ±0.120 ±0.004 ±0.001
(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

Br− −103.850(a) −121.410 82.550
±0.167 ±0.150 ±0.200

Br2(aq) 4.900
±1.000

Br2(g) 3.105(a) 30.910 245.468 36.057
±0.142 ±0.110 ±0.005 ±0.002

Br2(l) 0.000 0.000 152.210
±0.300

BrO− −32.095(b)

±1.537
BrO−3 19.070(a) −66.700 161.500

±0.634 ±0.500 ±1.300
HBr(g) −53.361(a) −36.290 198.700 29.141

±0.166 ±0.160 ±0.004 ±0.003
HBrO(aq) −81.356

±1.527
I(g) 70.172(a) 106.760 180.787 20.786

±0.060 ±0.040 ±0.004 ±0.001
I− −51.724(a) −56.780 106.450

±0.112 ±0.050 ±0.300
I2(cr) 0.000 0.000 116.140

±0.300
I2(g) 19.323(a) 62.420 260.687 36.888

±0.120 ±0.080 ±0.005 ±0.002
IO−

3 −126.338(a) −219.700 118.000

±0.779 ±0.500 ±2.000
HI(g) 1.700(a) 26.500 206.590 29.157

±0.110 ±0.100 ±0.004 ±0.003
HIO3(aq) −130.836(b)

±0.797
S(cr)(d) 0.000 0.000 32.054 22.750

±0.050 ±0.050
S(g) 236.689(a) 277.170 167.829 23.674

±0.151 ±0.150 ±0.006 ±0.001
S2− 120.695(b)

±11.610
S2(g) 79.686(a) 128.600 228.167 32.505

±0.301 ±0.300 ±0.010 ±0.010
SO2(g) −300.095(a) −296.810 248.223 39.842

±0.201 ±0.200 ±0.050 ±0.020
SO2−

3 −487.472(b)

±4.020
S2O2−

3 −519.291(b)

±11.345
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

SO2−
4 −744.004(a) −909.340 18.500

±0.418 ±0.400 ±0.400
HS− 12.243(a) −16.300 67.000

±2.115 ±1.500 ±5.000
H2S(aq) −27.648(a) −38.600 126.000

±2.115 ±1.500 ±5.000
H2S(g) −33.443(a) −20.600 205.810 34.248

±0.500 ±0.500 ±0.050 ±0.010
HSO−3 −528.684(b)

±4.046
HS2O−3 −528.366(b)

±11.377
H2SO3(aq) −539.187(b)

±4.072
HSO−4 −755.315(a) −886.900 131.700

±1.342 ±1.000 ±3.000
Se(cr) 0.000 0.000 42.270 25.030

±0.050 ±0.050
SeO2(cr) −225.100

±2.100
SeO2−

3 −361.597(b)

±1.473
HSeO−3 −409.544(b)

±1.358
H2SeO3(aq) −425.527(b)

±0.736
Te(cr) 0.000 0.000 49.221 25.550

±0.050 ±0.100
N(g) 455.537(a) 472.680 153.301 20.786

±0.400 ±0.400 ±0.003 ±0.001
N2(g) 0.000 0.000 191.609 29.124

±0.004 ±0.001
N−3 348.200 275.140 107.710(a)

±2.000 ±1.000 ±7.500
NO−3 −110.794(a) −206.850 146.700

±0.417 ±0.400 ±0.400
HN3(aq) 321.372(b) 260.140(b) 147.381(b)

±2.051 ±10.050 ±34.403
NH3(aq) −26.673(b) −81.170(b) 109.040(b)

±0.305 ±0.326 ±0.913
NH3(g) −16.407(a) −45.940 192.770 35.630

±0.350 ±0.350 ±0.050 ±0.005
NH+4 −79.398(a) −133.260 111.170

±0.278 ±0.250 ±0.400
(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

P(am)(e) −7.500
±2.000

P(cr)(e) 0.000 0.000 41.090 23.824
±0.250 ±0.200

P(g) 280.093(a) 316.500 163.199 20.786
±1.003 ±1.000 ±0.003 ±0.001

P2(g) 103.469(a) 144.000 218.123 32.032
±2.006 ±2.000 ±0.004 ±0.002

P4(g) 24.419(a) 58.900 280.010 67.081
±0.448 ±0.300 ±0.500 ±1.500

PO3−
4 −1025.491(b) −1284.400(b) −220.970(b)

±1.576 ±4.085 ±12.846
P2O4−

7 −1935.503(b)

±4.563
HPO2−

4 −1095.985(a) −1299.000 −33.500
±1.567 ±1.500 ±1.500

H2PO−4 −1137.152(a) −1302.600 92.500
±1.567 ±1.500 ±1.500

H3PO4(aq) −1149.367(b) −1294.120(b) 161.912(b)

±1.576 ±1.616 ±2.575
HP2O3−

7 −1989.158(b)

±4.482
H2P2O2−

7 −2027.117(b)

±4.445
H3P2O−7 −2039.960(b)

±4.362
H4P2O7(aq) −2045.668(b) −2280.210(b) 274.919(b)

±3.299 ±3.383 ±6.954
As(cr) 0.000 0.000 35.100 24.640

±0.600 ±0.500
AsO−2 −350.022(a) −429.030 40.600

±4.008 ±4.000 ±0.600
AsO3−

4 −648.360(a) −888.140 −162.800

±4.008 ±4.000 ±0.600
As2O5(cr) −782.449(a) −924.870 105.400 116.520

±8.016 ±8.000 ±1.200 ±0.800
As4O6(cubi)(f) −1152.445(a) −1313.940 214.200 191.290

±16.032 ±16.000 ±2.400 ±0.800
As4O6(mono)(g) −1154.008(a) −1309.600 234.000

±16.041 ±16.000 ±3.000
HAsO2(aq) −402.925(a) −456.500 125.900

±4.008 ±4.000 ±0.600
H2AsO−3 −587.078(a) −714.790 110.500

±4.008 ±4.000 ±0.600
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

H3AsO3(aq) −639.681(a) −742.200 195.000
±4.015 ±4.000 ±1.000

HAsO2−
4 −714.592(a) −906.340 −1.700

±4.008 ±4.000 ±0.600
H2AsO−4 −753.203(a) −909.560 117.000

±4.015 ±4.000 ±1.000
H3AsO4(aq) −766.119(a) −902.500 184.000

±4.015 ±4.000 ±1.000
(As2O5)3·5H2O(cr) −4248.400

±24.000
Sb(cr) 0.000 0.000 45.520 25.260

±0.210 ±0.200
Bi(cr)(o) 0.0 0.0 56.740 25.520

±0.840
C(cr) 0.000 0.000 5.740 8.517

±0.100 ±0.080
C(g) 671.254(a) 716.680 158.100 20.839

±0.451 ±0.450 ±0.003 ±0.001
CO(g) −137.168(a) −110.530 197.660 29.141

±0.173 ±0.170 ±0.004 ±0.002
CO2(aq) −385.970(a) −413.260 119.360

±0.270 ±0.200 ±0.600
CO2(g) −394.373(a) −393.510 213.785 37.135

±0.133 ±0.130 ±0.010 ±0.002
CO2−

3 −527.900(a) −675.230 −50.000
±0.390 ±0.250 ±1.000

HCO−3 −586.845(a) −689.930 98.400
±0.251 ±0.200 ±0.500

SCN− 92.700 76.400 144.268(a)

±4.000 ±4.000 ±18.974
Si(cr) 0.000 0.000 18.810 19.789

±0.080 ±0.030
Si(g) 405.525(a) 450.000 167.981 22.251

±8.000 ±8.000 ±0.004 ±0.001
SiO2(quar)(h) −856.287(a) −910.700 41.460 44.602

±1.002 ±1.000 ±0.200 ±0.300
SiO2(OH)2−2 −1175.651(b) −1381.960(b) −1.488(b)

±1.265 ±15.330 ±51.592
SiO(OH)−3 −1251.740(b) −1431.360(b) 88.024(b)

±1.162 ±3.743 ±13.144
Si(OH)4(aq) −1307.735(b) −1456.960(b) 189.973(a)

±1.156 ±3.163 ±11.296
Si2O3(OH)2−4 −2269.878(b)

±2.878
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

Si2O2(OH)−5 −2332.096(b)

±2.878
Si3O6(OH)

3−
3 −3048.536(b)

±3.870
Si3O5(OH)

3−
5 −3291.955(b)

±3.869
Si4O8(OH)4−4 −4075.179(b)

±5.437
Si4O7(OH)3−5 −4136.826(b)

±4.934
SiF4(g) −1572.772(a) −1615.000 282.760 73.622

±0.814 ±0.800 ±0.500 ±0.500
Ge(cr) 0.000 0.000 31.090 23.222

±0.150 ±0.100
Ge(g) 331.209(a) 372.000 167.904 30.733

±3.000 ±3.000 ±0.005 ±0.001
GeO2(tetr)(i) −521.404(a) −580.000 39.710 50.166

±1.002 ±1.000 ±0.150 ±0.300
GeF4(g) −1150.018(a) −1190.200 301.900 81.602

±0.584 ±0.500 ±1.000 ±1.000
Sn(cr) 0.000 0.000 51.180 27.112

±0.080 ±0.030
Sn(g) 266.223(a) 301.200 168.492 21.259

±1.500 ±1.500 ±0.004 ±0.001
Sn2+ −27.624(a) −8.900 −16.700

±1.557 ±1.000 ±4.000
SnO(tetr)(i) −251.913(a) −280.710 57.170 47.783

±0.220 ±0.200 ±0.300 ±0.300
SnO2(cass)(j) −515.826(a) −577.630 49.040 53.219

±0.204 ±0.200 ±0.100 ±0.200
Pb(cr) 0.000 0.000 64.800 26.650

±0.300 ±0.100
Pb(g) 162.232(a) 195.200 175.375 20.786

±0.805 ±0.800 ±0.005 ±0.001
Pb2+ −24.238(a) 0.920 18.500

±0.399 ±0.250 ±1.000
PbSO4(cr) −813.036(a) −919.970 148.500

±0.447 ±0.400 ±0.600
B(cr) 0.000 0.000 5.900 11.087

±0.080 ±0.100
B(g) 521.012(a) 565.000 153.436 20.796

±5.000 ±5.000 ±0.015 ±0.005
B2O3(cr) −1194.324(a) −1273.500 53.970 62.761

±1.404 ±1.400 ±0.300 ±0.300
(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

B(OH)3(aq) −969.268(a) −1072.800 162.400
±0.820 ±0.800 ±0.600

B(OH)3(cr) −969.667(a) −1094.800 89.950 86.060
±0.820 ±0.800 ±0.600 ±0.400

BF3(g) −1119.403(a) −1136.000 254.420 50.463
±0.803 ±0.800 ±0.200 ±0.100

Al(cr) 0.000 0.000 28.300 24.200
±0.100 ±0.070

Al(g) 289.376(a) 330.000 164.554 21.391
±4.000 ±4.000 ±0.004 ±0.001

Al3+ −491.507(a) −538.400 −325.000
±3.338 ±1.500 ±10.000

Al2O3(coru)(k) −1582.257(a) −1675.700 50.920 79.033
±1.302 ±1.300 ±0.100 ±0.200

AlF3(cr) −1431.096(a) −1510.400 66.500 75.122
±1.309 ±1.300 ±0.500 ±0.400

Tl+ −32.400
±0.300

Zn(cr) 0.000 0.000 41.630 25.390
±0.150 ±0.040

Zn(g) 94.813(a) 130.400 160.990 20.786
±0.402 ±0.400 ±0.004 ±0.001

Zn2+ −147.203(a) −153.390 −109.800
±0.254 ±0.200 ±0.500

ZnO(cr) −320.479(a) −350.460 43.650
±0.299 ±0.270 ±0.400

Cd(cr) 0.000 0.000 51.800 26.020
±0.150 ±0.040

Cd(g) 77.230(a) 111.800 167.749 20.786
±0.205 ±0.200 ±0.004 ±0.001

Cd2+ −77.733(a) −75.920 −72.800
±0.750 ±0.600 ±1.500

CdO(cr) −228.661(a) −258.350 54.800
±0.602 ±0.400 ±1.500

CdSO4·2.667H2O(cr) −1464.959(a) −1729.300 229.650
±0.810 ±0.800 ±0.400

Hg(g) 31.842(a) 61.380 174.971 20.786
±0.054 ±0.040 ±0.005 ±0.001

Hg(l) 0.000 0.000 75.900
±0.120

Hg2+ 164.667(a) 170.210 −36.190
±0.313 ±0.200 ±0.800

Hg2+
2 153.567(a) 166.870 65.740

±0.559 ±0.500 ±0.800
(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

HgO(mont)(l) −58.523(a) −90.790 70.250
±0.154 ±0.120 ±0.300

Hg2Cl2(cr) −210.725(a) −265.370 191.600
±0.471 ±0.400 ±0.800

Hg2SO4(cr) −625.780(a) −743.090 200.700
±0.411 ±0.400 ±0.200

Cu(cr) 0.000 0.000 33.150 24.440
±0.080 ±0.050

Cu(g) 297.672(a) 337.400 166.398 20.786
±1.200 ±1.200 ±0.004 ±0.001

Cu2+ 65.040(a) 64.900 −98.000
±1.557 ±1.000 ±4.000

CuSO4(cr) −662.185(a) −771.400 109.200
±1.206 ±1.200 ±0.400

Ag(cr) 0.000 0.000 42.550 25.350
±0.200 ±0.100

Ag(g) 246.007(a) 284.900 172.997 20.786
±0.802 ±0.800 ±0.004 ±0.001

Ag+ 77.096(a) 105.790 73.450
±0.156 ±0.080 ±0.400

AgCl(cr) −109.765(a) −127.010 96.250
±0.098 ±0.050 ±0.200

Ti(cr) 0.000 0.000 30.720 25.060
±0.100 ±0.080

Ti(g) 428.403(a) 473.000 180.298 24.430
±3.000 ±3.000 ±0.010 ±0.030

TiO2(ruti)(m) −888.767(a) −944.000 50.620 55.080
±0.806 ±0.800 ±0.300 ±0.300

TiCl4(g) −726.324(a) −763.200 353.200 95.408
±3.229 ±3.000 ±4.000 ±1.000

Th(cr) 0.000 0.000 51.800 26.230
±0.500 ±0.050

Th(g) 560.745(a) 602.000 190.170 20.789
±6.002 ±6.000 ±0.050 ±0.100

ThO2(cr) −1169.238(a) −1226.400 65.230
±3.504 ±3.500 ±0.200

Be(cr) 0.000 0.000 9.500 16.443
±0.080 ±0.060

Be(g) 286.202(a) 324.000 136.275 20.786
±5.000 ±5.000 ±0.003 ±0.001

BeO(brom)(n) −580.090(a) −609.400 13.770 25.565
±2.500 ±2.500 ±0.040 ±0.100

Mg(cr) 0.000 0.000 32.670 24.869
±0.100 ±0.020
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

Mg(g) 112.521(a) 147.100 148.648 20.786
±0.801 ±0.800 ±0.003 ±0.001

Mg2+ −455.375(a) −467.000 −137.000
±1.335 ±0.600 ±4.000

MgO(cr) −569.312(a) −601.600 26.950 37.237
±0.305 ±0.300 ±0.150 ±0.200

MgF2(cr) −1071.051(a) −1124.200 57.200 61.512
±1.210 ±1.200 ±0.500 ±0.300

Ca(cr) 0.000 0.000 41.590 25.929
±0.400 ±0.300

Ca(g) 144.021(a) 177.800 154.887 20.786
±0.809 ±0.800 ±0.004 ±0.001

Ca2+ −552.806(a) −543.000 −56.200
±1.050 ±1.000 ±1.000

CaO(cr) −603.296(a) −634.920 38.100 42.049
±0.916 ±0.900 ±0.400 ±0.400

Sr(cr) 0.000 0.000 55.700
±0.210

Sr2+ −563.864(a) −550.900 −31.500
±0.781 ±0.500 ±2.000

SrO(cr) −559.939(a) −590.600 55.440
±0.914 ±0.900 ±0.500

SrCl2(cr) −784.974(a) −833.850 114.850
±0.714 ±0.700 ±0.420

Sr(NO3)2(cr) −783.146(a) −982.360 194.600
±1.018 ±0.800 ±2.100

Ba(cr) 0.000 0.000 62.420
±0.840

Ba2+ −557.656(a) −534.800 8.400
±2.582 ±2.500 ±2.000

BaO(cr) −520.394(a) −548.100 72.070
±2.515 ±2.500 ±0.380

BaCl2(cr) −806.953(a) −855.200 123.680
±2.514 ±2.500 ±0.250

Li(cr) 0.000 0.000 29.120 24.860
±0.200 ±0.200

Li(g) 126.604(a) 159.300 138.782 20.786
±1.002 ±1.000 ±0.010 ±0.001

Li+ −292.918(a) −278.470 12.240
±0.109 ±0.080 ±0.150

Na(cr) 0.000 0.000 51.300 28.230
±0.200 ±0.200

Na(g) 76.964(a) 107.500 153.718 20.786
±0.703 ±0.700 ±0.003 ±0.001
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Table 5.1: (continued)

Compound �fG
◦
m �fH

◦
m S◦m C◦p,m

(kJ · mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1) (J · K−1 · mol−1)

Na+ −261.953(a) −240.340 58.450
±0.096 ±0.060 ±0.150

NaF(cr)(p) −546.327 −576.600 51.160 46.820
±0.704 ±0.700 ±0.150

NaCl(cr)(p) −384.221 −411.260 72.150 50.500
±0.147 ±0.120 ±0.200

K(cr) 0.000 0.000 64.680 29.600
±0.200 ±0.100

K(g) 60.479(a) 89.000 160.341 20.786
±0.802 ±0.800 ±0.003 ±0.001

K+ −282.510(a) −252.140 101.200
±0.116 ±0.080 ±0.200

Rb(cr) 0.000 0.000 76.780 31.060
±0.300 ±0.100

Rb(g) 53.078(a) 80.900 170.094 20.786
±0.805 ±0.800 ±0.003 ±0.001

Rb+ −284.009(a) −251.120 121.750
±0.153 ±0.100 ±0.250

Cs(cr) 0.000 0.000 85.230 32.210
±0.400 ±0.200

Cs(g) 49.556(a) 76.500 175.601 20.786
±1.007 ±1.000 ±0.003 ±0.001

Cs+ −291.456(a) −258.000 132.100
±0.535 ±0.500 ±0.500

CsCl(cr) −413.807(a) −442.310 101.170 52.470
±0.208 ±0.160 ±0.200

CsBr(cr)(p) −391.171 −405.600 112.940 52.930
±0.305 ±0.250 ±0.400

(a)Value calculated internally with the equation�f G◦
m = �f H ◦

m − T �f S◦m.
(b)Value calculated internally from reaction data (see Table5.2).
(c)From [82WAG/EVA], uncertainty estimated in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG].
(d)Orthorhombic.
(e)P(cr) refers to white, crystalline (cubic) phosphorus and is the reference state for the element

phosphorus. P(am) refers to red, amorphous phosphorus.
(f)Cubic.
(g)Monoclinic.
(h)α-Quartz.
(i)Tetragonal.
(j)Cassiterite, tetragonal.
(k)Corundum.
(l)Montroydite, red.

(m)Rutile.
(n)Bromellite.
(o)Data from [82WAG/EVA, 73HUL/DES], with the uncertainty inS◦ from the latter.
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(footnotes continued)
(p)Data from [82GLU/GUR], compatible with [89COX/WAG].
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Table 5.2: Selected thermodynamic data for reactions involving auxiliary compounds
and complexes used in the evaluation of thermodynamic data for the NEA TDB Project
data. All ionic species listed in this table are aqueous species. The selection of these
data is described in Chapter VI of the uranium review [92GRE/FUG]. Unless noted
otherwise, all data refer to 298.15 K and a pressure of 0.1 MPa and, for aqueous spe-
cies, a reference state or standard state of infinite dilution (I = 0). The uncertainties
listed below each value represent total uncertainties and correspond in principle to the
statistically defined 95% confidence interval. Systematically, all the values are presen-
ted with three digits after the decimal point, regardless of the significance of these
digits. The data presented in this table are available on PC diskettes or other computer
media from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency.

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

HF(aq) F− +H+ 
 HF(aq)
3.180 −18.152 12.200 101.800(a)

±0.020 ±0.114 ±0.300 ±1.077
HF−2 F− +HF(aq)
 HF−2

0.440 −2.512 3.000 18.486(a)

±0.120 ±0.685 ±2.000 ±7.091
ClO− HClO(aq)
 ClO− + H+

−7.420 42.354 19.000 −78.329(a)

±0.130 ±0.742 ±9.000 ±30.289
ClO−

2 HClO2(aq)
 ClO−
2 + H+

−1.960 11.188
±0.020 ±0.114

HClO(aq) Cl2(g)+H2O(l)
 Cl− +H+ + HClO(aq)
−4.537 25.900
±0.105 ±0.600

HClO2(aq) H2O(l)+ HClO(aq)
 2H+ + HClO2(aq)+ 2e−
−55.400(b) 316.226
±0.700 ±3.996

BrO− HBrO(aq)
 BrO− + H+
−8.630 49.260 30.000 −64.600(a)

±0.030 ±0.171 ±3.000 ±10.078
HBrO(aq) Br2(aq)+H2O(l)
 Br− + H+ + HBrO(aq)

−8.240 47.034
±0.200 ±1.142

HIO3(aq) H+ + IO−
3 
 HIO3(aq)

0.788 −4.498
±0.029 ±0.166

S2− HS− 
 H+ + S2−
−19.000 108.453
±2.000 ±11.416

(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

SO2−
3 H2O(l)+ SO2−

4 + 2e− 
 2OH− + SO2−
3

−31.400(b) 179.233
±0.700 ±3.996

S2O2−
3 3H2O(l)+ 2SO2−

3 + 4e− 
 6OH− + S2O2−
3

−39.200(b) 223.755
±1.400 ±7.991

H2S(aq) H2S(aq)
 H+ +HS−
−6.990 39.899
±0.170 ±0.970

HSO−3 H+ + SO2−
3 
 HSO−3

7.220 −41.212 66.000 359.591(a)

±0.080 ±0.457 ±30.000 ±100.632
HS2O−3 H+ + S2O2−

3 
 HS2O−3
1.590 −9.076

±0.150 ±0.856
H2SO3(aq) H+ +HSO−3 
 H2SO3(aq)

1.840 −10.503 16.000 88.891(a)

±0.080 ±0.457 ±5.000 ±16.840
HSO−4 H+ + SO2−

4 
 HSO−4
1.980 −11.302

±0.050 ±0.285
SeO2−

3 HSeO−3 
 H+ + SeO2−
3

−8.400 47.948 −5.020 −177.654(a)

±0.100 ±0.571 ±0.500 ±2.545
H2Se(aq) H+ +HSe− 
 H2Se(aq)

3.800 −21.691
±0.300 ±1.712

HSeO−3 H2SeO3(aq)
 H+ +HSeO−3
−2.800 15.983 −7.070 −77.319(a)

±0.200 ±1.142 ±0.500 ±4.180
H2SeO3(aq) 3H2O(l)+ 2I2(cr)+ Se(cr)
 4H+ + H2SeO3(aq)+ 4I−

−13.840 78.999
±0.100 ±0.571

HSeO−4 H+ + SeO2−
4 
 HSeO−4

1.800 −10.274 23.800 114.286(a)

±0.140 ±0.799 ±5.000 ±16.983
HN3(aq) H+ +N−3 
 HN3(aq)

4.700 −26.828 −15.000 39.671(a)

±0.080 ±0.457 ±10.000 ±33.575
NH3(aq) NH+

4 
 H+ + NH3(aq)

−9.237 52.725 52.090 −2.130(a)

±0.022 ±0.126 ±0.210 ±0.821

(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

HNO2(aq) H+ +NO−2 
 HNO2(aq)

3.210 −18.323 −11.400 23.219(a)

±0.160 ±0.913 ±3.000 ±10.518
PO3−

4 HPO2−
4 
 H+ + PO3−

4
−12.350 70.494 14.600 −187.470(a)

±0.030 ±0.171 ±3.800 ±12.758
P2O4−

7 HP2O3−
7 
 H+ + P2O4−

7
−9.400 53.656
±0.150 ±0.856

H2PO−4 H+ +HPO2−
4 
 H2PO−4

7.212 −41.166 −3.600 125.998(a)

±0.013 ±0.074 ±1.000 ±3.363
H3PO4(aq) H+ +H2PO−4 
 H3PO4(aq)

2.140 −12.215 8.480 69.412(a)

±0.030 ±0.171 ±0.600 ±2.093
HP2O3−

7 H2P2O2−
7 
 H+ + HP2O3−

7
−6.650 37.958
±0.100 ±0.571

H2P2O2−
7 H3P2O−7 
 H+ + H2P2O2−

7
−2.250 12.843
±0.150 ±0.856

H3P2O−7 H4P2O7(aq)
 H+ +H3P2O−7
−1.000 5.708
±0.500 ±2.854

H4P2O7(aq) 2H3PO4(aq)
 H2O(l)+H4P2O7(aq)
−2.790 15.925 22.200 21.045(a)

±0.170 ±0.970 ±1.000 ±4.674
CO2(aq) H+ +HCO−3 
 CO2(aq)+ H2O(l)

6.354 −36.269
±0.020 ±0.114

CO2(g) CO2(aq)
 CO2(g)

1.472 −8.402
±0.020 ±0.114

HCO−3 CO2−
3 + H+ 
 HCO−3

10.329 −58.958
±0.020 ±0.114

SiO2(OH)2−2 Si(OH)4(aq)
 2H+ + SiO2(OH)2−2
−23.140 132.084 75.000 −191.461(a)

±0.090 ±0.514 ±15.000 ±50.340
SiO(OH)

−
3 Si(OH)4(aq)
 H+ + SiO(OH)

−
3

−9.810 55.996 25.600 −101.948(a)

±0.020 ±0.114 ±2.000 ±6.719

(Continued on next page)
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Table 5.2: (continued)

Species Reaction
log10 K ◦ �rG◦

m �rH◦
m �rS◦m

(kJ ·mol−1) (kJ ·mol−1) (J · K−1 ·mol−1)

Si(OH)4(aq) 2H2O(l)+ SiO2(quar)
 Si(OH)4(aq)
−4.000 22.832 25.400 8.613(a)

±0.100 ±0.571 ±3.000 ±10.243
Si2O3(OH)2−4 2Si(OH)4(aq)
 2H+ + H2O(l)+ Si2O3(OH)2−4

−19.000 108.453
±0.300 ±1.712

Si2O2(OH)
−
5 2Si(OH)4(aq)
 H+ + H2O(l)+ Si2O2(OH)

−
5

−8.100 46.235
±0.300 ±1.712

Si3O6(OH)3−3 3Si(OH)4(aq)
 3H+ + 3H2O(l)+ Si3O6(OH)3−3
−28.600 163.250
±0.300 ±1.712

Si3O5(OH)3−5 3Si(OH)4(aq)
 3H+ + 2H2O(l)+ Si3O5(OH)3−5
−27.500 156.971
±0.300 ±1.712

Si4O8(OH)4−4 4Si(OH)4(aq)
 4H+ + 4H2O(l)+ Si4O8(OH)4−4
−36.300 207.202
±0.500 ±2.854

Si4O7(OH)3−5 4Si(OH)4(aq)
 3H+ + 4H2O(l)+ Si4O7(OH)3−5
−25.500 145.555
±0.300 ±1.712

(a)Value calculated internally with the equation�rG◦
m = �r H ◦

m− T�rS◦m.
(b)Value calculated from a selected standard potential.
(c)Value of log10 K ◦ calculated internally from�rG◦

m .
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Chapter 6

Elemental neptunium

6.1 Neptunium crystal and liquid

The isotope of neptunium most commonly encountered is237Np, and all the available
thermodynamic data were measured on material all containing essentially this isotope.

6.1.1 Crystal structure and phase transitions

Neptunium has three allotropic modifications stable at atmospheric pressure, and the
results of two separate data measurements suggest there may be a fourth (see below).
The low-symmetry f-bondedα andβ phases are more dense than the bccγ phase,
which is not stable above theβ + γ+ liquid triple point at (998K, 3.2 GPa) [66STE].
The crystal structures, given in Table6.1, are based on studies by Zachariasen [52ZAC]
and Stephens [66STE]; the lattice parameters are those selected by Fahey ([86FAH] p.
454), from which the densities have been recalculated with the latest value for the
Avogadro constant.

There is reasonable consistency in the measurements of the transition temperatures,
cf. Table6.2.

The values selected are those from [70WIT/VAU], in which a relatively massive
sample was used, and whose results are near the middle of the experimental ranges.
This choice also maintains good consistency with enthalpies of transition (see below).
The dilatometric measurements by Cort [87COR] seem to give values which are appre-
ciably too low, especially for higher temperature transitions, probably due to preferred
orientation in the sample, as discussed by the author.

Both Leeet al. [59LEE/MAR] and Foltyn [90FOL] observed small peaks or dis-
continuities in the heating and cooling curves just below theβ → γ transition, though
not consistently. It is tempting to attribute this to the possible existence of another al-
lotrope of Np, as suggested by Leeet al. [59LEE/MAR] (cf. theδ′ phase of Pu, formed
with a very small enthalpy change from the fccδ phase, and stable only from 736 to
756 K). Further investigation of this phenomenon is required.

6.1.2 Heat capacity and entropy

There is little difference in the results of the low-temperature measurements of
Sandenaw [65SAN], using an impure sample, and those of Leeet al. [70LEE/MEN],
using purer metal. Gordonet al. [76GOR/HAL] made further measurements, but only
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86 6. Elemental neptunium

Table 6.1: Allotropy of neptunium

Phase Stability Structure type Lattice Z Density
range/K and space group parameters g·cm−3

1010 m

α below 553 orthorhombic a = 6.663 8 20.48
Pnma b = 4.723

c = 4.887
at 293 K

β 553 to 849 tetragonal a = 4.897 4 19.38
P4212 c = 3.388

at 586 K

γ 849 to 912 bc cubic a=3.518 2 18.08
Im3m at 873 K

Table 6.2: Transition temperatures for neptunium allotropes

Reference T(α → β) T(β → γ ) T(γ → liquid)
K K K

[51WES/EYR] (913± 1)

[52ZAC] 551 843
[59LEE/MAR] (553± 3) (850± 3) (910± 3)

[70WIT/VAU] 553 849 913
[90FOL] 555 856 917
Selected (553± 3) (849± 3) (912± 3)

at very low temperatures (2.5 to 9.4 K). The selected values forα-Np are those from
[70LEE/MEN]:

C◦
p,m(Np, α, 298.15 K) = (29.62± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1

and the derived entropy:

S◦m(Np, α, 298.15 K) = (50.46± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1

There have been only two rather limited investigations of the heat capacities
of neptunium above room temperature. Eldred and Curtis [57ELD/CUR], in a
preliminary study of neptunium metal, measured the heat capacity from 302 to 371 K
and reported a constant value ofC◦

p,m(Np, α) = 31.63 J·K−1·mol−1. Evans and
Mardon [59EVA/MAR] made measurements from 333 to 480 K, reporting a value for
the heat capacity of 31.1 J·K−1·mol−1 at 333 K, increasing to 39.9 J·K−1·mol−1 at
480 K. These data are approximately fitted by the equation:
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Table 6.3: Enthalpies of transformation for neptunium allotropes

Reference �trsH(α → β) �trsH(β → γ ) �trsH(β → 1)
kJ·mol−1 kJ·mol−1 kJ·mol−1

[59EVA/MAR] 8.37
[70WIT/VAU] 5.607 5.272 5.188
[90FOL] 4.73 2.99 3.19
Calculated from (5.04± 0.51) (5.4± 0.8) —
high pressure measurements
Selected (5.607± 1.000) (5.272±1.000) (5.188±1.000)

C◦
p,m(Np, α, T) = (−4.0543+ 8.2555× 10−2T

+805714T−2) J·K−1·mol−1 (298.15 K to 553 K)

which joins smoothly with the low-temperature data of Leeet al. [70LEE/MEN] at
298.15 K. Lacking any experimental data for theβ andγ allotropes, we have estim-
ated the heat capacity of tetragonalβ-Np to be 39.33 J·K−1·mol−1, the average of
the values for the tetragonal phasesβ-U andδ′-Pu and the heat capacity of bccγ -Np
to be 36.40 J·mol−1K−1, the average bccγ -U and ε-Pu. The heat capacity of the
liquid is also estimated from U(l) and Pu(l). The totality of the estimated heat ca-
pacities and enthalpies of transition were also selected to make�vapS(1840 K) close
to 99.5 J·K−1·mol−1, as measured by [75ACK/RAU] (see below). If the appreciably
lower enthalpies of transition given by [90FOL] are used, the required heat capacit-
ies forβ, γ and liquid Np all have to be near (but not beyond) their reasonable upper
bounds.

The experimental data on the enthalpies of transition are summarised in Table6.3.
Wittenberget al. [70WIT/VAU] used differential thermal analysis of a 7.3 g sample

of a metal containing less than 0.35 wt% impurities. They reported enthalpies of 5607
J·mol−1 for the α to β transition and 5272 J·mol−1 for the β to γ transition, and
5188 J·mol−1 for the enthalpy of fusion. More recently Foltyn [90FOL] reported rather
different values of 4700, 3000 and 3200 J·mol−1, again using differential analysis, but
of a much smaller (0.1 g), but purer (99.97 wt%) sample of Np. In view of the large
differences in these enthalpies of transition, approximate values were calculated from
the molar volumes of the phases, calculated from Zachariasen’s data [52ZAC] and
the variation of the transition temperatures with pressure, given by Stephens [66STE].
There is an appreciable uncertainty in the calculated value for theβ → γ transition,
since the thermal expansion of the phases is not well-defined at these temperatures. The
molar volumes (cm3· mol−1) used at the given transition temperatures were:α(553 K)
11.838;β(553 K) 12.165;β(849 K) 12.75± 0.03;γ (849 K) 13.09± 0.04. However,
the calculated data indicate that the measurements of [70WIT/VAU] are to be preferred.
The higher enthalpies of transition also lead to better consistency with the entropy of
vaporisation, as discussed below.
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Table 6.4: Neptunium allotropes: Heat capacity coefficients and transformation data

Phase C◦
p,m/ J·K−1·mol−1 = Ttrs/K �trsH ◦/J·mol−1

(a + b (T/K)+ c (T/K)−2)

a b c
α −4.0543 8.2555×10−2 805714 553 5607
β 39.33 0 0 849 5272
γ 36.40 0 0 912 5188
liquid 45.396 0 0 — —

The selected heat capacity and transition data are summarised in Table6.4; these
are in fact the same as those selected by [76OET/RAN].

6.2 Neptunium ideal monatomic gas

Only 13 energy levels up to 9000 cm−1 were known when Feber and Herrick
[65FEB/HER] made the first statistical-mechanical calculations of the thermal
functions of Np(g). In subsequent calculations, Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN] used
400 levels up to 40000 cm−1 provided by Fred [75FRE]. It is not clear how many
levels Wardet al. [86WAR/KLE] used in their calculations, but presumably the 176
levels up to 19800 cm−1 given by Brewer [84BRE], based on a listing of 440 levels
provided by Fred and Blaise [83FRE/BLA]. The levels listed by Brewer [84BRE],
which contain some estimates, include all the levels up to 16000 cm−1. Blaise and
Wyart [92BLA/WYA] have recently published a comprehensive listing of the known
energy levels of all the actinide gases, which contains 641 levels for Np(g). However
these do not include the 30 relatively low-energy levels estimated by Brewer, so
these have been added in the current calculation. The revised values of the thermal
functions calculated from these 671 levels are therefore superior to the two earlier sets
[76OET/RAN, 86WAR/KLE]. The Gibbs energy functions begin to differ from these
by more than 0.05 J·K−1·mol−1at about 1600 K.

The values at 298.15 K for237Np, molar mass 237.048 g·mol−1, are of course
essentially the same as the earlier values [76OET/RAN, 86WAR/KLE] after allowing
for the different standard-state pressure:

C◦
p,m(Np, g, 298.15 K) = (20.824± 0.020) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Np, g, 298.15 K) = (197.719± 0.005) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity equations used are

C◦
p,m(Np, g, T) = (17.782+ 3.3525× 10−3T + 6.68071× 10−6T2

+1.288× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1 (298.15 to 800 K)
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C◦
p,m(Np, g, T) = (14.132+ 1.55677× 10−2T − 1.59546× 10−6T2

−3.9887× 10−5T−2) J·K−1·mol−1 (800 to 2000 K)

6.2.1 Enthalpy of formation

There have been two investigations of the vapour pressure of neptunium metal, by
Eick and Mulford [64EIC/MUL] from 1700 to 1950 K, and Ackermann and Rauh
[75ACK/RAU], from 1540 to 2140 K. As discussed by Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN]
and Ward et al. [86WAR/KLE], the appreciably higher pressures measured by
[64EIC/MUL] were undoubtedly due to the presence of NpO(g) from their (oxygen-
contaminated) sample. With the thermal functions for Np(cr, l) and Np(g) derived
from the thermodynamic data discussed above, the calculated third-law enthalpy of
vaporisation at 298.15 K is 465.1 kJ·mol−1. It will be recalled that the heat capacities
of β, γ and liquid Np were chosen to give good agreement with the entropy of
vaporisation at 1840 K, derived from the measurements of [75ACK/RAU]. This
automatically gives good agreement between the second- and third-law enthalpies of
sublimation.

The selected value for the enthalpy of formation of Np(g) is thus:

�fH
◦
m(Np, g, 298.15 K) = (465.1± 3.0) kJ·mol−1





Chapter 7

Neptunium aqua ions

Neptunium exists in aqueous solution in the oxidation states +3, +4, +5, +6, and
+7. During the past three decades, the thermodynamic properties of the neptunium
aqua ions were compiled and reviewed by Newton [75NEW], Fuger and Oetting
[76FUG/OET], Martinot and Fuger [85MAR/FUG], Fahey [86FAH], and Morss
[86MOR]. The three latter reviews are based on the very thorough review by Fuger
and Oetting. Therefore, the data of their review will serve as a basis for this NEA
review.

The selected thermodynamic quantities for Np3+, Np4+, NpO+2 and NpO2+
2 are

strongly connected, and there is a minimum amount of redundant information to
provide confirmation for these values. The selection process used in the present
review relies strongly on an enthalpy of formation value for Np4+ derived from
measurements of the enthalpy of dissolution of neptunium metal and subsequent
oxidation of the neptunium to the IV oxidation state. Values for the entropies are all
linked to values for the solubility and enthalpy of formation of NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s).
Potential measurements of the formal potentials (E◦′), measurements of (∂ E◦′/∂T )
and calorimetric measurements are used to link and derive the other thermodynamic
quantities. It is assumed (except for reactions involving the highly-charged Np4+
(aq) ion), that the value of the enthalpy of a reaction atI = 0 is equal to that in 1 M
HClO4 within the uncertainties of the measurements. This approximation leads to
the differences between values of the formal potentials in 1 M HClO4(aq) and the
standard potentials being assigned primarily to entropy differences. The assumption is
undoubtedly incorrect (and would actually be consistent with temperature-independent
activity coefficients) but, used consistently, in the absence of experimental information,
is probably subject to smaller errors than would be introduced by some of the other
options.

7.1 NpO+
3 , NpO4(OH)3−

2 and redox potentials in
alkaline solution

Heptavalent neptunium is unstable in acidic solution, but can be formed by acid-
ification of basic solutions of Np(VII). Reduction by water occurs rapidly in acid
solutions – generally in a few seconds to minutes at room temperature. Formal
potentials were determined by Musikaset al. [74MUS/COU] and by Sullivan and
Zielen [69SUL/ZIE] as E◦′(7.1, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (2.04 ± 0.03) V and
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E◦′(7.1, 1 M HNO3, 298.15 K)> 2.00 V, respectively, for reaction

NpO+
3 + 2H+ + e− 
 NpO2+

2 + H2O(l) (7.1)

It has recently been proposed [91SHI/TAN] that the structure of the cationic Np(VII)
species might be better written as Np(OH)+

6 rather than NpO+3 . Heptavalent neptu-
nium can be generated in alkaline solutions, but is reduced by water to Np(VI) over
a period of hours to weeks at room temperature. Several measurements exist of the
formal Np(VII)/Np(VI) potential in basic solution. The alkaline chemistry of the
transuranium elements was recently reviewed by Peretrukhinet al. [95PER/SHI]. They
deriveE◦′(7.2, 1 M NaOH, 298.15 K) =(0.59± 0.01) V for the reaction

NpO4(OH)3−2 + 2H2O(l)+ e− 

NpO4(H2O)2−2 (or NpO2(OH)2−4 )+ 2OH− (7.2)

From the reversibility of the electrochemical reduction reaction, the authors suggest
that the structure of the hepta- and hexavalent ions must be similar and six coordinate.
This would exclude the existence of NpO3−

5 which was postulated by several other
authors that are referred to in the review of Peretrukhinet al. Table7.1 gives the
reported formal redox potentials for neptunium in 1 M NaOH [95PER/SHI].

Table 7.1: Formal potentials for neptunium in 1 M NaOH at 298.15 K reported by
[95PER/SHI]

Formal potential (V.vs. SHE)
VII/VI VI/V V/IV IV/III

0.59 0.14 −0.95 −1.8

7.2 NpO2+
2

The thermodynamic quantities for NpO2+
2 are derived from the value of the entropy

based on the solubility and the enthalpy of dissolution of the salt NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s)
in water, the enthalpy of formation of Np4+ and the enthalpy of oxidation of NpO+2
to NpO2+

2 as determined calorimetrically and from values of the standard potential
based on electrochemical measurements. The temperature coefficients for the VI/V and
V/IV potentials are used to calculate, sequentially,S◦m(NpO+

2 ) andS◦m(Np4+), and from
the latter�fG◦

m(Np4+). The values of the V/IV potential are then used to determine
�fG◦

m(NpO+
2 ) and hence�fH◦

m(NpO+
2 ). Finally, the values of the VI/V potential and

the calorimetric enthalpy of oxidation of NpO+2 to NpO2+
2 are examined together to

determine�fG◦
m(NpO2+

2 ) and hence�fH◦
m(NpO2+

2 ).
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This is straight forward (although propagation of the uncertainties through the cycle
becomes a problem), but most of the potentials were determined in a medium of ap-
proximately 1 M acid (usually HClO4(aq)) as were the calorimetric results leading to
several of the key enthalpy values. It is then necessary to adjust these values to infinite
dilution. In the present review, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the potentials
(Gibbs energies) have been adjusted using the SIT equations (cf. AppendixB). The
enthalpies of transfer from 1 M HClO4 to zero ionic strength are assumed small, and
the main changes in�rG◦

m with the medium are taken into the value of�rS◦m.
To calculate the standard entropy of the NpO2+

2 ion, this review follows the
approach of Fuger and Oetting’s review that is based on the solubility and the
enthalpy of dissolution of the salt NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) in water. Brand and Cobble
[70BRA/COB] calculated for the dissolution reaction of

NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) 
 NpO2+
2 + 2NO−

3 + 6H2O(l) (7.3)

�rG◦
m(7.3, aq, 298.15 K) = −(12.30 ± 1.09) kJ·mol−1, using a mean activ-

ity coefficient from the corresponding uranium system to correct to infinite
dilution. A SIT correction by this review using single ion activity coefficients
did not lead to a more accurate Gibbs energy of reaction (cf. discussion of
[70BRA/COB] in Appendix A). The value given above is therefore accepted.
Fuger and Oetting corrected Brand and Cobble’s value of�solnH for a hy-
drolysis contribution for dioxoneptunium(VI) using hydrolysis data from the
analogous dioxouranium(VI) system (cf. Appendix A) and obtained the value
that we recommend,�rH◦

m(7.3, 298.15 K) = −(18.83 ± 1.67) kJ·mol−1.
This review accepts Brand and Cobble’s estimate for the standard entropy
of the salt (converted directly from the original units of cal·K−1·mol−1),
S◦m(NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s)) = (516.306 ± 8.000) J·K−1·mol−1. With
�rS◦m(7.3, 298.15 K) = (104.4 ± 6.7) J·K−1·mol−1, and CODATA auxiliary
values,

S◦m(NpO2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(92.4± 10.5) J·K−1·mol−1

is determined.
There are four independent determinations of the NpO2+

2 /NpO+
2 potential in per-

chloric acid solutions and one additional measurement of the temperature coefficient of
this potential (Table7.2). The formal potentialsE◦′ in 1 M HClO4 of Cohen and Hind-
man [52COH/HIN], Sullivan, Hindman and Zielen [61SUL/HIN], and Riglet, Robouch
and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB] agree within their uncertainties, and the unweighted average
value from these three measurements,(1.137± 0.001) V vs. SHE, is accepted in the
present review, resulting in�rGm = −(109.70± 0.10) kJ·mol−1 in 1 M HClO4. The
standard potentialE◦, was derived by Brand and Cobble [70BRA/COB] and by Riglet,
Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB]. Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge applied the Specific
Ion Interaction Theory (SIT) to data from voltametric measurements at 1, 2, and 3 M
ionic strengths. The measurements, however, were carried out at the non-standard tem-
perature of 293.15 K. The authors used a correction of−0.0003 V/K to adjust the value
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to the standard temperature. This correction was derived from the isothermal temper-
ature coefficient (∂ E◦′/∂T ) = −(0.00027± 0.00005) V·K−1 determined from Cohen
and Hindman’s [52COH/HIN] emf measurements at only three different temperatures.
The value is not in particularly good agreement with(∂ E◦/∂T ) = 0.00023V·K−1 as
determined by Blanc and Madic [84BLA/MAD] (though∂ E◦′/∂T should be approx-
imately 0.0002 V·K−1 less positive than∂ E◦/∂T ). Their measurement of the thermal
temperature coefficient of the NpO2+

2 /NpO+
2 couple was corrected to isothermal con-

ditions in the present review.
Although the value of Cohen and Hindman was derived using only three data

points, the value of Blanc and Madic was derived using several approximations of
deBethuneet al. [59DEB/LIC]. The later value (for I = 0) is only roughly of the
same order of magnitude as the (isothermal) value from the temperature dependence
of the potential measurements (and has the opposite sign), and the theoretical rela-
tionship between the isothermal and thermal values of∂ E◦′/∂T for a 1 M HClO4(aq)
medium is not obvious. Therefore, only the Cohen and Hindman value is used here,
(∂ E◦′/∂T )isotherm= −(0.00027± 0.00005) V·K−1. The standard potential derived
by Brand and Cobble [70BRA/COB], E◦ = (1.236± 0.010) V, was corrected toE◦
= (1.161± 0.008) V by Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe [87RIG/VIT] using the SIT and
a value of�ε = ε

(NpO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
− ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) derived from analogous UO2+2 /UO+
2

studies.
This review also recalculated these data using a slightly different value for the

Debye-Hückel term and obtainedE◦ = (1.158± 0.008) V. Applying the selected iso-
thermal temperature coefficient,(∂ E◦′/∂T )isotherm= −(0.00027± 0.00005) V · K−1

to Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge’s [89RIG/ROB] potential at 293.15 K givesE◦ =
(1.161±0.011) V at 298.15 K. SIT extrapolations of Sullivan, Hindman and Zielen’s
[61SUL/HIN] and Cohen and Hindman’s [52COH/HIN] formal potentials, corrected in
the present review using�ε = −(0.21±0.03) kg·mol−1 (cf. [89RIG/ROB]) and adjus-
ted to 1 bar both giveE◦ = (1.160±0.002) V. This is also the source ofε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) as
listed in the uranium volume [92GRE/FUG]. Taking the average of these two values,
as well as the one obtained by Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge and the value of Brand and
Cobble that was recalculated by this review, the standard potential is obtained for the
reaction

NpO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+ (7.4)

Because of the accuracy and precision of the measurements of Cohen and Hindman
[52COH/HIN], and Sullivan, Hindman and Zielen [61SUL/HIN], this review assigns
an uncertainty of 0.004 V to the standard potential and corrects to the standard pressure
of 1 bar to obtain the following values accepted here

E◦(7.4, 298.15 K) = (1.159± 0.004) V

log10 K◦(7.4, 298.15 K) = (19.59± 0.07)

�rG
◦
m(7.4, 298.15 K) = −(111.8± 0.4) kJ·mol−1

Using the accepted Gibbs energy of reaction (for 1 M HClO4) and �rSm(7.4,
1 M HClO4) = −(26.05 ± 4.82) J·K−1·mol−1 that is obtained from
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Table 7.2: Experimental formal potentials in 1 M HClO4, derived standard potentials
and temperature coefficients for NpO2+

2 / NpO+
2 couple at 298.15 K. (reference state is

1 atm. for E◦′, 1 bar forE◦)

Method Formal potential Standard potential dE◦′/dT Reference
(V, vs. SHE) (V,vs. SHE) V·K−1

Redox couple: NpO2+2 /NpO+2 , according to:

NpO2+
2 + 1/2H2(g)
 NpO+2 + H+

pot (1.1373± 0.0010)(a) −(0.00027 [52COH/HIN]
±0.00005)

(1.1361± 0.0010)(b)

(1.1366± 0.0010)(c) (1.1601± 0.0039)(d)

pot (1.13638± 0.00016) (1.1598± 0.0037)(d) [61SUL/HIN]
pot (1.236± 0.010) [70BRA/COB]

(1.161± 0.008)(e)

(1.158± 0.008)(d)

emf 0.00023(i) [84BLA/MAD]
pol (1.140± 0.009)(f) (1.162± 0.011)(f) [89RIG/ROB]

(1.138± 0.009)(g) (1.160± 0.011)(g)

rev (1.236± 0.010) [76FUG/OET]
(1.137± 0.001) (1.159± 0.004)(h) −(0.00027 this review

±0.00005)

(a) Measured in 1.027 m (0.9725 M) HClO4.
(b) Corrected by [61SUL/HIN] from 1 m to 1 M HClO4; this, however, is incorrect, because the

solution was 1.027 m and not 1 m.
(c) Corrected by this review from 1.027 m to 1 M HClO4.
(d) Calculated by this review using SIT extrapolation.
(e) Recalculated by [87RIG/VIT] using SIT extrapolation.
(f) Value determined at 293.15 K.
(g) Corrected by this review to 298.15 K using the selected (dE/dT ) value.
(h) At 1 bar
(i) ∂E◦/∂T
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(∂ E◦′/∂T ) = −(0.00027 ± 0.00005) V ·K−1, �rHm(7.4, 1 M HClO4) =
−(117.47 ± 1.44) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. The enthalpy of transfer to infinite
dilution is assumed to be zero, and the value of�rH◦

m is the same as the value of
�rHm(7.4, 1 M HClO4). This value, derived from electrochemical data, agrees with
�rH◦

m = −(117.4 ± 0.6) kJ·mol−1 obtained by Brand and Cobble [70BRA/COB]
from calorimetric measurements of the NpO2+

2 reduction to NpO+2 by hydrogen
peroxide. These values were adjusted to infinite dilution. The weighted average of
these two independent values is�rH◦

m(7.4, 298.15 K) = −(117.4± 0.6) kJ·mol−1.
Taking this, and using�rG◦

m(7.4, 298.15 K) = −(111.8± 0.4) kJ·mol−1 as accepted
above,�rS◦m = −(18.9± 2.3) J·K−1·mol−1. This value is required in the following
section, and corresponds to(∂ E◦/∂T ) = −(0.00019± 0.00002) V·K−1 for the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couple. From�rH◦

m(7.4) and from�fH◦
m(NpO+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) =
−(978.2± 4.6) kJ·mol−1 (cf. Section7.3), we determine the selected value for the
enthalpy of Reaction7.5

Np(cr, α)+O2(g)+ 2H+ → NpO2+
2 + H2(g) (7.5)

to be

�fH
◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(860.7± 4.7) kJ·mol−1

Similarly, using the selected value,�fG◦
m(NpO+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(907.8 ±
5.6) kJ·mol−1 (cf. Section7.3), we determine the selected value

�fG
◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(795.9± 5.6) kJ·mol−1

7.3 NpO+
2

The thermodynamic quantities for NpO+2 are derived from the value ofS◦m(NpO2+
2 ),

and from the values of the standard potential based on electrochemical potential
measurements. The temperature coefficients for the VI/V and V/IV potentials are used
to calculate sequentiallyS◦m(NpO+

2 ) andS◦m(Np4+), and from the latter�fG◦
m(Np4+).

The value of the V/IV potential is then used to determine�fG◦
m(NpO+

2 ) and
�fH◦

m(NpO+
2 ).

Cohen and Hindman [52COH/HIN2] determined the formal potential in 1 molal
HClO4 for the reaction

NpO+
2 + 3H+ + 1

2
H2(g) 
 Np4+ + 2H2O(l) (7.6)

with junction-free emf measurements. They derivedE◦′ = (0.7391±0.0010) V, and
(∂ E◦′/∂T ) = −(0.00269±0.00006)V·K−1. This review corrects the formal potential
from 1 m to 1 M and 1 bar pressure and derives the NEA recommended valuesE◦′(7.6,
298.15 K) = (0.7431±0.0010) V, �rGm(7.6, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(71.7 ±
0.1) kJ·mol−1, �rSm(7.6, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(259.5± 5.8) J·K−1·mol−1,
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and�rHm(7.6, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(149.1±1.7) kJ·mol−1. In order to correct
the formal potential for Reaction7.6 to standard conditions, this review applies a SIT
correction usingε(Np4+,ClO−

4 ) = (0.84± 0.06) kg·mol−1, ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) = (0.25±

0.05) kg·mol−1 andε(H+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.14± 0.02) kg·mol−1 and obtains1

E◦(7.6, 298.15 K) = (0.604± 0.007) V

log10 K◦(7.6, 298.15 K) = (10.21± 0.12)

�rG
◦
m(7.6, 298.15 K) = −(58.3± 0.7) kJ·mol−1

The differenceE◦−E◦′ = −(0.139±0.007)V between the standard and formal po-
tentials is substantially different from an earlier estimate [76FUG/OET] of −(0.069±
0.060) V for the corresponding plutonium equilibrium. Capdevila, Vitorge and Giffaut
[92CAP/VIT] reported two values for the corresponding plutonium potential at 1 M
for Reaction (7.6). Depending on the experimental approach, they derivedE◦′ =
(1.134± 0.050) V and E◦′ = (1.154± 0.050) V. From the first set of data, they
calculatedE◦ = (0.991± 0.060) V, applying the SIT. The difference,E◦ − E◦′ =
−(0.143± 0.078) V, is obtained. A correction of the formal potential to standard
state using the SIT treatment is preferred by this review over applying the differ-
ence between the two corresponding plutonium potentials (with its large uncertainty)
to the neptunium formal potential of Reaction (7.6). To evaluate other thermody-
namic data in 1 M HClO4 for Np4+, Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET] applied a
correction of 0.42 kJ·mol−1 to �fH◦

m (Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) to obtain a value for
�fHm(Np4+, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K). This was done to account for the extent of the
first hydrolysis reaction of Np4+ in 1 M HClO4. This reasoning is accepted here.
Because it applies to Np4+ and the correction to NpO+2 is negligible, the correction
can be applied directly to our accepted value for�rHm(7.6, 1 M HClO4) to determine
�rH◦

m(7.6).
Using this approximation�rH◦

m(7.6) = −(149.5±1.7) kJ·mol−1, and�rG◦
m (7.6)

= −(58.3 ± 0.7) kJ·mol−1 as accepted above,�rS◦m(7.6, 298.15 K) = −(305.9 ±
6.2) J·K−1·mol−1. This value is used in the following section.

S◦m (NpO+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) is calculated from�rS◦m = −(18.9± 2.3) J·K−1·mol−1

for Reaction (7.4), usingS◦m(NpO2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(92.4± 10.5) J·K−1·mol−1,

and CODATA auxiliary data to give

S◦m(NpO+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(45.9± 10.7) J·K−1·mol−1

which is significantly different from Fuger and Oetting’s valueS◦m (NpO+
2 , aq,

298.15 K) =−(20.9± 8.4) J·K−1·mol−1 [76FUG/OET]. Such widely discrepant and
1As this book was in the final stages of being prepared for printing, a minor error (much smaller than the
assigned uncertainties) was discovered in our calculation of log10 K◦(7.6, 298.15 K). Correction of the
error decreases the value of log10 K◦(7.6, 298.15 K) by 0.002. This error is propagated through the un-
rounded calculated values of�rG◦

m(7.6) and�rS◦m(7.6), so that the values of�fG
◦
m(Np4+, 298.15 K)

and �fG
◦
m(Np3+, 298.15 K) should be 0.010 kJ·mol−1 more positive than the values in Table3.1

that have been used in calculations for this volume. Similarly, the values ofS◦m(Np4+, 298.15 K) and
S◦m(Np3+, 298.15 K) should be 0.034 J·K−1·mol−1 more negative than the values in Table3.1 that have
been used in calculations for this volume.
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non-systematic values forS◦m (MO+
2 (aq), M = U, Np, Pu, Am) (respectively, -25, -46,

2 and -21 J·K−1·mol−1, cf. Section16.3and References [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID])
were not indicated in previous reviews [76FUG/OET, 86MOR] that relied more
heavily on estimates. The differences in the entropy values for these key ions appear
to be beyond those easily attributable to specific experimental uncertainties, and need
to be confirmed or refuted by further experimental work.

Using �fH◦
m(Np4+, 298.15 K) = −(556.0 ± 4.2) kJ·mol−1, �fG◦

m(Np4+,

298.15 K) = −(491.8± 5.6) kJ·mol−1 (cf. Section7.4) and CODATA auxiliary data,
the following selected values are calculated:

�fH
◦
m(NpO+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(978.2± 4.6) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(907.8± 5.6) kJ·mol−1

Values of ionic apparent molar heat capacities vary strongly with temperature, and to a
somewhat lesser degree with ionic strength. The influence of heat capacity on the Gibbs
energy of reaction is usually too small to determine�rCp,mor �rCp,m(T) from second
and higher order derivatives of functions describing the temperature dependence of
solubilities or potentials. Lemire and Campbell [93LEM/CAM, 96LEM/CAM] have
reported apparent molar heat capacities of NpO2ClO4(aq) as a function of temperature
(18 to 100◦C) for a limited range of ionic strengths (0.05 to 0.22 m). The extrapolated
values for the partial molar heat capacities can be expressed as:

C◦
p,m,2(NpO2ClO4, aq, T) = (3.56770× 103 − 4.95931T

−6.32344× 105T−1) J·K−1·mol−1

The value ofC◦
p,m,2(NpO2ClO4, aq) at 298.15 K is−(32± 25) J·K−1·mol−1,

where the uncertainty is assigned in the present review, and comparable uncertainties
apply to values throughout the temperature range of the measurements. This value
and the equation above are accepted in the present review. For the usual standard state
(C◦

p,m,2(H
+, aq, 298.15 K) = 0 J·K−1·mol−1), usingC◦

p,m,2(HClO4, aq, 298.15 K) =
−27.8 J·K−1·mol−1 [96LEM/CAM2] the value of the partial molar heat capacity,
C◦

p,m,2(NpO+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(4± 25) J·K−1·mol−1, is calculated.

Lemire and Campbell [96LEM/CAM] have used their values forC◦
p,m,2(NpO2ClO4,

aq, T) with values of the partial molar heat capacities of other electrolytes
[89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM2] to estimate the variation of the potential of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couple as a function of temperature. The apparent molar heat
capacity as a function of temperature of NpO2+

2 was assumed equal to that of
UO2+

2 [89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM]. The uncertainties in values of�rCp,m(7.4, T)
estimated in that way are estimated here as±70 J·K−1·mol−1.

7.4 Np4+

The thermodynamic quantities for Np4+ are derived from the value of the entropy based
on the solubility and the enthalpy of dissolution of NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) in water, the
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enthalpy of formation of Np4+ and values of the standard potential based on elec-
trochemical measurements. The value of�fH◦

m(Np4+) is obtained from calorimetric
measurements of the heat of solution of neptunium metal. The temperature coefficients
for the VI/V and V/IV potentials are used to calculate, sequentiallyS◦m(NpO+

2 ) and
S◦m(Np4+), and from the latter,�fG◦

m(Np4+).
This review accepts the enthalpy of formation derived by Fuger and Oetting

[76FUG/OET] from three independent calorimetric measurements of the dissolution
of neptunium metal in 1 M HCl/0.005 M Na2SiF6 in the presence of dissolved oxygen
according to the reaction

Np(cr, α)+ 4H++ 0.25O2(dissolved)


Np4+ + 1.5H2(g)+ 0.5H2O(l) (7.7)

The authors corrected for the complexing effect due to the presence of Na2SiF6 in
HCl and obtained�fH(Np4+, 1 M HCl) = −(551.87 ± 1.7) kJ·mol−1 by subtract-
ing 0.5× �fH◦

m(H2O, aq, 298.15 K) and adding 0.25× �solnH(O2, g) in 1 M HCl =
−(2.3±0.1) kJ·mol−1 from the obtained�solnH(Np, α) = −(692.5±1.7) kJ·mol−1.
Fuger and Oetting introduced a correction of−4.18 kJ·mol−1 to extrapolate to zero
acidity to obtain the selected value

�fH
◦
m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(556.0± 4.2) kJ·mol−1

To evaluate other thermodynamic data in 1 M HClO4 for Np4+, �fHm(Np4+,

1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) is derived according to the procedure selected by Fuger and
Oetting. They applied a correction of 0.42 kJ·mol−1 to �fH◦

m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) in
order to account for the first hydrolysis reaction of Np4+ in 1 M HClO4, and obtained

�fHm(Np4+, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(555.6± 4.2) kJ·mol−1

which is the recommended value.
S◦m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) is calculated from�rS◦m = −(305.9± 6.2) J·K−1·mol−1

for Reaction (7.6), usingS◦m(NpO+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(45.9± 10.7) J·K−1·mol−1,

and CODATA auxiliary data to give

S◦m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(426.4± 12.4) J·K−1·mol−1

Based on this, CODATA values, andS◦m(Np(cr))= (50.46± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1,
�fS◦m(Np4+) = −(215.5±12.4) J·K−1·mol−1. Then, using the Gibbs-Helmholtz rela-
tion and the selected value for�fH◦

m, the selected standard Gibbs energy of formation
of Np4+ is calculated

�fG
◦
m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(491.8± 5.6) kJ·mol−1

7.5 Np3+

The enthalpy of formation for Np3+ is derived from calorimetric measurements of the
solution enthalpy for the dissolution of neptunium metal in hydrochloric acid according
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to the reaction

Np(cr, α)+ 3H+ → Np3+ + 3/2H2(g) (7.8)

This review accepts

�fH
◦
m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(527.2± 2.1) kJ·mol−1

derived by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET] as the selected value.
The values for the standard Gibbs energy of formation and the standard entropy of

Np3+ can be derived from potential measurements for the reaction

Np4+ + 1/2H2(g) 
 Np3+ + H+ (7.9)

Four independent experimental determinations on the Np4+/Np3+ potential and
one additional measurement of the temperature coefficient of this potential are avail-
able. Two of these were done in hydrochloric acid and three in perchloric acid solu-
tions. Hindmanet al. [49HIN/MAG2] and Hindman and Kritschevsky [50HIN/KRI]
determined the formal potential in 1 M HCl to beE◦′ = (0.137± 0.005) V and
E◦′ = (0.142± 0.005) V. The formal potentials in 1 M HClO4 were measured by Co-
hen and Hindman [52COH/HIN] and by Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB].
Table7.3summarises the data in HClO4. Also included in the table are results of Blanc
and Madic [84BLA/MAD] on the temperature coefficient of the potential and the ex-
trapolated standard potential of Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]. From the average

Table 7.3: Experimental formal potentials in 1 M HClO4, derived standard potentials
and temperature coefficients for the neptunium(IV)/neptunium(III) couple at 298.15 K.

Method Formal potential Standard potential ∂E◦′/∂T Reference
(V, vs. SHE) (V,vs. SHE) V·K−1

Redox couple: Np4+/Np3+, according to:
Np4+ + 1/2H2(g)
 Np3+ + H+

pot (0.1551± 0.0010) (0.219± 0.010) (0.00136± 0.00005) [52COH/HIN]
pot (0.154± 0.005) (0.218± 0.010) (0.0016± 0.0014)(a) [89RIG/ROB]
emf (0.0019± 0.0004)(c) [84BLA/MAD]
rev (0.179± 0.005)(b) [76FUG/OET]
rev (0.155±0.001) (0.219± 0.010) (0.00136± 0.00005) this review

(a) The calculation of the uncertainty was corrected in the present review.
(b) Value of [52COH/HIN] extrapolated to standard conditions, by [76FUG/OET], using analogy

with the plutonium system.
(c) ∂E◦/∂T

of the standard potentials of Cohen and Hindman [52COH/HIN] and Riglet, Robouch
and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB], 0.2186, this review selects

E◦ = (0.219± 0.010) V
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for reaction (7.9). Hence,

�rG
◦
m(7.9, 298.15 K) = −(21.1± 1.0) kJ·mol−1

The weighted average value [52COH/HIN, 89RIG/ROB] for E◦′ is

E◦′ = (0.155± 0.001) V

and hence,

�rGm(7.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(15.0± 0.1) kJ·mol−1

is also accepted.
The isothermal temperature coefficient determined from Cohen and Hindman

[52COH/HIN], (∂ E◦′/∂T )isotherm, is (0.00136± 0.00005) V·K−1. Due to its large
uncertainty, the value of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge was not considered, but it is in
agreement with the selected value. Using this value, we derive

�rSm(7.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (131.2± 4.8) J·K−1·mol−1

Thus, �rHm(7.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (24.2 ± 1.5) kJ·mol−1. Us-
ing the enthalpy of formation for Np4+ in 1 M HClO4 (cf. Section 7.4),
�fHm(7.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(555.6 ± 4.2) kJ·mol−1, this review deter-
mines from electrochemical data in 1 M HClO4 �fHm(Np3+, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) =
−(531.5 ± 12.3) kJ·mol−1. If �fH◦

m(Np3+) ≈ �fHm(Np3+), then�fH◦
m(Np3+,

298.15 K) = −(531.5 ± 12.3) kJ·mol−1. This value is somewhat more neg-
ative than the value based on calorimetric data,�fH◦

m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) =
−(527.2 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1, which is selected in the present review because of
its smaller uncertainty. From the selected values for�fH◦

m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K)

and �fH◦
m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K), �rH◦

m(7.9) = (28.8 ± 4.7) kJ·mol−1 is cal-
culated. From this value and�rG◦

m = −(21.1 ± 1.0) for Reaction (7.9),
�rS◦m = (167.5± 16.0) J·K−1·mol−1 is obtained. Hence, with CODATA auxiliary
data and the previously selected value forS◦m(Np4+),

S◦m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(193.6± 20.3) J·K−1·mol−1

is calculated and selected.
The difference between the standard entropies for Np4+ and Np3+ is −(233.3±

16.1) J·K−1·mol−1 which agrees well with the value of−(230.0± 9.6) J·K−1·mol−1

for the corresponding plutonium species.
The standard Gibbs energy of formation

�fG
◦
m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(512.9± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

was obtained using�rG◦
m for Reaction (7.9), calculated from the standard potential,

and the Gibbs energy of formation of Np4+ (cf. Section7.4).

7.6 Summary

Table7.4 summarizes the NEA selected thermodynamic constants for the neptunium
aqua ions.
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Table 7.4: NEA selected chemical thermodynamic values for neptunium aqua ions

�fH◦
m �fG◦

m S◦m
( kJ·mol−1) ( kJ·mol−1) ( J·K−1·mol−1)

NpO2+
2 −(860.7± 4.7) −(795.9± 5.6) −(92.4± 10.5)

NpO+
2 −(978.2± 4.6) −(907.8± 5.6) −(45.9± 10.7)

Np4+ −(556.0± 4.2) −(491.8± 5.6) −(426.4± 12.4)

Np3+ −(527.2± 2.1) −(512.9± 5.7) −(193.6± 20.3)

Figure 7.1: Standard potentials (I = 0, 25◦C) for neptunium, in units of Vvs. SHE.

-(0.556 ± 0.010)

-(0.899 ± 0.012)

(0.661 ± 0.004)

(0.411 ± 0.006)

(0.882 ± 0.004) -(1.274 ± 0.014)

(1.159 ± 0.004) (0.604 ± 0.007) (0.219 ± 0.010) -(1.772 ± 0.020)

NpO2
2+ NpO2

+ Np4+ Np3+ Np
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Figure 7.2: Formal potentials (1 M HClO4, 25◦C) for neptunium, in units of Vvs.
SHE.

-(0.558 ± 0.010)

-(0.897 ± 0.012)

(0.678 ± 0.001)

(0.449 ± 0.001)

(0.940 ± 0.001) -(1.307 ± 0.014)

(1.137 ± 0.001) (0.743 ± 0.001) (0.155 ± 0.001) -(1.795 ± 0.020)

NpO2
2+ Np 4+ NpNp3+NpO2

+





Chapter 8

Neptunium oxygen and
hydrogen compounds and
complexes

8.1 Aqueous neptunium hydroxide complexes

8.1.1 Neptunium(VII) hydroxide complexes

Only limited information on these species appears to be available. There is
evidence for a cationic species of Np(VII) in acidic solutions [69SUL/ZIE,
72CHA/LEI, 91SHI/TAN], and an anionic species in strongly alkaline solutions
[69COH/FRI, 70ZIE/COH, 75CHA/MAT], but no thermodynamic parameters have
been estimated in this review (see also Section6.1)

8.1.2 Neptunium(VI) hydroxide complexes

The hydrolysis data of NpO2+2 reported in the literature are summarised in Table8.1.
Cassolet al. [72CAS/MAG2] obtained hydrolysis constants for NpO2+

2 in 1 M aqueous
NaClO4 at 25◦C. The value for log∗10β

◦
1 based on this work (−(5.1± 0.4)) is in fair

agreement with the value (−5.5) reported by Schmidtet al. [83SCH/GOR]. The self-
consistent set of values of Cassolet al. [72CAS/MAG2] is accepted in the present
review for reasons discussed in AppendixA. Hence, using the estimated values for the
interaction coefficients,

ε(NpO2OH+,ClO−
4 ) = −(0.06± 0.40) kg·mol−1

ε
((NpO2)2(OH)2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )

= −(0.57± 0.10) kg·mol−1

ε((NpO2)3(OH)+5 ,ClO−
4 ) = −(0.45± 0.20) kg·mol−1

the following formation constants are selected

log10
∗β◦1 = −(5.1± 0.4)

log10
∗β◦2,2 = −(6.27± 0.21)

log10
∗β◦5,3 = −(17.12± 0.22)

From these,

105
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�fG◦
m (NpO2OH+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1004.0± 6.1) kJ·mol−1

�fG◦
m ((NpO2)2(OH)2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(2030.4± 11.3) kJ·mol−1

�fG◦
m ((NpO2)3(OH)+5 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(3475.8± 16.9) kJ·mol−1

Several groups have reported values for the potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) couple
in highly concentrated hydroxide solutions [73SIM/MAT, 74PER/ALE, 77ERM/PER].
From these data and the value of�fG◦

m(NpO2(OH)−2 ) (see Section8.1.3), it should
be feasible to estimate the value of�fG◦

m for the Np(VI) solution species, provided
reasonable assumptions are made about its stoichiometry. Gradual precipitation has
been reported [74PER/ALE] in the concentrated NaOH(aq) solutions, and therefore
only the value of the Np(VI)/Np(V) potential as obtained in LiOH(aq) solutions is
accepted in the present review.

Table 8.1: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(VI) hydroxide system,
according to the equilibriamNpO2+

2 + nH2O(l) 
 (NpO2)m(OH)2m−n
n + nH+.

n:m Method Temp. Medium log∗10βn,m log ∗
10β

◦
n,m Reference

(◦C)

1:1 sol 20 ? self, var. −3.4 [71MOS3]
2:1 −8.8
3:1 −18.5
3:2 −8.6
5:2 −22.7
1:1 pot 25 1.0 M NaClO4 −5.17 −(5.16±0.28) [72CAS/MAG2]
2:2 −6.68 −(6.27±0.21)
5:3 −18.25 −(17.06±0.22)
1:1 tc 23 self 0.0005 M −5.45 [83SCH/GOR]

If the major Np(VI) species in the alkaline solutions are not polymeric, and if
the Np(V) species in 2.5 M LiOH solution is assumed to be NpO2(OH)−2 (as op-
posed to some more extensively hydrolysed and/or polymeric species), the potential
of the Np(V)/Np(VI) couple can be rationalised if the Np(VI) species is NpO2(OH)−3
or NpO2(OH)2−4 (see AppendixA discussion for [77ERM/PER]). Given the mono-
meric assumption, the possible hydrolysis constants are∗β◦3 = 10−(20.7±1.7) or ∗β◦4 =
10−(34.8±1.7). There does not appear to be a substantive reason for choosing one spe-
cies over the other. If anionic polymers exist (as they have been found in the uranium
system), both values may be regarded as limiting.

log ∗
10β

◦
3 ≤ −19

log ∗
10β

◦
4 ≤ −33

�fG◦
m (NpO2(OH)−3 , aq, 298.15 K) ≥ −1399 kJ·mol−1

�fG◦
m (NpO2(OH)2−

4 , aq, 298.15 K) ≥ −1556 kJ·mol−1

The uncertainties are estimated in this review, and are based primarily on an
estimated uncertainty of 0.1V in the values ofE◦ and the uncertainty in�fG◦

m
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(NpO2(OH)−2 , aq, 298.15 K) (see Section8.1.3). The selected limiting value of
log ∗

10β
◦
3 is compatible with the value log∗10β3 = −(19.61 ± 0.11) reported by

Moriyama, Pratopo and Higashi [95MOR/PRA]. Their value, based on solubil-
ity measurements, is not accepted in the present work for reasons discussed in
AppendixA.

There do not appear to be any reliable data to supply thermodynamic parameters
for NpO2(OH)2(aq) or for polymeric neutral or anionic Np(VI) hydrolysis species,
although such species may well exist.

8.1.3 Neptunium(V) hydroxide complexes

Several groups have reported values for the formation constants for neptunium(V)
hydroxo species (Table8.2). There is no consensus as to the value for the formation
constant of NpO2OH(aq) [87RÖS/MIL], although the recent hydrolysis studies
[85LIE/TRE, 87RÖS/MIL, 92ITA/NAK, 92NEC/KIM] lead to smaller values
than found in earlier studies. The data of Kraus and Nelson [48KRA/NEL],
Moskvin [71MOS3] and the potentiometric study of Sevost’yanova and Khalturin
[76SEV/KHA] are difficult to analyse because the experimental conditions were not
well controlled, and because precipitation of NpO2OH(am) interfered with attempts to
study the hydrolysis of the NpO+2 ion by titration of acidic solutions with base (see
AppendixA). The studies of Bidoglioet al. [85BID/TAN] and Maya [83MAY] were
primarily designed to evaluate carbonate complexation constants with NpO+

2 , and the
values for the hydrolysis constant,∗β1, are not well defined by these studies.

The experiments of Schmidtet al. [80SCH/GOR] suggest an upper limit of−8.75
for log ∗

10β1 (see AppendixA). Based on their spectrophotometric study, Sevost’yanova
and Khalturin [76SEV/KHA] reported log∗

10β1 = −8.9 at low ionic strength. The value
is also probably an upper limit, because no account was taken of carbonate complex-
ation. Indeed, the spectral band at 990 nm assigned by these workers to NpO2OH(aq)
should actually be attributed to NpO2CO−

3 [81BIL, 90NIT/STA, 90RIG].
The data from the electromigration study of Röschet al. [87RÖS/MIL] and the sol-

ubility studies of Lierse, Treiber and Kim [85LIE/TRE], Itagaki et al. [92ITA/NAK]
and Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] suggest that both NpO2OH(aq)
and NpO2(OH)−2 be considered as hydrolysis species – the anionic hydrolysis species
being predominant for pH> 11. This is in agreement with earlier qualitative stud-
ies [69COH/FRI, 76SEV/KHA] and with the work discussed by Tananaev [90TAN,
94TAN]. None of these studies is as clear-cut as might be wished. The solubility
studies suffer from lack of characterisation of the solids. Such studies indicate only
the relative stabilities of the solids and solution species. The solids are discussed
in detail in Section8.2.3.2; however, to help with the interpretation and comparison
of the results of different studies, some discussion concerning the nature of the ox-
ide and hydroxide solid phases is included in the present section. Solids of the type
MNpO3 [76COH, 76SEV/KHA] or MxNpO2(OH)1+x [90TAN] have been proposed
as the stable solids in basic solutions containing high concentrations of alkali metal
cations, M+. Values of∗β1 (8.1) from the solubility studies are generally much smaller
than values suggested by other types of measurements. The data of Röschet al. are
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Table 8.2: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) hydroxide system,
according to the equilibriamNpO+

2 + nH2O(l) 
 (NpO2)m(OH)m−n
n + nH+

n:m Method T (◦C) Medium log ∗
10βn,m log ∗

10β
◦
n,m Reference

1:1 pot RT 0.1 M Cl− −8.85 [48KRA/NEL]
1:1 sol RT self −10.08 [71MOS3]
1:1 sp 20 0.001 M −8.89 > −8.9 [76SEV/KHA]
1:1 pot 23 0.02 M NaNO3 −8.91
1:1 pot 23 0.02 M NaClO4 −8.88
1:1 tc 25 0.01 M C2H5OH/

0.0005 M NaClO4 −8.75 [80SCH/GOR]
1:1 sol 25 1.0 M NaClO4 −9.12 [83MAY]
1:1 sol 25 1.0 M NaClO4 −11.47 [85LIE/TRE]
2:1 −22.71
1:1 sol 25 1.0 M NaClO4 −11.69 −(11.81 [85LIE/TRE]

±0.62) [92NEC/KIM]
2:1 −23.15 −(23.54

±0.18)
1:1 dis 25 0.2 M NaClO4 −9.60 [85BID/TAN]
1:1 mig 25 0.1 M NaClO4 −10.45 −(10.46 [87RÖS/MIL]

±0.25)
2:1 −21.95 −(22.17

±0.35)
−1:1(a) 4

1:1 eph RT 0.005 M var. med. −8.2 [88NAG/TAN]
2:1 −18.7
1:1 0.1 M var. med. −7.8
2:1 −17.7
1:1 sol 25 0 M NaClO4 −10.70 −(10.7 [92ITA/NAK]

±0.7)

2:1 extrap. −22.42 −(22.4
(I = 0.012 to 0.8) ±0.7)

1:1 sol 25 0.1 M NaClO4 −11.36 −(11.37 [92NEC/KIM]
±0.16)

2:1 −23.50 −(23.72
±0.12)

1:1 sol 25 1.0 M NaClO4 −11.13 −(11.25 [92NEC/KIM]
±0.20)

2:1 −23.19 −(23.58
±0.14)

1:1 sol 25 3.0 M NaClO4 −11.02 −(11.41 [92NEC/KIM]
±0.33)

2:1 −23.25 −(23.68
±0.26)

1:1 sol 25 0.1/0.02 M NaClO4 −8.5 [95PAN/CAM]
1:1 sol 23 5.0 M NaCl 3.66(b) [96RUN/NEU]
2:1 5.98(b)

(a) Refers to: NpO+2 + H3O+ = NpO+2 (H3O+), this species is rejected,cf. [87RÖS/MIL] in AppendixA.
(b) log10βn,m , not log ∗

10βn,m
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quite scattered, and the decrease in mobility at low pH values raises questions about
the sensitivity of the method (see AppendixA). Although the paper-electrophoresis
study of Nagasakiet al. [88NAG/TAN] is in qualitative agreement with those of Rösch
et al. and Lierse, Treiber and Kim, the reported value for the first hydroxide com-
plexation constant, log10 K1 ≈ 6, is greater than even the limiting values from other
studies [48KRA/NEL, 80SCH/GOR]. The values from the study of Nagasakiet al.
[88NAG/TAN] are rejected in the present review.

Recently Pan and Campbell [95PAN/CAM] carried out solubility measurements
for Np2O5(cr). The total concentrations of neptunium species as a function of pH do
not parallel those from solubility measurements [92ITA/NAK, 92NEC/KIM] over hy-
drated NpO2OH(am) except for pH values below 8. The solid was carefully character-
ised before and after the experiments. The equilibration time for the Np2O5(cr) study
[95PAN/CAM] was considerably longer than for the other studies. This raises the ques-
tion as to whether equilibrium was established in those earlier studies (especially near
pH 11), or whether the long equilibration times resulted in radiolytic oxidation. There
is also a possibility that some carbonate was present in the solutions of Pan and Camp-
bell (see AppendixA). Although the data are not reported in a form suitable for de-
termining hydrolysis constants, the even longer-term study of Silberet al. [94SIL/NIT]
shows trends similar to those reported by Pan and Campbell [95PAN/CAM] (the nature
of the solid controlling the solubility in the experiments of Silberet al. [94SIL/NIT] is
not clear).

The differences between the results of the long-term studies and the fairly extens-
ive data from other studies of the solubility of NpO2OH(am) cannot be resolved at this
time. In the absence of other studies corroborating the hydrolysis behaviour sugges-
ted by Pan and Campbell, in the present review we have selected hydrolysis constants
for NpO+

2 based only on the studies of the solubility of NpO2OH(am). Because it is
an amorphous solid, NpO2OH(am) is a very difficult solid to characterise. Also, the
value estimated in this review for�fG◦

m (NpO2(OH)2(cr)) is such, that under oxid-
ising conditions, NpO2OH(am) may not be the stable neptunium solid in contact with
aqueous solutions (even though it may be in equilibrium with Np(V) solution spe-
cies). This suggests that values for the hydrolysis constants of Np(V), as derived from
solubility measurements over uncharacterised NpO2OH(am), must be accepted only
with considerable caution. Solubility measurements over mixed solid phases such as
NpO2OH(am) (or NaNpO2(OH)2(s)) and NaNpO2CO3(s) (or Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)) or
such as Ca(OH)2(cr) and CaCO3(cr) might prove useful. Carbonate complexation may
well account for the high solubilities reported by Nakayamaet al. [88NAK/ARI] for
pH values above 11 (cf. Figure8.3, Section8.2.4.2). However, the study of Ewartet al.
[86EWA/HOW] showed no indication of hydrolysis of Np(V) even in very basic solu-
tions. This study was carried out in a water that had been equilibrated with aged con-
crete and had a carbonate concentration of 0.03 mM. Hence, it is somewhat puzzling
that carbonate complexation did not cause a levelling out or increase in the concentra-
tion of neptunium for pH values above 11. One possible cause of the low values is that
the bulk of neptunium may have been coprecipitated with calcium-containing solids in
the more basic solutions. Also, when Lierse, Treiber and Kim [85LIE/TRE] measured
solubilities in experiments using filters with markedly different pore sizes, they found
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lower neptunium concentrations, in the pH range above 10, if the solutions were passed
through a filter with a small pore size (∼ 1 nm). It was suggested [85LIE/TRE] that
sorption of neutral species on the filter might lead to incorrect (low) solubility values.
This may have happened in the work of Ewartet al.. It is also possible the water used
by Ewartet al. contained reducing agents after equilibration with the concrete.

This said, the values summarised by Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM]
were refitted using our selected value ofε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.25 kg·mol−1. The result-

ing value forε(Na+,NpO2(OH)−2 ) = −(0.01± 0.07) kg·mol−1 is accepted. Because the
values forβ1 andβ2 from each set of solubility experiments are undoubtedly correl-
ated, no attempt was made to weight the results from the different studies [85LIE/TRE,
92ITA/NAK, 92NEC/KIM]. Instead the refitted values based on those tabulated by
Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] were used (cf. Table8.5). The uncer-
tainties were based on the original experimental uncertainties and, forβ2, increased to
be consistent with the values from the work of Itagakiet al. [92ITA/NAK].

Thus, the formation constants (I = 0) have been estimated as

log ∗
10β

◦
1(8.1) = −(11.3± 0.7)

log ∗
10β

◦
2(8.2) = −(23.6± 0.5)

NpO+
2 + H2O(l) 
 NpO2OH(aq)+ H+ (8.1)

NpO+
2 + 2H2O(l) 
 NpO2(OH)−2 + 2H+ (8.2)

Thus,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2OH, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1080.4± 6.9) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(OH)−2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1247.3± 6.3) kJ·mol−1

Although there is evidence for formation of additional anionic hydrolysis species
in strongly basic solutions [90TAN, 94TAN], the available data are not adequate to
be used to derive reliable values of the formation constants. Sets of Pitzer-equation
ion-interaction parameters have recently been reported for NpO+

2 and Np(V) hydro-
lysis species [95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN, 95NOV/ROB, 96RUN/NEU], and may be
particularly useful for modelling the behaviour of neptunium(V) in solutions contain-
ing NaCl at high molalities. However, no evaluation of the Pitzer-equation parameters
has been carried out in the present review.

The NpO+2 ·H3O+ species proposed by Röschet al. [87RÖS/MIL] is not accepted
in the present review. If this species actually forms, it is not clear why it would not
have been detected in previous potentiometric studies.

A value for the enthalpy of hydrolysis of NpO+2 was reported by Sullivan, Choppin
and Rao [91SUL/CHO] but, as discussed in AppendixA, the measured heat is probably
not the heat of this hydrolysis reaction. Recently, the entropy values of NpO2OH(aq)
and NpO2(OH)−2 have been estimated by Lemire [84LEM] and Lemire and Garisto
[89LEM/GAR]. The valueS◦m (NpO2OH, aq, 298.15 K) = (25± 60) J·K−1·mol−1
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was based on use of Equation (18-13) of [76BAE/MES] to determine the entropy. As-
suming identical parameters for UO2+

2 and NpO+2 , except for the charge difference,
leads to�rS(8.1) = −22 J·K−1·mol−1 and

S◦m (NpO2OH, aq, 298.15 K) = (25± 60) J·K−1·mol−1

This value is considerably smaller thanS◦m for many other neutral aqueous species
[52LAT]. The uncertainty is an estimate. The entropy of NpO2(OH)−2 was estimated
by assuming the entropy of the reaction

NpO+
2 + OH− + H2O(l) 
 NpO2(OH)−2 + H+ (8.3)

to be (0± 100) J·K−1·mol−1, and hence,

S◦m(NpO2(OH)−2 , aq, 298.15 K) = (40± 100) J·K−1·mol−1

In the absence of experimental data, these values are accepted in the present review.

8.1.4 Neptunium(IV) hydroxide complexes

The hydrolysis data of Np4+ reported in the literature are summarised in Table8.3.
Three quantitative studies of the first hydrolysis step for Np4+ have been reported.

Np4+ + H2O(l) 
 NpOH3+ + H+ (8.4)

Sullivan and Hindman [59SUL/HIN] reported∗β1(8.4)= (5.0± 0.3) × 10−3 in 2 M
aqueous perchlorate solutions from spectrophotometric measurements. Paul [70PAU]
also used spectrophotometry, and reported a value of “βHydr”= (1.24± 0.02)× 10−2

(I=1.0 M). This “βHydr” incorporates the hydrogen ion activity (as pH), whereas Sul-
livan and Hindman’s constant is purely a concentration quotient. These results appear
to contrast with those of Duplessis and Guillaumont [77DUP/GUI] who reported∗β1 =
0.3(1 M LiClO4) from extraction experiments involving tracer quantities of239Np. As
noted by Duplessis and Guillaumont [77DUP/GUI], similar differences are found when
the results of potentiometric and tracer studies of Pu(IV) hydrolysis are compared.

The results of the extraction study of Duplessis and Guillaumont [77DUP/GUI]
are in qualitative agreement with an earlier extraction study by Sullivan and Hind-
man [54SUL/HIN]. Both groups found evidence for hydrolysis at acid concentra-
tions below 0.5 M. The constants reported from the two spectrophotometric studies
[59SUL/HIN, 70PAU] appear to be based on the assumption that hydrolysis is not sig-
nificant at substantially lower (0.1 to 0.2 M) acid concentrations. Recalculation of the
results of Paul [70PAU], as discussed in AppendixA, leads to∗β1 = 0.060 for an
aqueous 1 M NaClO4 medium, considerably larger than Paul’s reported value, but still
significantly smaller than the value of Duplessis and Guillaumont. The recalculation
also suggests that effects of the hydrolysis on the molar absorptivity at 960.4 nm should
be noticeable even for solutions with acid concentrations greater than 0.2 M.

There are insufficient details in the paper reporting the spectrophotometric study
of Sullivan and Hindman [59SUL/HIN] to allow a reanalysis of their raw data, but
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Table 8.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(IV) hydroxide system,
according to the equilibriamNp4+ + nH2O(l) 
 Npm(OH)4m−n

n + nH+.

n:m Method Temp. Medium log∗10βn,m
(a) log ∗

10β
◦
n,m

(a) Reference

(◦C)

1:1 sp 25 2.0 M Na/HClO4 −2.30 −(1.25±0.40) [59SUL/HIN]
1:1 sp 25 1.0 M Na/HClO4 −1.90 [70PAU]
1:1 sp 25 1.0M Na/HClO4 −1.24 −(0.18±0.50) recalc. from

[70PAU]
(AppendixA)

1:1 ext 25 1.0M Li/HClO4 −0.50 (0.56±0.50) [77DUP/GUI]
2:1 −1.5
2:1 tc 25 0.01 M C2H5OH/

0.0005 NaClO4 −4.5 [80SCH/GOR]

1:1 sp 25 2.0M Na/ −2.49 [59SUL/HIN]
DClO4/D2O

(a) The constants in column 5 are molar constants; those in column 6 are molal constants.

more measurements appear to have been made than in Paul’s study. The reported
[59SUL/HIN] ratio of the molar absorbance of NpOH3+ to that of Np4+ is 0.14, much
smaller than the 0.48 found on reanalysis of Paul’s data [70PAU] (AppendixA). How-
ever, the fitted values of the molar absorbance of NpOH3+ and the first hydrolysis
constant are strongly correlated – the lower the fitted value for the molar absorbance
of NpOH3+, the lower the value for∗β1. Therefore, it appears that absorbance data
from the two spectrophotometric studies are consistent even though they lead to quite
different values for∗β1.

In the present review the selected value

log ∗
10β

◦
1(8.4, 298.15 K) = −(0.29± 1.00)

is the unweighted average of the results from the three studies [59SUL/HIN], [70PAU]
and [77DUP/GUI], after conversion to molal constants, correction toI = 0 using the
specific-ion interaction theory and, in the case of [70PAU], recalculation of the raw
data. Hence,

�fG
◦
m(NpOH3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(727.3± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

On the basis of hydrolysis data for other metals with a 4+ charge [76BAE/MES,
83BRO/ELL], polymeric neptunium hydrolysis species would be expected to predom-
inate for solutions having pH values above 1 to 2 at 25◦C, if neptunium is present in
greater than tracer quantities. Furthermore, Sullivan and Hindman [59SUL/HIN] re-
ported evidence for polymerization of Np(IV) at a concentration of 2× 10−3 M near
pH= 2. For this reason, the value log∗10K (8.5) = −4.5 for the reaction

NpOH3+ + H2O(l) 
 Np(OH)2+
2 + H+ (8.5)
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of experimental values [59SUL/HIN, 70PAU, 77DUP/GUI]
of the first hydrolysis constant for Np4+ and the SIT plot (—-) with uncertainties (···)
using the selected value log∗10β

◦(8.4) = −(0.29±1.00) and the estimated value�ε =
−0.20 kg·mol−1. The value shown based on [70PAU] has been recalculated in the
present review.
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determined by Schmidtet al. [80SCH/GOR] with solutions 10−3 to 10−4 M in neptu-
nium, must be considered suspect. Based on results of their extraction study, Duplessis
and Guillaumont [77DUP/GUI] also reported a value (log10K (8.5) = −1.5) for the
equilibrium constant for this reaction. For reasons discussed in AppendixA, neither
this value nor that of Schmidtet al. [80SCH/GOR] is accepted in the present review.
In acidic solutions, there is certainly evidence of species more extensively hydrolysed
than NpOH3+, but the structure and charge of these species have not been established

There is no experimental evidence that Np(OH)+
3 is formed in the Np(IV)/

water system, and this species is not credited in the present review. Rai and Ryan
[85RAI/RYA] reported a limiting, pH-independent solubility of≤ 10−8.3 M for
“neptunium(IV) hydrous oxide” in neutral to very basic solutions at room temperature
in the presence of reducing agents. Ewartet al. [85EWA/GOR] reported a limiting
neptunium concentration of 10−8.1 M over “Np(OH)4” under similar conditions, but
over a more limited pH range. The use of235Np in carrier237Np by this group allowed
considerably lower concentrations of neptunium to be detected than was possible in
the work of Rai and Ryan. Also, Pratopo, Moriyama and Higashi [89PRA/MOR]
reported pH-independent equilibrium neptunium concentrations of 10−8.5 M Np(IV)
in aqueous Na2SO4 solutions for pH values between 8.5 and 12.5. The two studies that
claimed not to be limited by their analytical methods suggest values that differ by only
a factor of 2.5. In the present review we accept a value of 10−(8.3±0.3) M, where the
uncertainties have been increased slightly to allow for possible difficulties with sample
handling and analytical methods. The selected value is also in good agreement with
a value of−(8.28± 0.23) reported by Eriksenet al. [93ERI/NDA] from solubilities
measured in 0.5 M NaClO4(aq) over NpO2·xH2O prepared by electroreduction of
Np(V) on a platinum electrode.

After most of this review was complete, Nakayama, Yamaguchi and Sekine
[96NAK/YAM ] published a paper that reported a gradual decrease in the solubility
of Np(OH)4 in 0.1 M and 1 M NaClO4 (from 10−(7.5±0.3) to ≤ 10−9 M in some
cases) for equilibration periods between 28 and 119 days, and some variation in the
measured solubilities depending on the holding reductant. These results suggest the
value selected in the present review might require revision at a future date.

The pH independence of the solubility suggests that the main solution
species is uncharged,i.e., Np(OH)4(aq) (or a polymer thereof). Thus, if the
Gibbs energy of formation of the solid is known, a value can be calculated for
�fG◦

m(Np(OH)4, aq, 298.15 K).
In a paper by Raiet al. [87RAI/SWA] a value of log ∗

10Ks,0 = 1.5 for
NpO2·xH2O(am) was reported, based on the concentration of Np4+ over
NpO2·xH2O(am) in the presence of Cu(I)/Cu(II) as a redox buffer. In the
same paper a value of log∗10Ks,0 = 2.7 was reported, based on the equilibrium
concentration of NpO+2 over NpO2·xH2O(am) in the same solutions (higher equi-
librium Np(V) concentrations were reported by Moriyama, Pratopo and Higashi
[89MOR/PRA] from a similar, but less-well defined experiment at higher ionic
strength with Na2SO4 as holding reductant).

NpO2·xH2O 
 NpO+
2 + e− + xH2O (8.6)
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As discussed in AppendixA and Section 8.2.5.2, after recalculation
log ∗

10Ks,0(8.13) = (1.53 ± 1.0) is selected.

NpO2(hyd, am)+ 2H2O(l) 
 Np(OH)4(aq) (8.7)

Np4+ + 4H2O(l) 
 Np(OH)4(aq)+ 4H+ (8.8)

Using�fG◦
m(NpO2, hyd, am, 298.15 K) =−(957.3±8.0) kJ·mol−1 and log10K(8.7) =

−(8.3± 0.3), the value log10K(8.8) = −(9.8± 1.1) is calculated, and the value

�fG
◦
m(Np(OH)4, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1384.2± 8.2) kJ·mol−1

is selected. The reported uncertainties do not include those arising from the fact that the
hydrated amorphous oxide is not thermodynamically stable, and may not be a unique
compound reproducibly precipitated under different conditions. Colloids may form
during the solubility experiments, and the work of Silberet al. [94SIL/NIT] suggests
radiolytic effects may also be important in long term experiments involving the use of
Np(IV) solids.

It is clear from the work of Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA], Ewart et al.
[85EWA/GOR] and Pratopo, Moriyama and Higasi [89PRA/MOR] that Np(OH)−5
is not an important hydrolysis species for neptunium(IV). The thermodynamic
parameters previously suggested for Np(OH)−

5 in [82ALL] and [84LEM] are rejected
in the present review, and no new values are proposed for this species.

8.1.5 Neptunium(III) hydroxide complexes

Np(III) is stable in 1 M HClO4, but it is rapidly oxidised by air to the Np(IV) state. Hy-
drolysis will shift the [Np(IV)]/[Np(III)] ratio towards the (IV) state, and so will solvent
extraction with an extractant like HTTA; under these conditions, Np(III) will be stable
only in the presence of strong reductants like hydroxylamine. However, studies of the
formation of hydrophilic Np(III) complexes have been carried out in an oxygen-free
atmosphere without interference from hydrolysis,e.g. [49HIN/MAG, 49MAG/LAC].
The literature appears to contain only one experimental study of the equilibrium

Np3+ + H2O
 NpOH2+ + H+ (8.9)

Mefodevaet al. [74MEF/KRO] determined log∗10β1(8.9) = −(7.43± 0.11) for
25◦C and 0.3 M NaClO4 from potentiometric measurements in the pH-range 6-8 in
0.1 M NaClO4 at 20◦C and comparison with the hydrolysis behaviour of Pr3+ and
Nd3+ under the same conditions (as discussed in AppendixA). Table8.4compares the
result with various estimates for the first hydrolysis constant of Np(III).

The results seem reliable, except that the uncertainty in log10
∗β1(8.9, 298.15 K,

0.3 M NaClO4) is probably overly optimistic, as can be inferred from the uncertainty
in the reference Nd/Pr system [66FRO/KUM].

This value was extrapolated toI = 0, using�ε = (0.04± 0.09) kg·mol−1 from
the corresponding Am system [95SIL/BID] (with uncertainties expanded by 0.05), res-
ulting in log ∗

10β
◦
1 = −(6.8± 0.3). The uncertainty is an estimate.
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Table 8.4: Equilibrium data for the neptunium(III) hydroxide system (Reaction8.9)

t Method Ionic strength log∗10β1 log ∗
10β

◦
1 Reference

(◦C) (medium)

ca. 25 est. −9.20 [54HIN]
25 pot 0.3 M NaClO4 −7.43 −(6.8± 0.3) [74MEF/KRO]
25 est. −7.40 [80ALL/KIP]
25 est. −7.77 [87BRO/WAN]

Other predictions based on systematics are log∗
10β1(I = 0) = −7.40 [80ALL/KIP]

and= −7.77 [87BRO/WAN]. We recommend

log ∗
10β

◦
1(8.9, 298.15K) = −(6.8± 0.3)

8.2 Crystalline and amorphous neptunium oxides and
hydroxides

8.2.1 The neptunium-oxygen system phase diagram

There are two known oxides, NpO2(cr) and a higher oxide variously described as
Np2O5(cr) and Np3O8(cr); the hexagonal sesquioxide Np2O3(cr) may just be stable
under some conditions. The phase diagram is still not completely established, although
it is known that the dioxide, like UO2(cr) and PuO2(cr), has an appreciable hypostoi-
chiometry down to about NpO1.8(cr) [87RIC/SAR], but unlike UO2(cr) does not show
any appreciable hyperstoichiometry.

8.2.2 Neptunium(VII) hydrated oxides and hydroxides

Several groups have prepared neptunium(VII) hydroxide or hydrated ox-
ide solids by acidification of basic solutions containing neptunium(VII)
[68KRO/MEF, 72CHA/LEI] or by passing ozone/oxygen mixtures through
suspensions of NpO2OH(am), or over dried NpO2OH(am) [74CHA/MAT] or
NpO3·H2O(am) [94NIK/BES]. In most cases the solids, which also contained
neptunium(VI) hydroxides, were not purified, and the neptunium(VII) solids were
not characterised. Nikonovet al. [94NIK/BES] report one such compound to be
NpO2OHNpO4·4H2O(am). These compounds gradually decompose to form less
oxidised neptunium solids. No thermodynamic data for neptunium(VII) oxides and
hydroxides are available.

8.2.3 Neptunium(VI) oxides and hydroxides

8.2.3.1 Anhydrous neptunium(VI) oxide

No successful attempts to prepare this compound have been reported. By analogy with
the corresponding uranium compounds, Belyaev, Smirnov and Taranov [79BEL/SMI]
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Figure 8.2: Phase relations for the neptunium-oxygen system (from [87RIC/SAR],
with permission).
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have used�fH◦
m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) to estimate the enthalpy of formation of the an-

hydrous oxide to be−1058 kJ·mol−1, and they further estimated an oxygen pres-
sure of 1014 Pa would be required to stabilise the solid. Similarly, using values from
Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] and �fH◦

m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) from the present review,
�fH◦

m(NpO3(cr)) = −(1068± 7) kJ·mol−1, and if the difference in the entropies
of NpO3(cr) and NpO2(OH)2(cr) is approximately the same as for the corresponding
uranium compounds,�fG◦

m(NpO3(cr)) = −(990± 10) kJ·mol−1. By comparison
with the Gibbs energies of formation for Np2O5(cr) and NpO2(cr), it appears that syn-
thesis of this anhydrous oxide from the lower oxides and oxygen gas is not feasible
at practical pressures (see also [77MAL]) and no thermodynamic data are selected for
NpO3(cr) in the present review.

8.2.3.2 Dioxoneptunium(VI) hydrated oxides and hydroxides

The uranium(VI)-water system has been found to be quite complex [92GRE/FUG],
and even with the sparse experimental data available it is evident that several different
solids can be found in the corresponding neptunium(VI)-water system.

A hydrated neptunium(VI) oxide or hydroxide can be synthesised by
passing ozone/oxygen mixtures through suspensions of NpO2OH(am) at 90◦C
[64BAG/LAI, 75BEL/IL’]. The solid produced by this method may also contain some
Np(VII) [ 74CHA/MAT]. The resulting precipitate (which has an X-ray diffraction
pattern similar to that of uranium trioxide dihydrate [64BAG/LAI]), when dried in
air at 100 to 105◦C, is converted to a solid that was reported [64BAG/LAI] to be
isostructural withβ-UO2(OH)2(cr) (on the basis of the X-ray diffraction pattern).
Infrared and proton magnetic resonance spectroscopic results [75BEL/IL’] added
evidence in favour of considering this compound to be a true hydroxide with no water
of hydration. However, Katoet al. [96KAT/KIM] have recently reported preparation
of a neptunium trioxide monohydrate by neutralisation of an acidic solution of
Np(VI). Their solid has an X-ray diffraction pattern and an infrared spectrum that
differ markedly from those of the solid of Bagnall and Laidler [64BAG/LAI] of
the same stoichiometry and from those of other hydrated solids reported previously
[64BAG/LAI, 75BEL/IL’, 75CHA/MAT]. For the purposes of the present review,
these two different solids with the same apparent stoichiometry are distinguished
by referring to the dried solid of Bagnall and Laidler as “NpO2(OH)2(cr)”, and to
the solid of Katoet al. as “NpO3·H2O(cr)”. Chaikhorskii, Matuzenko and Leikina
[75CHA/MAT] also reported formation of an amorphous solid, NpO3· 4H2O(am),
on storage of the dihydrate over water in a sealed vessel for 12-15 days at “room
temperature”. It appears the Np(VI) hydrated oxides and hydroxides may be a fairly
complicated system, amd more work remains to be done to clarify which compounds
are stable.

Moskvin [71MOS3] reported the solubility of “NpO2(OH)2(s)” (at 20◦C) as a func-
tion of pH (I � 0.1M, self medium with small amounts of an unidentified acid). This
solid was apparently not well characterised, nor does it appear that the material was re-
examined after equilibration with the aqueous solutions. However, it appears likely that
under the stated experimental conditions the solid was primarily the hydrated hydrox-
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ide NpO3·H2O(cr) [96KAT/KIM], the trioxide dihydrate NpO3· 2H2O (perhaps better
written as NpO2(OH)2·H2O) [64BAG/LAI, 75BEL/IL’ ] or, possibly NpO3·4H2O(am)
[75CHA/MAT]. Moskvin reported log10 Ks,0 = −22.1 for the solubility product of his
solid. As discussed in AppendixA, these solubility results are consistent with a value
of 10(5.5±1.5) for the solubility product,∗Ks, at 25◦C (a somewhat lower value than is
directly calculated from Moskvin’s data). Also, based on the precipitation line shown
in Figure 4 of Cassolet al. [72CAS/MAG] (for a freshly precipitated form of the solid
in a 1 M perchorate medium), a compatible limiting value,∗Ks < 106.7 is calculated.

Kato et al. [96KAT/KIM ] have determined the solubility of their trioxide mono-
hydrate at 25◦C in acidic 0.1 M NaClO4 solutions. The measured solubilities are lower
than those measured by Moskvin [71MOS3] for what may (or may not) have been the
same solid under apparently comparable conditions. Recalculations based on their data
(AppendixA) result in a value of

log ∗
10K ◦

s,0 = (5.47± 0.40)

for the reaction

NpO3·H2O(cr)+ 2H+

 NpO2+

2 + 2H2O(l)

This value is accepted in the present review. It is likely that one or more of the
other solids reported in the Np oxide-hydroxide system [64BAG/LAI, 75BEL/IL’] are
similar in stability to the compound of Katoet al. The value

�fG
◦
m(NpO3·H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1239.0± 6.1) kJ·mol−1

is accepted in the present review. Though no calorimetric measurements have been
carried out for NpO3·H2O(cr), two groups have reported calorimetric results leading
to estimates of�fH◦

m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)). The more straightforward experiments,
by Fugeret al. [69FUG/BRO], obtained�rH◦

m = −(53.1 ± 1.2) kJ·mol−1 for
the dissolution of NpO2(OH)2(cr) in 1 M aqueous hydrochloric acid and�rH◦

m
= −(53.8 ± 1.2) kJ·mol−1 for the dissolution of NpO2(OH)2(cr) in 1 M aqueous
perchloric acid. Although�fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl) has not been measured,

the value can be estimated from uranium data and�fH◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq) (see Ap-
pendix A), and a value of�fH◦

m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) = −(1377± 5) kJ·mol−1

can be calculated. From the enthalpy of solution in perchloric acid and a value
of �fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , 1 MHClO4) = −(860.7 ± 4.7) (Appendix A) a value of

�fH◦
m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) = −(1379± 5) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. Belyaev, Smirnov

and Taranov [79BEL/SMI] have determined the heat of reaction of NpO2(OH)2(cr)
in 6 M HCl containing 0.04 M FeCl2 and 0.004 M Na2SiF6. The experimental
enthalpy data are reanalyzed in the present review (cf. Appendix A) using the
value �fH◦

m(Np4+, 6 M HCl(aq)) = (532.9 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG]
and literature enthalpy of dilution data for HCl [65PAR, 2000RAN/FUG]. The
experimental enthalpy of reaction of the NpO2(OH)2(cr) is assumed to include an
exothermic contribution of−(1.7 ± 0.8) kJ·mol−1 from the effect of the 0.004 M
Na2SiF6 [76FUG/OET]. Thus,�fH◦

m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) = −(1363± 13) kJ·mol−1
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is calculated. Combining the results of Belyaev, Smirnov and Taranov with those of
Fugeret al. gives

�fH
◦
m(NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1377± 5) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainty has been increased to allow for the fact that the two most pre-
cise measurements were done using the same calorimeter and samples from a single
synthesis. As discussed above, heating the NpO3·2H2O(s) (NpO2(OH)2·H2O (s)) in
air at 100 to 105◦C results in conversion to the anhydrous hydroxide, as does heating
in contact with liquid water (saturated with an ozone/oxygen mixture) at 90◦C. For the
corresponding uranium compounds the differences in the�rG◦

m for

UO2(OH)2·H2O(cr) 
 β-UO2(OH)2(cr)+ H2O(l)

and

UO3·0.9H2O(cr)+ 0.1H2O(l) 
 β-UO2(OH)2(cr)

at 298.15 K are estimated to be 0.7 kJ·mol−1 and−0.4 kJ·mol−1, respectively. Thus,
regardless of the actual structures of the solids, the value of�fG◦

m(NpO2(OH)2, cr,
298.15 K) can be estimated as identical to that selected for NpO3·H2O(cr) within an
uncertainty of±2.0 kJ·mol−1. Thus,

�fG
◦
m (NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1239.0± 6.4) kJ·mol−1

is selected. Combining this with the value derived above for�fH◦
m (NpO2(OH)2,

cr, 298.15 K) gives�fS◦m(NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(463± 27) J·K−1·mol−1.
Using S◦m(Np, α, 298.15 K) = (50.46± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1, selected in this review,
and CODATA [89COX/WAG] values forS◦m(H2(g)) andS◦m(O2(g)) leads to

S◦m(NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K) = 129± 27 J·K−1·mol−1

By analogy with the valueS◦m(UO2(OH)2, β, 298.15 K) = 138± 4 J·K−1·mol−1

selected by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG], a value forS◦m (NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K)
closer to 140 J·K−1·mol−1 might have been expected. This suggests a somewhat lower
equilibrium solubility for the solid, or a less negative enthalpy of formation. More
experimental work on this solid would be useful.

The heat capacity of NpO2(OH)2(cr) was estimated as 112 J·K−1·mol−1 by Lemire
[84LEM] based on a Kopp’s law calculation as outlined by Sturtevant [59STU]. As
noted in [84LEM], this value is markedly smaller than a value previously estimated
for β-UO2(OH)2(cr), (141± 15) kJ·mol−1 [72NIK/SER, 80LEM/TRE]. However,
in general, experimental heat capacity values for actinide solids tend to be somewhat
greater than the Kopp’s law estimates, and in the present review

C◦
p,m(NpO2(OH)2, cr, 298.15 K) = (120± 20) J·K−1·mol−1

is accepted, based on the heat capacity of the hypothetical compound NpO3(cr)
being similar to that forγ -UO3(cr, gamma) [92GRE/FUG] and an estimate of
40 J·K−1·mol−1 for the extra bound H2O [93TAY/LEM].
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8.2.4 Neptunium(V) oxides and hydroxides

8.2.4.1 Dineptunium pentoxide

A neptunium oxide with the composition NpO2.5(cr) (i.e. Np2O5(cr)) can be synthes-
ized by calcination of NpO3·H2O(cr) [64BAG/LAI] or NpO2OH(am) [73SUD/SOL,
79BEL/DOB] or by molten salt techniques [63COH, 64COH/WAL]. The X-ray dif-
fraction pattern of the powder indicates a monoclinic structure for the solid (a =
418.8 pm, b = 659.2 pm, c = 409.0 pm, β = 90.16◦ [76FAH/TUR]). The com-
position range has been shown to be quite limited [76FAH/TUR], and earlier reports of
compositions nearer NpO2.6(cr), such as Np3O8(cr) [63ROB/WAL], were apparently
in error [76FAH/TUR, 87RIC/SAR]. Richter and Sari [87RIC/SAR] found Np2O5(cr)
decomposes to NpO2 and O2(g) in oxygen atmospheres at temperatures between 700
and 970 K, and were unable to prepare Np2O5(cr) from NpO2 and O2(g, 0.3 MPa) from
570 to 1670 K.

Recently a solid with a powder X-ray diffraction pattern similar to Np2O5(cr) was
reported to precipitate from near-neutral aqueous solutions of neptunium(V) at 90◦C
[91NIT]. Merli and Fuger [94MER/FUG] reported that if Np2O5(cr) is maintained in
water at 573 K (8.59 MPa) for seven days, the crystallinity of the phase is greatly im-
proved. Furthermore, Pan and Campbell [95PAN/CAM], who measured the solubility
of Np2O5(cr) in neutral and basic aqueous solutions at 25◦C, reported gradual ripen-
ing of crystalline Np2O5(cr) in contact with their aqueous solutions over a period of
months. This observation suggests Np2O5(cr), in contact with H2O(l), has a stability
equal to or greater than NpO2OH(am) even at 25◦C, and not only at higher temperat-
ures.

There have been two experimental studies of the enthalpy of form-
ation of Np2O5(cr). Merli and Fuger [94MER/FUG] measured the en-
thalpy of solution of the solid in 6 M HCl(aq) (see AppendixA). Bely-
aev, Smirnov and Taranov [79BEL/SMI] determined the heat of reaction of
“Np2O5(s)” in aqueous HCl (6 M) containing 0.04 M FeCl2 and 0.004 M
Na2SiF6. Using �fH◦

m(Np4+, 6 M HCl(aq)) = −(532.9 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1

[73FUG/BRO, 2000RAN/FUG] with the experimental enthalpy data in the paper of
Belyaev, Smirnov and Taranov [79BEL/SMI], the recently assessed values for the en-
thalpies of formation for the iron chloride solids [95PAR/KHO], the literature enthalpy
of dilution data for HCl [65PAR, 2000RAN/FUG], and by assuming the experimental
enthalpy of reaction of the Np2O5(cr) includes an exothermic contribution of
−(1.7± 0.8) kJ·(mol Np)−1 from the effect of the 0.004 M Na2SiF6 [76FUG/OET]),
�fH◦

m (Np2O5(cr)) = −(2142± 13) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. This value is only in
marginal agreement with the value�fH◦

m (Np2O5(cr))= −(2162.7± 9.5) kJ·mol−1

determined by the direct dissolution of Np2O5(cr) in HCl [94MER/FUG].
However, the sample of “Np2O5” used by Belyaev, Smirnov and Taranov

[79BEL/SMI] was reported to be 85.11 wt% neptunium. This actually corresponds
to NpO2.59. If their analysis was in error, the enthalpy of reaction value of Belyaev,
Smirnov and Taranov cannot explain the apparent stability of Np2O5(cr) with respect
to NpO2OH(am). If the stoichiometry is assumed to be NpO2.59, �fH◦

m (NpO2.59(cr))
= −(1086± 13) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. Then, using reasonable entropy values for
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the solids, it is further calculated that accepting this enthalpy value means NpO2.59(cr)
would exclude NpO2OH(am) (or Np2O5(cr) based on the value from Fuger and Merli
[94MER/FUG]) from the neptunium-oxygen-water phase diagram – at least near room
temperature. Considering the large uncertainties in the enthalpy values, the difficulty
in carrying out the analyses [76FAH/TUR] and the lack of agreement between
�fH◦

m (NpO2(OH)2(cr)) as similarly determined by Belyaev, Smirnov and Taranov
[79BEL/SMI] and the value determined from the simpler experiment by Fuger and
Brown [69FUG/BRO], only the value from Merli and Fuger [94MER/FUG] (for a
compound assumed to be stoichiometric Np2O5(cr)) is used in the present review, and
is selected.

�fH
◦
m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15K) = −(2162.7± 9.5) kJ·mol−1

This is done with the recognition that the stable compound may have a stoichiometry
that differs slightly from NpO2.50. The selected value of�fH◦

m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K)

is compatible, within the uncertainty limits, with marginal stability with respect to
decomposition to NpO2. Also, this value is reasonable compared to the estimated val-
ues for�fH◦

m(NpO3, cr, 298.15 K), −1068 (this review) or−(1070± 6) kJ·mol−1

([82MOR/FUG] based on UO3 and experimental data on the homologous U - Np spe-
cies), if one takes uncertainty limits into account and assumes that the entropy change
for

NpO3(cr) → 0.5Np2O5(cr)+ 0.25O2(g)

is only due to the formation of O2(g). Pan and Campbell [95PAN/CAM] have measured
the solubility of Np2O5(cr) in aqueous solutions as a function of pH. Their measure-
ments for pH values below 8 can be used to obtain a value of log10

∗Ks,0 = (3.90±
0.02) for the reaction

0.5Np2O5(cr)+ H+

 NpO+

2 + 0.5H2O(l) (8.10)

and�fG◦
m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2008± 11) kJ·mol−1. From this and the se-

lected value for�fH◦
m, S◦m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K) = (95± 46) J·K−1·mol−1 is cal-

culated. This value is not in agreement with values ofS◦m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K)
previously estimated by Merli and Fuger [94MER/FUG] ((186± 15) J·K−1·mol−1)
and Lemire [84LEM] ((163± 23) J·K−1·mol−1) and the value is almost certainly
too small for well-crystallised bulk Np2O5(cr). Indeed, it is much less than twice the
experimentally determined value for crystalline NpO2(cr) (Section8.2.5.1), and less
than twiceS◦m(UO2.25(cr)) = (83.53± 0.17) J·K−1·mol−1 andS◦m(UO2.6667(cr)) =
(94.18± 0.17) J·K−1·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]. The difference may simply indicate that
the surface of the Np2O5(cr) samples used in the solubility experiments had large num-
bers of active sites. It may also indicate the selected entropy for NpO+

2 (aq) in the
present review is too negative. In the present review the value

S◦m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K) = (174± 20) J·K−1·mol−1

is accepted as a value for “ideal”, crystalline NpO2.5(cr), and hence,

�fG
◦
m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2031.6± 11.2) kJ·mol−1
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Belyaevet al. [79BEL/DOB] have measured the heat capacity of Np2O5(cr) from
350 to 750 K by drop calorimetry. This work appears to be more precise than the work
on NpO2(cr) from the same research group [74ARK/GUT]. On conversion to a molar
basis, the equation in [79BEL/DOB] becomes

C◦
p,m(Np2O5(cr)) = (99.2+ 98.6× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

and this equation has been accepted in the present review for the temperature range
298.15 K to 750 K, and from this the accepted value

C◦
p,m(Np2O5, cr, 298.15K) = (128.6± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

is calculated. The uncertainty is estimated in the present review.

8.2.4.2 Dioxoneptunium(V) hydroxide

Experimental values for the solubility of NpO2OH(am) as a function of pH, as re-
ported in various publications, are shown in Figure8.3. Most reported solubility de-
terminations for NpO2OH(am) [48KRA/NEL, 71MOS3, 76SEV/KHA, 85LIE/TRE,
86EWA/HOW, 92NEC/KIM, 96ROB/SIL] are in reasonable agreement for pH values
less than or equal to 10. Above that pH even trace quantities of dissolved CO2(g) will
react to form carbonato complexes and increase the solubility of the solid, and, in the
absence of CO2, hydrolysis reactions may be important (cf. Section8.1.3). Hence,
at high pH the solubility results would be expected to show more scatter, and this is
indeed what has been found [86EWA/HOW, 85LIE/TRE, 91YAM/PRA].

Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] have shown that ageing a dioxonep-
tunium(V) hydroxide precipitate in contact with sodium perchlorate solutions having
an ionic strength greater than 0.1 m leads to a solid that is several kJ·mol−1 more
stable than freshly precipitated NpO2OH(am). Thus, the low solubility values obtained
by Musikas [78MUS] may have been caused by the effect on the solid of the very high
ionic strength (I ≈ 9) medium used for his experiments. The solubilities reported by
Yamaguchiet al. [91YAM/PRA] are badly scattered even for experiments in which the
pH value was< 11, and are generally low (see AppendixA) compared to most of the
reported values. The results obtained by Itagakiet al. [92ITA/NAK] for solubilities
in solutions of low ionic strength with pH values less than 9 show no dependence on
pH. As discussed in AppendixA, this may be the result of formation of a colloidal or
metastable solid.

For many of the measurements, exact temperatures were not reported (e.g.
[48KRA/NEL, 91YAM/PRA]), nor were details provided concerning the calibration
of the glass electrodes (including junction potentials). In most cases, the experimental
solubilities were reported only in graphical form. Thus, additional uncertainties are
introduced in recovering the values from the original reports and journal articles.
Furthermore, in most cases, the nature of the solid in equilibrium with the aqueous
phase was not established. Most of the equilibration times ranged from a few hours
to two weeks, although the experiments of Robertset al. [96ROB/SIL] lasted for 37
days, and some of those of Nakayamaet al. [88NAK/ARI] for two months.
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In view of the scatter in the solubilities, ill-defined ageing effects on the solid
and the discrepancies in the reported hydrolysis constants for neptunium(V) that pre-
clude selection of solubility products and hydrolysis constants from independent ex-
perimental data, it is difficult to select an accurate value for the solubility product for
NpO2OH(am)

NpO2OH(am)+ H+

 NpO+

2 + H2O(l) (8.11)

An upper bound of approximately log∗10K ◦
s,0(8.11) = 5.4 seems to be set by the

values obtained from recalculation of the data of Lierse, Treiber and Kim [85LIE/TRE,
92NEC/KIM] (log ∗

10K ◦
s,0 = 5.35±0.1), Kraus and Nelson [48KRA/NEL] (log ∗

10K ◦
s,0 =

4.8± 0.2), Moskvin [71MOS3] (log ∗
10K ◦

s,0 = 4.9± 0.1 based on the four low pH val-
ues only), Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] (log ∗

10K ◦
s,0 = 5.3± 0.1) and

Itagakiet al. [92ITA/NAK] (log ∗
10K ◦

s,0 = 5.0± 0.2) for the amorphous solid equilib-
rated in low ionic strength solutions (except for values from Kim’s group [85LIE/TRE,
92NEC/KIM], only solubilities obtained for solutions with pH values≤ 9 were con-
sidered). In the present review, it is accepted that the nature of the precipitated solid
changes with time and with the medium with which it is brought to equilibrium. For
“freshly precipitated” (green) material in a low ionic strength medium,

log ∗
10K ◦

s,0(8.11) = (5.3± 0.2)

is selected based on refitting the molal solubility products reported by Neck, Kim and
Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] using the values of the interaction coefficients,ε, from
AppendixB of this review and hence,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2OH(am, “fresh”)) = −(1114.7± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

The “aged” (white) solid may be a slightly more ripened form of the hydroxide, or
it may be a material with a surface layer of Np2O5, or even incorporating alkali metal
ions. Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] reported log∗

10Ks,0 = 4.6 for this
solid — somewhat greater than suggested by several other studies, but also slightly
greater than the value proposed above (Section8.2.4.1) for Np2O5(cr). The results of
Robertset al [96ROB/SIL] and Runde, Neu and Clark [96RUN/NEU] suggest a similar
difference in apparent solubility products for the two NpO2OH solids in 5.6m (5.0 M)
NaCl. Apparently both solids are more soluble in NaCl solutions than in NaClO4
solutions of comparable ionic strength [95NEC/FAN, 96ROB/SIL]. The solids in these
studies using NpO2OH(am) have not been (nor could have been easily) characterised,
but the solid in the study of Pan and Campbell [95PAN/CAM] was characterised as
crystalline Np2O5, and did not appear to be transformed to an amorphous solid even
after several months. Therefore, the value

log ∗
10K ◦

s,0(8.11) = (4.7± 0.5)

is accepted for the “aged” solid, and the uncertainty has been assigned in this review to
reflect the uncertainty in the nature of the compound. Hence,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2OH(am, “aged”)) = −(1118.1± 6.3) kJ·mol−1
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The enthalpy of solution of amorphous NpO2OH(am) has been recently measured
by two different groups [94MER/FUG, 94CAM/LEM]. As discussed above, it is not
clear how the nature of this compound changes with time in contact with aqueous solu-
tion, and isolating and/or drying the material could result in a compound that might
not be readily identified with either the “fresh” or “aged” precipitates discussed above.
Both groups prepared material that, in contact with its mother liquor during the syn-
thesis, was the green “freshly precipitated” solid. The solid isolated by Merli and
Fuger [94MER/FUG] had 2.2-2.5 moles of associated water per mole of neptunium.
The solids of Campbell and Lemire [94CAM/LEM], stored over a desiccant, had a
H2O:Np ratio of 1.28-1.52.

The molar enthalpies of solution, calculated here based on the reported analyses
(see AppendixA) are−(38.5±2.0) kJ·mol−1 [94MER/FUG] in 1 M HCl and−(43.7±
4.4) kJ·mol−1 in 1 m HClO4 [94CAM/LEM]. If the enthalpy effect corresponding to
the transfer of the NpO+2 ion from 1 mol·dm−3 HCl or 1.0 mol·kg−1 HClO4 to infinite
dilution is assumed to be negligible, these values are in marginal agreement within the
uncertainties of the measurements. The unweighted average of the results from the two
sets of measurements,�rH◦

m(8.11) = −(41.1± 3.0) kJ·mol−1, is used to calculate

�fH
◦
m(NpO2OH(am)) = −(1222.9± 5.5) kJ·mol−1

assuming the compound is not a true hydrate, and that the enthalpy of the associated
water in the solid does not differ significantly from that of liquid water.

Within the uncertainty this selected value of�fH◦
m is assumed to apply to both the

“freshly precipitated” and “aged” forms of the solid, and by using the values selected
above for�fG◦

m of the “aged” and “freshly precipitated” forms of NpO2OH(am), the
accepted values

S◦m(NpO2OH, am (“fresh”), 298.15 K) = (60± 27) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(NpO2OH, am (“aged”), 298.15 K) = (72± 28) J·K−1·mol−1

are calculated. These entropy values are low compared to Latimer’s rule [52LAT,
92GRE/FUG] estimates of 101 to 111 J·K−1·mol−1, and may indicate the selected
entropy for NpO+2 (aq) in the present review is too negative. The heat capacity of
NpO2OH(am) was estimated as 86 J·K−1·mol−1 by Lemire [84LEM] based on a
Kopp’s-law calculation as outlined by Sturtevant [59STU]. In the absence of any ex-
perimental value, this is accepted in the present review with an estimated uncertainty
of 20 J·K−1·mol−1.

C◦
p,m(NpO2OH, am, 298.15 K) = (86± 20) J·K−1·mol−1
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Table 8.5: Summary of selected formation constants for the neptunium(V)-water sys-
tem at 25◦C andI = 0.

Species log∗10K �ε

NpO2OH(am,“fresh”) log ∗
10Ks,0 (8.11) (5.3± 0.2) (0.29± 0.08)

NpO2OH(am,“aged”) log∗10Ks,0(8.11) (4.7± 0.5) (0.29± 0.08)
NpO2.50(cr) log ∗

10Ks,0(8.10) (1.8± 0.8) (0.29± 0.08)
NpO2OH(aq) log10

∗β◦1 (8.1) −(11.3± 0.7) −(0.29± 0.08)
NpO2(OH)−2 log10

∗β◦2(8.2) −(23.6± 0.5) −(0.34± 0.13)

Figure 8.3: Experimental determinations of the solubility of NpO2OH(am). The data
are taken from [48KRA/NEL] (�), [71MOS3] (�), [76SEV/KHA] (�), [78MUS]
(×), [86EWA/HOW] (+),[88NAK/ARI](�), [91YAM/PRA] (O), [85LIE/TRE] (N),
[92NEC/KIM] 0.1 M NaClO4 (�), 1.0 M NaClO4 (fresh solid) (�), 3.0 M NaClO4
(aged solid)(•)
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8.2.5 Neptunium(IV) oxides and hydroxides

8.2.5.1 Neptunium dioxide

8.2.5.1.1 Crystal structure

NpO2(cr) has the fluorite fcc structure (space group Fm3m) with a= 5.434×10−10 m;
the X-ray density is 11.14 g·cm−3. An orthorhombic phase is formed in a gradual
transition at 33 to 37 GPa at room temperature [86BEN/DAB].

8.2.5.1.2 Thermodynamic values

The enthalpy of formation of NpO2(cr)

�fH
◦
m(NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1074.0± 2.5) kJ·mol−1

was taken from the work of Huber and Holley [68HUB/HOL], who determined the
heat of combustion ofα-Np(cr). Combining this value with the entropy

S◦m(NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (80.3± 0.4) J·K−1·mol−1

from the work of Westrumet al. [53WES/HAT] leads to

�fG
◦
m(NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1021.731± 2.514) kJ·mol−1

Two sets of experimental heat capacity data are available for NpO2(cr). Westrum
et al. [53WES/HAT] have reportedCp,m measurements for temperatures from 10
to 312.68 K. There is an anti-ferromagnetic transition at 25 K. Archipovet al.
[74ARK/GUT] made drop-calorimetry measurements from 350 to 1100 K. Extrapol-
ations of the two sets of measurements appear to differ by 10 to 15 J·K−1·mol−1

in the range 300 to 400 K. The uncertainties are considerably larger in the results
from the drop-calorimetry study (see AppendixA). Therefore, in this review, the
low-temperature heat capacity results from 228.55 to 312.69 K from Westrumet al.
[53WES/HAT] have been fitted to

C◦
p,m(NpO2, cr, T) = (67.511+ 26.599× 10−3T − 8.190× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

From this, the selected value at 298.15 K

C◦
p,m(NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (66.2± 0.5) J·K−1·mol−1

is obtained. A fit of the drop-calorimetry results [74ARK/GUT] with the constraint
that the value forC◦

p,m(NpO2, cr) at 298.15 K is 66.2 J·K−1·mol−1 does not result in
C◦

p,m values above 300 K that differ markedly from those calculated using theC◦
p,m(T )

equation above (i.e. the equation based only on the low-temperature measurements).
Furthermore, the values forC◦

p,m(T ) from the equation differ by less than 6% from
the corresponding values selected for UO2(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and PuO2(cr) (Section
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17.2.1.2) for temperatures from 298.15 to 1200 K. Thus, the equation forC◦
p,m(T ) is

selected for the temperature range 220 K to 800 K.
The same difficulties that were described in the uranium volume [92GRE/FUG]

with respect to the relative stabilities of “hydrous UO2”, crystalline UO2 and the neutral
aqueous U(IV) solution species, and to possible changes in the surface properties of
solids with changes in pH, apply equally well to the corresponding neptunium species.
It is therefore not surprising that few attempts have been made to measure even the
dissolution rate of NpO2(cr), and true solubility measurements in acidic media do not
appear to have been reported [88HIR/LIE].

8.2.5.2 “Hydrous” or “amorphous” neptunium(IV) oxide

In a paper by Raiet al. [87RAI/SWA] a value of log ∗
10Ks,0 = 1.5 for NpO2·xH2O(am)

was reported, based on the concentration of Np4+ over NpO2·xH2O(am) in the pres-
ence of Cu(I)/Cu(II) as a redox buffer. In the same paper a value of log∗

10Ks,0 = 2.7
was reported based on the equilibrium concentration of NpO+

2 over NpO2·xH2O(am)
in the same solutions (Reaction8.12).

NpO2(hyd, am) 
 NpO+
2 + e− (8.12)

As discussed in AppendixA, recalculation of these results, also considering values
for the Np(V/IV) reduction potential, first hydrolysis constant and chloride complex-
ation constants as selected in the present review, leads to the value

log ∗
10Ks,0(8.13) = (1.53 ± 1.0)

NpO2(hyd, am)+ 4H+

 Np4+ + 2H2O(l) (8.13)

Thus,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(hyd, am, 298.15K)) = −(957.3± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

(or equivalently,�fG◦
m(Np(OH)4, am, 298.15K) = −(1432± 8) kJ·mol−1). The re-

ported uncertainties do not include those arising from the fact that the hydrated amorph-
ous oxide is not thermodynamically stable, and may not be a unique compound repro-
ducibly precipitated under different conditions. The selected value is also consistent
with log ∗

10Ks,0 = 0.8 reported by Moskvin [71MOS3], based on solubility measure-
ments on an uncharacterised sample of the solid hydroxide in perchloric acid solutions
containing 0.1 to 0.2 M hydrazine at 20◦C. The “best” value found for∗K ◦

s,0 is greater
(by about an order of magnitude) than the value suggested for the corresponding ura-
nium compound [92GRE/FUG], and the value suggested for the corresponding pluto-
nium solid (cf. Section17.2.2.3) is even smaller (log∗10K ◦

s,0 = −(2± 1)). These differ-
ences are probably more a reflection of uncertainties related to the ill-defined nature of
the solids than an indication of large difference in behaviour between the three actinide
systems.
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8.2.6 Neptunium(III) oxide

According to Ackermannet al. [66ACK/FAI], traces of a possible rare-earth type-
A hexagonal phase formed on cooling hypostoichiometric NpO2−x. Lattice paramet-
ers a= 4.234× 10−10 m, c = 6.10× 10−10 m were reported by Ackermann and
Chandrasekharaiah [75ACK/CHA]. However, Ritcher and Sari [87RIC/SAR] could
not confirm this phase. The intermediate formation of Np2O3 was reported to have
been observed by photoelectron spectroscopy [88ITU], in situ, during the slow oxida-
tion of clean metal surfaces. Morss [86MOR] estimated that, at 298 K under standard
conditions,�rGmfor the disproportionation of Np2O3 into metal and dioxide is approx-
imately−85 kJ·(mol of Np2O3)

−1. In the present review no chemical thermodynamic
quantities are selected for Np2O3(s).

8.2.7 Neptunium(III) hydroxide

No systematic study of∗Ks,0 for the actinide(III) hydroxides as a function of temper-
ature or ionic strength has been made. No usable experimental values for Np(OH)3(s)
appear to have been reported. In the NEA/TDB americium volume [95SIL/BID], the
values of log∗

10K ◦
s,0 for Am(OH)3 (s) = (17.0±0.6) (amorphous) and(15.2±0.6) (cry-

stalline) have been chosen. It seems reasonable to assume that the solubility product
decreases slightly in the order U(III)>Np(III)>Pu(III)> Am(III) >Cm(III), probably
by less than a factor of two for each element. No further evaluation is made here.





Chapter 9

Neptunium group 17 (halogen)
compounds and complexes

9.1 Neptunium halide compounds

9.1.1 Introduction

The experimental thermodynamic data for the neptunium halides are far from com-
plete, consisting essentially of some measurements of enthalpies of solution and some
vapour pressure determinations. The only experimental data for low temperature heat
capacities, and thus standard entropies, are those for NpF6(cr). This means that many,
indeed most, of the data given in this section are interpolated (or extrapolated) from
those of the corresponding thorium, uranium and plutonium compounds. In practice,
this means that the trivalent compounds are related more to the U and Pu systems,
the quadrivalent compounds to Th and U systems (where the data are often fairly well
defined). The comparisons for the few compounds of higher valency rely heavily on the
data for the corresponding uranium compounds, since there are often no Pu analogues.

9.1.2 Neptunium fluoride compounds

9.1.2.1 NpF(g) and NpF2(g)

These species were observed in the mass-spectrometric study of NpF4 by Kleinschmidt
et al. [92KLE/LAU] but no thermodynamic data (other than appearance potentials)
were reported. However their stabilities can be estimated fairly reliably from the data
for the corresponding Th, U and Pu compounds.

9.1.2.1.a Enthalpies of formation

The enthalpy of formation of ThF(g), UF(g) and PuF(g) are close to a linear function
of atomic number, suggesting that the enthalpy of formation of NpF(g) is close to the
mean of those for UF(g) (−(52±30) kJ·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]) and PuF(g) (−(112.6±
10.0) kJ·mol−1, see Section18.1.2.1). The selected value is

�f H ◦
m(NpF, g, 298.15 K) = −(82± 30) kJ·mol−1

The situation for NpF2(g) is less clear-cut, since the enthalpies of formation of
ThF2(g) [85HIL/GUR] and PuF2(g) (see Section18.1.2.1) are very similar, while

131
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that of UF2(g) is about 80 kJ·mol−1 more positive. Nevertheless we estimate the
enthalpy of formation of NpF2(g) to be close to the mean of those for UF2(g)
(−(530± 30) kJ·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]) and PuF2(g) (−(614.3 ± 6.0) kJ·mol−1,
Section18.1.2.1), the selected value being

�f H ◦
m(NpF2, g, 298.15 K) = −(570± 50) kJ·mol−1

9.1.2.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of NpF(g) and NpF2(g) were calculated assuming the molecu-
lar parameters discussed in Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. These are essentially
those estimated by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR] for the gaseous species UF− and
UF−2 , which are isoelectronic with the corresponding neutral neptunium fluoride spe-
cies. These assumptions give

S◦m(NpF, g, 298.15 K) = (251± 5) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF, g, 298.15 K) = (33.8± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(NpF2, g, 298.15 K) = (304± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF2, g, 298.15 K) = (55.9± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

Full tables of the estimated thermal functions of these species up to 2000 K are
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

9.1.2.2 NpF3(cr)

9.1.2.2.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of formation of NpF3(cr) is estimated from the correlation between the
difference of the enthalpies of formation of the actinide trihalides and the aqueous
M3+ ions and the radius of the M3+ ions, as discussed in detail by Fugeret al.
[83FUG/PAR].

The data in the first two lines of Table9.1 when combined with the ionic radius
of Np3+ give the tabulated value for�fH◦

m(NpF3, cr, 298.15 K) -�fH◦
m(Np3+, aq,

298.15 K). The ionic radii in Table9.1 have been taken from [76SHA] which with
the selected�fH◦

m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(527.2± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 selected by this
review (identical to [76FUG/OET]) gives finally

�fH
◦
m(NpF3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1529.0± 8.3) kJ·mol−1

9.1.2.2.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpF3(cr), and
the standard entropy is derived from two related estimates from the entropies of
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Table 9.1: Extrapolation of�fH◦
m(MF3, cr)−�fH◦

m(M3+, aq) vs. ionic radii of M3+
for a coordination number of VI.

Element Ionic radius �fH
◦
m(MF3, cr)−�fH

◦
m(M3+, aq) Reference

(×1010 m)

U 1.025 −(1012.3± 6.0) kJ·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]
Pu 1.00 −( 994.9± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 This review
Np 1.01 −(1001.8± 8.0) kJ·mol−1 Interpolated

UF3(cr) and PuF3(cr): the spin-only method and the simple average of the entropies
[2000RAN/FUG]. From the two estimates of 125.0 and 124.8 J·K−1·mol−1, the
selected value is

S◦m(NpF3, cr, 298.15 K) = (124.9± 2.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.2.c High temperature heat capacity

There are no measurements of the heat capacity and values have been estimated to be
close to the mean of UF3(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and PuF3(cr) (Section18.1.2.2);

C◦
p,m(NpF3, cr, T) = (105.2+ 0.812× 10−3T − 10.0× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 K to 1735 K.

C◦
p,m(NpF3, cr, 298.15 K) = (94.2± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.2.d Fusion data

The fusion data and heat capacity of the liquid are all taken to be close to the mean of
the values for UF3(cr) and PuF3(cr), giving:

Tfus = (1735± 30) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpF3, cr, 1735 K) = (36.1± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF3, l) = (132± 20) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.3 NpF3(g)

9.1.2.3.a Enthalpy of formation

There are no vapour pressure measurements for NpF3(g), and the enthalpy of forma-
tion has been estimated by assuming that the vapour pressure is intermediate between
those of UF3(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and PuF3(cr) [2000RAN/FUG] which in the region
where they have been measured differ by a factor of between 2 and 3. However, it
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should be noted that although the vapour pressures of UF6, NpF6 and PuF6 in the li-
quid state follow this expected behaviour, the vapour pressure of NpF6(cr) is slightly
higher than those of UF6(cr) and PuF6(cr) (which are almost identical) [59WEI/WEA],
so the uncertainty in the enthalpy of formation has been increased.

The selected value is

�fH
◦
m(NpF3, g, 298.15 K) = −(1112± 20) kJ·mol−1

When combined with the entropy values estimated below, the calculated sublima-
tion pressure for the reaction

NpF3(cr) 
 NpF3(g)

is closely represented by the expression:

log10(p/bar) = −20574T−1 + 8.977

from 1000 to 1600 K.

9.1.2.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of NpF3(g) were calculated assuming the molecular parameters
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], using the rigid-rotator, harmonic oscillator
approximation. The molecule is assumed to be pyramidal, with C3v symmetry.

These assumptions give

S◦m(NpF3, g, 298.15 K) = (330.5± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF3, g, 298.15 K) = (72.2± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.4 NpF4(cr)

9.1.2.4.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of formation of NpF4(cr) is estimated from the correlation between
the difference of the enthalpies of formation of the actinide tetrahalides and the
aqueous M4+ ions and the radius of the M4+ ions [76SHA], as discussed in detail
by Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR, 2000RAN/FUG]. This analysis when combined with
�fH◦

m(Np4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(556.0±4.2) kJ·mol−1, selected in this review, gives

�fH
◦
m(NpF4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1874± 16) kJ·mol−1

which is the selected value.

9.1.2.4.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpF4(cr), and the
standard entropy is derived from two independent estimates: the spin-only method
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and Latimer estimate [2000RAN/FUG]. From these two estimates of 153.8 and
153.2 J·K−1·mol−1, the selected value is

S◦m(NpF4, cr, 298.15 K) = (153.5± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.4.c High temperature heat capacity

This is assumed to be close to the mean of UF4(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and the estimated
value for PuF4(cr), (see Section18.1.2.4).

C◦
p,m(NpF4, cr, T) = (122.635+ 9.684× 10−3T − 8.36465× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 K to 1305 K.

9.1.2.4.d Fusion data

The fusion data and heat capacity of the liquid are all taken to be close to the values for
UF4(cr), giving:

Tfus = (1305± 30) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpF4, cr, 1305 K) = (47± 5) kJ·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF4, l) = (165± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.2.5 NpF4(g)

9.1.2.5.a Enthalpy of formation

The vapour pressure of NpF4(cr) has been measured by Chudinov and Choporov
[70CHU/CHO] from 902 to 1092 K, and by Kleinschmidtet al. [92KLE/LAU] from
818 to 979 K, both using the Knudsen effusion method. Chudinov and Choporov
determined the amount of effused material directly by radiometric analysis, but
Kleinschmidtet al. had to calculate the vapour pressures indirectly from the measured
ion currents, assuming the cross-sections of NpF3 and NpF4 were the same as those of
the uranium analogues. The pressures from the first study are lower by about a factor
of four.

We have analysed these data by second- and third-law analyses, using the thermal
functions for NpF4 discussed below, to give the results shown in Table9.2.

Table 9.2: Enthalpies of sublimation of NpF4(cr). Values are in kJ·mol−1

Reference �subH(NpF4, 298.15 K)

Second-law Third-law

[70CHU/CHO] (315.3± 3.6) (313.3± 0.7)
[92KLE/LAU] (286.8± 15.6) (303.6± 4.4)
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The excellent agreement between the second- and third-law analyses for the data
by Chudinov and Choporov gives confidence to this study, which in addition measured
the absolute values of the pressures, as distinct from the relative measurements by
Kleinschmidtet al. It may be noted that were the NpF4(g) molecule taken to have
lower symmetry than tetrahedral (see below), the entropies and Gibbs energy functions,
−[G◦

m−H ◦
m(298.15 K)]/ T, would be increased, thus worsening the second- and third-

law disagreement from the study by Kleinschmidtet al. However, in view of their
appreciably lower second-law enthalpy of sublimation (which should be independent
of cross-sections), and the uncertainties in the electronic contributions to the calculated
thermal properties of the vapour, the uncertainty in the selected value for the enthalpy
of sublimation

�subH(NpF4, 298.15 K) = (313.0± 15.0) kJ·mol−1

has been increased substantially.
This is identical to the assessed values for the enthalpy of sublimation of UF4(cr)

(313 kJ·mol−1, [92GRE/FUG]), although this value should probably be reduced by
2-3 kJ·mol−1 to correct for revised thermal functions for the gaseous actinide tetraflu-
orides (cf. the discussion in the next section). The derived enthalpy of formation of
NpF4(g) is thus

�f H ◦
m(NpF4, g, 298.15 K) = −(1561± 22) kJ·mol−1

This value (and the enthalpy of sublimation) are slightly different from those suggested
by [2000RAN/FUG], since a small previously undetected error in a regression equation
in [70CHU/CHO] has been corrected.

9.1.2.5.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

Koningset al. [96KON/BOO] have recently studied the infrared spectrum of UF4(g)
between 1300 and 1370 K. Based on this, and a re-analysis of the previously determ-
ined gas electron diffraction data, they have demonstrated that the UF4(g) molecule
almost certainly has tetrahedral symmetry and that the entropy of sublimation calcu-
lated from the vapour pressure measurements (see [92GRE/FUG]) is in substantial
agreement with this model when the newly determined smaller stretching vibration
frequency is used to calculate the thermal functions of UF4(g). These molecular para-
meters for UF4(g) have thus been adopted for the NpF4(g) molecule, except for a small
decrease in the M-F distance from 2.059× 10−10 m for UF4(g) to 2.05× 10−10 m for
NpF4(g). The ground-state energy level was assumed to have a statistical weight of 6,
and the higher electronic levels were taken to be the same as those suggested for the
gaseous species UF−4 by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR]. The calculated values for the
entropy and heat capacity of NpF4(g) at 298.15 K are

S◦m(NpF4, g, 298.15 K) = (369.8± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF4, g, 298.15 K) = (95.3± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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and these are the selected values. The input data used and a complete table of thermal
functions up to 2000 K are given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The input data
are very similar to those suggested by Konings and Hildenbrand [98KON/HIL], which
appeared after the current assessment was completed.

9.1.2.6 Intermediate fluorides and NpF5(cr)

No solid fluorides between NpF4(cr) and NpF5(cr), analogous to the well-
established uranium compounds U4F17(cr), U2F9(cr) have been found, (cf.
plutonium fluorides). However NpF5(cr) has been prepared by both reduction
of NpF6 [70COH/FRI, 80BAL/YEH, 82BRO/WHI, 93MAL/WIL ] and oxid-
ation of NpF4 [75DRO/SER, 78DRO/SER]. Cohen et al. [70COH/FRI] and
Brown et al. [82BRO/WHI] used iodine dissolved in IF5 to reduce NpF6, while
Baluka et al. [80BAL/YEH] used PF3 as a reductant; Drobyshevskiiet al.
[75DRO/SER, 78DRO/SER] reacted NpF4 and KrF2. Malm et al. [93MAL/WIL ] have
studied the reduction of NpF6 in some detail; their preferred method of preparation
was to react an anhydrous HF(aq) solution containing NpF−

6 ions with BF3 and LiF. A
range of colours is reported for NpF5(cr), from creamy-white through bluish-white to
yellow-brown. The latter material was shown to contain at least 98% Np(V) from its
Mössbauer spectrum. NpF5(cr) is isomorphous with the high temperature tetragonal
form of UF5(cr) (stable aboveca. 398 K), space group I4/m with cell parameters
a = 6.5358× 10−10 m andc = 4.4562× 10−10 m [93MAL/WIL ]. This structure
was retained at 133 K [82BRO/WHI], suggesting that NpF5(cr) may not undergo the
transformation to the different low-temperature tetragonal structure, space group I42d,
that occurs in UF5(cr).

No thermodynamic data have been reported for NpF5(cr), but approximate values
have been derived from the observation by Malmet al. [93MAL/WIL ] that dispro-
portionation to NpF6(g) and NpF4 is not appreciable below 591 K, a much higher
temperature than for UF5(cr) which begins to lose UF6(g) at 423 K.

The standard entropy and heat capacity have been assumed to be close to those for
the isostructural UF5(cr, α) [92GRE/FUG]:

S◦m(NpF5, cr, 298.15 K) = (200± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF5, cr, T) = (126+ 3× 10−2T − 1.9× 105 × T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15 to 600 K)

If the pressure of NpF6(g) in the reaction

2NpF5(cr) 
 NpF4(cr)+ NpF6(g)

is assumed to be 0.1 bar at 591 K, the derived value of�fH◦
m (NpF5, cr, 298.15 K)

is −(1941± 5) kJ·mol−1, where the given uncertainty excludes those of NpF4(cr)
and NpF6(g). The latter are independent, and the selected value for the enthalpy of
formation of NpF5(cr) is:

�f H ◦
m(NpF5, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1941± 25) kJ·mol−1
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With these values the pressures of NpF6(g) in the above decomposition reaction areca.
3× 10−5 bar at 400 K and 5× 10−3 bar at 500 K, in accord with the observation of
Malm et al. [93MAL/WIL ].

9.1.2.7 NpF6(cr)

Osborneet al. [70OSB/WEI] have given an almost complete, consistent description of
the relative properties of NpF6(cr, l, g) based on their measurements of the low temper-
ature heat capacity (7 to 350 K) and the vapour pressure measurements by Weinstocket
al. [59WEI/WEA] from 273.15 to 350 K. Since there has been no other thermodynamic
work on this compound, we have accepted the values of Osborneet al. [70OSB/WEI]
with only essentially trivial updating, but have also ventured to estimate the enthalpies
of formation of the crystal and gas.

9.1.2.7.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of sublimation of NpF6(cr) is well defined below, but the in-
dividual enthalpies of formation of the solid and gas are not known accur-
ately. Approximate values have been estimated by interpolating the difference
�fH◦

m(MF6, cr) − �fH◦
m(MO2+

2 , aq) for M = U, Np, Pu, using the ionic radii of
the M(VI) ions (for co-ordination number VI) [76SHA] as the interpolator. Since
these values are 0.73× 10−10 m, 0.72× 10−10 m and 0.71× 10−10 m for U, Np
and Pu, the value of the enthalpy difference,�fH◦

m(NpF6, cr) − �fH◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq),
for Np becomes the mean of the corresponding values for U and Pu, namely
−(1109.0 ± 15.0) kJ·mol−1, where the uncertainty is estimated here. With
�fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(860.7 ± 4.7) kJ·mol−1 selected by this review,

this gives finally�fH◦
m(NpF6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1969.7 ± 15.7) kJ·mol−1. The

selected value is the rounded value, with a somewhat increased uncertainty

�fH
◦
m(NpF6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1970± 20) kJ·mol−1

9.1.2.7.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The low temperature heat capacity of NpF6(cr) has been measured by Osborneet al.
[70OSB/WEI] from 7 to 350 K. No anomalies were observed in the heat capacity curve
over this temperature range. Because NpF6(cr) has one non-bonding electron, there
will be a twofold degeneracy in the ground-state, and it is anticipated that at some
temperature below the current range of measurements, there will be a co-operative
phenomenon to remove this degeneracy. Thus a term ofR ln 2 has been added to the
entropy obtained by extrapolation of the observed heat capacity curve from 7 to 0 K.
The validity of this addition is confirmed by the excellent agreement for the entropy of
the gas as calculated from the calorimetric data and from statistical mechanics, as de-
scribed in the following section (discussion on NpF6(g)). The derived standard entropy
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and heat capacity of the solid at 298.15 K are:

S◦m(NpF6, cr, 298.15 K) = (229.09± 0.50) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF6, cr, 298.15 K) = (167.44± 0.40) J·K−1·mol−1

The variation of the heat capacities of NpF6(cr and l) have been taken from the
same study [70OSB/WEI] :

C◦
p,m(NpF6, cr, T) = (62.333+ 352.547× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 327.91K, and

C◦
p,m(NpF6, l, T) = (150.344+ 110.076× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 327.91 to 350 K.

9.1.2.7.c Fusion data

The measured melting point,(327.91± 0.02) K and the enthalpy of fusion from the
calorimetric study [70OSB/WEI] agree excellently with those calculated from the va-
pour pressure curves for the solid and liquid [59WEI/WEA]. The selected values are

Tfus = (327.91± 0.02) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpF6, cr, 327.91 K) = (17.524± 0.017) kJ·mol−1

9.1.2.8 NpF6(g)

9.1.2.8.a Enthalpy of formation

This has been calculated from the estimate for�fH◦
m(NpF6, cr, 298.15 K) selected

by this review, and the enthalpy of sublimation calculated from the vapour pressure
measurements of Weinstocket al. [59WEI/WEA] for the crystal and liquid from 273.15
to 350.0 K. Their data have been treated by a third-law analysis to give the enthalpy of
sublimation

�subH
◦
m(NpF6, 298.15 K) = (48.34± 0.07) kJ·mol−1

As indicated by the excellent agreement in the calculated and experimental entrop-
ies of sublimation implied by the discussion in the next section, there is only a very
small drift in the calculated third-law enthalpies form these vapour pressure data.

The derived enthalpy of formation of the vapour is

�fH
◦
m(NpF6, g, 298.15 K) = −(1921.66± 20.00) kJ·mol−1

where the additional significant figures are retained to reproduce the correct vapour
pressure from thermodynamic calculations.
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9.1.2.8.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of NpF6(g) were calculated using the rigid-rotator, harmonic os-
cillator approximation. The molecule is taken to be octahedral with Oh symmetry, with
a Np-F interatomic distance of 1.981× 10−10 m, taken from the electron diffraction
measurements of [68KIM/SCH]. The frequencies were taken from the assessment by
Osborneet al. [70OSB/WEI], whose values are based mainly on the review by Wein-
stock and Goodman [65WEI/GOO], plus the later experimental value of Frlec and
Claasen [67FRL/CLA]. The molecular parameters are given in full in the report by
Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

Thus,

S◦m(NpF6, g, 298.15 K) = (376.643± 0.500) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpF6, g, 298.15 K) = (129.072± 1.000) J·K−1·mol−1

Osborneet al. [70OSB/WEI] have made a rigorous calculation of the entropy of
the ideal NpF6(g) at 340 K by adding the entropy of vaporisation from the vapour
pressure measurements of Weinstocket al. [59WEI/WEA] to that of the liquid from
purely calorimetric measurements. Their value of(393.78±1.59) J·K−1·mol−1, which
includes a correction of(0.75± 0.25) J·K−1·mol−1 for non-ideality of the vapour,
agrees excellently with that for the ideal gas calculated from the molecular parameters
given in the report by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], (393.94±0.50) J·K−1·mol−1,
where the uncertainty is that suggested by Osborneet al. [70OSB/WEI].

The heat capacities of the vapour have been fitted to the expression

C◦
p,m(NpF6, g, T) = (143.242+ 2.44158× 10−2 T

−1.13115× 10−5T 2 − 1.8174× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15K to 1000 K.

9.1.2.9 NpF7(g)

Fried and Schreiner [69FRI/SCH] were unable to detect any higher fluoride than
NpF6(g) when the latter was reacted with F2(g) under pressure and with KrF2(g), so
NpF7(g) is probably not a stable molecule.

9.1.2.10 NpO2F2(cr)

Kleinschmidtet al. [92KLE/LAU2] have measured the pressures of NpF4(g) arising
from the decomposition of NpO2F2(cr) by mass-spectrometric Knudsen effusion. The
results of two runs differed by about a factor of 3, probably due to a change in in-
strument sensitivity. The only Np-containing ions observed were NpF+

n , n = 1 to 4,
suggesting the decomposition of NpO2F2(cr) gives predominantly NpF4(g) and is thus
simpler than that of UO2F2(cr), which gives UF4(g), UF5(g) and UOF4(g) in the gas
phase. The product after loss of most of the NpF4(g) showed the X-ray diffraction
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pattern corresponding to NpO2(cr), although the weight loss was less than half of that
corresponding to the reaction

2NpO2F2(cr) 
 NpO2(cr)+O2(g)+ NpF4(g) (9.1)

This was attributed to the presence of considerable NpO2(cr) in the original sample,
which was prepared by the controlled hydrolysis of NpF6(cr) by small amounts of water
in anhydrous HF. The results of this study have been interpreted in terms of the reac-
tion (9.1), which was probably the principal process occurring in the decomposition.
The pressure of O2(g) could not be measured under the conditions of the experiment,
and was assumed to be the same as that of NpF4(g), in accord with reaction (9.1). This
would not, of course, be true if other modes of decomposition (e.g., to Np2O5) were
also occurring.

Since these experiments by Kleinschmidtet al. [92KLE/LAU2] were carried out in
the same apparatus, and in the same period as the study of the sublimation of NpF4(cr)
[92KLE/LAU], we have preferred to combine the two studies to calculate the properties
of NpO2F2 (cr). When the mean NpF4(g) pressures over NpO2F2(cr) in the two runs
is combined with the similar pressures over pure NpF4(cr), the Gibbs energy of the
similar reaction involving NpF4(cr)

2NpO2F2(cr) 
 NpO2(cr)+ O2(g)+ NpF4(cr) (9.2)

is calculated to be

�rGm(9.2) = (272642− 146.109T ) J·mol−1

from 829 to 996 K.
When the derived values of the enthalpy and entropy of this reaction at the

mean temperature of 912 K are reduced to 298.15 K using the thermal functions of
NpO2(cr), NpO2F2(cr) and NpF4(cr) assessed in this review, the corresponding values
are �r H (9.2, 298.15 K) = (273.4 ± 15.0) kJ·mol−1 and �rS(9.2, 298.15 K) =
(146.4 ± 15.0) J·K−1·mol−1, where the uncertainties have been increased to allow
for uncertainties in the oxygen pressure. These values in turn give for the enthalpy of
formation�fH◦

m(NpO2F2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1610.7± 21.2) kJ·mol−1, where the
uncertainty includes those of NpF4(cr) and NpO2(cr).

However, this value would make the difference�fH◦
m(UO2F2, cr, 298.15 K) −

�fH◦
m(NpO2F2, cr, 298.15 K) only -42.8 kJ·mol−1, whereas the corresponding dif-

ference for the aqueous MO2+
2 ions is -158.3 kJ·mol−1. Thus with the above enthalpy

of formation of NpO2F2(cr), its solubility in water would be extremely small (less than
10−9 M at pH=5). Since by comparison with UO2F2(cr), which is very soluble, this
is thought to be very improbable, it seems that some substantial experimental error,
possibly premature decomposition of their NpO2F2, occurred in the experiments of
Kleinschmidtet al. [92KLE/LAU2]. This topic is discussed more fully in the review
by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], but at the moment no value can be recommended
for the enthalpy of formation of NpO2F2(cr).
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9.1.2.10.a Standard entropy and heat capacity

A value of the standard entropy can be derived from the second-law analysis of
the data of Kleinschmidtet al. [92KLE/LAU2] discussed above. The value of
(146.4 ± 15.0) J·K−1·mol−1 for �rS(298.15 K) for reaction (9.1) gives the value
S◦m(NpO2F2, cr, 298.15 K) = (146.4± 15.5) J·K−1·mol−1, which is consistent with
the corresponding value for UO2F2(cr) [92GRE/FUG] namely(135±3) J·K−1·mol−1.
However, in view of the discrepancy noted above for the enthalpy of formation, no
value for the entropy has been selected.

The heat capacities which have been used in the above analysis were estimated to
be the same as those of UO2F2(cr) given by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR].

C◦
p,m(NpO2F2, cr, T) = (106.238+ 2.8326× 10−2 T

−1.0208× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(T = 298.15− 1000 K)

The heat capacity equation for UO2F2(cr) given by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] is
valid only up to 400 K; therefore it cannot be used to estimate that for NpO2F2(cr).

9.1.2.11 Na3NpF8(cr)

Trevorrowet al. [68TRE/GER] have shown that neptunium hexafluoride reacts revers-
ibly with NaF(cr) at 523 to 673 K to form the ternary fluoride containing Np(V),

3NaF(cr)+ NpF6(g) 
 Na3NpF8(cr)+ 0.5F2(g) (9.3)

and have measured the equilibrium constant to be

log10(Kp/bar−0.5) = (3147T−1 − 2.787)

from 523 to 673 K, giving

�rGm(9.3) = (−60249+ 53.354T) J·mol−1

With the data for NaF(cr) from [82GLU/GUR] and the heat capacities es-
timated below, the derived values for reaction (9.3) are �rH (298.15 K) =
−(62.7± 6.9) kJ·mol−1 and�rS(298.15 K) = −(59.4± 11.5) J·K−1·mol−1, giving
finally

�fH
◦
m(Na3NpF8, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3714± 21) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(Na3NpF8, cr, 298.15 K) = (369± 12) J·K−1·mol−1

These correspond to an enthalpy change of−43.2 kJ·mol−1 and to an entropy
change of+15.5 J·K−1·mol−1 for the formation reaction from NaF(cr) and NpF5(cr).
Reaction (9.3) is, of course, different from the corresponding reaction for UF6(g), in
which Na2UF8(cr), containing U(VI), is formed.
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The heat capacities of Na3NpF8(cr) which have been used in the above analysis
were estimated to be close to the sum ofC◦

p,m(3NaF(cr) + NpF5(cr)):

C◦
p,m(Na3NpF8, cr, T) = (270+ 5.66× 10−2 T − 1.3× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15 to 800 K)

9.1.3 Neptunium chloride compounds

9.1.3.1 NpCl3(cr)

9.1.3.1.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of formation of NpCl3(cr) has not been measured, and is estimated by two
methods [2000RAN/FUG]. The first is from the correlation between the difference of
the enthalpies of formation of the actinide trihalides and the aqueous M3+ ions and
the ionic radius of M3+, as discussed in detail by Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR]. The
second estimate is by interpolation of the differences of the enthalpies of formation
�fH◦

m(MCl3, cr, 298.15 K) − �fH◦
m(MBr3, cr, 298.15 K), for M = U [92GRE/FUG]

and Pu, (this review).
The selected value is the mean:

�fH
◦
m(NpCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(896.8± 3.0) kJ·mol−1

9.1.3.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpCl3(cr), and
the standard entropy is derived from three reasonably consistent estimates. Details of
these estimates (162.9, 160.0, 158.4 J·K−1·mol−1) are given in [2000RAN/FUG]; the
selected value is

S◦m(NpCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = (160.4± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.1.c High temperature heat capacity

Lacking experimental data, the heat capacity of NpCl3(cr) is assumed to be similar to
UCl3(cr)1. The suggested values for NpCl3(cr) are:

C◦
p,m(NpCl3, cr, T) = (89.6+ 27.5× 10−3T + 3.6× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

1It should be noted that the coefficient ofT in the equation forC◦p,m(UCl3) given by Grentheet al.
[92GRE/FUG] is incorrect. Even when this value is corrected to reproduceC◦p,m(298.15 K), there is
a shallow minimum inC◦p,m around 315 K [95GRE/PUI], which is probably an artefact of the fitting
procedure.
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from 298.15 to 1075 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = (101.85± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.1.d Fusion data

The fusion data and heat capacity of the liquid are all taken to be close to the mean of
the values for UCl3(cr) (1115 K [96KOV/BOO]) and PuCl3(cr) (1041 K, this review),
giving:

Tfus = (1075± 30) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpCl3, cr, 1735 K) = (50± 8) kJ·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpCl3, l) = (137± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.2 NpCl3(g)

9.1.3.2.a Enthalpy of formation

There are no vapour pressure measurements for NpCl3(g), and the enthalpy of forma-
tion has been estimated by assuming that the vapour pressure is intermediate between
those of UCl3(g), calculated from the values given by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG],
and PuCl3(g), selected by this review, which in the region where the latter have been
measured differ by a factor of 2-3. As noted in Section9.1.2.3on NpF3(g), it has been
necessary to assign a relative high uncertainty to this enthalpy of formation.

The selected value corresponds to

�subH(298.15 K) = (307.8± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

and hence the selected value is

�fH
◦
m(NpCl3, g, 298.15 K) = −(589.0± 10.4) kJ·mol−1

When combined with the entropy values estimated below, the calculated vapour
pressures for the sublimation and vaporisation reactions

NpCl3(cr) 
 NpCl3(g)

NpCl3(l) 
 NpCl3(g)

are closely represented by the respective expressions:

log10(p/bar) = −15177T−1 + 9.057 (from 900 to 1075 K)

log10(p/bar) = −12259T−1 + 6.346 (from 1075 to 1300 K)
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9.1.3.2.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of NpCl3(g) were calculated using the rigid-rotator, harmonic
oscillator approximation. The molecular parameters are given in full in the report by
Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected molecular parameters give

S◦m(NpCl3, g, 298.15 K) = (362.8± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpCl3, g, 298.15 K) = (78.5± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.3 NpCl4(cr)

9.1.3.3.a Enthalpy of formation

Fuger et al. [69FUG/BRO] measured the enthalpy of solution of NpCl4(cr) in
1 M HCl to be−(225.39± 0.54) kJ·mol−1. With the partial molar enthalpy of
formation of Cl− in this solution,−(164.37± 0.10) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG], and
�fH◦

m(Np4+, 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(551.9 ± 1.7) kJ·mol−1, [2000RAN/FUG],
the enthalpy of formation of NpCl4(cr) becomes:

�fH
◦
m(NpCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(984.0± 1.8) kJ·mol−1

which is the selected value.

9.1.3.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpCl4(cr), and
the standard entropy is derived from three reasonably consistent estimates. Details of
these estimates (209.6, 199.5, 197.4 J·K−1·mol−1) are given in [2000RAN/FUG]; the
selected value is biased towards the lower value [2000RAN/FUG]

S◦m(NpCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (200± 8) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.3.c High temperature heat capacity

This is assumed to be similar to that of UCl4(cr), which have been refitted from the
data of Ferguson and Prather (given in full by Katz and Rabinowitch [51KAT/RAB]),
Ginnings and Corrucini [47GIN/COR] and Popovet al. [59POP/GAL]. The selected
values for NpCl4(cr) are represented by the equation

C◦
p,m(NpCl4, cr, T) = (112.5+ 3.6× 10−2 T − 1.1× 105 × T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 811 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (122.0± 6.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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9.1.3.3.d Fusion data

The melting point and enthalpy of fusion are calculated from the vapour pressure stud-
ies discussed in the next section.

Tfus = (811± 15) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpCl4, cr, 811 K) = (59.6± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

The liquid heat capacity is estimated to be similar to that of UCl4(l) [59POP/GAL],

C◦
p,m(NpCl4, l) = (108.0+ 60.0× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 811 to 1000 K.

9.1.3.4 NpCl4(g)

9.1.3.4.a Enthalpy of formation

Gruen et al. [76GRU/MCB] have analysed the data on the vapour pressure of
NpCl4(cr, l) reported by Choporov and Chudinov [68CHO/CHU] (Knudsen effusion,
from 552 to 696 K), Malm [57MAL] (Bourdon gauge, from 709 to 874 K) and them-
selves (spectroscopic analysis, from 741 to 905 K). The three sets of measurements
are very consistent, and we have accepted the equations given by Gruenet al. for the
vapour pressure of the solid,

log10(p/bar) = −9932T−1 + 10.661

from 552 to 810 K, and the liquid

log10(p/bar) = −6471T−1 + 6.351

from 812 to 905 K.
The first equation has been combined with the estimated thermal functions of the

solid (Section9.1.3.3) and the vapour (see below) to calculate the third-law enthalpy
of sublimation at 298.15 K

�subHm(NpCl4, 298.15 K) = (197.0± 3.0) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainty is estimated here to allow for some uncertainty in the thermal
functions. The experimental entropy of sublimation at the mid temperature, 912 K,
(204.1 J·K−1·mol−1) agrees well with that calculated form the estimated molecular
parameters(201.7 J·K−1·mol−1). The above enthalpy of sublimation is the selected
value and gives finally

�fH
◦
m(NpCl4, g, 298.15 K) = −(787.0± 4.6) kJ·mol−1

The consistency of the vapour pressure measurements around the melting point
by Malm [57MAL] and Gruenet al. [76GRU/MCB] is not high enough to define the
melting point with great precision, and we have accepted the value ofTfus = (811±
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15) K suggested by Gruenet al. from a statistical analysis of all the vapour pressure
data. This is the same as that measured directly on a 20µg sample by Fried and
Davidson [52FRI/DAV], but appreciably higher than the direct measurement(790.7±
2.5) K by Choporov and Chudinov [68CHO/CHU]. The vapour pressure data for the
liquid then define quite well the enthalpy of fusion

�fusHm(NpCl4, cr, 811 K) = (59.6± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

A plot of the experimental and calculated vapour pressures is given in the report by
Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

9.1.3.4.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of NpCl4(g) have been estimated from statistical mechanical
calculations using the rigid-rotator, harmonic oscillator approximation. Following the
work of Haalandet al. [95HAA/MAR] on the electron diffraction and infrared spec-
troscopy of UCl4(g), the molecule was assumed to be an undistorted tetrahedron, with
an Np-Cl distance of 2.50× 10−10 m, cf. r(U-Cl) = 2.503× 10−10 m in UCl4(g)
[95HAA/MAR]. The vibration frequencies were taken to be the same as those de-
termined for UCl4(g) by these authors [95HAA/MAR], and the electronic states were
taken to be the same as those estimated for the isoelectronic gaseous molecule UCl−

4
by Hildenbrandet al. [85HIL/GUR], but with higher statistical weights in view of the
higher symmetry used. The full data used are given in the report by Rand and Fuger
[2000RAN/FUG]. They are very similar to those suggested by Konings and Hilden-
brand [98KON/HIL], which appeared after the current assessment was completed. As
noted above the entropy of sublimation calculated with these assumptions is in good
agreement with the experimental value. Clearly other combinations of molecular para-
meters could provide as good agreement, but the current set has the merit of being
consistent with the broad corpus of other data adopted for the gaseous actinide halide
species.

The selected data give

S◦m(NpCl4, g, 298.15 K) = (423.0± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpCl4, g, 298.15 K) = (105.0± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.5 NpCl5(g)

Gruenet al. [76GRU/MCB] observed no new features in the spectrum of NpCl4(g) in
the presence of Cl2(g) from 573 to 1273 K, compared to NpCl4(g) alone. A closed cell
was used, sopCl2 increased with temperature (fromca. 1.4 bar at 573 K toca. 3.1 bar
at 1273 K). This suggests that NpCl5(g) is not formed in appreciable amounts under
these conditions.
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9.1.3.6 NpOCl2(cr)

9.1.3.6.a Enthalpy of formation

Fugeret al. [69FUG/BRO] have studied the dissolution of NpOCl2(cr) in 1 M HCl.
Their enthalpy of dissolution−(140.75± 0.50) kJ·mol−1 gives with auxiliary data
from [2000RAN/FUG]

�fH
◦
m(NpOCl2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1025.7± 1.8) kJ·mol−1

However, with this value and the selected thermal functions of NpCl4(cr) and
NpOCl2(cr), the Gibbs energy of the decomposition reaction

NpOCl2(cr) 
 0.5NpO2(cr)+ 0.5NpCl4(cr)

is slightly negative at all temperatures up to 775 K (ca. −(3.3 ± 3.1) kJ·mol−1 at
298.15 K), making NpOCl2(cr) unstable with respect to this decomposition. We there-
fore prefer to make the enthalpy of formation of NpOCl2(cr) slightly more negative
than the above value. As noted by Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR], the extrapolation of the
difference,�fH◦

m(MOCl2, cr, 298.15 K) − �fH◦
m(M4+, aq, 298.15 K), vs. ionic radii

of M4+, taken from [76SHA], suggests a value of−(1037.6± 12.0) kJ·mol−1 for the
enthalpy of formation of NpOCl2(cr). The selected value is

�fH
◦
m(NpOCl2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1030.0± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

which includes both the experimental and extrapolated values within the uncertainty,
and keeps NpOCl2(cr) stable with respect to decomposition to NpO2(cr) and NpCl4(cr)
at all temperatures up to the melting point of NpCl4(cr). Above this temperature, the
vapour pressure of NpCl4(g) above NpOCl2(cr) becomes appreciable (as it does above
NpCl4(l)).

9.1.3.6.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy is derived from two consistent estimates: the Latimer method and
the spin-only contribution [2000RAN/FUG]. From these two estimates of 144.0 and
140.7 J·K−1·mol−1, the selected value is

S◦m(NpOCl2, cr, 298.15 K) = (143.5± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

since a value weighted toward the higher estimate is in better accord with the experi-
mental enthalpy of formation, as discussed in the preceding section.

9.1.3.6.c High temperature heat capacity

These have been estimated to be similar to those for UOCl2(cr) [92GRE/FUG]

C◦
p,m(NpOCl2, cr, T) = (98.8+ 22.0× 10−3T − 9.2× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 1000 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpOCl2, cr, 298.15 K) = (95.0± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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9.1.3.7 Cs2NpCl6(cr)

9.1.3.7.a Enthalpy of formation

Fuger et al. [83FUG/PAR] have analysed the results of the calorimetric study by
Fuger and Brown [71FUG/BRO] who reported the enthalpy of the dissolution
of this complex salt in 1 M HCl to be−(84.35 ± 0.29) kJ·mol−1. We have
reworked this analysis, with the following different enthalpy values:�fH◦

m(CsCl,
cr, 298.15 K) = −(442.31 ± 0.16) kJ·mol−1 [82GLU/GUR], compatible with
[89COX/WAG]; �fH◦

m(NpCl4, cr, 298.15 K) =−(984.0 ± 1.8) kJ·mol−1 (this
review),�slnHm(CsCl, 1 M HCl) = +(16.69± 0.08) kJ·mol−1 (see Section9.1.3.9)
and �slnHm(NpCl4, 1 M HCl) = −(225.39± 0.34) kJ·mol−1 (this review). The
calculated value, from 1 M HCl medium, for the enthalpy of formation of the complex
salt becomes�fH◦

m(Cs2NpCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1976.3± 1.9) kJ·mol−1.
Fuger and Brown also made measurements of the enthalpy of dissolution of the

salt in 6 M HCl, as−(31.30± 0.42) kJ·mol−1. Using�slnHm(CsCl, 6 M HCl) =
+(11.88 ± 0.13) kJ·mol−1, �fHm(HCl, 6 M HCl, partial) = −(153.40 ±
0.11) kJ·mol−1, and the enthalpy of formation of Np4+ in 6 M HCl, as
−(532.9 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG] extrapolated from the variation of
the enthalpies of solution of other actinide quadrivalent ions between 1 M and
6 M HCl. We obtain from this medium�fH◦

m(Cs2NpCl6, cr, 298.15 K) =
−(1976.1± 2.2) kJ·mol−1.

The mean of the two results is−(1976.2± 1.9) kJ·mol−1, which is the selected
value

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NpCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1976.2± 1.9) kJ·mol−1

This corresponds to an enthalpy of formation of−107.6 kJ·mol−1 from the bin-
ary halides, showing the appreciable stabilisation given to the actinide tetrahalides by
complexing with CsCl, -cf. in particular, the stability of Cs2PuCl6(cr), as against the
instability of PuCl4(cr) - see Section18.1.3.9.a.

9.1.3.7.b Standard entropy

The standard entropy has been taken to be the mean of two reasonably consistent
estimates. Details of these estimates (405.3 and 418.0 J·K−1·mol−1) are given in
[2000RAN/FUG]; the selected value is

S◦m(Cs2NpCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = (410± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.3.8 Cs3NpO2Cl4(cr) and Cs2NpO2Cl4(cr)

The enthalpies of formation of these compounds (which contain Np(V) and
Np(VI), respectively), were reported by Fuger [79FUG] from unpublished
enthalpies of solution measurements in 1 M HCl by Bastin and Fuger,
�slnHm (Cs3NpO2Cl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (29.06 ± 0.52) kJ·mol−1 and by Tix-
hon and Fuger�slnHm(Cs2NpO2Cl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (17.41± 0.26) kJ·mol−1.
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The analysis leading to the enthalpies of formation for the compounds by Fuger
and Parker [83FUG/PAR] have been recalculated with the slightly different auxiliary
values given in the previous section (this review), with�fH◦

m(Cl−, 1 M HCl, partial) =
−(164.37± 0.10) kJ·mol−1, with �fH◦

m(NpO+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) assumed to be

identical with�fH◦
m(NpO+

2 , aq, or 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = −(978.2±4.6) kJ·mol−1

(this review),�fHm(NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(858.3± 5.3) kJ·mol−1 de-

rived from�fH◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(860.7± 4.7) kJ·mol−1 also accepted
in this review. This derivation was made by assuming [83FUG/PAR] that the enthalpy
of transfer of NpO2+2 (aq) to 1 M HCl is the same as for the UO2+

2 ion, (2.4± 2.4)
kJ·mol−1, and by increasing the uncertainty limits accordingly. The resulting values
are:

�fH
◦
m(Cs3NpO2Cl4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2449.1± 4.8) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NpO2Cl4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2056.1± 5.4) kJ·mol−1

which are the selected values. It may be noted that the enthalpy of the reaction

2Cs3NpO2Cl4(cr) 
 Cs2NpO2Cl4(cr)+ NpO2(cr)+ 4CsCl(cr)

from the selected results is calculated to be−(1.1± 8.0) kJ·mol−1. Thus the Np(V)
compound on the left of this equation will still be stable to disproportionation at
298.15 K and above, if the entropy of this reaction is slightly negative.

9.1.3.9 Cs2NaNpCl6(cr)

Schoebrechtset al. [89SCH/GEN] measured the enthalpy of dissolution of this
compound and of NpCl3(cr), in 1 M HClO4 − 0.5 M Fe(ClO4)3 solutions as
+(12.02 ± 0.12) kJ·mol−1 and −(50.35 ± 0.18) kJ·mol−1, respectively, and
have reported the enthalpy of formation of Cs2NaNpCl6(cr). In their thermo-
dynamic cycle, they accepted, from a critical examination of the literature data,
�slnHm(NaCl, 1 M HCl or HClO4, 298.15 K) = +(4.46 ± 0.4) kJ·mol−1 and
�slnHm(CsCl, 1 M HCl or HClO4, 298.15 K) = +(16.69± 0.08) kJ·mol−1. Using
the above values and with�fH◦

m(CsCl, cr, 298.15 K) = −(442.31± 0.16) kJ·mol−1,
�fH◦

m(NaCl, cr, 298.15 K) = −(411.26±0.11) kJ·mol−1 [82GLU/GUR] compatible
with [89COX/WAG] and�fH◦

m(NpCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(896.8 ± 3.0) kJ·mol−1

we recalculate

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NaNpCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2217.2± 3.1) kJ·mol−1

which is the adopted value. This corresponds to an enthalpy of formation of
−24.5 kJ·mol−1 from the constituent binary chlorides.
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9.1.4 Neptunium bromide compounds

9.1.4.1 NpBr3(cr)

NpBr3(cr) exists in two crystal modifications, the hexagonal structure isomorphous
with UBr3(cr) (space group P63/m) and the orthorhombic form (TbCl3-type, space
group Cmcm) in which PuBr3(cr) crystallises.

9.1.4.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Hurtgen [78HUR] has measured the enthalpy of solution of the hexagonal form
of NpBr3(cr) to be −(161.4 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1 in oxygen-free 10−3 M HCl
and −(158.8 ± 0.9) kJ·mol−1 in oxygen-free 0.1 M HCl. The partial molar
enthalpy of formation of HBr in HCl solutions is assumed to be the same as
in HBr solutions of the same molality, which have been recalculated from the
enthalpy of dilution data given by Parker [65PAR], and are−(121.33 ± 0.15)
and−(120.71± 0.15) [2000RAN/FUG]. These and the currently assessed value
for �fH◦

m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(527.2 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 assumed to be the
same as in 10−3 and 0.1 M HCl give the values of−(729.8 ± 2.9) kJ·mol−1 and
−(730.5± 2.9) kJ·mol−1 for �fH◦

m(NpBr3, cr, hex, 298.15 K) from these solutions.
The selected value is the weighted mean

�fH
◦
m(NpBr3, cr, hex, 298.15 K) = −(730.2± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

The use of the infinite dilution value for�fH◦
m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) in 0.001

and 0.1 M HCl solutions in these calculations has been justified by Fugeret al.
[83FUG/PAR] on the grounds that the enthalpies of formation of all the actinide
trivalent ions vary by less than 0.5 kJ·mol−1 between 0.1 M HCl solutions and the
infinitely dilute solution. We accept this reasoning, but have increased the uncertainty
on the value derived from the measurement in 0.1 M HCl.

9.1.4.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpBr3(cr),
and the standard entropy is derived from three reasonably consistent estimates by
[2000RAN/FUG]. From these three estimates of 206.1, 194.9, 195.6 J·K−1·mol−1,
the selected value is biased towards the lower estimates [2000RAN/FUG]

S◦m(NpBr3, cr, hex, 298.15 K) = (196± 8) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.1.c High temperature heat capacity

Lacking experimental data, the heat capacity of NpBr3(cr) is assumed to be similar to
UBr3(cr) and those estimated for PuBr3(cr) by this review. The values suggested for
NpBr3(cr) are:

C◦
p,m(NpBr3, cr, hex, T) = (101.23+ 20.68× 10−3T − 3.2× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1
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from 298.15 to 975 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpBr3, cr, hex, 298.15 K) = (103.8± 6.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.1.d Fusion data

The fusion data are taken to be close to the mean values for UBr3(cr) [63RAN/KUB]
and PuBr3(cr) (this review, Section18.1.4.2.a), giving:

Tfus = (975± 30) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpBr3, cr, ortho, 975 K) = (48± 8) kJ·mol−1

The heat capacity of the liquid has been estimated to be similar to those of the liquid
lanthanide tribromides, which lie between 145 and 155 J·K−1·mol−1.

C◦
p,m(NpBr3, l) = (150± 8) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.2 NpBr3(g)

There are no experimental thermodynamic data involving NpBr3(g) and since the va-
pour pressures of UBr3(cr) and PuBr3(cr) at 1000 K calculated from the assessed data
([92GRE/FUG] for UBr3, this review, Section18.1.4.2for PuBr3) differ by a factor
of more than 100, and also both have large uncertainties, we have not attempted to
estimate any data for this species.

9.1.4.3 NpBr4(cr)

9.1.4.3.a Enthalpy of formation

Fuger and Brown [73FUG/BRO] measured the enthalpy of solution of NpBr4(cr) to
be−(258.78± 0.50) kJ·mol−1 in 1 M HCl and−(199.20± 0.42) kJ·mol−1 in 6 M
HCl. With the partial molar enthalpy of formation of Br− in these solutions, assumed
to be the same as those in HBr solutions of the same molality,−(119.40± 0.15) and
−(109.55± 0.20) , and�fH◦

m(Np4+) in these solutions−(551.9 ± 1.7) kJ·mol−1

and−(532.9±2.1) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG], the calculated values for the enthalpy
of formation of NpBr4(cr) become−(770.7 ± 1.9) kJ·mol−1 (from 1 M HCl) and
−(771.9± 2.3) kJ·mol−1 (from 6 M HCl). The selected value is the weighted mean:

�fH
◦
m(NpBr4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(771.2± 1.8) kJ·mol−1

9.1.4.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpBr4(cr),
and the standard entropy is derived from two reasonably consistent estimates by
[2000RAN/FUG]. The selected value is thus the rounded mean of the two estimates:

S◦m(NpBr4, cr, 298.15 K) = (243± 10) J·K−1·mol−1
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9.1.4.3.c High temperature heat capacity

This is assumed to be similar to UBr4(cr), [92GRE/FUG] the selected values being
represented by the expression:

C◦
p,m(NpBr4, cr, T) = (119.0+ 30.0× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 K to 800 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpBr4, cr, 298.15 K) = (128.0± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.3.d Fusion data

The melting point and enthalpy of fusion and liquid heat capacity are estimated to be
similar to those of UBr4(cr), for which Tfus = (792± 15) K and�fusH = (48.5±
6.7) kJ·mol−1 [83FUG/PAR].

Tfus = (800± 20) K

�fusH(NpBr4, cr, 800 K) = (50± 8) kJ·mol−1

Cp,m(NpBr4, l) = (170± 20) J·K−1·mol−1

from 800 to 1000 K.

9.1.4.4 NpBr4(g)

There are no studies of the vaporisation of NpBr4(g) to indicate whether gaseous nep-
tunium tetrabromide is stable with respect to decomposition to NpBr3(g) and bromine,
and no thermodynamic data are given for this species.

9.1.4.5 NpOBr2(cr)

9.1.4.5.a Enthalpy of formation

Following Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR], the enthalpy of formation has been estimated
by two not entirely independent methods from the trends in the actinide series,
−(948± 13) kJ·mol−1 and−(951± 11) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected
value is the close to the mean

�fH
◦
m(NpOBr2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(950± 11) kJ·mol−1
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9.1.4.5.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy is derived from two consistent estimates, 161.5 and
160.0 J·K−1·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected value is

S◦m(NpOBr2, cr, 298.15 K) = (160.8± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.5.c High temperature heat capacity

These have been estimated to be similar to those for UOBr2(cr) [92GRE/FUG]

C◦
p,m(NpOBr2, cr, T) = (111.0+ 13.7× 10−3T − 1.5× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 800 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpOBr2, cr, 298.15 K) = (98.2± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.4.6 Cs2NpBr6(cr)

9.1.4.6.a Enthalpy of formation

Fuger et al. [83FUG/PAR] have analysed the results of the calorimetric study by
Magette and Fuger [77MAG/FUG] of the dissolution of this complex salt in 1 M
HCl. The heat of solution is−(107.3± 0.4) kJ·mol−1. These authors also obtained
�solHm(CsBr, 1 M HCl) = (25.54 ± 0.14) kJ·mol−1. We have reworked this
analysis, with the following different enthalpy values:�fH◦

m(CsBr, cr, 298.15 K) =
−(405.60 ± 0.25) kJ·mol−1 [82GLU/GUR] compatible with [89COX/WAG], and
�fH◦

m(Np4+, 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(551.9± 1.7) kJ·mol−1.
The final calculated value for the enthalpy of formation of the complex salt becomes

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NpBr6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1682.3± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

This corresponds to an enthalpy of formation of−99.9 J·K−1·mol−1 from the con-
stituent bromides.

9.1.4.6.b Standard entropy

The standard entropy has been estimated to be(469± 10) J·K−1·mol−1 by assuming
�rS◦m = 0 for the reaction from the constituent bromides. The Latimer estimate is
not used for NpBr4(cr) or the complex salt since the Latimer prediction for UBr4(cr)
(267.2 J·K−1·mol−1) seems excessively high (cf. the value of 238.5 J·K−1·mol−1 es-
timated by Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR] and accepted by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG]).

The selected value is

S◦m(Cs2NpBr6, cr, 298.15 K) = (469± 10) J·K−1·mol−1
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9.1.5 Neptunium iodide compounds

The only known simple compounds of neptunium (and plutonium) containing iodine
are the tri-iodide and the trivalent oxyiodide MOI(cr). There are no thermodynamic
data for the oxyiodide.

9.1.5.1 NpI3(cr)

9.1.5.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Hurtgen [78HUR] has measured the enthalpy of a solution of NpI3(cr) in 0.001 M HCl
and 0.1 M HCl to be−(184.7± 0.4) and−(183.6± 0.7) kJ·mol−1 respectively. The
partial molar enthalpy of formation of HI in oxygen-free HCl solutions is assumed to
be the same as in HI solutions of the same molality, which have been recalculated from
the enthalpy of dilution data given by Parker [65PAR], and are−(56.710± 0.050)
and−(56.20± 0.05) [2000RAN/FUG]. These and the currently assessed value for
�fH◦

m(Np3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(527.2± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 give values of−(512.6±
2.2) kJ·mol−1 and−(512.2±2.2) kJ·mol−1 for �fH◦

m(NpI3, cr, 298.15 K) from these
solutions. The selected value is the mean

�fH
◦
m(NpI3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(512.4± 2.2) kJ·mol−1

9.1.5.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of NpI3(cr), and
the standard entropy is derived from two reasonably consistent estimates, 224.8 and
224.2 J·K−1·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected value is the rounded mean

S◦m(NpI3, cr, 298.15 K) = (225± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.5.1.c High temperature heat capacity

This has been estimated to be consistent with current estimates for NpCl3(cr) and
NpBr3(cr) and uranium trihalides ([92GRE/FUG], with some corrections)

C◦
p,m(NpI3, cr, T) = (104.0+ 20.0× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15K to 975 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(NpI3, cr, 298.15 K) = (110.0± 8.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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9.1.5.1.d Fusion data

The melting point, enthalpy of fusion and heat capacity of the liquid are estimated
from the values for the lanthanide tri-iodides (Dworkin and Bredig [63DWO/BRE,
71DWO/BRE]):

Tfus = (975± 50) K

�fusH
◦
m(NpI3, cr) = (50± 5) kJ·mol−1

C◦
p,m(NpI3, l) = (150± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

9.1.5.2 NpI3(g)

No thermodynamic data are available for this species, and since the data for UI3(g)
[92GRE/FUG] are rather uncertain, and those for PuI3(g) are estimated in this review
(Section18.1.5.2) by comparison with the lanthanide iodides, there is no firm basis for
the derivation of reliable estimates of the data for NpI3(g).

9.1.5.3 NpOI(cr)

Brown and Edwards obtained this oxyiodide as an impurity in the preparation of NpI3,
[72BRO/EDW]; it can be prepared more readily by the reaction of Sb2O3 on NpI3,
Brown et al. [77BRO/HUR]. No thermodynamic data have been reported for this
phase, and it is not considered further in this review.

9.2 Aqueous neptunium group 17 (halogen) complexes

9.2.1 Aqueous neptunium fluoride complexes

9.2.1.1 Aqueous Np(III) fluorides

No fluoride complexes of Np3+ have been identified.

9.2.1.2 Aqueous Np(IV) fluorides

Experimental equilibrium data have been published for the following reactions

Np4+ + qHF(aq)
 NpF4−q
q + qH+ (9.4)

Np4+ + qF− 
 NpF4−q
q . (9.5)

All experiments were carried out in strongly acidic solutions, and the relevant
equilibrium is thus Reaction (9.4), although data bases usually contain reactions of
type (9.5). The data reported in [90SAW/CHA2] are converted to refer to Reac-
tion (9.4) by taking the authors’ protonation constant of F−, cf. AppendixA. All
reported constants are listed in Table9.3. The constants obtained in HNO3 solutions
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[69KRY/KOM3] are corrected for the formation of NpNO3+
3 (see AppendixA) and

used in the evaluation procedure of log10
∗β◦1 . The values reported for log10

∗β1 at
20◦C [66AHR/BRA] and 23◦C [90SAW/CHA2] are corrected to 25◦C by using the
enthalpy value selected below.

The values for log10
∗β1 are in good agreement with the exception of the most

recent determination of this constant by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil [90SAW/CHA2],
who used a fluoride ion selective electrode. The constants reported in that study for
U(IV) and Pu(IV) are also inconsistent with those of other determinations. Further
irregularities, cf. Appendix A, have led us to exclude the constants reported in
[90SAW/CHA2] from the selection procedure. Having done this, a simultaneous
determination of log10

∗β◦1 and�ε by weighted linear regression appears feasible,cf.
Figure9.1, where the 25◦C data from [66AHR/BRA, 69KRY/KOM, 69KRY/KOM3,
75PAT/RAM, 76BAG/RAM, 76CHO/UNR] are used. The resulting value is
log10

∗β◦1(9.4, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (5.78± 0.14). The slope of the straight line in
Figure 9.1 corresponds to�ε(9.4, q = 1) = −(0.12 ± 0.04)kg·mol−1, which
compares well with�ε = −0.14kg·mol−1 estimated for the corresponding U(IV)-HF
reaction [92GRE/FUG]. We convert this constant to conform to Equation (9.5) using
our selected protonation constant of fluoride [92GRE/FUG]. The resulting selected
value is

log10β◦1(9.5, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 8.96± 0.14.

It should be noted that Krupkaet al. [85KRU/RAI] observed no measurable in-
crease of Np(IV) solubility in the presence of up to 100 ppm fluoride. However, this
observation is not necessarily in contradiction with our selected value,cf. AppendixA.

For the formation of the 1:2 complex, NpF2+
2 , Ahrland and Brandt [66AHR/BRA]

published two values measured independently with a cation exchange method and
with a redox electrode, respectively. The values are in very good agreement, as is
the value published by Patil and Ramakrishna [75PAT/RAM] who used a solvent
extraction technique. Again, the value published by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil
[90SAW/CHA2] differs considerably from the other values and is omitted in the selec-
tion procedure. The values of log10

∗β◦2 listed in Table9.3are obtained by extrapolating
the reported constants toI = 0 by using�ε(9.4, q = 2) = −(0.18± 0.15)kg·mol−1

from the corresponding U(IV) fluoride system [92GRE/FUG], where the uncer-
tainty has been increased by 0.05. The weighted average of the three values
is log10

∗β◦2(9.4, q = 2) = (9.34± 0.29). We convert this value to conform to
Equation (9.5) using our selected protonation constant of fluoride [92GRE/FUG]. The
resulting selected value is

log10β◦2(9.5, q = 2, 298.15 K) = 15.7± 0.3

Data for the 1:3 and 1:4 complexes were published by Ahrland and Brandt
[66AHR/BRA], and by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil [90SAW/CHA2]. The values
differ considerably, even after correction toI = 0 using the�ε values from
the corresponding U(IV) fluoride system [92GRE/FUG], cf. Table 9.3. If we
use ε(NpF+3 ,ClO−

4 ) ≈ ε(M+,ClO−
4 ) ≈ 0.3kg·mol−1 (cf. Appendix B) instead of
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Table 9.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(IV) fluoride system.

Method Ionic t log10
∗β (a)

q log10
∗β◦ (a)

q Reference
medium (◦C)

Np4+ +HF(aq)
 NpF3+ + H+

cix 4 M HClO4 20 (4.82± 0.02) [66AHR/BRA]
4 M HClO4 25 (4.79±0.10)(b,c)

cix 2 M HClO4 25 (4.70± 0.30)(b) [69KRY/KOM]
1 M HClO4 25 (4.56± 0.30)(b)

cix 2 M HNO3 25 (4.75±0.30)(b,d) [69KRY/KOM3]
1 M HNO3 25 (4.74±0.30)(b,d)

dis-HD 2 M HClO4 25 (4.62± 0.20)(b) [75PAT/RAM]
dis-HTTA 2 M HClO4 25 (4.60± 0.20)(b)

dis-HTTA 2 M HClO4 25 (4.70± 0.15)(b) [76BAG/RAM]
dis 1 M HClO4 10 4.71 [76CHO/UNR]

1 M HClO4 25 (4.60± 0.20)(b)

1 M HClO4 40 4.52
ise-F− 1 M 23 5.21(c,e) [90SAW/CHA2]

(H,Na)ClO4

Np4+ + 2HF(aq)
 NpF2+
2 + 2H+

cix 4 M HClO4 20 (7.57± 0.15)(b) (9.30±0.75) [66AHR/BRA]
red 4 M HClO4 20 (7.51± 0.15)(b,f) (9.24±0.75)
dis-HTTA 2 M HClO4 25 (7.49± 0.40)(b) (9.44±0.52) [75PAT/RAM]
dis-HTTA 2 M HClO4 25 (7.38± 0.30)(b) (9.32±0.45) [76BAG/RAM]
ise-F− 1 M 23 8.62(e) 10.49 [90SAW/CHA2]

(H,Na)ClO4

Np4+ + 3HF(aq)
 NpF+3 + 3H+

red 4 M HClO4 20 9.85(f) 11.8 [66AHR/BRA]
ise-F− 1 M HClO4 23 11.20(e) 13.4 [90SAW/CHA2]

Np4+ + 4HF(aq)
 NpF4(aq)+ 4H+

red 4 M HClO4 20 ∼ 11.15(f) 13.3 [66AHR/BRA]
ise-F− 1 M HClO4 23 14.15(e) 16.4 [90SAW/CHA2]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10
∗β◦q

is in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.
(b) Uncertainty estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).
(c) Corrected to 25◦C using the reaction enthalpy selected in this review.
(d) Corrected for the formation of NpNO3+3 (cf. AppendixA).
(e) The published values refer to Reactions (9.5) and have been converted to conform to the reactions

of this table (cf. AppendixA).
(f) Reported as stepwise constants: log10

∗K2 = (2.69± 0.10), log10
∗K3 = (2.34± 0.15), and

log10
∗K4 ≈ 1.3. They are converted to overall formation constants by using log10

∗K1 = 4.82
from the ion exchange experiments [66AHR/BRA] (see AppendixA).
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Figure 9.1: Extrapolation toI = 0 of experimental data for the formation of NpF3+
using the specific ion interaction equation. The data refer to HClO4 media and
are taken from [66AHR/BRA], [69KRY/KOM], [69KRY/KOM3], [75PAT/RAM],
[76BAG/RAM] and [76CHO/UNR]. The solid line represents the prediction of
(log10

∗β◦1 + 6D) using our selected data, and the dotted lines are the limits of the
uncertainty range obtained by propagating the resulting uncertainties atI = 0 back to
I = 5 mol·kg−1.
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ε(NpF+3 ,ClO−
4 ) ≈ ε(UF+3 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.1kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG], the resulting log10
∗β◦3

values are in better agreement. However, on the present basis we do not consider it
possible to make any selection for the formation constants of NpF+

3 and NpF4(aq).

The Gibbs energies of formation of NpF3+ and NpF2+2 are calculated using the
selected values for Np4+ and F−.

�fG
◦
m(NpF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(824.4± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpF2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1144.4± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

From the equilibrium constants of Choppin and Unrein [76CHO/UNR] at 10, 25
and 40◦C it is possible to extract an enthalpy of reaction:�rHm(9.4, q = 1) =
−(10.7 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1, cf. AppendixA. Assuming its dependence on the ionic
strength to be negligible, and combining it with the enthalpy of protonation of the flu-
oride ion [92GRE/FUG], we obtain

�rH
◦
m(9.5, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.5± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

From this value we derive the enthalpy of formation and the entropy of NpF3+:

�fH
◦
m(NpF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(889.9± 4.7) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(NpF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(264± 14) kJ·mol−1

9.2.1.3 Aqueous Np(V) fluorides

Fluoride complexation has been studied in near-neutral solutions by sev-
eral authors using spectrophotometric [78RAO/PAT], solvent extraction
[79RAO/GUD, 84CHO/RAO, 85INO/TOC2] and potentiometric [85SAW/RIZ]
techniques,cf. Table9.4.

NpO+
2 + qF− 
 NpO2F1−q

q (9.6)

Some authors (e.g. [70AL-/WAI]) reported that they could not observe the form-
ation of any Np(V) fluoride complex. However, those investigations were carried out
at high acidity, where the proton is too powerful a competitor for the fluoride ion.
Np(V) fluoride complexation studies thus need to be carried out at moderate acidity to
be successful. The solvent extraction study of Raoet al. [79RAO/GUD] is the most
reliable one, because the oxidation state of Np(V) was checked spectroscopically both
at the beginning and at the end of the experiment. This was not done in the studies
of Choppin and Rao [84CHO/RAO] and of Inoue and Tochiyama [85INO/TOC2], but
this does not mean that the results must be in error. Sawantet al. [85SAW/RIZ] used a
fluoride ion selective electrode and carefully tried to eliminate interfering side effects
by running a blank titration,cf. AppendixA. However, under their experimental con-
ditions (low fluoride concentration and comparatively low pH), only very low average
complexation degrees could be reached, and their data are associated with a high un-
certainty. The spectrophotometric determination of Rao and Patil [78RAO/PAT] lacks
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Table 9.4: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) fluoride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) log10β◦(a)q Reference

NpO+2 + F− 
 NpO2F(aq)

sp 2 M NaClO4 25 (1.35± 0.30)(b) (1.18± 0.37) [78RAO/PAT]
dis 2 M NaClO4 25 (0.99± 0.10)(b) (0.82± 0.24) [79RAO/GUD]
dis 1 M NaClO4 23 (1.26± 0.30)(b) (1.37± 0.32) [84CHO/RAO]
dis 1 M NaClO4 25 (1.39± 0.30)(b) (1.50± 0.32) [85INO/TOC2]
ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 (1.51± 0.50)(b) (1.70± 0.50) [85SAW/RIZ]

1 M NaClO4 21 (1.15± 0.80)(b) (1.26± 0.81)

NpO+2 + 2F− 
 NpO2F−2

dis 1 M Na(ClO4, F) 25 (2.07± 0.50)(b) [85INO/TOC2]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10β◦q
is in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) Uncertainty estimated in the present review (cf. AppendixA).

documentation of experimental measurements, but the reported formation constant lies
well in the range of other values.

For the extrapolation toI = 0 we use�ε(9.6) = −(0.27± 0.10)kg·mol−1 from
the interaction coefficients ofε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.25± 0.05)kg·mol−1 andε(F−,Na+) =
(0.02± 0.02)kg·mol−1, and by increasing the uncertainty in�ε by 0.05. Table9.4
shows that there is considerable variation in the resulting log10β◦q values. Although the
study of Raoet al. [79RAO/GUD] appears very reliable, its resulting value atI = 0 is
incompatible with the result of [85INO/TOC2] and the 0.1 M result of [85SAW/RIZ].
The IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] selected the results of [85SAW/RIZ] and recommen-
ded log10β◦1(9.6, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.9± 0.2). The weighted average of the six
values listed in Table9.4 is log10 β◦1(9.6, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.20± 0.14), and the
unweighted average is(1.3 ± 0.9), where the uncertainty covers the entire range of
expectation of all values. Though the constants in Table9.4are not entirely consistent,
the disagreement is not serious, and we prefer to select the rounded weighted average
with an increased uncertainty:

log10β◦1(9.6, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 1.2± 0.3

Only one study reported a value for the 1:2 complex, NpO2F−2 [85INO/TOC2] at
fluoride concentrations up to 0.25 M. However, we cannot accept this single reported
log10β2 value, as it is correlated with the authors’ value for log10β1 [85INO/TOC2].
Our selected average value for log10β1 is somewhat different, and the value of log10β2
value from [85INO/TOC2] would not be consistent with the selected value of log10β1.
The Gibbs energy of formation is calculated using the selected�fG◦

m values for NpO+2
and F−.

�fG
◦
m(NpO2F, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1196.1± 5.9) kJ·mol−1
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9.2.1.4 Aqueous Np(VI) fluorides

The investigation of fluoride complexation of neptunium(VI) is complicated by the fact
that NpO2+

2 has oxidising properties, and that reduction to Np(IV) is favoured in acidic
medium and in the presence of fluoride ion. The constants reported in the literature
refer to either of the following reaction types,

NpO2+
2 + qHF(aq) 
 NpO2F2−q

q + qH+ (9.7)

NpO2+
2 + qF− 
 NpO2F2−q

q (9.8)

depending whether the fluoride ion was protonated or deprotonated under the exper-
imental conditions. The constants are listed in Table9.5. For q = 1, agreement
is reasonable, except for the study published by Krylov, Komarov and Pushlenkov
[68KRY/KOM], in which a reduction of Np(VI) is likely to have occurred,cf. Ap-
pendixA. The most reliable study is that of Ahrland and Brandt [68AHR/BRA], and
the reported constants are given a high weight in our selection procedure. A simultan-
eous evaluation of�ε and log10

∗β1 is not considered to give representative results in
the present case, and we prefer to use�ε(9.7, q = 1) = −(0.03± 0.09)kg·mol−1

as evaluated from the corresponding U(VI) system [92GRE/FUG], after increasing
the uncertainty in�ε by 0.05. The constants determined by Al-Niaimi, Wain and
McKay [70AL-/WAI] are linearly correlated with the ionic strength of the medium,
cf. Figure9.2, showing that our�ε value is reasonable. We assign a high uncertainty
to the constant reported by Patil and Ramakrishna [76PAT/RAM], because they did
not consider the formation of the 1:2 complex in their evaluation, which must have
formed to some extent in their experiments,cf. AppendixA. The data of Sontag
and Musikas [68SON/MUS] are compatible with those of other studies, but they are
given a low weight in our evaluation procedure (by assigning a high uncertainty), be-
cause insufficient experimental details are given in the paper. The constants reported in
acidic media [68AHR/BRA, 68SON/MUS, 70AL-/WAI, 76PAT/RAM, 84KAS/JOS]
are corrected toI = 0 and converted to correspond to Reaction9.8 using our se-
lected value for the protonation of fluoride ion. The weighted average of these val-
ues is log10β◦q (9.8, q = 1) = (4.51± 0.09). The uncertainties of the five values of
[70AL-/WAI] were doubled (to±0.40 each) in the calculation of the weighted average,
in order to avoid an undue emphasis of this study with respect to the others.

Fluoride-ion selective electrode studies [84CHO/RAO, 85SAW/CHA] provide a
second set of data forq = 1 according to Reaction (9.8). Here the values atI = 0
are calculated by using�ε(9.8, q = 1) = −(0.19± 0.11)kg·mol−1 as in the cor-
responding uranium system [92GRE/FUG], but by increasing the uncertainty by 0.05.
The weighted average of the values atI = 0 is log10 β◦q (9.8, q = 1) = (4.66± 0.10).
The constant resulting from the studies in NaClO4 media is slightly higher than that
from the studies in HClO4 solutions. A similar trend is observed in the constants of the
U(VI) fluoride system [92GRE/FUG]. Although the present evaluation seems to con-
firm a medium effect, the difference is not significant (i.e., it is within the uncertainty
ranges of the two values). Therefore, we can select the weighted average of all values
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Table 9.5: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(VI) fluoride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10
∗βq

(a) log10βq
(b) log10 β◦(c)q Reference

NpO2+
2 + HF(aq)
 NpO2F+ +H+ (a)

NpO2+
2 + F− 
 NpO2F+ (b)

dis 1 M HClO4 21 (0.93± 0.11) (4.49± 0.15) [68AHR/BRA]
cix 1.04 M HClO4 25 2.20 [68KRY/KOM]

2.1 M HClO4 25 2.11
pot 2.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 (0.96± 0.40)(d) (4.54± 0.45) [68SON/MUS]
emf 0.1 M HClO4 25 (1.20± 0.20)(d) (4.60± 0.20) [70AL-/WAI ]

0.2 M HClO4 25 (1.16± 0.20)(d) (4.61± 0.20)
0.3 M HClO4 25 (1.14± 0.20)(d) (4.62± 0.20)
0.4 M HClO4 25 (1.16± 0.20)(d) (4.62± 0.20)
0.5 M HClO4 25 (1.11± 0.20)(d) (4.63± 0.21)

dis 2 M HClO4 25 (1.12± 0.50)(d) (4.70± 0.54) [76PAT/RAM]
ise-F− 1 M NaClO4 23 (4.27± 0.15)(d) (4.87± 0.19) [84CHO/RAO]
cou 0.5 M HClO4 23 (0.97± 0.21)(d) (4.49± 0.21) [84KAS/JOS]

1 M (H,Na)ClO4 23 (0.82± 0.22)(d) (4.38± 0.22)
ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 (4.18± 0.15)(d) (4.60± 0.15) [85SAW/CHA]

1 M NaClO4 21 (3.94± 0.15)(d) (4.54± 0.19)

NpO2+
2 + 2HF(aq)
 NpO2F2(aq)+ 2H+ (a)

NpO2+
2 + 2F− 
 NpO2F2(aq) (b)

dis 1 M HClO4 21 (1.11± 0.10) (7.69± 0.15) [68AHR/BRA]
pot 2.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 (1.23± 0.40)(d) (7.64± 0.46) [68SON/MUS]
emf 0.1 M HClO4 25 (1.17± 0.40)(d) (7.73± 0.40) [70AL-/WAI ]

0.2 M HClO4 25 (1.19± 0.40)(d) (7.79± 0.40)
0.3 M HClO4 25 (1.20± 0.40)(d) (7.81± 0.40)
0.4 M HClO4 25 (1.20± 0.40)(d) (7.82± 0.40)
0.5 M HClO4 25 (1.14± 0.40)(d) (7.76± 0.40)

cou 0.5 M HClO4 23 (0.95± 0.40)(d) (7.57± 0.40) [84KAS/JOS]
1 M (H,Na)ClO4 23 (1.02± 0.40)(d) (7.60± 0.41)

ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 (6.96± 0.15)(d) (7.56± 0.15) [85SAW/CHA]
1 M NaClO4 21 (6.82± 0.15)(d) (7.49± 0.18)

NpO2+
2 + 3HF(aq)
 NpO2F−3 + 3H+ (a)

NpO2+
2 + 3F− 
 NpO2F− (b)

3

pot 2.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 0.23 [68SON/MUS]
ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 9.64 [85SAW/CHA]

1 M NaClO4 21 8.49

(a) log10
∗βq refers to Reaction (9.7) and results from measurements in acidic solutions.

(b) log10βq refers to Reaction (9.8) and results from measurements in mildly acidic or neutral solutions.
(c) log10β◦q refers to Reaction (9.8). The experimental data have been corrected toI = 0 in the present

review and, when necessary, converted to refer to Reaction (9.8) by using the selected protonation constant
of fluoride ion.

(d) Uncertainty estimated in this review.
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(using±0.40 as the uncertainty of the [70AL-/WAI] values as explained above):

log10β◦1(9.8, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 4.57± 0.07

Figure9.2shows a recalculation of this constant (as “log10
∗β◦1 + 2D”, whereD is

the Debye-Hückel term,cf. AppendixB) back toI = 3 m for the HClO4 media. This
shows that the selected constant and�ε reproduce the experimental values reasonably
well. We assume that the slight deviation of some experimental temperatures from
25◦C (see Table9.5) does not significantly influence the equilibrium.

The 1:2 complex was included in several publications, although it formed only
to relatively small extents in most studies in HClO4 media,cf. AppendixA. One
exception is the study of Ahrland and Brandt [68AHR/BRA] who used HF(aq) con-
centrations up to 4.5 M. The other constants from studies in HClO4 media are given
comparatively large uncertainties for this reason. The constants are corrected toI = 0
by using�ε(9.8, q = 2) = −(0.18±0.10)kg·mol−1 in HClO4 media and�ε(9.8, q =
2) = −(0.50± 0.10)kg·mol−1 in NaClO4 media, taken from the corresponding U(VI)
equilibria [92GRE/FUG]. The resulting values of log10β◦2 are in good agreement,cf.
Table 9.5. The weighted average of the values from HClO4 studies is log10β◦2 =
(7.68± 0.12), and of the values from NaClO4 it is log10β◦2 = (7.53± 0.12). The
weighted average of all values is selected:

log10β◦2(9.8, q = 2, 298.15 K) = 7.60± 0.08

Some authors [68SON/MUS, 85SAW/CHA] have reported formation constants for
the 1:3 complex, NpO2F−3 . The result of Sontag and Musikas [68SON/MUS] in HClO4
medium cannot be judged, because the concentration range of HF(aq) used was not re-
ported. However, Ahrland and Brandt [68AHR/BRA] convincingly demonstrated that
no formation of NpO2F−3 is observed in 1 M HClO4 up to a HF(aq) concentration of
4.51 M. According to the constant reported by Sawantet al. [85SAW/CHA], the 1:3
complex formed to some extent (about 15%) in the study of [68AHR/BRA2], but this
may not be significant enough to be visible in the evaluation. The complex NpO2F−3
is therefore likely to form in less acidic solutions (pH> 3). Unfortunately, the con-
stants reported by Sawantet al. [85SAW/CHA] for I = 0.1 M and I = 1 M are not
compatible with the specific ion interaction coefficients in AppendixB. For the cor-
responding U(VI) system, we have�ε(9.8, q = 3) = −0.52kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG],
and by using this value to correct the data of [85SAW/CHA] to I = 0, we obtain
log10β◦3(9.8, q = 3) = 10.2 and 9.1 for the experiments carried out atI = 0.1 M
and I = 1 M, respectively. In order to obtain consistent log10β◦3 values from the two
determinations, we would have to change the sign of�ε, and this would be incompat-
ible with the commonly observed ionic strength dependence of comparable equilibria.
Additional experimental investigations will be necessary to obtain a consistent picture
on the formation of NpO2F−3 .

The Gibbs energy of formation values are derived from the above selected constants
using the selected�fG◦

m values for NpO2+2 and F−.

�fG
◦
m(NpO2F+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1103.5± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO2F2, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1402.4± 5.8) kJ·mol−1
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of selected and experimental data for the formation of
NpO2F+ in HClO4 media from [68AHR/BRA], [68SON/MUS], [70AL-/WAI],
[76PAT/RAM] and [84KAS/JOS]. The solid line represents the prediction of
(log10

∗β◦1 + 2D) using our selected data, and the dotted lines are the limits of the
uncertainty range obtained by propagating the resulting uncertainties atI = 0 back to
I = 3 m.
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9.2.2 Aqueous neptunium chloride complexes

9.2.2.1 Aqueous Np(III) chlorides

The only quantitative information on chloride complexation of Np3+ according to the
equilibria

Np3+ + qCl− 
 NpCl3−q
q (9.9)

has been published by Shiloh and Marcus [64SHI/MAR]. They observed changes in
the visible absorption spectrum and concluded that NpCl2+ and NpCl+2 were formed
at LiCl concentrations between 5 and 12.7 M. Under these conditions they determined
log10β1(9.9, q = 1) = −(2.4± 0.1) and log10β2(9.9, q = 2) = −(5.0± 0.1). The
high and varying ionic strengths used do not allow the selection of any value forI = 0.

9.2.2.2 Aqueous Np(IV) chlorides

The experimental equilibrium data available for the reactions

Np4+ + qCl− 
 NpCl4−q
q (9.10)

are listed in Table9.6. For reasons mentioned in AppendixA, we do not consider
the data in [58STR/PEE] and [62SYK/TAY], as well as [73BAR/MUR] (very high
and variable ionic strength) and [76SOU/SHA] (variable ionic strength). If we use the
data of Shilin and Nazarov [66SHI/NAZ] (assuming, due to the lack of enthalpy data,
that the temperature correction to 25◦C is negligible), Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI],
and Patil and Ramakrishna [75PAT/RAM] (as re-evaluated by Giffaut [94GIF]) in
a linear regression analysis, we obtain, for the first formation constant atI = 0,
log10β◦1 = (1.55± 0.17) and �ε = −(0.10± 0.08)kg·mol−1. This �ε value is
about the same as obtained for the corresponding Pu(IV) system,cf. Figure 18.1:
�ε(9.10, q = 1) = −(0.09±0.07)kg·mol−1, but it differs from the value of the corres-
ponding U(IV) system,�ε = −(0.29± 0.13)kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]. Considering
that the parameterBa j = 1.5 in the specific ion interaction equation was optimised for
ionic strengths below 3.5 m,cf. AppendixB, and that values measured at higher ionic
strengths should thus be given a lower weight or not be included at all if possible, we
redo the extrapolation toI = 0 by omitting the value of Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI],
and we obtain log10β◦1 = (1.42± 0.23) and�ε = −(0.19± 0.14)kg·mol−1. The�ε

value is now between that of the corresponding Pu(IV) and U(IV) systems. We prefer
to select an intermediate value and to assign it an uncertainty that covers the range of
expectancy of the two results, which has the effect of lowering the weight of the value
at I = 4 M [71DAN/CHI] without disregarding it completely.

log10β◦1(9.10, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 1.5± 0.3

For �ε we select−(0.15± 0.18)kg·mol−1 following the same procedure. Fig-
ure9.3shows the expected range of the value of log10β1 (+8D) based on the selected
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value of log10β
◦
1 when recalculated to ionic strengths up toI = 5 m by using the selec-

ted�ε value. The IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] selected log10β◦1 = (1.8±0.5), which
is compatible with the present selection. Giffaut [94GIF] recommended log10β◦1 =
(1.45± 0.25) based on the same literature values.

Table 9.6: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(IV) chloride system.

Method Ionic t log10β
(a)

q log10β◦(a)q Reference

medium (◦C)

Np4+ + Cl− 
 NpCl3+

red 1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −0.3 [58STR/PEE]
sp 2 M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 −0.28 [62SYK/TAY]
dis 0.5 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 (0.15±0.20)(b) [66SHI/NAZ]

1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 −(0.04±0.20)(b)

2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 (0.04±0.20)(b)

dis 4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.11±0.30)(b) [71DAN/CHI]
sp 9 M H(Cl,ClO4) RT 2.12 [73BAR/MUR]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.05± 0.05) [75PAT/RAM]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.00±0.20)(b,c) [75PAT/RAM]

[94GIF]
cix 0.2 - 1 M HCl 25 0.34 [76SOU/SHA]

Np4+ + 2Cl− 
 NpCl2+2

dis 1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 −(0.25±0.30)(b) (1.9± 0.3) [66SHI/NAZ]
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 −(0.15±0.30)(b) (1.5± 0.4)

dis 4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.10±0.50)(b) (0.0± 0.8) [71DAN/CHI]
sp 9 M H(Cl,ClO4) RT 3.04 [73BAR/MUR]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.15± 0.06) [75PAT/RAM]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.22±0.40)(b,c) (1.4± 0.4) [75PAT/RAM]

[94GIF]

Np4+ + 3Cl− 
 NpCl+3

dis 1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 −0.48 [66SHI/NAZ]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10β◦q
is in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) Uncertainty estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).
(c) Result of a re-evaluation by Giffaut [94GIF] (cf. AppendixA [75PAT/RAM]).

The Gibbs energy of formation is calculated using the selected values for Np4+ and
Cl−.

�fG
◦
m(NpCl3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(631.6± 5.8) kJ·mol−1

The 1:2 complex, NpCl2+
2 , if it exits, is very weak. Some values have been reported,

cf. Table9.6. If we tentatively use�ε(9.10, q = 2) = −(0.70± 0.12)kg·mol−1 as
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estimated from the value of the formation of UF2+
2 , cf. [92GRE/FUG], AppendixB,

the resulting log10β◦2 values, see Table9.6, are not consistent. Giffaut [94GIF] gives
log10β◦2(9.10, q = 2) = (2.4± 0.3), evaluated from the same literature data using an
estimated�ε = −(0.63± 0.23)kg·mol−1. In order to obtain agreement between the
four extrapolated values, a slope of about�ε(9.10, q = 2) = −0.2kg·mol−1 would be
necessary. This is far from being consistent with the�ε values of similar equilibria.
The reported constants might well be artefacts due to medium changes, and we cannot
select any thermodynamic data for the formation of NpCl2+

2 .

The 1:3 complex is very weak, see AppendixA [66SHI/NAZ, 71DAN/CHI]. If this
complex exists, it will only form at very high chloride concentrations.

Figure 9.3: Comparison of selected and experimental data for the formation of
NpCl3+ in mixed perchlorate/chloride media from [66SHI/NAZ] [71DAN/CHI] and
[75PAT/RAM]. The solid line represents the prediction of (log10β1 + 8D), and
the dotted lines are the limits of the uncertainty range obtained by propagating the
resulting uncertainties atI = 0 back toI = 5 m.
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9.2.2.3 Aqueous Np(V) chlorides

Some authors have published formation constants for NpO2Cl(aq) and NpO2Cl−2 at
ionic strengths from 2 to 5 M (cf. Table9.7). The stability of these complexes is
obviously very low. The cation exchange study of Gainar and Sykes [64GAI/SYK]
can be interpreted equally well by formation of NpO2Cl(aq) or activity factor effects,
cf. the discussion in AppendixA about the nitrate experiments described in the same
paper [64GAI/SYK]. It should be mentioned that Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI] reported
formation constants for these two complexes, which they withdrew later [74DAN/CHI]
after re-evaluations based on an improved value for the liquid junction potential of
their electrode system,cf. AppendixA. Vodovatovet al. [76VOD/KOL] could not
observe any chloride complexes of Np(V) by the proton relaxation method. Raoet al.
[79RAO/GUD] discussed the studies reported in the literature and concluded that high
chloride concentrations are necessary (> 3 M HCl) to distinguish the complexation
effects from the experimental errors. The same group [81PAT/RAM] used a very high
ionic strength ofI = 8.5 M (NaClO4) and chloride concentrations up to 0.75 M and
interpreted their extraction data in terms of the formation of NpO2Cl(aq). Neck, Kim
and Kanellakopulos [94NEC/KIM] reported formation constants for the 1:1 and the 1:2
complexes, but the ionic strength is high (I = 5 M) and in the absence of precise estim-
ates of the interaction coefficients, the error in the extrapolation toI = 0 will be dom-
inated by the error of our estimates of the ionic interactions. Giffaut [94GIF] observed
no significant changes in the visible absorption spectrum of NpO+

2 in 1 M HClO4 and
4 M NaCl. Hence, it would be highly speculative to make a selection on the basis of
the existing data.

9.2.2.4 Aqueous Np(VI) chlorides

The influence of chloride concentration on the isotopic exchange rate between Np(V)
and Np(VI) has been studied by Cohen, Sullivan and Hindman [55COH/SUL] at 0, 5
and 10◦C in 3 M perchloric acid solution. At chloride concentrations above 1.5 M the
fitting of the experimental data was improved by taking into account the formation of
a 1:2 complex, NpO2Cl2(aq), although this is more likely to be a medium effect.

NpO2+
2 + qCl− 
 NpO2Cl2−q

q (9.11)

Other values forq = 1 and 2 were reported from potentiometric measure-
ments [70AL-/WAI2, 74DAN/CHI] and from solvent extraction experiments
[71DAN/CHI] (cf. Table 9.8). In the careful experiment of Al-Niaimi, Wain and
McKay [70AL-/WAI2], the potential changes caused by the limited formation
of NpO2Cl+ were very small, resulting in a low precision, although the exper-
imental method seems reliable. Due to insufficient information, the results of
the study of Sykes and Taylor [62SYK/TAY] are not used in selecting a recom-
mended value. We use the constants reported in [55COH/SUL] (extrapolated to
25◦C), and in [70AL-/WAI2, 71DAN/CHI, 74DAN/CHI, 78BED/FID] for our
selection, but a statistical treatment seems difficult. We therefore adopt the�ε

value of the corresponding Pu(VI) system and increase its uncertainty by 0.05:
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Table 9.7: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) chloride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) Reference

NpO+2 +Cl− 
 NpO2Cl(aq)

cix 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.29± 0.05) [64GAI/SYK]
emf 4 M (Na,H)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(2.5± 0.4)(b) [71DAN/CHI]
emf 4 M (Na,H)(Cl,ClO4) 25 “no complexation” [74DAN/CHI]
prx ? RT? < −0.7 [76VOD/KOL]
dis 2 M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.42± 0.04) [79RAO/GUD]
dis 8.5 M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 0.48 [81PAT/RAM]
sp 4 M NaCl 25 “no complexation” [94GIF]
dis 5 M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.05± 0.02) [94NEC/KIM]

NpO+2 + 2Cl− 
 NpO2Cl−2

emf 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(1.55±0.05)(b) [71DAN/CHI]
emf 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 “no complexation” [74DAN/CHI]
dis 5 M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.71± 0.04) [94NEC/KIM]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, as well as to the ionic strength and temperature
given in the table.

(b) These values were withdrawn later by the same authors [74DAN/CHI].

�ε(9.11, q = 1) = −(0.08± 0.13) kg·mol−1. The constants are converted to molal
units and then corrected toI = 0, cf. Table9.8. The resulting values atI = 0 are
compatible. Their large uncertainties originate from the error propagation in the
extrapolation procedure. We select the weighted average of these values:

log10β◦1(9.11, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 0.40± 0.17.

As a comparison, the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] selected log10β◦1 = (0.4±0.1),
which agrees with the present selection.

Two publications [55COH/SUL, 78BED/FID] reported constants for the formation
of the 1:2 complex. Both these studies seem to be reliable,cf. AppendixA. If we adopt
the�ε value accepted from Giffaut’s [94GIF] evaluation for the corresponding Pu(VI)
system,�ε(9.11, q = 1) = −(0.43± 0.20)kg·mol−1, we obtain log10 β◦2 = −0.7
and−0.2, respectively,cf. Table9.8. These small values are likely due to inter-ionic
interactions, rather than to the formation of NpO2Cl2(aq).

The Gibbs energy of formation value is derived from the above selected constant
using the selected�fG◦

m values for NpO2+2 and Cl−.

�fG
◦
m(NpO2Cl+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(929.4± 5.7) kJ·mol−1
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Table 9.8: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(VI) chloride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) log10β◦(a)q Reference

NpO2+
2 +Cl− 
 NpO2Cl+

kin 3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 0.0 0.21(c) [55COH/SUL]
3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 0.0 0.10(d)

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 4.78 0.06(c)

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 4.78 0.00(d)

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 9.84 −0.06(c)

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 9.84 −0.09(d)

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.37±0.20)(b,d,e) (0.29±0.49)
sp 2M Na(Cl,ClO4) 25 −0.21 [62SYK/TAY]
emf 0.3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.32±0.40)(b) (0.26±0.40) [70AL-/WAI2]

0.4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.36±0.40)(b) (0.26±0.40)
0.5 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.35±0.40)(b) (0.31±0.41)

dis 4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.16±0.20)(b) (0.41±0.66) [71DAN/CHI]
emf 4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.05±0.20)(b) (0.52±0.66) [74DAN/CHI]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.04±0.20)(b) (0.68±0.35) [78BED/FID]

NpO2+
2 + 2Cl− 
 NpO2Cl2(aq)

kin 3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 0.0 −0.80 [55COH/SUL]
3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 4.78 −0.74
3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 9.84 −0.70
3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.56±0.40)(b,e) −(0.7±0.8)

dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.57±0.40)(b) −(0.2±0.6) [78BED/FID]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic medium and temperature given in the table. log10β◦q is
in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) Uncertainty estimated in this review.
(c) Refers to the model containing only a 1:1 complex.
(d) Refers to the model containing a both 1:1 and a 1:2 complex.
(e) Extrapolated to 25◦C in this review (cf. AppendixA).

9.2.3 Aqueous neptunium bromide complexes

9.2.3.1 Aqueous Np(III) bromides

Quantitative information on bromide complexation of Np3+ has only been published
by Shiloh and Marcus [64SHI/MAR] in concentrated LiBr solutions of varying ionic
strength up to near 12 M. The authors gave formation constants for NpBr2+ (log10β1 =
−(3.39± 0.06)) and NpBr+2 (log10 β2 = −(6.48± 0.05)). These very negative val-
ues for the formation constants correspond to the complexation of only about 1% of
Np(III) at the highest bromide concentration used in the experiment, which was prob-
ably barely detectable. Also, the ionic strength effects are expected to be considerable
under these conditions. An extrapolation toI = 0 is not possible due to the lack of
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good estimates of ionic interactions, and no standard formation value can be selected
here.

9.2.3.2 Aqueous Np(IV) bromides

The only experimental equilibrium data available on the reactions

Np4+ + qBr− 
 NpBr4−q
q (9.12)

are from Raghavan, Ramakrishna and Patil [75RAG/RAM] at I = 2 M (HBr, HClO4)
and 25◦C. The reported constants are lower than those of the analogous uranium and
plutonium complexes: log10β1(9.12, q = 1) = −(0.21±0.01) and log10β2(9.12, q =
2) = −(0.57±0.03). The cause for the deviation could be experimental limitations,cf.
comments in AppendixA. For the corresponding bromide complexes of Pu(IV) (Sec-
tion 18.2.3.2) and U(IV) [92GRE/FUG], as well as for the Np(IV) complexes NpCl3+
and NpI3+, logK◦

1 values between 1.25 and 1.8 are obtained, and the complexation
constant of NpBr3+ is also expected to lie in the same range. However, on the weak
basis of the available experimental information, it is not possible to select any constant
for the Np(IV) bromide complexes.

9.2.3.3 Aqueous Np(V) and Np(VI) bromides

No aqueous species of the form NpO2Br1−q
q or NpO2Br2−q

q , respectively, have been
identified.

9.2.4 Aqueous neptunium iodine complexes

9.2.4.1 Aqueous neptunium iodides

9.2.4.1.a Aqueous Np(III) iodides

No aqueous species of the form NpI3−q
q have been identified.

9.2.4.1.b Aqueous Np(IV) iodides

Quantitative information on iodide complexation of Np4+ has been published by Kusu-
makumariet al. [79KUS/GAN] and Patil, Ramakrishna and Gudi [81PAT/RAM] on
the equilibrium

Np4+ + I− 
 NpI3+. (9.13)

The results are summarised in Table9.9. The values originate all from Patil’s
group and are from solvent extraction studies (see AppendixA). It should be
mentioned that the review paper [78PAT/RAM], which is cited in the IAEA
review [92FUG/KHO], reports two new values referring to unpublished work of
Rao, Bagawde, Ramakrishna and Patil, and these values were published later in
[79KUS/GAN]. Some of the papers contain little experimental details, but we can
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assume that the experimental procedures are the same in all studies. We estimate
the corresponding values atI = 0 by converting the constants to molal units and by
adopting the ion interaction coefficient of the corresponding Np(IV) chloride system
with an increased uncertainty,�ε(9.13) = −(0.15± 0.25)kg·mol−1. The resulting
uncertainties in log10β◦1 , cf. Table9.9, are composed of the uncertainty assigned to
the values atI = 2 M, cf. AppendixA, and the propagation of the uncertainty in
the ion interaction coefficient. The values atI = 0 are consistent, and the weighted
average is selected here2:

log10β◦1(9.13, 298.15 K) = (1.5± 0.4)

The Gibbs energy of formation is calculated using the selected values for Np4+ and
I−.

�fG
◦
m(NpI3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(552.1± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

Table 9.9: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(IV) iodide system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10β1
(a) log10β◦(a)1 Reference

Np4+ + I− 
 NpI3+

dis 2 M H(I,ClO4) 25 (0.02±0.30)(b) (1.52± 0.63) [78PAT/RAM]
dis (HTTA) 2 M H(I,ClO4) 25 −(0.10±0.30)(b) (1.40± 0.63) [79KUS/GAN]
dis (HD) 2 M H(I,ClO4) 25 (0.11±0.30)(b) (1.61± 0.63)
dis 2 M H(I,ClO4) 25 (0.04±0.30)(b) (1.54± 0.63) [81PAT/RAM]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10β◦1 is
in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).

9.2.4.1.c Aqueous Np(V) and Np(VI) iodides

No aqueous species of the form NpO2I1−q
q or NpO2I2−q

q , respectively, are known to be
stable.

9.2.4.2 Aqueous neptunium iodates

9.2.4.2.a Aqueous Np(III) iodates

No aqueous iodate complexes of Np3+ have been identified.

2The halide complexation constants of U(IV) [92GRE/FUG] suggest a trend of decreasing stability in the
order Cl− > Br− > I−. Although this trend is not exactly observed with NpI3+ and NpCl3+, it should be
considered that the uncertainties are high and that weak complexation and medium effects may be difficult
to separate.
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9.2.4.2.b Aqueous Np(IV) iodates

The formation of iodate complexes of Np4+ has been suggested by Patil, Ramakrishna
and Ramaniah [78PAT/RAM] in their review of aqueous coordination complexes of
neptunium. They refer to absorption spectra of Np(IV) in 1 M HClO4 and 2 M HIO3,
respectively, reported in an unpublished work of Rao, Bagawde, Ramakrishna and
Patil, cf. [78PAT/RAM]. Based on these spectra, it was concluded that the spectral
changes suggest formation of strong iodate complexes of Np(IV) [78PAT/RAM]. The
description of the interactions between Np(IV) and IO−

3 as thermodynamically stable
complexes is not feasible. These types of complexes can exist as precursor complexes
in subsequent redox reactions.

It should be mentioned that the constants quoted for the formation of Np(IO3)2−
6

and Np(IO3)4−
8 in a table of the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO], p.92 are misplaced and

in fact refer to Th(IO3)2−
6 and Th(IO3)4−

8 [61STO/FRY], as correctly noted in the text

[92FUG/KHO], p. 93. The origin of the constants log10β1(NpIO3+
3 ) = 2.4 and

log10β1(Np(OH)IO2+
3 ) = 0.3 at I = 1 M (HClO4) quoted in the IAEA review (p.

92) as originating from Patil, Ramakrishna and Ramaniah [78PAT/RAM], is unclear
to us, since these authors reported only qualitative information on the formation of
Np(IV) iodate complexes.

9.2.4.2.c Aqueous Np(V) iodates

Blokhin et al. [72BLO/BUK] observed a displacement of the UV absorption band
of NpO+

2 when adding KIO3 to the solution, but he found that the changes in the
spectrum were too small to allow a quantitative calculation of the formation constant.
Later, Patil’s group published a solvent extraction study [79RAO/GUD], and they used
spectrophotometry as a check of the correct oxidation state of Np. At the same time,
they used spectrophotometry measurements to derive the formation constant of a 1:1
complex [78RAO/PAT], NpO2IO3(aq), and they obtained very comparable results,cf.
Table9.10, according to the equilibrium

NpO+
2 + IO−

3 
 NpO2IO3(aq) (9.14)

We accept the results of the two studies with increased uncertainties
(see Appendix A), and we correct the constants toI = 0 by adopt-
ing the specific ion interaction coefficients published in the uranium book
[92GRE/FUG] of this series: ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.25 ± 0.05) kg·mol−1 and

ε(IO−
3 ,Na+) = −(0.06± 0.02) kg·mol−1. For Equilibrium (9.14) the ion interaction

coefficient is thus�ε(9.14) = −(0.19± 0.10)kg·mol−1, where we have increased
the uncertainty due to the analogy made. The resulting values atI = 0 are
consistent (see Table9.10 – note that the values are identical to those atI = 2 M,
because, coincidentally, the specific ion interaction term exactly compensates for the
Debye-Hückel term under these conditions), and their average is selected here.

log10β◦1(9.14, 298.15 K) = 0.5± 0.3
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The Gibbs energy is calculated by using the selected�fG◦
m values for NpO+2 and

IO−
3 .

�fG
◦
m(NpO2IO3, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1037.0± 5.9) kJ·mol−1

Table 9.10: Experimental equilibrium data for the Np(V) and Np(VI) iodate systems.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10β1
(a) log10β◦(a)1 Reference

NpO+2 + IO−
3 
 NpO2IO3(aq)

sp 2 M H(IO3,ClO4) 25 (0.58± 0.30)(b) (0.58± 0.37) [78RAO/PAT]
dis 2 M H(IO3,ClO4) 25 (0.32± 0.30)(b) (0.32± 0.37) [79RAO/GUD]

NpO2+
2 + IO−

3 
 NpO2IO+
3

sp 0.3 M (HClO4,NaIO3) 25 (0.61± 0.02) (1.2± 0.3)(b) [72BLO/BUK]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10β◦1 is in
molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).

9.2.4.2.d Aqueous Np(VI) iodates

Blokhin et al. [72BLO/BUK] published a spectrophotometric study on the iodate com-
plex formation of Np(V) and Np(VI). In contrast to Np(V), they found a very marked
change in the absorption spectrum of NpO2+

2 with increasing concentration of KIO3.
They derived a formation constant for the 1:1 complex according to the equilibrium

NpO2+
2 + IO−

3 
 NpO2IO+
3 (9.15)

and observed higher species when the iodate concentration exceeded 0.15 M.
Their measurements seem reliable (see AppendixA), and we correct their
value, log10β1(9.15, I = 0.3 M, 298.15 K) = 0.61, to I = 0 by using
�ε(9.15) = −(0.07± 0.10)kg·mol−1, calculated from theε values of the correspond-
ing uranium(VI) system [92GRE/FUG], by increasing the uncertainty in�ε by 0.05.
The resulting value is assigned an uncertainty of±0.3 (cf. AppendixA):

log10β◦1(9.15, 298.15 K) = 1.2± 0.3

It should be mentioned that this constant is lower than that for the corresponding ura-
nium(VI) system (log10β◦1 = 2.0). This is one of the reasons why the IAEA review
[92FUG/KHO] did not select any value for the formation of NpO2IO+

3 . However, we
believe that this reason is not sufficient by itself to discard our selection.
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The Gibbs energy of formation is calculated using the selected values for NpO2+
2

and IO−3 .

�fG
◦
m(NpO2IO+

3 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(929.1± 5.9) kJ·mol−1



Chapter 10

Neptunium group 16
compounds and complexes

10.1 Neptunium sulphur compounds and complexes

10.1.1 Neptunium sulphites

10.1.1.1 Aqueous neptunium sulphites

10.1.1.1.a Np(V) sulphites

There are four reports of SO2−3 complexes of NpO+2 [65MOS/MEF, 72BLO/BUK2,
78MOS/POZ, 79MOS/POZ]. Corresponding equilibrium constants are reported in
Table10.1. Moskvinet al. [65MOS/MEF] gave no original data that can be evaluated,
and the work presented in [78MOS/POZ] and [79MOS/POZ] represents duplicate re-
ports of the same data. All four reports conclude that two dioxoneptunium(V) sulphite
complexes are formed:

NpO+
2 + SO2−

3 
 NpO2SO−3
NpO+

2 + 2SO2−
3 
 NpO2(SO3)

3−
2

Blokhin et al. [72BLO/BUK2] suggest, on the basis of solubility experiments at high
SO2−

3 concentrations, that higher coordinated complexes may form. Although there is
reasonable agreement between the reported results, there is insufficient data to permit
the reported values to be extrapolated to the infinite dilution standard state.

10.1.1.2 Solid neptunium sulphites

Blokhin et al. [72BLO/BUK2] precipitated stable solids of the forms of:
NaNpO2SO3·H2O(s), NaNpO2SO3·2H2O(s), NH4NpO2SO3(s) and KNpO2SO3(s).
The composition of these solids was verified by chemical analysis. The Na-dihydrate
salt dehydrates when heated to the monohydrate state. Thermogravimetric data are
given in this reference. There are no thermodynamic data available for these solids.

177
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Table 10.1: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) sulphite system.

Method I t log10β Reference
(m) (◦C)

NpO+2 + SO2−
3 
 NpO2SO−3

sol (?) (?) 2.15 [65MOS/MEF]
1.03 Na(SO2−

3 , NO−
2 ) 25 (2.6±0.6) [72BLO/BUK2]

1.04 (Na+, NH+
4 ), (20±2) (1.50±0.1) [78MOS/POZ]

(SO2−
3 , Cl−) [79MOS/POZ]

NpO+2 + 2 SO2−
3 
 NpO2(SO3)

3−
2

sol (?) (?) 3.00 [65MOS/MEF]
1.03 Na(SO2−

3 , NO−
2 ) 25 (3.6±2.4) [72BLO/BUK2]

1.04 (Na+, NH+
4 ), (20±2) (3.01±0.08) [78MOS/POZ]

(SO2−
3 , Cl−) [79MOS/POZ]

10.1.2 Neptunium sulphates

10.1.2.1 Aqueous neptunium sulphates

10.1.2.1.a Np(VII) sulphates

No experimental evidence for the existence of Np(VII) sulphate complexes was found.

10.1.2.1.b Np(VI) sulphates

Six experimental studies of the aqueous Np(VI) sulphate system [62SYK/TAY,
68AHR/BRA2, 70AL-/WAI, 76PAT/RAM, 84KAS/JOS, 86ULL/SCH] have been
reported. The results of these experiments and recalculations performed by the
reviewers are given in Table10.2.

Table 10.2: Experimentally determined formation constants in the Np(VI) sulphate
system(a).

Method I t (◦C) log10βq
(b) Reference

NpO2+
2 + SO2−

4 
 NpO2SO4(aq)

sp 2 M NaClO4 25 1.64 [62SYK/TAY]
cal 0(c) 25 (3.27±0.05) [86ULL/SCH]
Recommended value 0 25 (3.28±0.06) This review

(Continued on next page)
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Table 10.2: (continued)

Method I t (◦C) log10βq
(b) Reference

NpO2+
2 + 2SO2−

4 
 NpO2(SO4)
2−
2

cal 0(c) 25 (4.65±0.05) [86ULL/SCH]
Recommended value 0 25 (4.70±0.10) This review

NpO2+
2 + HSO−4 
 NpO2SO4(aq)+ H+

dis 1 M (H,Na)ClO4 21 (0.79±0.13) [68AHR/BRA2]
recalc 1.05 m 21 (0.75±0.12)
recalc 1.05 25 (0.76±0.12)
pot 0.1 M HClO4 25 (0.88±0.01) [70AL-/WAI]
recalc 0.1 m (0.87±0.01)
pot 0.2 M HClO4 25 (0.81±0.01) [70AL-/WAI]
recalc 0.2 m (0.81±0.01)
pot 0.3 M HClO4 25 (0.78±0.01) [70AL-/WAI]
recalc 0.31 m (0.77±0.01)
pot 0.4 M HClO4 25 (0.76±0.02) [70AL-/WAI]
recalc 0.41 m (0.75±0.01)
pot 0.5 M HClO4 25 (0.75±0.01) [70AL-/WAI]
recalc 0.52 m (0.75±0.01)
dis 2 M HClO4 25 1.07 [76PAT/RAM]
recalc 2.2 m (1.00±0.05)
cou 0.5 M HClO4 23 0.75 [84KAS/JOS]
recalc 0.52 m 23 (0.79±0.02)
recalc 0.52 m 25 (0.80±0.03)
recalc 0 25 (1.29±0.07) [86ULL/SCH]
Recommended value 0 25 (1.30±0.04) This review

NpO2+
2 + 2HSO−4 
 NpO2(SO4)

2−
2 + 2H+

dis 1 M (H,Na)ClO4 21 (0.55±0.31) [68AHR/BRA2]
recalc 1.05 m 21 (0.78±0.14)
recalc 1.05 m 25 (0.82±0.15)
pot 0.5 M HClO4 25 0.20 [70AL-/WAI]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 0.60 [76PAT/RAM]
recalc 2.2 m (0.87±0.19)
recalc 0 25 (0.69±0.09) [86ULL/SCH]
Recommended value 0 25 (0.74±0.07) This review

(a)Recalculations based on a consistent non-linear least squares approach.
(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(b)Here “β” refers to eitherβ or ∗β as appropriate for the reaction as written andq is the

number of ligands in the complex NpO2(SO4)
2−2q
q .

(c)Measurements made atI = 0.09− 0.45 m (H,Na)ClO4 and extrapolated toI = 0.

Using the results of calorimetric experiments performed on solutions containing
only dilute acid (pH ≥ 3), Ullman and Schreiner [86ULL/SCH] calculated both
the equilibrium constants and the enthalpies for the formation of NpO2SO4(aq) and
NpO2(SO4)

2−
2 :

NpO2+
2 + SO2−

4 
 NpO2SO4(aq) (10.1)

NpO2+
2 + 2SO2−

4 
 NpO2(SO4)
2−
2 . (10.2)

Other researchers performed their experiments in acid medium and determined the
equilibrium constants of the analogous reactions:

NpO2+
2 + HSO−4 
 NpO2SO4(aq)+ H+ (10.3)

NpO2+
2 + 2HSO−4 
 NpO2(SO4)

2−
2 + 2H+. (10.4)

For the purposes of this review all useful association quotients measured at tem-
peratures other than 25◦C were converted to standard conditions using the auxiliary
data for the SO2−4 protonation reaction and the enthalpies determined by Ullman and
Schreiner [86ULL/SCH]:

�rH
◦
m(10.1, 298.15 K) = (16.7± 0.5) kJ·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(10.2, 298.15 K) = (26.0± 1.2) kJ·mol−1.

The recommended value of log∗10β◦1(10.3) was determined from the SIT extrapol-
ation to the standard state using the recalculated (Table10.2) results of [70AL-/WAI,
76PAT/RAM, 84KAS/JOS]. This extrapolation yields log∗10β◦ (10.3) = (1.30± 0.05)
and�ε(10.3)= −(0.29±0.03)kg·mol−1. The result of [86ULL/SCH] (log10β◦1(10.1)
= (3.27± 0.05)) is used together with the auxiliary data for the protonation constant
of SO2−

4 to determine an independent value for log∗10β◦1 (10.3) = (1.29± 0.07). The
recommended values are taken as the weighted mean of these two estimates:

log ∗
10β◦1(10.3, 298.15 K) = (1.30± 0.04)

log10β◦1(10.1, 298.15 K) = (3.28± 0.06)

The ion interaction procedure used by [86ULL/SCH] to extrapolate to the stand-
ard state yields an equivalent interaction coefficient in the SIT model of�ε(10.1)
= −(0.28± 0.01)kg·mol−1.

The recalculated equilibrium constants of [68AHR/BRA2] and [76PAT/RAM] are
averaged to standard conditions to give log∗10β◦2 (10.4)= (0.84± 0.12) (�ε is indis-
tinguishable from 0:�ε = −(0.04± 0.21)kg·mol−1). The independent estimate of
[86ULL/SCH], calculated as above, yields log∗10β◦2(10.4) = (0.69±0.09). The results
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of [70AL-/WAI] are not used as no quantitative estimate of uncertainty could be made
and the estimate of error made by the reviewers appeared to be much larger than those
determined in other experiments. The weighted means of these two estimates yield the
recommended values:

log ∗
10β◦2(10.4, 298.15 K) = (0.74± 0.07)

log10β◦2(10.2, 298.15 K) = (4.70± 0.10)

All other thermodynamic parameters can be calculated from those given above.

10.1.2.1.c Np(V) sulphates

Five experimental studies describing the Np(V) sulphate complexes [79MOS/POZ,
79RAO/GUD, 81PAT/RAM, 83HAL/OLI, 85INO/TOC2] have been reported
(Table10.3). In all cases only one complex was observed:

NpO+
2 + SO2−

4 
 NpO2SO−4 . (10.5)

Table 10.3: Experimentally determined formation constants in the Np(V) sulphate
system.

Method I t (◦C) log10β1 Reference

NpO+2 + SO2−
4 
 NpO2SO−4

coprecipitation 1.5 M NH4Cl (20± 2) (1.04± 0.4) [79MOS/POZ]
dis 2 M NaClO4 25 (0.44± 0.09) [79RAO/GUD]
recalc 2.2 m (0.45± 0.01)
dis 8.5 M 25(?) 0.45 [81PAT/RAM]
dis 0.52 m NaClO4 5 −(0.43± 0.35) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 1.05 m NaClO4 5 −(0.18± 0.09) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 2.2 m NaClO4 5 −(0.04± 0.11) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 0.52 m NaClO4 25 −(0.10± 0.08) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 1.05 m NaClO4 25 (0.06± 0.04) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 2.2 m NaClO4 25 (0.19± 0.04) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 0.52 m NaClO4 45 (0.25± 0.03) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 1.05 m NaClO4 45 (0.34± 0.03) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 2.2 m NaClO4 45 (0.40± 0.05) [83HAL/OLI]
dis 1 M NaClO4 25 (0.76± 0.04) [85INO/TOC2]
Selected value 0 m 25 (0.44± 0.27) This review

On the basis of the most reliable data at 25◦C [79RAO/GUD] and [83HAL/OLI]
the recommended value for the equilibrium constants for this reaction at standard state
is determined using the SIT model:

log10β◦(10.5, 298.15 K) = (0.44± 0.27)
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and�ε(10.5) = −(0.37± 0.18)kg·mol−1. The enthalpy of Reaction (10.5) can be
calculated from the three independent series of experiments performed at three ionic
strengths by [83HAL/OLI]. The three estimates yield values of�rH◦

m (10.5)= (28.8±
1.6) kJ·mol−1 at 0.52 m,(22.0±1.8) kJ·mol−1 at 1.05 m and(18.7±0.2) kJ·mol−1at
2.2 m. The mean of these estimates yields the best value. The error was expanded to
encompass the entire range of the three independent estimates.

�rH
◦
m(10.5, 298.15 K) = (23.2± 7.2) kJ·mol−1

The remaining thermodynamic parameters may be calculated from the selected
valves.

10.1.2.1.d Np(IV) sulphates

There are seven reliable studies of the complexing Np(IV) sulphate system
[54SUL/HIN, 62SYK/TAY, 63MUS, 66AHR/BRA, 73PAT/RAM, 73PAT/RAM2,
76BAG/RAM]. In all but one case [62SYK/TAY], sufficient data have been given by
the authors to permit the redetermination of formation constants and uncertainties.
The remaining six studies (Table10.4) are used to determine the best values for
thermodynamic parameters in this system.

Table 10.4: Experimentally determined formation constants in the Np(IV) sulphate
system(a).

Method I t (◦C) log10
∗βq

(c) Reference

Np4+ + SO2−
4 
 NpSO2+

4

sp 2 M NaClO4 25 3.51(d) [62SYK/TAY]

Np4+ + HSO−4 
 NpSO2+
4 + H+

dis 2.2 m HClO4 (10.2± 0.2) (2.47±0.09) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (2.38±0.06)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 (25.2± 0.2) (2.43±0.09) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (2.53±0.07)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 (35.3± 0.2) (2.40±0.09) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (2.58±0.05)
sp 2 M NaClO4 25 (2.43±0.05)(b)[62SYK/TAY]
pol 3.5 m NaClO4 (25± 0.2) (2.49±0.03) [63MUS]
recalc (2.44±0.03)
ix 4.6 m HClO4 20 (2.70±0.04) [66AHR/BRA]
recalc (2.65±0.05)
recalc 25 (2.66±0.06)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 2.51 [73PAT/RAM2]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 10.4: (continued)

Method I t (◦C) log10
∗βq

(c) Reference

recalc (2.49±0.03)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 10 2.45 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (2.44±0.05)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 40 2.55 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (2.51±0.05)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 10 2.44 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (2.42±0.02)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 2.49 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (2.48±0.03)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 40 2.53 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (2.56±0.08)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 2.53(e) [76BAG/RAM]
recalc (benzene) (2.52±0.20)
recalc (n-heptane) (2.35±0.21)
Best value 0 m 25 (4.87±0.15) This review

Np4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Np(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+

dis 2.2 m HClO4 (10.2± 0.2) (3.38±0.19) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (3.84±0.04)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 (25.2± 0.2) (3.47±0.19) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (4.06±0.08)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 (35.3± 0.2) (3.53±0.19) [54SUL/HIN]
recalc (3.85±0.05)
pol 3 M NaClO4 (25± 0.2) 3.64 [63MUS]
pol 3.5 m NaClO4 (25± 0.2) (3.57±0.09) [63MUS]
recalc (3.92±0.11)
ix 4.6 m HClO4 20 (4.26±0.05) [66AHR/BRA]
recalc (4.38±0.02)
recalc 25 (4.41±0.03)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 4.00 [73PAT/RAM2]
recalc (4.03±0.02)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 10 4.02 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (3.95±0.04)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 40 4.04 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (4.15±0.03)

dis 2.2 m HClO4 10 3.92 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (3.95±0.01)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 10.4: (continued)

Method I t (◦C) log10
∗βq

(c) Reference

dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 4.06 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (4.06±0.02)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 40 4.14 [73PAT/RAM]
recalc (4.13±0.05)
dis 2.2 m HClO4 25 4.04(e) [76BAG/RAM]
recalc (benzene) (4.04±0.19)
recalc (n-heptane) (3.87±0.20)
Best value 0 m 25 (7.09±0.25) This review

(a)Recalculations based on a consistent non-linear least squares approach.
(b)Recalculated by [62SYK/TAY] from their reported experimental value for the reaction

Np4+ + SO2−
4 
 NpSO2+

4 .
(c)q is the number of ligands in the complex Np(SO4)

4−2q
q

(d)This value is log10β1, not log10
∗β1.

(e)Average value from studies of TTA in benzene and inn-heptane.

Because of concern about interferences due to hydrolysis, all the Np(IV) experi-
ments were performed in strong acid medium. The results are therefore interpreted to
describe the following reactions:

Np4+ + HSO−4 
 NpSO2+
4 + H+ (10.6)

Np4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Np(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+. (10.7)

The results of [54SUL/HIN, 63MUS, 66AHR/BRA, 73PAT/RAM, 73PAT/RAM2,
76BAG/RAM], as recalculated by the reviewers (Table10.4), are used to determine
log ∗

10β◦1 (10.6). The results of [66AHR/BRA] were corrected from 20 to 25◦C using
�rH◦

m (10.6) determined below. Using the SIT model for extrapolation to the standard
state, the recommended value was found to be:

log ∗
10β◦1(10.6, 298.15 K) = (4.87± 0.15)

and �ε(10.6) = −(0.19 ± 0.06)kg·mol−1, a value that overlaps with that re-
ported for the analogous U(IV) reaction by [92GRE/FUG]. Assuming that
ε(H+,HSO−4 ) = −(0.01± 0.07) kg·mol−1 (estimated fromε(Na+,HSO−4 ), but with an
expanded uncertainty), this yields an estimated value of

ε
(NpSO2+

4 ,ClO−
4 )
= (0.48± 0.11) kg·mol−1

which is selected by this review. This value differs somewhat from the estimate of
ε
(USO2+

4 ,ClO−
4 )

= (0.3± 0.1)kg·mol−1 reported by [92GRE/FUG], but is within the

range of interaction parameters between ClO−
4 and other divalent complexes, including

for example FeSCN2+ [95SIL/BID].
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The results of [54SUL/HIN, 63MUS, 66AHR/BRA, 73PAT/RAM, 73PAT/RAM2,
76BAG/RAM], as recalculated, were used to determine the association quotient of Re-
action (10.7) at the standard state. The results of [66AHR/BRA] were corrected from
20 to 25◦C, as above. Using the SIT model for extrapolation, the best value was found
to be:

log ∗
10β◦2(10.7, 298.15 K) = (7.09± 0.25)

and�ε (10.7) = −(0.29± 0.11)kg·mol−1, a value that overlaps with the one for the
analogous reaction for the formation of U(SO4)2(aq) (�ε = −(0.46± 0.08)kg·mol−1,
[92GRE/FUG]).

�rH◦
m(10.6) can be determined independently from the experiments of

[54SUL/HIN, 73PAT/RAM, 73PAT/RAM2] in HDNNS (= dinonylnaphthalene-
sulphonic acid)/benzene, and [73PAT/RAM] in TTA(= thenoyltrifluoro-
acetone)/benzene. These yield estimates of�rH◦

m (10.6) of (13.6 ± 4.0),
(3.98± 1.6) and (4.56± 2.4) kJ·mol−1, respectively. As these estimates do not
overlap and there is no basis on which to reject any of the estimates, the unweighted
mean is chosen as the best value:

�rH
◦
m(10.6, 298.15 K) = (7.4± 8.8) kJ·mol−1

�rH◦
m (10.7) is calculated from the two independent experiments of [73PAT/RAM,

73PAT/RAM2] in HDNNS/benzene, and [73PAT/RAM] in TTA/benzene. These yield
estimates of(11.3±3.2) and(10.2±2.0) kJ·mol−1, respectively. The weighted mean
yields the best value:

�rH
◦
m(10.7, 298.15 K) = (10.5± 3.6) kJ·mol−1

The remaining thermodynamic parameters may be calculated from the above es-
timates.

10.1.2.1.e Np(III) sulphates

No experimental evidence for the stability of Np(III)-sulphate complexes was found.

10.1.2.2 Solid neptunium sulphates

Although no thermodynamic information is available for solid Np sulphates, there
exists a number of studies characterising such solids using X-ray diffraction, inferred
spectroscopy, thermogravimetry and bulk analysis. Principal among these are
[72MEF/KRO, 72MEF/KRO2, 78SAI/UEN, 82ALC/ROB, 82WES/MUL, 83HEL,
86WEI/HEL, 89BUD/FED]. Summaries of the compounds found and methods used
for characterisation are given in AppendixA. The results of these studies may be
useful to future researchers concerned about the stability of Np sulphate solid phases.





Chapter 11

Neptunium group 15
compounds and complexes

11.1 Neptunium nitrogen compounds and complexes

11.1.1 Neptunium nitrides and other pnictides

The only neptunium pnictides which have been characterised are the mono pnictides.
These compounds possess the face-centred cubic rock salt structure (space group
Fm3m). Studies on these compounds have been essentially concerned with the nature
of the chemical bonding [87BEN, 90DAB/BEN, 94AMA/BRA, 95ARA/OHM].
Studies on the neptunium-nitrogen system include some other properties. The lattice
parameters of the face-centred cubic neptunium pnictides are given in Table11.1.

Table 11.1: Lattice parameters of the face-centred cubic neptunium pnictides

Compound Lattice Parameter Reference
ao × 1010m

NpN 4.8987 [66OLS/MUL]
[94ARA/OKA]

NpP 5.6148 [95ARA/OHM]
NpAs 5.8389 [95ARA/OHM]
NpSb 6.2485 [95ARA/OHM]
NpBi 6.3732 [87BEN]
The standard deviation is probably 0.0001× 10−10 m.

NpSb transforms to the cubic CsCl structure at pressures above 12 Gpa
[90DAB/BEN] or to a tetragonal phase above 10 GPa with space group P4/mmm, a
distorted CsCl structure [94AMA/BRA].

187
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11.1.1.1 NpN(cr)

11.1.1.1.a Heat Capacity and entropy

The heat capacity and entropy for NpN (cr) at 298.15 K have been estimated from the
data for UN (cr) and PuN(cr)

C◦
p,m(NpN, cr) = (48.7± 0.9) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(NpN, cr, 298.15 K) = (63.9± 1.5) J·K−1·mol−1

An estimated heat capacity for NpN (cr) was used in the evaluation of thermal
conductivity from some measurements on the thermal diffusivity of this compound in
the temperature range 740-1600 K [94ARA/OKA]. This estimate of heat capacity has
been rejected because it is not consistent with analogous data for UN(cr) and PuN(cr).
An estimate of the variation of specific heat in the temperature range 298.15 - 2000 K
has been made using the estimated value forC◦

p,m (NpN, cr, 298.15K) and the data for
the variation of the specific heats of UN (cr) [72OET/LEI] and PuN(cr) [78OET].

C◦
p,m(NpN, cr) = 47.67+ 1.3174× 10−2T − 2.5762× 105T−2 J·K−1·mol−1

11.1.1.1.b Enthalpy of formation

An estimate is given based on the quantities for UN(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and PuN(cr):

�fH
◦
m(NpN, cr, 298.15K) = −(294.6± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

If the data for the Gibbs energy of formation are used to calculate the enthalpy of
formation, then there is a discrepancy of some 20 kJ·mol−1 between the second and
the third law values. The average of these two values is very close to the estimated
value. Because of this discrepancy, the assessed value is preferred as the value and the
selected uncertainty is consistent with those for uranium and plutonium mononitrides.

11.1.1.1.c The Gibbs energy of formation

This quantity was assessed with the above data for the entropy and enthalpy of forma-
tion of NpN (cr) and the entropies ofα-Np [76OET/RAN] and N2 (gas) [89COX/WAG,
85CHA/DAV].

�fG
◦
m(NpN, cr, 298.15 K) = −(270.0± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

The vaporisation behaviour of NpN(cr) from a Knudsen cell has been investigated by
mass spectrometry [97NAK/ARA]. The magnitude of the vapour pressure of Np(g)
indicated that decomposition to Np(l) was occurring in the temperature range of the
experiments (1690-2030 K). The samples of NpN(cr) were prepared by the carbo-
thermic reduction of NpO2(cr) in nitrogen and contained low levels of oxygen and
carbon impurities. The Gibbs energy of formation of NpN(cr) was calculated from
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the measurements of Np(g) pressure [97NAK/ARA], and data obtained for N2(g) pres-
sures over the two phase field Np(l) + NpN(cr) in the temperature range 2480-3100 K
[66OLS/MUL], extrapolated to the appropriate lower temperatures. The Gibbs energy
of formation of Np(g) was taken from this assessment (Section6.2). The Gibbs energy
of formation of NpN(cr), calculated from the above experimental results, lies between
those for PuN(cr) and UN(cr) [80POT/SPE],

�fG
◦
m(NpN, cr) = −(295900− 89.88T) J·mol−1 (1690− 2030 K)

The values for the Gibbs energy of formation obtained from this equation are some
3-7 % lower over the given temperature range than the values calculated from the as-
sessed data presented here.

11.1.1.1.d The melting point of NpN(cr)

Nitrogen pressures for the phase field Np(l) + NpN(cr) have been measured in the
temperature range 2480-3100 K

log10(pN2(g)/bar) = 8.199− 29.54× 103T−1 + 7.87× 10−18T5

From these data an estimate was made of the congruent melting point at 9.87 bar
N2(g) of 3103± 30 K [66OLS/MUL].

11.1.2 Neptunium azide complexes

Formation constants (Table11.2) for azido complexes of dioxoneptunium
(V), NpO2(N3)1−n

n (n = 1-5) at 25◦C, I = 5 (mol · dm−3) have been reported
[77CUI/MUS, 78MUS/MAR2], based on a spectroscopic study (970 to 1020 nm) at
pH values between 6.2 and 9.4. Although the measurements were done at constant
ionic strength, the nature of the ionic medium was very different for different solutions,
and the apparent values for the complexation constants undoubtedly were affected.
The results of this work cannot be used to derive serviceable values forI = 0, and the
existence of the very weak higher complexes (especially n = 4,5) should be regarded
as uncertain unless confirmed by other experiments.

Table 11.2: Reported formation constants for azido complexes of dioxoneptunium(V)
[78MUS/MAR2]

NpO2(N3)
1−n
n

n log10 Kn log10 βn

1 1.08 1.08
2 0.77 1.85
3 0.38 2.23
4 −0.13 2.10
5 −0.70 1.40
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11.1.3 Neptunium nitrites

The only data on neptunium nitrite complexes available to this review concern Np(V)
complexes and originate from the same research group. The data are presented in
Table11.3and refer to the reaction:

NpO+
2 + NO−

2 
 NpO2NO2(aq) (11.1)

Raoet al. [79RAO/GUD] studied this system using solvent extraction with NaD-
NNS at a total ionic strength of 2 M and obtained log10β(11.1, I = 2 M, 298.15 K) =
−(0.05± 0.05). The complex is weak, and substantial changes were therefore neces-
sary in the ionic medium in order obtain measurable effects. As shown in AppendixA,
the changes made in the ionic medium can also explain satisfactorily the measured
effects.

Table 11.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) nitrite system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10β Reference

NpO+2 + NO−
2 
 NpO2NO2(aq)

dis, DNNS 2 M NaClO4 25 −(0.05±0.05) [79RAO/GUD]
sp 2 M NaClO4 ∼ 23 0.14 [78RAO/PAT]

Rao and Patil [78RAO/PAT] studied the same system at the same ionic strength,
but using spectrophotometry, in order to confirm the solvent extraction results. They
obtained a slightly higher value of the constant, log10β(11.1, I = 2 M, 296.15 K) =
0.14, by measuring molar absorptivities at various ligand concentrations. No experi-
mental data are reported in this study, hence no recalculation or error estimation was
possible. In view of the paucity of the available data, no selection is made in this review
for Np(V) nitrite complexes.

11.1.4 Neptunium nitrates

11.1.4.1 Aqueous neptunium nitrates

11.1.4.1.a Aqueous Np(III) nitrates

No Np3+ nitrate complexes have been identified.

11.1.4.1.b Aqueous Np(IV) nitrates

Complex formation in Np(IV) nitrate systems has been studied by several investigators
and complexes formed according to the equilibria:

Np4+ + qNO−
3 
 Np(NO3)

4−q
q (11.2)

were proposed. The experimental equilibrium data have been summarised in
Table 11.4. The distribution studies reported by Lahr and Knoch [70LAH/KNO]
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and Moskvin [71MOS] lack experimental details and have possible experimental
shortcomings,cf. AppendixA.

The same types of problems are found for the studies of Stromat, Peekema and
Scott [58STR/PEE], Sykes and Taylor [62SYK/TAY] and Kusumakumariet al.
[79KUS/GAN] (cf. Appendix A). Except for the value obtained using high ionic
strength (I = 9 M) solutions by Barbanel and Muravieva [72BAR/MUR], the data
from the other studies have been used to estimate a value for the formation constant
for NpNO3+

3 .
All inner sphere complexes beyond the first are extremely weak at even moderate

nitrate concentrations, and calculations have shown (AppendixA) that effects of higher
complexes can often be accounted for by considering activity coefficient changes in
sequential substitution for large amounts of the medium ions (e.g., perchlorate) by
nitrate ions, and assuming only the formation of the first complex up to 2 M nitrate
[98SPA/PUI]. Such assumptions do not greatly influence the selection of a value for the
first complexation constant as shown in Figure11.1. The value of the constant reported
by Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI] was obtained in an electrolyte mixture consisting of
3 M NaClO4 + 1 M HClO4, and the filled symbol in Figure11.1represents the value
recalculated in 4 M HClO4 in order to plot it together with the other values.

Table 11.4: Experimental equilibrium data for the Np(IV) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) log10βq(I)(c) Reference
medium (◦C)

Np4+ + NO−3 
 NpNO3+
3

pot 1.0 M HNO3 25 0.38 [58STR/PEE]
kin 2.0 M HNO3 25 0.11 [62SYK/TAY]
dis, TTA 0.5 M HClO4 20 0.45 (0.48±0.10) [66SHI/NAZ]

(0.62±0.20)(b)

dis, TTA 1 M HClO4 20 0.34 (0.34±0.10)
(0.23±0.20)(b)

dis, TTA 1.5 M HClO4 20 0.36 (0.28±0.10)
(0.41±0.20)(b)

dis, TTA 2 M HClO4 20 0.30 (0.20±0.10)
(0.11±0.20)(b)

sp, kin 2 M HClO4 25 0.34 (0.42±0.15) [66RYK/YAK]
(0.34±0.20)(b)

dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −1.52 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TBP 2 M HClO4 25 0.83 [71MOS]
dis, TBP 4 M HClO4 25 0.72
dis, TTA 4 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 −(0.15± 0.12) −(0.12±0.10) [71DAN/CHI]

−(0.15±0.12)(b)

sp 9 M HClO4 25 0.9 (1.2± 0.1) [72BAR/MUR]
dis, DNNS 2 M HClO4 25 0.20(d) [72PAT]
sp 7 M HClO4 25 0.9(d) [73ESC]
dis, HTTA 6 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 0.53 [79KUS/GAN]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 11.4: (continued)

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) log10βq(I)(c) Reference
medium (◦C)

Np4+ + 2NO−3 
 Np(NO3)2+2

dis, TTA 1 M HClO4 20 0.08 [66SHI/NAZ]
sp, kin 2 M HClO4 25 0.18 [66RYK/YAK]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.17 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TBP 2 M HClO4 25 1.08 [71MOS]
dis, TBP 4 M HClO4 25 1.31
dis, TTA 4 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 −(0.74± 0.15) [71DAN/CHI]
dis, TTA 9 M HClO4 25 2.06 [72BAR/MUR]
dis, DNNS 2 M HClO4 25 0.65(d) [72PAT]
sp 7 M HClO4 20 1.93(d) [73ESC]
dis, HTTA 6 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 0.68 [79KUS/GAN]

Np4+ + 3NO−3 
 Np(NO3)3+

dis, TTA 1 M HClO4 20 −0.26 [66SHI/NAZ]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.82 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TBP 4 M HClO4 25 1.55 [71MOS]
dis, TBP 2 M HClO4 25 1.23

Np4+ + 4NO−3 
 Np(NO3)4(aq)

dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.89 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TBP 2 M HClO4 25 1.56 [71MOS]
dis, TBP 4 M HClO4 25 1.16

(a)Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated for the ionic medium and at the tem-
perature given in the table.

(b)Calculated using the method of the authors and estimating uncertainties.
(c)Calculated in this review by assuming only the first complex forms for nitrate concentrations
≤ 2 M and accounting for activity factor changes while substituting perchlorate ions with
nitrate.

(d)[72PAT, 73ESC] are two doctoral theses cited in a review paper by Patilet al. [78PAT/RAM]
and they have not been available to the reviewers.

Hence, the following formation constant results from the extrapolation

log10β
◦
1(11.2, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 1.90± 0.15

and has been selected in this review. This value, as well as the value of�ε = −(0.09±
0.05)kg·mol−1 obtained simultaneously, compare reasonably well with the corres-
ponding values of(1.47± 0.13) and−(0.21± 0.05) reported for the uranium com-
plex [92GRE/FUG] and with the corresponding plutonium values,(1.95± 0.15) and
−(0.19± 0.05).
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Figure 11.1: Extrapolation to infinite dilution of the literature experimental data (open
squares) and data recalculated in the present review at trace nitrate concentrations
(filled circles) for the formation of NpNO3+3 by using the specific interaction equations
(cf. AppendixB).
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There is evidence that anionic complexes form at very high nitrate concentrations
in acidic solutions, and these complexes can be taken up on anion exchange resins
[86FAH]; however, no data suitable for determining thermodynamic constants for these
complexes are available.

11.1.4.1.c Aqueous Np(V) nitrates

Cation exchange and distribution studies have been used to obtain quantitative data on
the stability of dioxoneptunium(V) nitrate complexes according to the reaction

NpO+
2 + qNO−

3 
 NpO2(NO3)
1−q
q (11.3)

Spectrophotometric studies fail to detect changes in the spectra of the NpO+
2 ion in

aqueous solutions even at relatively high nitrate concentrations. Also, in some poten-
tiometric studies of the Np(V)/Np(VI) couple, the changes observed with the increase
of nitrate concentration can at least tentatively be described in terms of the forma-
tion of Np(VI) nitrate complexes, neglecting Np(V) complexation. The reasons for
rejecting the results from the study of Lahr and Knoch [70LAH/KNO] are discussed in
AppendixA.

For all the other data reported in Table11.5recalculation of the tabulated or scanned
primary data, by accounting for the changes of activity coefficients to allow for the
substitution of large fraction of the perchlorate ions with nitrate ions, demonstrates
that the observed experimental effects can be explained solely as changes of activity
coefficients (see AppendixA entries for [64GAI/SYK, 71DAN/CHI, 79RAO/GUD,
81PAT/RAM]). This together with spectrophotometric evidence on the lack of

Table 11.5: Experimental equilibrium data for the Np(V) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10β(I)(a) Reference
medium (◦C)

NpO+2 +NO−
3 
 NpO2NO3(aq)

cix 2 M HClO4 20 −(0.25± 0.05) [64GAI/SYK]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.28 [70LAH/KNO]
pot 2 M HClO4 20 −(1.60± 0.02) [71DAN/CHI]
dis, DNNS 2 M NaClO4 20 −(0.55± 0.09) [79RAO/GUD]
dis, DNNS 8.5 M NaClO4 20 −0.52 [81PAT/RAM]

NpO+2 + 2NO−3 
 NpO2(NO3)−2

pot 2 M HClO4 20 −(1.37± 0.01) [71DAN/CHI]
(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, for the ionic medium and at

the temperature given in the table.

changes in the spectra at nitrate concentrations up to 4 M confirms the absence of
inner sphere dioxoneptunium(V) nitrate complexes.
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11.1.4.1.d Aqueous Np(VI) nitrates

The experimental equilibrium data available in the literature for the reactions

NpO2+
2 + qNO−

3 
 NpO2(NO3)
2−q
q (11.4)

are collected in Table11.6. There is no direct experimental (e.g., spectroscopic) evid-
ence for inner sphere Np(VI) nitrate complexation reported in the available literature.
As discussed in AppendixA, the papers of Rykov and Yakovlev [66RYK/YAK], Lahr
and Knoch [70LAH/KNO] and of Vasiliev, Andeichuk and Rykov [75VAS/AND] are
subject to various shortcomings that preclude use of values from these sources. The

Table 11.6: Experimental equilibrium data for the Np(VI) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10β(I)(a) Reference
medium (◦C)

NpO2+
2 +NO−3 
 NpO2NO+3

sp, kin 2 M HClO4 25 −0.4 [66RYK/YAK]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.24 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TTA 4 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 −(0.68± 0.06) [71DAN/CHI]

−(0.68±0.20)(b)

pot 4 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 −(1.05± 0.14)
pot 0.4 M HClO4 25 −(0.98± 0.02) [70AL-/WAI2]

−(0.98±0.50)(b)

pot 0.5 M HClO4 25 −(0.96± 0.02)
−(0.96±0.50)(b)

pot 0.6 M HClO4 25 −(0.89± 0.02)
−(0.89±0.50)(b)

pot 0.8 M HClO4 25 −(0.94± 0.02)
−(0.94±0.50)(b)

NpO2+
2 + 2NO−3 
 NpO2(NO3)2(aq)

pot 4 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 −(1.23± 0.14) [71DAN/CHI]
sp 0.1 - 23 M HNO3 ? (4.74±0.04)(c) [75VAS/AND]

< −2.06(d)

(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, for the ionic medium and
at the temperature given in the table.

(b) Uncertainties estimated in this review.
(c) Refers to the constant for the reaction which includes water molecules, that is:

NpO2(H2O)2+6 + 2NO−3 
 NpO2(NO3)2(H2O)6−x + xH2O. The value for
the constant corresponding to Equation (11.4), q = 2, has been calculated in this
review.

(d) Upper limit value of the constant estimated in this review by assuming only the
first complex to form for nitrate≤ 2 M and accounting for activity factor changes
while substituting perchlorate ions with nitrate.

various experimentally measured quantities may be expressed by accounting for both
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activity coefficient changes and complex formation, which in the case of distribution
studies have the following form:

D0

D
=

γNpO+2 ,ClO−
4
·γ 2

H+,mix

γNpO+2 ,mix·γ 2
H+,ClO−

4

·(1+ β1·[NO−
3 ]·γ−1

cpx1,mix + (11.5)

β2·[NO−
3 ]2·γ−1

cpx2,mix + . . .)

Since all experiments have been performed at constant molar ionic strength, the
logarithm of the activity factor of an ion may be expressed as a linear function of ni-
trate concentration. By taking the logarithm of Equation (11.5), the only way that the
logarithm of the left hand side can be expressed as a linear function of nitrate concen-
tration is if the expression inside parentheses is equal to one,i.e., the constants tend to
zero. Similar expressions have been used in AppendixA in the case of potentiometric
measurements (e.g., [70AL-/WAI2, 71DAN/CHI]). In most of the papers negligibly
small constants will provide an adequate fit to the experimental data. At this time it is
not possible to select any constants for this system.

It is concluded that the dioxoneptunium(VI) nitrate complexes are weak, as is also
the case for the other actinides [92GRE/FUG] (see also Section20.1.3.1). This makes
it difficult to distinguish between complex formation and changes in the activity coef-
ficients of the species studied, caused by the large changes in the composition of the
ionic medium when substituting an inert anion (often perchlorate) by the ligand ion
(nitrate). If aβ1 value for formation of NpO2NO+

3 is required, the use of the first asso-
ciation constant recommended for the analogous uranium system [92GRE/FUG] will
probably not cause too large an error.

11.1.4.2 Solid neptunium nitrates

11.1.4.2.a Np(IV)

The synthesis of Np(NO3)4·2H2O(s) was described by Laidler [66LAI]. No chemical
thermodynamic data were reported.

11.1.4.2.b Np(V)

The synthesis of NpO2NO3·H2O(s) and of NpO(NO3)3·3H2O(s) were described
by Laidler [66LAI]. There is some question as to whether the second of these
compounds was properly characterised and if the neptunium is actually Np(V). The
NpO2NO3·H2O(s) of Laidler was prepared by drying a more hydrated salt under
vacuum, and Grigor’evet al [94GRI/CHA] have reported a crystal structure for
NpO2NO3·2.5H2O(s). No chemical thermodynamic data have been reported.

11.1.4.2.c Np(VI)

The synthesis of NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) was described by Laidler [66LAI]. Brand
and Cobble [70BRA/COB] carried out a limited set of measurements of the
solubility of this salt in water (reporting a saturation molality at(25 ± 0.2)◦C of
(2.95 ± 0.26)). From this, and activities from the corresponding uranium system
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[51ROB/LIM], �rGm for the dissolution of NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) was calculated
to be−(12.3 ± 1.1) kJ·mol−1. This value is used in determining the values of
S◦m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) and�fG◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) in Section7.2.
The enthalpy of solution in water of the nitrate salt was also measured by Brand

and Cobble [70BRA/COB]. The result,(21.59± 0.54) kJ·mol−1, was corrected for
hydrolysis to(18.83± 1.67) kJ·mol−1 by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]. The cor-
rection was calculated using hydrolysis constants for UO2+

2 that are somewhat greater
than those selected in the present review (cf. Section7.2) for NpO2+

2 , and used en-
thalpies for the hydrolysis reactions of uranium in the absence of data for Np(VI).
However, the differences are probably within the uncertainty assigned by Fuger and
Oetting [76FUG/OET], and their recalculation is accepted in the present review. The
entropy for the solid was estimated as(516.3±4.6) J·K−1·mol−1 by Brand and Cobble
[70BRA/COB] using the known entropy of the corresponding uranium salt and adding
a contribution of(10.5± 4.6) J·K−1·mol−1 for the magnetic contribution of the un-
paired electron in NpO2+2 . Again, this value is also accepted here, (converted directly
from the original units of cal·K−1·mol−1), but with a slightly increased uncertainty to
reflect the use of the uranium data,

S◦m(NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O, s, 298.15 K) = (516.306± 8.000) J·K−1·mol−1

Using this, the selected value for�fH◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) =
−(860.7 ± 4.7) kJ·mol−1 from Section 7.2, and the CODATA value for
�fH◦

m(NO−
3 , aq, 298.15 K),

�fH
◦
m(NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O, s, 298.15 K) = −(3008.241± 5.022) kJ·mol−1

Then,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O, s, 298.15 K) = −(2428.069± 5.565) kJ·mol−1

11.2 Neptunium phosphorus compounds and com-
plexes

11.2.1 Aqueous Np(III) phosphates

There are no experimental data for the Np(III) phosphate system. Moskvin [69MOS],
estimated constants for complexes of the general composition Np(H2PO4)

3−n
n , where

n = 1 - 3, based on his study of Pu(III), Am(III) and Cm(III) phosphate systems
[71MOS4]. The experimentally determined constants for complexes of the type
Pu(H2PO4)

3−n
n are rejected by this review (see AppendixA entries for [71MOS4] and

[69MOS]); the same holds for values estimated for the Np(H2PO4)
3−n
n complexes.
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11.2.2 Aqueous Np(IV) phosphates

To our knowledge, there are no published experimental data for the Np(IV) phosphate
system. Moskvin [67MOS/ESS] estimated constants for complexes of the general com-
position Np(HPO4)4−2n

n , wheren = 1 - 4, from the values for the corresponding Pu(IV)
phosphate system as reported by Denotkina and Moskvin [60DEN/MOS2], as well as
from values for the thorium(IV) and the uranium(IV) systems [67MOS/ESS].

Since the experimentally determined constants for complexes of the type
Pu(HPO4)

4−2n
n are not accepted by this review (see the discussion of [60DEN/MOS2]

and [60DEN/MOS] in Appendix A), the same holds for the values for the
Np(HPO4)

4−2n
n complexes.

11.2.3 Aqueous Np(V) phosphates

There have been several studies of the aqueous Np(V) phosphate system using spectro-
photometric, ion exchange or co-precipitation methods (Table11.7), and the results are
in reasonable agreement. In all cases, the data were recalculated using the phosphoric
acid dissociation constants calculated at the corresponding ionic medium and temper-
ature with the SIT equations and interaction coefficients (AppendixB), together with
the enthalpies of reaction selected in this review. Rees and Daniel [84REE/DAN] have
carried out a careful study of the Np(V) phosphate system at constant pH and three dif-
ferent temperatures, 10, 25 and 35◦C. No analysis of the proton content of the ligand
can be made at constant pH, but they refer in their analysis to the speciation results of
Moskvin and Peretrukhin [64MOS/PER].

The value of the equilibrium constant for the reaction

NpO+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO−4 (11.6)

as recalculated in this review (AppendixA), is log10β1(11.6, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298 K)=
(2.42± 0.42). This is in good agreement with the values recalculated from the data
of Moskvin and Peretrukhin [64MOS/PER], log10β1(11.6, 0.2 M NH4ClO4, 293 K) =
(2.46±0.15), and Morgenstern and Kim [96MOR/KIM], log10β1(11.6, 0.1 M NaClO4,

298 K) = (2.52±0.02). The weighted average of these three values after extrapolation
to I = 0 has been selected:

log10β◦(11.6, 298.15 K) = (2.95± 0.10)

The value of the complexation constant reported by Moskvin and Pozniakov
[79MOS/POZ] for the above reaction was not included in the selection because of
possible experimental problems in the part of that study dealing with complexation of
Np(V) (see AppendixA).

There are conflicting hypotheses as to the stoichiometry of other Np(V)-phosphate
complexes at high pH. Therefore, none of these constants corresponding to the
formation of the species NpO2H2PO4(aq), [64MOS/PER, 85INO/TOC2], the species
NpO2PO2−

4 [79MOS/POZ, 96MOR/KIM] and the species NpO2(H2PO4)
−
2 and

NpO2(HPO4)
3−
2 [85INO/TOC2] are selected,cf. Appendix A. If the formation
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Table 11.7: Stability constants for Np(V) phosphate complexes.

Method Ionic t log10βq Reference
Reaction medium (◦C)

NpO+2 + H2PO−4 
 NpO2H2PO4(aq)

cix 0.2 M NH4ClO4 20 0.8 [64MOS/PER]
dis 1.0 M NaClO4 25 (1.04±0.18) [85INO/TOC2]

NpO+2 + 2H2PO−4 
 NpO2(H2PO4)
−
2

dis 1.0 M NaClO4 25 (1.87±0.29) [85INO/TOC2]

NpO+2 + HPO2−
4 
 NpO2HPO−4

cix 0.2 M NH4ClO4 20 (2.85±0.15) [64MOS/PER]
cppt 1 M NH4Cl 20 (2.9±0.1) [79MOS/POZ]
cix 0.1 M NaClO4 10 (3.11±0.19) [84REE/DAN]
cix 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (2.36±0.42)
cix 0.1 M NaClO4 35 (2.06±0.39)
dis 1.0 M NaClO4 25 (2.11±0.09) [85INO/TOC2]
sp 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (2.54±0.02) [96MOR/KIM]

I −→ 0 25 (2.95±0.10) This review

NpO+2 + 2HPO2−
4 
 NpO2(HPO4)

3−
2

dis 1.0 M NaClO4 25 (3.43±0.16) [85INO/TOC2]

NpO+2 + PO3−
4 
 NpO2PO2−

4

cppt 1 M NH4ClO4 20 (5.78±0.25) [79MOS/POZ]
sp. 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (6.33±0.08) [96MOR/KIM]
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constant for NpO2PO2−
4 of Morgenstern and Kim [96MOR/KIM] were correct, then

NpO2PO2−
4 could be an important species at high pH in moderately concentrated

phosphate solutions. Thus, attempts to confirm the stoichiometry and stability of this
species would be useful.

Rees and Daniel [84REE/DAN] have carried out measurements of the constant
β1(11.6, 0.1 M NaClO4) at 10, 25 and 35◦C. Because of possible shortcomings in
their experiments (see AppendixA), the data at 35◦C were not considered usable. A
weighted linear regression of the type “lnβ1 versus 1/T (K−1)” for the measurements
at 10 and 25◦C results in�rHm(11.6, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298 K) = −(52± 50) kJ·mol−1

and�rSm(11.6, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298 K) = −(127± 167) J·K−1·mol−1. Because of
the high uncertainties, these values are not extrapolated toI = 0, nor selected in the
present review.

11.2.4 Aqueous Np(VI) phosphates

For the Np(VI) phosphate system there is only one study - the solvent extraction work
by Mathur and Choppin [94MAT/CHO]. Another study was claimed by Moskvin in
a compilation paper [69MOS], but has not been available to this review, apparently
because it was never published.

Mathur and Choppin in [94MAT/CHO] explain their solvent extraction data by
proposing the formation of three complexes NpO2H2PO+4 , NpO2HPO4(aq) and
NpO2(HPO4)

2−
2 . This is the only study available on this system, apparently with

some uncertainties as to the stoichiometry of the species (cf. AppendixA) and there
is not enough information to permit recalculation. Hence, the values reported for the
equilibrium constants of the reactions:

NpO2+
2 + H2PO−4 
 NpO2H2PO+4 (11.7)

NpO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO4(aq) (11.8)

NpO2+
2 + 2HPO2−

4 
 NpO2(HPO4)
2−
2 (11.9)

have been selected with substantially increased uncertainty limits:

log10β(11.7, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (2.52± 0.50)

log10β(11.8, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (4.54± 0.70)

log10β(11.9, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (7.5± 1.0)

From these, using approximations discussed in the entry for [94MAT/CHO] in Ap-
pendixA, the following selected values were calculated.

log10β◦(11.7, 298.15 K) = (3.32± 0.50)

log10β◦(11.8, 298.15 K) = (6.2± 0.70)

log10β◦(11.9, 298.15 K) = (9.5± 1.0)



Chapter 12

Neptunium group 14
compounds and complexes

12.1 Neptunium carbon compounds and complexes

12.1.1 Neptunium carbides

The thermodynamical properties of neptunium carbides were reviewed in the early
1980s by Holley, Rand and Storms [84HOL/RAN], and little significant information
has been published since then. Thermodynamic quantities for these compounds are in-
cluded here for information, but no additional assessment has been carried out. Com-
pounds in the Np-C system include a sub-stoichiometric monocarbide NpCx (x =
0.82−0.94), a sesquicarbide and, at temperatures approaching 3000 K, a dicarbide. In
the present review we accept the (calorie unit) values as assessed by Holley, Rand and
Storms, except for the entropy of the monocarbide, where a non zero value forS◦m(0 K)
has been taken.

12.1.1.1 Neptunium monocarbide

Reliable thermodynamic data exist only for one composition of the monocarbide phase,
NpC(0.91±0.02)(cr). Sandenaw, Gibney and Holley [73SAN/GIB] made heat capacity
measurements from 15 to 373 K and Huber and Holley [72HUB/HOL] measured the
enthalpy of combustion by oxygen bomb calorimetry using samples of the same (rather
impure) material. The monocarbide showed a lambda peak at(228.4± 0.2) K due to
ferromagnetic ordering; the heat capacity values were rather irreproducible from 240
to 310 K, and possible reasons for this were discussed by Sandenawet al. Integration
of the heat capacity values gave for NpC0.91(cr):

S◦m(298.15 K)− S◦m(0 K) = (69.66± 2.00) J·K−1·mol−1

where the uncertainty has been estimated in this review; it allows for the fact that
the material contained 2.3% of impurities, and the irreproducibility of the data around
300 K.

If the vacancies in this phase are assumed not to have ordered at the lowest
temperature of measurement,S◦m(0 K) = −R(0.91 ln(0.91) + 0.09 ln(0.09)) =
2.52 J·K−1·mol−1, giving finally

S◦m(NpC0.91, cr, 298.15 K) = (72.2± 2.4) J·K−1·mol−1

201
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which is the selected value. Owing to the irreproducibility of the results around 300 K,
the selected value of the heat capacity has been given a larger uncertainty than normal:

C◦
p,m(NpC0.91, cr, 298.15 K) = (50.0± 1.0) J·K−1·mol−1

Values ofC◦
p,m(T) for the temperature interval from 298.15 to 1000 K have been estim-

ated from those for PuC0.84:

C◦
p,m(NpC0.91, cr, T) = 61.250− 3.52747 10−2T + 3.62834 10−5T2

−3.4842 105T−2 J·K−1·mol−1

From their combustion measurements, Huber and Holley [72HUB/HOL] derived

�fH
◦
m(NpC0.91, cr, 298.15 K) = −(71.1± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

which is the selected value. However, the uncertainty has been increased in the present
review; this allows for the large uncertainty in the Np-metal content of the solid (the
α-Np(cr) content was estimated as (3± 2) mass per cent in the original publication).

The calculated Gibbs energy of formation thus becomes

�fG
◦
m(NpC0.91, cr, 298.15 K) = −(76.0± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

12.1.1.2 Neptunium sesquicarbide

Holley, Rand and Storms [84HOL/RAN] estimated the entropy of formation of
Np2C3(cr) at 298.15 K to be (16.8± 8.4) J·K−1·mol−1 to make the Gibbs energy of
formation to be similar to that of U2C3(cr). We have accepted this value and thus
select

S◦m(Np2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = (135± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

These authors took the enthalpy of formation of the sesquicarbide to be

�fH
◦
m(Np2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(187.4± 19.2) kJ·mol−1

based on unpublished measurements of the enthalpy of combustion by Holley. This is
also the selected value.

The calculated Gibbs energy of formation thus becomes

�fG
◦
m(Np2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(192.4± 19.4) kJ·mol−1

The heat capacity at 298.15 K has been estimated from those of U2C3(cr) and
Pu2C3(cr):

C◦
p,m(Np2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = (110± 8) J·K−1·mol−1

12.1.1.3 Neptunium dicarbide

There is insufficient information on the stability of this compound to make meaningful
estimates of its thermodynamic properties.
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12.1.2 Neptunium carbonates

12.1.2.1 The aqueous neptunium carbonates

Studies of the carbonate complexes are not straightforward since the carbonate ion,
CO2−

3 , is a basic anion. Therefore hydrolysis, including formation of mixed CO2−
3 –

OH− complexes, may occur together with carbonate complexation. In acidic media,
the carbonate ion is converted to carbon dioxide gas, CO2(g). Therefore, when alkali
metal or ammonium carbonate aqueous solutions (M2CO3) are in contact with the air,
log10 pCO2 can increase from−7 or−6 to−3.5 (i.e., the pH of the solution is not buf-
fered). This can introduce a shift of more than six orders of magnitude in the calculated
formation constant for the Np(IV) carbonate complex as deduced from redox measure-
ments of the Np(V)/Np(IV) couple. One way to avoid this problem is to work in closed
cells containing carbonate-bicarbonate buffers. To control (and study) the effects of
lower concentrations of carbonate ions, solutions buffered by bicarbonate and carbon
dioxide are also extensively used. Carbon dioxide gas is continually bubbled through
the open system (this type of buffering cannot be done in a closed system), and the
major anion of the carbonate system is then the bicarbonate anion, HCO−

3 . The car-
bonate aqueous system is a two-component system, and it can be formally described
using only two species (if OH− and CO2(g) are used to describe the system, HCO−

3
and CO2−

3 are often written as OHCO−2 and(OH)2CO2−
2 , respectively). Consequently,

when experiments are carried out in equilibrium with air, the effects of CO2−
3 are equi-

valent to those of 2OH−, and no unique interpretation can be proposed from such
experimental work (typically such methodology cannot distinguish between reaction
of NpO+

2 to form NpO2CO−
3 or to form NpO2(OH)−2 ). This problem was discussed

in detail in the earlier review of the uranium-carbonate system [92GRE/FUG] (pages
308 and 312). The same observations apply when the neptunium-carbonate aqueous
system is studied, and the same methodology is used in the present review for treating
measurements reported in the literature.

Some published measurements were performed in concentrated aqueous M2CO3 or
MHCO3 media (M = Na, K or NH4) without addition of an inert salt. The ionic strength
was then dependent on the concentration of the complexing species (typically CO2−

3 ).
The junction potentials also varied during these pH or potential measurements. It is
difficult to develop a quantitative interpretation from such work, or to deduce accurate
thermodynamic values from it. Nevertheless, these measurements are considered in the
present review, as there are too few other experimental results.

Parallel species (having the same stoichiometry) with similar formation constant (or
solubility product) values are expected within the actinide series: U(V), Np(V), Pu(V)
and Am(V) (but not Pa(V)). Neptunium is the most stable actinide element in the +5
oxidation state. Hence there are more published works on complexes of Np(V) than on
the complexes of the other elements of this actinide(V) series, and the stoichiometries
of these actinide(V) species were usually determined from experimental information
concerning Np(V). The analysis of the Pu(V) system for which there is less data was
guided by analogy to the Np(V) system as was previously the case for U(V) species
[92GRE/FUG]. Conversely, Np(IV) and Np(VI) species are expected to be the same
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as those reasonably well-documented for uranium [92GRE/FUG]. There is usually not
enough published information to determine the stoichiometry and propose thermody-
namic data for all these expected Np(IV) and Np(VI) species. Therefore, this review
has extensively used analogy with the uranium system (for specific interaction coeffi-
cients of anions with charge−1 to−3, and for stoichiometry) and prefers proposing
values with large uncertainties or even maximum formation constant values, rather than
proposing no value at all. Values could be proposed for Np(III) species in the same way,
by analogy with values for Am(III) species [95SIL/BID]; but usually Np(III) reduces
water under conditions where Np(III) carbonate complexes are expected to form.

12.1.2.1.1 Np(VII) carbonate complexes

Evidence of the formation of a neptunium(VII) carbonate complex was proposed
[76SHI/STE].

12.1.2.1.2 Np(VI) carbonate complexes

There are several publications on the neptunium(VI) carbonate system. The avail-
able information is summarized in Table12.1, where the results of reinterpretation of
data as carried out in the present review and some experimental information are also
provided. Details of the selection or reinterpretation of published works are given in
the AppendixA. There is satisfactory experimental information available for only two
Np(VI) complexes in aqueous carbonate/bicarbonate media:

• Simakin’s experimental study of the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox equilibrium in
Na2CO3 and K2CO3 aqueous media [77SIM] was used to proposed the stoi-
chiometry and the formation constant of the limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 .

This work was later confirmed by Riglet [90RIG] and by Offerlé, Capdevila and
Vitorge [95OFF/CAP].

• Grenthe, Riglet and Vitorge [86GRE/RIG] and Riglet [90RIG] showed that, as
for uranium, the limiting complex can polymerize to form the trinuclear species
(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 .
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Table 12.1: Experimental equilibrium constants (in molar units) and potentials for the dioxoneptunium(VI)-carbonate-water system.

Method Ionic medium t log10 K E Reference E(a)(b)(c)

(◦C) (V/SHE) (V/SHE)

NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)4−3

cal 0.3-1.6 M Na2SO4 25 �rHm = −(33.4(i)±12.2(j)) kJ·mol−1 [85SCH/FRI]
+ Na2CO3

cal 0.98-1.135 M Na2SO4 25 �rHm = −(41.9±3.2(j)) kJ·mol−1 [88ULL/SCH]
+ 0.123-0.363 M Na2CO3

red 1 M NaClO4 25 21.6 [84MAY]
≥ (19.2±4.4)(a)

red, rev 1 M NaClO4, 25 (20.6±1.5)(a) [84MAY]

pot 1 M NaClO4 25 (21.15±0.12) [84MAY]
red, sol 3 M (Na, ClO4) 25 (21.8±0.3)(a) [90RIG]

NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 NpO2(CO3)2−2 + CO2−
3

red 1 M NaClO4 25 −4.51 [84MAY]
≤ −(5.7±2.0)(a)

pot 1 M NaClO4 25 −(4.64±0.18) [84MAY]
≤ −4.74(a)

sol, rev 3 M NaClO4 22 −(6.3±0.7) [98VIT/CAP]

NpO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)2−2

red 1 M NaClO4 25 (13.5±4.8) [84MAY]
≤ (14.9±2.1)(a)

pot 1 M NaClO4 25 (16.51±0.14) [84MAY]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.1: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K E Reference E(a)(b)(c)

(◦C) (V/SHE) (V/SHE)

≤ (15.4±0.6)(a)

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 (15.72±0.51) [98VIT/CAP]
(15.77±0.52)(a)(b)

NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 NpO2(CO3)(aq)+ 2CO2−
3

red 1 M NaClO4 25 ≤ −(11.1±2.0)(a) [84MAY]
sol, rev 3 M NaClO4 22 −(13.55±0.7) [98VIT/CAP]

NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)(aq)

red 1 M NaClO4 25 ≤ (9.5±2.1)(a) [84MAY]
red 1 M NaClO4 25 (7.9±1.0) [84MAY]
sol 3 M NaClO4 22 (8.5± 1.0), (8.72± 0.52)(a)(b) [98VIT/CAP]

3NpO2(CO3)4−3 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−
3

pot 1 M NaClO4 25 −(9.2±2.9)(d) [84MAY]
−(8.81±1.08)(a)(b)

sp 3 M NaClO4 22 −(10.0±0.1) [86GRE/RIG]
−(10.06±0.57)(a)(b) [90RIG]

2NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 7H+ 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5CO2(g)+ 2H2O(l)

pot 1 M NaClO4 25 (41.76±0.94) [84MAY]
(41.75±1.46)(a)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.1: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K E Reference E(a)(b)(c)

(◦C) (V/SHE) (V/SHE)

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 + e−

vlt 0 25 (0.340±0.002)(k) [95OFF/CAP]
red 0.13 M Na2CO3 ? (0.437±0.010) [77SIM] 0.421
red 0.20 M Na2CO3 ? (0.447±0.010) 0.440
vlt 0.22 M Na2CO3 25 (0.434±0.004)(l) [95OFF/CAP] 0.428
red 0.31 M Na2CO3 ? (0.459±0.010) [77SIM] 0.456
red 0.51 M Na2CO3 ? (0.466±0.010) 0.466
vlt 0.55 M Na2CO3 25 (0.467±0.003)(l) [95OFF/CAP] 0.466
red 0.74 M Na2CO3 ? (0.475±0.043) [77SIM] 0.475
red 1 M Na2CO3, ? 0.465 [81WES/SUL]

1 M NaHCO3
red 1 M Na2CO3 25 (0.46±0.01)(a)(b) [77SIM]
cou 1 M Na2CO3 23 0.49 [93LI/KAT]
vlt 1 M Na2CO3 25 (0.500±0.003)(l) [95OFF/CAP] 0.500
red 1.02 M Na2CO3 ? (0.492±0.010) [77SIM] 0.492
vlt 1.25 M Na2CO3 25 (0.500±0.009)(l) [95OFF/CAP] 0.500
vlt 1.5 M Na2CO3 25 (0.498±0.006)(l) 0.498
red 1.53 M Na2CO3 ? (0.499±0.010) [77SIM] 0.499
vlt 2 M Na2CO3 ? 0.474 [84VAR/HOB]
vlt 2 M Na2CO3 25 (0.507±0.010)(l) [95OFF/CAP] 0.507
red 2.09 M Na2CO3 ? (0.511±0.010) [77SIM] 0.511
red 1 M NaClO4, 25 (0.426±0.087)(a) [84MAY]

0.2 M NaHCO3
vlt 3 M NaClO4 22 (0.496±0.005) [90RIG] 0.495
red 0.19 M K2CO3 ? (0.446±0.010)(b) [77SIM]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.1: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K E Reference E(a)(b)(c)

(◦C) (V/SHE) (V/SHE)

red 0.2 M K2CO3 20 (0.43±0.01) [74SIM/VOL](f)

red 0.51 M K2CO3 ? (0.451±0.010)(a)(b) [77SIM]
red 0.78 M K2CO3 ? (0.452±0.010)
red 0.8 M K2CO3 20 (0.44±0.01) [74SIM/VOL] (f)

red 1.01 M K2CO3 ? (0.464±0.010)(a)(b) [77SIM]
red 1.53 M K2CO3 ? (0.473±0.010)
red 1.99 M K2CO3 ? (0.473±0.010)
red 2.54 M K2CO3 ? (0.472±0.010)
red 3 M K2CO3 20 (0.44±0.01) [74SIM/VOL] (f)

NpO2(CO3)5−3 +NpO2+
2 
 NpO+2 + NpO2(CO3)4−3

cou 1 M Na2CO3 23 11.5 [93LI/KAT]
red 1 M NaClO4 25 (12.06±0.75)(a) [84MAY]
vlt 3 M NaClO4 22 (11.13±0.2)(a) [90RIG]
red 0.4-6 M K+, 20 (11.2±0.9)(a) [74SIM/VOL]

1 M ClO−
4

red 0.4-2 M Na2CO3 20 (12.0±1.2)(a) [74SIM/VOL]
or K2CO3

NpO2CO3(s)
 NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 −(13.8±0.38) [98VIT/CAP]
−(13.99±0.33)(a)(b)

sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 −(14.62±0.12) [96KAT/KIM ]
−(14.18±0.56)(a)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.1: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K E Reference E(a)(b)(c)

(◦C) (V/SHE) (V/SHE)

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s)
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4K+

sol K+, CO2−
3 , 20 −(2.31±0.40)(b) [66GOR/KLI] (a)(e)

NpO2(CO3)4−3 (h)

sol 0.2 M K2CO3 20 −(2.81±0.40)(b)

sol 1 M K2CO3 20 −(0.85±0.40)(b)

sol 5.573 M K2CO3 20 (0.11±0.40)

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s)
 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 4NH+4

sol 0 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(3.42±0.40)(b) [71MOS2](a) (g)

sol 0.1 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(3.48±0.40)(b)

sol 0.5 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(2.33±0.40)(b)

sol 0.75 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.82±0.40)(b)

sol 0.75 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.91±0.40)
sol 1 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.43±0.40)(b)

sol 1 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.45±0.40)
sol 1.25 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.19±0.40)(b)

sol 1.25 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(1.25±0.40)
sol 1.5 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(0.89±0.40)(b)

sol 1.8 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(0.66±0.40)(b)

sol 2.20 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(0.47±0.40)(b)

(a)This constant is calculated in the present review (AppendixA) from data given by the author.
(b)These data were used to obtain the standard values selected in the present review.
(c)Corrected by this review for the dissociation of NpO2(CO3)5−3 into NpO2(CO3)3−2
(d)This value was calculated by the author; who finally decided there was no firm evidence for this particular species.

(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(e)The author did not calculate any formation constant from his experimental data. The equilibrium constant was calculated in the present review

(AppendixA).
(f)The author did not use this speciation, but wrote the equilibrium as Np(VI) + e−


 Np(V).
(g)The author interpreted his experimental results in terms of other chemical equilibria, but could not (or did not try to) prove that his interpretation

was unique. The interpretation (proposed by the author(s)) contradicts experimental observations published elsewhere. The equilibrium constant
tabulated here was calculated in the present review (AppendixA).

(h)The chemical composition of the aqueous solution, was only due to the dissolution of the solid compound under study (without addition of any
other chemical reagent).

(i)Value corrected in this review (see AppendixA)
(j)Uncertainty corrected in this review (see AppendixA)
(k) E◦, �rHm = −(89± 3) kJ·mol−1, �rSm = −(188± 10) J·K−1·mol−1, �rCp = −(759± 141) J·K−1·mol−1 at 25◦C, were obtained from a

second order polynomial regression onE◦(5 to 55◦C) [98CAP/VIT], whereE◦(T ) was calculated from a SIT linear regression onE ′◦(T ) in 0.22,
0.55, 1, 1.25 and 2 M Na2CO3 media. From the slope of the SIT linear regression,�ε = (0.13±0.03)−(5.3±1.0)(t−25)+(0.11±0.26)(t−25)2/2.

(l)From a second order polynomial regression (0◦ to 55◦C), using the experimentalE ′◦(T ) data:�rHm = −(88.7±0.9),−(94.2±1.2),−(99.1±0.9),
−(108±3),−(108±1),−(119±2) kJ·mol−1; �rSm = −(157±3),−(165±4),−(170±3),−(203±9),−(199±3), (234±8) J·K−1·mol−1;
�rCp = −(304±86),−(352±112),−(282±87), (475±329), (64±124), (891±262) J·K−1·mol−1 for 0.22, 0.55, 1, 1.25, 1.5 and 2 M Na2CO3,
respectively [98CAP/VIT]. Only theE ′◦(25◦C) values are tabulated here.
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This is a sparse set when compared with the species and thermodynamic
data proposed [92GRE/FUG] for uranium(VI) carbonate and mixed hydroxide-
carbonate complexes: UO2CO3(aq), UO2(CO3)

2−
2 , UO2(CO3)

4−
3 , (UO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 ,

(UO2)2CO3(OH)−3 , (UO2)3O(OH)2HCO+
3 ) and solids (UO2CO3(s), Na4UO2(CO3)3(s).

Using the complexes NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 and(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 as a starting point, several

other published studies were interpreted or reinterpreted in the present review:

• Solubility products for K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) and(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) were es-
timated from the work of Gorbenko-Germanov and Klimov [66GOR/KLI] and
from solubility measurements of Moskvin (despite the completely erroneous in-
terpretation of the experimental results in the original paper [71MOS2], see Ap-
pendixA).

• Although there are really insufficient solubility data available, the work of Vit-
orge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP] was used to estimate the solubility product of
NpO2CO3(s) and the formation constants of the lower mononuclear complexes,
NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 and NpO2CO3(aq).

• As for uranium [92GRE/FUG], Maya [84MAY] showed evidence of formation
of at least one polynuclear mixed Np(VI) hydroxide-carbonate complex. Un-
fortunately, in this potentiometric study, the total concentration of Np(VI) was
kept practically constant. Thus, the data are insufficient to unambiguously define
the stoichiometry of any polynuclear complexes (see the discussion of [84MAY]
in AppendixA). Maya proposed the formation of(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 which
seems quite reasonable when compared with species found in the uranium sys-
tem; but, for the reasons explained below and in AppendixA, no accurate quant-
itative interpretation could be extracted from this work.

Other published work [74SIM/VOL, 81WES/SUL, 93LI/KAT] contain data that,
after reinterpretation (AppendixA), are consistent with the species and values for form-
ation constants of the carbonate complexes selected in the present review. However, it
was not possible to use the results of these studies to deduce quantitative information
related to the minor species in the Np(VI)-CO2−

3 system.
The Np(VI) and U(VI) carbonate complexes are formed under similar conditions.

At high ionic strength (3 M NaClO4) a regular progression was observed in the U,
Np, Pu series for the formation and stepwise complexation constants, and for the
MO2CO3(s) solubility products (M=U, Np, Pu) [98VIT/CAP]. The limiting and the
trinuclear Np(VI) complexes are a little less stable than the corresponding uranium
ones, while the solubility products are probably of the same order of magnitude for ura-
nium and neptunium. Consequently solubility in carbonate-bicarbonate (3 M NaClO4)
media is lower for Np(VI) than for U(VI). In such solutions, the trinuclear Np(VI)
complex can occur at 25◦ only in supersaturated solutions. However, for kinetic reas-
ons (the solid NpO2CO3(s) is much slower to precipitate from carbonate solutions
than UO2CO3(s) and PuO2CO3(s) under similar conditions), the trinuclear species
was probably present in several reported studies, and it is actually the easiest trinuclear
species to study in the U, Np, Pu series.
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Aside from these studies from which equilibrium constants and then�rG◦
m were

extracted, other thermodynamic parameters are proposed based on the study of the
variation of redox potential with temperature by Offerlé, Capdevila and Vitorge
[95OFF/CAP], and from the calorimetric measurements of Ullman and Schreiner
[88ULL/SCH].

12.1.2.1.2.a The Np(VI) carbonate limiting complex

The starting point of this review, was the determination of the stoichiometry and
stability of the Np(VI) carbonate limiting complex. One of the first studies of
Np(VI) in carbonate media, was the preparation and characterization of the solid
K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) [66GOR/KLI]. Its solubility was interpreted by this review
by analogy with the uranium system (see Section12.1.2.2.1and the discussion of
[66GOR/KLI] in AppendixA) in terms of the equilibrium

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4K+

The stoichiometry of the limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 , was proposed only

later by Simakin [77SIM]. Careful measurements showed that the potential of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) redox couple is constant in concentrated sodium and potassium carbon-
ate media of various concentrations, it was then concluded that the limiting carbon-
ate complexes of Np(VI) and Np(V) have the same stoichiometry. In the same work,
NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 was proposed as the Np(V) limiting complex from slope analysis of

Np(V) solubility controlled by the equilibrium (see Section12.1.2.2.2)

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+

This two-step demonstration implicitly assumed (at each step) that no polynuclear
soluble complex could be formed. Fortunately, this is the case in these particular con-
ditions as demonstrated later by Riglet for Np(V) [90RIG] and Grenthe, Riglet and
Vitorge [86GRE/RIG] and Riglet [90RIG] for Np(VI) using spectrophotometric meas-
urements in both cases. Due to the lack of other reliable data, this review only used
potential measurements of the redox equilibrium

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + e− 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 (12.1)

Formal potentials versus the standard hydrogen reference electrode were determined
from the information in a paper by Simakin [77SIM]. This was done by digitizing the
points shown in Simakin’s Figure 1, and despite some ambiguities in the meaning of
the reported junction potential measurements.

The results of two different studies have been published by Vitorge and co-workers.
The first was reported only in Section IV.4.4.2.3 of Riglet’s thesis [90RIG]. The ex-
perimental methodology used was satisfactory, and the procedure was checked by de-
termining values for the corresponding uranium system. The results for the uranium
system were consistent with those determined by others [92GRE/FUG]. In the second
study, Offerlé, Capdevila and Vitorge [95OFF/CAP] report both the experimental de-
tails and the original data. The treatment of the data was checked in the present review,
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Figure 12.1: Extrapolation toI = 0 of the formal potential for the NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 +

e− 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 redox equilibrium, using the SIT with data (filled symbols) from

measurements in aqueous Na2CO3 or (Na2CO3 + NaHCO3)(a), or NaClO4(b), as ac-
cepted in the present review after correction for the dissociation of the Np(V) limiting
complex.
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and a standard potential value was obtained that was consistent with the value in the
original report (despite small errors later pointed out by two of the authors, Capdevila
and Vitorge [98VIT/CAP]).

Small corrections were made for the dissociation of the Np(V) limiting complex
(see discussion of [77SIM] and [95OFF/CAP] in Appendix A for further details on
the calculations performed in this review). A statistical analysis was also performed
independently on the results from the two publications [77SIM, 95OFF/CAP] that re-
ported sufficient data. The estimated uncertainties are consistent with those suggested
by the original authors. The values from all three studies were extrapolated to zero
ionic strength using the SIT, and the results of these determinations appear to be in
very good agreement (Figure12.1and [98VIT/CAP]).

The reduction potentials were converted to potentials relative to the standard hy-
drogen electrode (H2(g) at unit fugacity, 0.1 MPa) using the conventions adopted by
this review. The value selected from linear regression by this review is

E◦(12.1, 298.15 K) = (0.338± 0.006) V

then

�rG
◦
m(12.1, 298.15 K) = −(32.65± 0.54) kJ·mol−1

Linear regression (Figure12.1) also gives

�ε(12.1, 298.15 K) = −(0.14± 0.04) kg·mol−1

Other measurements (cf. Table12.1) of the potential of the same redox equilibrium
have been reported in the literature; but the publications do not include enough exper-
imental information about reference electrode calibration, so the uncertainty for pos-
sible junction potential contributions must be systematically increased. Junction poten-
tial problems are quite apparent in the earlier work of Simakinet al. [74SIM/VOL] and
Simakin [75SIM], and were also probably present in the studies of Maya [84MAY] and
Varlashkinet al. [84VAR/HOB]. The results of measurements of Wester and Sullivan
[81WES/SUL], and Li, Kato and Yoshida [93LI/KAT] were rejected for similar reas-
ons (AppendixA) although the resulting values for the potentials are in fair agreement
with those selected above [77SIM, 90RIG, 95OFF/CAP]. From�ε(12.1, 298.15 K) =
−(0.14±0.04) kg·mol−1 andε

(NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.53±0.19) kg·mol−1 (see Sec-

tion 12.1.2.1.3)

ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.40± 0.19) kg·mol−1

This E◦(12.1, 298.15 K) value was combined with the standard poten-
tial for the NpO2+

2 /NpO+
2 redox couple, E◦(7.4), and the formation constant

log10β◦3(12.18, 298.15 K) selected in this review (cf. Sections7.2 and 12.1.2.1.3,
respectively) for the reaction

NpO+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3
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to calculate log10β◦3(12.2, 298.15 K) = (19.37± 0.19) and�rG◦
m(12.2, 298.15 K) =

−(110.57± 1.09) kJ·mol−1 for the following equilibrium:

NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 (12.2)

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , 298.15) = −(2490.21± 5.76) kJ·mol−1

12.1.2.1.2.b Other mononuclear Np(VI) carbonate complexes

There is no reliable published work proposing formation constants for the mononuc-
lear Np(VI) carbonate complexes other than NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 . The lower complexes

would be intermediate species in the sequential dissociation of this limiting complex
(to NpO2+

2 ) at low Np(VI) total concentrations (where the formation of polynuclear
complexes will not occur). Maya [84MAY] interpreted his potentiometric titration data
in terms of the species NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 ; but, in the course of the present review, it was

found that the original experimental data may not have been reliable (due to supersatur-
ation). The final interpretation proposed by Maya neglected(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 , which

may have been important under the conditions used for some of the measurements. An
alternate interpretation is proposed in this review (AppendixA). In the present review,
only maximum values for the NpO2CO3(aq) and NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 formation constants

are calculated from Maya’s data (Table12.1). In the same publication, Maya [84MAY]
reported the variation of the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox potential with changes in the hy-
drogen ion concentration and CO2(g) partial pressure. The formation constants he
extracted from this electrochemical work were not entirely consistent with his inter-
pretation of the potentiometric titration data, and although reasons were given for the
discrepancy, these were not completely convincing. Reinterpretation of Maya’s elec-
trochemical measurements (AppendixA) suggests the observed variations were mainly
due to the dissociation of the Np(V) limiting complex. A dissociation constant for the
Np(VI) complex could be obtained by refitting the results (Table12.1), but there is a
large uncertainty in the calculated value, and the results are better used to define a limit.

Moskvin [75MOS], and more recently Pratopo, Moriyama and Higashi
[93PRA/MOR, 95MOR/PRA], reported formation constant values for the lower
carbonato complexes of Np(VI). However, their interpretations of the experimental
results are completely in error (cf. Appendix A including the discussion of
[98VIT/CAP]). Reinterpretation (when feasible) can give information only about the
limiting complex, as it was the only major soluble Np(VI) carbonato complex present
under the conditions of all these solubility measurements. Vitorge and Capdevila
[98VIT/CAP] recently proposed values for the formation constants of NpO2CO3(aq)
and NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 based on measurements of the solubility of NpO2CO3(s) in 3 M

NaClO4 media (Table12.1). This work is accepted; and as was done by the original
authors, this review calculates the values log10β1(12.4, 3 M NaClO4) = (8.72±0.52),
log10β2(12.3, 3 M NaClO4) = (15.77± 0.52) and the NpO2CO3(s) solubility product
by curve fitting using fixed values ofβ3(12.2) andβ6,3(12.6) (AppendixA). However,
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the fixedβ3(12.2) andβ6,3(12.6) values used here are those selected in the present
review (elsewhere in this section).

This is done, even though the values were determined from an overly sparse
set of solubility measurements, as pointed out by the authors. In the extrapolation
to zero ionic strength the following estimated specific interaction coefficients were
used: ε(NpO2(CO3)(aq),Na+) = 0 kg·mol−1 (as for all the uncharged species) and
ε
(NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 ,Na+)

= −(0.02± 0.14) kg·mol−1 which is theε
(UO2(CO3)

2−
2 ,Na+)

value

with increased uncertainty. Therefore, for the reactions

NpO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
2−
2 (12.3)

NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2CO3(aq) (12.4)

the selected values of the formation constants are

log10 β◦2(12.3, 298.15 K) = (16.52± 0.73)

log10 β◦1(12.4, 298.15 K) = (9.32± 0.61)

Then,

�rG
◦
m(12.3, 298.15 K) = −(94.28± 4.16) kJ·mol−1

�rG
◦
m(12.4, 298.15 K) = −(53.20± 3.48) kJ·mol−1

and

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 , 298.15 K) = −(1946.01± 7.03) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO2CO3, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1377.04± 6.62) kJ·mol−1

12.1.2.1.2.c The carbonate trinuclear Np(VI) complex

The trinuclear complex(MO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 , was first identified for uranium (M = U) by

Ciavattaet al. [81CIA/FER]. A few years later, during a sabbatical leave in Vitorge’s
laboratory, Grenthe worked with Riglet and Vitorge and used a spectrophotometric
technique to demonstrate that neptunium and plutonium also form corresponding tri-
nuclear complexes [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG].

For the neptunium complex, the stoichiometry determination, sensitivity analysis,
uncertainty estimation and quantitative interpretation (i.e., determination of the equi-
librium constant value) were carried out using graphical methods. In the present re-
view the original data tabulated in Riglet’s thesis [90RIG] (from experiments in 3 M
NaClO4) were reanalyzed. The same equilibrium constant value (but with increased
uncertainty limits) was found (Table12.1) for the reaction

3NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 
 3CO2−

3 + (NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 (12.5)

The trinuclear neptunium complex is less stable than the corresponding uranium
complex, while the solid compounds of these two actinide(VI) (MO2CO3(s)) are of
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very similar stability. For this reason it is more difficult to obtain the Np(VI) trinuc-
lear complex for equilibrium conditions than is the case for the corresponding ura-
nium complex. Nevertheless, the trinuclear species was observed as the almost the sole
neptunium solution species in supersaturated solutions. Thus the stoichiometry of this
complex could be checked using a combination of classical and original graphical slope
analyses (see [98VIT/CAP]). There is little other published data that shows evidence
for the(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 complex and that is of adequate quality to permit its formation

constant to be calculated. Despite the problems discussed above and in AppendixA,
one of Maya’s potentiometric titrations [84MAY] was also used to calculate a value
with a very large uncertainty, log10 K = −(8.81± 1.08), for the reaction (12.5) at 1
M NaClO4. There are still only two values for the extrapolation to zero ionic strength.
Analogy with uranium should not be used for ionic strength corrections for this type
of equilibrium because complexes with very large negative charges(−5 or−6) often
have been found to have unusualε coefficients. This is probably due to ion pairing, and
was found for the uranium trinuclear complex(UO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 [92GRE/FUG]. Rather

than not selecting any value for the equilibrium constant for Reaction (12.5), a value
having a large uncertainty is calculated using the only two available data, this gives
([84MAY], as reinterpreted by this review, and [90RIG]):

log10 K◦(12.5, 298.15 K) = −(8.27± 1.45)

�rG
◦
m(12.5, 298.15 K ) = (47.22± 8.26) kJ·mol−1

Hence,

�fG
◦
m(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 , 298.15) = −(5839.71± 19.18) kJ·mol−1

log10β◦6,3(12.6, 298.15 K) = (49.84±1.56)and�rG◦
m(12.6, 298.15 K) = −(284.50±

8.89) kJ·mol−1 are calculated for the equilibrium

3NpO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 (12.6)

From the extrapolation to zero ionic strength�ε(12.5) = (0.49± 0.50) kg·mol−1;
from which

ε
((NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 ,Na+)

= −(0.46± 0.73) kg·mol−1

was derived and selected. This value is completely different from the cor-
responding uranium one [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI] ε

((UO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 ,Na+)

=
(0.37± 0.11) kg·mol−1; but as already pointed out [92GRE/FUG] the uranium value
is itself quite unusual: negativeε values are usually observed for negatively charged
complexes.

12.1.2.1.2.d Mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes of Np(VI)

There is evidence from the work of Maya [84MAY] that mixed hydroxide-carbonate
complexes can form, but as discussed above (AppendixA), the total Np(VI) concentra-
tion was not systematically varied in these experiments. Therefore, the stoichiometry of
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polynuclear complexes could not be readily determined. In the present review some of
Maya’s reported formation constants (including some calculated for species that were
eventually rejected), and some values recalculated in this review from Maya’s data, are
proposed as maximum possible values (Table12.2).

Table 12.2: Maximum possible values of formation constants. The formation of the
Np(VI) species on the right-hand side of these equilibria has not been demonstrated
unequivocally,cf. discussion of [71MOS2] and [93PRA/MOR, 95MOR/PRA] in Ap-
pendixA.

Method Ionic Medium t (◦C) log10K Reference

3NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 7H2O(l)
 7H+ + 9CO2−

3 + (NpO2)3(OH)
−
7

pot 1 M (NaClO4, NaHCO3) 25 (62.35±1.50) [84MAY](a)

≤ 63.33

3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 8H2O(l)
 8H+ + 9CO2−
3 + (NpO2)3(OH)2−8

pot 1 M (NaClO4, NaHCO3) 25 ≤ 55.45 [84MAY](a)(b)

3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 3H2O(l)
 3H+ + 8CO2−
3 + (NpO2)3CO3(OH)+3

pot 1 M (NaClO4, NaHCO3) 25 ≤ 75.42 [84MAY](a)

(a) Maximum possible value estimated in the present review from the data of [84MAY].
(b) The corresponding species was recently proposed for uranium [95PAL/NGU].

The only value accepted here (Table12.1) is log10 K (12.7, 1 M NaClO4) =
(41.75± 1.46) for

2NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 7H+




(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5CO2(g)+ 2H2O(l) (12.7)

Using data selected in this review, this corresponds to log10 K (12.8, 1 M NaClO4) =
−(21.38± 1.62) and log10 K (12.9, 1 M NaClO4) = −(4.16± 1.60)

2NpO2+
2 + CO2(g)+ 4H2O(l) 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5H+ (12.8)

2NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 + 3H2O(l) 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 3H+ (12.9)

As for the corresponding uranium species, the valueε((NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 ,Na+) =
(0.00± 0.05) kg·mol−1 is assumed and hence,

log10 K◦ (12.7, 298.15 K) = (49.17± 1.59)

�rG
◦
m (12.7, 298.15 K) = −(280.64± 9.05) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m ((NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 , 298.15 K) = −(2814.92± 14.67) kJ·mol−1
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This corresponds to log10 K◦ (12.9, 298.15 K) = −(2.87 ± 1.64) and
log10 K◦ (12.8, 298.15 K) = −(21.02± 1.64) which is less than−(19.0± 0.5), the
uranium value [92GRE/FUG]. Hence, the mixed complex would be less stable for
neptunium than for uranium.

Similar work on the uranium system by the same author, was found to overestimate
formation constants of mixed uranium complexes (as selected in the uranium review
[92GRE/FUG]). As a guideline, values selected for the formation constants of the
U(VI) hydroxide-carbonate complexes by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] could also be
used for the Np(VI) species.

12.1.2.1.2.e Temperature influence on the stability of the limiting carbonate
complex of Np(VI)

Offerlé, Capdevila and Vitorge [95OFF/CAP] studied the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox equilib-
rium in solutions containing sodium carbonate (0.22 M to 2 M, variable ionic strength)
at several different temperatures (5 to 60◦C). The data are provided in [98VIT/CAP]
together with results of an extrapolation to zero ionic strength at different temperatures.
The data and the interpretation were rechecked and are accepted here. Details of the
calculations are provided in AppendixA and in [98VIT/CAP]. From these, values of
�rS◦m , �rH◦

m and�rC◦
p,m at 25◦ were derived for each carbonate concentration and

using the data previously extrapolated to zero ionic strength, the standard values were
also calculated. In the temperature range of the study, the value of�rC◦

p,m is not well
defined by the experimental data. The results found in this review are consistent with
those initially calculated by Offerlé, Capdevila and Vitorge [95OFF/CAP]. The results
are given in Table VI.d of [98VIT/CAP].

�rH
◦
m(12.1, 298.15 K) = −(88.8± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

accepted in this review,�rS◦m(12.1, 298.15 K) = −(188± 10) J·K−1·mol−1 and
�rC◦

p,m(12.1, 298.15 K) = −(759±141) J·K−1·mol−1. This value,�rS◦m = −(188±
10) J·K−1·mol−1, is consistent with�rS◦m = −(188.33± 9.89) J·K−1·mol−1 calcu-
lated from the values�rH◦

m = −(88.8 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1 and�rG◦
m = −(32.65±

0.54) kJ·mol−1 selected above in this section.
As pointed out by Offerlé, Capdevila and Vitorge [95OFF/CAP], similar �rS◦m

and�rC◦
p,m values were found in the same laboratory for the corresponding uranium

and plutonium equilibria using the same methodology. From the same experimental
work, the influence of temperature on the value of�ε was studied [98VIT/CAP], but
no temperature-dependent values of�ε from this analysis are selected in the present
review.

The value of�rH◦
m(12.2, 298.15 K) was measured by Schreiner, Friedmanet al.

[85SCH/FRI] and by Ullman and Schreiner [88ULL/SCH]. As was the case for their
measurements on the corresponding uranium system, the enthalpy of sulphate com-
plexation must be subtracted from their measurements [92GRE/FUG]. The value is
then accepted by this review (AppendixA), but also needs to be corrected to zero ionic
strength. These corrections were claimed to be negligible for uranium [92GRE/FUG].
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In the present review, the influence of the ionic strength on the values was confirmed
as being negligible from a calculation using the data at the end of the titration where
the limiting complex had already formed, and only the ionic strength was being varied
(AppendixA). The uncertainty was increased to the same value previously estimated
for the uranium system [92GRE/FUG]

�rH
◦
m(12.2, 298.15 K) = −(41.9± 4.1) kJ·mol−1

From this value,�fH◦
m (NpO2+

2 , 298.15 K) = −(860.7 ± 4.7) kJ·mol−1 (Sec-
tion 7.2) and�fH◦

m (CO2−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(675.23± 0.25) kJ·mol−1 (Table5.1)

�fH
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(2928.32± 6.25) kJ·mol−1

is calculated. From�rH◦
m(12.2, 298.15 K) = −(41.9 ± 4.1) kJ·mol−1 and

�rG◦
m(12.2, 298.15 K) = −(110.57 ± 1.09) kJ·mol−1 selected above in this

section, �rS◦m(12.2, 298.15 K) = (230.32 ± 14.23) J·K−1·mol−1 is calculated.
This value is(51.73 ± 19.80) J·K−1·mol−1 less than the corresponding uranium
value (282.05 ± 13.79) J·K−1·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]. �rS◦m(12.2, 298.15) =
(230.32 ± 14.23) J·K−1·mol−1, S◦m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15) = −(92.4 ± 10.5)

J·K−1·mol−1 (Section7.3) andS◦m(CO2−
3 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(50± 1) J·K−1·mol−1

(Table5.1) give

S◦m(NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(12.07± 17.92) J·K−1·mol−1

which is (46.0 ± 23) J·K−1·mol−1 less than the corresponding uranium value
S◦m(UO2(CO3)

4−
3 , aq, 298.15 K) = (33.9± 14.4) J·K−1·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG].

12.1.2.1.2.f Discussion

The values selected in this review (see Table12.3) for the Np(VI) carbonate complexes
(and compound, see below) are quite similar to those for the corresponding uranium
and plutonium species. Small regular variations are usually observed in the U, Np,
Pu series. However, these can lead to real differences in behaviour of the species in
solution as discussed above for the stability of the carbonate trinuclear complexes.

12.1.2.1.3 Np(V) carbonate and mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes

As part of their study of potassium dioxoneptunium(V) carbonate solids Gorbenko-
Germanov and Zenkova [66GOR/ZEN] published absorption spectra of their aqueous
solutions. The spectra were later confirmed [75UEN/SAI] and can be interpreted
as primarily resulting from the limiting complex NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 [90RIG]. Simakin

[77SIM] deduced the correct stoichiometry of this limiting Np(V) carbonate complex,
from solubility measurements of a hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) compound at constant
ionic strength (3 M NaNO3) in concentrated carbonate aqueous solutions. The full
demonstration of this stoichiometry was only confirmed later (see AppendixA discus-
sions for [77SIM, 90RIG]). Simakin’s measurements were the first reliable work on
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Table 12.3: Selected equilibrium constants in the dioxoneptunium(VI) carbonate sys-
tem at 298.15 K andI = 0, including the mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes.

Reaction log10 K ◦

NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2CO3(aq) (9.32±0.61)

NpO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)2−2 (16.52±0.73)

NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 (19.37±0.19)(b)

3NpO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 (49.84±1.56)(b)

2NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 + 3H2O(l) 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)
−
3 + 3H+ −(2.87±1.64)(b)

NpO2(CO3)4−3 + e− 
 NpO2(CO3)5−3 (0.338±0.006)(a)

Solubility product:

NpO2CO3(s) 
 NpO2+
2 +CO2−

3 −(14.60±0.47)

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 4K+ −(7.03±0.88)

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 4NH+4 −(7.44±0.30)

(a) E◦/(V vs. SHE)
(b) Calculated from selected data

dioxoneptunium(V) carbonates from which thermodynamic constant can be determ-
ined.

Billon [81BIL] provided further evidence of the formation of soluble complexes,
and this preliminary work was extended in the same laboratory by Vitorge [84VIT],
Riglet [90RIG] and in collaboration with Grenthe [86GRE/ROB]. Within the frame-
work of the MIRAGE project, Kim [85CÔM, 85KIM] provided a summary of this work
and that of Bidoglio, Tanet and Chatt [85BID/TAN] who used a liquid-liquid extraction
technique. Billon’s spectrophotometric observations can be explained in terms of the
formation of the Np(V) carbonate complexes NpO2CO−

3 and NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 . In the

documents of the MIRAGE project contradictory formation constants were reported
for these intermediary complexes. Meanwhile Maya [83MAY] deduced the Np(V) car-
bonate complexation constants from a solubility study of a hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s)
compound. In the present review, this is considered to be one of the most import-
ant papers for the selection of thermodynamic data for dioxoneptunium(V) carbonate
complexes.

Varlashkin, Begun and Hobart [84VAR/BEG] reported Np(V) spectral variations on
addition of NaOH to concentrated Np(V) carbonate aqueous solutions. These results
were later confirmed by Riglet [90RIG] and Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP], and
interpreted as evidence of the formation of mixed Np(V) hydroxide-carbonate com-
plexes. As work on this section of the review was nearing completion, further inform-
ation about the nature of these species was also provided in similar work reported by
Neck, Fanghänel and Kim [97NEC/FAN].

In her thesis work, Riglet [90RIG] used solubility and spectrophotometric
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techniques with a range of Np(V) concentrations. She independently varied the
chemical conditions of the aqueous carbonic acid/bicarbonate/carbonate/hydroxide
system over a sufficiently large domain to confirm, extend or refute assumptions made
in earlier work. Aside from the mixed hydroxide-carbonate complex(es), formed
only in concentrated hydroxide-carbonate media, the Np(V) complexes in carbonic
acid/bicarbonate/carbonate aqueous solutions are clearly mononuclear, and contain
only carbonate ligands (NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i , i = 1, 2, 3).

Several other early experimental studies of Np(V) in bicarbonate or carbonate
aqueous solution, were also published [71MOS2, 75UEN/SAI, 79MOS/POZ]. They
cannot be used to propose selected thermodynamic values, but it can be shown
(AppendixA) that no species beyond those selected in the present review is needed
to understand these experimental results. For example, the species NpO2HCO3(aq)
proposed by Moskvin and Gel’man [63MOS/GÉL], and NpO2CO3OH2− or
NpO2(CO3)2OH4− proposed by Moskvin [71MOS2], can be shown to result from
erroneous interpretations of the experimental observations.

More recently, results of further experimental work on these systems have been re-
ported. Nitsche, Standifer and Silva [90NIT/STA], Kim et al. [91KIM/KLE], Meinrath
[94MEI], and Necket al. [94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/FAN, 95NEC/RUN]
published values derived from spectrophotometric measurements at different ionic
strengths (Na+, (ClO−

4 or Cl−) media), and proposed complexation constant
values extrapolated to zero ionic strength. Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE], Neck et al.
[94NEC/KIM, 95NEC/RUN] and Rundeet al. [96RUN/NEU] also determined values
for the dioxoneptunium(V) carbonate complexation constants in various aqueous
media from new solubility measurements (also see Section12.1.2.1.3.b).

Lemire, Boyer and Campbell [93LEM/BOY] studied the influence of temperature
on Np(V) solubility in carbonate media. They found their results appeared to be in con-
tradiction with those of Visyashchevaet al. [74VIS/VOL], and that the data were dif-
ficult to interpret. The data indicate that there are problems in obtaining stable phases
in these solubility experiments, especially during experiments carried out above room
temperature. This is discussed in more detail in Section12.1.2.2.2and in AppendixA.
Clark et al. [96CLA/CON] reported preliminary results on the temperature depend-
ence of the complexation constants that also seemed to be in contradiction with the
observations of Lemire, Boyer and Campbell.

Many of the more reliable complexation constant determinations have been ob-
tained from solubility measurements. Solubility was typically controlled by the equi-
libria (i = 1, 2 and 3).

NaNpO2CO3(s)·xH2O + (i − 1)CO2−
3 
 Na+ (12.10)

+NpO2(CO3)
(1−2i)
i + xH2O

This interpretation assumes that no Np(V) carbonate polynuclear or mixed complexes
are formed; a few studies have actually confirmed this [86GRE/ROB, 90RIG].
The treatment of the data (typically curve fitting) is equivalent to slope analysis of
the log10(solubility) vs. log10 [CO2−

3 ] plots to generate the equilibrium constants,
Ks,i (12.10) = Ks,0(12.11) · βi (12.12). The classicalKs,0(12.11) andβi (12.12) values
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are then deduced for the equilibria

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) 
 Na+ + NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 + xH2O (12.11)

NpO+
2 + iCO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
1−2i
i (12.12)

As discussed below and in AppendixA (see the discussions of [84VIT,
90RIG, 93LEM/BOY]) well-characterised hydrated solid phases are difficult
to obtain. These solids may evolve during the course of the equilibrations,
and, at least for conditions under which NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 is formed, the hydrated

MNpO2CO3(s) solids are metastable with respect to others with stoichiomet-
ries such as M3NpO2(CO3)2(s) [95NEC/RUN]. When enough experimental
information is available [84VIT, 93LEM/BOY, 98VIT/CAP] these changes
can be recognized, and are consistent with published X-ray diffraction patterns
[94MEI, 95NEC/RUN, 96RUN/NEU, 98VIT/CAP]; these transformations could
cause problems even within the same set of measurements by the same author. To
avoid this problem, this review used another set of equilibria to interpret solubility
measurements. One equilibrium must correspond to the solubility product (Eq.12.10,
i = 0), and its determination is not independent of these kinetic problems, but the
other equilibria

NpO2(CO3)
3−2i
i−1 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
1−2i
i (12.13)

corresponding to the stepwise complexation constants,Ki = βi/βi−1 = Ks,i (12.10)/
Ks,i−1(12.10), are less dependent on the solid phase problem. These stepwise constants
were also directly measured when using absorption spectrophotometry or liquid-liquid
extraction techniques.

Several papers have recently appeared [94NEC/RUN, 95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN,
95NOV/ROB, 95NEC/RUN, 96RUN/NEU] proposing and comparing extrapolations
to zero ionic strength using the SIT (AppendixB) and the equations of Pitzer [73PIT].
As discussed below and in AppendixA references to these papers, the complexation
constant and solubility product values as extrapolated to zero ionic strength are in reas-
onable agreement with those based on other publications. However, some of these
results lead to inconsistencies in the derived SIT parameters (cf. Section12.1.2.1.3.b).
The differences may indicate experimental problems in some of these studies, or some
of the earlier studies, or theoretical problems related to neglect of anion-anion interac-
tions, or might result in part from some of the fitted parameters being highly correlated.

As discussed below small systematic deviations could not be ruled out for all the
experimental measurements used in the present review to select thermodynamic data
for the Np(V) carbonate system. To minimize the effect of these systematic deviations,
this review selected procedures that enhanced cancellation of errors, reduced the errors
as much as possible, or corrected them when feasible; similar weight was given to data
originated from each laboratory because duplicating experiments decreases the random
uncertainties, but not the systematic errors. A better treatment of the random uncertain-
ties is generally obtained by equally weighting the values from each laboratory to select
a given constant.
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12.1.2.1.3.a Np(V) carbonate complexes

Three types of experimental measurements, liquid-liquid extraction, spectro-
photometry and solubility, have been used to derive formation constants for
dioxoneptunium(V) carbonate complexes.

Using a liquid-liquid extraction technique with 0.1 or 0.2 M NaClO4 aqueous solu-
tions, the equilibrium constants,K1 = β1, for

NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2CO−
3 (12.14)

andK2 = β2/β1, for

NpO2CO−
3 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 (12.15)

were measured by Bidoglio, Tanet and Chatt [85BID/TAN]. Their β1 value does not
correspond to the experimental data shown in figures of the publication, but even fol-
lowing re-evaluation in the present review (see AppendixA), none of theseβ1 values,
nor theK2 value are in accord with other published work and with the thermodynamic
data selected here. Inoue and Tochiyama [85INO/TOC] also used a liquid-liquid ex-
traction technique to determine the values ofβ1 andβ2 in 1 M NaClO4. Within the
small uncertainties assigned by the authors, the values are not in good agreement with
those selected in the present review. Although larger uncertainties could be assumed
(see AppendixA), this work was not used in the final selection of thermodynamic
values in the present review.

Values forβ1, K2 and the stepwise complexation constant,K3 = β3/β2, for

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 (12.16)

can be deduced from absorption spectrophotometric studies (see the discussion of
[90RIG] in Appendix A); but, of these, the most difficult constant to determine is
K2 because the NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 complex cannot be obtained alone to measure its molar

absorptivity (cf. Figure12.5). This difficulty is even more important at high ionic
strengths. This in turn introduces difficulties when treating the experimental data to
obtainβ1 andK3 values. Too low a solubility can also cause problems in the determ-
ination of values forβ1 andK2.

Riglet’s β1 values [90RIG] in 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 M NaClO4 are lower than (but still
within the stated uncertainties of) the values selected below in the present review, and
the corresponding value of�ε1 is in fair agreement with the one selected here (see
Table12.5). In the present review only theβ1 value in 0.5 M NaClO4 could be redeter-
mined from the experimental information available in the thesis (see AppendixA) and
was used in the present review to calculate the selectedβ◦1 value. The extrapolation
(using the SIT) to zero ionic strength using Riglet’s spectrophotometric data, gave a
value of log10 K ◦

2 and a corresponding�ε2 value in reasonable agreement with those
selected below, but none of Riglet’sK2 values have been used because the experimental
information available is insufficient to allowK2 to be recalculated.

The spectrophotometric data used in determiningK3 were limited to those solutions
in which the extent of dissociation of the limiting complex was not greater than 25%.
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This minimized the systematic error due to the second dissociation. Riglet’sK3 values
in 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 M NaClO4 and 0.17 M Na2CO3, as redetermined in the present
review (AppendixA), were extrapolated to zero ionic strength (using the SIT), which
gave log10 K ◦

3 and corresponding�ε3 values. To avoid giving too much weight to
values from a single laboratory, only the value at zero ionic strength was used in the
calculation of the selected thermodynamic data. The ionic strength effect was still
taken into account in this selection, because solubility data [86GRE/ROB] from the
same laboratory, obtained at high ionic strength (3 M) were also used (see below).
Riglet’s data also indicate that the SIT is still useful even for Np(V) carbonate equilibria
involving the highly charged (5−) limiting complex in solutions with ionic strengths as
great asI = 3 M NaClO4, and this review did not find any experimental evidence for
a difference between values ofε

(NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 ,Na+)

as determined in NaCl and NaClO4

media [94NEC/KIM].
Nitsche, Standifer and Silva [90NIT/STA] did similar measurements in 0.1 M

NaClO4. Within the authors’ stated uncertainties, the reported valueβ1 is in agreement
with some published values, but not with the value selected below. Other possible
errors in the treatment of the experimental data were taken into account, and the
value ofβ1 was recalculated from the experimental information available in the paper
[90NIT/STA] (see AppendixA). The value then found is in excellent agreement
with other data accepted in the present review. The recalculated value ofβ1, with
an increased uncertainty to allow for possible systematic errors as reflected in the
different interpretations of the experimental data, is one of the values used in this
review to select a value ofβ1 at zero ionic strength.

Nitsche, Standifer and Silva [90NIT/STA] also extrapolated available literature val-
ues (along with their experimental value forβ1) to zero ionic strength using the SIT, but
without reinterpreting the other values prior to carrying out this extrapolation. Their
proposedβ◦1 value (Table12.4) is not in accord with the value selected in the present
review, although their value of�ε1 is in fair agreement with the value selected here.
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Table 12.4: Experimental stability constants for the Np(V)-CO3 system. In the first log10 K column, values of stability constants are
tabulated as reported in the publication, or as calculated from equilibrium constant values reported in the publication. In the second
log10 K column values recalculated by this review are tabulated (see also AppendixA). The values selected by this review at zero ionic
strength are shown in Table12.5. Literature compilations are not tabulated. TBA is the tetrabutylammonium cation. Molar units are
used forK, except in data from [96RUN/NEU].

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2CO−
3

sp 0.016 M HCO−3 + ? ? (5.5±0.5) [81BIL](a)(b)

dis 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (4.13±0.03) (3.80±0.36)(c) [85BID/TAN]

sp 0.1 M NaClO4 23 (4.34±0.11) (4.56±0.67)(c)(d) [90NIT/STA]
sp 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (4.38±0.04) [94NEC/RUN]

sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (4.58±0.04)(e) (4.51±0.22)(c) [91KIM/KLE]
sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (4.52±0.02) [94MEI]
sp 0.1 M TBANO3 23 (4.13±0.20) [96CLA/CON]
sp 0.1 M TBANO3 70 3.75(f)

(Continued on next page)

(a)Calculated by this review, the data of this publication were not interpreted by the author(s).

(b) Rough estimation.

(c) Recalculated by this review, following the calculation of the author(s) of the publication.

(d) Value selected by this review to determine the standard value (atI = 0) and eventually theε coefficient.

(e) Values are also published in [94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN]. In [95NEC/RUN] a few of the reported uncertainties differ from those in the earlier references.
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sp 0.1 M NaCl 23 (4.68±0.03) [96RUN/NEU](g) (h)

sol 0.1 M NaCl 23 (4.88±0.1) [96RUN/NEU](h)

sp 0.5 M NaClO4 22 (4.3±0.1) (4.41±0.1)(c)(d) [90RIG]

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 (4.8±0.28) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (4.49±0.06) (4.57±0.35)(c)(d) [83MAY]
sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (4.6±0.1)(i)

dis 1 M NaClO4 25 (4.14±0.01) (4.14±0.5)(c) [85INO/TOC]
sp 1 M NaClO4 22 (4.3±0.2) [90RIG]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (4.50±0.04)(e) (4.48±0.36)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 (4.7±0.1) (4.77±0.51)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 (5.6±0.2) (5.7±0.54)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 (5.80±0.58) (5.2±0.54)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaCl 23 (4.32±0.07) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

sp 2 M NaClO4 22 (4.6±0.3) [90RIG]

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 (5.09±0.57) (5.25±0.29)(c)(d) [86GRE/ROB](j)

(Continued on next page)

(f) log10β1 = (1.335± 0.084)+ (829± 27)·T−1 (303< T < 343 K)

(g) Cited in [96RUN/NEU] from a report that was not available to the reviewer: Runde W. and Kim J. I. (1994) RCM-01094, Institut für Radiochemie, TU München.

(h) Molal units

(i) Recalculated in the [93LEM/BOY] publication.

(j) The reference is noted [86GRE/ROB] for a series of Vitorgeet al.’s publications that used the same experimental results [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP].
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 (4.76±0.04)(e) (4.77±0.43)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 3 M NaCl 23 (4.3±0.1) [96RUN/NEU](h)

sp 3 M NaCl 23 (4.67±0.07) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 (5.00±0.05) (4.92±0.81)(c) [94NEC/KIM]

sol 5 M NaCl 23 (4.71±0.04) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

sp 5 M NaCl 23 (4.72±0.13) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

sol 5 M NaCl 25 5.70 4.68(k) [94NEC/KIM]

NpO2CO−
3 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
3−
2

sp 0.008 M CO2−3 + ? ? (2.5±0.5) [81BIL](a)(b)

dis 0.1 M HCO−3 ? (2.3±1.0) [79MOS/POZ](a)

sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (2.02±0.08)(e) (2.08±0.22)(c) [91KIM/KLE]
sp 0.1 M NaClO4 25 (2.02±0.3) [94NEC/RUN]
sp 0.1 M TBANO3 23 1.98 [96CLA/CON]
sp 0.1 M TBANO3 70 1.99(l)

sp 0.04 M Na2CO3 22 (1.4±0.3) [90RIG](c)

sol 0.05 M Na2CO3 (2.08±0.29) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

(Continued on next page)
(k) Corrected by the author for Cl− complex formation

(l) log10 K2 = 2.046+ 18·T−1, (303< T < 343 K)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

dis 0.2 M NaClO4 25 2.93 (3.42±1.0)(c) [85BID/TAN]

sp 0.16 M CO2−
3 ? (1.4±1) [81BIL] (a)(b)

sp 0.5 M NaClO4 22 (2.23±0.07) [90RIG]

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 (2.40±0.36) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (2.62±0.09) (2.45±0.26)(c)(d) [83MAY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (2.5±0.14) [83MAY](i)

dis 1 M NaClO4 25 (2.64±0.02) (2.64±0.70)(c) [85INO/TOC]
sp 1 M NaClO4 22 (2.38±0.07) [90RIG]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (2.46±0.08)(e) (2.49±0.36)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 (2.3±0.14) (2.7±0.22)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 (1.3±0.36) (3.1±0.18)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 (3.0±1.52) (2.1±0.28)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaCl 23 (2.17±0.13) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

sol 1 M KCl 75 (2.2±0.4)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]
sp 2 M NaClO4 22 (2.54±0.07) [90RIG]

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 (3.06±0.21) (2.90±0.17)(d)(c) [86GRE/ROB](j)

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 (2.93±0.08)(e) (2.93±0.46)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 3 M NaCl 23 (2.8±0.2) [96RUN/NEU](h)

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 (3.29±0.10) (3.40±0.70)(c) [94NEC/KIM]

sol 5 M NaCl 23 (2.83±0.06) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sp 5 M NaCl 23 (2.91±0.20) [96RUN/NEU](g)(h)

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3

sol 0.07 M Na2CO3 (0.28±0.23) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

sol 0.1 M Na2CO3 (0.56±0.23) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

sol 0.15 M Na2CO3 (0.99±0.23) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

sp 0.16 M CO−2
3 + ? (1.4±1) [81BIL](a)(b)

sp 0.17 M Na2CO3 22 (0.90±0.2) [90RIG](c)

sol 0.2 M Na2CO3 (0.96±0.23) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

sol 0.3 M Na2CO3 (1.14±0.23)

sp 0.5 M NaClO4 22 (1.37±0.07) (1.13±0.2)(c)(d) [90RIG]

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 (1.35±0.42) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (1.42±0.11) (1.50±0.36)(c)(d) [83MAY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (1.4±0.14) [83MAY](i)

sp 1 M NaClO4 22 (1.60±0.07) (1.48±0.2)(c)(d) [90RIG]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 (1.71±0.12)(e) (1.71±0.36)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 (1.5±0.22)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 (1.7±0.42) (1.5±0.34)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 (1.3±1.41) (1.6±0.28)(c)(b)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 1 M NaCl 23 (2.06±0.13) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 1 M KCl 75 (2.5±0.45)(c)(b)

sp 2 M NaClO4 22 (2.47±0.07) (1.96±0.2)(c)(d) [90RIG]
sp 3 M NaClO4 22 (2.9±0.2)

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 (2.31±0.14) (2.49±0.07)(c)(d) [86GRE/ROB](j)

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 (2.61±0.12)(e) (2.61±0.50)(c) [91KIM/KLE]
sol 3 M NaCl 23 (2.1±0.3) [96RUN/NEU]

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 (3.18±0.10) (3.20±0.80)(c) [94NEC/KIM]

sol 5 M NaCl 23 (2.09±0.07) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 5 M NaCl 25 2.50 [94NEC/KIM]

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) 
 Na+ + NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 + xH2O(l)

sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 −(10.22±0.02) [94MEI]

sol 0.1 M NaClO4 25 −(10.28±0.04)(e)−(10.29±0.16)(c) [91KIM/KLE]
sol 0.1 M NaCl 23 −(10.4±0.2) [96RUN/NEU]

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 −(9.80±0.2)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(10.14±0.04) −(10.12±0.35)(c) [83MAY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(10.12±0.04) [83MAY](i)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(10.10±0.03)(e)−(10.10±0.36)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(10.7±0.1) −10.77(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 −(11.0±0.1) −(11.1±0.2)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 −(10.94±0.29) (10.5±0.5)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaCl 23 −(9.77±0.16) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 −(10.56±0.34) −(10.65±0.33)(c) [86GRE/ROB](j)

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 −(10.45±0.04)(e)−(10.45±0.42)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 3 M NaCl 23 −(9.4±0.2) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 −(11.06±0.06) −(11.07±0.81)(c) [94NEC/KIM]

sol 5 M NaCl 25 −9.52(k) −10.54 [94NEC/KIM]
sol 5 M NaCl 25 −(9.61±0.11) [95NEC/RUN]

KNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) 
 K+ + NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 + xH2O(l)

pot diluted? 20 −(10.3±2.0) [74VIS/VOL](a)(b)

sol 1 M KCl 75 −(6.7±0.2) [93LEM/BOY](c)

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s)+ 2CO2−
3 
 Na+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 0.07 M Na2CO3 −(3.04±1.25) [75UEN/SAI](a)(b)

sol 0.1 M Na2CO3 −(2.92±0.92)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 0.15 M Na2CO3 −(2.58±0.64)
sol 0.2 M Na2CO3 −(1.97±0.51)
sol 0.3 M Na2CO3 −(1.78±0.42)

0.4 M Na2CO3 −(1.72±0.39)

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 −(1.25±0.52) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(1.61±0.10) −(1.60±0.41)(c) [83MAY]

−1.62(i)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(1.43±0.07) −(1.42±0.68)(c) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(1.8±0.3) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 −(2.4±0.32) −(0.8±0.59)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY]

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 −(0.84±1.39) −(1.6±0.35)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaCl 23 −(1.34±0.19) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 −(0.10±0.15) −(0.01±0.17)(c) [86GRE/ROB](j)

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 −(0.15±0.10) −(0.15±0.86)(c) [91KIM/KLE]
sol 3 M NaCl 23 −(0.2±0.2) [91KIM/KLE]

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 (0.41±0.10) (0.45±1.39)(c) [94NEC/KIM]

sol 5 M NaCl 23 (0.02±0.16) [96RUN/NEU](g)

sol 5 M NaCl 25 (0.14±1.27)(c) [95NEC/RUN]
sol 5 M NaCl 25 0.21 [94NEC/KIM]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

KNpO2CO3·xH2O(s)+ 2CO2−
3 
 K+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 0.2 M K2CO3 (20±2) −(3.0±1.5) [66GOR/ZEN](a)(b)

sol 1 M KCl 75 −(2±0.63) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

CsNpO2CO3·xH2O(s)+ 2CO2−
3 
 Cs+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 0.2 M Cs2CO3 (20±2) −(2.4±1.5) [66GOR/ZEN](a)(b)

NH4NpO2CO3(s)+ 2CO2−
3 
 NH+

4 + NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 0.6 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(2.81±0.4) [71MOS2](b)(m)

Na3NpO2(CO3)2·yH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 
 3Na+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + yH2O(l)

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 −(4.70±0.3) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)(n)

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(4.5±0.2)

(Continued on next page)

(m) Reinterpreted by this review, the author(s) proposed another interpretation of their data; but it was not correct.

(n) The Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid hydrated phase prepared at room temperature is expected to be partially dehydrated when the temperature is raised above 30◦C. This
stability constant is for this partially dehydrated solid phase.
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(4.0±0.2) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 −(4.3±0.37) −(4.5±0.3)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY](n)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 −(4.3±0.83) −(4.5±0.2)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −(3.56±0.17) −(3.57±0.30)(c) [95NEC/RUN]

sol 0.5 M Na2CO3 −3.72 [77SAI/UEN](a)(b)

sol 0.75 M Na2CO3 −2.92
sol 1 M Na2CO3 −2.42

sol 3 M NaNO3 ? −(1.46±0.09) [77SIM](o)(d)

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 −(2.29±0.15) −(1.67±0.50)(c) [95NEC/RUN]

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 −1.98 −(1.17±0.79)(c) [90RIG]

sol 1.35 M Na2CO3 −1.86 [77SAI/UEN](a)(b)

sol 1.6 M Na2CO3 −1.42
sol 5 M NaClO4 25 −(2.10±0.14) [95NEC/RUN]

sol 5 M NaCl 25 −(1.50±0.86) [95NEC/RUN](o)

sol 1.85 M Na2CO3 −1.07 [77SAI/UEN](a)(b)

sol 2 M Na2CO3 −0.87
(Continued on next page)

(o) Calculated by this review, the author(s) proposed a correct interpretation of their data; but he (they) did not calculate the corresponding equilibrium constant.
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

K3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 
 3K+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 1 M KCl 75 −(4.7±0.2) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

sol 1.2 M K2CO3 20 −(3.4±0.5) [74VIS/VOL] (a)(b)

sol 1.2 M K2CO3 80 −(3.1±0.5)

sol 5.57 M K2CO3 202 −(1.4±1.5) [66GOR/ZEN](a)(b)

(NH4)3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 
 3NH+

4 + NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + xH2O(l)

sol 2.2 M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(2.6±0.5) [71MOS2](m)(b)

Na3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s)+ (y − x)H2O
 NaNpO2CO3·yH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 + 2Na+

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 75 −(3.45±0.42) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)(n)

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(2.7±0.23)

sol 1 M NaClO4 30 −(2.2±0.3) [93LEM/BOY] (c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 50 −(1.9±0.2) −(3.7±0.51)(c)(b) [93LEM/BOY](n)

sol 1 M NaClO4 75 −(3.46±1.12) −(2.9±0.28)(c)(b)

sol 1 M NaClO4 25 −2.13 −(2.15±0.88)(c) [95NEC/RUN]

sol 3 M NaClO4 22 −1.88 −(1.16±0.15)(c) [90RIG](j)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.4: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t log10 K (Ic) log10 K (Ic) Reference
Ic/mol·dm−3 (◦C) reported recalculated

sol 3 M NaClO4 25 −(2.14±0.18) −(2.12±1.10)(c) [95NEC/RUN]

sol 5 M NaClO4 25 −(2.51±0.17) −(2.55±1.7)(c)

sol 5 M NaCl 25 −(1.64±1.53)

K3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s)+ (y − x)H2O(l) 
 KNpO2CO3·yH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 + 2K+

sol 0.2 to 0.8(p) M K2CO3 −(0.6±0.9) [74SIM/VOL](a)(b)

sol 1 M KCl 75 −(2.7±0.6) [93LEM/BOY](c)(b)

(NH4)3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s)+ (y − x)H2O(l) 
 NH4NpO2CO3·yH2O(s)+ CO2−
3 + 2NH+

4

sol 1.5 to 2.2(p) M (NH4)2CO3 ? −(0.34±0.58) [71MOS2](m)(b)

(p) In M2CO3 aqueous solution, the two M-Np(V)-CO3 solid phases are at equilibrium for a unique [M2CO3] value, [M2CO3]s; but, since thermodynamic cycles were
used, the value of the equilibrium constant can be estimated in aqueous solution with M2CO3 concentration different from the [M2CO3]s value. This is important only
for ionic strength corrections.
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Table 12.5: Np(V) carbonate equilibrium constants,K ◦
i = a(NpO2(CO3)

1−2i
i /(a(NpO2(CO3)

−1−2i
i−1 )a(CO2−

3 )) and K ◦
s , the solubility

product of a hydrated NaNpO2CO3 solid(o) (except when noted otherwise(s)) extrapolated to zero ionic strength from data measured in
NaClO4 media (unless noted otherwise)(q), and the corresponding SIT coefficients.ε0 = ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ), εi = ε
(NpO2(CO3)

1−2i
i ,Na+)

. The

uncertainties are 1.96σ on extrapolation to zero ionic strength, and do not include possible systematic deviations.

Reference log10 K◦
s,0 log10 K◦

1 log10 K◦
2 log10 K◦

3 ε0 ε1 ε2 ε3

[98VIT/CAP](b,e) −10.96 4.97 1.49 −1.20 −0.20 −0.40 −0.70
[90RIG](c) (4.80±0.11) (1.50±0.01) −(0.88±0.01) −(0.16±0.10) −(0.27±0.11) −(0.61±0.11)
[90RIG](b) −(1.04±0.05) −(0.16±0.05)

[98VIT/CAP](g) −(11.00±0.22) (4.70±0.10) (1.38±0.32) −(0.86±0.13) (0.25±0.05) −(0.07±0.03) −(0.28±0.03) −(0.40±0.11)

[91KIM/KLE](m) −(10.96±0.05) (5.04±0.06) (1.55±0.11) −(0.86±0.19) (0.34±0.08)(j) (0.09±0.10)(p) −(0.06±0.09)(j) −(0.23±0.21)(j)

(0.25±0.08)(k) (0.03±0.18)(k) −(0.05±0.20)(k)

[94NEC/RUN](m) −(11.0±0.07) (4.81±0.15) (1.74±0.27) −(1.01±0.25) (0.31±0.08)(j) −(0.05±0.11)(p) −(0.16±0.10)(j) −(0.33±0.20)(j)

(0.22±0.08)(k) −(0.07±0.19)(k) −(0.15±0.19)(k)

−(0.16±0.11)(s)

[94NEC/RUN](c,m) −(10.96±0.14)(d) (4.98±0.16)(d) (1.61±0.07)(d) −0.92(d) (0.34±0.10)(j) (0.08±0.13)(p) −(0.06±0.13)(j) −(0.24±0.25)(j)

(0.24±0.12)(k) (0.03±0.21)(k) −(0.06±0.26)(k)

[94NEC/KIM](m) (0.18±0.03)(c,l)

[95FAN/NEC](h,m) −(11.09±0.11)(n) (5.03±0.06) (1.44±0.15) −(1.10±0.39) (0.20±0.05)(a) (0.06±0.01)(a) (0.12±0.30)(a) (0.63±0.78)(a)

[95FAN/NEC](a,h,q) (0.09±0.01)(r)

[94NEC/KIM](q) (0.09±0.08)(c,l,r)

[96RUN/NEU](q) −(11.05±0.05) (5.18±0.17) (1.01±0.48) −(0.35±0.48) (0.05±0.08)(r) −(0.02±0.13) −(0.36±0.12) −(0.26±0.13)

[95NOV/ROB] −11.3 5.39 0.41 −0.62 (0.21±0.07)(a) (0.08±0.07)(a) (0.01±0.45)(a) (0.63±0.81)(a)

[96RUN/NEU](h) −10.89 5.06 1.43 −1.07 (0.17±0.01)(a) (0.05±0.07)(a) (0.08±0.10)(a) (0.51±0.69)(a)

[90NIT/STA] (h) (4.69±0.13)
This review(b,i) (4.92±0.03) (1.58±0.09) −(1.04±0.12) (0.25±0.05) −(0.22±0.06) −(0.35±0.11) −(0.59±0.13)

This review(b,f) −(11.66±0.50)(o) (4.96±0.06) (1.57±0.08) −(1.06±0.11) (0.25±0.05) −(0.18±0.15) −(0.33±0.16) −(0.53±0.19)

(a)Calculated in this review from the ion pair Pitzer parameters, neglecting higher order terms even when given in the original publication. Similar
ε values were derived from the Pitzer parameters from different publications [95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN, 95NOV/ROB, 96RUN/NEU], probably
because the authors fitted parameters from similar sets of published equilibrium constants.

(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(b)The experimental data (in some cases as re-evaluated in this review); the extrapolation toI = 0 was performed in this review.
(c)The extrapolation toI = 0 was performed in this review.
(d)Value selected by this review to determine the standard value (atI = 0) and eventually the�ε coefficient.
(e)From Maya’s solubility studies [83MAY] and solubility studies carried out in Vitorge’s laboratory [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB].
(f)Values selected in this review based on equally weighted recalculated values from the different studies.
(g)These values (cited in [98VIT/CAP], p. 49), are from earlier calculations presented at the conference “Migration 91”.
(h)Literature data were used for extrapolation toI = 0.
(i)For extrapolation toI = 0, linear regression weigthed by 1/(uncertainty) was used.
(j)εi is calculated in this review from the value published for�εi = εi − ε0 − iε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

, using theε0 value on the same line,ε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
=

−(0.06± 0.06) kg·mol−1 (this review (AppendixB) accepts−(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1), and other required values as recalculated (in this review)
from Pitzer ion pair parameters(a) from the same laboratory [95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN].

(k)εi is calculated in this review from the value published for�εi = εi − ε0 − iε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
, using theε0 value on the same line,ε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

=
+(0.03± 0.09) kg·mol−1 (this review (AppendixB) accepts−(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1), from other required values and from pH calibration
information given in the original publication (from which log10 K◦

p2
= (18.23± 0.16) was estimated in this review; the value accepted in this

review is (18.155± 0.03) (Table 5.2)). The difference in the results calculated using the procedure described in footnote (j) arises only from
differences in the sets of auxiliary values for NaClO4 media. These differences are in most cases within the statistical errors estimated in this
review.

(l)From liquid-liquid extraction measurements.
(m)Equilibrium constantsK (I ) (for K = K i andKs,0) were proposed from a solubility study in 0.1, 1 and 3 M NaClO4, andK (I ) were extrapolated

to I = 0 by SIT linear regression to obtainK ◦ and�ε [91KIM/KLE]. From the same sets of measurements, and values later reported forI = 5 M
for K (I ), K ◦ and�ε were calculated using the SIT [94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN], or the Pitzer formula in non-complexing [95NEC/FAN] or
complexing [95FAN/NEC] aqueous solutions. In this later case, other published data for aqueous solutions up toI = 5 M in NaClO4 were also
used. Here only tabulatedK ◦ andε values deduced from experimental measurements in 0.1 to 3 M NaClO4 are used.

(n)[95NEC/FAN]
(o) log10 K◦

s = −(11.16± 0.35) is also selected in this review for the freshly precipitated solid phase.
(p)εi calculated(j,k) in this review from�εi ; the auxiliary valueε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

is not needed (or cancels) in this particular case.

(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(q)Equilibrium constant values for NaCl media (including values from a report [94RUN/KIM] cited in Ref. [96RUN/NEU] not available to this review)

were extrapolated toI = 0, as described above in footnote (k), usingε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
= −(0.07± 0.08) kJ·mol−1. The procedure described in

footnote (j) gives virtually the same numbers. A difference between Cl− and ClO−4 media is actually observed directly for solubility measurements

only in chemical conditions where NpO2CO−3 predominates (corresponding toε1). This might be interpreted as evidence for formation of a mixed

complex (Cl− addition to NpO2CO−3 ). Differences inε2 andε3 values originate in the differences inε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
values used for Cl− and ClO−4

which are propagated in theεi values.
(r)Hereε◦ representsε

(NpO+2 ,Cl−)
. The values are italicised to stressε

(NpO+2 ,Cl−)
is not expected to have the same value asε

(NpO+2 ,ClO−4 )
.

(s)From the solubility product of Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s, hyd).
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Neck et al. also reportedβ1 andβ2 values deduced from absorption spectropho-
tometry [94NEC/RUN]. The K2 value (calculated asβ2/β1) is exactly the same as
the value reported from their solubility measurements in the same paper, and is in ac-
cord with the value selected in the present review, while theirβ1 value is reasonably
consistent with the value they determined from their solubility measurements (see the
discussion of [91KIM/KLE] in Appendix A); the latter (extrapolated toI = 0) was
used in the present review in selection of the values for the complexation constants.
However, in the absence of sufficient experimental information to re-interpret the spec-
trophotometric measurements, those values are not used in the present review in the
final selection of the values for the complexation constants.

Clarket al. [96CLA/CON] also reportedβ1 andβ2 values deduced from absorption
spectrophotometry from about 30 to 70◦C. TheK2 value for 25◦C is in accord with the
value selected in the present review (within the uncertainty estimated by the authors),
while the value ofβ1 is not. These values are not used in the present review in the
selection of formation constants because there was not enough experimental detail in
the publication.

Complexation constants were also determined in several solubility studies in
NaClO4 or NaCl aqueous solutions. There are problems in the interpretation of
solubility data to obtain values for the complexation constants. These problems are
dealt with in more detail above and in the section on the selection of the values
of the solubility products for alkali-Np(V)-carbonates (Section12.1.2.2.2). Even
though Maya [83MAY] and Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB] seem
to have carried out two of the more reliable studies, the solid phases they used
were probably somewhat different (see Section12.1.2.2.2and the discussion of
[83MAY, 84VIT, 90RIG] in Appendix A). However, these problems should not
have a direct influence on the selection of the stepwise complexation constants.
Another potential problem is that the formation of the NpO2CO−

3 complex over
a MNpO2CO3(s) solid phase can result in a constant minimum total237Np(V)
solubility, which is not far from the usual analytical detection limits (forα- or
γ -spectrometry or liquid scintillation methods); however, this does not seem to have
caused any difficulties in any of the publications reviewed here (except perhaps for
[93LEM/BOY]).

The Np(V) solubility tabulated in the report by Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE] for
I = 1 M NaClO4, can be plotted exactly on Maya’s [83MAY] curve, even though the
pH calibration may not have been done in the same way in the two sets of experiments.
Moreover, the minimum solubility does not depend on the pH calibration, and the
reported solubility values were the same, though the equilibration times were not.
The Np(V) solubilities tabulated in the report by Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE] and
other work by Necket al. [94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN], Fanghänel
et al. [95FAN/NEC] and Rundeet al. [96RUN/NEU] are slightly shifted toward
higher [CO2−

3 ] when compared with the previous data of Grenthe, Robouch and
Vitorge [86GRE/ROB]. This shift seems to be less important for the solubility of
NaNpO2CO3(s) than for the solubility of hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) (although
this is an observation based on the sole value for the latter solid in [86GRE/ROB]).
This might be evidence that the solubility was not controlled by the same solid
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phases in both studies (see the discussion on the selection of solubility products in
Section12.1.2.2.2). Nevertheless, the solid phases in the later studies seem to be
well characterized, as in the interconversion between hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) and
hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) [95NEC/RUN].

The complexation constant values selected atI = 3 M NaClO4 are particularly
important for selecting the standardK ◦ value using the SIT (limited toI ≤ 3.5 m),
because they have a critical influence on the selection of the values of�ε and ε.
From their solubility measurements in perchlorate media, Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE,
94NEC/KIM] extrapolated their values for the dioxoneptunium(V) carbonate complex-
ation constants to zero ionic strength using the SIT forI ≤ 3.5 m and also carried out
an extrapolation including literature data. The extrapolation of their own data res-
ulted in values forβ◦1 and the corresponding�ε1 that are only in marginal agree-
ment with the values proposed by the present review (see Table12.5and discussion
in Appendix A). The difference in�ε1 (−0.19 kg·mol−1 vs. −0.35 kg·mol−1) is
mostly due to the difference in log10β1 for I = 3 M (0.33 in the original publications
[86GRE/ROB, 91KIM/KLE], but somewhat larger if values recalculated in the present
review are used). In the present review the value used forI = 3 M directly in as-
sessing�ε1 for the dissolution equilibrium is from [86GRE/ROB]. However, values
from Kim et al. [91KIM/KLE] are extrapolated toI = 0 where possible problems (see
AppendixA) cancel, and then used in the data selection in the present review.

On the other hand, there are fewer problems in calculating values of the stepwise
complexation constants,K ◦

2 and K ◦
3, as extrapolated toI = 0 in the present review.

The (relatively small) inconsistency in theβ1 values should most likely be attributed to
problems with achieving equilibrium between the solutions and the solid compounds
for conditions close to the solubility minimum. In the present review, to minimize the
possible effects of systematic errors, values of each stepwise equilibrium constant from
these papers [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM] have been extrapolated to zero ionic strength
(Table12.5). TheseI = 0 constants (only) are used (with values from other studies) in
arriving at selected values.

The work of Neck, Runde and Kim [95NEC/RUN] and Runde, Neu and Clark
[96RUN/NEU] shows that although in solutions with low concentrations of CO2−

3 the
solubility of NaNpO2CO3(s) decreases markedly as the concentration of NaClO4 is in-
creased, the solubility changes only marginally as chloride concentrations are increased
to 5 M.

The formation constants and interaction coefficients derived from the solubilities
in sodium perchlorate solutions should also be applicable to solubilities in chloride
solutions within the uncertainties in the activity coefficient equations. Although vari-
ous authors [95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN, 95NOV/ROB, 96RUN/NEU] have derived
sets of Pitzer equation [73PIT] coefficients for the Np(V)-carbonate system, it seems
that the SIT can still be used separately (within the experimental uncertainties) for
solutions either 3 M in NaClO4 or 3 M NaCl. However, it is then necessary to se-
lect a value forε(NpO+2 ,Cl−). Based on a solubility study of NpO2OH(am), Robertset

al. [96ROB/SIL] proposed a value of (0.08± 0.05) kg·mol−1. Analysis of the Pitzer
coefficients proposed by Fanghänel, Necket al.[95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN], and by
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Rundeet al. [96RUN/NEU] leads to similar values (see the AppendixA discussion of
this paper). In the present review, we select the value

ε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) = (0.09± 0.05) kg·mol−1

Unfortunately, this value is not completely consistent with the solubility of the Np(V)
sodium carbonate solids (cf. Section12.1.2.1.3.b).

Therefore, despite the extensive work on these systems, for the reasons discussed
above, there is still some doubt about the values selected in the present review for
the formation constant of NpO2CO−

3 , and especially the value of the specific inter-
action coefficientε(Na+,NpO2CO−3 ). These then propagate into uncertainties about the
cumulative formation constants (β ’s) and specific interaction coefficients for the other
carbonate complexes. For the reasons explained above (see AppendixA for more de-
tails), in the selection of final values for complexation constants in the present review,
only one set of values was used from each laboratory. This avoids assigning too much
weight to sets that might have common systematic errors or uncertainties (and all sets
of data undoubtedly have some). Additional reliable experimental measurements are
still required, especially nearI = 3 M.

The first set of equilibrium constants for Np(V) carbonate complexes was proposed
by Maya [83MAY] from solubility measurements in 1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution,
and these were confirmed by Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB] who used
the same technique in 3 M NaClO4. Using the SIT extrapolation to zero ionic strength
from these two determinations give stepwise complexation constants,K ◦

i , and corres-
ponding�εi values that are compatible with others used in the selection of values in
the present review (see Table12.5).

Forβ◦1(12.14), the selected value was obtained using an SIT unweighted linear re-
gression (Figure12.2) of the results from these two solubility studies plus those of Kim
et al. [91KIM/KLE] and Necket al.[94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN] re-extrapolated to
I = 0 (see AppendixA) and the spectrophotometric determinations of Riglet [90RIG],
and of Nitsche, Standifer and Silva [90NIT/STA] in 0.5 and 0.1 M NaClO4 respectively
(both reinterpreted in the present review as explained above and in AppendixA). As
explained above, the liquid-liquid extraction data were not considered.

The selected value from the unweighted linear regression is

log10β
◦
1(12.14) = (4.96± 0.06)

Linear regression also gives�ε1 = −(0.35±0.14) kg·mol−1 (Figure12.2). Using
this value,ε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

= −(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4), andε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) =

(0.25± 0.05) kg·mol−1 (TableB.3), the interaction coefficient

ε(Na+,NpO2CO−3 ) = −(0.18± 0.15) kg·mol−1

is calculated. The selected value log10β◦1 corresponds to

�rG
◦
m(12.14, 298.15 K) = −(28.32± 0.35) kJ·mol−1
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and hence

�fG
◦
m(NpO2CO−

3 , 298.15 K) = −(1463.99± 5.65) kJ·mol−1

For K ◦
2(12.15), the selected value (Figure12.3) was based on the values from the

Figure 12.2: Extrapolation toI = 0 of the NpO+2 + CO2−
3 
 NpO2CO−

3 equilibrium
constantβ1, using the SIT with values from measurements in aqueous NaClO4 accep-
ted in the present review (filled symbols). Other literature experimental data (not used
in determining the selected value) are also plotted for comparison (open symbols). Sets
of values recalculated in the present review (cf. AppendixA) are marked (a). Measure-
ments were done in NaClO4 or in Na2CO3(b), NaCl(c) or (n-CH4H9)4NNO3(d) media
as noted in the legend (in the latter case the x axis is m(n−C4H9)4N+ and not mNa+).
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[81BIL] (a),(b)

[83MAY] (a)

[85BID/TAN] (a)

[85INO/TOC] (a)

[86GRE/ROB] (a)

[90RIG]

[90RIG] (a)

[90NIT/STA] (a)

[93LEM/BOY]

[94MEI]

[94NEC/KIM] (c)

[94NEC/RUN] (a)

[96RUN/NEU] (c)

[96CLA/CON2] (d)

log10β1 = (4.96 ± 0.06)

∆ε = −(0.35 ± 0.14) kg.mol-1

solubility data of Maya [83MAY], Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB], and
those of Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE] and Necket al. [94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN] re-
extrapolated toI = 0 in the present review (excluding the data fromI = 5 M where
the SIT is probably not valid, although the reported values are still in accord with those
selected by this review). The spectrophotometric determinations of Riglet [90RIG], in
0.5, 1 and 2 M NaClO4, respectively, have not been used (see above), but the results are
in accord with the selected value, as is the calculated value. The liquid-liquid extraction
data were not used, but those reported by Inoue and Tochiyama [85INO/TOC] at I =
1 M are in reasonable agreement with the selected values. The selected value from the
unweighted linear regression is

log10K◦
2(12.15) = (1.57± 0.08)

�rG
◦
m(12.15, 298.15 K) = −(8.97± 0.47) kJ·mol−1
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From this, the selected value

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 , 298.15 K) = −(2000.86± 5.69) kJ·mol−1

is calculated. Linear regression also gives�ε(12.15) = −(0.07± 0.05) kg·mol−1

(Figure12.3). Using this value,ε
(Na+,CO2−

3 )
= −(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4),

andε(Na+,NpO2CO−3 ) = −(0.18± 0.15) kg·mol−1 determined above, the interaction
coefficient

ε
(Na+,NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 )

= −(0.33± 0.17) kg·mol−1

is calculated.

Figure 12.3: Extrapolation toI = 0 of the NpO2CO−
3 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
3−
2

equilibrium constantK2, using the SIT with values from measurements in aqueous
NaClO4 accepted in the present review (filled symbols). Other literature experimental
data (not used in determining the selected value) are also plotted for comparison
(open symbols). Sets of values recalculated in the present review (cf. AppendixA)
are marked (a). Measurements were done in NaClO4 or in Na2CO3(b), NaCl(c) or
(n − C4H9)4NNO3(d) media as noted in the legend (in the latter case the x axis is
m(n−C4H9)4N+ and not mNa+).
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From the selectedβ◦1 and K◦
2 values, β◦2 = β◦1·K◦

2 is calculated and
log10β

◦
2(12.17, 298.15 K) = (6.53± 0.10), for

NpO+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 (12.17)
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as is�rG◦
m(12.17, 298.15 K) = −(37.30±0.59) kJ·mol−1. For K ◦

3 the selected value
was chosen (Figure12.4) using the solubility data of Maya [83MAY] and Grenthe,
Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB], those of Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE] and Necket
al. [94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN] re-extrapolated toI = 0 in the present review, and
the spectrophotometric determinations of Riglet [90RIG] in 0.5 to 2 M NaClO4 as re-
interpreted in the present review. The solubility measurements actually were obtained
for an equilibrium involving a metastable solid, and Maya’s data really include only
one measurement that is significant for the determination of the value ofK3. Ionic
strength corrections, deduced from Riglet’s spectrophotometric data alone, are in ac-
cord with the selected value. To balance the selection between results from spectropho-
tometric and solubility experiments, results from both Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge
[86GRE/ROB] and Riglet [90RIG] were used even though they originated in the same
laboratory. The selected value from the unweighted linear regression is

log10K◦
3(12.16, 298.15 K) = −(1.03± 0.11)

�rG
◦
m(12.16, 298.15 K) = (5.90± 0.63) kJ·mol−1

from which the selected value

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(2522.86± 5.73) kJ·mol−1

is calculated. Linear regression also gives�ε(12.16) = −(0.12± 0.06) kg·mol−1

(Figure12.4). Using this value,ε
(Na+,CO2−

3 )
= −(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1, (TableB.4)

andε
(Na+,NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 )

= −(0.33± 0.17) kg·mol−1 determined above, the interaction

coefficient

ε
(Na+,NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 )

= −(0.53± 0.19) kg·mol−1

is calculated. From the selectedβ◦1, K◦
2 andK◦

3 values log10β
◦
3(12.18, 298.15 K) =

(5.50± 0.15) for

NpO+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 (12.18)

and�rG◦
m(12.18, 298.15 K) = −(31.39± 0.86) kJ·mol−1.

A predominance diagram for the system at different ionic strengths is shown in
Figure12.5.

12.1.2.1.3.b Formation of carbonate complexes in chloride media – a
conundrum

During the period this review was being written, several papers appeared on the beha-
viour of neptunium(V) in chloride media [94NEC/KIM, 95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN,
95NEC/RUN, 95NOV/ROB, 96RUN/NEU, 96ROB/SIL]. Most of these focussed on
the complexation of NpO+2 with carbonate or the hydrolysis of NpO+2 . For the most
part the experimental work seems to have been carried out carefully and with proper
attention to the myriad of experimental problems associated with solubility and poten-
tiometric studies.
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Figure 12.4: Extrapolation toI = 0 of the NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3

equilibrium constantK3, using the SIT with values from measurements in aqueous
NaClO4 accepted in the present review (filled symbols). Other literature experimental
data (not used in determining the selected value) are also plotted for comparison (open
symbols). Sets of values recalculated in the present review (cf. Appendix A) are
marked (a). Measurements were done in NaClO4 or in Na2CO3(b) or NaCl(c) me-
dia as noted in the legend.
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Figure 12.5: Predominance diagrams of Np(V) carbonate aqueous complexes at dif-
ferent ionic strengths in NaClO4 aqueous solutions. The lines are calculated with data
selected in the present review. The directly measured stepwise formation constants are
also marked on the figure. Ionic strength corrections can be less than the scatter in the
data. At high ionic strengths, the species NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 has a very small region of pre-

dominance, while NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 can be formed only in high ionic strength solutions.

The domain below the line [CO2−3 ]=0.5[Na+] cannot be reached experimentally; the
line itself correspond to pure Na2CO3.
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For studies of carbonate complexation in perchlorate media there are some minor
differences between values reported in these papers and values from earlier studies.
There might also be some differences of opinion regarding electrode calibration or
characterization of the solids in the solubility studies. However, in most cases the
differences are well within the experimental uncertainties.

Nevertheless, the studies in chloride media have raised some interesting questions.
For example, the solubility for NpO2OH was found to be slightly less than half an order
of magnitude more soluble in 3 M NaCl than in 3 M NaClO4.

NpO2OH·xH2O 
 NpO+
2 + OH− + xH2O

Using the SIT as outlined in AppendixB (with non-zero coefficientsε only for cation-
anion interactions), this would suggestε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) is approximately 0.1 kg·mol−1 less

positive thanε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ). This is also consistent with the difference of 0.1 kg·mol−1

that can be calculated from the liquid-liquid extraction data reported by Necket al.
[95NEC/FAN]. However, in solutions containing low concentrations of carbonate, and
with NaNpO2CO3·xH2O as the controlling solid, the solubility of NaNpO2CO3·xH2O
in 3 M NaCl is found to be a full order of magnitude greater than in 3 M NaClO4.

The reaction(s) should be either

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O 
 NpO+
2 + Na+ + CO2−

3 + xH2O

in which case (with theε values given in AppendixB) the value ofε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) is

approximately 0.3 kg·mol−1 less postitive thanε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) – not 0.1 kg·mol−1, or

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O 
 NpO2CO−
3 + Na+ + xH2O

which would suggestε(Na+,Cl−) − ε(Na+,ClO−
4 ) = −0.3 kg·mol−1 – a value inconsistent

with the AppendixB value of 0.02 kg·mol−1, and a rather large value for the difference
between interaction coefficients for Na+ with two singly-charged small anions.

Finally, in high-carbonate concentration media, the solubilities of NaNpO2CO3·xH2O
in 3 M NaCl and in 3 M NaClO4 are approximately equal for the reaction

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O+ 2CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + Na+ + xH2O

and (again, assuming only anion-cation interactions)ε(Na+,Cl−) is approximately equal
to ε(Na+,ClO−

4 ). Interaction parameters for NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 would have the same value in

each medium (and the same would apply to NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 ).

Clearly, there is a problem. Either all the carbonate complexation results in chlor-
ide (or perchlorate) media are badly in error (which is possible, but unlikely), or some
other aspects of the set of arguments presented above is wrong. There is a remote
possibility radiolytic effects are important in the long-term solubility studies; the form-
ation of mixed carbonatochloro complexes also seems possible, although this would be
unexpected considering the apparent weakness of complexation of NpO+

2 with chloride
(Section9.2.2.3).
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Neck, Kim, Fanghänel and co-workers [94NEC/KIM, 95NEC/FAN, 95FAN/NEC]
have suggested that anion-anion interactions need to be considered. Thus, the prob-
lem could arise from equating trace activity coefficients for ions such as CO2−

3 or
NpO2CO−

3 in different media. In that case a Pitzer-treatment of the activity coeffi-
cients [95NEC/FAN, 95NOV/ROB, 96RUN/NEU] or a modified set of SIT coefficients
[99NEC/FAN] could be invoked. It is clear that such an approach could resolve some
of the difficulties. However, the large difference in the solubility of NaNpO2CO3·xH2O
in different media when the predominant reaction is expected to be

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O 
 NpO2CO−
3 + Na+ + xH2O

suggests that even this approach will not completely make the problem disappear.
These differences are smallest at zero ionic strength, where there is less uncertainty,

hence they have no influence on any standard equilibrium constants selected in this re-
view. Nor is there much of an effect in the calculated speciation in many groundwaters.
Nevertheless, larger differences in solubilities might be generated in more concentrated
Cl− aqueous solutions, but this difference would certainly be within the uncertainties
estimated in this review. However, solubility data indicate no difference between Cl−
and ClO−4 media when the limiting complex NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 , or its first dissociated

complex NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 , is formed - the problem is actually restricted to quite narrow

domain of Cl− concentration, assuming consistent auxiliary values are used to calcu-
late[CO2−

3 ].
More data have been published for NaClO4 solutions than for NaCl media, and

statistical analysis is not very meaningful in this later medium. Theε SIT pair coeffi-
cients for Np(V) anions estimated in this review from their data in 0.1 to 3 M NaCl or
NaClO4 aqueous solutions, are the same within the uncertainties when different values
for ε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

in ClO−
4 and Cl− media are assumed (Table12.5). This is not consist-

ent with methodologies adopted in this review. All this does not mean the data in NaCl
media are incorrect, typically determinations of values for the CO2(g)/CO2−

3 equilib-
rium constantK p2, in both media differ by only 0.17 log10 unit, and are consistent with
the CODATA auxiliary value adopted in this review (see footnotes for Table12.5). This
0.17 difference reflects the accuracy of the measurements, but it is more than the un-
certainty of theK p2 value adopted in the present review, and the difference propagates
in the uncertainties ofε for the Np(V) interactions:

• From the determinations ofK p2 in 0.1 to 3 M NaClO4 aqueous solution Kimet
al. and Necket al. [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/RUN], and usingε(H+,ClO−

4 ) = (0.13±
0.02) kg·mol−1 deduced from Pitzer parameters [95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN]
(instead of(0.14±0.02) (TableB.3)), we have calculatedε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

= (0.03±
0.09) kg·mol−1 and log10 K p2 = (18.23± 0.16) kg·mol−1, while −(0.08±
0.03) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4) and(18.155 ± 0.03) (CODATA value) respectively
are used in this review (also see [95GRE/PUI]). From this value and the sol-
ubility productK ◦

s for NaNpO2CO3(s) measured in similar conditions, this re-
view then calculatedε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.25±0.08) kg·mol−1 [91KIM/KLE] and

(0.24± 0.12) kg·mol−1 [94NEC/RUN]. These values are in fair agreement with
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the value(0.25± 0.05) used in this review (TableB.3), andε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) =

(0.18± 0.03) kg·mol−1 from liquid-liquid extraction data [94NEC/KIM]. Neck
et al. [94NEC/KIM] proposedε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.20, possibly to be more con-
sistent with their liquid-liquid extraction data.

• From similar calculations in NaCl media, this review calculated
ε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
= −(0.07± 0.09) kg·mol−1, log10 K p2 = (18.06± 0.20) kg·mol−1

and ε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) = (0.05 ± 0.08) kg·mol−1 from the solubility data

[94RUN/KIM, 96RUN/NEU], andε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) = (0.09± 0.08) kg·mol−1 from
the liquid-liquid extraction data [94NEC/KIM].

This suggests the problem might be in the determination ofK p2 at high ionic
strength, and not inK ◦

s . This is consistent with the explanation of the authors who
proposed using differentε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

in ClO−
4 and Cl− media, or using a third order

virial expansion, (i.e., a Pitzer formula). All theseε values are in agreement within the
uncertainties estimated in this review (as 1.96σ ) for the experimental determinations
of these authors. For this reason, and because of the lack of independent confirmation
from other laboratories, this review did not change its auxiliary value forε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

even though this problem might very well indicate it is needed; minimally the numer-
ical value forε

(CO2−
3 ,Na+)

now needs confirmation.

At this time we have chosen to select a value forε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) based solely on the
NpO2OH(c) solubility studies, with the full knowledge that this provides an inadequate
representation of the best current solubility measurements for NaNpO2CO3·xH2O in
chloride media. A better resolution must be found in the future.

12.1.2.1.3.c Temperature influence on Np(V) carbonate complexation

Gorbenko-Germanov and Zenkova [66GOR/ZEN] reported Np(V) solubilities at 20
and 80◦C, but it is not known whether the solid phases were the same for the two
measurements. These measurements were not used in the present review to propose
thermodynamic values, nor the temperature dependence of the solubility for the reasons
explained below (Section12.1.2.2.2).

Lemire, Boyer and Campbell studied Np(V) solubility in alkali-carbonate media
at 30 to 75◦C [93LEM/BOY]. Essentially, constant solubilities were found over a
wide range of chemical conditions. This was due to the offsetting effects of changes
in carbonate complexation (that increased solubility with [CO2−

3 ]), and solid phase
transformations that were difficult to control. Values ofβ1, K2 andK3 determined by
Lemire, Boyer and Campbell at 30◦C are in reasonable agreement with those selected
in the present review for 25◦C. Curve fitting performed by the author and graphical
reinterpretations attempted as part of the present review (see AppendixA) were unsuc-
cessful in determining enthalpies for the complexation reactions because of the scatter
in the experimental data, and ambiguities as to the nature of the solid phases.

In an overview paper by Clarket al. [96CLA/CON] a spectrophotometric technique
was used to propose values ofβ1 andβ2 as a function of temperature. The method used
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in this work is promising. A figure shows there is little scatter in the complexation
constants, and demonstrates a linear variation of the logarithm of the formation con-
stant values with 1/T . From these plots the authors deduced�r H values. Some data
proposed for 25◦C in this paper are not consistent with values selected in the present
review. In the absence of details and original data, no values for the enthalpies of the
complexation reactions involving Np(V) carbonato complexes from this work, have
been selected in the present review.

However, from�rH◦
m (12.1, 298.15 K)= −(88.8 ± 2.9) kJ·mol−1 (Section

12.1.2.1), �rH◦
m (12.2, 298.15 K)= −(41.9 ± 4.1) kJ·mol−1 (Section12.1.2.1)

and �rH◦
m (7.4, 298.15 K)= −(117.4 ± 0.6) kJ·mol−1 (Section7.2 ), the value

�rH◦
m(12.18, 298.15 K) = −(13.25± 5.06) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. Using�fH◦

m
(NpO+

2 , 298.15 K) selected in this review and�fH◦
m (CO2−

3 , 298.15 K) from Table
5.1,

�fH
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(3017.12± 6.89) kJ·mol−1

From �rH◦
m (12.18 , 298.15 K)= −(13.25± 5.06) kJ·mol−1 and �rG◦

m (12.18,
298.15 K) = −(31.39 ± 0.86) kJ·mol−1 selected in this section,�rS◦m (12.18,
298.15 K)= (60.84± 17.21) J·K−1·mol−1 is calculated. Using the selected values
for S◦m (NpO+

2 , 298.15 K) andS◦m (CO2−
3 , 298.15 K)

S◦m(NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(135.05± 20.47) J·K−1·mol−1

12.1.2.1.3.d Mixed Np(V) hydroxide-carbonate complexes

Varlashkin, Begun and Hobart [84VAR/BEG, 84VAR/HOB] observed spectral vari-
ations on adding concentrated NaOH to concentrated Na2CO3 aqueous solutions con-
taining Np(V). Riglet [90RIG] and Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP] repeated and
extended this work and showed the changes were evidence of formation of a mixed
hydroxide-carbonate complex, possibly NpO2(CO3)2OH4− or NpO2CO3(OH)3−

2 .

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 +OH−


 NpO2(CO3)2OH4− + CO2−
3 (12.19)

The stoichiometry of the mixed species could not be unambiguously established,
and there was evidence of a transient species that formed prior to (or concurrently
with) the predominant complex (the somewhat unlikely species NpO2(CO3)2(OH)5−

2
has been proposed [98VIT/CAP]). Most of the experimental data were discussed at the
Migration’91 Conference and were reported in [98VIT/CAP].

Neck, Fanghänel and Kim [97NEC/FAN] also recently reported a similar spectro-
photometric study of the dissociation of the carbonate limiting complex in alkaline
media. As explained in that reference, the measurements to identify the complexes are
quite difficult, and evidence was presented for formation of NpO2(CO3)2OH4− and
NpO2CO3(OH)3−

2 .
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Despite the extensive scatter in the experimental measurements, it is clear the
first dissociation step of the limiting carbonate complex NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 is not asso-

ciated with any polymerization reaction. This scatter could be explained by kinetics,
NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 might react to form a transient species detected by Riglet [90RIG] who

used an experimental method (direct addition of reactant in the spectrophotometric cu-
vette) that gave more rapid results. For electrostatic reasons, it would be surprising if
a negatively charged ligand is added to the limiting hydroxide complex NpO2(OH)−2 .
Exchange of carbonate from a carbonato complex for hydroxide anions (or a hydroxide
anion) seems more likely.

Beside the species involved in equilibrium12.19, the formation of other mono-
meric mixed-hydroxide complexes has been suggested [90RIG, 97NEC/FAN]. Neck,
Fanghänel and Kim [97NEC/FAN] attributed a broad shoulder at about 1025 nm to
the presence of colloids and to formation of a second complex. However, their stoi-
chiometry could not be clearly established, and evidence for additional soluble mono-
meric species is not clear. As suggested (but eventually rejected, see AppendixA) by
Neck, Fanghänel and Kim [97NEC/FAN] in the qualitative discussion of their spectro-
photometric results, formation of NpO2(OH)−2 and precipitation of a hydroxide com-
pound might be sufficient to explain most of the experimental observations in more
alkaline media. This has also been shown by experiments to determine the influence
of changes in total neptunium(V) concentration [97NEC/FAN, 98VIT/CAP]. In the
course of precipitation a new polymeric species, or equally well a metastable colloid,
may be formed. The influence of all these possible reactions on the spectrum cannot
easily be distinguished.

The values log10 K(12.19, 3M Na+) = (0.47± 0.27) and(0.12± 0.05) are calcu-
lated from the data of [90RIG] and [97NEC/FAN], respectively. The molar absorptivity
at 1010 nm is estimated to be (101± 17) l·mol−1cm−1. These numbers are not con-
sistent within the reported uncertainties; the uncertainties are quite small only because
a limited set of data could be used. From all the published data (also including results
of Gorgeon reported recently by Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP]), this review cal-
culates log10 K(12.19, 3M Na+) = (0.14± 0.75). Assumingε(NpO2(CO3)2OH4−,Na+) =
ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.40± 0.19) kg·mol−1,

log10 K◦(12.19, 298.15K) = (3.20± 1.16)

�rG
◦
m(12.19, 298.15K) = −(18.24± 6.64) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO2(CO3)2OH4−, 298.15K) = −(2170.42± 8.78) kJ·mol−1

are calculated and selected. Using values selected in this review, log10 K (12.20,
298.15K) = (8.70± 1.17) and log10 K (12.19, 3 M Na+, 298.15K) = (10.75± 0.76)
are calculated for the equilibrium

NpO+
2 +OH− + 2CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)2OH4− (12.20)

The value log10 K(12.19, 3 M NaClO4, 298.15K) = (10.06± 0.11) recently pro-
posed [97NEC/FAN] is in agreement with this (10.75± 0.76) value, even though dif-
ferent auxiliary data (for the limiting carbonate complex) were used; its uncertainty
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should be increased for the reasons explained in AppendixA. No values are selec-
ted for NpO2(OH)2CO3−

3 , though the value log10β = 9.56 (I = 3 M NaClO4) from
[97NEC/FAN] can be used as a guideline.

12.1.2.1.4 Np(IV) carbonate complexes

Published values for formation of monomeric carbonate complexes of Np(IV)
are summarized in Table12.6. Moskvin [71MOS2] showed spectral evidence
of Np(IV) complexation in concentrated carbonate aqueous solutions, but the
stoichiometry and formation constants proposed by Moskvin are “completely
erroneous” according to Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA]. This Np(IV) spectrum was
later confirmed [77SAI/UEN, 81WES/SUL, 84VAR/HOB, 93LI/KAT, 96DEL/VIT].
Li, Kato and Yoshida [93LI/KAT] observed that the Np(IV) spectrum changes when
the total concentration of Na2CO3 is decreased from 1 to 0.2 M at pH 10.1. This
observation was later reproduced by Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila [96DEL/VIT],
who demonstrated that the dissociation of the limiting complex involved the loss of
only one carbonate (and no OH− addition). They showed that only two species were
necessary to describe their spectra and all published spectral information for Np(IV)
in concentrated carbonate/bicarbonate aqueous solutions. This is consistent with the
solubility experiments of Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA] and Raiet al. [99RAI/HES] and
with the reported behaviour of Pu(IV) (Section21.1.2.1.3) and U(IV) [92GRE/FUG].
Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot only proposed a rough estimate for the formal potential
of the Np(V)/Np(IV) redox couple in 1 M Na2CO3, because they could not obtain
steady emf measurements. Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila [96DEL/VIT] prepared
Np(IV) by electrochemical reduction of Np(V) in 0.3 to 1.5 M Na2CO3 aqueous
solutions. They obtained steady emf measurements, and calculated the stability of the
Np(IV) limiting complex, assuming its stoichiometry to be Np(CO3)

6−
5 in parallel

to those proposed for the Th(IV) [97FEL/RAI], U(IV) [ 92GRE/FUG] and Pu(IV)
analogues [98CLA/CON]. Rai and Ryan showed that no detectable carbonate or mixed
hydroxide-carbonate complex of Np(IV) was formed when the total concentration of
carbonate was less than 0.01 M, regardless of the value of the pH [85RAI/RYA]. They
also suggested “upper limits” for the stability constants of species proposed elsewhere
in the literature [71MOS2, 89MOR/PRA, 90PRA/MOR] on the basis of solubility
measurements that could not reasonably be used to deduce any thermodynamic
information. Other information about the carbonate complexes of Np(IV) is not
reliable or is erroneous as discussed previously [85RAI/RYA, 95VIT, 96DEL/VIT].
Recently Raiet al. studied the solubility of tetravalent hydrous oxides of actinides in
concentrated bicarbonate and carbonate solutions [95RAI/FEL, 97FEL/RAI]. They
concluded pentacarbonate complexes were present in their aqueous actinide solutions,
consistent with the interpretation used in this review for the carbonato complexes of
tetravalent actinides.
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In two very recent papers, this group has also presented new experimental data
and proposed new stability constant values for the U(IV) [98RAI/FEL] and Np(IV)
[99RAI/HES] systems. Copies of these papers were received late in the course of the
review for neptunium, and provide more reliable data for the Np(IV) system1 (cf. the
discussion on Np analogues at the end of this section).

1 Nevertheless, the information in these papers was reviewed and this led us to revise and add to the selected
values for Np(IV) carbonate complexes; however the papers were published too late to completely redraft
the discussion in Section12.1.2.1.4.
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Table 12.6: Experimental results concerning Np(IV) complexes and redox equilibria in carbonate and bicarbonate media.

Monomeric carbonate complexes

Method Ionic medium (mol· dm−3) t (◦C) log10 K Reference

Np(CO3)
4−
4 + CO2−

3 
 Np(CO3)
6−
5

sp 0.2 M Na2CO3, pH=10.8 room t > (1.3± 0.5) [93LI/KAT](a)

sp 0.4 M Na+, CO2−
3 , HCO−3 (b) (21±2) 1.47 [96DEL/VIT](c)

sp 0.6 M Na+, CO2−
3 , HCO−3 (b) (21±2) 1.63

sp 0.8 M Na+, CO2−
3 , HCO−3 (b) (21±2) 1.80

sp 1 M Na+, CO2−
3 , HCO−3 (b) (21±2) 1.79

sp 1.2 M Na+, CO2−
3 , HCO−3 (b) (21±2) 2.21

sp I = 0 (21±2) −(1.06± 0.20)

NpO2(am, hyd)+ 4CO2−
3 + 2H2O
 Np(CO3)4−4 + 4OH−

sol 0.033 to 0.11 m KHCO3 (23± 2) −(17.36± 0.12) (d) [99RAI/HES] (e)

NpO2(am, hyd)+ 5CO2−
3 + 2H2O
 Np(CO3)6−5 + 4OH−

sol 1.78 m KHCO3 (23± 2) −(11.66± 0.35) (d) [99RAI/HES] (f)

Np4+ + 5CO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)6−5

sol I = 0 (23± 2) 33.79 [99RAI/HES]
sol I = 0 (23± 2) (35.64± 1.07) (f)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.6: (continued)

Redox equilibria

Method Ionic medium (mol· dm−3) t (◦C) E (12.18) E ◦′ (12.19) (g) dE (12.18)/dT (g) Reference
(V vs. SHE) (V vs. SHE) (V · K−1)

Np(V)+ e− 
 Np(IV)(12.18) and NpO2(CO3)5−3 + e− + 2CO2(g)
 Np(CO3)6−5 (12.19)(g)

pot 1 M Na2CO3
(h) room t (0.1±0.2) (i) 0.514(j) [79FED/PER]

pot 0.3 M Na2CO3 25 0.267(k) 0.641(j) [96DEL/VIT]
pot 0.6 M Na2CO3 25 0.188(k) 0.694(j) −0.00206(m)

pot 1 M Na2CO3 25 0.226(k) 0.641(j) −0.00217(m)

pH=10.27 0.535
pot 1.5 M Na2CO3 25 0.207(k) 0.620(j) −0.00224(m)

pot I = 0 25 0.124 (0.436±0.116)

Redox equilibria

Method Ionic medium (mol· dm−3) t (◦C) E ◦′ (V vs. SHE) Reference

Np(CO3)6−5 + e− 
 Np(CO3)3−3 + 2CO2−
3

(n)

vlt 1 M Na2CO3 room t −(1.32± 0.1) [79FED/PER]
vlt 1 M K2CO3 room t −(1.3± 0.1) [84VAR/HOB]
vlt 2 M Na2CO3 room t −(1.2± 0.1)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.6: (continued)

Np(IV) carbonate and hydroxy complexes for which no formation constant values are accepted in the present review.

Method Ionic medium (mol· dm−3) t (◦C) log10 K log10 K (l) Reference

Np4+ + 3CO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)2−3

sol NaHCO3, in air room t (37.0± 1.2) < 33 [89MOR/PRA]

Np4+ + 2CO2−
3 + 2OH− 
 Np(CO3)2(OH)2−2

sol 0.01 M (CO2−
3 + HCO−3 ), Na+ room t (45.69± 0.44) < 42(l) [90PRA/MOR]

sol I = 0 (23± 2) 43.17 < 42 [99RAI/HES]

Np4+ +CO2−
3 + 4OH− 
 Np(CO3)(OH)2−4

sol 0.1 to 2.2 M(NH4)2CO3 room t (53.05± 0.02) < 47(l) [71MOS2]
sol 0.5 M NaClO4 20 (49.2± 0.5) [93ERI/NDA]

Np4+ + 2CO2−
3 + 4OH− 
 Np(CO3)2(OH)4−4

sol 0.01 M (CO2−
3 + HCO−3 ), Na+ room t (53.07± 0.44) < 48(l) [90PRA/MOR]

Np4+ +CO2−
3 + 3OH− 
 NpCO3(OH)−3

sol 0.5 M NaClO4 20 (45.8± 0.5) [93ERI/NDA]

(a)Estimated in the present review from data of this study (not interpreted by the original authors).
(b) log10K determined in chemical conditions where log10[CO2−

3 ]= − log10 K .
(c)Data tabulated on pages 57 and 58 of [96DEL/VIT].
(d)Molal units.

(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(e)Estimated in the present review from data of this study (the original authors gave a different interpretation).
(f)Estimated in the present review following the interpretation of the original authors.
(g)E(12.19) is calculated in this review fromE(12.18) and pCO2, the value of which did not seem to be accurately controlled (AppendixA). This

correction cancelled indE/dT determined by varying T in one solution.
(h)1 M K2CO3 is written in Table 1 of [79FED/PER] which is probably an error.
(i)Uncertainty assigned in the present review.
(j)Assuming equilibrium with the air.
(k)Recalculated from the data tabulated on page 58 of [96DEL/VIT]; corrected for the [Np(V)]/[Np(IV)] ratio.
(l)Maximum possible value estimated in this review from the work of the reference, or from [85RAI/RYA].

(m)Temperature coefficients from linear regresssion ofE◦′ vs. T .
(n)The stoichiometry Np(CO3)3−3 for the Np(III) limiting complex, is assumed by analogy with Am(III) [95SIL/BID], but further confirmation is

needed.
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In this review the stoichiometry of the Np(IV) limiting complex was assumed to
be Np(CO3)

6−
5 , despite the lack of experimental confirmation of this stoichiometry. A

quantitative interpretation of the (relatively poor) experimental data leads to a rough es-
timate of the stability of Np(CO3)

6−
5 based on the formal potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV)

redox couple. However, recent, solubility data are used to calculate the value of the
formation constant selected for Np(CO3)

4−
4 . Spectrophotometric data for the disso-

ciation of the limiting complex are used to calculate the equilibrium constant for the
reaction and the stability constant for Np(CO3)

6−
5 . The model assumed here seems

to be sufficient to explain all published data. The species Np(OH)4(aq), Np(CO3)
6−
5

and Np(CO3)
4−
4 are probably formed in concentrated carbonate/bicarbonate media.

There are insufficient data to allow selection of formation constant values for other
complexes, but that does not mean they do not exist.

12.1.2.1.4.a The limiting Np(IV) carbonate complex

Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot [79FED/PER] proposed the rough valueE◦′(12.21, 1
M Na2CO3) = 0.1 V/SHE for the redox potential of the equilibrium

Np(V)+ e− 
 Np(IV) (12.21)

A reasonable assessment of the uncertainty in this value is probably± 0.2 V (Ap-
pendixA). Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila [96DEL/VIT] later obtained a steady meas-
urement in the same medium and determinedE◦′(12.21, 1 M Na2CO3, pH=10.12) =
0.244 V/SHE. The major redox equilibrium can now be interpreted in terms of the lim-
iting carbonate complexes of Np(IV) and Np(V) whose stoichiometries and stabilities
in these chemical conditions are now reasonably well established (see below in this
section and Section12.1.2.1.3.arespectively).

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + e− + 2CO2(g) 
 Np(CO3)

6−
5 (12.22)

The potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) redox coupleE(12.21), is corrected for CO2(g)

partial pressure to obtain the formal potentialE◦′(12.22). This is the main source of
uncertainty: when a closed 1 M Na2CO3 solution (pCO2 = 10−6.3 atm [95VIT]) is
contacted with air (pCO2 = 10−3.5 atm), pCO2 can progressively increase, decreasing
pH and shifting the redox potential of the solution by as much as +330 mV. Conversely,
water reduction produced OH− anion in the course of the electrochemical preparation
of Np(IV) from Np(V). E◦′(12.22, 1 M Na2CO3, pCO2 = 1 atm) = 0.514 and 0.535
V/SHE are calculated by this review from the above valuesE◦′(12.21, 1 M Na2CO3)
= 0.1 V/SHE [79FED/PER] assuming equilibrium with air, and fromE◦′(12.21, 1 M
Na2CO3, pH 10.12) = 0.244 V/SHE [96DEL/VIT] respectively. Further discussion is
provided in AppendixA. From the mean of the two values,E◦′(12.22, 1 M Na2CO3,
pCO2 = 1 atm, 298.15 K) = (0.524± 0.101) V/SHE (the uncertainty reflects the inac-
curacy in the value ofpCO2), this review calculates log10β5(12.23, 1 M Na2CO3, γNp4+
= 1, 298.15 K) = (41.96± 1.70) in molal units for the equilibrium

Np4+ + 5CO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)

6−
5 (12.23)
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using the standard potential of the NpO+
2 /Np4+ coupleE◦(7.6, 298.15 K) = (0.604±

0.007) V/SHE (Section7.3), the formation constant of the limiting complex of Np(V)
log10β◦3(12.14, 298.15 K) = (5.50± 0.15), determined above, the CO2−

3 /CO2(g)

equilibrium constant log10 K◦ = (18.155± 0.035) (Table5.2), ε
(Na+,NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 )

=
−(0.53± 0.19) kg·mol−1 andε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

= -(0.08± 0.03) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4).

Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila did not measure pH at equilibrium in the course
of their measurements of the redox potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) couple in 0.3, 0.6
and 1.5 M Na2CO3 (see AppendixA). Hence pH was different and unknown in each
different solution. The uncertainty in E◦′(12.22) due to the uncertainty inpCO2 is
assumed to partially cancel in extrapolating these data to zero ionic strength by linear
regression;�ε(12.22, 298.15K) = −(0.54± 0.50) kg·mol−1. From this value and
ε
(Na+,NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 )

= −(0.53± 0.19) kg·mol−1 determined above,ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

6−
5 )

=

(0.00± 0.54) kg·mol−1 is calculated for 0.3 to 1.5 M Na2CO3.

Using�ε(12.25) = (0.38± 0.18) kg·mol−1 determined below by linear regression
from data in 0.2 to 0.5 M Na2CO3, ε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

= −(0.08±0.03) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4)

andε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

4−
4 )

= ε
(Na+,U(CO3)

4−
4 )

= −(0.09± 0.10) kg·mol−1 (TableB.4), an

estimate forε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

6−
5 )

= (0.21± 0.21) kg·mol−1 in this lower ionic strength

region is calculated. This value is consistent with the high ionic strength estimate
ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

6−
5 )

= (0.00± 0.54) kg·mol−1 within the large uncertainties, although

there is no reason this should be the case (the SIT assumption that�ε(I) is con-
stant is not necessarily accurate at high ionic strength for−5 and−6 anions [90RIG,
92GRE/FUG]). However, the approximate agreement in the twoε

(Na+,Np(CO3)
6−
5 )

val-

ues is important only in that it means variation in ionic strength effects cannot be in-
voked to explain differences between the Np and the U and Pu systems as discussed
below.

Using ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

6−
5 )

= (0.00 ± 0.52) kg·mol−1, this review extrapolates

E◦′(12.22, 1 M Na2CO3, pCO2 = 1 atm, 298.15 K) = (0.524± 0.101) V/SHE
and log10β5(12.23, 1 M Na2CO3, γNp4+ = 1, 298.15 K) = (41.96± 1.70) values
(discussed above) to zero ionic strength;E◦(12.22, pCO2 = 1 atm, 298.15 K)
= (0.436± 0.116) V/SHE and log10β◦5(12.23, 298.15 K) = (38.98± 1.97) are
obtained. The latter is consistent with the upper limit ofβ5 deduced from Rai
and Ryan’s first solubility measurement [85RAI/RYA] (Appendix A), and with the
formal potential of the Np(IV)/Np(III) redox couple assuming analogy between
the Np(III) and Am(III) limiting complexes M(CO3)

3−
3 (see Section12.1.2.1.5).

However, E◦(12.22, pCO2 = 1 atm, 298.15 K) = (0.240± 0.091) V/SHE and
log10β

◦
5(12.23, 298.15 K) = (35.62± 1.07) are calculated from values selected in

this review, and even these values may be slight overestimates. TheE◦ values are in
marginal agreement, while theβ◦5 values differ by slightly more than the combined
uncertainties.

Hence, consistent estimations ofβ5 are obtained for Np(IV) using two different
thermodynamic cycles, one of them with data from two different laboratories using
different methods to prepare Np(IV) in carbonate solutions. Nevertheless, this value is
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only an estimate; it is much larger than the corresponding uranium (log10β◦5 = (34.1
± 1.0) [95GRE/PUI]), and plutonium (log10β◦5 = (32.2± 2.0)) values as estimated
by Vitorge [95VIT] from Capdevila’s data [92CAP] (see also Paragraph21.1.2.1.3and
[96CAP/VIT]). As suggested previously, this discrepancy could be due to problems
in the measurements of the Np(V)/Np(IV) formal potential [79FED/PER] or in their
interpretation [96DEL/VIT]; it could also be due to the formation of mixed hydroxo-
carbonato complexes. For the highly negatively charged M(CO3)

6−
5 complexes (M=

Th, U, Np, Pu, Am), strict analogy of ionic strength effects (and, hence, specific in-
teraction coefficients), is not expected. Nevertheless the observed difference between
β◦5 values (within the actinide series) seems too large to be attributed to the procedures
for extrapolation to zero ionic strength. Capdevilaet al. estimated U, Np and Puβ5
values for an ionic medium close to those used in the experimental determinations (3
M NaClO4) [96CAP/VIT]. They also found the value for the formation constant of the
neptunium species to be 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than the formation constants
of the corresponding uranium and plutonium species. For this reason, the uncertainty
in log10β◦5(12.23, 298.15 K) = 38.98 could be increased to± 7 (also see the discussion
on actinide analogues at the end of this section).

Very recently Raiet al. [99RAI/HES] estimated log10 K◦
s,5(12.24) = −21.15

NpO2(am, hyd)+ 5CO2−
3 + 2H2O(l) 
 (12.24)

Np(CO3)
6−
5 + 4OH−

and then log10β◦5(12.23) = 33.79 (or 33.32, using for∗K ◦
s,0 the value selected in Sec-

tion 8.2.5.2) from a study of Np(IV) solubility in KOH/K2CO3/KHCO3 aqueous solu-
tions, and confirmed the stoichiometry of Np(CO3)

6−
5 using X-ray Absorption Spec-

troscopy. However, the selected value

�fG
◦
m(Np(CO3)

6−
5 , 298.15 K) = −(3334.57± 8.43) kJ·mol−1

was obtained, and log10 K◦
s,5(12.24, 298.15K) = −(18.86 ± 0.37) is calculated

from values selected below in this review: log10 K◦
5(12.25) = −(1.07 ± 0.30)

and log10 K◦
s,4(12.26, 298.15K) = −(17.79 ± 0.22). From the K ◦

s,5 value and
log10

∗K◦
s,0(8.13) = (1.53 ± 1.00) selected in Section8.2.5.2, log10β◦5(12.23) =

(35.62± 1.07) is obtained. This selected stability constant for Np(CO3)
4−
4 may be

an overestimate (see Section12.1.2.1.4.b). If so, this would propagate to other values
deduced fromK ◦

s,4(12.26, 298.15 K), namely�fG◦
m(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ) and K ◦

s,5(12.24),
which would also be overestimated. However, the values would certainly still be
within the stated uncertainties (see the discussion of [99RAI/HES] in AppendixA).

The selected value is less than log10β◦5 = 38.98 estimated (but not selected) above
in this section from emf measurement by more than the combined uncertainties (and
confirms the assigned uncertainty of the emf measurement is probably too small), but
it is also 2.27 greater than the value determined by Raiet al. The sources of the lat-
ter discrepancy are the higher weight given in this review to data in KHCO3 media,
the different procedures used for extrapolation to the standard state, and difficulties in
the interpretation (different assumptions for the stoichiometry of the predominant com-
plex in KHCO3 aqueous solutions). None of the available procedures are likely to be
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satisfactory for -6 charged species in high ionic strength media (1-5 m K2CO3). The
values for log10β◦5 for the neptunium value and uranium [95GRE/PUI] complexation
constants are within their combined uncertainties.

The value ofK ◦
s,4(12.26) selected in this section from the solubility data of Rai

et al. in KHCO3 media, andK ◦
5(12.25) selected below (Section12.1.2.1.4.b) repro-

duce the other solubility data they reported for concentrated K2CO3 + KOH media
reasonably well (see AppendixA). The value

�ε(12.24) = −(0.45± 0.68) kg·mol−1

is calculated in this review from the data. From that�ε value the selected interaction
coefficient

ε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

= −(0.73± 0.68) kg·mol−1

is calculated. The value forε
(Np(CO3)

4−
4 ,K+)

(see AppendixA) has little influence on

solubilities calculated for KHCO3 media such as those used in the experiments adop-
ted in the selection ofK ◦

s,4(12.26). However, the value ofε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

does have a

dramatic influence on solubilities calculated for the K2CO3 + KOH media. The diffi-
culty in interpreting these data, and the way they are reinterpreted in this review, may
result in systematic errors. These would mainly be reflected in the value fitted for
ε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

, which has a large uncertainty.

12.1.2.1.4.b Dissociation of the limiting Np(IV) carbonate complex

In a spectrophotometric study starting with the limiting Np(IV) complex in 0.2 to 0.6
M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions, Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila [96DEL/VIT] found
that only two species were necessary to describe their observations. They determined
in these media, the values K5(12.25, x M Na2CO3) of the constant of the equilibrium

Np(CO3)
4−
4 + CO2−

3 
 Np(CO3)
6−
5 (12.25)

and extrapolated them to zero ionic strength with the same methodology used in this
review (AppendixB). These data, and calculations to test the effects of exclusion of
the measurement at the highest ionic strength and different methods of estimating the
mean ionic strength, were presented elsewhere [95VIT, (pp. 35 – 36)], [96CAP/VIT],
resulting in values of log10 K◦

5(12.25) = −(1.27 to− 0.98), and�ε(12.25) = (0.05
to 0.44) kg·mol−1. Excluding the measurement in 0.6 M Na2CO3 they calculated
log10 K◦

5(12.25) = −(1.06± 0.20), and�ε(12.25) = (0.39± 0.18) kg·mol−1 (uncer-
tainty calculated as 1.96σ ). Reanalysis in the present review leads to approximately
the same values:

log10 K◦
5(12.25, 298.15K) = −(1.07± 0.30)

�ε(12.25) = (0.38± 0.18) kg·mol−1

�rG
◦
m(12.25, 298.15 K) = (6.11± 1.71) kJ·mol−1
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This is accepted as the best estimate of log10 K◦
5(12.25) at 25◦; the uncertainty in

log10 K◦
5(12.25) has been increased from 0.14 (= 1.96σ ) to 0.30 because the quality

of the spectrophotometric and pH measurements is not as good as for the similar study
from the same laboratory on the corresponding plutonium system [96CAP/VIT]. Very
recently Raiet al. [99RAI/HES] found a dramatic increase in Np(IV) solubility with
increasing KHCO3 molality. Recalculations (AppendixA) indicate a slope of +4 for
the log-log plot, and the data can be interpreted in terms of the equilibrium

NpO2(am, hyd)+ 4CO2−
3 + 2H2O(l) 
 Np(CO3)

4−
4 + 4OH− (12.26)

Using the low ionic strength experimental data (molal units) reported in
[99RAI/HES], the molal constant, log10Ks,4(12.26, 0.033 to 0.11 m KHCO3), has a
value of−(17.36± 0.12), from which the selected standard values

log10 K◦
s,4(12.26, 298.15 K) = −(17.79± 0.22)

�rG
◦
m(12.26, 298.15 K) = (101.55± 1.26) kJ·mol−1

are obtained. The selected value

�fG
◦
m(Np(CO3)

4−
4 , 298.15 K) = −(2812.78± 8.24) kJ·mol−1

is obtained from thisK ◦
s,4 value, log10

∗Ks,0(8.13, 298.15 K) = (1.53 ± 1.00),

�fG◦
m(Np4+, 298.15 K) = −(491.77± 5.59) kJ·mol−1 selected in Sections8.2.5.2

and7.4, and�fG◦
m(CO2−

3 , 298.15 K) = −(527.9± 0.39) kJ·mol−1 (Table5.1) and
log10β◦4(12.27) = (36.69± 1.03) is calculated for the equilibrium

Np4+ + 4CO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)

4−
4 (12.27)

Neglecting possible formation of mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes, and system-
atic errors in selection of�ε(12.26), a relatively unimportant quantity for these low
ionic strengths, might result in overestimation of the stability of Np(CO3)

4−
4 . This in

turn would result in overestimation of the stability of Np(CO3)
6−
5 , and of the standard

potentialE◦(12.21) for the Np(V)/Np(IV) redox couple.

12.1.2.1.4.c Other Np(IV) carbonate or mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes

Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA] measured Np(IV) solubility in neutral media and con-
cluded that no detectable anionic complex was formed in their conditions. This ob-
servation is consistent with the values for the stability constants of Np(CO3)

4−
4 and

Np(CO3)
6−
5 selected above (see also the discussion of [85RAI/RYA] in AppendixA).

Rai and Ryan also excluded the soluble complexes of Np(IV) proposed by Moskvin
[71MOS2] to interpret his solubility study. Pratopo and Moriyama have tried to repro-
duce Rai and Ryan’s measurements under exactly the same conditions [89MOR/PRA]
or similar conditions [90PRA/MOR]. They found higher solubilities and interpreted
this as evidence of new carbonate or mixed hydroxide carbonate soluble complexes.
As explained in AppendixA the results were too scattered and cannot reasonably be
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used to deduce any thermodynamic information or, indeed, any information at all on
the solution species. Eriksenet al. [93ERI/NDA] also proposed two mixed complexes
based on a single series of experiments. This review accepts the conclusions of Rai
and Ryan [85RAI/RYA] and of Vitorge [95VIT] that solubility studies published up
to and including 1990 [71MOS2, 85RAI/RYA, 89MOR/PRA, 90PRA/MOR] show no
firm evidence of any soluble carbonate or mixed hydroxide Np(IV) carbonate com-
plex. When such species were proposed in literature, they are the result of incorrect
experimental methodology and treatment of data. An efficient reducing agent must be
used for Np(IV) solubility measurements in neutral solutions or in solutions contain-
ing low concentrations of carbonate/bicarbonate [85RAI/RYA], to avoid oxidation of
complexes and changes in the solid phase during solubility measurements. According
to the following equilibria

Np(OH)4(am)+ xCO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)

(4−2x)
x + 4OH− (12.28)

the plot of experimental log10(solubility) as a function of (log10[CO2−
3 ] −

(4/x) log10[OH−]) should be linear with the slope x, when Np(CO3)
(4−2x)
x soluble

complex predominate. In the present review, x = 5 and 4 are used and the correspond-
ing 4/x values are 0.8 and 1. It is noted, however, that a line can be drawn through data
reported in [89MOR/PRA, 90PRA/MOR] with a slope that might indicate formation
of Np(CO3)

4−
4 (or Np(CO3)2(OH)2−

2 [99RAI/HES]). The scatter in the experimental
data could be due to the formation of colloidal NpO2(am, hyd). However, such species
would be important only under a very limited range of conditions. Possible formation
of other species cannot be excluded [93ERI/NDA] (alsocf. the AppendixA entry for
[99RAI/HES]).

12.1.2.1.4.d Temperature influence

Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila [96DEL/VIT] measured the influence of temperat-
ure on the Np(V)/Np(IV) couple. By varying temperature up and down over several
weeks, they obtained reasonable precision (± 10 or 20 mV), when compared to previ-
ous work [79FED/PER, 84VAR/BEG]. As discussed above (Section12.1.2.1.4.a), the
main uncertainty was lack of correct pH measurements and this could induce shifts of
as much as 330 mV. Since reproducible data were obtained during temperature cycles
on a single solution, it is clear that eventually each solution was buffered. Hence the
main source of uncertainty cancels when calculating the enthalpy of reaction. The
authors calculated, by linear regression,∂ E◦′/∂T (12.21) = −2.0584,−2.1676 and
−2.2409 mV·K−1 in 0.6, 1 and 1.5 M Na2CO3 respectively. This data treatment neg-
lected heat capacity, hence assuming entropy and enthalpy changes were independ-
ent of temperature. This review calculates�rHm(12.21) = −82.40,−85.86,−86.91
kJ·mol−1 respectively. Extrapolation to zero ionic strength using the SIT and linear re-
gression [94GIF/VIT] gives�rH◦

m(12.21, 298.15 K) = −(84.39±4.38) kJ·mol−1 and
T◦(d�ε(12.21))/dT) = (0.50±0.34) kg·mol−1, where T◦ is the standard temperature
(298.15 K).
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For comparison purposes, the simple mean of these enthalpy of reaction values at
different ionic strengths is -(85.06± 4.63) kJ·mol−1. From�rH◦

m(12.21, 298.15 K) =
−(84.39± 4.38) kJ·mol−1and �fH◦

m(NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(3017.12±

6.89) kJ·mol−1, �fH◦
m(Np(CO3)

6−
5 , 298.15 K) = −(3888.53± 8.17) kJ·mol−1 is

calculated. From these values,�rH◦
m(12.23, 298.15 K ) = (43.54± 9.27) kJ·mol−1

is calculated, which is very different from the corresponding (calorimetrically determ-
ined) uranium value−(20.0± 4.0) kJ·mol−1[92GRE/FUG]. For this reason the cal-
culated enthalpy of formation value for Np(CO3)

6−
5 is not selected.

12.1.2.1.4.e Discussion: Using Np analogues to estimate missing data

Table12.7provides a summary of equilibrium constant and enthalpy of reaction val-
ues for carbonate complexation as selected in the TDB volumes for U [92GRE/FUG,
95GRE/PUI], Np, Pu and Am [95SIL/BID]. Besides the values selected in this review,
it seems reasonable to use trends in the numerical values of equilibrium constants meas-
ured within the actinide series (Th, U, Np, Pu and Am have been prepared in the +4
oxidation state in bicarbonate-carbonate media) by the same author, even when each
value is not exactly the one selected in the present review. In such cases, several system-
atic errors should cancel. Raiet al. [95RAI/FEL, 97FEL/RAI, 98RAI/FEL] recently
published data from solubility measurements of Th(IV) and U(IV). Results from sim-
ilar Np(IV) studies [99RAI/HES] from this group were made available for this review
prior to publication. Vitorgeet al. [95VIT, 96CAP/VIT, 96DEL/VIT] published re-
liable data from spectrophotometric measurements or literature review on U(IV) and
Pu(IV). They also estimated values for Np(IV), but with poorer accuracy. Hence, their
Np(IV) data are not used below.
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Table 12.7: A summary of selected standard equilibrium constant and enthalpy of reaction values ( kJ·mol−1) at 25◦C for U
([92GRE/FUG] (Table V.43, p. 313) and [95GRE/PUI]), Np (this review), Pu (this review) and Am [95SIL/BID] carbonate species.

U Np Pu Am

log10β1 MO2+
2 +CO2−

3 
 MO2CO3(aq) (9.68±0.04) (9.32±0.61) (11.6±3.0)

�rHm (5.0±2.0)

log10β2 MO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 MO2(CO3)2−2 (16.94±0.12) (16.52±0.73) (14.5±2.6)

�rHm (18.5±4.0) −(27.0±4.0)

log10β3 MO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 MO2(CO3)4−3 (21.60±0.05) (19.37±0.19) (17.7±0.9)

�rHm −(32.9±4.1) −(41.9±4.1) −(38.6±2.0)

log10β36 3MO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (MO2)3(CO3)6−6 (54.0±1.0) (49.84±1.54)

�rHm −(62.7±2.4)

log10(β36/β
3
3) 3MO2(CO3)4−3 
 (MO2)3(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−

3 −(10.8±1.0) −(8.27±1.45)

2UO2(CO3)4−3 +MO2(CO3)4−3 
 (UO2)2MO2(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−
3 −(10.8±1.0) −(8.99±2.69) −(8.2±1.3)

log10
∗β2,1,3 2MO2+

2 + CO2(g)+ 4H2O(l)
 (MO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5H+ −(19.01±0.50) −(21.38±1.62)

log10
∗β3,1,3 3MO2+

2 + CO2(g)+ 4H2O(l)
 (MO2)3HCO3O(OH)+2 + 5H+ −(17.5±0.5)

log10
∗β11,6,12 11MO2+

2 + 6CO2(g)+ 18H2O(l)
 (MO2)11(CO3)6(OH)2−12 + 24H+ −(19.01±0.50)

log10 Ks,0 MO2CO3(s)
 MO2+
2 +CO2−

3 −(14.47±0.04) −(14.60±0.47) −(14.2±0.3)

log10 Ks,3 Na4MO2(CO3)3(s)
 4Na+ + MO2(CO3)4−3 −(5.34±0.16)

log10 Ks,3 K4MO2(CO3)3(s)
 4K+ + MO2(CO3)
4−
3 −(7.03±0.88)

log10 Ks,3 (NH4)4MO2(CO3)3(s)
 4NH+4 +MO2(CO3)4−3 −(7.44±0.30)

log10(β
VI
3 /βV

3 ) MO2+
2 +MO2(CO3)5−3 
 MO+

2 +MO2(CO3)4−3 (14.19±0.26) (13.87±0.12) (13.0±0.6) (13.9±1.6)

log10β1 MO+
2 +CO2−

3 
 MO2CO−3 (4.96±0.06) (5.12±0.14)

log10β2 MO+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 MO2(CO3)3−2 (6.53±0.10)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 12.7: (continued)

log10β3 MO+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 MO2(CO3)
5−
3 (7.41±0.27) (5.50±0.15) (5.0±0.9)

�rHm −(13.35±5.06) −(19.11±8.50)

log10(β21/β3) MO2(CO3)5−3 + OH− 
 MO2(CO3)2OH4− +CO2−
3 (3.20±1.16)

log10 Ks,0 NaMO2CO3·3.5H2O(s, fresh)
 Na+ +MO+
2 + CO2−

3 + 3.5H2O −(11.16±0.35)

log10 Ks,0 NaMO2CO3(s, hyd, aged)
 Na+ + MO+
2 +CO2−

3 −(11.66±0.50)

log10 Ks,0 Na3MO2(CO3)2(s,hyd)
 3Na+ + MO+
2 + 2CO2−

3 −(14.70±0.66)

log10(β
V
3 /βIV

5 ) MO+
2 +M(CO3)6−5 
 M4+ +MO2(CO3)5−3 + 2CO2−

3 −(26.5±1.0) −(30.12±1.16)

log10β5 M4+ + 5CO2−
3 
 M(CO3)6−5 (33.9±1.0) (35.62±1.15) (39.3±2.1)

�rHm −(20.0±4.0)

log10 K5 M(CO3)
4−
4 + CO2−

3 
 M(CO3)
6−
5 −(1.12±0.25) −(1.07±0.30) −(1.36±0.09)

log10(β
IV
3 /βIII

3 ) M4+ + M(CO3)3−3 + 2CO2−
3 
 M3+ + M(CO3)6−5 (19.96±2.27) (20.1±0.9)

log10β1 M3+ + CO2−
3 
 MCO+

3 (7.8±0.3)

log10β2 M3+ + 2CO2−
3 
 M(CO3)−2 (12.3±0.4)

log10β3 M3+ + 3CO2−
3 
 M(CO3)3−3 (15.66±2.51) (15.2±0.6)

log10 Ks,0 M(CO3)1.5(s)
 M3+ + 1.5CO2−
3 −(16.7±1.1)

log10 Ks,0 MCO3OH(s)
 M3+ + CO2−
3 + OH− −(21.2±1.4)
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Capdevila et al. [96CAP/VIT] showed that the dissociation of the Pu(IV)
limiting complex (12.25) gave results similar to those for the corresponding U(IV)
[89BRU/GRE, 92GRE/FUG] and Np(IV) [95VIT, 96DEL/VIT] systems. At high
ionic strength, they estimated log10 K5(12.25, 3M NaClO4) decreased by (1.09±
0.35) log10 unit from U to Pu. At zero ionic strength the corresponding decrease is
(0.26± 0.27). The log10 K◦

5 value selected in the present review is also the same
(within uncertainty) as those for U and Pu as selected in this series of reviews
([92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI], and Section21.1.2.1.3of the present review). Hence
the differences inK5 values within the actinide series from U to Pu are certainly not
much more than the scatter of the data originated from different laboratories (when
available). Nevertheless other dissociation schemes have been proposed in literature,
typically for the limiting complex of Th(IV) [94OST/BRU, 97FEL/RAI, 98RAI/FEL];
experimental verification is therefore needed.

Clark et al. [98CLA/CON] and Raiet al. [95RAI/FEL, 97FEL/RAI, 98RAI/FEL]
were able to explain their EXAFS spectra in terms of the M(CO3)

6−
5 stoichiometry,

and demonstrated that the limiting Pu(IV) carbonate complex is Pu(CO3)
6−
5 , thus con-

firming the interpretation used in this review. Raiet al. also produced solubility
data confirming the steep increase of MO2(am) solubility associated with M(CO3)

6−
5

formation as predicted by Vitorge [95VIT]. Rai et al. reported log10β
◦
5(12.23) =

31.29, 33.79 and 34.18 for the U(IV), Np(IV) and Pu(IV) complexes, respectively
[98RAI/FEL, 99RAI/HES, 99RAI/HES2]. The variation found by this group may be
within the uncertainties, but there appears to be a slight increase of log10β

◦
5(12.23)

from uranium to plutonium. The same group also determined a much smaller value
for the corresponding Th(IV) complex [97FEL/RAI]. Capdevilaet al. [96CAP/VIT]
estimated a (1.1± 1.4) decrease in log10β5 (12.23, 3M NaClO4) at high ionic strength
from U to Pu, and Vitorge [95VIT] also estimated the same trend at zero ionic strength.
This decrease ((1.8± 2.2) in log10β◦5(12.23) from U to Pu) is also certainly within
the uncertainties in the results (at least two orders of magnitude), and again no definite
trend can be discerned. The same conclusion stands for the value selected in the present
review for the Np complex at zero ionic strength; it is larger than the corresponding U
and Pu values by (1.7± 1.5) and (2.4± 2.3), respectively. Silvaet al. [95SIL/BID],
based [89ROB] on data from the redox study of Bourgeset al. [83BOU/GUI], estim-
ated a log10β◦5 (12.23) value for Am(IV) larger by (5.3± 2.3) than the value for the
corresponding uranium(IV) reaction (not unlike the result for Np(IV) discussed above
for some of the calculations performed in the course of doing this review). It is clear
that further experimental confirmation of the stoichiometry of the limiting complex and
its stability constant are needed.

12.1.2.1.5 Np(III) carbonate complexes

Np3+ can be prepared and stabilised in non-complexing (acidic) reducing aqueous
solutions. For kinetic reasons, Np(III) is formed in some cases as an intermediary in
the preparation of Np(IV) in carbonate solutions (see the discussions of [84VAR/HOB]
in AppendixA and [96DEL/VIT, 95VIT]). Nevertheless, Np(III) complexes that may
be formed in carbonate aqueous solutions, are probably not stable. As is the case for
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Am3+ [95SIL/BID], the Np3+ cation is expected to be complexed by the carbonate
anion in near-neutral or basic aqueous solutions. In such conditions, Np(OH)4(aq) or
other Np(IV) complexes strongly stabilise neptunium in the +4 oxidation state, and
Np(III) is usually oxidised to Np(IV) by water. For this reason, there have been no
reliable experimental studies that can be used to propose thermodynamic values for the
formation of intermediary Np(III) complexes in bicarbonate/carbonate media. Thus, no
values for such complexes are selected in the present review. As a guideline, complex-
ation constants of americium(III) [95SIL/BID] or lanthanide(III) chemical analogues
could be used as reasonable approximations.

For the redox potential of the equilibrium,

Np(IV)+ e− 
 Np(III ) (12.29)

Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot [79FED/PER] measuredE◦′(12.29, 1 M K2CO3) =
−1.32 V/SHE. Varlashkin et al. [84VAR/HOB] measured similar values:
E◦′(12.29, 1 M K2CO3) = −1.3 V/SHE andE◦′(12.29, 2 M Na2CO3) = −1.2
V/SHE. These values confirm that Np(III) at equilibrium is oxidised by water in these
media. As for the Am analogue [95SIL/BID], this review assumed the stoichiometry
Np(CO3)

3−
3 for the Np(III) limiting complex, and hence:

Np(CO3)
6−
5 + e− 
 Np(CO3)

3−
3 + 2CO2−

3 (12.30)

The stoichiometry M(CO3)
5−
4 has been proposed for other M(III) analogues

(M=Cm or lanthanides); but was excluded for Am3+. Silva et al. [95SIL/BID]
concluded the limiting americium(III) species is Am(CO3)

3−
3 , and formation of

Np(CO3)
3−
3 is assumed in this review because Am(III) is usually the closest analogue

for Np(III). However further confirmation is required.
From the shift betweenE◦′(12.29, 1 M K2CO3) = 1.32 V/SHE and the

Np4+/Np3+ standard potentialE◦(7.9) = (0.219± 0.010) V/SHE (Section7.5),
log10(β5(IV )(12.23)/β3(III )(12.31))(M = Np, 1 M Na2CO3, γNp4+ = 1, γNp3+ = 1) =
(26.08± 1.70) (molal units) is calculated. Using log10(β5(IV )(12.23), 1 M Na2CO3,

γNp4+ = 1, 298.15K) = (41.96 ± 1.70) in molal units (Section12.1.2.1.4.a),
and assuming the same ionic strength corrections in K+ and Na+ media,
log10β3(12.31, M = Np, 1 M K2CO3, γNp3+ = 1) = (15.87± 2.40) (molal units) is
calculated for the equilibrium

M3+ + 3CO2−
3 
 M(CO3)

3−
3 (12.31)

while log10β3(12.31, M = Am, 1 M Na2CO3, γAm3+ = 1) = (14.20± 0.79) is calculated
for Am(III) from log10β◦3(12.31, M = Am) = (15.2± 0.6) andε

(Na+,Am(CO3)
3−
3 )

=
−(0.15± 0.05) kg·mol−1 [95SIL/BID]. Using the same ionic strength corrections
for Am(III) and Np(III) and for Na+ and K+, log10β◦3(12.31, M = Np) = (16.9±
2.5) is calculated. The Am(III) and Np(III) values are in reasonable agreement. A
smaller value is expected for the smaller Am(III) cation. No value ofβ3(12.31) could
be selected from these data.
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However, as this review neared completion, a new study on Np(IV) solubility
was used to select data from which log10β◦5(IV )(12.23) = (35.62 ± 1.07) and

ε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

= −(0.73 ± 0.68) mol·kg−1 were obtained (Section12.1.2.1.4).

By extrapolation of E◦′(12.29, 1 M K2CO3) to zero ionic strength (assuming
ε
(K+,Np(CO3)

3−
3 )

= ε
(Na+,Am(CO3)

3−
3 )

)

E◦(12.30, 298.15 K) = −(0.962± 0.134) V/SHE

�rG
◦
m(12.30, 298.15 K) = (92.82± 12.93) kJ·mol−1

are calculated and selected. From the latter,�fG◦
m(Np(CO3)

6−
5 , 298.15 K) (Section

12.1.2.1.4) and�fG◦
m(CO2−

3 , 298.15 K) (Table5.1)

�fG
◦
m(Np(CO3)

3−
3 , 298.15 K) = −(2185.95± 15.45) kJ·mol−1

Then using values ofE◦(12.30) and the standard potential of the Np4+/Np3+
redox coupleE◦(7.9) as selected in this review (Section7.5), log10(β

◦
5(IV )(12.23)/

β◦3(III )(12.31, M = Np)) = (19.96 ± 2.27) and log10β◦3(12.31, M = Np) =
(15.66± 2.51) are calculated. The corresponding values for the americium system
[95SIL/BID] are (20.1± 0.9) and (15.2± 0.6), respectively.

12.1.2.2 Solid neptunium carbonates

12.1.2.2.1 Solid neptunium(VI) carbonates

There have been several publications on neptunium(VI) solubility in carbon-
ate/bicarbonate aqueous solutions. The available experimental information is
summarised in Table12.1, where the results of reanalysis of data carried out in the
present review are also provided.

In this review the solubility measurements of Gorbenko-Germanov and Klimov
[66GOR/KLI] have been interpreted, and those of Moskvin [71MOS2] have been re-
interpreted (see Table12.1), as discussed by Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP] con-
sidering the following equilibria:

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4NH+

4 (12.32)

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4K+ (12.33)

This was done even though the solid phase K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) was not properly
characterized. The corresponding equilibrium constants (Table12.1) were extrapolated
to zero ionic strength (see AppendixA) by performing linear SIT regressions with�ε

(12.32),−(0.70±0.14) kg·mol−1and�ε (12.33)−(0.54±0.37) kg·mol−1from which

ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,NH+

4 )
= −(0.78± 0.25) kg·mol−1

ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,K+)

= −(0.62± 0.42) kg·mol−1
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were derived. The standard state equilibrium constants are

log10 K◦
s,3(12.32, 298.15 K) = −(7.44± 0.30)

log10 K◦
s,3(12.33, 298.15 K) = −(7.03± 0.88)

Hence

�rG
◦
m(12.32, 298.15 K) = (42.49± 1.70) kJ·mol−1

�rG
◦
m(12.33, 298.15 K) = (40.15± 5.00) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m((NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s), 298.15 K) = −(2850.29± 6.11) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(K4NpO2(CO3)3(s), 298.15 K) = −(3660.39± 7.64) kJ·mol−1

From these selected values of log10 K◦
s,3(12.32) and log10 K◦

s,3(12.33) and
the value of log10β◦3(12.2) = (19.37 ± 0.19) (Section 12.1.2.1.2), the values
log10 K◦

s,0(12.34) = −(26.81± 0.35) and log10 K◦
s,0(12.35) = −(26.40± 0.90) are

calculated for

(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 4NH+
4 + NpO2+

2 + 3CO2−
3 (12.34)

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 4K+ + NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 (12.35)

Vitorge and Capdevila’s estimate of the solubility product for NpO2CO3(s)
[98CAP/VIT] is recalculated in this review using the same method as the authors;
but with the fixedβ3(12.2) and β6,3(12.6) values selected by this review as was
done when selecting the NpO2CO3(aq) and NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 formation constants (cf.

Section12.1.2.1.2). This value, log10 K◦
s,0 (12.36, 3 M NaClO4), is corrected to zero

ionic strength usingε coefficients in AppendixB.

NpO2CO3(s) 
 NpO2+
2 + CO2−

3 (12.36)

log10 K◦
s,0(12.36, 298.15 K) = −(14.60± 0.47)

Hence,

�rG
◦
m(12.36, 298.15 K) = (83.32± 2.68) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NpO2CO3(s), 298.15 K) = −(1407.16± 6.23) kJ·mol−1

As this review was nearing completion, further evidence for this solid was also
reported by Katoet al. [96KAT/KIM ]. Their measurement of the solubility product, as
corrected in this review (AppendixA), is in agreement with the selected value.
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12.1.2.2.2 Solid alkali metal neptunium(V) carbonate hydrates

A summary of the experimental information on neptunium(V) solubility in carbon-
ate/bicarbonate aqueous solutions, and results of reanalysis of these data as carried out
as part of the present review are provided in Tables12.4and12.5.

The first publication discussing neptunium chemistry in carbonate media was a pa-
per by Nigonet al. [54NIG/PEN] in which the preparation of a hydrated KNpO2CO3(s)
solid was described. Keenan and Kruse [64KEE/KRU] later characterised a com-
pound with the same stoichiometry. Keenan [65KEE] claimed that he prepared a
CsAmO2CO3(s) compound, but not the corresponding Np(V) that should be easier
to prepare (see AppendixA). Gorbenko-Germanov and Zenkova [66GOR/ZEN] pre-
cipitated M-Np(V)-CO3 solid compounds (M = K, Cs), with different stoichiomet-
ries, including K3NpO2(CO3)2(s), but equilibrium was probably not obtained, and the
hydrated solid phases probably were changing during the course of the experiments
(see AppendixA). Moskvin [71MOS2] prepared NH4NpO2CO3(s) hydrated com-
pounds, and Kharitonov and Moskvin [73KHA/MOS] reported an infrared spectrum,
but the compounds were not characterised. The monoammonium solid was trans-
formed into another (more stable) solid, possibly hydrated (NH4)3NpO2(CO3)2(s),
when the aqueous (NH4)2CO3 concentration was greater than 1.5 M (transforma-
tion may even have occurred in 0.6 M (NH4)2CO3, see AppendixA). Volkov et al.
later proposed a structure for this type of alkali metal carbonate compound (Np(V),
Pu(V) and Am(V)), in which alkali metal cations could be exchanged for the NH+

4
or possibly divalent cations. However, as discussed in AppendixA, questions remain
about some of the compounds and structures proposed in this series of papers (e.g.,
[74VIS/VOL, 81VOL/VIS]).

Compounds for which published information is available, but for which no thermo-
dynamic data can be derived include:

• MNpO2CO3(s) compounds for M+ = Li+, K+, Rb+, Tl+ and NH+4 ,
[74VOL/KAP, 81VOL/VIS3];

• M0.5NpO2(CO3)2(s) hydrated compounds for M2+ = Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+ and
Ba2+ [81VOL/VIS3] that were claimed to form from NaNpO2CO3(s) in concen-
trated MCl2 or M(NO3)2 aqueous solutions;

• the hydrated compound Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8 that was proposed [79VOL/VIS];
but which might not be stable in contact with aqueous solutions
[84VIT, 98VIT/CAP].

Simakin [77SIM] was the first author to use this qualitative information to measure
and correctly interpret a solid/liquid equilibrium in the Np(V) carbonate system. He
studied the equilibrium

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+ (12.37)

In this review the value of the equilibrium constantKs,3(12.37) was calculated and
selected (see AppendixA). Earlier (but indirect) evidence that solubility measurements
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could be used to estimate the NaNpO2CO3(s) solubility product (and then�rG) came
from Ueno and Saito [75UEN/SAI] as interpreted in AppendixA of the present review
(the authors did not interpret their observations). As discussed in AppendixA, the res-
ults of these solubility measurements in 0.05 to 0.4 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions can
be reproduced using thermodynamic values selected in the present review from later
work on aqueous Np(V) complexation. For solutions at higher CO2−

3 concentrations,
similar to those in which Simakin prepared hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s), equilibrium
was not obtained.

Maya [83MAY] first proposed a reliable solubility product value for a hydrated
NaNpO2CO3(s) compound in 1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution. This value was used
in the present review, but with an increased uncertainty (see AppendixA). Vitorge
and co-workers [85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP] pointed out that
characterisation of the solid phase was not straightforward. The X-ray diffraction pat-
terns of his compounds could equally well be attributed to the Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8(s)
compound, as prepared by Volkovet al. [79VOL/VIS2], that had received a thermal
treatment (see AppendixA). Volkov et al. proposed an ion exchange reaction that can
be written as

2(x − 1)Na+ + NaNpO2CO3(s) 
 (12.38)

Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s)+ (1− x)CO2−
3

However, Vitorge [84VIT, 98VIT/CAP] showed that the solubilities could
be interpreted in terms of gradual conversion of “freshly” precipitated hy-
drated Na0.72NpO2(CO3)0.86(s), to a compound having a stoichiometry closer to
NaNpO2CO3(s) (see AppendixA). The equilibration time required for conversion
at room temperature was found to be at least several weeks — more than the time
reported in most other similar studies (also see [95NEC/RUN]). Thus, at least
some of the solid compounds prepared by Volkov’s group were poorly crystallized,
and equilibrium conditions with an aqueous phase were not always obtained. For
MNpO2CO3(s) compounds, complex X-ray powder diffraction patterns with broad
overlapping peaks have been used to propose structures, but single crystals have never
been prepared. The patterns may also simply indicate the solids have low symmetry,
are poorly crystallized or may even be mixtures of several compounds. The variations
between the different X-ray diffraction patterns have been interpreted as resulting from
variation in the lattice distances. This could be correlated with variation in the number
of water molecules in the compounds [81VOL/VIS4], perhaps with the differences
depending on how strongly the water in the solid is coordinated to the specific alkali
metal cations (the heavier alkali metal cations are normally less hydrated). This is a
reasonable explanation, but more experimental confirmation is needed. The proposed
structures could also explain the reported ionic exchange properties but, as discussed
above, other explanations based on kinetics are possible. These kinetic problems can
induce variations in the solubility product measurements (lower values are expected
for ripened, better crystallized solid phases). Although such differences are generally
greater than corrections for ionic strength effects, they do not affect the value of the
solubility product by much more than a factor of 10.
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Kim et al. [91KIM/KLE], Meinrath [94MEI] and Neck and co-workers
[94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN, 95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN, 95NEC/RUN] did not report
any such problems with the solid phase they used for their solubility measurements.
As discussed above in the selection of formation constants for the aqueous complexes
(see AppendixA), the reported values for the NaNpO2CO3(s) solubility product,
Ks,0(12.11) are first extrapolated to zero ionic strength, and the resulting standard
value,K ◦

s,0(12.11), is used in this review to derive the selected value.

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) 
 Na+ + NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 + xH2O (12.11)

The value of the corresponding�ε for Eq. 12.11 fitted in this review from
these Ks,0(12.11) determinations atI = 0.1 to 3 M (see AppendixA)
[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/RUN], and using the values ofε(Na+,ClO−

4 ) andε
(Na+,CO2−

3 )
from

AppendixB, results in the calculated valueε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) = (0.34± 0.10) kg·mol−1,

while (0.18± 0.03) kg·mol−1 is calculated in the present review from the liquid-liquid
extraction data of Necket al. [94NEC/KIM, 95NEC/FAN]. Similar values can
be obtained from calculated parameters proposed by the authors (e.g., the values
ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.31± 0.08) or (0.20± 0.05) kg·mol−1 from �ε = (0.21± 0.03)

kg·mol−1 [94NEC/RUN] or from the Pitzer parameters [95FAN/NEC], respectively).
The mean,ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.255± 0.185) kg·mol−1, of the two recalculated (statist-
ically inconsistent) values from the two different experimental studies is in agreement
with the value used in the present reviewε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.25± 0.05) kg·mol−1.
Differences in the estimates ofε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) probably originated, at least in part, in the
ε
(CO2−

3 ,Na+)
auxiliary values (Table12.5). The ionic strength corrections proposed by

the authors were not used in the present review. It cannot be ruled out that whatever
problems is at the origin of the apparent inconsistency in theε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) values
extracted from the solubility product determinations, Ks,0(12.11), was also present in
the rest of the solubility work. For this reason similar ionic strength corrections for
the complexation constants, calculated from these solubility studies, were not used in
this review (see Section12.1.2.1.3.a). The same type of problem was found for the
determinations ofKs,0(12.39), the solubility product for

Na3NpO2(CO3)2 · xH2O(s) 
 (12.39)

3Na+ + NpO+
2 + 2CO2−

3 + xH2O

Information in the one of the later papers from this group [96FAN/NEC] suggested
that there may still be some minor systematic problems in their calibration procedures.
As suggested by the authors, it is also possible that their work indicates a need to even-
tually revise auxiliary data (e.g.,the value forε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

) used in the present review

(see the discussion of [96FAN/NEC] in AppendixA).
Lemire, Boyer and Campbell [93LEM/BOY] carried out solubility experiments

with hydrated sodium and potassium Np(V) carbonate salts at 30 to 75◦C, but their
data are very scattered, especially at higher temperatures. They attributed this to slow
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solid phase transformations, as was confirmed by X-ray analysis of their solids after
liquid-solid equilibration (see also [84VIT, 98VIT/CAP]).

Such an explanation is also suggested by published complex X-ray diffraction pat-
terns for NaNpO2CO3(s) (e.g., [96RUN/NEU]) which have broad overlapping bands
(this is not the case for the diffraction pattern of Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)), and is in accord
with other reported observations [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP] (but not
with those of Necket al. [94NEC/RUN], as discussed above, who claimed they did
not have this problem). Lemire, Boyer and Campbell came to the conclusion that at
least two different hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) solids were formed in the course of their
experiments, possibly corresponding to one or more of the pairs of solids involved in
the transformations suggested by Volkov, Visyashcheva and Kapshukov [77VOL/VIS].
This is possibly correct, but further confirmation is needed.

Therefore, it is concluded that in most of, if not all, the published solubility stud-
ies the hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) compound ripened gradually near 25◦C, and a solid
phase transformation is suspected just above room temperature. It is not clear whether
this is a kinetic problem or whether (at least) two solubility products should be selec-
ted, however the corresponding scatter in the calculated solubility product values is not
very large (about±0.5 in log10 Ks, see the discussions of [84VIT, 93LEM/BOY] in
AppendixA). The value of�ε has not been determined in the present review based
on published experimental determinations of the solubility products,Ks,0(12.11), at
different ionic strengths (or ofKs,i (12.10) = Ks,0(12.11)βi (12.12)), since the influence
of this parameter is not much more than that due to the probable solid phase trans-
formation. Instead, the�ε value is calculated from other (independent) sources (see
above), and is used to compare theKs,i (12.10) (i = 0, 1, 2 and 3) determinations and
to propose the following selected values:

log10 K ◦
s,0(12.11, x=3.5, 298.15 K) = −(11.16± 0.35)

for freshly precipitated
NaNpO2CO3·3.5H2O(s)

�rG◦
m(12.11, x=3.5, 298.15 K) = (63.68± 2.01) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NaNpO2CO3· 3.5H2O(s), 298.15 K) = −(2591.29± 5.99) kJ·mol−1

log10 K ◦
s,0(12.11, x=0, 298.15 K) = −(11.66± 0.50)

for aged or less hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s)
�rG◦

m(12.11, x=0, 298.15 K) = (66.54± 2.86) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(NaNpO2CO3(s), 298.15 K) = −(1764.16± 6.33) kJ·mol−1

corresponding to the equilibrium12.11

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) 
 Na+ + NpO+
2 + CO2−

3 + xH2O

wherex is unknown for the “aged or less hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) compound” (no
H2O molecule is taken into account when calculating�Gm values involving this
last solid phase). These selected values are consistent with all published data, but,
as for the Np(V) carbonate aqueous species, and as discussed in AppendixA (e.g.,
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[94NEC/RUN]), for the work of Kim et al. [91KIM/KLE] and Neck and co-workers
[94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN] only the values extrapolated to zero ionic strength
were used. The smallest reported solubility product value (near room temperature)
was obtained at 30◦C [93LEM/BOY], and the low value may be associated with
the appearance of a new solid phase. The next lowest value was obtained in
the work that probably used the longest equilibration time at room temperature
[86GRE/ROB, 98VIT/CAP], reasonably followed by Maya’s value [83MAY] as
Maya probably used the shortest equilibration time. It is somewhat surprising that
the (I = 0) solubility product value of Necket al. [94NEC/RUN] corresponds to
the more soluble compound. Although the value they reported forI = 1 M is
the same as Maya’s, their value forI = 3 M, is less than the value measured by
Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB]. The reported effects of temperature on
solubility [93LEM/BOY] were not used in this review to estimate�r H for reactions
involving these solid compounds, since solid phase transformations certainly cannot
be neglected.

This review compared the published solubility product determinations (Fig-
ure12.6) by plotting the experimentally determined log10 K◦

s,0(12.11) values minus the
Debye-Hückel contribution (see AppendixB) as a function of the Na+ molality. The
scatter in the published values is likely primarily due to solid phase transformation.
The lines are calculated from the data selected by this review — determinations in
1 and 3 M NaClO4 aqueous solutions [83MAY, 86GRE/ROB] and from another set
of data [94NEC/RUN] using only the values as extrapolated toI = 0. The other
values are shown for comparison. The solid line corresponds to the solubility product
for the freshly precipitated hydrated compound (the most probable value for the
hydration numberx is 3.5). The lower line corresponds to a more aged solid. The
value of [93LEM/BOY] was determined at 30◦C while the others were at 25◦C or
room temperature. Several values were recalculated in the course of the present review
(AppendixA) from information in the original papers. As explained above, no linear
regression is performed on the values shown in the figure; the slopes of the lines are,
−�ε − 3.5r , where�ε is calculated from the parameters of AppendixB, andr is the
mean value of(log10 aH2O)/m.

The same type of treatment to derive solubility products is done from the results
of experiments using hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s). However, in this case it is not
clear if there is a true solid phase dehydration transformation with increasing temper-
ature between solids otherwise having the same stoichiometry, or whether there might
be solid phases with stoichiometries between NaNpO2CO3(s) and Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)
(see AppendixA, [93LEM/BOY]).

The results for the equilibrium12.37

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+

are in Table12.4 (see also Figure12.7), but the extent of hydration of the solid
is not known. TheKs,3(12.37) value proposed in the present review is determ-
ined from Simakin’s data [77SIM] and interpretation (see AppendixA), but is
calculated by this review. The equilibrium constant value atI = 3 M NaNO3,
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Figure 12.6: Comparison of values of the solubility product,Ks,0(12.11, mol3·kg−3),
directly measured at room temperature, 25◦C or 30◦C ([93LEM/BOY]), and at differ-
ent ionic strengths under conditions where the contribution of NpO+

2 to the solubility
is large (log10[CO2−

3 ] ≤ -4 ). The slopes−�ε of the lines (for aqueous NaClO4 solu-
tions) are calculated fromε values tabulated in AppendixB, not from linear regression.
Ks(fresh) is the solubility product of the fresh precipitate NaNpO2CO3(s)·3.5H2O; the
mean value of log10(aH2O)/m is included in�ε and the uncertainty is shown by the
dashed lines. For the aged precipitate (– - –, uncertainties not shown) the stoichiometry
NaNpO2CO3(s) is assumed, and the slope is also−�ε = −0.13 kg·mol−1. As noted
in the legend, values, some recalculated in this review (a),cf. AppendixA, were de-
termined from measurements in NaClO4, in NaCl (b) or in dilute K+ media (c) (in
contact with hydrated KNpO2CO3(s)). In this latter case, x= mK+ and not mNa+ .

log10Ks(fresh) = -11.16 ± 0.35

∆ε = -0.13 ± 0.06 kg .mol-1

log10Ks(aged) = -11.66
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log10 Ks,3(12.37) = −(1.46± 0.09), is greater than the mean values estimated by
Vitorge and co-workers [85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP], and
this is clearly due to evolution of the solid. The value selected in the present review,

log10 K ◦
s,3(12.37, 298.15K) = −(9.20± 0.65)

�rG
◦
m(12.37, 298.15K) = (52.52± 3.70) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s), 298.15K) = −(2833.33± 6.84) kJ·mol−1

and hence,

log10 K ◦
s,0(12.39, 298.15K) = −(14.70± 0.66)

�rG
◦
m(12.39, 298.15K) = (83.91± 3.80) kJ·mol−1

(based on Simakin’s work [77SIM]) refers to the freshly precipitated compound. The
value from data atI = 3 M as determined by Kimet al. and Necket al. [91KIM/KLE,
94NEC/RUN]) is even smaller, but is in accord with that of Simakin when extrapolated
to zero ionic strength (see also comments in AppendixA concerning possible system-
atic errors at high ionic strength). Some solubilities measured by Lemire, Boyer and
Campbell [93LEM/BOY] at 30◦C and some values reported by Vitorge and co-workers
for 25◦C are even smaller, probably because a new phase was formed (see the discus-
sion of [93LEM/BOY] in AppendixA). The mean value of log10 K ◦

s,0 (12.39) based
on all the reported determinations [77SIM, 86GRE/ROB, 93LEM/BOY, 95NEC/RUN,
98VIT/CAP] is −(9.68± 1.01) (maximum−8.67, minimum−10.67).

Values from some references [85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG,
98VIT/CAP] cannot be used because the solubility was changing with time. The
equilibrium constant for transformation of hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) into hydrated
NaNpO2CO3(s)

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) 
 NaNpO2(CO3)(s)+ 2Na+ + CO2−
3 (12.40)

can be calculated from the two solubility productsKs,3(12.37) andKs,3(12.41)

NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) + 2CO2−
3 
 (12.41)

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + Na+ + xH2O

(log10 K ◦(12.40, 298.15K) = log10 K◦
s,3(12.37) − log10 K◦

s,3(12.41, x = 3.5) =
−(3.54 ± 0.75)) or directly (Figure 12.8). Hence, �rG◦

m(12.40, 298.15K) =
(20.23± 4.29) kJ·mol−1.

Thermodynamic equilibrium between the two solid phases and 1 M NaClO4
aqueous solutions is obtained for log10[CO2−

3 ] = −2.3. This value is consistent
with experimental observations [93LEM/BOY, 86GRE/ROB, 95NEC/RUN] ; but
equilibrium is difficult to obtain for kinetic reasons [93LEM/BOY, 98VIT/CAP].

In the present review, values forKs,3(12.41) andKs,3(12.37) are also estimated for
the corresponding K+ [66GOR/ZEN, 93LEM/BOY], Cs+ [66GOR/ZEN] and NH+4
[71MOS2] compounds in various media (Table12.4). However, no values have been
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Figure 12.7: Comparison of values (some recalculated (a) in the present review,cf.,
AppendixA) of Ks,3 (12.37, mol3·kg−3), directly measured at room temperature, 25◦C
or 30◦C ([93LEM/BOY]), and at different ionic strengths under conditions where the
contribution of NpO2(CO3)3−

5 to the solubility is large (log10[CO2−
3 ] ≥ −2). The

values of log10Ks,3 minus the Debye-Hückel correction, and corrected for the appro-
priate M+ specific interaction coefficient, are plotted as a function of the M+ molality
(M+ = Na+, K+ or NH+

4 ). The slope of the line (for aqueous NaClO4 solutions),
�ε = −(0.45± 0.19) kg·mol−1, is calculated using the data selected in the present re-
view and in AppendixB. The intercept is log10K ◦

s,3 = −(9.20± 0.65). Effects related
to the extent of hydration of the solid Na3NpO2(CO3)2·xH2O are small; ——x = 0; —
- — x = 3.5. Values were determined from measurements in NaClO4, or in NaNO3(b),
Na2CO3(c), K2CO3(d) or (NH4)2CO3(e) media as noted in the legend.
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Figure 12.8: Comparison of values of K(12.40). Plotted values are from published
data for NaClO4 media, re-evaluated in the present review and corrected to I=0. The
line, log10K ◦ = −(3.54± 0.73) is calculated using theKs,3(12.37) and Ks,3(12.41)
values selected in the present review. Any effects related to water of hydration have
been neglected. Data for other media are also shown ((a)K2CO3 and (b)(NH4)2CO3;
see legend). On the x axis, m= mK+ , mNa+ or mNH+
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selected for standard conditions because: (a) the solid phases were undoubtedly chan-
ging during the solubility measurements, and (b) the ion interaction coefficients,ε,
could not be accurately estimated for solutions containing cations other than Na+ as
the predominant cation, especially for reactions involving the highly charged limiting
complex.

12.1.2.2.3 Np(IV) Solid phases equilibrated with carbonate / bicarbonate
aqueous solutions

Np(IV) solubility in neutral media is 10−(8.3±0.3)mol·dm−3 (Section8.1.4) and was
interpreted in terms of the equilibrium

NpO2(am, hyd)
 Np(OH)4(aq) (12.42)

[85RAI/RYA]. Hence, in these conditions, no carbonate solid phase containing
Np(IV) was formed. In more concentrated alkali metal carbonate media, the solubility
[71MOS2, 77SAI/UEN, 93LI/KAT, 99RAI/HES] increased as a result of Np(CO3)

4−
4

and Np(CO3)
6−
5 formation [95VIT]. This is undoubtedly limited by some new solid

phase or phases[77SAI/UEN, 95VIT], possibly including alkali metal cations and
Np(CO3)

5−
6 anions. No thermodynamic data could be estimated for these possible

solid phases.

12.1.2.3 Mixed actinide carbonate complexes

Values for the equilibrium constants for formation of complexes of the type
(UO2)2NpO2(CO3)

6−
6 according to the reaction

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 2UO2(CO3)

4−
3 
 (12.43)

(UO2)2NpO2(CO3)
6−
6 + 3CO2−

3

have been discussed previously in this series of reviews [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI].
The assessed values were log10 K◦ = −(9.4 ± 1.3) for the Np equilibrium, and
−(8.2±1.3) for the plutonium equilibrium (alsocf. Section21.1.2.1.1.e). These selec-
tions were based on Grenthe, Riglet and Vitorge’s spectrophotometric determination
for the neptunium containing species log10 K(12.43, 3MNaClO4) = −(10.0 ± 0.2)

[86GRE/RIG, 90RIG]. This work is also accepted in the present review, but
with an increased uncertainty, equal to the uncertainty assigned in the re-
evaluation for the pure Np(VI) trinuclear complex. The earlier work used the
same ionic strength corrections for all the formation constants of complexes
of the type (UO2)2MO2(CO3)

6−
6 (M = U, Np, Pu). This correction, using

�ε = (0.16± 0.36) kg·mol−1 [95GRE/PUI], was only measured for the pure uranium
trinuclear complex (M=U). Instead of−(9.4± 1.3), log10 K◦(12.43) = −(9.2± 1.3)

is calculated for formation constant of the mixed U-Np trinuclear carbonate complex,
using �ε = (0.49± 0.50) kg·mol−1 estimated in the present review for the pure
neptunium trinuclear complex. This review estimates

ε
((UO2)2NpO2(CO3)

6−
6 ,Na+)

= (0.09± 0.71) kg·mol−1
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as the weighted mean of the uranium and neptunium corresponding values
ε
((UO2)2NpO2(CO3)

6−
6 ,Na+)

= (2ε
((UO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 ,Na+)

+ ε
((NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 ,Na+)

)/3. Then

�ε(12.43) = (0.27± 0.77) kg·mol−1is calculated and used to extrapolate the above
value, log10 K(12.43, 3 M NaClO4) = −(10.0± 0.3) to zero ionic strength:

log10 K◦(12.43, 298.15K) = −(8.99± 2.69)

Hence,

�rG
◦
m(12.43, 298.15K) = (51.29± 15.36) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m((UO2)2NpO2(CO3)

6−
6 , 298.15K) = −(6174.31± 16.98) kJ·mol−1

log10 K◦(12.44, 298.15K) = (53.59 ± 2.70) and �rG◦
m(12.44, 298.15K) =

−(305.87± 15.40) kJ·mol−1 are calculated for the equilibrium

2UO2+
2 + NpO2+

2 + 6CO2−
3 
 (UO2)2NpO2(CO3)

6−
6 (12.44)

from the above selected values.

12.1.3 Neptunium cyanide complexes

Formation constants (log10βn = 2.90, 3.23, 4.81, 5.11 and 5.94, n=1-5) for cyano com-
plexes of dioxoneptunium(V), NpO2(CN)1−n

n (n = 1-5) at 25◦C, I = 5 (mol· dm−3)
have been reported [77CUI/MUS, 78MUS/MAR], based on a spectroscopic study (970
to 1060 nm) at pH values between 6.2 and 9.4. Insoluble complex solids, tentatively
identified as NaNpO2(CN)2·xH2O and NpO2CN·yH2O were also found to form in
concentrated solutions of NaCN(aq), and solubilities in 2M NaCN (5M Na+(aq)) were
reported. As discussed in AppendixA, although there is good evidence for complex
formation, the results of this work cannot be used to derive serviceable values for
I = 0, and the stoichiometries of the major complexes and solids need to be confirmed
by other experiments.

12.1.4 Neptunium thiocyanate complexes

12.1.4.1 Aqueous Np(IV) thiocyanate complexes

The formation of thiocyanate complexes of Np(IV) has been studied by Raoet al.
[78RAO/BAG2] using solvent extraction. This is a careful and comprehensive study
(see discussion in AppendixA). The authors reported equilibrium constants for three
reactions of the type:

Np4+ + q SCN− 
 Np(SCN)4−q
q (12.45)

Their results are summarized in Table12.8.
For extrapolation of the 1:1 and 1:2 data toI = 0, we use the�ε values that were

used for the corresponding U(IV) system,
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Table 12.8: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(IV) thiocyanate system,
pH = 0.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) log10β◦(b)

q Reference

Np4+ + SCN− 
 NpSCN3+

dis-TTA 2 M (H, Na)ClO4 10 (1.53± 0.01) [78RAO/BAG2]
2 M (H, Na)ClO4 25 (1.49± 0.07) 3.03(c)

2 M (H, Na)ClO4 40 (1.40± 0.01)
dis-DNNS 2 M(H, Na)ClO4 25 (1.48± 0.06) 3.02(c)

Np4+ + 2 SCN− 
 Np(SCN)2+
2

dis-TTA 2 M (H, Na)ClO4 10 (2.25± 0.03) [78RAO/BAG2]
2 M (H, Na)ClO4 25 (2.06± 0.08) 4.02(c)

2 M (H, Na)ClO4 40 (2.13± 0.03)
dis-DNNS 2 M(H, Na)ClO4 25 (2.26± 0.05) 4.22(c)

Np4+ + 3 SCN− 
 Np(SCN)+3

dis-TTA 2 M (H, Na)ClO4 10 (2.61± 0.03) [78RAO/BAG2]
2 M (H, Na)ClO4 25 (2.53± 0.02) 4.81(c)

2 M (H, Na)ClO4 40 (2.34± 0.04)
dis-DNNS 2 M(H, Na)ClO4 25 (2.50± 0.03) 4.78(c)

(a) log10βq refers to the equilibrium and the ionic strength given in the table.
(b) log10β◦q is the corresponding value corrected toI = 0 at 298.15 K .
(c) The uncertainties given by the authors do not include systematic errors and have therefore not

been propagated to zero ionic strength.
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�ε(12.45, q = 1) = −(0.13± 0.10) kg·mol−1 and�ε(12.45, q = 2) = −(0.56±
0.19) kg·mol−1, after increasing the uncertainties by±0.05 due to the estimation by
analogy. For the 1:3 reaction, we useε(Np(SCN)+3 ) ≈ ε(AmF+2 ) = 0.17 kg·mol−1, which

results in�ε(12.45, q = 3) = −(0.82± 0.13) kg·mol−1, after increasing the uncer-
tainty by±0.05 due to the analogy made. The resulting values atI = 0 are listed in
Table12.8. The values at 25◦C determined with TTA and DNNS agree well. We es-
timate that the uncertainties of these values, taking systematic errors into account, are
around±0.1 logarithmic units for the formation of the 1:1 complex and±0.2 for the
1:2 and 1:3 complexes. We select the average of these values and assign uncertainties
that reflect the fact that no independent study is is available on this system.

log10β◦1(12.45, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 3.0± 0.3

log10β◦2(12.45, q = 2, 298.15 K) = 4.1± 0.5

log10β◦3(12.45, q = 3, 298.15 K) = 4.8± 0.5

Rao et al. [78RAO/BAG2] performed their measurements at 10, 25 and 40◦C, cf.
Table12.8. From the temperature dependence of the resulting equilibrium constants,
they derived enthalpy values,cf. AppendixA. The values ofβ2 at different temper-
atures show no steady variation, which gives an indication of appreciable uncertainty.
Due to lack of information, we assume the enthalpies to be independent of the ionic
strength and assign the uncertainties accordingly.

�rH
◦
m(12.45, q = 1, 298.15 K) = −(7± 3) kJ·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(12.45, q = 2, 298.15 K) = −(9± 9) kJ·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(12.45, q = 3, 298.15 K) = −(13± 9) kJ·mol−1

The thermodynamic formation data are derived from these constants and the selected
data for Np4+ and SCN−:

�fG
◦
m(NpSCN3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(416± 7) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(Np(SCN)2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(330± 10) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(Np(SCN)+3 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(241± 14) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(NpSCN3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(487± 7) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Np(SCN)2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(412± 13) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Np(SCN)+3 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(340± 16) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(NpSCN3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(248± 25) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Np(SCN)2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(90± 51) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Np(SCN)+3 , aq, 298.15 K) = (55± 66) J·K−1·mol−1
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12.1.4.2 Aqueous Np(V) thiocyanate complexes

Formation constants of Np(V) thiocyanate complexes according to the reaction:

NpO+
2 + q SCN− 
 NpO2(SCN)1−q

q (12.46)

have been reported in four papers [77CUI/MUS, 77MUS/MAR, 79RAO/GUD,
81PAT/RAM]. Raoet al. [79RAO/GUD] have verified that Np(V) keeps its oxidation
state during the experiments, although a reduction to Np(IV) by SCN− would be
thermodynamically favoured. The published experimental data are summarized in
Table12.9. High thiocyanate concentrations are necessary for these complexes to form.
In two studies, complexes withq > 2 were proposed [77CUI/MUS, 77MUS/MAR],
but the effects leading to these results, probably also forq = 2, could equally well be
interpreted in terms of activity factor changes.

A comparison of the results of the two earlier studies [77CUI/MUS, 77MUS/MAR]
shows a marked decrease of the stability constants fromI = 9 M to I = 5 M, sug-
gesting that activity factor effects have a substantial impact on the results. No valid
model is available to extrapolate the high ionic strength results toI = 0. The con-
stant determined atI = 2 M originates from a reliable study [79RAO/GUD] (cf.
AppendixA). An attempt to extrapolate this value toI = 0, using�ε(12.46, q =
1) = −(0.30±0.08) kg·mol−1 from the correspondingε values in AppendixB, yields
log10β◦1(12.46, q = 1) = (0.08± 0.30) where the uncertainty is an estimate. This
value may be used as a guideline, but it is not recommended by the present review.

12.1.4.3 Aqueous Np(VI) thiocyanate complexes

No experimental data are available on the formation of Np(VI) thiocyanate complexes.
Raoet al. [78RAO/BAG2] expected the study of Np(VI) thiocyanate complexing to be
rather difficult, because Np(VI) would be reduced in the presence of SCN−.
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Table 12.9: Experimental equilibrium data for the neptunium(V) thiocyanate system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) Reference

NpO+2 + SCN− 
 NpO2SCN(aq)

sp 5 M(NaClO4) 25 0.86 [77CUI/MUS]
pot 9 M (NaClO4) 25 1.03 [77MUS/MAR]
sp 9 M(NaClO4) 25 1.23
dis 2 M (H, Na)ClO4 25 (0.32± 0.02) [79RAO/GUD]
dis 8.5 M (H, Na)ClO4 25 0.91 [81PAT/RAM]

NpO+2 + 2 SCN− 
 NpO2(SCN)−2

sp 5 M(NaClO4) 25 1.05 [77CUI/MUS]
pot 9 M (NaClO4) 25 1.56 [77MUS/MAR]
sp 9 M(NaClO4) 25 1.91
dis 8.5 M(H, Na)ClO4 25 1.07 [81PAT/RAM]

NpO+2 + 3 SCN− 
 NpO2(SCN)
2−
3

sp 5 M(NaClO4) 25 0.89 [77CUI/MUS]
pot 9 M (NaClO4) 25 1.60 [77MUS/MAR]
sp 9 M(NaClO4) 25 2.04

NpO+2 + 4 SCN− 
 NpO2(SCN)3−4

sp 5 M(NaClO4) 25 −0.11 [77CUI/MUS]
pot 9 M (NaClO4) 25 1.56 [77MUS/MAR]
sp 9 M(NaClO4) 25 1.72

NpO+2 + 5 SCN− 
 NpO2(SCN)4−5

sp 9 M(NaClO4) 25 0.46 [77MUS/MAR]

(a) log10βq refers to the equilibrium and the ionic strength given in the table.





Chapter 13

Neptunium group 2
(alkaline-earth) compounds

Several ternary oxides of alkaline earth elements with neptunium have been reported,
and general synthesis and X-ray diffraction data for these compounds have been sum-
marised by Fahey [86FAH] and references therein. However, chemical thermodynamic
data for these compounds are relatively limited.

The thermodynamic quantities calculable from the available experimental data are
exclusively enthalpies of formation. Gibbs energies would, of course, be more useful
for thermodynamic modelling. However, in this review no entropy (or Gibbs energy)
values are estimated for the mixed alkaline earth/neptunium oxides nor for the mixed
alkali metal/neptunium oxides (Chapter14). Entropies determined experimentally for
uranium solids (e.g. γ − UO3(cr)) give a clear indication that entropies for M(VI)
oxides are likely to be greater than those predicted based on “Latimer type” contribu-
tions derived from entropies of M(III) or M(IV) solids (see [92GRE/FUG], especially
Appendix D). However, NpO3(cr) does not exist, and no information is available from
direct measurements on the hydrated Np(VI) oxides.

13.1 Neptunium strontium compounds

13.1.1 Sr3NpO6(cr)

Morsset al. [83MOR/WIL] measured the enthalpy of solution of Sr3NpO6(cr) in 1.0 M
HCl, obtaining�fH◦

m (Sr3NpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3125.3± 5.8) kJ·mol−1. Using
CODATA compatible auxiliary data the value

�fH
◦
m(Sr3NpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3125.8± 5.9) kJ·mol−1

is obtained from a recalculation in this review. The value is accepted here.

13.2 Neptunium barium compounds

13.2.1 Ba3NpO6(cr)

Morsset al. [83MOR/WIL] measured the enthalpy of solution of Ba3NpO6(cr) in 1.0 M
HCl, obtaining�fH◦

m (Ba3NpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3086.0± 7.7) kJ·mol−1. Using
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CODATA compatible auxiliary data the value

�fH
◦
m(Ba3NpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3085.6± 9.6) kJ·mol−1

is obtained from a recalculation in this review. The value is accepted here.

13.2.2 Barium alkaline-earth compounds

Enthalpy of formation data have been reported for three barium alkaline-earth com-
pounds, the perovskite-type oxides of the form Ba2MNpO6(cr) with M = Mg, Ca and
Sr.

No entropy or Gibbs energy values are available for these compounds.

13.2.2.1 Ba2MgNpO6(cr)

Based on the enthalpy of reaction of Ba2MgNpO6(cr) with 1 M HCl reported by Morss,
Fuger and Jenkins [82MOR/FUG] and auxiliary data discussed in AppendixA,

�fH
◦
m(Ba2MgNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3096.9± 8.2) kJ·mol−1

is calculated and accepted in this review.

13.2.2.2 Ba2CaNpO6(cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba2CaNpO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by
Genset al. [85GEN/FUG] from nine replicate measurements on two well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba2CaNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3159.3± 7.9) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.

13.2.2.3 Ba2SrNpO6(cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba2SrNpO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by
Genset al. [85GEN/FUG] from nine replicate measurements on two well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba2SrNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3122.5± 7.8) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.



Chapter 14

Neptunium group 1 (alkali)
compounds

Several ternary oxides of alkali metal elements with neptunium have been reported,
and general synthesis and X-ray diffraction data for these compounds have been sum-
marised by Fahey [86FAH] and references therein. However, chemical thermodynamic
data for these compounds are relatively limited.

14.1 Neptunium lithium compounds

14.1.1 Li2NpO4 (cr)

The value

�fH
◦
m(Li2NpO4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1828.2± 5.8) kJ·mol−1

is accepted, based on a recalculation (cf. AppendixA) of the value reported by Goud-
iakas, Jemine and Fuger [91GOU/JEM] from measurements of the enthalpy of solution
of the solid in 1 M HCl.

14.1.2 Li2Np2O7(cr)

Fuger [85FUG] reported that the attempted synthesis of Li2Np2O7(cr) was unsuccess-
ful.

14.2 Neptunium sodium compounds

14.2.1 α-Na2NpO4

The value

�fH
◦
m(Na2NpO4, α, 298.15 K) = −(1763.8± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

is accepted, based on a recalculation (cf. AppendixA) of the value reported by Goud-
iakas, Jemine and Fuger [91GOU/JEM] from measurements of the enthalpy of solution
of the solid in 1 M HCl.
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14.2.2 β-Na2NpO4

The value

�fH
◦
m(Na2NpO4, β, 298.15 K) = −(1748.5± 6.1) kJ·mol−1

is accepted, based on a recalculation (cf. AppendixA) of the value reported by Goud-
iakas, Jemine and Fuger [91GOU/JEM] from measurements of the enthalpy of solution
of the solid in 1 M HCl. The difference in the enthalpies of solution of theα- andβ-
forms,(15.3± 3.5) kJ·mol−1, is similar to that for the corresponding uranium com-
pounds(13.1± 0.8) kJ·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG].

14.2.3 β-Na4NpO5

Fuger [85FUG] reported a preliminary value of�fH◦
m(Na4NpO5, β, 298.15 K) =

−(2311.7±7.2) kJ·mol−1 based on two preparations with five determinations on each.
He cautioned that the result was suspect because the enthalpy of solution results (dissol-
ution in 1 M HCl) from solids from the two preparations differed by 5 kJ·mol−1. The
details were not published, and the value is not accepted in the present review. Never-
theless, the results are in good agreement with those from another set of experiments
from the same group�fH◦

m(Na4NpO5, β, 298.15 K) = −(2315.7± 5.3) kJ·mol−1

[91GOU/JEM]). After adjustment of the auxiliary data to values consistent with those
used in the present review (cf. AppendixA), the value

�fH
◦
m(Na4NpO5, β, 298.15 K) = −(2315.4± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

is selected.

14.2.4 Na2Np2O7(cr)

Judge, Brown and Fuger, as cited by Fuger [85FUG], measured the enthalpy of solution
of Na2Np2O7(cr) in aqueous HCl (1 M). From this and auxiliary data discussed in
AppendixA, the standard enthalpy of formation of Na2Np2O7(cr) is calculated to be

�fH
◦
m(Na2Np2O7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2894± 11) kJ·mol−1

This value is accepted in this review.
No data onS◦m and�fG◦

m of Na2Np2O7(cr) appear to be available.

14.3 Neptunium potassium compounds

14.3.1 K2NpO4(cr)

The value

�fH
◦
m(K2NpO4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1784.3± 6.4) kJ·mol−1

is accepted, based on a recalculation (cf. AppendixA) of the value reported by Goud-
iakas, Jemine and Fuger [91GOU/JEM] from measurements of the enthalpy of solution
of the solid in 1 M HCl.
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14.3.2 K2Np2O7(cr)

Judge, Brown and Fuger, as cited by Fuger [85FUG], measured the enthalpy of solu-
tion of K2Np2O7(cr) in aqueous HCl (1 M). From this and auxiliary data discussed in
AppendixA, the standard enthalpy of formation of K2Np2O7(cr) is calculated to be

�fH
◦
m(K2Np2O7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2932± 11) kJ·mol−1

This value is accepted in this review.
No data onS◦m and�fG◦

m of K2Np2O7(cr) appear to be available.

14.4 Neptunium rubidium compounds

14.4.1 Rb2Np2O7(cr)

Judge, Brown and Fuger, as cited by Fuger [85FUG], measured the enthalpy of solution
of Rb2Np2O7(cr) in aqueous HCl (1 M). From this and auxiliary data discussed in
AppendixA, the standard enthalpy of formation of Rb2Np2O7(cr) is calculated to be

�fH
◦
m(Rb2Np2O7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2914± 12) kJ·mol−1

This value is accepted in this review.
No data onS◦m and�fG◦

m of Rb2Np2O7(cr) appear to be available.

14.5 Neptunium caesium compounds

14.5.1 Cs2NpO4(cr)

The value

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NpO4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1788.1± 5.7) kJ·mol−1

is accepted, based on a recalculation (cf. AppendixA) of the value reported by Goud-
iakas, Jemine and Fuger [91GOU/JEM] from measurements of the enthalpy of solution
of the solid in 1 M HCl.

14.5.2 Cs2Np2O7(cr)

Judge, Brown and Fuger, as cited by Fuger [85FUG], synthesised a solid that was
primarily Cs2Np2O7(cr), but between 9 and 21% of the neptunium was Np(V). The
measured enthalpies of solution were not reported, and no thermodynamic values are
available for this compound.
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Chapter 15

Elemental plutonium

15.1 Plutonium crystal and liquid

15.1.1 Crystal structure and phase transitions

Plutonium is unique among the metallic elements in having six allotropic modifications
stable at atmospheric pressure. Above 30 kbar, only the two monoclinic, most highly
f-bonded phases (α and β), and the liquid are stable. The crystal structures, given
in Table15.1, are based on studies by Zachariasen and Ellinger [63ZAC/ELL], Jette
[55JET], and Ellinger [56ELL]. The lattice parameters are those selected by Weigel,
Katz and Seaborg ([86WEI/KAT], pp. 600-601), from which the densities have been
recalculated.

There is little uncertainty in the transition temperatures. Earlier work has been
summarised by Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN], but the preferred values are those sugges-
ted by Oetting and Adams [83OET/ADA] which incorporate more recent calorimetric
work by themselves and data measurements by Rolon and Gallegos [81ROL/GAL].
These are also very close to the further data measurements given by Foltyn [90FOL].

15.1.2 Heat capacity and entropy

Early work on the low-temperature heat capacity of plutonium were plagued with the
effects of self-heating and radiation damage. Work up to 1975 has been summarised by
Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN]. Subsequently, Gordonet al. [76GOR/HAL] made meas-
urements on both240Pu and242Pu, with good agreement. The derived heat capacity
and entropy forα-Pu are:

C◦
p,m(Pu, α, 298.15 K) = (31.49± 0.40) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Pu, α, 298.15 K) = (54.46± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1

Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN] have summarised the work on heat capacities of the
various allotropes (mainly due to Engel [67ENG] and Kay and Loasby [64KAY/LOA]),
where there were disagreements of the order of 10%. The recent study from 330 to
700 K (Oetting and Adams [83OET/ADA]), using very pure239Pu in an adiabatic
calorimeter, merge well with the low-temperature data of Gordonet al. [76GOR/HAL]
and the high-temperature data of Engel [67ENG], and have been preferred to the earlier
values. The coefficients of the expressionC◦

p,m = a + b(T/K) are given in Table15.2.
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Table 15.1: Allotropy of plutonium

Phase Stability Structure type Lattice Z Density
range/K and space group parameters g·cm−3

1010 m

α below 397.6 monoclinic a = 6.183 16 19.85
P21/m b = 4.822

c = 10.963
β = 101.79
at 294 K

β 397.6 to 487.9 bc monoclinic a = 9.284 34 17.71
I2/m b = 10.463

c = 7.859
β = 93.13
at 463 K

γ 487.9 to 593.1 orthorhombic a = 3.159 8 17.15
Fddd b = 5.768

c = 10.162
at 508 K

δ 593.1 to 736.0 fc cubic a = 4.6371 4 15.92
Fm3m at 593 K

δ′ 736.0 to 755.7 bc tetragonal a = 3.34 2 16.03
I4/mmm c = 4.44

at 738 K

ε 755.7 to 913.0 bc cubic a = 3.6361 2 16.51
Im3m at 763 K

Table 15.2: Plutonium allotropes: Heat capacity coefficients and transformation data

Phase C◦p,m/ J·K−1·mol−1 Ttrs/K �trsH◦
m/J·mol−1

= a + b(T/K)

a b × 103

α 18.1258 44.820 397.6 (3706± 100)
β 27.4160 13.060 487.9 (478± 20)
γ 22.0233 22.959 593.1 (713± 40)
δ 28.4781 10.807 736.0 (84± 20)
δ′ 35.560 0 755.7 (1841± 100)
ε 33.720 0 913.0 (2824± 100)
liquid 42.248 0 – –
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The concordant transition temperatures and enthalpies measured by Oetting and
Adams [83OET/ADA], who found very sharp inflections in their curves, and by Rolon
and Gallegos [81ROL/GAL] are preferred over the earlier measurements summarised
by Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN] with which the agreement is in any case good. For
consistency, the values recommended by Oetting and Adams [83OET/ADA] have been
taken for the temperatures and enthalpies of transition, with increased (usually) uncer-
tainties. Their values for the enthalpies of theδ − δ′, δ′ − ε andε−liquid transitions
are in any case those recommended by Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN].

15.2 Plutonium ideal monatomic gas

Less than 300 energy levels were known when Benton [64BEN] and Feber and Herrick
[65FEB/HER] made the first statistical-mechanical calculations of the thermal func-
tions of Pu(g). In subsequent calculations, Oettinget al. [76OET/RAN] used 1075
levels up to 40000 cm−1 provided by Fred [75FRE]; Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR]
used the levels (including estimates of some unidentified levels, see below) for 11 so-
called valence state configurations (plus two others), while Wardet al. [86WAR/KLE]
used the 98 levels up to 20000 cm−1 given by Brewer [84BRE], based on listings
provided by Fred and Blaise [83FRE/BLA]. Blaise and Wyart [92BLA/WYA] have
recently published a comprehensive listing of the known energy levels of all the actin-
ide gases, which contains 1190 levels for Pu(g). These are in fact identical with the
1192 levels given by Blaise and Fred [86BLA/FRE] except for the deletion of two high
energy levels from the list given by the latter authors. These 1190 levels include all
those expected up to at least 20000 cm−1 [84BRE], so as pointed out by Brewer, the
uncertainty in Gibbs energy function−{Gm − Hm(298.15 K)/T } at low temperatures
(<1000 K) is little greater than that from the uncertainties in the Fundamental Constants
and the atomic mass of plutonium. However, Rand [80RAN] has pointed out that there
is a very large number of unidentified energy levels for Pu(g), and showed from the
approximate calculations that their effects need to be considered aboveca. 3000 K.

The revised values of the thermal functions have been calculated from the
1190 levels tabulated by Blaiseet al. [92BLA/WYA]; the Gibbs energy functions
begin to differ from those given by Oetting and Rand [76OET/RAN] by more than
0.005 J·K−1·mol−1 at about 2000K.

The values at 298.15 K for the239Pu isotope (molar mass=239.0522 g·mol−1

[86BRO/FIR]) are:

C◦
p,m(Pu, g, 298.15 K) = (20.854± 0.010) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Pu, g, 298.15 K) = (177.167± 0.005) J·K−1·mol−1

The following equations represent the heat capacities of Pu(g) from 298.15 to 2000 K:

C◦
p,m(Pu, g, T) = (20.52− 9.3914× 10−3T + 2.57547× 10−5T 2

+7.512× 104T−2) J·K−1·mol−1
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from 298.15 to 500 K, and

C◦
p,m(Pu, g, T) = (4.592+ 3.31521× 10−2T − 5.64466× 10−6T 2

+7.0159× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 500 to 1100 K, and

C◦
p,m(Pu, g, T) = (−9.588+ 4.60885× 10−2T − 8.63248× 10−6T 2

+5.01446× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 1100 to 2000 K.

15.2.1 Enthalpy of formation

Work on the vapour pressure prior to 1976 has been summarised by Oettinget al.
[76OET/RAN]. There has been one additional study since then (Bradbury and Ohse,
[79BRA/OHS]) which was carried out at higher temperatures (giving pressures up to
1303 Pa), partially to test the upper limit of the Knudsen effusion regime. The vapour
pressure equations from the five studies, and the derived second- and third-law values
for �fH◦

m (298.153 K), are given in Table15.3; there is a good agreement between the
second and third law analyses and between the five studies, probably because, unlike
the earlier actinides, the monoxide gas is only a minor species in the evaporation of
oxygen-contaminated plutonium. The selected value for the enthalpy of formation is:

Table 15.3: Vaporisation of Pu(g) and the enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K

Reference T/K log10(p/bar)(a) �fH
◦
m/( kJ·mol−1)

A B 2nd-law 3rd-law

[56PHI/SEA] 1392-1793 −17587 5.020 355.2 347.6
[66MUL] 1133-1792 −17420 4.919 352.1 347.8
[69KEN] 1426-1658 −17420 4.871 352.0 349.0
[75ACK/RAU] 1210-1620 −17120 4.598 346.2 351.0
[79BRA/OHS] 1724-2219 −17066 4.666 343.5 349.4

Selected value:(349.0± 3.0) kJ·mol−1

(a) log10(p/bar) = A(T/K)−1 + B

�fH
◦
m(Pu, g, 298.15 K) = (349.0± 3.0) kJ·mol−1

The calculated Gibbs energy of formation thus becomes

�fG
◦
m(Pu, g, 298.15 K) = (312.415± 3.0) kJ·mol−1



Chapter 16

Plutonium aqua ions

Plutonium in aqueous solution can exist in the oxidation states, III, IV, V, VI, and VII. In
acidic solution, the reduction potentials of the Pu4+/Pu3+, PuO+2 /Pu4+, PuO2+

2 /Pu4+,
and PuO2+2 /PuO+2 couples lie relatively close to each other, and multiple oxidation
states can coexist in solution. Thus, the determination of molar enthalpies, Gibbs ener-
gies and entropies of reaction may be hampered by the presence of plutonium in oxid-
ation states that are unrelated to the redox couple under investigation, and the presence
of the plutonium in these other oxidation states may remain undetected by the potential
measurements. In solutions less than 1 M in acid, tetravalent plutonium slowly un-
dergoes disproportionation to Pu(III) and Pu(VI). Also, it is partially hydrolyzed even
in 1 M acid solution. Pentavalent plutonium disproportionates to Pu(III), Pu(IV) and
Pu(VI) in acidic solutions, and if the acid concentration is of the order of 0.1 M or less,
Pu(IV) may also be precipitated. The selected thermodynamic quantities for Pu3+,
Pu4+, PuO+2 and PuO2+2 are strongly connected, and there is a minimum amount of
redundant information to provide confirmation for these values. The selection process
used in the present review relies primarily on values for Pu3+ derived from solubil-
ity and enthalpy of solution measurements. Values for Pu4+ are based on potential
measurements of the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple. Next, for PuO2+2 , the equilibrium constant
for the disproportionation reaction of Pu(IV) to Pu(VI) and Pu(III) and values for the
Pu4+/Pu3+ couple and the enthalpy of oxidation of Pu(III) to Pu(VI) are used. Finally,
values for PuO+2 are based on potential measurements of the PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 couple. It
is assumed, that the value of the enthalpy of a reaction atI = 0 is equal to that in
1 M HClO4 within the uncertainties of the measurements. This approximation leads
to the differences between values of the formal potentials in 1 M HClO4(aq) and the
standard potentials being assigned primarily to entropy differences. The assumption is
undoubtedly incorrect (and would actually be consistent with temperature-independent
activity coefficients) but, used consistently, in the absence of experimental informa-
tion, is probably subject to smaller errors than would be introduced by some of the
other possible assumptions.

16.1 Pu(VII) and redox potentials in alkaline solutions

Heptavalent plutonium is only stable in strongly basic solution. The formal potential in
1 M NaOH for the Pu(VII)/Pu(VI) couple was measured by Krotet al., [70KRO/GEL]
and by Peretrukhinet al. [72PER/KRO] as E◦′ = 0.95 V and 0.85 V, respectively, for
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the proposed reaction

PuO4(OH)3−
2 + 2H2O(l)+ e− 
 PuO2(OH)2−

4 + 2OH− (16.1)

Musante [75MUS] measuredE◦′(1 M Bu4NOH) = 1.12 V for the proposed reaction

PuO3−
5 + 3H2O(l)+ e− 
 PuO2(OH)−3 + 3OH− (16.2)

These measurements probably refer to the same reaction.
There are few thermochemical data available on plutonium in alkaline solution. The

alkaline chemistry of transuranium elements was recently reviewed by Peretrukhinet
al. [95PER/SHI]. Table16.1gives the reported formal redox potentials for plutonium
in 1 M NaOH.

Table 16.1: Formal potentials for plutonium in 1 M NaOH(aq) at 298.15 K as reported
from the review of Peretrukhinet al. [95PER/SHI].

Formal potential (V,vs. SHE)
VII/VI VI/V V/IV IV/III

0.85 0.12 −0.67 −0.96

16.2 PuO2+
2

Values for the standard molar enthalpy of formation, the Gibbs energy of formation,
and the molar entropy of the dioxoplutonium(VI) cation were extensively reviewed
in the IAEA review of Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]. Small deviations from the
values of Fuger and Oetting may occur in some instances due to the slightly different
new (revised [89COX/WAG]) CODATA values used by this review. The average value
for �rH◦

m(16.3) = (341.4± 6.3) kJ·mol−1

Pu3+ + 2H2O(l) → PuO2+
2 + H+ + 3

2
H2(g) (16.3)

was derived by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET] from two independent calori-
metric determinations in aqueous (0.5 and 1.0 M) HClO4 [49EVA, 59AXE/IHL,
60IHL/AXE]. Using this, the value of�fH◦

m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) and the
CODATA value of �fH◦

m(H2O(l), 298.15 K), and with the assumption that
the heat of transfer to infinite dilution is negligible, they obtained the value
�rH◦

m(16.4) = −(822.2± 6.7) kJ·mol−1 for the reaction

α-Pu+ 2H+ + O2(g) 
 PuO2+
2 + H2(g) (16.4)
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After incorporating changes in the auxiliary data, and using the selected value of
�fH◦

m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) (cf. Section16.5), the present review accepts

�fH
◦
m(PuO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(822.0± 6.6) kJ·mol−1

We also adopt the approach of the IAEA review that based their standard
molar entropy value for PuO2+2 on data of Connick and McVey [53CON/MCV]
and Rabideau [53RAB] for the Pu4+ disproportionation equilibrium reaction,
�rGm(16.5, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (11.68± 0.54) kJ·mol−1,

3Pu4+ + 2H2O 
 PuO2+
2 + 2Pu3+ + 4H+ (16.5)

and onE◦′(Pu4+/Pu3+), andS◦m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) (cf. Section16.5). Capdevila and
Vitorge [92CAP/VIT, 95CAP/VIT] recently confirmed the disproportionation equilib-
rium constant and derivedE◦ = −(0.988±0.020) V for the standard potential accord-
ing to Reaction (16.6).

PuO2+
2 + 4H+ + 3e− 
 Pu3+ + 2H2O (16.6)

Because of the large uncertainty in this standard potential, this review prefers to derive
�rGm(16.6, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (295.95± 0.56) kJ·mol−1 and log10K(16.6,
1 M HClO4, 298.15 K)= −(51.85±0.10) by combining the value of the formal Gibbs
energy of reaction for the Pu4+ disproportionation equilibrium Reaction (16.5) with
the formal Gibbs energy of reaction corresponding to the Pu4+/Pu3+ redox potential
(0.9821 V, see Section16.4). The values are converted to molality units and extrapol-
ated to the standard condition,I = 0, using the specific interaction theory (SIT). In
the absence of reliable values for the interaction coefficients for Pu3+ and PuO2+2 with
ClO−

4 , the values of the homologous ions Nd3+, ε(Nd3+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.49±0.03) kg·mol−1

[83SPA, 95SIL/BID], and UO2+
2 , ε

(UO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
= (0.46±0.03) kg·mol−1 are used, but

with the uncertainties of the interaction coefficients estimated by analogy raised to
0.05 kg·mol−1 (values of several interaction coefficients [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID]
involving plutonium species have been revised in the present review for reasons dis-
cussed in footnotes to AppendixB).

The following selected values are obtained (the contribution to this potential of
conversion to a standard pressure of 1 bar (+0.00017 V) is within the uncertainty of the
value):

log10K◦(16.6, 298.15 K) = (50.97± 0.15)

E◦(16.6, 298.15 K) = (1.005± 0.003) V

�rG
◦
m(16.6, 298.15 K) = −(290.91± 0.85) kJ·mol−1

E◦(PuO2+
2 /Pu3+) = (0.988 ± 0.020) V for the reduction potential that was

derived by Capdevila and Vitorge [92CAP/VIT] is consistent with the selected value
E◦(16.6, 298.15 K) = (1.005± 0.003) V. The Gibbs energy of reaction�rG◦

m (16.6,
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298.15 K) =−(290.91± 0.85) kJ·mol−1 is used to calculate�fG◦
m from the values

selected for Pu3+ and CODATA auxiliary values.

�fG
◦
m(PuO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(762.4± 2.8) kJ·mol−1

Using the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation and�rH◦
m = −(822.0 ± 6.6) kJ·mol−1,

�rS◦m(16.4, 298.15 K) = −(200.2 ± 22.1) J·K−1·mol−1. From this number, the
standard molar entropy value of PuO2+

2 is calculated as:

S◦m(PuO2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(71.2± 22.1) J·K−1·mol−1.

using S◦m(Pu, α, 298.15 K) = (54.46 ± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1 from this review and
CODATA auxiliary values.

Lemire and Campbell [96LEM/CAM] have used the results of their study of appar-
ent molar heat capacities of NpO2ClO4(aq) with values of the partial molar heat capa-
cities of other electrolytes [89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM2] to estimate the variation of
the potential of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple as a function of temperature. The apparent
molar heat capacities of PuO2+

2 and PuO+2 as a function of temperature were assumed
equal to those for UO2+2 and NpO+2 , respectively [89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM].

The mean value proposed by Capdevila and Vitorge [95CAP/VIT] for
�rCp,m(16.8) is approximately−400 J·K−1·mol−1. This was calculated by double
differentiation of a smoothed function ofE◦

VI/V(T) (based on experimental potential
measurements for temperature from 5 to 65◦C), and is much more negative than the
−70 J·K−1·mol−1 calculated by the method of Lemire and Campbell [96LEM/CAM].
The uncertainties in that method cannot accommodate the Capdevila and Vitorge value
[95CAP/VIT], and suggest the uncertainty in the entropy value proposed for that work
should also be increased. To a first approximation, this review accepts that the partial
molar heat capacities of all the aqueous dioxoactinide(V) and dioxoactinides(VI)
ions can be assumed identical to those determined for UO2+

2 and NpO+2 , respectively
[89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM].

16.3 PuO+2
The standard Gibbs energy of formation of the dioxoplutonium(V) cation is calculated
by this review from the standard potential of the reaction

PuO2+
2 + e− 
 PuO+2 (16.7)

Several independent determinations of the PuO2+
2 /PuO+2 potential in perchloric

acid solution are available. They are summarised in Table16.2. The formal poten-
tials in 1 M HClO4 at 25◦C were determined by Rabideau [56RAB], and by Cap-
devila et al. [92CAP, 92CAP/VIT, 95CAP/VIT], as E◦′ = (0.9164± 0.0002) V, and
(0.912± 0.007) V, respectively.

The value of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB], (0.941± 0.0052) V,
was determined at 20◦C, and not at 25◦C, the standard temperature. They derived
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Table 16.2: Experimental formal potentials in 1 M HClO4, derived standard potentials,
and temperature coefficients for the PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 couple at 298.15 K (at 1 atm. except
for the standard value selected in this review which is at 1 bar).

Method Formal potential Standard potential ∂E◦′/∂T Reference
(V. vs. SHE) (V.vs. SHE) (V·K−1)

Redox couple: PuO2+2 /PuO+2 , according to PuO2+2 + 1
2H2(g) 
 PuO+2 + H+

pot (0.9164± 0.0002) -0.0003 [56RAB]
rev (1.016±0.050)(a) [76FUG/OET]
sol (0.956±0.025) [84RAI]
emf 0.00065 [84BLA/MAD](e)

vlt (0.941±0.005)(b) (0.954±0.010)(b) [89RIG/ROB]
vlt (0.912±0.007) (0.938±0.010) (0.00019±0.00004) [92CAP](d)

[92CAP/VIT](d)

vlt (0.913±0.005) (0.938±0.010) expansion function(c) [95CAP/VIT](d)

rev (0.913±0.005) (0.936±0.005) (0.0000±0.0002) this review

(a) Estimated correction of Rabideau’s [56RAB] E◦′ value by 0.1 V [76FUG/OET].
(b) Value at 20◦C.
(c) Expansion about a reference temperatureT ◦: E(T ) = E(T ◦) + (�S(T ◦)/F) × (T − T ◦) +

(�Cp(T ◦)/2T ◦F)×(T−T ◦)2, �S◦/F = (0.00034±0.00004) V·K−1 and�C◦
p/F= −(0.00404±

0.00090) V·K−1.
(d) Same experimental data set.
(e) ∂E◦/∂T
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E◦ = (0.954± 0.010) V by applying the SIT to data from cyclic voltammetry
measurements at 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 M ionic strengths. Rai [84RAI] reported E◦
= (0.956± 0.025) V from solubility measurements. Capdevila’s value ofE◦ =
(0.938± 0.010) V was also derived by applying the SIT treatment to their data.
They calculated the ion interaction parameter�ε = (0.22 ± 0.03) kg·mol−1

(similar to the values for the reactions involving the corresponding uranium and
neptunium species (AppendixB)). Although these three values for the standard
potential lie within their combined uncertainties, we do not select the data because
the measurements of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge were hampered by experimental
problems (cf. AppendixA) as was pointed out in a later publication [95CAP/VIT]
by one co-author of the initial investigation. Rai’s value was derived solely from
solubility measurements and carries, therefore, the large uncertainty of 0.025 V.
Because the value of Capdevilaet al. also has a relatively large uncertainty of 0.010 V,
we derive the formal potentialE◦′(16.7, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) =(0.913±0.005) V,
log10K(16.7, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (15.43± 0.08) and�rGm(16.7, 1 M HClO4,

298.15 K) = −(88.09± 0.48) kJ·mol−1 by combining the raw data of Capdevila and
Vitorge [95CAP/VIT] and Rabideau [56RAB]. These data are corrected to standard
conditions using the SIT�ε (= (0.22± 0.03) kg·mol−1) value of Capdevila and
Vitorge [95CAP/VIT]. The following values are obtained:

E◦(16.7, 298.15 K) = (0.936± 0.005) V

log10K◦(16.8, 298.15 K) = (15.82± 0.09)

�rG
◦
m(16.8, 298.15 K) = −(90.29± 0.51) kJ·mol−1

for the reaction

PuO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 PuO+2 + H+ (16.8)

The correction to the standard pressure of 1 bar lies within the uncertainty of the
values. The estimate of Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET], E◦ = (1.016± 0.05) V, ap-
pears to be too high in light of these results, and the less positive value,E◦ = 0.936 V,
is used here. Therefore,

�fG
◦
m(PuO+2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(852.6± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

is derived from�rG◦
m(16.8, 298.15 K) and the selected value of�fG◦

m(PuO2+
2 , aq,

298.15 K).
The change in enthalpy for Reaction (16.8) is obtained from the temperature coeffi-

cient of the potential. Figure16.1shows the temperature variation of the derivative with
respect to temperature of the PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 couple formal potential (1.0 M HClO4) for
Rabideau’s [56RAB] and Capdevila and Vitorge’s [95CAP/VIT] data. Because of the
conflicts in the trends in temperature variation, (∂ E◦′/∂T ) = (0.0000±0.0002)V ·K−1

is selected by this review. This is consistent with the variation of the temperature coef-
ficient between the different investigators listed in Table16.2. Rabideau [56RAB]
reported a very small negative coefficient, whereas Capdevila and Vitorge, as well as
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Blanc and Madic [84BLA/MAD], reported positive values. The uncertainty, though
smaller than the experimental scatter, is selected to maintain consistency with entropy
differences for analogous reactions. (e.g., [92GRE/FUG]).

Figure 16.1: Temperature variation of the derivative of the formal potential (1.0 M
HClO4) of the PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 couple with respect to temperature. The data are taken
from [56RAB] and [95CAP/VIT]. The values used to construct the dotted line are
based on values for UO2+2 and NpO+2 in perchlorate media [96LEM/CAM].
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We calculate the change in enthalpy for Reaction (16.8, 1 M HClO4) from E◦′
and ∂ E◦′/∂T with the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation, neglect the small heat of transfer
to infinite dilution [94CAP/VIT, 95CAP/VIT] (however, an extra uncertainty equal to
30% of the uncertainty in∂ E◦′/∂T was incorporated), and obtain

�rH
◦
m(16.8, 298.15 K) = −(88.09± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

Using�fH◦
m (PuO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K),cf. Section16.2, the selected value

�fH
◦
m(PuO+2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(910.1± 8.9) kJ·mol−1

is derived.
The standard molar entropy value is derived from�rS◦m(16.8, 298.15 K) =

(7.4 ± 20.3) J·K−1·mol−1 that is calculated from the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation,
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S◦m(PuO2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K), cf. Section16.2, and CODATA auxiliary data

S◦m(PuO+2 , aq, 298.15 K) = (1± 30) J·K−1·mol−1

16.4 Pu4+

The standard Gibbs energy of formation of the plutonium(IV) cation is calculated by
this review from the standard potential of the reaction

Pu4+ + e− 
 Pu3+ (16.9)

and the standard Gibbs energy of formation of Pu3+ (cf. Section16.5). Eight inde-
pendent experimental determinations of the Pu4+/Pu3+ potential are available: six in
perchloric acid and two in hydrochloric acid solutions. The results are summarised in
Table16.3.

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB] determined the formal potential of the
Pu4+/Pu3+ couple in 1 M HClO4 at 293.15 K by cyclic voltammetry, using a platinum
electrode, asE◦′(293.15 K) = (0.959±0.005) V. Using the same method, Capdev-
ila, Vitorge and Giffaut [92CAP/VIT], Capdevila [92CAP] and Capdevila and Vit-
orge [95CAP/VIT] derivedE◦′ = (0.973± 0.007) V, E◦′ = (0.978± 0.007) V, and
E◦′ = (0.978± 0.005) V, respectively. Connick and McVey [51CON/MCV] and Ra-
bideau and Lemons [51RAB/LEM] determined for the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple the formal
potentials ofE◦′ = (0.982±0.002) V andE◦′ = (0.9821±0.0005) V, respectively. The
data of these investigators are derived from junction potential-free emf measurements
which are precise and accurate. To compare the non-standard (293.15 K) formal poten-
tial of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB] to the potentials derived at standard
temperature, this review applies (dE /dT )isotherm= (0.00149± 0.00004) V·K−1, which
is the selected value for the temperature coefficient of the potential. The correction
for the temperature change of the formal potential from 293.15 to 298.15 K gives
Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge’s formal Pu4+/Pu3+ potential at standard temperature,
E◦′ = (0.966± 0.005) V. This potential is 16 mV smaller than Connick and McVey’s,
and Rabideau and Lemons’ potentials. It is 7 and 12 mV smaller than the potentials
reported by Capdevilaet al. and Capdevila, respectively. This discrepancy in the value
of the formal potential reported by Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB] was
traced to experimental problems [95CAP/VIT] (also,cf. AppendixA). Therefore the
value is rejected in the present review.

Based on the consistency of the data of Connick and McVey and of Rabideau and
Lemons, this review selectsE◦′ = (0.9821± 0.0005) V given by Connick and McVey
and accepts the identical value for the 1 bar standard state (the difference is within the
assigned uncertainty). Within its relatively large uncertainty limit, Capdevila and Vit-
orge’s potential is in agreement with the selected value. Rabideau [57RAB] obtained
E◦′ = 0.9817 V in 1 M HClO4/1 M LiClO4 solution atI = 2. In 1 M HCl, Rabideau
and Cowan [55RAB/COW] measuredE◦′ = (0.9701± 0.0118) V which is signific-
antly lower than the selected value due to chloride complexing. The potential given by
Schwabe and Nebel [62SCH/NEB] was determined in 0.1 M HCl. They calculated the
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Table 16.3: Experimental formal potentials in 1 M HClO4 (unless otherwise noted),
derived standard potentials, and temperature coefficients for the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple at
298.15 K. (at 1 atm. except for the standard value selected in this review which is at
1 bar)

Method Formal potential Standard potential ∂E◦′/∂T Reference
(V, vs. SHE) (V,vs. SHE) (V·K−1)

Redox couple: Pu4+/Pu3+, according to Pu4+ + 1
2H2(g) 
 Pu3+ + H+

emf (0.982±0.002) (0.00125±0.00004) [51CON/MCV]
emf (0.9821±0.0005) [51RAB/LEM]
emf (0.9701±0.0118)(a) (0.00117±0.00001) [55RAB/COW]
emf (0.9817)(b) (0.00147±0.00012) [57RAB]
pol (1.006±0.003)(c) [62SCH/NEB]
emf (0.0019±0.0004) [84BLA/MAD](h)

vlt (0.959±0.005)(d) (1.010±0.010)(d) [89RIG/ROB]
(0.966±0.005)(e) (1.017±0.010)(e)

vlt (0.973±0.007) (1.044±0.010) (0.00184±0.00010) [92CAP](f)

[92CAP/VIT](f)

vlt (0.978±0.005) (1.044±0.010) (0.00147±0.00011) [95CAP/VIT](f)

rev (0.9821±0.0005) (1.006±0.003) [76FUG/OET]
rev (0.9821±0.0005) (1.047±0.003) (0.00149±0.00008) this review(g)

(a) Measured in 1 M HCl.
(b) Measured in 1 M HClO4/1 M LiClO4, I = 2 M.
(c) Measured in 0.1 M HCl and corrected for HCl activity.
(d) Value at 20◦C.
(e) Corrected to 25◦C by this review.
(f) Same experimental data set. The heat capacity was neglected in [92CAP, 92CAP/VIT]. It was

fitted with a constant value in [95CAP/VIT].
(g) 1 bar standard state.
(h) ∂E◦/∂T
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standard potential using an activity correction for 0.1 M HCl, but no correction was
made for the formation of hydrolyzed plutonium(IV) species. For these reasons, the
data are not considered. The SIT treatment is used to correct the selected formal poten-
tial to standard conditions with the SIT�ε(16.9, 298.15 K)(= (0.33±0.04) kg·mol−1)

value of Capdevila and Vitorge [95CAP/VIT]. The selected value in this review for the
Pu4+/Pu3+ couple is the standard potential obtained from the extrapolation toI = 0

E◦(16.9, 298.15 K) = (1.047± 0.003) V

log10K◦(16.9, 298.15 K) = 17.69± 0.04

The conversion of this potential from a standard pressure of 1 atm to 1 bar
(−0.00017 V) is within the uncertainty of the value. The value agrees with
Capdevila and Vitorge’s value but has a much smaller uncertainty. It also agrees
with E◦ = (1.046± 0.011) V, that can be derived by applying the correction
E◦ − E◦′ = (0.064± 0.011) V to the selected formal Pu4+/Pu3+ potential, which was
determined by Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge for the Np4+/Np3+ couple.

From the selectedE◦, we calculate for Reaction (16.9), �rG◦
m(16.9, 298.15 K) =

−(101.0± 0.3) kJ·mol−1. Using the selected values for�fG◦
m (Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K)

we calculate

�fG
◦
m(Pu4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(478.0± 2.7) kJ·mol−1

�rSm(16.9, 1 M HClO4) is calculated from the temperature coefficient of the
Pu4+/Pu3+ potential. The data are summarised in Table16.3. Four independent data
sets were measured by (1) Connick and McVey [51CON/MCV] in 1 M HClO4 from
9.41 to 35.01◦C; (2) Rabideau and Cowan [55RAB/COW] in 1 M HCl from 6.32
to 45.11◦C; (3) Rabideau [57RAB] in 1 M HClO4/1 M LiClO4 at I = 2 M from
14.90 to 34.36◦C; and, (4) Capdevila and Vitorge [95CAP/VIT] in 1 M HClO4 from
5 to 65◦C. The data are shown in Figure16.2. The potentials of Connick and McVey
are raw data from an electrochemical cell containing 1.18 × 10−3 M Pu(ClO4)4
and 3.50× 10−3 M Pu(ClO4)3. No correction to unit concentration was made here
because it will only offset the potential and not change the temperature coefficient.
Rabideau and Cowans’s measurements in 1 M HCl were not considered because it is
possible that the temperature coefficient in chloride solution might differ from that in
perchlorate solution due to chloride complexation.

This review selects the data of Capdevila and Vitorge which covers a much wider
temperature range than Connick and McVey’s measurements, and combines it with
Rabideau’s data [57RAB] assuming a negligible change of the temperature coefficient
due to the increased ionic strength of 2 M.

Through linear regression analysis, the selected values for this review∂ E◦′/∂T =
(0.00149± 0.00008) V·K−1 and �rSm(16.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (143.8 ±
7.7) J·K−1·mol−1 are obtained. From this and�rGm(16.9, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) =
−(94.76 ± 0.05) kJ·mol−1, the value of�rHm is derived. We assume that the
enthalpy change to standard conditions is negligible (however, an extra uncer-
tainty equal to 30% of the uncertainty in∂ E◦′/∂T was incorporated) to obtain
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Figure 16.2: Formal potential of the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple as a function of the tem-
perature. The data are taken from [51CON/MCV], [55RAB/COW], [57RAB] and
[95CAP/VIT].
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�rH◦
m(16.10, 298.15 K) = −(51.9± 2.4) kJ·mol−1.

Pu4+ + 1

2
H2(g) 
 Pu3+ + H+ (16.10)

The review by Rand [66RAN] derived�rHm(16.10, 0.5 M HClO4, 298.15 K) =
−50.2 kJ·mol−1 from Evans’ [49EVA] calorimetric measurements of the oxidation of
both Pu3+ and Fe2+ in 0.5 M HClO4, which is in closer agreement with the value
calculated by this review than with values based on temperature coefficients (−(56.5±
2.1) kJ·mol−1) used previously [66RAN]. Using the value based on∂ E◦′/∂T and
�fH◦

m (Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K), we determine

�fH
◦
m(Pu4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(539.9± 3.1) kJ·mol−1

The standard entropy of Reaction (16.10) is derived from the standard enthalpy and
the Gibbs energy,�rS◦m (16.10, 298.15 K) =(164.68±8.12) J·K−1·mol−1, from which
we obtain the selected

S◦m(Pu4+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(414.5± 10.2) J·K−1·mol−1

usingS◦m (Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) and the auxiliary data.
The irreversible redox potentials were recently reviewed by Capdevila [92CAP].

Rabideau [56RAB] reported for the Pu(VI)/Pu(IV) potential in 1 M HC1O4 E◦′ =
1.0433 V. Capdevilaet al. [92CAP/VIT] obtained this potential from their measure-
ments of the reversible plutonium couples (PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 , Pu4+/Pu3+) and the equi-
librium constants for the respective disproportionation reactions of Pu4+ and PuO+2 .
Their values areE◦′ = (1.033± 0.022) V and E◦′ = (1.022± 0.030) V depending on
the use of the disproportionation constant K(16.5) or K(16.11), respectively.

3PuO+2 + 4H+

 2PuO2+

2 + Pu3+ + 2H2O (16.11)

Using the SIT treatment, the authors obtained log10(K◦(16.11)) = 2.6± 0.5 for
the disproportionation equilibrium of PuO+2 at infinite dilution and the interaction
coefficient�ε = (0.09± 0.10) kg·mol−1. From their data, they then calculated
E◦ = (0.965± 0.035) V. Using the potential values E◦(16.6) and E◦(16.9) as selected
above,we obtained for the Pu(VI)/Pu(IV) redox couple

E◦ = (0.983± 0.004) V

which agrees within the uncertainty limits with Capdevila’s value. Capdevila obtained
for the Pu(V)/Pu(IV) potential in 1 M HClO4, E◦′ = (1.154± 0.050) V orE◦′ =
(1.134± 0.050) V using their K(16.5) or K(16.11) values, respectively, andE◦ =
(0.991± 0.060) V. From the selected values of this review,

E◦ = (1.031± 0.010) V

is calculated for the reaction

PuO+2 + 3H+ + 1

2
H2(g) 
 Pu4+ + 2H2O(l) (16.12)
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16.5 Pu3+

The values of the standard molar enthalpy of formation, the Gibbs energy of form-
ation, and the molar entropy of the plutonium(III) cation were very thoroughly re-
viewed by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]. Their selected value�fH◦

m (Pu3+, aq,
298.15 K) =−(592.0± 2.1) kJ·mol−1, was derived from calorimetric measurements
of the enthalpies of solution of Pu and PuCl3(cr) in HCl(aq) [76FUG/OET]. Their
analysis used the value of Robinson and Westrum [49ROB/WES] for the enthalpy of
solution of PuCl3(cr) in 6 M HCl(aq)(−(92.68± 0.42) kJ·mol−1) and the result of
the extrapolation of the enthalpy of solution of PuCl3(cr) in HCl(aq) to infinite dilu-
tion (−(133.47± 0.84) kJ·mol−1) by the same authors. For the enthalpy of solution of
Pu(cr,α) in 6 M HCl(aq) Akhachinskij’s [66AKH] value of−(592.04±1.67) kJ·mol−1

was accepted. Using revised auxiliary data (cf. Section18.1),

�fH
◦
m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(591.8± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

Based on the Gibbs energy and enthalpy values for the dissolution reaction,

PuCl3·6H2O(cr) → Pu3+ + 3Cl− + 6H2O(l) (16.13)

(−(30.125 ± 0.840) kJ·mol−1 and −(34.60 ± 0.64) kJ·mol−1, as discussed in
Sections18.1.3.3.aand18.1.3.3.b), �rS◦m(16.13) = −(15.01± 3.53) J·K−1·mol−1.
From this value and using new CODATA auxiliary data and values from
this review for S◦m (Cl−, aq, 298.15 K) =(56.60 ± 0.20) J·K−1·mol−1 and
S◦m(PuCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = (420± 5) J·K−1·mol−1, cf. Section18.1.3.3,

S◦m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(184.5± 6.2) J·K−1·mol−1.

Then, usingS◦m (Pu, cr, 298.15 K)= (54.46± 0.80) J·K−1·mol−1 as selected by
this review (cf. Section15.1.2), �rS◦m (16.14)= −(42.95± 6.21) J·K−1·mol−1 was
calculated.

α-Pu+ 3H+

 Pu3+ + 3

2
H2(g) (16.14)

From this and the selected value of�fH◦
m, the selected value

�fG
◦
m(Pu3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(579.0± 2.7) kJ·mol−1

is calculated. The standard potential for theα-Pu/Pu3+ couple,E◦(16.15),

Pu3+(aq)+ 3e− = α-Pu (16.15)

is then calculated as

E◦(16.15) = −(2.000± 0.009) V.

For the value of the Pu(VI)/Pu(III) redox couple, Capdevila [92CAP, 92CAP/VIT,
95CAP/VIT] obtainedE◦′(16.6, 1 M HClO4) = (1.013±0.017) V from K (16.5), and
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E◦′(16.6, 1 M HClO4) = (1.006± 0.017) V from K (16.11). From these,E◦(16.6) =
(0.988±0.020) V is obtained. Rabideau [56RAB] calculatedE◦′(16.6, 1 M HClO4) =
1.0228 V. These values can be compared with the standard potential,E◦(16.6) =
(1.005± 0.003) V, selected in this review (cf. Section16.2), and the value of the
formal potential,E◦′(16.6, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (1.022± 0.002) V, that is calcu-
lated from the selected values of the formal potential for Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couple and the
disproportionation constant of Pu(IV),K (16.5).

Similarly, Capdevila reportedE◦′ = (1.063 ± 0.030) V, and E◦′ =
(1.053± 0.022) V and E◦ = (1.014± 0.025) V from K (16.5) and K (16.11)
for the Pu(V)/Pu(III) potential. From the selected values of this review, we calculate
for

PuO+2 + H2(g)+ 2H+ → Pu3+ + 2H2O(l) (16.16)

E◦′(16.16, 1 M HClO4, 298.15 K) = (1.077± 0.004) V

E◦(16.16) = (1.040± 0.005) V

16.6 Summary

Table16.4summarises the NEA selected thermodynamic constants for the plutonium
aqua ions.

Table 16.4: NEA selected chemical thermodynamic values for plutonium aqua ions.

�fH◦
m �fG◦

m S◦m
( kJ·mol−1) ( kJ·mol−1) ( J·K−1·mol−1)

PuO2+
2 (aq) −(822.0± 6.6) −(762.4± 2.8) −(71±22)

PuO+2 (aq) −(910.1± 8.9) −(852.6± 2.9) (1±30)
Pu4+(aq) −(539.9± 3.1) −(478.0± 2.7) −(414.5±10.2)

Pu3+(aq) −(591.8± 2.0) −(579.0± 2.7) −(184.5±6.2)
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Figure 16.3: Standard potentials (I = 0, 25◦C) for plutonium, in units of Vvs. SHE.
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Figure 16.4: Formal potentials (1 M HClO4, 25◦C) for plutonium, in units of Vvs.
SHE.
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Chapter 17

Plutonium oxygen and hydrogen
compounds and complexes

17.1 Aqueous plutonium hydroxide complexes

17.1.1 Plutonium(VI) hydroxide complexes

Even the earliest studies on this system [44O’C, 49KRA/DAM2] reported experimental
problems caused by the slow kinetics of some of the hydrolysis reactions in neutral and
basic solutions. This has been confirmed in later potentiometric [75SCH] and spec-
trophotometric [93OKA/REE] studies, and means results from most of these studies
cannot be used to determine equilibrium constants without some reservations. The situ-
ation has been well summarised by Pashalidiset al. [93PAS/KIM2]: “In solutions that
are initially more basic than pH 5 and have total Pu(VI) concentrations 10−3 mol·dm−3

or greater, the time dependent reactions preclude the use of thermodynamic calcula-
tions unless there are inordinately long time intervals between consecutive additions of
base.”

In addition, radiolysis is caused by theα-decay of plutonium in solution. This
leads to species that cause the reduction of Pu(VI) (initially to Pu(V)) in perchloric
acid solutions. The extent of radiolytic reduction depends on the isotope of pluto-
nium used, the effects decreasing with increasing half lives (238Pu(t1/2 = 87.74 a);
239Pu(t1/2 = 24100 a);242Pu(t1/2 = 376000 a) [79SHI/LED]). The extent of ra-
diolytic reduction increases with increasing concentrations of plutonium solution spe-
cies and also depends on the medium. Thus, reasonably concentrated plutonium in
aqueous perchlorate solutions near neutral pH cannot be left long enough for equilib-
rium to be established without the solutions also undergoing autoreduction. Although
other types of studies exist, the bulk of the information concerning Pu(VI) hydrolysis
comes from solubility, spectroscopic and potentiometric experiments.

The stable hydrolytic solid containing Pu(VI) is probably PuO2(OH)2·H2O
(see Section 17.2.2.1). There are at least four solubility studies in the literature
[62MOS/ZAI, 65PER, 73MUS/POR, 84KIM/BER], that report hydrolysis constants
for Pu(VI). The study of Perez-Bustamante [65PER] was restricted to strongly basic
solutions. Based on the published hydrolysis constants for Pu(VI) (Figure17.1) and
solubility product, it appears the solubilities of Musante and Porthault must have been
similar to those of Kimet al. (within about an order of magnitude, although the pH of
the minimum solubility differs somewhat).

317
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Figure 17.1: Comparison of experimental solubilities of hydrated Pu(VI) oxide solids
from studies to determine hydrolysis constants of Pu(VI) (cf. AppendixA for the
source of the value plotted for [73MUS/POR]).
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The solubilities of Moskvin and Zaitseva [62MOS/ZAI] are several orders of mag-
nitude higher at all overlapping values of pH. Although their reported solubility product
based on a solution at low pH may be reasonable, it is clear that their equilibration times
were too short to provide usable equilibrium solubilities (and hydrolysis constants) at
high pH values.

The data of Kimet al. [84KIM/BER] were reanalysed in the present review using
a non-linear least squares treatment (AppendixA). A set of four equations was derived
relating the solubility product and five hydrolysis constants. From the solubility data
alone, it is not possible mathematically to distinguish contributions to the solubility by
different species having the same total charge. Thus, the ratios of the equilibrium con-
centrations of PuO2+2 to (PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 and PuO2OH+ to (PuO2)x(OH)+2x−1 remain

constant at all values of pH. If the dimeric species(PuO2)2(OH)2+
2 is a major species in

equilibrium with the solid at some pH, the values ofKs,0, andβ2,2 cannot be separated
in the absence of other data. In their calculations, Kimet al. [84KIM/BER] used fixed
values forKs,0 andβ1 [86LIE/KIM]. The set of equations must be used with qualit-
ative and quantitative information from potentiometric and spectrophotometric studies
to derive hydrolysis constants and a solubility product consistent with the solubilities.

The spectrophotometric and potentiometric hydrolysis studies lead to the conclu-
sion that, compared to the uranium species(UO2)2(OH)2+

2 and(UO2)3(OH)+5 , the first
polymeric hydrolysis species formed for plutonium are relatively unstable. Thus, these
species do not extensively enhance the dissolution of a stable solid. The results of
Okajimaet al. [90OKA/REE] and Pashalidiset al. [93PAS/KIM2] underscore the slow
nature of the secondary hydrolysis reactions. The solubility studies, suggest the spec-
trophotometric and potentiometric studies were all (or almost all) done using solutions
supersaturated with respect to PuO2(OH)2(s).

Debate has continued over the years as to whether, in solutions containing Pu(VI) at
concentrations greater than 10−5 mol·kg−1, the first hydrolysis species is the monomer
or the dimer. Much of the spectrophotometric and potentiometric data in the literat-
ure can be equally well interpreted in terms of either PuO2OH+ or (PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 ,
and assuming the other species to be absent. Okajimaet al. [91OKA/REE] interpreted
their UV spectroscopic data in terms of PuO2OH+, but reinterpreted them in terms of
(PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 in a later paper [93OKA/REE]. Even the data from extensive poten-
tiometric study of Schedin [75SCH] is ambiguous as to whether significant quantities
of the monomeric hydrolysis species is formed.

The most direct evidence that the initial hydrolysis species of PuO2+
2 is polymeric,

at least at high solution concentrations of plutonium, comes from the Raman study of
Madic et al. [84MAD/BEG]. No modification of the band for PuO2+2 was found for
a solution 0.1 mol·dm−3 in aqueous plutonium for pH values below 3.77. The first
hydrolysis species was tentatively identified as(PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 (log ∗
10β2,2 = 8.01),

both by analogy with(UO2)2(OH)2+
2 , and because the shift between the MO2+

2 band
and that of the first hydrolysis species was approximately the same in both systems.
The band from a second plutonium hydrolysis species was assigned to(PuO2)4(OH)+7
(log ∗

10β7,4 = −29.32) rather than an alternative 5:3 species, but the stoichiometry
of the species was not firmly established (see AppendixA). Using the spectra for
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0.1 M Pu(VI) in a 1.0 M ionic strength medium (0.26 M ClO−4 , adjusted with NaCl,
apparently room temperature measurements), formation constants were calculated for
the 2:2 and 7:4 species. No evidence for a 1:1 hydrolysis species was found in these
rather concentrated solutions.

Only the potentiometric study of Cassolet al. [72CAS/MAG] provides evidence
that PuO2OH+ and(PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 coexist, although the solubility study of Kimet
al. [84KIM/BER] was interpreted as being consistent with that conclusion.

It appears the higher polymeric species deduced from the potentiometric
studies, (PuO2)3(OH)+5 and (PuO2)4(OH)+7 , are metastable if they exist at all
[93PAS/KIM2], although other polymers may exist. The existence of both PuO2OH+
and (PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 seems reasonable, although even the dimer may be metastable
[95PAS/KIM]. If log ∗

10β1 and log ∗
10β2,2 have values near−5.5 and−7.5, respectively,

much of the spectroscopic and potentiometric data can be rationalised. One of the
exceptions to this would be the solubility data of Kimet al. [84KIM/BER].

The results of Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM] lead to a formation constant for
PuO2(OH)2(aq) of log ∗

10β
◦
2,1 = −(13.15± 0.18) at 22◦C (AppendixA). This would

mean the species is more stable than predicted in other work (e.g. [93PAS/KIM2]), and
would be consistent with the polymeric Pu(VI) hydrolysis species being metastable
except under very specific conditions.

Woodset al. [78WOO/MIT] reported Pu(VI) solutions, 10−3 to 10−4 M, 0.15 M
in NaClO4 were stable at a pH value of 11.4 for as long as two months. However, the
nature of the hydrolysis species formed at high pH (13.3) was not established in the
Raman study of Madic and Begun [84MAD/BEG]. From NIR spectroscopy, Tanan-
aev [89TAN] suggested there was evidence for the existence of PuO2(OH)2−

4 (in 1 M
LiOH) and PuO2(OH)−3 in less basic solutions, however, no values were proposed
for the hydrolysis constants. Moskvin and Zaitseva [62MOS/ZAI], Perez-Bustamante
[65PER], Kim et al. [84KIM/BER] and Musante and Porthault all reported evidence for
increased solubility of plutonium(VI) in basic solutions. None of these authors tried
to interpret their data by including polymeric anionic species in their models. Such
species have been proposed for the U(VI) system [92GRE/FUG]. With the possible
exception of the last two studies, no useful thermodynamic information was reported
in these papers (see AppendixA).

This review recommends

log ∗
10β

◦
1 = −(5.5± 0.5)

(essentially identical to the value of Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM]) and

log ∗
10β

◦
2,2 = −(7.5+0.5

−1.0)

For the neutral monomeric hydrolysis species, PuO2(OH)2(aq), the 22◦C value
from Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM] is accepted at 25◦C, but with increased (and un-
symmetrical) uncertainties,

log ∗
10β

◦
2,1 = −(13.2+0.5

−1.5)
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The data for the the anionic species in basic solutions, are too uncertain for hydro-
lysis constants to be recommended at this time.

�fG
◦
m(PuO2OH+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(968.1± 4.0) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m((PuO2)2(OH)2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1956.2+6.1
−8.0) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(PuO2(OH)2, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1161.3+3.9

−9.0) kJ·mol−1

Based on the work of Rizkallaet al. [94RIZ/RAO], but with an increased un-
certainty (cf. AppendixA), the value�rHm(AppendixA, EquationA.76, a = 1) =
(28± 15) kJ·mol−1 is accepted. Hence:

�fH
◦
m(PuO2OH+(aq)) = −(1080± 16) kJ·mol−1

17.1.2 Plutonium(V) hydroxide complexes

There are few studies of the hydrolysis of the Pu(V). This is due to problems associated
with possible disproportionation or precipitation in the pH range where hydrolysis is
likely to occur. One series of studies [46KRA/DAM, 48KRA/NEL, 49KRA/DAM,
56KRA] provides a limiting value of log∗β◦1 = −9.7 for the first hydrolysis constant:

PuO+2 + H2O 
 PuO2OH(aq)+ H+ (17.1)

A recent thesis and paper [90BEN, 92BEN/HOF] proposes log∗β◦1(298 K) ≈
log∗β1(296 K, 0.1 M) is − (9.73± 0.10), but for reasons outlined in AppendixA
entry for [90BEN], this value probably reflects an upper limit for the stability of this
complex. The selected upper limit

log∗β◦1(17.1, 298 K) ≤ −9.73

from [90BEN, 92BEN/HOF] is consistent with the value selected for the analogous
Np(V) species (log∗β◦1(8.1) = −(11.3±0.7)). If a value is required for log10

∗β◦1(17.1)
rather than a limit, a value equal to that for the corresponding neptunium reaction but
with an increased uncertainty, log10

∗β◦1(17.1) = −(11.3± 1.5), would be reasonable.
Recently Peretrukhin, David and Maslennikov [94PER/DAV] determinedE◦ =

−0.6 V for the reduction on Pu(V) to Pu(IV) in 1 M LiOH, indicating Pu(V) is unlikely
to disproportionate in basic solutions. Their work also suggested possible formation
of an anionic Pu(V) hydrolysis species in strongly basic solutions (> 0.5 M LiOH),
but provides no quantitative evidence of the stability of this or these species. Further
work is required on the stability of Pu(V) hydrolysis products. Peretrukhin, David
and Maslennikov [94PER/DAV] and Neuet al. [94NEU/HOF], have concluded that
significant solution concentrations of Pu(V) species can be found in basic and neutral
aqueous solutions of plutonium.
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17.1.3 Plutonium(IV) hydroxide complexes

There have been a number of potentiometric [51RAB/LEM, 57RAB], sol-
ubility [90PAZ/KUD], extraction [74SOL, 76MET/GUI] and spectroscopic
[50KRA/NEL, 60RAB/KLI, 96NIT/SIL] studies of the first hydrolysis constant of
Pu(IV). These are discussed in AppendixA. Measured values may be time dependent
because of slow oxidation, disproportionation, radiolysis, or polymerization reactions.
Therefore, the hydrolysis constant can be found only from studies in which the
electrochemical potential was carefully controlled, or in which the equilibrium total
plutonium(IV) in solution was measured, or the measurements were carried out
rapidly.

The values of∗β1 for reaction:

Pu4+ + H2O(l) 
 PuOH3+ + H+ (17.2)

reported from the two extraction studies [74SOL, 76MET/GUI], are in relatively good
agreement, but the source of Solovkin’s values [74SOL] is not clear (see AppendixA).
Metivier and Guillaumont’s value [76MET/GUI] differs by an order of magnitude
from the value found potentiometrically in a similar medium [51RAB/LEM]. Con-
versely, the spectrophotometric results of Rabideau and Kline [60RAB/KLI] are al-
most half an order of magnitude larger than the value reported from potential measure-
ments by Rabideau [57RAB]. In this complicated system, spectrophotometric meas-
urements are probably less prone than extraction or potentiometric measurements to
some of the possible systematic errors that can originate from slow disproportionation
of Pu(IV). There is only one study in chloride solution. Even for perchlorate solutions
there are insufficient data, and the data are too badly scattered, to calculate an inter-
action�ε term for the hydrolysis reaction. An estimated value ofε(PuOH3+,ClO−

4 ) =
0.50 kg·mol−1 was used to calculate�ε = −0.18 kg·mol−1 and used with the ex-
perimental log10

∗β1 values from the three spectroscopic studies in perchlorate media
[50KRA/NEL, 60RAB/KLI, 96NIT/SIL] (equally weighted) to obtain the selected

log ∗
10β

◦
1(17.2, 298.15 K) = −(0.78± 0.60)

The uncertainty has been increased to overlap with the values from the potentiomet-
ric studies [51RAB/LEM, 57RAB]. Within the uncertainties, the value is the same as
those selected for corresponding reactions involving uranium [92GRE/FUG] and nep-
tunium (Section8.1.4) species. Hence,

�fG
◦
m(PuOH3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(710.7± 4.4) kJ·mol−1

Two studies [57RAB, 60RAB/KLI] provide information on the temperature de-
pendence of the first hydrolysis constant of Pu4+. The reported values of�rHm for
the reaction17.2are (30.5± 2.1) [57RAB] and (35.6± 3.8) [60RAB/KLI], both de-
termined in perchlorate media of approximately 2 M ionic strength. Both these values
were obtained from changes in equilibrium constants over quite small temperature dif-
ferences, and the actual hydrolysis constants reported in the two studies are only in
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marginal agreement. However, the values are in moderately good agreement with the
value of (46.9 ± 9.0) kJ·mol−1 recently selected for the enthalpy of reaction in the
corresponding uranium system [92GRE/FUG]. For the sake of consistency, the value

�rH
◦
m(17.2, 298.15 K) = (36± 10) kJ·mol−1,

based on the spectrophotometric study [60RAB/KLI], is selected in the present review.
The uncertainty is an estimate. From this,

S◦m(PuOH3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(239± 37) J·K−1·mol−1.

None of the available studies provide good thermodynamic data for higher hydro-
lysis species of Pu(IV). Equilibrium measurements are difficult to obtain, and radiolytic
reactions can be important. The study of Metivier and Guillaumont is probably the best
available. It is probable that in moderate to weakly acidic solutions (≤ 0.1 mH+), in
a 1 M perchlorate medium, disproportionation relegates the higher cationic hydrolysis
species of Pu(IV) to being minor components (subject to constraints imposed by slow
reaction kinetics and possible radiolysis reactions) in the absence of a holding reduc-
tion/oxidation agent. For reasons discussed in AppendixA, the values from the solubil-
ity study of Yamaguchiet al. [94YAM/SAK] were not found to be useful. The studies
of Rai and coworkers [80RAI/SER2, 80RAI/SER, 81RAI/SWA, 82RAI/RYA] estab-
lished that at near neutral pH similar total plutonium concentrations were found re-
gardless of whether the initial solid was “239Pu(OH)4(am)” or 239PuO2(cr). The stable
solution plutonium species over this solid (designated by the authors as “less crystal-
line”) tended to be Pu(IV) or Pu(V) species – approximately 1% of the plutonium was
found to be Pu(IV) plus Pu(III). Rai concluded that, near neutral pH, measurements
of Eh for plutonium solutions were unreliable because the potential in the system was
unpoised. Therefore, at best, only a limiting value can be calculated from these studies
for the stability of239Pu(OH)4(aq). Calculations indicate that for an unpoised system
with respect to potential [84RAI], using the selected value for�fG◦

m (hydrated PuO2,
aged, 298.15 K) (cf. Section17.2.2.3), the value

�fG
◦
m(Pu(OH)4(aq), 298.15 K) = −1387 kJ·mol−1

is compatible with the results of the experimental study.
If this is accepted, the values of log10K for the reactions

M4+(aq)+ 4H2O(l) 
 M(OH)4(aq)+ 4H+

with M = U, Np and Pu are−4.5 [92GRE/FUG], −9.8 (cf. Table3.1) and−6.9 re-
spectively (after this review was completed, a more negative value,< −10, was repor-
ted [99RAI/HES2] for the plutonium reaction). It might be expected that the hydrolysis
constants for these ions would be similar (within 1-2 orders of magnitude). If the sta-
bility of U(OH)4(aq) was less than the [92GRE/FUG] estimate by about four orders of
magnitude (as suggested by work of Rai, Felmy and Ryan [90RAI/FEL] and Yajima,
Kawamura and Ueta [95YAJ/KAW], but see also the discussion in [92GRE/FUG]),
log10K for the uranium reaction would be−8.5. This appears to be a more reasonable
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value, and the remaining spread of almost three orders of magnitude is possibly within
the experimental uncertainties.

The Gibbs energies of reaction of M4+ ions (M = U, Np, Pu) with water to form
the corresponding MO2 crystalline oxides (26.1, 55.7 and 45.8 kJ·mol−1, respectively),
show a large variation that is much greater than the accepted uncertainties. This vari-
ation is reflected in the values of log10K for the reaction

MO2(cr)+ 2H2O(l) 
 M(OH)4(aq)

Values for M= U, Np and Pu are−9.4 [92GRE/FUG] (or −13.4 estimated from
[90RAI/FEL]), −19.6 (cf. Table3.1) and−14.9 respectively. It would be expected
that this same variation of 5-10 orders of magnitude should be reflected in actinide(IV)
“solubilities” measured in near-neutral, reducing solutions over “amorphous” or “hy-
drated” MO2 (cf. Sections8.2.5.2and17.6). The observed restricted range of solubility
values (or similar “solubility limits”,e.g., [85RAI/RYA], [90RAI/FEL] and also the re-
cently published [99RAI/HES2]) is most likely due to inadequate detection limits, but
is also possibly due to the differences in important experimental variables, one of which
could be the nature of the solid phases.
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Figure 17.2: Spectroscopically determined log∗10β values [50KRA/NEL, 60RAB/KLI,
96NIT/SIL] of the first hydrolysis constant for Pu4+(•), and the SIT plot (−) with
estimated uncertainties(···) (ε(PuOH3+,ClO−

4 ) estimated as 0.50 kg·mol−1). Values from
the potentiometric studies [51RAB/LEM, 57RAB] (×) and the extraction study of Met-
ivier and Guillaumont [76MET/GUI] (�) are shown for comparison.
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Table 17.1: Hydrolysis and solubility data for PuO2+
2

n : m Methods t Ionic strength log∗10βn,m log ∗
10β

◦
n,m Reference

(◦C) (medium)

1:1 pot RT self −5.3 [44O’C][75SCH]
1:1 pot RT 1 M NaClO4 −5.71 [49KRA/DAM2]
1:2 −11.42
1:1 pot RT 0.186 mM HNO3 −3.33 [59KRE/NIK]
2:1 −7.38
1:1 sol 25 1 M (Na)ClO4 −3.39 [62MOS/ZAI]
2:1 −8.64
3:2 −17.77
5:2 −31.50
5:2 sol var. KOH −29.4 [65PER]
2:2 pot 25 3 M (Na)ClO4 −8.21(a) [71SCH]
1:1 pot 25 1 M (Na)ClO4 −5.97 [72CAS/MAG]
2:2 −8.51
5:3 −22.16
2:2 pot 25 3 M (Na)ClO4 −8.24 [75SCH]
7:4 −29.13
1:1 tc 23 self 0.0005 M −6.3 [83SCH/GOR]
1:1 sol RT 0.1 M NaClO4 (log10 K1 = 8.26)(b) [84KIM/BER]
2:1 (log10β2,1 = 14.91)
3:1 (log10β3,1 = 16.90)
2:2 (log10β2,2 = 21.98)
5:3 (log10β5,3 = 56.28)

(log10 Ks,0 = −23.00)(b)

2:2 Raman RT 1.0 M Cl−/ClO−
4 −8.01 [84MAD/BEG]

7:4 −29.32
(5:3 −21.33)(c)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 17.1: (continued)

n : m Methods t Ionic strength log∗10βn,m log ∗
10β

◦
n,m Reference

(◦C) (medium)

1:1 LPAS 21 0.1 M ClO−4 −5.2(d) [91OKA/REE]

2:2 LPAS 25 0.1 M ClO−4 −7.3 −(7.33± 0.09) [93OKA/REE]

vis −(7.73± 0.08)
1:1 nir 20 1.0 M NaClO4 (log10 K1 = 8.82)(e) −(4.76± 0.3) [93PAS/KIM2]
2:1 (log10β2,1 = 17.9)(e)

1:1 uv/vis 22 0.1 M NaClO4 (log10 K1 = 8.20)(e) −(5.48± 0.15) [95PAS/KIM]
2:1 (log10β2,1 = 14.45)(e) −(13.15± 0.18)

(log10 Ks,0 = −21.3)(e) log ∗
10Ks,0 = (6.3± 0.1)

(a)Reanalysed by the author in [75SCH] with additional data.
(b)The values of these parameters were fixed for the purposes of the calculations [86LIE/KIM]. See AppendixA.
(c)This alternate species with the noted value was reported by the authors.
(d)This value was repudiated by the authors in [93OKA/REE].
(e)Recalculated in this review (see AppendixA)

.
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Table 17.2:Hydrolysis and solubility data for PuO+2
n : m Methods t Ionic strength log∗10βn,m log ∗

10β
◦
n,m Reference

(◦C) (medium)

sol RT var. Cl− (log10 Ks,0 = −8.6) [48KRA/NEL]
sol RT self ClO−4 (log10 Ks,0 = −9.3) [64GEL/ZAI]

[68ZAI/ALE]
1:1 pot RT 3× 10−3 M −9.7 −9.7 [49KRA/DAM]

ClO−
4

1:1 LPAS 23 0.1 M ClO−4 −9.73 −9.73 [92BEN/HOF]

17.1.4 Plutonium(III) hydroxide complexes

Pu(III) is unstable in aqueous solutions towards oxidation by air and becomes less
stable as the pH increases. Excluding air and/or adding a reductant will lead to rather
stable Pu(III) solutions in the absence of species that can form strong complexes with
Pu(IV). Solvent extraction with strongly complexing extractants (like HTTA), will shift
the equilibrium towards the IV state.

Table17.4summarises the∗β1 Pu(III) hydrolysis data for the reaction

Pu3+ + H2O 
 PuOH2+ + H+ (17.3)

There are really only six experimental studies (although two different values
are reported on the basis of one of them [46KRA/DAM2, 49KRA/DAM3]).
There are three kinds of data: (i) potentiometric titrations done at Oak Ridge
and Los Alamos ([46KRA/DAM2], [49KRA/DAM3], [50BUS/COW]) during
the U.S. Manhattan Project, (ii) a potentiometric titration [82NAI/CHA] done at
Trombay, and (iii) studies done using the radio-tracer solvent extraction technique
([75HUB/HUS, 76HUB/HUS]).

The potentiometric measurements by Krauset al. were carried out using Pu solu-
tions in≤ 0.002 M NaCl or NaClO4 at (probably) room temperature. Krauset al. also
studied the hydrolysis (and complexation) of plutonium in all oxidation states, so this
group was familiar with problems resulting from oxidation state changes, precipitation,
as well as possible polymerization during hydrolysis at these Pu concentrations (see
AppendixA). The titrations were carried out with a protective atmosphere, avoiding
carbonate in the titrant, and using spectrophotometry to control the relative concentra-
tions of Pu(III) and Pu(IV) species. The experiments seem very reliable up to pH≤ 7,
when precipitation began to occur. With modifications, the experiments were repeated
several times with the same result. Studies of Am(III) suggest such solutions may
be supersaturated [95SIL/BID]. The potentiometric titrations by [82NAI/CHA] were
carried out in an inert atmosphere up to pH 6, when the solutions became opalescent
due to “oxidation and precipitation” of Pu(IV). The Pu concentration was rather low,
0.04 mM, which would required high precision in order to yield reliable hydrolysis
data up to a ligand number of 0.7. When the derived log∗

10β1 = −(5.55± 0.03) is
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Table 17.3: Hydrolysis data for Pu4+

n : m Methods t Ionic strength log∗10βn,m Reference

(◦C) (medium)

1:1 sp 25 0.5 M Na/HCl −1.66 [48KRA/NEL2]
[50KRA/NEL]

1:1 sp 25 0.5 M Na/HClO4 −1.60 [48KRA/NEL2]
−1.80(a) [50KRA/NEL]

1:1 pot 25.1 1.0 M Na/HClO4 −1.51 [51RAB/LEM]

1:1 pot 14.9 2.0 M Li/HClO4 −1.41 [57RAB]
1:1 pot 25.0 −1.26
1:1 pot 34.4 −1.06

1:1 sp 15.4 2.0 M Na/HClO4 −1.77 [60RAB/KLI]
1:1 sp 25.0 −1.70

1:1 sp 15.4 2.0 M Na/DClO4 −2.17 [60RAB/KLI]
1:1 sp 25.0 in D2O −1.93

1:1 ext RT 1 M H/LiClO4 −0.45 [72MET/GUI]
2:1 −0.75 [73MET]
3:1 −3.3 [76MET/GUI]
4:1 −6.3

1:1 ext/theor RT 0.5-4.5 M NO−3 −0.67 [74SOL](b)

2:1 −0.01
3:1 0.8

4:1 ext/theor 1.0 [80SOL/ZAK](b)

1:1 sol RT 3 M H/NaClO4 −1.52 [90PAZ/KUD]
2:1 −3.72
3:1 −6.47
4:1 −9.58

1:1 sp 22 0.5 M Na/HClO4 −1.57 [96NIT/SIL]
−1.84(a)

(a) Recalculated in the present review.
(b) The authors reported values forβ◦i (for I=0) and indicate they used Kw =

1.27× 10−14 in their calculations (for 22◦C). However, at 22◦C, Kw = 8×10−15

[59ROB/STO]. The values tabulated here for log10
∗β◦were calculated using the

value for Kw indicated by Solovkin [74SOL].
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Table 17.4: Data for the Pu(III) hydroxide system.∗β1 refers to Pu3+ + H2O 


PuOH2+ + H+.

t (◦C) Method Medium log∗10β1
(b) log ∗

10β
o
1 Reference

room? pot (gl) 0.069 M NaClO4 −7.12 −6.73 [46KRA/DAM2]
[48KRA/NEL2]
[49HIN/AME]

room? pot (gl?) 0.069 M NaClO4 −7.22 −6.83 [49KRA/DAM3]
room? pot (gl?) 0.024 M NaCl −7.37 −7.06(a) [49KRA/DAM3]
room? pot (gl?) 0.040 M NaCl −7.25 −6.86(a) [50BUS/COW]
23 dis (hydrazine) 0.20 M LiClO4 −3.80 −3.26 [75HUB/HUS]
23 dis (red?) 0.10 M LiClO4 −3.80 −3.36 [76HUB/HUS]
25 pot (gl?) 1.00 M NaClO4 −5.55 −4.74 [82NAI/CHA]

(a) Including corrections for Cl− complexation (0.05 and 0.08, respectively).
(b) For discussion of uncertainties see text

used to calculate the titration curve, systematic deviations occur from the experimental
points. It is not possible for the reviewer to explain the discrepancy, as too many ex-
planations are possible. If Pu(IV), which hydrolyses much more easily (i.e., at a lower
pH), was present, this would account for the difference between the calculated and
observed experimental values and yield too large a value for log∗

10β1 of Pu(III).
The third group, using radio-tracer solvent extraction with the extractant HTTA,

obtained even larger hydrolysis constants than groups (i) and (ii), indicating that the
hydrolysis starts at much lower pH values when using this technique (as compared to
using potentiometric titrations). There should be no such discrepancy between the two
techniques, but in this kind of study there can be many difficulties with radio-tracer
solvent extraction. The results in [75HUB/HUS] are discussed in AppendixA. The
main difficulty is to avoid the oxidation of Pu(III) to Pu(IV); the reviewer believes that
Pu(IV) was present and interfered with the results, even though care was taken to avoid
oxidation (excluding air and adding hydroxylamine as a reductant). The plutonium
concentration was quite low, 10−5 to 10−8 M, and the amount of Pu(IV) was not meas-
ured during the experiments, which also showed unexpected kinetics. Hubertet al.
[76HUB/HUS] did a slightly different experiment, carried out at lower ionic strength
(0.1 instead of 0.2 M LiClO4) and in the presence of citrate, which gave approximately
the same equilibrium constant. In both cases, the statistical treatment of the data was
unsatisfactory. Table17.4shows that it would be unwise to try to estimate�ε by a
SIT plot. However, using�ε = (0.04± 0.05) kg·mol−1 estimated by analogy with
lanthanide systems [95SIL/BID], would yield a log ∗

10β
◦
1(17.4, I = 0) = −7.0.

Pu3+ + H2O
 PuOH2+ + H+ (17.4)

The average value of the potentiometric measurements (excluding the result from
[82NAI/CHA]) is −6.73 at I ≤ 0.05 M after corrections for temperature and chloride
complexation. In this review

log ∗
10β

◦
1(17.4, I = 0) = −(6.9± 0.3)
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is recommended where the uncertainties have been expanded. This is consistent with
the value expected considering the value of the first hydrolysis constant of Am(III)
selected by Silvaet al. [95SIL/BID] is −(6.4± 0.2). Hence,

�fG
◦
m(PuOH2+, aq, 298.15K) = −(776.7± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

17.2 Solid plutonium oxides and hydroxides

17.2.1 The plutonium-oxygen system

17.2.1.1 Phase diagram

The phase diagram and the non-stoichiometry of the oxide phases will not be dealt with
in any detail in this volume, but the broad outlines of the system will be summarised.
Despite a number of studies, the phase equilibria are not well established. This may be
because the truly stable system shows many of the complexities of some of the lanthan-
ide oxide systems at low temperatures, but the stable phase behaviour is disturbed by
the inevitable radiation damage found in plutonium compounds. Figure17.3shows a
diagram which is consistent with most of the observations, particularly those by Chi-
kalla et al. [64CHI/MCN], Gardneret al. [65GAR/MAR], Sari et al. [68SAR/BEN],
Roullet [71ROU], and Boivineau [76BOI]. The two well defined oxides are the fcc
dioxide and the hexagonal sesquioxide. In addition there are two bcc phases, one with
a composition close to, and perhaps extending to, the sesquioxide composition, and one
usually designated PuO1.61 stable only aboveca. 600 K, with a composition extending
from PuO1.61 probably to PuO1.70. Aboveca. 1000 K the fluorite dioxide phase can
exist, presumably with oxygen vacancies, down toca. PuO1.71, but as seen on the fig-
ure, there are miscibility gaps and diphasic regions below this temperature. The phase
boundaries above 1200 K are not well defined; although Roullet [71ROU] suggested
that boundaries of the PuO1.61 and PuO2−x move to much lower O/Pu values at higher
temperatures, the studies of Messier [68MES] and to a lesser extent Ohse and Ciani
[68OHS/CIA] seem to confirm that the lower phase boundary of PuO1.61 phase is not
lower than PuO1.60 from 2000 to 2300 K. The lower phase boundary of the sesqui-
oxide is also certainly less than PuO1.5 at high temperature (Tetenbaum [83TET] and
Besmann and Lindemer [83BES/LIN]).

The solid monoxide reported in the earlier literature was in fact an oxy-carbonitride;
the maximum oxygen content of the oxy-carbide is about PuC0.3O0.7 [65MUL/ELL].

Stakebake, Larson and Haschke [93STA/LAR] reported the reaction of plutonium
with water vapour at 20 Pa to form an oxidised surface film, determined by photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) to have a composition near PuO2.2. It was suggested this
phase may have a field of stability below 25◦C.
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Figure 17.3: The phase diagram of the Pu-O system
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17.2.1.2 PuO2 (cr)

17.2.1.2.a Crystal structure

PuO2 has the fluorite fcc structure (space group Fm3m) witha = 5.396×10−10 m; the
X-ray density is 11.46 g·cm−3. As noted in a detailed discussion [67IAE], the lattice
parameter increases with time owing to radiation damage.

17.2.1.2.b Heat capacity and entropy

Early measurements of the low-temperature heat capacity of239PuO2(cr) suffered
from problems associated with radiation damage, and it was not until Flotowet al.
[76FLO/OSB] made studies using oxides of the much less radioactive isotopes242Pu
(down to 12 K) and244Pu (from 4 to 25 K) that reliable values ofC◦

p,m and S◦m
(298.15 K) were obtained. Even so, the values below 25 K are uncertain by about
10-20%. Their most reliable measurements, extending from 12 to 347 K give:

C◦
p,m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (66.25± 0.26) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (66.13± 0.26) J·K−1·mol−1

High-temperature enthalpy increments, using239PuO2(cr), have been measured by
Kruger and Savage [68KRU/SAV] from 298 to 1404 K, Ogard [70OGA] from 1500 to
2715 K, and Oetting and Bixby [82OET] from 353 to 1610 K. Ogard’s measurements
suggest a rapid increase inC◦

p,m above 2370 K, but this is almost certainly because the
sample was partially molten due to interaction with the tungsten container. Their values
above 2370 K have been given zero weight. These measurements have been examined
by Fink [82FIN] who fitted the enthalpy measurements to an expression representing
two heat capacity contributions – a lattice contribution (taken to be a classical Einstein
harmonic oscillator) and a term proportional toT , representing the contribution from
lattice expansion and anharmonic terms , subject to the constraint ofC◦

p,m(298.15 K) =
66.25 J·K−1·mol−1 as given by Flotowet al. [76FLO/OSB]. Fink’s values have been
refitted to the extended Kelley polynomial (with a slightly relaxed constraint), to give:

C◦
p,m(PuO2, cr, T) = (84.4950+ 10.6390× 10−3T

−6.1136× 10−7T 2 − 19.00564× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(T = 298.15− 2500 K)

The corresponding enthalpy expression fits all the experimental data below 2370 K
to better than 3% (standard deviation). The thermal functions are close to those as-
sessed by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR], which predate the study by Oetting and Bixby
(1982).

Since stoichiometric PuO2(cr) loses oxygen before melting, the melting point is
not well defined, and the enthalpy of fusion is estimated. We have accepted the values
given by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR] but increased the uncertainty:

Tfus = (2663± 40) K

�fusHm = (67± 15) kJ·mol−1
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These are based on measurements by Riley [70RIL] in 1 atm oxygen, Lyon and
Bailey [67LYO/BAI], Chikallaet al. [64CHI/MCN], and comparison with urania. We
have also taken for the value of the heat capacity of liquid PuO2

C◦
p,m(PuO2, l) = 131 J·K−1·mol−1

as suggested by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR]. It should be emphasised again that
PuO2 will only melt congruently at very high pressures of oxygen.

17.2.1.2.c Enthalpy and Gibbs energy of formation

There is very good agreement between the several values for the enthalpy of com-
bustion of plutonium in oxygen by Popov and Ivanov [57POP/IVA] (−(1056.0 ±
4.0) kJ·mol−1), Holley et al. [58HOL/MUL] (−(1058.0± 1.6) kJ·mol−1) and John-
sonet al. [69JOH/DEV] (−(1055.70± 0.71) kJ·mol−1). We select the value:

�fH
◦
m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1055.8± 1.0) kJ·mol−1

given by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR], which is biased towards the appreciably more
precise value by Johnsonet al. [69JOH/DEV]. The derived Gibbs energy of formation
of PuO2(cr) is thus

�fG
◦
m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(998.113± 1.031) kJ·mol−1

17.2.1.2.d Solubility measurements

The ratios of the solubility products of PuO2(cr) and hydrated PuO2(cr) found in the
studies of Kim and Kanellakopulos [89KIM/KAN2] and Raiet al. [80RAI/SER] appear
to be similar. The value from Raiet al. [80RAI/SER] is subject to the same problems as
the value for hydrated PuO2 from the same study [84RAI] (cf. Section17.2.2.3). The
solubility product reported by Kim and Kanellakopulos [89KIM/KAN2] for PuO2(cr)
appears to be a good measurement for a batch experiment on a radioactive solid. How-
ever, it is not surprising that the value ofKs,0 is greater than the thermodynamic con-
stant based on bulk (rather than surface) properties of the crystalline material (see Sec-
tion 17.2.2.3).

17.2.1.3 Pu2O3 (cr)

17.2.1.3.a Crystal structure

Pu2O3(cr) has the hexagonal type-A rare earth sesquioxide structure (space group
P3m1) witha = 3.841× 10−10 m, c = 5.958× 10−10 m and a calculated density
of 11.47 g·cm−3. As discussed in [67IAE], there is some evidence for the occurrence
of a disordered variant of this structure in some samples of Pu2O3(cr), but it is not
known whether this is due to the presence of impurities or a change in composition.
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17.2.1.3.b Heat capacity and entropy

Flotow and Tetenbaum [81FLO/TET] have measured the heat capacity of a sample
of 242Pu2O3(cr) from 8 to 350 K. A fairly sharpλ-type anomaly in the heat capacity
occurs at 17.65 K, associated with an anti-ferromagnetic transition. The derived ther-
modynamic values at 298.15 K are:

C◦
p,m(Pu2O3, cr, 298.15 K) = (117.0± 0.5) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Pu2O3, cr, 298.15 K) = (163.0± 0.6) J·K−1·mol−1

There are no measurements of the thermal properties of Pu2O3(cr) at high temperatures,
but estimates ofC◦

p,m have been given by [67IAE], Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR], and
Besmann and Lindemer [83BES/LIN]. The values from the last two estimations are
very similar, since both used the known value at 298.15 K as a starting estimate. Since
the equation given by Besmann and Lindemer does not reproduce the tabulated values
of the Gibbs energy function (and leads to an unusual expression forC◦

p,m) we have
preferred the values from Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR]:

C◦
p,m(Pu2O3, cr, T) = (169.466− 79.98× 10−3T

−25.459× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15 to 350 K)

C◦
p,m(Pu2O3, cr, T) = (122.953+ 28.548× 10−3T

−15.012× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(350 to 2358 K)

Although it is not known whether or not Pu2O3(cr) melts congruently, the melting
point and enthalpy of fusion given by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR] are accepted here:

Tfus = (2358± 25) K

�fusHm = (113± 20) kJ·mol−1

17.2.1.3.c Enthalpy and Gibbs energy of formation

There are no direct measurements of the enthalpy of formation of Pu2O3 and the value
has been derived indirectly from the partial molar Gibbs energies and enthalpies of
oxygen in the single phase oxides and diphasic fields between PuO1.5(cr) and PuO2(cr).
Markin and Rand [66MAR/RAN] and [67IAE] presented a thorough analysis of the
oxygen potential measurements of Markinet al. [64MAR/BON], giving a consistent
analysis of the thermodynamic data and the phase diagram as envisaged at that time
and giving values of the integrated enthalpy and entropy of the reaction:

2Pu2O3(cr)+O2(g) 
 4PuO2(cr)
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Although further oxygen potential measurements have been made since then,
notably by Atlas and Schlehman [66ATL/SCH], Woodley [81WOO], and Tetenbaum
[83TET], none of these covers the whole region from PuO1.5 to PuO2. However,
the partial molar enthalpies of solution of oxygen presented by Chereauet al.
[77CHE/DEA] indicate that the partial molar enthalpies and entropies derived
from the EMF measurements by Markin and Rand [66MAR/RAN], although
broadly correct, need some adjustments. This is also indicated by the appreciable
difference in the integrated entropy for reaction (17.5) given by Markin and Rand,
�rSm(1150 K) = −180 J·K−1·mol−1 and that calculated from the thermal functions,
�rSm(1150 K) = −224 J·K−1·mol−1. Clearly an extensive reoptimisation of
all the thermodynamic and phase diagram data, using appropriate models for the
non-stoichiometric phases, is required. Until this considerable work is undertaken, the
approximate treatment in the following paragraph must suffice.

Although, as noted above, some of the enthalpies and entropies given by Markin
and Rand [66MAR/RAN] may be somewhat in error, their values of the oxygen po-
tentials have been in general substantiated by subsequent studies, even those at higher
temperatures than the measurements reported by Markinet al. [64MAR/BON] (see
Tetenbaum [83TET], for example). We have therefore used the Gibbs energies, but
not the enthalpies given by Markin and Rand, as items to be input into the assessment
of the enthalpy of formation of Pu2O3(cr). Since data for the diphasic equilibrium
Pu2O3(cr) + PuO1.61(cr, bcc) are an important part of the overall assessment, values
for the enthalpy of formation and entropy of the PuO1.61(cr, bcc) phase at 298.15 K
are also derived from the analysis, as noted below in the discussion of this phase. The
final values chosen for Pu2O3(cr) and PuO1.61(cr, bcc) are those which provided the
best compromise between the experimental values given in Table17.5, for the three
reactions:

2Pu2O3(cr)+O2(g) 
 4PuO2(cr) (17.5)

100/11Pu2O3(cr)+O2(g) 
 200/11PuO1.61(cr, bcc) (17.6)

0.39Pu2O3(cr)+ 0.22PuO2(cr) 
 PuO1.61(cr, bcc) (17.7)

Considering the many approximations made in this brief analysis, particularly the
neglect of the non-stoichiometry of the PuO1.61(cr, bcc) phase and the simplifications
in the phase diagram inherent in using Markin and Rand’s original analysis, the agree-
ment between the data is thought to be quite good. The derived value for the enthalpy
of formation of Pu2O3(cr) is:

�fH
◦
m(Pu2O3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1656± 10) kJ·mol−1

This is identical with that selected by Besmann and Lindemer [83BES/LIN] who
used the oxygen potentials assessed by Markin and Rand [66MAR/RAN] to estimate
�fH◦

m (Pu2O3(cr)). This value is consistent within the given uncertainties, with the
approximate enthalpy of formation of PuO1.52(cr, bcc) derived from the measurements
by Chereauet al. [77CHE/DEA] of the enthalpies of combustion of two uncharacter-
ised oxides of composition PuO1.51(cr) and PuO1.57(cr), as discussed briefly below.
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Table 17.5: Thermochemical properties for interconversion reactions (17.5), (17.6),
and (17.7) between plutonium oxides

Quantity Value ( kJ·mol−1) Reference
Experimental Assessed

�rGm(17.5) (1150 K) −624.8 −639.5 [66MAR/RAN]
�rHm(17.5) (1373 K) −875.6 −879.2 [77CHE/DEA]
�rHm(17.6) (1373 K) −826.5 −824.1 [77CHE/DEA]
�rGm(17.6) (2250 K) −547.8 −548.0 [83TET]
�rGm(17.6) (1600 K) −623.8 −619.2 [66MAR/RAN](a)

�rGm(17.6) (1100 K) −687.8 −660.0 [66MAR/RAN]
�rGm(17.7) (573 K) −0.2 ca. 0 [65GAR/MAR]

(phase diagram)
(a) adjusted

The derived Gibbs energy of formation of Pu2O3(cr) is thus

�fG
◦
m(Pu2O3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1580.375± 10.013) kJ·mol−1

17.2.1.4 PuO1.61 (cr, bcc)

17.2.1.4.a Crystal structure

This phase probably has a range of homogeneity with O/Pu extending from less than
1.61 to about 1.70; it exists only above 573 K. As summarised in [67IAE], the true
structure of this phase is not known, but it is certainly closely related to the bcc C-
type rare-earth structure, but with a smaller lattice parameter than the PuO1.52(cr, bcc)
phase.

17.2.1.4.b Heat capacity and entropy

Lacking experimental data, we have estimatedC◦
p,m to be approximately the weighted

sum of Pu2O3(cr) and PuO2(cr):

C◦
p,m(PuO1.61, bcc, T) = 65.91+ 13.85× 10−3T − 8.757× 105T−2 J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15− 2300 K)

The entropy, as deduced in the analysis described under Pu2O3(cr), is slightly higher
than that for 0.5 Pu2O3(cr), as expected for a phase which is stable only at higher
temperatures:

S◦m(298.15 K) = (83.0± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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17.2.1.4.c Enthalpy and Gibbs energy of formation

There are no direct thermodynamic measurements of PuO1.61(cr, bcc) but values have
been deduced in the analysis described under Pu2O3(cr):

�fH
◦
m(298.15 K) = −(875.5± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

The derived Gibbs energy of formation of PuO1.61(cr, bcc) is thus

�fG
◦
m(PuO1.61, cr, 298.15 K) = −(834.771± 10.113) kJ·mol−1

17.2.1.5 PuO1.52 (cr, bcc)

There are no thermodynamic measurements on this phase, except for enthalpies of
combustion by Chereauet al. [77CHE/DEA] of uncharacterised samples of PuO1.51(cr)
and PuO1.57(cr), which may have been rich in this phase. If the latter is assumed to be
a mixture of PuO1.52(cr, bcc) and PuO2(cr), the measured values correspond to an en-
thalpy of formation of about−(845±10) kJ·mol−1 for PuO1.52(cr, bcc), which within
the given uncertainties, is reasonably consistent with the assessed value for Pu2O3(cr).
Other approximate values of its stability can be calculated from the (rather uncertain)
phase diagram information, but since this phase is not of major importance for our
considerations, this has not been attempted.

17.2.2 Hydrated plutonium oxides and hydroxides

17.2.2.1 Plutonium(VI) hydrated oxides and hydroxides

Cleveland [70CLE2] characterised the solid precipitated by ammonia from aqueous
Pu(VI) as PuO2(OH)2·H2O, and prepared a similar compound (less well character-
ised with respect to the extent of its hydration) by precipitation with pyridine. There
are at least five solubility studies in the literature [62MOS/ZAI, 65PER, 73MUS/POR,
84KIM/BER, 95PAS/KIM], although the study of Perez-Bustamante [65PER] was re-
stricted to strongly basic solutions. In none of the solubility studies was the solid
thoroughly characterised, and in this review we have assumed the solid in each case
was Cleveland’s PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr). Musante and Porthault [73MUS/POR] repor-
ted log10 K ◦

s,0 = −(24.04± 0.19), but did not provide details as to how this was
determined. The value of Moskvin and Zaitseva [62MOS/ZAI], log10 K ◦

s,0 = −22.7
was apparently based on a single solubility measurement for “ammonium diplutonate”
after equilibration for four to six hours at room temperature. The value from Kimet
al. [84KIM/BER], is apparently not an experimental value at all [86LIE/KIM], but is
an estimated value selected to be consistent with hydrolysis constant values calculated
from the solubility study (see AppendixA). Pasalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM] found that
PuO2CO3(cr) was converted to a solid, presumably PuO2(OH)2(cr), and spectroscopic
measurements were used to determine the concentration and extent of hydrolysis of
Pu(VI) over this solid (pH values from 4.8 to 6.0, 22◦C, 0.1 M NaClO4). After correc-
tion to I = 0 (AppendixA), the value log∗10 K◦

s,0 = (6.3± 0.1) is calculated. Based
on the published hydrolysis constants and solubility product, it appears the solubilities
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of Musante and Porthault must have been similar to those of Kimet al. (within about
an order of magnitude, although the pH of the minimum solubility differs somewhat).
The solubilities of Moskvin and Zaitseva are several orders of magnitude higher at
all overlapping values of pH. However, the short equilibration period probably lim-
ited changes to the solution caused by radiolysis. Therefore, their reported solubility
product (obtained from experiments at low pH where hydrolysis was unlikely) is prob-
ably toward the high end of the range of possible values. The solubility data of Kim
et al. [84KIM/BER] are inconsistent with any value smaller than that of Moskvin and
Zaitseva (see AppendixA). This is possibly indicative of problems with the Kimet al.
study at low pH rather than a larger solubility product. However, the value from Pashal-
idis et al. [95PAS/KIM] suggests a somewhat lower stability for the solid even though
the results were obtained after allowing for hydrolysis, and though the oxidation state
of the plutonium in solution was carefully checked. This value could be consistent with
the lower pH value measurements for Kimet al. In the present review we select

log ∗
10K ◦

s,0 = (5.5± 1.0)

for the reaction

PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr)+ 2H+

 PuO2+

2 + 3H2O(l)

and hence,

�fG
◦
m(PuO2(OH)2·H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1442.4± 6.4) kJ·mol−1

There are no reports in the literature of experimental values for the entropy or
enthalpy of formation of PuO2(OH)2(cr) or its hydrates. For the neptunium
NpO2(OH)2(cr) S◦m = (129 ± 27) J·K−1·mol−1 has been calculated (cf. Sec-
tion 8.2.3.2) with the note that the value might actually be somewhat larger.
If the contribution of 44.7 J·K−1·mol−1 for an extra water of hydration is
considered [92GRE/FUG], S◦m becomes(170 ± 38) J·K−1·mol−1. The value
S◦m(UO3·2H2O(cr)) = (188.54± 0.38) J·K−1·mol−1 was reported by Tasker and
O’Hare [88TAS/O’H]. By analogy, we select

S◦m(PuO2(OH)2·H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = (190± 40) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity of PuO2(OH)2(cr) was estimated as 112 J·K−1·mol−1 by
Lemire and Tremaine [80LEM/TRE] based on a Kopp’s law calculation as outlined
by Sturtevant [59STU]. If the solid were actually PuO2(OH)2·H2O(cr) (and these
materials were not distinguished in the earlier review [80LEM/TRE]), the estimated
value would have been 148 J·K−1·mol−1. This value is markedly smaller than the
value UO3·H2O(cr), (172.07 ± 0.34) J·K−1·mol−1 [88TAS/O’H]. However, in
general,experimental heat capacity values for actinide solids tend to be somewhat
greater than the Kopp’s law estimates, and in the present review

C◦
p,m(PuO2(OH)2·H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = (170± 20) J·K−1·mol−1
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is accepted, based on the heat capacity of the plutonium compound being similar to
that for the uranium compound.

Bagnall and Laidler [64BAG/LAI] prepared a less hydrated compound with
the stoichiometry PuO3·0.8H2O by passing ozonised oxygen through a suspension
of Pu(IV) hydroxide at 90◦C and vacuum drying the resulting solid at 130◦C. On
standing in air at room temperature, the compound took up water until it reached
the composition PuO3·H2O. The X-ray diffraction pattern showed the compound
is not iso-structural with any known uranium trioxide hydrates or, so far as could
be determined, NpO3·H2O [64BAG/LAI]. On the basis of the infrared spectra,
Cleveland [70CLE2] suggested the compound of Bagnall and Laidler [64BAG/LAI] is
probably structurally different from the compound precipitated from Pu(VI) solutions,
PuO2(OH)2·H2O. This is also the case for the corresponding neptunium compounds
[75BEL/IL’] (cf. Section8.2.3.2). No thermodynamic data have been reported for
PuO3·H2O.

17.2.2.2 Hydrated PuO2OH(am)

Kraus and Nelson [48KRA/NEL] reported a value of log10 Ks,0 = −8.6, (log ∗
10Ks,0 =

5.4), for the solubility product for hydrated PuO2OH(am) based on the data of Kraus
and Dam [46KRA/DAM]. This value may be somewhat suspect, as the authors found
considerable amounts of Pu(VI) and Pu(IV) in solution after redissolving the solids
from these experiments. Reported values of log10 Ks,0 in their study ranged from−8.3
to −9.5 (but see also AppendixA). Zaitsevaet al. reported a solubility product of
log10 Ks,0 = −9.3, (log ∗

10Ks,0 = 4.7), based on the initial pH of precipitation from a
2.1 x 10−3 M Pu(V) solution. In the present review, we recommend a value of

log ∗
10Ks,0 = (5.0± 0.5)

for the reaction

PuO2OH(am)+ H+

 PuO+2 + H2O(l)

for 298.15 K. This value is similar to the values selected (Section8.2.4.2) for the sol-
ubility products of “fresh” and “aged” NpO2OH(am). From the selected solubility
product value

�fG
◦
m(PuO2OH, am, 298.15 K) = −(1061.2± 4.0) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuO2OH(am), 298.15K) = 87 J·K−1·mol−1 was estimated [80LEM/TRE] as
the sum ofS◦m(PuO2) and an entropy contribution for an OH− group attached to a singly
charged metal ion. With the value for the entropy contribution given in Appendix D of
the uranium review [92GRE/FUG], the value would beS◦m(PuO2OH(am), 298.15 K) =
97 J·K−1·mol−1. Hence, in the present review,

S◦m(PuO2OH, am, 298.15 K) = (97± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

is accepted.
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The heat capacity of PuO2OH(am) was estimated as 86 J·K−1·mol−1 by Lemire
and Tremaine [80LEM/TRE] based on a Kopp’s law calculation as outlined by Stur-
tevant [59STU]. In the absence of any experimental value, this is accepted in the
present review with an estimated uncertainty of 20 J·K−1·mol−1.

C◦
p,m(PuO2OH, am, 298.15 K) = (86± 20) J·K−1·mol−1

17.2.2.3 Pu(OH)4(am) (PuO2· x H2O)

As shown in Table (17.6), there have been a number of reports on the solubility of solids
resulting from hydrolysis of plutonium(IV) [49KAS, 65PER, 67DAV, 80RAI/SER,
84PER/SAP, 84RAI, 86LIE/KIM, 86EWA/HOW, 89KIM/KAN, 92EWA/SMI]. Some
of these studies (e.g., [65PER, 67DAV, 84PER/SAP]) have been done under poorly
defined conditions, others are based on limited data (e.g., [49KAS]). Even in this
early study of Kasha, it was recognised that, except in strongly acidic solutions, only
a small percentage of the total plutonium in aqueous solution at equilibrium over a
plutonium(IV) hydrolytic solid would be plutonium(IV) species. This problem has
apparently been ignored in some later studies (e.g., [65PER, 67DAV, 84PER/SAP,
90PAZ/KUD]).

Table 17.6:Solubility data for plutonium(IV) oxide and hydroxide

Solid Methods t Ionic strength log10 Ks,0 log10 K ◦
s,0 Reference

(◦C) (medium) (recalc.)

Pu(OH)4 sol RT ? −55.5 [49KAS]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT 0.062 M HCl −55.1 [49KAS]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT 1 M HClO4 −55.2 [49KAS]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT −47.3 to [65PER]

−56.3
Pu(OH)4 sol RT ads. + ultfil −50.2 [67DAV]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT ultrafil. −54.7 [67DAV]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT 0.0015 M −50.2 [80RAI/SER]

CaCl2
PuO2 sol RT 0.0015 M −52.2 [80RAI/SER]

CaCl2 −51.8 (ex [89KIM/KAN ])
Pu(OH)4 sol RT −53.0 [84PER/SAP]
PuO2(hyd) sol RT corr.I = 0 −56.85 -57.4 [84RAI]
Pu(OH)4 sol RT −53.7 [86LIE/KIM]
Pu(OH)4 sol 20 corr.I = 0 −57.85 -58.8 [89KIM/KAN ]
PuO2(cr) sol 20 corr.I = 0 −60.20 -61.2 [89KIM/KAN ]
Pu(OH)4 sol 25 −51.4 [90PAZ/KUD]
Pu(OH)4 est. 25 −(58± 1) this review
(hyd, aged)
PuO2(cr) calc. 25 −(64.0± 0.5) this review

Radiolytic effects influence the solubility experiments. The crystalline dioxide,
239PuO2, when contacted with water over a period of time, is slowly converted to
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(or coated with a small amount of) a less crystalline form. The hydrated, amorph-
ous form of PuO2·xH2O is gradually converted to a similar, slightly crystalline, form,
but the “Ostwald ripening” apparently does not continue past this stage [82RAI/RYA].
If 238PuO2 is contacted with water, the crystalline solid is converted to the amorphous
solid [82RAI/RYA]. Also, moderately acidic plutonium(IV) solutions frequently con-
tain a colloidal plutonium species, probably finely dispersed PuO2·xH2O. This material
can complicate solubility studies, leading to high apparent solubilities.

The total solubilities of plutonium aqueous species at a series of comparable pH
values were reported by Perez-Bustamante [65PER] (perchlorate medium) and Rai
[84RAI] (nitrate medium). These values differ by one to two orders of magnitude.
The lower experimental solubilities in the earlier study might indicate the use of a
more stable form of the hydroxide or hydrous oxide, but more likely were the result
of the slow dissolution kinetics and a shorter equilibration time – the calculated solu-
bility products (log10 K ◦

s,0) reported by Rai are more negative than those reported by
Perez-Bustamante only because Rai treated activity coefficient effects differently, and
also allowed for hydrolysis and complexation. The pH independence of this solubility
difference suggests it is not simply the result of different oxidation state distributions.
Kasha’s value (perchlorate medium) [49KAS] is comparable to those of Rai [84RAI],
even though Kasha reported some colloid formation before the end of the experiment.

This so-called “plutonium(IV) polymer” or “plutonium hydrous polymer”has been
found [78LLO/HAI] to consist of small (approximately 0.2 nm) colloidally dispersed
particles which can be either crystalline or amorphous. As is normal for a polymeric
colloid, it has a distinctive absorption spectrum. The colloid is stabilized by anions
such as nitrate or chloride when the molar ratio of the stabilizing anion to plutonium
is between 0.8 and 4. The colloid can be prepared by partially acidifying precipitated
“Pu(OH)4”, by allowing Pu(IV) to form hydrolytic polymers in 0.1 M nitrate solutions,
by heating moderately acidic solutions of Pu(IV), or by removing HNO3 from aqueous
Pu(NO3)4-HNO3 solutions by extraction [86WEI/KAT]. It also appears to be formed
by auto-radiolysis of238PuO2(cr) [82RAI/RYA] in aqueous suspension. When condi-
tions are altered such that the colloid is destabilized, the particles may form insoluble
aggregates that are primarily crystalline PuO2. Although there is at least one attempt
in the literature to calculate a value of�fG◦

m (“plutonium polymer”) per mole Pu(IV)
[83SIL], this is not a meaningful (equilibrium) thermodynamic quantity.

Kim and Kanellakopulos [89KIM/KAN] reported solubilities of Pu(OH)4(am) and
PuO2(cr) in 1 M HClO4. Their values are markedly lower than those of Rai [84RAI],
or even those of Perez-Bustamante [65PER]. Kim and Kanellakopulos attributed this
to unfilterable colloidal material (<1 nm) suspended in the solutions of Rai and Perez-
Bustamante, however, Rai determined his Pu(IV) solution concentrations by extraction
with TTA, and did not rely strictly on the grossα analysis. On the other hand, Kim and
Kanellakopulos also verified their spectroscopically determined solution concentration
of Pu(IV) by TTA extraction. The concentration determined by extraction was about
50% greater than the value from spectroscopy.

In view of the difficulties in establishing equilibrium, measuring the concentrations
of Pu4+ (especially considering possible sorption effects) and maintaining constant
temperatures while equilibrating and sampling the solutions, the results of Rai [84RAI]
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and Kim and Kanellakopulos [89KIM/KAN2] are actually in quite good agreement.
The tendency of Pu(IV) to disproportionate under the experimental conditions was
carefully taken into consideration. On the basis of these two studies, a value of

log10 K ◦
s,0 = −(58± 1)

is recommended for the solubility product of well aged hydrated PuO2 (or
Pu(OH)4(am)).

2H2O(l)+ PuO2(hyd, aged) 
 4OH− + Pu4+

Because the solid itself is not a thermodynamically stable solid that can be prepared
reproducibly, any value for�fG◦

m can only be approximate. Based on the selected
solubility product,�fG◦

m(hydrated PuO2, aged, 298.15 K) = −(963.7±6.3) kJ·mol−1

for hydrated oxide. This value is accepted for the precipitated solid, aged for several
months near room temperature. The value of�fG◦

m for freshly precipitated material
may be 10 to 20 kJ·mol−1 more positive.

As this review was being completed, a preprint was received of a spectrophoto-
metric study by Capdevila and Vitorge [98CAP/VIT] in which the concentrations of
plutonium aqueous species in 0.1 M HClO4(aq) over Pu(OH)4(am) were measured at
different ionic strengths. From the behaviour of the equilibria between the ions in dif-
ferent oxidation states, the authors calculated the concentration of Pu4+, a species that
could not be detected spectrophotometrically in these solutions, and determined the
solubility product of the Pu(IV) solid. Though it was not used in the present evalu-
ation, the reported value for the solubility product log10K◦

s,0 = −(58.3 ± 0.5) is in
good agreement with the value selected in this review.

17.2.2.4 Pu(OH)3(s)

Experimental studies on the solubility products of the actinide(III) hydroxides are very
sparse. It is not obvious how the often cited [52LAT, 56KRA] value for the solubil-
ity product of Pu(OH)3(s) was calculated from the original data of Busey and Cowan
[50BUS/COW] (see AppendixA), nor is it clear the data are adequate for useful re-
calculations. Certainly no systematic study of∗Ksp (the acidic solubility product) as
a function of temperature has been done. Based on a recent study by Felmyet al.
[89FEL/RAI] the value

log ∗
10Ks,0 = (15.8± 1.5)

is accepted in the present review for the reaction

Pu(OH)3(cr)+ 3H+

 Pu3+ + 3H2O(l)

Hence,

�fG
◦
m(Pu(OH)3, s, 298.15 K) = −(1200± 9) kJ·mol−1

This solubility product is consistent with the values selected [95SIL/BID]
for Am(OH)3(s), log ∗

10Ks,0 = (17.0 ± 0.6) for the amorphous form and
log ∗

10Ks,0 = (15.2± 0.6) for the crystalline form.





Chapter 18

Plutonium group 17 (halogen)
compounds and complexes

18.1 Plutonium halide compounds

18.1.1 Introduction

There are experimental data for the enthalpies of formation at 298.15 K of some of
the more important plutonium halides, but those of some technologically important
compounds, such as PuF4 and PuF6 have still to be estimated from non-calorimetric
observations, and thus are relatively uncertain. The only halides for which low temper-
ature heat capacity measurements (and thus reliable standard entropies) are available
are PuF3(cr) and PuF4(cr), so that the entropies of all the other halides have had to be
estimated. The lack of a precise value for the standard entropy of PuCl3 is particularly
noteworthy.

There are precise determinations of the vapour pressures of PuF3, PuF6, PuCl3 and
PuBr3. The derived entropies of sublimation and vaporisation of the first three are in
excellent accord with those predicted from the thermal functions (often estimated), but
those of PuBr3 are appreciably higher than anticipated, for reasons which are not clear.

18.1.2 Plutonium fluoride compounds

18.1.2.1 PuF(g) and PuF2 (g)

18.1.2.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Kent [68KEN] has studied the equilibria involving Pu(g), PuF(g), PuF2(g) and PuF3(g)
evaporating from a tantalum Knudsen cell, containing a mixture of PuF3 and electro-
refined plutonium metal, attached to a mass-spectrometer. The PuF+

2 ion was formed
from both PuF2(g) and PuF3(g) present in the vapour, but the fractions arising from the
two species were estimated by making measurements at different accelerating voltages.
The ion current analogues of the equilibrium constants for the two reactions

PuF3(g)+ 2Pu(g) 
 3PuF(g) (18.1)

2PuF3(g)+ Pu(g) 
 3PuF2(g) (18.2)

were plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature to give the enthalpies
of these reactions: �rHm(18.1, 1414 K) = (97.9 ± 19.2) kJ·mol−1 and

345
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�rHm(18.2, 1417 K) = (120.0 ± 10.0) kJ·mol−1. The corrections to 298.15 K
using the thermal functions discussed in the next section, are respectively +34.1 and
+23.7 kJ·mol−1, giving �rH◦

m(18.1, 298.15 K) = (132.0 ± 20.0) kJ·mol−1 and
�rH◦

m(18.2, 298.15 K) = (143.7 ± 11.0) kJ·mol−1. With the relatively precise
values of�fH◦

m(Pu, g, 298.15 K) = (349.0 ± 3.0) kJ·mol−1 (Section15.2) and
�fH◦

m(PuF3, g, 298.15 K) = −(1167.8± 3.7) kJ·mol−1 (Section18.1.2.3), these give
the selected values

�fH
◦
m(PuF, g, 298.15 K) = −(112.6± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(PuF2, g, 298.15 K) = −(614.3± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainties have been increased to allow for uncertainties in the thermal
functions and in the fraction of the overall PuF+

2 ion due to the parent PuF2(g) and
PuF3(g) species.

18.1.2.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of PuF(g) and PuF2(g) were calculated assuming the molecu-
lar parameters discussed in Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. These are essentially
those suggested by Hildenbrandet al. [85HIL/GUR], namely values similar to those
estimated for UF(g) and UF2(g) by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR], but with no elec-
tronic contributions. The Pu-F interatomic distances were taken to be 2.03× 10−10

and 2.10× 10−10 m respectively for PuF(g) and PuF2(g). These assumptions give

S◦m(PuF, g, 298.15 K) = (251± 5) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF, g, 298.15 K) = (33.5± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(PuF2, g, 298.15 K) = (297± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF2, g, 298.15 K) = (51.5± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

Full tables of the estimated thermal functions of these species up to 2000 K are
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

18.1.2.2 PuF3 (cr)

18.1.2.2.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of formation of PuF3(cr) is based on the enthalpy of precipitation of (hy-
drated) PuF3 from 1.5 M HCl by HF· 1.925H2O (−(30.1±1.2) kJ·mol−1), measured
by Westrum and Eyring [49WES/EYR]. The precipitate is assumed to contain 0.4H2O,
based on the detailed study by Jones [53JON]. The value for the integral enthalpy of
formation of the precipitating solution HF· 1.925H2O, was interpolated from the data
of Johnsonet al. [73JOH/SMI] by a quadratic function of m1/2, for the range m1/2 =
5.0−5.6 for m1/2 = 5.3699 to be−320.11 kJ·mol−1. As noted by Parker [76PAR], no
correction is required for the fact that the value for�fH◦

m (HF, aq, 298.15 K) used by
Johnsonet al. [73JOH/SMI], −(335.64± 0.29) kJ·mol−1, was slightly different from
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the CODATA Key Value [89COX/WAG] −(335.35± 0.65) kJ·mol−1, the difference
being accommodated in the enthalpies of dilution from the lowest concentration used
by [73JOH/SMI] and infinite dilution.

Hence, for the reaction

Pu(cr, α)+ 1.5F2(g)+ 0.4 H2O(l) = PuF3·0.4 H2O(cr)

�rH
◦
m(298.15 K) = −(1582.93± 3.00) kJ·mol−1

The enthalpy of dehydration of PuF3·0.4H2O(cr) has been taken to be

�rH(dehydration) = −(3.8± 2.1) kJ·mol(PuF3)
−1

as discussed by Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR].
Hence,

�fH
◦
m(PuF3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1586.7± 3.7) kJ·mol−1

18.1.2.2.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy and heat capacity at 298.15 K are taken from the low-temperature
heat capacity measurements of Osborneet al. [74OSB/FLO], using a sample containing
nearly isotopically pure242Pu, to minimise problems from self-heating at very low
temperatures.

S◦m(PuF3, cr, 298.15 K) = (126.11± 0.36) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF3, cr, 298.15 K) = (92.64± 0.28) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.2.2.c High temperature heat capacity

There are no measured values of the heat capacity above 350 K. Values have been
estimated to be similar to those of UF3(cr), assessed by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG],
with the constraint that they merge smoothly with the experimental values from 298.15
to 350 K from [74OSB/FLO]:

C◦
p,m(PuF3, cr, T) = (104.078+ 0.707× 10−3T − 10.355× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 K to 1700 K.

18.1.2.2.d Fusion data

The melting point is taken to be (1700± 3) K, corrected from the experimental value
of (1699± 3) K (assumed to be on the IPTS68 Temperature scale) given by Westrum
and Wallmann [51WES/WAL]. The enthalpy of fusion((35.4± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1)

and the heat capacity of the liquid((130± 20) J·K−1·mol−1) have been estimated and
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].
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18.1.2.3 PuF3 (g)

18.1.2.3.a Enthalpy of formation

There are three Knudsen effusion studies of the vapour pressure of PuF3(cr), con-
tained in tantalum cells, by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA], Carniglia and Cunningham
[55CAR/CUN] and Kent [68KEN], with excellent agreement. These have all been
corrected to the 1990 Temperature scale and 1986 Fundamental constants. In addition
small corrections have been applied to the first two measurements for conversion to the
current recommended half-life of239Pu (24110 y) [86BRO/FIR]. The amount of effus-
ate in the experiments by Kent [68KEN] was determined by weighing, so no half-life
corrections were required.

The least square fits to the data give for log10(p/bar) = a/T + b and�subS◦m are
summarised in [2000RAN/FUG].

Third law treatment of all data using thermal functions estimated below gives

�subH
◦
m(298.15 K) = (418.9± 0.5) kJ·mol−1

and hence,

�fH
◦
m(PuF3, g, 298.15 K) = −(1167.8± 3.7) kJ·mol−1

18.1.2.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of PuF3(g) were calculated assuming the molecular parameters
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], using the rigid-rotator, harmonic oscillator
approximation. The molecule is assumed to be pyramidal, with C3v symmetry. These
give

S◦m(PuF3, g, 298.15 K) = (336.11± 10.00) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF3, g, 298.15 K) = (72.24± 5.00) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.2.4 PuF4 (cr)

18.1.2.4.a Enthalpy of formation

This has been estimated from two experimental observations and one correlation.
Johns, [45JOH] measured the equilibrium constants for the reaction

PuO2(cr)+ 4HF(g) 
 PuF4(cr)+ 2H2O(g) (18.3)

at 673 and 873 K, giving the Gibbs energies of reaction:

�rG
◦
m(18.3, 673 K) = −1.736 kJ·mol−1

�rG
◦
m(18.3, 873 K) = 10.461 kJ·mol−1

The entropy of reaction calculated from the thermal functions for the
reaction is very different from the experimental value, and the third law
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values for �rH◦
m(298.15 K) are −161.2 and −198.7 kJ·mol−1. With

�fH◦
m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1055.8 ± 1.0) kJ·mol−1 from [82GLU/GUR]

and the current review and CODATA values [89COX/WAG] for HF(g) and H2O(g),
the first derived value for the enthalpy of formation of PuF4(cr), the mean of the two
third-law values, is:

�fH
◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1844.3± 30.0) kJ·mol−1

from [45JOH].
Dawson and Elliott [54DAW/ELL] measured oxygen pressures close to equilibrium

values at 783 and 1073 K for the reaction

4PuF3(cr)+O2(g) = 3PuF4(cr)+ PuO2(cr) (18.4)

which gives

�rG
◦
m(18.4, 783 K) = −30.25 kJ·mol−1

�rG
◦
m(18.4, 1073 K) = −20.54 kJ·mol−1

Again, there is a considerable difference between the third law en-
thalpies for �rH◦

m(298.15 K) of the reaction calculated using estimated
thermal functions,−182.4 and −223.3 kJ·mol−1. With the mean value and
�fH◦

m(PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1055.8± 1.0) kJ·mol−1 from [82GLU/GUR] and
the current review and our current value for PuF3(cr), the second derived value for the
enthalpy of formation of PuF4(cr) is:

�fH
◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1831.3± 20.0) kJ·mol−1

from [54DAW/ELL], where the uncertainty is increased to allow for the possible lack
of true equilibrium.

The third estimate is derived from the correlation between the difference
of the enthalpies of formation of the actinide tetrahalides and the aqueous
M4+ ions and the ionic radius of the M4+, as discussed in detail by Fugeret
al. [83FUG/PAR] and Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The extrapolated
value of �fH◦

m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) − �fH◦
m(Pu+4, aq, 298.15 K) therefrom

is −(1319.5 ± 13.0) kJ·mol−1, which with �fH◦
m(Pu+4, aq, 298.15 K) =

−(539.9± 3.1) kJ·mol−1 gives finally

�fH
◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1859.4± 13.4) kJ·mol−1

from the correlation.
The selected value from these three fairly consistent estimates−(1844.3± 30.0),

−(1831.3± 20.0) and−(1859.4± 13.4) kJ·mol−1 is

�fH
◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1850± 20) kJ·mol−1

but this can only be regarded as a provisional value. This value is consistent with the
observation of Johnsonet al. [61JOH/FIS] that SF4(g) does not reduce PuF4(cr) to
PuF3(cr) at 773K, which implies that�fH◦

m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) is more negative than
ca.−1815 kJ·mol−1.
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18.1.2.4.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy and heat capacity at 298.15 K are taken from the low-temperature
heat capacity measurements of Osborneet al. [75OSB/FLO], using a sample containing
nearly isotopically pure242Pu, to minimise problems from self-heating at very low
temperatures.

S◦m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = (147.25± 0.37) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = (116.19± 0.29) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.2.4.c High temperature heat capacity

Osborneet al. [75OSB/FLO] estimated the heat capacity of PuF4(cr) above 350 K, and
we have accepted this estimate with a minor change to reproduce their experimental
C◦

p,m(298.15 K):

C◦
p,m(PuF4, cr, T) = (127.53+ 3.114× 10−3T − 10.91× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 K to 1300 K.

18.1.2.4.d Fusion data

The melting point,(1300± 20) K, the enthalpy of fusion(47± 10) kJ·mol−1 and the
heat capacity of the liquid((165± 15) J·K−1 · mol−1) have been estimated by Rand
and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

18.1.2.5 PuF4 (g)

As noted by Rand [66RAN], the early work on the behaviour of PuF4 at high tem-
peratures is unsatisfactory, due either to the use of unsuitable container material (e.g.,
tantalum) or, probably, the presence of PuO2 either as an initial impurity or from ad-
ventitious reaction with air or water vapour. The presence of PuO2 permits the auto-
reduction reaction (cf. Dawsonet al. [54DAW/ELL] noted above).

3PuF4 + PuO2 
 4PuF3 + O2(g)

With the selected data for PuF3 and PuF4, the pressure of oxygen generated by this
reaction is calculated to be 3× 10−3 bar at 1100 K and 3× 10−2 bar at 1200 K, so that
reaction would be rapid in a vacuum system at these temperatures. Work by Chudinov
and Choporov [70CHU/CHO2], noted in more detail below, has clarified some of these
aspects. They were able to measure reproducible vapour pressures, consistent with an
enthalpy of sublimation similar to that of UF4, up to about 1100 K, but above that
temperature, the pressures fell, possibly in steps, to those shown by PuF3. This was
attributed to the possible formation of oxyfluorides; they postulate Pu(OH)F3 as an in-
termediary species. There are no known oxyfluorides of Pu(IV), but it is possible that
PuOF3 (for which there is some thermochromatographic evidence [79JOU/LEG]), or
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less probably PuOF4 or PuO2F2, could be formed. These higher oxyfluorides would
give a mixture of PuF3(g) and PuF4(g) in the vapour, (with total Pu-bearing pressures
intermediate between those of PuF3 and PuF4) and would in turn decompose to con-
densed phase PuF3 and oxygen,

3PuOmFn(cr) 
 nPuF3(cr)+ (3− n)PuO2(cr)+ (1.5m − 3+ n)O2(g)

when the Pu-containing vapour pressure would be the same as that of pure PuF3.
Clearly additional work is required on the stability of condensed PuF4 at high tem-
peratures in the strict absence of PuO2.

18.1.2.5.a Enthalpy of formation

There are three studies which purport to measure the vapour pressure of PuF4. How-
ever, as noted by Rand [66RAN], the study by Mandleburg and Davies [61MAN/DAV]
has to be discounted, since they used a tantalum effusion cell, which would certainly
reduce PuF4 to PuF3. It also seems likely that reduction (or other reactions as noted
above) occurred in the measurements by Berger and Gaumann [61BER/GAU], from
1038 to 1308 K using a platinum cell, with a large orifice, since their measured pres-
sure at 1038 K is close to that of Mandleburg and Davies [61MAN/DAV], and although
the pressures at higher temperatures increase more rapidly, the entropy of sublimation
(ca. 109 J·K−1·mol−1) is still too small to correspond to a sublimation process.

The more detailed data in the first three runs up to 1125 K by Chudinov and Cho-
porov [70CHU/CHO2], discussed above, however, seem more reliable, since the en-
tropy change is reasonable for a sublimation process, and the vapour pressures are
slightly larger than, rather than a small fraction of, those of UF4. As noted below, we
have not included any electronic contribution to the entropy of PuF4(g) since this gives
acceptable agreement between the calculated(184.4 J·K−1·mol−1) and experimental
(178.4 J·K−1·mol−1) entropies of sublimation at 960 K (see below). A third-law treat-
ment of the 54 acceptable data points from Chudinov and Choporov [70CHU/CHO2]
then gives, with our selected thermal functions for the crystal and gas:

�subH
◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K) = (301.8± 3.6) kJ·mol−1

and thus, when rounded

�fH
◦
m(PuF4, g, 298.15 K) = −(1548± 22) kJ·mol−1

where the increased uncertainty includes that associated with the molecular paramet-
ers of the vapour. A plot of the experimental and calculated vapour pressures data
for PuF3 and PuF4 is given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. This enthalpy of
sublimation of 301.8 kJ·mol−1 at 298.15 K is somewhat smaller than those for NpF4
(315.5 kJ·mol−1) and UF4 (313.0 kJ·mol−1).

18.1.2.5.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

Following the work of Koningset al. [96KON/BOO], which has demonstrated that
the UF4(g) molecule almost certainly has tetrahedral symmetry (cf. Section9.1.2.5),
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we have adopted their molecular parameters of UF4(g) for the PuF4(g) molecule, ex-
cept for a small decrease in the M-F distance from 2.059× 10−10 m for UF4 to
2.05× 10−10 m for PuF4(g). The ground-state energy level was assumed to have a
statistical weight of 3, as for UF4(g). Since acceptable agreement with the measured
entropy of sublimation was achieved without any higher electronic levels, none were
included. Clearly other combinations of molecular parameters and electronic contribu-
tions could provide as good agreement, but the current relatively simple set should be
acceptable until detailed electronic spectra are measured. The calculated values for the
entropy and heat capacity of PuF4(g) at 298.15 K are

S◦m(PuF4, g, 298.15 K) = (359.0± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF4, g, 298.15 K) = (92.4± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

and these are the selected values. The input data used and a complete table of thermal
functions up to 2000 K are given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The input data
are very similar to those suggested by Konings and Hildenbrand [98KON/HIL], which
appeared after the current assessment was completed.

18.1.2.6 Intermediate fluorides and PuF5 (g)

No solid fluorides between PuF4(cr) and PuF6(cr), analogous to the well-established
uranium compounds U4F17, U2F9 and UF5 have been found, despite numerous at-
tempts to identify them.

Jouniauxet al. inferred the formation of PuF5(g) in their tracer thermochroma-
tographic study [79JOU/LEG], and Kleinschmidt [86KLE/WAR] also interpreted his
results when PuF6(g) was leaked into the ion source of a quadrupole mass spectrometer
in the presence of alumina in terms of this molecule. Kleinschmidt’s suggested uncer-
tainties in the bond energy values (246 and 595 kJ·mol−1) from 19 to 145 kJ·mol−1, so
these measurements are not suitable for defining thermodynamic data of any precision.

18.1.2.7 PuF6(cr)

18.1.2.7.a Enthalpy of formation

This has been calculated from�fH◦
m(PuF6, g) and the enthalpy of sublimation, calcu-

lated from vapour pressure. There are three consistent studies of the vapour pressure,
by Florin et al. [56FLO/TAN] from 273 to 336 K, Mandleberget al. [56MAN/RAE],
from 243 to 294 K, and Weinstocket al. [59WEI/WEA] from 273 to 350 K. There is
good agreement between these three studies, and since the last [59WEI/WEA] is the
most complete description, we have based our analysis on their data.

However Weinstocket al. [59WEI/WEA] fit their experimental points to a three-
term function ofT which implies�subC◦

p,m = +29.09 J·K−1·mol−1. This value

seems very unlikely, when compared to the experimental values of−37.3 J·K−1·mol−1

for UF6(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and−38.4 J·K−1·mol−1 for NpF6(cr) (see this review) at
298.15 K. The average value of�subCp,m from 273 to 324 K from the selectedCp,m
data for the crystal and gas discussed below is−38.93 J·K−1·mol−1, and a refit of
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their experimental data [59WEI/WEA] to an expression implying this value gives only
slightly greater deviations, but of course with a small trend. Fortunately, the mid tem-
perature of the measurements of Weinstocket al. is very close to 298.15 K, so that
the derived value of�subS◦m at this temperature is not very sensitive to the value of
�subC◦

p,m assumed, as shown in [2000RAN/FUG], in which fits of the vapour pressure
to the expression

log10(p/bar) = a+ b/T + c log10 T

are compared.
Combining the suggested value for�subS◦m(298.15 K) = (147.1 ± 0.3)

J·K−1·mol−1with �subG◦
m(324.7 K) at the triple point and the selected thermal

functions of PuF6(cr) and PuF6(g) (see below) gives finally

�subH
◦
m(PuF6, 298.15 K) = (48.65± 1.00) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(PuF6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1861.35± 20.17) kJ·mol−1

where the additional significant figures are retained to reproduce the correct vapour
pressure from thermodynamic calculations.

18.1.2.7.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

Combination of the selected�subS◦m (298.15 K) andS◦m(PuF6, g, 298.15 K) gives

S◦m(PuF6, cr, 298.15 K) = (221.8± 1.1) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacities of PuF6(cr and l) have been estimated by Rand and Fuger
[2000RAN/FUG]; the value for the solid at 298.15 K is (168.1± 2.0) J·K−1·mol−1.

18.1.2.8 PuF6 (g)

18.1.2.8.a Enthalpy of formation

The equilibrium constants for the reaction

PuF4(cr)+ F2(g) 
 PuF6(g) (18.5)

have been measured by Florinet al. [56FLO/TAN], from 440 to 873 K, Weinstock and
Malm [56WEI/MAL], from 298 and 493 K, and by Trevorrowet al. [61TRE/SHI],
from 423 to 668 K. The results are rather disparate, which is not surprising in view
of the high reactivity of PuF6(g) and the fact that it decomposes slowly due to self-
radiation damage. However, the results of the first and third studies are in reasonable
agreement, and our analysis is based on the most complete and precise investigation,
by Trevorrowet al. [61TRE/SHI].

The calculated entropy of reaction from the estimated thermal functions is some-
what different from that derived from the least square fit to these data. A third law
calculation gives

�rH
◦
m(18.5, 298.15 K) = (37.3± 2.4) kJ·mol−1
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With our selected value for the enthalpy of formation of PuF4(cr), we have

�fH
◦
m(PuF6, g, 298.15 K) = −(1812.7± 20.1) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainty is dominated by that in�fH◦
m(PuF4, cr, 298.15 K).

18.1.2.8.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of PuF6(g) ideal gas were calculated assuming the molecular
parameters given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], using the rigid-rotator, har-
monic oscillator approximation. The molecule is taken to be octahedral with Oh sym-
metry. Thus,

S◦m(PuF6, g, 298.15 K) = (368.90± 1.00) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuF6, g, 298.15 K) = (129.32± 1.00) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacities have been fitted to the expression

C◦
p,m(PuF6, g, T) = (143.988+ 2.32109× 10−2 T

−1.076413× 10−5T 2 − 1.83427× 106T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 1000 K.

18.1.2.9 PuOF(cr)

Plutonium (III) oxyfluoride is not well characterised, but it was apparently formed
during the attempted reduction of PuF3(cr) by atomic hydrogen (quoted by
Cunningham and Hindman [54CUN/HIN]); its thermodynamic properties can
however be estimated reasonably reliably. Following Fuger [83FUG], the differ-
ence (�fH◦

m(PuOF, cr, 298.15 K) − �fH◦
m(PuF3, cr, 298.15 K)/3) is estimated

to be −(609 ± 20) kJ·mol−1, from the corresponding values for the chloride
−(611.1) kJ·mol−1 and bromide−(605.8 kJ·mol−1). The selected enthalpy of
formation of PuOF(cr) is thus calculated to be

�fH
◦
m(PuOF, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1140± 20) kJ·mol−1

The standard entropy is estimated from the values for the other trihalides and oxyhal-
ides:

S◦m(PuOF, cr, 298.15 K) = (96± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity is estimated to be close to the sum of (1/3PuF3 + 1/3Pu2O3):

C◦
p,m(PuOF, cr, T) = (72.0+ 1.6× 10−2T

−3.3× 10−6T2 − 6.2× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15 K to 1500 K)

and thus

C◦
p,m(PuOF, cr, 298.15 K) = (69.4± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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18.1.3 Plutonium chloride compounds

18.1.3.1 PuCl3 (cr)

18.1.3.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Westrum and Robinson [49ROB/WES] measured the enthalpy of solution of PuCl3(cr)
in 6 M HCl to be−(92.67± 0.42) kJ·mol−1. From the data in Table2.5, 6 M HCl
is calculated to correspond to a molality of 6.8508, slightly larger than that used in the
assessment by [83FUG/PAR]. The value of the partial molar enthalpy of formation of
HCl in this solution, interpolated from fits of the enthalpy of solution data given by
Parker [65PAR] is correspondingly more positive by 0.031 kJ·mol−1 at−(153.400±
0.11) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG].

With the additional data of the enthalpy of solution of Pu(cr,α) in the same solution
−(592.04± 1.67) kJ·mol−1 (assessed by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]), the final
value for the enthalpy of formation of PuCl3(cr) becomes

�fH
◦
m(PuCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(959.6± 1.8) kJ·mol−1

18.1.3.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of PuCl3(cr),
and the standard entropy is derived from four consistent estimates: Latimer’s
method, the spin-only contributions, and by comparison with similar compounds
[2000RAN/FUG]. From these four, not entirely independent, estimates of 162.1,
161.5, 162.4, and 160.8 J·K−1·mol−1, the selected value is

S◦m(PuCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = (161.7± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.3.1.c High temperature heat capacity

Lacking experimental data, the heat capacity of PuCl3(cr) is assumed to be close to that
of UCl3(cr)([92GRE/FUG], corrected)1. The suggested values for PuCl3(cr) are:

C◦
p,m(PuCl3, cr, T) = (91.35+ 24.0× 10−3T + 2.4× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 1041 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(PuCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = (101.2± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

1It should be noted that the coefficient ofT in the equation forC◦
p,m (UCl3) given by Grentheet al.

[92GRE/FUG] is too small by a factor of 4.
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18.1.3.1.d Fusion data

The melting point is taken to be (1041± 2) K from Bjorklund et al. [59BJO/REA],
corrected to the 1990 Temperature scale. The enthalpy of fusion is calculated from the
vaporisation data for the solid and liquid by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA], corrected to
Tfus = 1041 K (see Section18.1.3.2for further details).

�fusH
◦
m(PuCl3, cr, 1041 K) = (55.0± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

The heat capacity of the liquid has been estimated by Rand and Fuger
[2000RAN/FUG], based on that estimated for UF3(l) by Glushkoet al. [82GLU/GUR]
and comparison with lanthanide chlorides [63DWO/BRE, 71DWO/BRE], to be
Cp,m(PuCl3, l) = (145± 15) J·K−1·mol−1.

18.1.3.2 PuCl3 (g)

18.1.3.2.a Enthalpy of formation

The Knudsen effusion measurements of vapour pressure in tantalum from 879 to
1224 K by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA], which have very little scatter, have been correc-
ted to the 1990 Temperature scale and the 1986 set of Fundamental constants. These
authors interpreted their data to give a melting point of 1008 K, appreciably lower
than the value of(1041± 2) K directly measured by Bjorklundet al. [59BJO/REA]
(see Section18.1.3.1.d). However, if the two relevant points are moved to refer to
sublimation of the solid rather than vaporisation of the liquid, the least square fit for
the sublimation pressures becomes

log10(p/bar) = 9.3677− 15472.6/T

from 879 to 1034 K.
Third law treatment of the data for the sublimation using the thermal functions for

PuCl3(g) estimated below gives

�subH
◦
m(298.15 K) = (312.2± 0.5) kJ·mol−1

and hence,

�fH
◦
m(PuCl3, g, 298.15 K) = −(647.4± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

The least-square fit for the vapour pressure of the liquid from 1051 to 1136 K,
subject to the constraint that the vapour pressures of the solid and liquid be equal at the
melting point, defines the enthalpy of fusion given above.

18.1.3.2.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of PuCl3(g) were calculated assuming the molecular parameters
given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG], using the rigid-rotator, harmonic oscillator
approximation. These molecular parameters give

S◦m(PuCl3, g, 298.15 K) = (368.62± 10.00) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuCl3, g, 298.15 K) = (78.47± 5.00) J·K−1·mol−1
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18.1.3.3 PuCl3 ·6 H2O(cr)

18.1.3.3.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of solution in water to give an approximately 0.001 molal solution was
measured by Hinchey and Cobble [70HIN/COB] to be−(33.70±0.63) kJ·mol−1; the
further enthalpy of dilution to infinite dilution is estimated to be−(0.9±0.1) kJ·mol−1

from the similar enthalpies of dilution of LnCl3·50000H2O(cr) to infinite solution (Ln
= Sm, Nd, Pr, Ce, La) from the assessments of Wagmanet al. [82WAG/EVA].

Hence �slnH ◦(PuCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) at infinite dilution = −(34.60 ±
0.64) kJ·mol−1, which with CODATA values (Table5.1) for Cl−(aq) and H2O(l),
gives,

�fH
◦
m(PuCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2773.4± 2.1) kJ·mol−1

18.1.3.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy is estimated from that of the iso-structural and isoelectronic
samarium compoundS◦m(SmCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = (414.0± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

[82WAG/EVA] by addition of 1.5R ln(AM (Pu)/AM (Sm)) to allow for the difference
in atomic masses (AM). The selected value is

S◦m(PuCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = (420± 5) J·K−1·mol−1

Hinchey and Cobble [70HIN/COB] also measured the solubility of this salt in water.
The average of their three measurements (4.47 mol·kg−1), leads (with estimates of the
activity coefficients(γ± = 9.30, a(H2O) = 0.365, [70HIN/COB] corrected) based on
the data for SmCl3 aqueous solutions) to the standard Gibbs energy of the dissolution
reaction�slnG◦(PuCl3·6H2O, cr, 298.15 K) = −(30.125± 0.840) kJ·mol−1.2 This
value is a key component in the derivation of the standard entropy of Pu3+(aq), see
Section16.5.

2The uncertainty in�slnG◦(PuCl3·6H2O) is the same as the uncertainty assigned in [76FUG/OET], and
mainly reflects the scatter in the original solubility measurements. A case could be made for increasing
this value to allow for the uncertainties in the water activities and activity coefficients, but the effects of
doing so would have only a marginal effect on the uncertainties assigned to values for other species
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18.1.3.4 PuCl4 (cr)

The gaseous tetrachloride PuCl4(g) is well established, but the condensed phase is not
stable with respect to decomposition to PuCl3 and Cl2(g) at normal pressures, Abraham
et al. [49ABR/BRO]; however reliable estimates of the thermodynamic data for the
solid can be made, particularly as enthalpy data for the Pu(IV) complex, Cs2PuCl6(cr),
are available. Thermodynamic functions have been estimated and they are given in
[2000RAN/FUG]. The estimated values are:

�fH
◦
m(PuCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = −(968.7± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (201± 10) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuCl4, cr, 298.15 K) = (121.4± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

High temperature heat capacity values, the melting point, enthalpy of fusion
and liquid heat capacity are estimated and they are also given by Rand and Fuger
[2000RAN/FUG]. The calculated pressure of chlorine gas required to give condensed
phase PuCl4 from PuCl3(cr) is about 1200 kbar at 800 K for PuCl4(cr) and about
130 kbar at 1200 K for PuCl4(l).

18.1.3.5 PuCl4 (g)

18.1.3.5.a Enthalpy of formation

This has been calculated from a third-law analysis of data for the Gibbs energy change
from 674 to 1024 K for the reaction

PuCl3(cr)+ 0.5Cl2(g) 
 PuCl4(g)

given by Benz [62BEN], using the thermal functions for PuCl3(cr) and PuCl4(g) es-
timated here. As noted below, the electronic levels in PuCl4(g) are designated semi-
arbitrarily so as to reproduce the correct entropy of this reaction, thus ensuring agree-
ment of the second and third law enthalpies. This gives for the above reaction,

�rH
◦
m(298.15 K) = (167.6± 1.0) kJ·mol−1

from which the selected value is calculated

�fH
◦
m(PuCl4, g, 298.15 K) = −(792.0± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

The uncertainty has been increased substantially to include that from arising from
the molecular parameters.
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Gruen and DeKock [67GRU/DEK] made similar measurements for the reaction in-
volving PuCl3(l) from 1052 to 1187 K, using the optical density of the principal band
in the spectrum of PuCl4(g) as a monitor of the pressure. There is some confusion in
the reporting of the equilibrium constants for the reaction in both the table and figure,
but the tabulated values, when divided by 100, (as required to correspond to the given
Gibbs energy of the reaction) agree excellently with the extrapolation of the data of
Benz [62BEN], using the selected fusion data for PuCl3. A comparison of the experi-
mental and calculated equilibrium constants is given in the report by Rand and Fuger
[2000RAN/FUG]. The values for the stabilities of PuCl4(cr) and PuCl4(g) give a hy-
pothetical enthalpy of sublimation of 176.7 kJ·mol−1 at 298.15 K, somewhat smaller
than those for NpCl4 and UCl4, which are both close to 200 kJ·mol−1.

18.1.3.5.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The thermal functions of PuCl4(g) were calculated using the rigid-rotator, harmonic
oscillator approximation. Following the work of Haalandet al. [95HAA/MAR] on the
electron diffraction and infrared spectroscopy of UCl4(g), the molecule was assumed
to be an undistorted tetrahedron, with a Pu-Cl distance of 2.50× 10−10 m, cf. r(U-Cl)
= 2.503× 10−10 m in UCl4(g) [95HAA/MAR]. The vibration frequencies were taken
to be very similar to those determined for UCl4(g) by these authors [95HAA/MAR].
The electronic contribution to the entropy was adjusted to reproduce fairly closely the
experimental entropy of the reaction

PuCl3(cr)+ 0.5Cl2(g) 
 PuCl4(g)

derived from the measurements of the equilibrium constant from 674 to 1024 K
by Benz [62BEN]. In fact with the first five electronic levels of UCl4(g) sugges-
ted by Hildebrandet al. (which are a simplified version of those suggested by
[73GRU/HEC] from their the spectral measurements), the calculated entropy of reac-
tion (120.7 J·K−1·mol−1) is very close to the experimental value, 118.9 J·K−1·mol−1,
and these electronic states were used. The full data used are given in the report
by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. They are very similar to those suggested by
Konings and Hildenbrand [98KON/HIL], which appeared after the current assessment
was completed. Clearly other combinations of molecular parameters and electronic
contributions could provide as good agreement, but the current set has the merit of
being consistent with the broad corpus of other data adopted for the gaseous actinide
halide species.

The selected data give

S◦m(PuCl4, g, 298.15 K) = (409.0± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuCl4, g, 298.15 K) = (103.4± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

where the uncertainties include that arising from the molecular parameters.
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18.1.3.6 PuOCl(cr)

18.1.3.6.a Enthalpy of formation

Westrum and Robinson [49WES/ROB] have studied the dissolution in 6 M HCl. Their
enthalpy of dissolution−(101.13± 0.42) kJ·mol−1 gives with auxiliary data (see
PuCl3(cr) section), the following selected value

�fH
◦
m(PuOCl, cr, 298.15 K) = −(931.0± 1.7) kJ·mol−1

18.1.3.6.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The standard entropy has been calculated from the equilibrium constants for the reac-
tion

PuOCl(cr)+ 2HCl(g) 
 PuCl3(cr)+ H2O(g)

measured by Sheft and Davidson [49SHE/DAV] from 816 to 969 K and Weigelet al.
[77WEI/WIS] from 736 to 885 K, with excellent agreement. With the above enthalpy
of formation and estimated heat capacities for PuOCl(cr), the Gibbs energies measured
in these studies require

�rS
◦
m(298.15 K) = −(128.90± 1.95) J·K−1·mol−1

from [49SHE/DAV], and

�rS
◦
m(298.15 K) = −(128.70± 0.50) J·K−1·mol−1

from [77WEI/WIS].
The weighted mean is−(128.71± 0.49) J·K−1·mol−1, which gives

S◦m(PuOCl, cr, 298.15 K) = (105.6± 3.0) J·K−1·mol−1

where the uncertainty is dominated by that in the (estimated) standard entropy of
PuCl3(cr).

This value is slightly greater than that for UOCl(102.5 ± 8.4) J·K−1·mol−1

[92GRE/FUG] and that estimated from the revised Latimer method 103.9 J·K−1·mol−1

[93KUB/ALC].

18.1.3.6.c High temperature heat capacity

These have been estimated from those for UOCl(cr) [92GRE/FUG] and from the sum
of C◦

p,m(Pu2O3 + UCl3)/3 [82GLU/GUR, 47GIN/COR]

C◦
p,m(PuOCl, cr, T) = (73.03+ 17.1× 10−3T − 5.83× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 1100 K, and hence,

C◦
p,m(PuOCl, cr, 298.15 K) = (71.6± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1
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18.1.3.7 Cs2NaPuCl6 (cr)

18.1.3.7.a Enthalpy of formation

Morss [71MOR] has measured the enthalpy of dissolution of this complex salt in
0.001 M HCl (final molality of Pu+3 = 0.004) to be−54.06 kJ·mol−1, with an un-
known uncertainty. This has been corrected to infinite dilution by considering two
effects.

The enthalpy of dilution of PuCl3 solution from 0.004 molal to infinite dilution has
been estimated by comparison with enthalpy of dilution of lanthanide trihalides from
MCl3·13875H2O (M = Gd, Sm, Nd, Pr, Ce, La) [82WAG/EVA],

�dilH = −(1.6± 0.4) kJ·mol−1

There is an additional enthalpy term to be included, namely that resulting from the
change in complexing resulting from additional Cl− ions; this will increase the con-
centration of PuCl2+ ions in a solution of Cs2NaPuCl6 over that in a solution of PuCl3
with the same concentration of Pu3+. From the data in Section18.2.2.1, the equilib-
rium constant of the aqueous reaction

Pu3+ + Cl− 
 PuCl2+

at the relevant ionic strengths of 0.024 and 0.032 mol·kg−1 are calculated to be
6.2 and 5.2 respectively. The fractions of PuCl2+ formed will thus be 0.068 and
0.11 respectively. Since the enthalpy of the complexing reaction is (19±10)
kJ·mol−1(Section18.2.2.1), the additional complexing will give an additional enthalpy
of dilution amounting to−(0.8± 0.5) kJ·mol−1. The total enthalpy of dilution from
0.004 molal to infinite dilution is thus taken to be−(2.4 ± 0.7) kJ·mol−1, giving
�slnH (Cs2NaPuCl6, infinite dilution) = −(56.4 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1, and with the
accepted values for the aqueous ions, [this review, 89COX/WAG]

�fH
◦
m(Cs2NaPuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2294.2± 2.6) kJ·mol−1

This corresponds to an enthalpy of formation of−38.7 kJ·mol−1 from the constituent
chlorides.

18.1.3.7.b Standard entropy

The standard entropy has been estimated by two independent methods
[2000RAN/FUG]. From the two estimates of 436.2 and 444 J·K−1·mol−1, the
selected value is

S◦m(Cs2NaPuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = (440± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.3.8 Cs3PuCl6 (cr) and CsPu2Cl7 (cr)

18.1.3.8.a Enthalpy of formation and standard entropy

Williamson and Kleinschmidt [93WIL/KLE] have studied the Cs+ intensities (I) (as
a monitor of the CsCl(g) pressures) over the three diphasic regions: i) CsCl(cr,bcc) +
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Cs3PuCl6(cr), from 603 to 735 K; ii) Cs3PuCl6(cr) + CsPu2Cl7(cr), from 667 to 769 K;
and iii) CsPu2Cl7(cr) + PuCl3(cr), from 722 to 846 K, using a platinum effusion cell
attached to a mass-spectrometer. Since the absolute pressures of CsCl(g) were not
determined, but the experiments were all carried out successively in the same Knudsen
cell, the best way to treat these data is to consider the totally condensed phase reactions

0.4Cs3PuCl6(cr) 
 0.2CsPu2Cl7(cr)+ CsCl(cr, bcc) (18.6)

CsPu2Cl7(cr) 
 2PuCl3(cr)+ CsCl(cr, bcc) (18.7)

The Gibbs energies of these reactions can be derived by subtracting the log(IT) val-
ues given by [93WIL/KLE] for region i) from those for regions ii) and iii) respectively:

�rG
◦
m(18.6, T) = ((23586± 2950)− (4.00± 4.13)T ) J·mol−1

from 667 to 769 K, and

�rG
◦
m(18.7, T) = ((37869± 3160)− (0.57± 4.12)T ) J·mol−1

from 722 to 846 K.
The small differences in the temperature ranges in three series have been ignored,

since the small error introduced is very much within the uncertainty of the Gibbs en-
ergies. These have then been reduced to give the enthalpies and entropies of these
reactions at 298.15 K, using the heat capacities of the ternary halides estimated below.
In fact, since these estimates are based on�rC◦

p,m ∼ 0 for the formation from CsCl and
PuCl3, the corrections from the mean temperature of the measurements to 298.15 K are
essentially zero and we have

�rH
◦
m(18.6, 298.15 K) = (23.58± 2.95) kJ·mol−1

�rS
◦
m(18.6, 298.15 K) = (4.00± 4.13) J·K−1·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(18.7, 298.15 K) = (37.87± 3.16) kJ·mol−1

�rS
◦
m(18.7, 298.15 K) = (0.57± 4.12) J·K−1·mol−1

For reaction (18.6), we have also ignored the transition in Cs3PuCl6(cr) at 683 K
noted by Benz and Douglass [61BEN/DOU]. Since the crystal structure is not known
for either the low- or high-temperature phases, it is difficult to estimate the enthalpy
of this transition. A correction should therefore be applied to this treatment when the
relevant data become available.

The above values give, after rounding, the selected values

�fH
◦
m(Cs3PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2364± 8) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(Cs3PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = (455± 11) J·K−1·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(CsPu2Cl7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2399± 6) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(CsPu2Cl7, cr, 298.15 K) = (424± 7) J·K−1·mol−1
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where the data for CsCl(cr,bcc) have been taken from the assessment by Glushkoet al.
[82GLU/GUR].

18.1.3.8.b Heat capacity

The heat capacities of these ternary halides have been estimated by assuming there
is no change in heat capacity in the formation reaction from the binary halides. The
resulting values are represented closely by the expressions

C◦
p,m(Cs3PuCl6, cr, T) = (256.6+ 3.46× 10−2T − 7.40× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(CsPu2Cl7, cr, T) = (237.8+ 5.15× 10−2T + 1.55× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(T = 298.15− 900 K)

and thus the values

C◦
p,m(Cs3PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = (258.6± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

C◦
p,m(CsPu2Cl7, cr, 298.15 K) = (254.9± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.3.9 Cs2PuCl6 (cr)

18.1.3.9.a Enthalpy of formation

Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR] have analysed the results of the calorimetric study by Fuger
and Brown [71FUG/BRO], who reported a value of−(74.22± 0.21) kJ·mol−1 for the
dissolution of this complex salt in 1 M HClO4. We have reworked this analysis, with
the following enthalpy values:

�fH
◦
m(CsCl, cr) = −(442.31± 0.16) kJ·mol−1 [82GLU/GUR]

compatible with [89COX/WAG]
�slnHm(CsCl, cr, 1 M HCl or HClO4) = (16.69± 0.08) kJ·mol−1 (see Section9.1.3.9)
�fH

◦
m(PuCl3, cr) = −(959.6± 1.8) kJ·mol−1 (see Section18.1.3.1)

�slnHm(PuCl3, cr, 1 M HClO4) = −(126.8± 1.3) kJ·mol−1 [83FUG/PAR]
�fHm(Pu3+, 1 M HClO4)−�fHm(Pu4+, 1 M HClO4) = −(51.9± 2.4) kJ·mol−1

assumed to be the same as in standard conditions (see Section16.4) and
�fHm(Cl−, 1 M HClO4, partial) = −(164.37± 0.10) kJ·mol−1

assumed to be the same as in HCl of the same molality [2000RAN/FUG]

The calculated value for the enthalpy of formation of the complex salt thus becomes

�fH
◦
m(Cs2PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) from 1 M HClO4 = −(1975.9± 3.3) kJ·mol−1

Fuger and Brown also reported measurements of the enthalpies of dissol-
ution of the salt in 1 M and 6 M HCl, as−(57.20 ± 0.79) kJ·mol−1 and
−(0.75 ± 0.13) kJ·mol−1, respectively, and calculations similar to the above can
be made using the values of�fHm(Pu4+, in HCl) and�fHm(Cl−, in HCl, partial)
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[2000RAN/FUG], and�slnHm(CsCl, cr, 6 M HCl) = (11.88± 0.13) kJ·mol−1, and
�slnHm(CsCl, cr, 1 M HCl) given above. The results are:

�fH
◦
m(Cs2PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) from 1 M HCl = −(1986.8± 3.8) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Cs2PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) from 6 M HCl = −(1986.8± 4.5) kJ·mol−1

The weighted mean of the three measurements is,−(1982.0 ± 2.2) kJ·mol−1,
which, with an increased uncertainty, is the selected value

�fH
◦
m(Cs2PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1982.0± 5.0) kJ·mol−1

This corresponds to an enthalpy of formation of−128.7 kJ·mol−1 from CsCl(cr)
and the unstable PuCl4(cr), so that, unlike the latter, Cs2PuCl6(cr) is easily precipitated
from Pu(IV) solutions.

18.1.3.9.b Standard entropy

The standard entropy has been taken to be the mean of two estimates (407.3 and
417.2 J·K−1·mol−1) given by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected value
is

S◦m(Cs2PuCl6, cr, 298.15 K) = (412± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.4 Plutonium bromide compounds

18.1.4.1 PuBr3 (cr)

18.1.4.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Westrum [49WES] has measured the enthalpy of solution of PuBr3(cr) to be
−(129.08 ± 0.42) kJ·mol−1 in 6.0 M HCl and Brown et al. [77BRO/HUR]
reported measurements of−(163.59 ± 0.59) kJ·mol−1 in 0.1 M HCl and
−(157.61± 0.59) kJ·mol−1 in 1.0 M HCl. The partial molar enthalpy of formation of
HBr in HCl solutions is assumed to be the same as in HBr solutions of the same mo-
lality, which have been recalculated from the enthalpy of dilution data given by Parker
[65PAR], and are−109.554, −120.713, −119.395 kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG].
These, with the corresponding values for Cl− ion [2000RAN/FUG], the enthalpies of
solution of PuCl3(cr) in the same solutions [49ROB/WES] and the currently assessed
value for�fH◦

m(PuCl3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(959.6 ± 1.8) kJ·mol−1, give values of
−(791.7± 2.0) kJ·mol−1, −(792.2± 2.0) kJ·mol−1 and−(793.8± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

for the �fH◦
m (PuBr3, cr, 298.15 K) from these solutions. The selected value is the

weighted mean

�fH
◦
m(PuBr3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(792.6± 2.0) kJ·mol−1
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18.1.4.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of PuBr3(cr), and
the standard entropy is derived from two reasonably consistent estimates: Latimer’s
method and the spin-only contribution [2000RAN/FUG]. From these two estimates of
205.3 and 196.4 J·K−1·mol−1, the selected value is

S◦m(PuBr3, cr, 298.15 K) = (198± 6) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.4.1.c High temperature heat capacity

Lacking experimental data, the heat capacity of PuBr3(cr) is assumed to be similar to
UBr3(cr). The suggested values for PuBr3(cr) are:

C◦
p,m(PuBr3, cr, T) = (104.5+ 15.0× 10−3T − 6.38× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.1 to 935 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(PuBr3, cr, 298.15 K) = (101.8± 6.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.4.1.d Fusion data

The melting point is taken to be(935±10) K from the analysis of the vaporisation data
for the solid and liquid measured by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA], as discussed in Sec-
tion 18.1.4.2. As noted there, this and the derived enthalpy of fusion have been given
quite large uncertainties because of the unexplained differences in the vaporisation data
for PuF3, PuCl3 and PuBr3. The selected values are:

Tfus = (935± 10) K

�fusH
◦
m(PuBr3, cr, 935 K) = (47.1± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

The heat capacity of the liquid has been taken to be(150±15) J·K−1·mol−1, based
on the values for lanthanide trichlorides and tribromides.

18.1.4.2 PuBr3(g)

18.1.4.2.a Enthalpy of formation and standard entropy

Phippset al. (50PHI/SEA) have measured the vapour pressure of PuBr3 crystal and
liquid from 795 to 1084 K, using a tantalum effusion cell. As with their studies of PuCl3
and PuF3, these data are precise enough to warrant correction to the 1990 Temperature
scale and the latest values of the Fundamental Constants and half-lives of the plutonium
isotopes. The least-square fits to the corrected data are:

log10(p/bar) = −15062.2/T + 10.256
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from 795 to 928 K, and

log10(p/bar) = −12203.7/T + 7.914

from 943 to 1084 K, for the solid and liquid respectively.
The resulting entropy of sublimation�subS at the mean temperature of 868 K

is 196.35 J·K−1·mol−1, which is appreciably higher than the corresponding values
for PuF3 and PuCl3, which are 176.3 and 179.2 J·K−1·mol−1 respectively. The
value of�subS(868 K) calculated from the estimated thermal functions of PuBr3(cr)
and PuBr3(g), assuming the latter molecule has molecular parameters similar to
those estimated for UBr3(g) by Hildenbrandet al. [85HIL/GUR], is also about
180 J·K−1·mol−1. The reason for this sizeable difference between PuF3 and PuCl3 on
the one hand and PuBr3 on the other is not clear. Possible reasons could include:

• Substantial error inS◦m(PuBr3, cr).

• Substantial error in the data by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA].

• Reaction with the tantalum container.

• Decomposition of PuBr3(g).

• Symmetry of PuBr3(g) different from C3v (pyramidal).

• Substantial error inS◦m(PuBr3, g) due perhaps to lower bending frequencies or
an unexpectedly large electronic contribution.

None of these appears very plausible (except perhaps the last), and further work
is required to resolve this situation. Meanwhile, we accept the very careful work of
Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA] and process their data with a second-law analysis, accepting
that the derived values ofS◦m(PuBr3, g) will be substantially higher than those calcu-
lated from the molecular parameters (see below).

The sublimation data give�subH(868 K) = 288.36 kJ·mol−1, �subS(868 K) =
196.35 J·K−1·mol−1, and correction to 298.15 K using the thermal functions
of PuBr3(g) discussed below gives�subH(298.15 K) = 304.4 kJ·mol−1,
�subS(298.15 K) = 225.2 J·K−1·mol−1. These in turn give the selected values

�fH
◦
m(PuBr3, g, 298.15 K) = −(488± 15) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuBr3, g, 298.15 K) = (423± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

where the substantial uncertainties arise from the unexpectedly large entropy of sub-
limation, rather than the imprecision in the vaporisation data. A comparison between
the experimental vapour pressure data and those calculated from the selected data is
given in the report by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG].

The data for the vaporisation of the liquid imply�vapH(1014 K) =
233.64 kJ·mol−1, �vapS(1014 K) = 137.73 J·K−1·mol−1, and the best agreement
with the data for the sublimation is obtained with a melting point of(935± 10) K,
�fusH(935 K) = (47.1± 10.0) kJ·mol−1. This melting point is appreciably lower
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than the direct measurement of(954± 5) K by Robinson [49ROB] on a sublimed
sample of PuBr3. However, this value, even with a substantially different enthalpy
of fusion, leads to much poorer agreement with the vapour pressures of the liquid
given by Phippset al. [50PHI/SEA]. Moreover, Robinson’s similar measurement
of the melting point of PuCl3 was (1033± 5) K, compared to the more recent
uncorrected values of(1040± 2) K [59BJO/REA] and 1042 K [61BEN/DOU], so his
uncertainties were probably appreciably too low. The values ofTfus = (935± 10) K
and�fusH(935 K) = (47.1± 10.0) kJ·mol−1 are the selected values.

Clearly further work on the vaporisation of PuBr3 is desirable, preferably with a
mass spectrometer to identify the gaseous species involved.

18.1.4.2.b Heat capacity

The heat capacity of PuBr3(g) was calculated using the rigid-rotator, harmonic oscil-
lator approximation, using molecular parameters similar to those suggested for UBr3(g)
by Hildenbrandet al. [85HIL/GUR], but with somewhat smaller vibration frequencies
following the work on UCl4(g) by Haalandet al. [95HAA/MAR]. As noted in the pre-
vious section, such a model gives entropies which are appreciably smaller than those
required by the vaporisation data, so the electronic contribution to the thermal func-
tions was neglected until this discrepancy is resolved. The heat capacities up to 1500 K
have been fitted to the expression

C◦
p,m(PuBr3, g, T) = (83.135+ 3.900× 10−6T

−1.3832× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

The full data used are given in the report by Rand and Fuger [2000RAN/FUG],
together with the calculated thermal functions and a plot of the vapour pressure data.

18.1.4.3 PuOBr(cr)

18.1.4.3.a Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy and entropy of PuOBr(cr) have been calculated by a second-law analysis
from the equilibrium constants of the reaction

PuOBr(cr)+ 2HBr(g) 
 PuBr3(cr)+ H2O(g)

measured by Sheft and Davidson [49SHE/DAV2] from 816 to 911 K and Weigelet al.
[82WEI/WIS] from 728 to 877 K, with good agreement; the latter are more precise
and have been given a higher weight. With estimated heat capacities for PuBr3(cr)
and PuOBr(cr) (see below), the derived second-law value for�rH◦

m(298.15 K) for this
reaction is−(91.7± 5.0) kJ·mol−1, giving finally

�fH
◦
m(PuOBr, cr, 298.15 K) = −(870.0± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainty includes that of the enthalpy of formation of PuBr3(cr).
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18.1.4.3.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

The entropy has been calculated from the equilibrium constants of the reaction

PuOBr(cr)+ 2HBr(g) 
 PuBr3(cr)+ H2O(g)

as noted for the enthalpy of formation above. The derived second-law value for
�rS◦m(298.15 K) for this reaction is−(137.3± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1, giving finally

S◦m(PuOBr, cr, 298.15 K) = (127.0± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

where the uncertainty includes those in the properties of PuBr3(cr). This value is close
to that from two estimates, 118.3 and 120.3 J·K−1·mol−1, [2000RAN/FUG]. This
supports the value estimated forS◦m(PuBr3, cr, 298.15 K) which is relevant to the dis-
cussion of the vaporisation data for PuBr3.

18.1.4.3.c High temperature heat capacity

These have been estimated to be consistent with those used for PuOCl(cr) and from
(Pu2O3 + PuBr3)/3 ([82GLU/GUR] and this review).

C◦
p,m(PuOBr, cr, T) = (73.7+ 17.0× 10−3T − 5.15× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15K to 1100 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(PuOBr, cr, 298.15 K) = (73.0± 8.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.4.4 Cs2PuBr6 (cr)

18.1.4.4.a Enthalpy of formation

Fugeret al. [83FUG/PAR] have analysed the results of an unpublished calorimetric
study by Niffle and Fuger cited in [79FUG] of the dissolution of this complex salt in
1 M HCl, which gave�slnH (Cs2PuBr6, 298.15 K) = −(75.55± 0.22) kJ·mol−1.
We have reworked this analysis, with the following different enthalpy val-
ues: �fH◦

m(CsBr, cr, 298.15 K) = −(405.60 ± 0.25) kJ·mol−1 from
[82GLU/GUR], compatible with [89COX/WAG]; �fH◦

m(Br−, 1 M HCl, partial) =
−(119.40± 0.16) kJ·mol−1 [2000RAN/FUG].

The final calculated value for the enthalpy of formation of the complex salt becomes

�fH
◦
m(Cs2PuBr6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1697.4± 4.2) kJ·mol−1

18.1.4.4.b Standard entropy

The standard entropy has been estimated to be(470± 15) J·K−1·mol−1 by Rand and
Fuger [2000RAN/FUG]. The selected value is thus

S◦m(Cs2PuBr6, cr, 298.15 K) = (470± 15) J·K−1·mol−1
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18.1.5 Plutonium iodide compounds

18.1.5.1 PuI3(cr)

18.1.5.1.a Enthalpy of formation

Brown et al. [77BRO/HUR] have measured the enthalpy of solution of PuI3(cr) in
oxygen free 1 M HCl to be−(180.2 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1. With the currently selected
�fH◦

m(PuCl3, cr, 298.15 K) and the auxiliary values�fH◦
m(Cl−, 1 M HCl, partial) =

(−164.37±0.10) kJ·mol−1, �fHm(I−, 1 M HCl, partial) = −(55.38±0.10) kJ·mol−1

[2000RAN/FUG], the standard enthalpy of formation becomes

�fH
◦
m(PuI3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(579.2± 2.8) kJ·mol−1

18.1.5.1.b Standard entropy and heat capacity

There are no low-temperature measurements of the heat capacity of PuI3(cr),
and the standard entropy is derived from three reasonably consistent estimates:
Latimer’s method, the spin-only contribution, and by comparison with similar
compounds [2000RAN/FUG]. From these three estimates of 235.6, 226.2, and
226.1 J·K−1·mol−1, the selected value is

S◦m(PuI3, cr, 298.15 K) = (228± 12) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.5.1.c High temperature heat capacity

This has been estimated to be consistent with current estimates for PuCl3(cr) and
PuBr3(cr) and uranium trihalides [92GRE/FUG], (with minor corrections).

C◦
p,m(PuI3, cr, T) = (104.0+ 20.0× 10−3T ) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15K to 900 K, and hence

C◦
p,m(PuI3, cr, 298.15 K) = (110.0± 8.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.5.1.d Fusion data

The melting point, enthalpy of fusion and heat capacity of the liquid are estimated from
the values for the lanthanide tri-iodides and PuBr3:

Tfus = (930± 50) K

�fusH = (50± 8) kJ·mol−1

C◦
p,m(PuI3, l) = (150± 10) J·K−1·mol−1
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18.1.5.2 PuI3(g)

18.1.5.2.a Enthalpy of formation and entropy

There are no experimental data on the volatility of PuI3 but the stability of PuI3(g)
has been estimated by a comparison with the lanthanide trihalides. Myers and Graves
[77MYE/GRA] have summarised the vapour pressures of these compounds. The va-
pour pressure of PuBr3 is about twice that NdBr3 and Pr3, and the data for PuI3(g)
have been chosen to give a vapour pressure about twice that NdI3 and PrI3. Given the
uncertainty in the entropy of PuBr3 (see Section18.1.4.2), conversion the estimated
vapour pressure to provide the enthalpy and entropy of sublimation will be subject to
considerable uncertainty, but the selected values are:

�fH
◦
m(PuI3, g, 298.15 K) = −(305± 15) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuI3, g, 298.15 K) = (435± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.5.2.b Heat capacity

The heat capacity function for PuI3(g) was estimated to be that suggested for UI3(g)
by Hildenbrandet al. [85HIL/GUR]

C◦
p,m(PuI3, g, T) = (83.15+ 1.4× 10−6T − 1.0× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

from 298.15 to 1500 K and thus

C◦
p,m(PuI3, g, 298.15 K) = (82.0± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.1.5.3 PuOI(cr)

Hagemannet al. first obtained this oxyiodide as a by-product in the preparation of
PuI3, [49HAG/ABR]. It can be prepared more readily by the reaction of Sb2O3 on
PuI3, Brownet al. [77BRO/HUR].

Following Fuger [83FUG], the difference (�fH◦
m (PuOI, cr, 298.15 K)− �fH◦

m
(PuI3, cr, 298.15 K)/3) is estimated to be−(609± 20) kJ·mol−1, from the corres-
ponding values for the chloride−611.1 kJ·mol−1 and bromide−605.8 kJ·mol−1. The
selected enthalpy of formation of PuOI(cr) is thus calculated to be

�fH
◦
m(PuOI, cr, 298.15 K) = −(802± 20) kJ·mol−1

The standard entropy is estimated from the values for the other trihalides and oxy-
halides:

S◦m(PuOI, cr, 298.15 K) = (130± 15) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity is estimated to be close to the sum of {Cp(PuI3,cr) +
Cp(Pu2O3,cr)}/3:

C◦
p,m(PuOI, cr, T) = (67.0+ 3.57× 10−2T

−1.2× 10−5T 2 − 9.0× 104T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15− 1000 K)
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and thus

C◦
p,m(PuOI, cr, 298.15 K) = (75.6± 10.0) J·K−1·mol−1

18.2 Aqueous plutonium group 17 (halogen) complexes

18.2.1 Aqueous plutonium fluoride complexes

18.2.1.1 Aqueous Pu(III) fluorides

In two studies from the same group [86MAH/SAW, 93SAW/MAH], data were repor-
ted on fluoride complexation of Pu3+ obtained by potentiometry using a fluoride ion
selective electrode. In the later study [93SAW/MAH], the credibility of the earlier
result was questioned due to the evaluation method used then, which was unsuitable
if higher complexes were present. The results of the recent study, however, are very
surprising as they suggest that the 1:3 complex, PuF3(aq), and other MF3(aq) com-
plexes are by far more stable than the 1:1 and the 1:2 complexes. This is contrary to
the behaviour of Am(III) [92FUG/KHO, 95SIL/BID], and independent verification of
the results of Sawantet al. [93SAW/MAH] is required. AppendixA contains a more
detailed discussion of this paper. No data are selected for the Pu(III) fluoride system.

It is worth mentioning that the trivalent actinide ions exhibit a very similar complex-
ation behaviour, see for example [92FUG/KHO], which resembles that of the trivalent
lanthanide ions, e.g. [86CHO, 92MIL]. Hence, the stability constants of the Pu(III) flu-
oride complexes are expected to be of magnitudes similar to those of other actinide(III)
and lanthanide(III) fluoride complexes.

18.2.1.2 Aqueous Pu(IV) fluorides

Experimental equilibrium data have been published for the following reactions

Pu4+ + qHF(aq) 
 PuF4−q
q + qH+ (18.8)

Pu4+ + qF− 
 PuF4−q
q (18.9)

Most experiments were carried out in strongly acidic solutions, and the relevant
equilibrium is thus Reaction (18.8). The data reported in [90SAW/CHA2] are conver-
ted to refer to Reaction (18.8) by taking the authors’ protonation constant of F− (cf.
AppendixA). All reported constants are listed in Table18.1.

The values for log10
∗β1 are in good agreement, but an extrapolation toI = 0 by

linear regression is not reasonable, because the available data refer to only two different
ionic strength values. We use�ε(9.4, q = 1) = −(0.12± 0.09) kg·mol−1 from the
corresponding Np(IV) system (the uncertainty increased by 0.05),cf. Section9.2.1.2,
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Table 18.1: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(IV) fluoride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10
∗βq

(a) log10
∗β◦(a)q Reference

Pu4+ +HF(aq)
 PuF3+ + H+

cix 2 M HClO4 25 (4.45±0.30)(b) (5.59±0.36) [69KRY/KOM2]
1 M HClO4 25 (4.20±0.30)(b) (5.31±0.31)

cix 2 M HNO3 25 (4.64±0.40)(b,c) (5.78±0.45) [69KRY/KOM4]
1 M HNO3 25 (4.66±0.40)(b,c) (5.77±0.41)

dis 2 M HClO4 25 (4.64±0.15)(b) (5.78±0.25) [76BAG/RAM]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 (4.64±0.20)(b) (5.78±0.28) [76BAG/RAM2]
dis 2 M HClO4 10 4.70 [77BAG/RAM]
cou 1 M HClO4 25 (4.66±0.20)(b) (5.77±0.22) [79CHI/TAL]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 (4.47±0.20)(b) (5.61±0.28) [84NAS/CLE]

2 M HClO4 15 4.50
2 M HClO4 7.5 4.51
2 M HClO4 1 4.52
2 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 (4.36±0.20)(b) (5.50±0.28)

ise-F− 1 M (Na,H)ClO4 23 4.66(d) 5.76 [90SAW/CHA2]

Pu4+ + 2HF(aq)
 PuF2+
2 + 2H+

dis 2 M HClO4 25 (7.62±0.30)(b) (9.56±0.46) [76BAG/RAM]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 (7.61±0.40)(b) (9.57±0.52) [76BAG/RAM2]
dis 2 M HClO4 10 7.65 [77BAG/RAM]
cou 1 M HClO4 25 (7.32±0.40)(b) (9.19±0.43) [79CHI/TAL]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 (7.46±0.20)(b) (9.41±0.39) [84NAS/CLE]

2 M HClO4 15 7.54
2 M HClO4 7.5 7.58
2 M HClO4 1 7.69
2 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 (7.35±0.20)(b) (9.30±0.39)

ise-F− 1 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 8.87(d) 9.90 [90SAW/CHA2]

Pu4+ + 3HF(aq)
 PuF+3 + 3H+

ise-F− 1 M HClO4 23 11.26(d) 13.4 [90SAW/CHA2]

Pu4+ + 4HF(aq)
 PuF4(aq)+ 4H+

ise-F− 1 M HClO4 23 14.27(d) 16.4 [90SAW/CHA2]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table.
log10

∗β◦q is in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.
(b) Uncertainty estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).
(c) Corrected for the formation of NpNO3+3 , cf. AppendixA.
(d) The published values refer to Reaction (18.9) and have been converted to conform to the

reactions of this table (cf. AppendixA).
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to correct the constants toI = 0. For the selection procedure, we use the values
published by [69KRY/KOM2], [69KRY/KOM4] (after correction for the formation
of PuNO3+

3 , see AppendixA), [76BAG/RAM], [76BAG/RAM2], and [79CHI/TAL].
From the study of Nash and Cleveland [84NAS/CLE] we use the value determined
at 25◦C in 2 M HClO4 and the average of the three determinations in 1 M HClO4 +
1 M NaClO4 solution,cf. Table18.1. On the other hand, we do not use the constant
published in [90SAW/CHA2] (cf. AppendixA). The weighted average of the values
listed in Table18.1results in log10

∗β◦1 (18.8, q = 1) = (5.66± 0.10). We convert
this value to conform to Eq. (18.9) using our selected protonation constant of fluoride
[92GRE/FUG]. The resulting selected value is

log10β◦1 (18.9, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (8.84± 0.10)

For the formation of the 1:2 complex, PuF2+
2 , constants have been reported

in [76BAG/RAM, 76BAG/RAM2, 77BAG/RAM, 79CHI/TAL, 84NAS/CLE,
90SAW/CHA2]. Except for the constant of Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil
[90SAW/CHA2], the values agree well. Again, the value of [90SAW/CHA2] (cf.
AppendixA) is not included in the selection procedure; from the study of Nash and
Cleveland [84NAS/CLE] we use one value in each of the two electrolyte media at
25◦C. The values of log10

∗β◦2 listed in Table18.1 are obtained by correcting the
reported constants toI = 0 by using�ε(18.8, q = 2) = −(0.18± 0.15) kg·mol−1

from the corresponding U(IV) fluoride system [92GRE/FUG], after increas-
ing the uncertainty by 0.05. The weighted average of the four values is
log10

∗β◦2 (18.8, q = 2) = (9.38 ± 0.19). We convert this value to conform
to Equation (18.9) using our selected protonation constant of fluoride [92GRE/FUG].
The resulting selected value is

log10β◦2 (18.9, q = 2, 298.15 K) = (15.7± 0.2)

Data for the 1:3 and 1:4 complexes were published by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil
[90SAW/CHA2]. Due to the problems with this paper (cf. AppendixA) and the lack
of independent investigations at high fluoride concentrations, we cannot make any se-
lection for the formation constants of PuF+

3 and PuF4(aq).

The Gibbs energies of formation of PuF3+ and PuF2+2 are calculated using the
selected values for Pu4+ and F−.

�fG
◦
m(PuF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(810.0± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(PuF2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1130.7± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

From the equilibrium constants of Nash and Cleveland [84NAS/CLE] at 1, 7.5,
15 and 25◦C (cf. Table18.1), the authors extracted enthalpies of reaction, see Ap-
pendix A. We prefer this determination to the one of Bagawde, Ramakrishna and
Patil [76BAG/RAM2, 77BAG/RAM] who had measurements at only two temperat-
ures (10 and 25◦C). However, the temperature dependencies follow the same trend
in both studies. Reanalysis of the data of Nash and Cleveland [84NAS/CLE], cf.
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AppendixA, and combination with the enthalpy of protonation of the fluoride ion,
�fH◦

m = (12.2±0.3) kJ·mol−1, results in the following selected values:

�rH
◦
m(18.9, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (9.1± 2.2) kJ·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(18.9, q = 2, 298.15 K) = (11± 5) kJ·mol−1

From this value, we derive the enthalpies of formation and the entropies of PuF3+
and PuF2+2 :

�fH
◦
m(PuF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(866.1± 3.9) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(PuF2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1199.6± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuF3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(229± 13) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuF2+
2 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(105± 20) kJ·mol−1

18.2.1.3 Aqueous Pu(V) fluorides

No fluoride complexes of PuO+2 have been identified. Values for the NpO+
2 complexes

may be used as a guideline.

18.2.1.4 Aqueous Pu(VI) fluorides

As in the case of neptunium(VI), the investigation of fluoride complexation of plu-
tonium(VI) is complicated by the fact that reduction of PuO2+

2 to Pu(IV) is favoured
in acidic medium and in the presence of fluoride ion. The constants reported in the
literature refer to either of the following reaction types,

PuO2+
2 + qHF(aq) 
 PuO2F2−q

q + qH+ (18.10)

PuO2+
2 + qF− 
 PuO2F2−q

q , (18.11)

depending whether the fluoride ion was protonated or deprotonated under the experi-
mental conditions. The constants are listed in Table18.2. As in the case of Np(VI),
the study published by Krylov, Komarov and Pushlenkov [68KRY/KOM2] yields con-
stants that are unrealistically high, probably again due to reduction of Pu(VI) during
the experiment (cf. AppendixA). The study of Savage [74SAV] is a rather approx-
imate one reporting an even higher formation constant of PuO2F+, calculated via the
formation of a hydroxide complex, and must be discarded as well. Since the results
of Patil and Ramakrishna [76PAT/RAM] are also discarded (cf. AppendixA), due to
a very strong trend in the results, the only remaining data are those of Choppin and
Rao [84CHO/RAO] and Sawantet al. [85SAW/CHA] referring to Reaction (18.11).
Correction of these constants toI = 0 by using�ε(18.11, q = 1) = −(0.19±
0.10) kg·mol−1, as was done for the corresponding neptunium system above, yields
values that are not incompatible (cf. Table18.2). We select the weighted average of
these constants, but we increase the resulting uncertainty of±0.10 to±0.20 to reflect
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the fact that no reliable studies are available in acidic media, in which noticeably lower
constants were obtained in the case of Np(VI).

log10β◦1 (18.11, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 4.56± 0.20

The only credible study reporting constants for the formation of the 1:2 com-
plex is by Sawantet al. [85SAW/CHA] in 0.1 and 1 M NaClO4 media (cf. Ap-
pendix A). The constants are corrected toI = 0 by using�ε(18.11, q = 2) =
−(0.50±0.10) kg·mol−1 from the corresponding Np(VI) system. The resulting values
of log10β◦2 are not in agreement (cf. Table18.2). Agreement could be reached by using
�ε(18.11, q = 2) = 0 kg·mol−1 instead of−0.5 kg·mol−1. However, this does not
correspond to the specific ion interaction coefficients commonly observed in such sys-
tems (cf. AppendixB). More experiments are required to examine the ionic strength
dependence of this equilibrium. At this time, the unweighted average of the two values
is selected, with an uncertainty that covers the range of expectancy of the two values:

log10β◦2 (18.11, q = 2, 298.15 K) = 7.25± 0.45
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Table 18.2: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(VI) fluoride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10
∗β(a)

q log10β
(b)

q log10β◦(c)

q Reference

PuO2+
2 + HF(aq)
 PuO2F+ + H+ (a)

PuO2+
2 + F− 
 PuO2F+ (b)

cix 1 M HClO4 25 (2.11±0.04) [68KRY/KOM2]
2 M HClO4 25 (2.00±0.04)

pot 2.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 25 3.0 [74SAV]
dis 2 M HClO4 25 1.08 [76PAT/RAM]
ise-F− 1 M NaClO4 23 (4.22±0.20)(d) (4.82±0.23) [84CHO/RAO]
ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 (4.11±0.15)(d) (4.53±0.15) [85SAW/CHA]

1 M NaClO4 21 (3.84±0.15)(d) (4.44±0.18)

PuO2+
2 + 2HF(aq)
 PuO2F2(aq)+ 2H+ (a)

PuO2+
2 + 2F− 
 PuO2F2(aq)(b)

cix 1 M HClO4 25 (4.15±0.06) [68KRY/KOM2]
2 M HClO4 25 (3.82±0.06)

ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 (6.92±0.15)(d) (7.52±0.15) [85SAW/CHA]
1 M NaClO4 21 (6.31±0.15)(d) (6.98±0.18)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 18.2: (continued)

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10
∗β(a)

q log10β
(b)

q log10β◦(c)

q Reference

PuO2+
2 + 3HF(aq)
 PuO2F−3 + 3H+ (a)

PuO2+
2 + 3F− 
 PuO2F− (b)

3

cix 1 M HClO4 25 (6.08±0.07) [68KRY/KOM2]
2 M HClO4 25 (5.52±0.12)

ise-F− 0.1 M NaClO4 21 9.01 [85SAW/CHA]
1 M NaClO4 21 7.73

(a)log10
∗βq refers to Reaction (18.10) and results from measurements in acidic solutions.

(b)log10βq refers to Reaction (18.11) and results from measurements in mildly acidic or neutral solutions.
(c)log10β◦q refers to Reaction (18.11). The experimental data have been corrected toI = 0 in the present review and, when necessary, converted to

refer to Reaction (18.11) by using the selected protonation constant of fluoride ion.
(d)Uncertainty estimated in this review.
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Sawantet al. [85SAW/CHA] also reported formation constants for the 1:3 com-
plex, NpO2F−3 . Again, these constants reported forI = 0.1 M and I = 1 M are not
compatible with the specific ion interaction coefficients in AppendixB. For the corres-
ponding U(VI) system we have�ε(18.11, q = 3) = −0.52 kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG],
and by using this value to correct the data of [85SAW/CHA] to I = 0 we obtain
log10β◦3 (18.11, q = 3) = 9.6 and 8.4 for the experiments carried out atI = 0.1 M
and I = 1 M, respectively. In order to obtain consistent log10β◦3 values from the
two determinations, we would have to use�ε = +0.8 kg·mol−1, and this would be
incompatible with the commonly observed ionic strength dependence of comparable
equilibria. The formation of NpO2F−3 needs closer examination, and no selection is
made at this time.

The Gibbs energy of formation values are derived from the above selected constants
using the selected�fG◦

m values for PuO2+2 and F−.

�fG
◦
m(PuO2F+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1069.9± 3.1) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(PuO2F2, aq, 298.15 K) = −(1366.8± 4.1) kJ·mol−1

18.2.2 Aqueous plutonium chlorine complexes

18.2.2.1 Aqueous plutonium chlorides

18.2.2.1.a Aqueous Pu(III) chlorides

Quantitative information on chloride complexation of Pu3+ according to the equilibria

Pu3+ + qCl− 
 PuCl3−q
q (18.12)

has been published by Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL], Martin and White
[58MAR/WHI] and Shiloh and Marcus [64SHI/MAR], and is summarised in
Table18.3. The study of Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL] was carried out at ionic
strengths of 0.207, 0.5 and 1.0 M, respectively (cf. Appendix A). The formation
constant reported by Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] is not the result of an
independent measurement, but rather the result of an extrapolation of Ward and
Welch’s [56WAR/WEL] value atI = 0.207 M (HCl) using the Davies equation.

This value was used to derive the enthalpy of Reaction (18.12, q = 1) (see Ap-
pendixA and discussion below). The data of Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL] reported
at “room temperature”, which Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] reported as 21◦C, are
thus corrected tot = 25◦C (cf. AppendixA), using the enthalpy of reaction selected
below. Shiloh and Marcus [64SHI/MAR] used very high and variable ionic strengths
in their spectrophotometry experiments. These values cannot be used to select a form-
ation constant atI = 0. Giffaut [94GIF] noted that spectrophotometry is not a suitable
method to study chloride complexation of Pu3+, due to the very small changes in the
absorption spectrum up to a chloride concentration of 4 M. It is probable that this
complexation could equally well be described as activity effects. The number of avail-
able formation constants is insufficient for a linear extrapolation toI = 0. We adopt
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Table 18.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(III) chloride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10β
(a)
q log10β◦(a)q Reference

Pu3+ + Cl− 
 PuCl2+

cix 0.207 M HCl 21 (0.35±0.20)(b) (1.13± 0.20) [56WAR/WEL]
0.5 M HCl 21 (0.24±0.20)(b) (1.17± 0.21)
0.5 M H(Cl,ClO4) 21 (0.25±0.20)(b)(c)(1.19± 0.21)
1.0 M HCl 21 −(0.04±0.50)(b) (0.95± 0.52)

recalc(d) 0.1 M HCl 25 0.57(d) [58MAR/WHI]
sp 1-13 M LiCl 25 −(2.43± 0.08) [64SHI/MAR]

Pu3+ + 2Cl− 
 PuCl+2

sp 1-13 M LiCl 25 −(5.00± 0.06) [64SHI/MAR]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table. log10β◦q is in
molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review, (cf. AppendixA).
(c) This value was measured at[Cl]t = 0.2 M.
(d) This value is the result of a recalculation of the data in [56WAR/WEL] by using the Davies equation.

a value of�ε = −(0.22± 0.15) kg·mol−1 from the corresponding Am(III) system
[95SIL/BID] and we correct the single log10β1 values of [56WAR/WEL] to I = 0 (cf.
Table18.3). The agreement is good, and the weighted average of the four values of
Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL] is log10 β◦1 = (1.19± 0.12). This value is selected,
but we prefer to increase its uncertainty to±0.2 to reflect the fact that the value is based
on a single paper:

log10β◦1(18.12, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 1.2± 0.2.

This value is in agreement with the selected value of the IAEA review, log10β◦1 =
(1.3± 0.1) [92FUG/KHO].

Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] reported�rHm(18.12, q = 1, 298.15 K) =
19 kJ·mol−1 from the difference between the enthalpy of solution of PuCl3(s) in
0.1 M HClO4 [58MAR/WHI] and in 0.1 M HCl [49ROB/WES] (cf. AppendixA).
However, Fuger and Cunningham [63FUG/CUN] obtained a heat of solution value in
0.001 M HClO4/0.099 M NH4ClO4 which is virtually the same as the one in 0.1 M HCl
and would thus indicate that the enthalpy change of Reaction (18.12, q = 1) is close to
zero. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. Rather than due to a medium effect,
this discrepancy could be due to an effect of the acid concentration. Martin and White’s
[58MAR/WHI] experiments atI = 2.0 M (HClO4/LiClO4) with H+ concentrations of
0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 M showed a significant change in the heat of solution of
PuCl3(s) between−132.5 kJ·mol−1 (0.1 M H+) and−118.4 kJ·mol−1 (2.0 M H+).
On the basis of the available experimental information, we cannot recommend any re-
liable enthalpy value. However, the weakness of the complex PuCl2+ suggests that the
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complexation enthalpy should be much closer to zero than the value of [58MAR/WHI].
The formation value is calculated using the selected values for Pu3+ and Cl−:

�fG
◦
m(PuCl2+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(717.1± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

18.2.2.1.b Aqueous Pu(IV) chlorides

The experimental equilibrium data available on the reactions

Pu4+ + qCl− 
 PuCl4−q
q (18.13)

are listed in Table18.4. Early studies [51RAB/LEM, 55RAB/COW] used emf meas-
urements to determine the influence of increasing chloride concentrations on the redox
potential of the Pu(IV)-Pu(III) couple. These evaluations did not take chloride com-
plexation of Pu3+ into account, which is not negligible at the chloride concentrations
used. This review makes the corresponding corrections to the formation constants re-
ported by Rabideau and co-workers [51RAB/LEM, 55RAB/COW] (cf. AppendixA).
The values reported in [51RAB/LEM, 55RAB/COW] both refer to the same experi-
mental determination, and only one of the two values is considered in the selection
procedure (see below). Three of the reported constants refer toI = 4 M [60GRE/NOR,
66DAN/ORL, 94GIF]. The data reported in a recent study [92MAR/ESS] and presen-
ted also in [92BIS/KRA] cannot be included in the selection of a standard state value
due to the very high ionic strength used in the experiment. Using�ε(18.13, q = 1) =
−0.29 kg·mol−1 from the corresponding uranium(IV) equilibrium (cf. [92GRE/FUG]),
would lead to inconsistent log10β◦1 values ranging from 0.68 to 1.64. On the other
hand, a linear extrapolation toI = 0 is questionable because of the small number
of available data points in the ionic strength range for which the parameterBa j in
the specific ion interaction equation was optimised (Im < 3.5 m, cf. AppendixB).
However, among the few possibilities to select a standard formation constant for the
complex PuCl3+, the linear regression is the one that best represents the trend in the
experimental values. The uncertainties assigned to the single values take account of
this difficulty, cf. Table 18.4. We include the values measured atI = 4 M (i.e.,
Im = 4.87 m) in the linear regression analysis [60GRE/NOR, 66DAN/ORL, 94GIF].
Figure18.1shows the result of this extrapolation, and the resulting selected constant is

log10β◦1(18.13, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.8± 0.3)

This value is in agreement with the one selected by the IAEA review
[92FUG/KHO], log10β◦1 = (2.0± 0.5), and identical to the value obtained by Giffaut
[94GIF] by extrapolation toI = 0. The resulting�ε value is−(0.09±0.07)kg·mol−1.
The formation value is calculated using the selected values for Pu4+ and Cl−.

�fG
◦
m(PuCl3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(619.5± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

Rabideau and Cowan [55RAB/COW] also reported an enthalpy of Reaction (18.13,
q = 1) from redox potential measurements at different temperatures between 6◦C and
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Table 18.4: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(IV) chloride system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10β
(a)
q Reference

Pu4+ + Cl− 
 PuCl3+

emf 1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 0.32(c) [51RAB/LEM]
emf 1 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.31±0.30)(b,c) [55RAB/COW]

2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −0.23
cix 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 (0.15±0.30)(b) [60GRE/NOR]
dis 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.30±0.20)(b) [66DAN/ORL]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.15±0.20)(b) [76BAG/RAM2]
pol 5.4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.13± 0.02) [92MAR/ESS](d)

sp 3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.20±0.20)(b) [94GIF]
4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 (0.25±0.20)(b)

Pu4+ + 2Cl− 
 PuCl2+2

cix 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 (0.08± 0.07) [60GRE/NOR]
dis 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.80± 0.08) [66DAN/ORL]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.64± 0.11) [76BAG/RAM2]
pol 5.4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(1.5± 0.2) [92MAR/ESS](d)

sp 3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.36±0.18)(e) [94GIF]
4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.36±0.20)(e)

Pu4+ + 3Cl− 
 PuCl+3

cix 4 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20 −(1.0± 0.4) [60GRE/NOR]
pol 5.4 M (H,Na)(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(1.7± 0.3) [92MAR/ESS](d)

(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperat-
ure given in the table.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review,cf. AppendixA.
(c) These values were reported as−0.24 [51RAB/LEM] and−0.25 [55RAB/COW], re-

spectively, and are corrected in this review for the formation of PuCl2+, cf. the
[55RAB/COW] entry in AppendixA.

(d) The same values of the same study were published in the same year in a summary paper
by Bischoffet al. [92BIS/KRA].

(e) Reported as stepwise constants: log10 K2(I = 3 M) = −(0.56 ± 0.16) and
log10 K2(I = 4 M) = −(0.61± 0.18) (cf. AppendixA).
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Figure 18.1: Extrapolation toI = 0 of experimental data for the formation
of PuCl3+ using the specific ion interaction equation. The data refer to mixed
perchlorate/chloride media and are taken from [55RAB/COW], [60GRE/NOR],
[66DAN/ORL], [76BAG/RAM2] and [94GIF]. The dotted lines are the limits of the
uncertainty range obtained by propagating the resulting uncertainties atI = 0 back to
I = 5 m.
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45◦C in perchloric and hydrochloric acid solutions, respectively. In that paper, the
formation of PuCl2+ was not taken into account, and a corresponding correction cannot
be performed due to the uncertainty in the enthalpy of PuCl2+, see the discussion
above. No enthalpy of formation value can thus be selected for PuCl3+.

The data for the 1:2 complex (cf. Table18.4), are obtained exclusively at high ionic
strengths and cannot be reliably extrapolated toI = 0. In addition, there are large
variations among the values published. Giffaut [94GIF] recently published, in addition
to the constant for the 1:1 complex, stepwise constants for the 1:2 complex atI = 3
and 4 M and extrapolated them toI = 0 using the specific ion interaction model. He
obtained log10 K ◦

2 = (0.80± 0.16) with �ε = −(0.03± 0.12) kg·mol−1. In view of
the discrepant values from the different sources, we select no formation constant for
PuCl2+2 .

Giffaut [94GIF] has observed the formation of a 1:3 and a 1:4 complex by spec-
trophotometry (cf. AppendixA). He quantified their stability limits by estimating the
stepwise constants for the formation of PuCl+

3 and PuCl4(aq) at chloride concentra-
tions between 2 and 12 M and variable ionic strength:−0.7 ≤ log10 K3 ≤ −1 and
log10 K4 < −1. Grenthe and Norén [60GRE/NOR] and Marxet al. [92MAR/ESS]
have also reported formation constants for PuCl+

3 , cf. Table18.4, but an extrapolation
to I = 0 of the available data is not considered feasible.

18.2.2.1.c Aqueous Pu(V) chlorides

No experimental identification of any complexes of the form PuO2Cl1−q
q is known to

us. The information given in the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] on an unpublished value
cited by Katz and Seaborg [57KAT/SEA] is, in our view, due to a printing error. A com-
parison with Np(V),cf. Section9.2.2.3, suggests that actinide(V) chloride complexes,
if they exist, are extremely weak.

18.2.2.1.d Aqueous Pu(VI) chlorides

The chloride complexes of plutonium(VI) have been studied by spectrophotometry and
solvent extraction methods. A summary of published experimental results is presen-
ted in Table18.5. The IAEA [92FUG/KHO] have reviewed the then existing data
and proposed selected formation constants and reaction enthalpies for PuO2Cl+ and
PuO2Cl2(aq) at an ionic strength of 2 M. Recently, Giffaut [94GIF] investigated the
plutonium chloride system using a spectrophotometric technique (cf. AppendixA),
and he suggested the formation of the complexes PuO2Cl+, PuO2Cl2(aq) and PuO2Cl−3
according to the equilibria

PuO2+
2 + qCl− 
 PuO2Cl2−q

q (18.14)

and he obtained spectroscopic evidence for the formation of PuO2Cl2(aq) (cf. Ap-
pendixA).

Giffaut [94GIF] derived constants for the formation of PuO2Cl+ at I = 2 M and
I = 3 M, respectively, and extrapolated them toI = 0 using the specific ion interaction
equation. Giffaut [94GIF] then used the resulting constant to evaluate the formation
constant of PuO2Cl2(aq) from experiments at variable ionic strength, again using the
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Table 18.5: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(VI) chloride system.

Method Ionic medium t(◦C) log10βq
(a) Reference

PuO2+
2 +Cl− 
 PuO2Cl+

sp 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 0.10 [57NEW/BAK]
sp 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 2.4 −0.04 [61RAB/MAS]

2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 10.2 0.00
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 15.0 0.03
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20.2 0.06
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 29.6 0.11

dis 4 M Cl−, ClO−4 RT? < −0.7 [76VOD/KOL]

prx ? RT? 0.02 [65MAZ/SIV]
dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.10± 0.04) [78BED/FID]
sp 5 M NaCl 25 −(0.06± 0.01) [88BÜP/KIM]
sp 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.07± 0.09) [94GIF]

3 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.06± 0.07)

PuO2+
2 + 2Cl− 
 PuO2Cl2(aq)

sp 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −0.46 [57NEW/BAK]
sp 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 2.4 −0.68 [61RAB/MAS]

2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 10.2 −0.60
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 15.0 −0.55
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 20.2 −0.48
2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 29.6 −0.37

dis 4 M Cl−, ClO−4 RT? −0.77 [65MAZ/SIV]

dis 2 M H(Cl,ClO4) 25 −(0.60± 0.09) [78BED/FID]
sp 5 M NaCl 25 −(0.82± 0.06) [88BÜP/KIM]
sp 0 (extrapolated)(c) 25 −(0.6± 0.2) [94GIF]

(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, as well as for the ionic
strength and temperature given in the table.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review.
(c) Extrapolated by Giffaut [94GIF] from experiments carried out at 2.1 m < Im <

5.9 m, using the specific ion interaction approach.
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specific ion interaction approach which is the preferred approach in the present review
(cf. AppendixB). This study is a very careful and comprehensive one. This review
selects the values reported by Giffaut [94GIF], which are in good agreement with the
other published values (cf. Table18.5).

log10β◦1(18.14, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 0.70± 0.13

log10β◦2(18.14, q = 2, 298.15 K) = −(0.6± 0.2)

The corresponding ion interaction coefficients were evaluated by Giffaut
[94GIF] for HCl media: �ε(18.14, q = 1, HCl) = −(0.08± 0.08) kg·mol−1 and
(18.14, q = 2, HCl) = −(0.43± 0.20) kg·mol−1. The IAEA review [92FUG/KHO]
selected the data from Newton and Baker [57NEW/BAK] and Rabideau and Masters
[61RAB/MAS]. For the reasons outlined in AppendixA, we have doubts about the
reliability of these data.

Reaction enthalpies have been extracted in the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] from
the data of Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS] measured between 2.4◦C and 29.6◦C
and at[Cl−]t < 1.8 M (I = 2 M). The resulting value of�rH◦

m(18.14, q = 1) differs
from the value extracted by Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS] for the 1:1 model,
although only a very small proportion of PuO2Cl2(aq) is formed under these condi-
tions. We do not consider these enthalpy data of sufficient reliability to be selected in
the present review (see comments in AppendixA under [61RAB/MAS]).

The Gibbs energy of formation values are derived from the above selected constant
using the selected�fG◦

m values for PuO2+2 and Cl−.

�fG
◦
m(PuO2Cl+, aq, 298.15K) = −(897.6± 2.9) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(PuO2Cl2, aq, 298.15K) = −(1021.4± 3.1) kJ·mol−1

18.2.2.2 Aqueous plutonium hypochlorites

In concentrated aqueous NaCl solutions plutonium radiation was reported to produce
a steady state concentration of hypochlorite ion, ClO− [88BÜP/KIM]. The oxidising
character of hypochlorite stabilised the Pu(VI) oxidation state, but at the same time
forms complexes with PuO2+2 . Kim and Pashalidis [91KIM/PAS] and Pashalidiset al.
[93PAS/KIM] reported the formation of PuO2(OH)ClO(aq) in 0.55 M NaClO solution
according to the reaction

PuO2+
2 + OH− + ClO−


 PuO2(OH)ClO(aq) (18.15)

From spectrophotometric measurements at 22◦C they derived log10β1 = 14.0 at
pH = 6.7 and log10β1 = 14.5 at pH 8.4 [93PAS/KIM]. They also suggested a 1:2
complex, PuO2(ClO)2(aq), with a formation constant of log10β2 = 10.3 under the
same conditions. These data cannot be selected, because they are based on questionable
assumptions (cf. AppendixA).
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18.2.3 Aqueous plutonium bromide complexes

18.2.3.1 Aqueous Pu(III) bromides

Quantitative information on bromide complexation of Pu3+ has only been published
by Shiloh and Marcus [64SHI/MAR] in concentrated LiBr solutions of varying
ionic strength up to nearly 12 M. The authors gave formation constants for PuBr2+
(log10β1 = −(3.45 ± 0.08)) and PuBr+2 (log10β2 = −(6.54 ± 0.06)). The
ionic strength effects are expected to be considerable under these conditions. An
extrapolation toI = 0 is not possible, and no standard formation value can be selected
here.

18.2.3.2 Aqueous Pu(IV) bromides

The experimental equilibrium data available on the reactions

Pu4+ + qBr− 
 PuBr4−q
q (18.16)

are listed in Table18.6. The reported constants forq = 1 [66DAN/ORL,
75RAG/RAM] are corrected toI = 0, after conversion to molality units, by using the
specific ion interaction equation (cf. AppendixB) and by adopting the ion interaction
coefficient used for the corresponding uranium(IV) system [92GRE/FUG] after
increasing the uncertainty by 0.05:�ε(18.16, q = 1) = −(0.29± 0.13) kg·mol−1.
The resulting formation constants, log10β◦q , agree well (see Table18.6), and the
weighted average of these two values is selected:

log10β◦1(18.16, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.6± 0.3)

Table 18.6: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(IV) bromide system.

Method Ionic medium t (◦C) log10βq
(a) log10β

◦ (a)
q Reference

Pu4+ + Br− 
 PuBr3+

dis 4 M H(Br,Cl) 25 (1.00±0.20)(b) (1.76±0.60) [66DAN/ORL]
dis 2 M H(Br,ClO4) 25 (0.33±0.20)(b) (1.52±0.35) [75RAG/RAM]

Pu4+ + 2Br− 
 PuBr2+2

dis 4 M H(Br,Cl) 25 (0.64±0.05) [66DAN/ORL]

(a) Refers to the reactions indicated, the ionic strength and temperature given in the table.
log10β◦q is in molal units, atI = 0 and 298.15 K.

(b) The uncertainties are estimated in this review (cf. AppendixA).

This value is in line with the stability trends of the chloride and bromide complexes
in the aqueous uranium and plutonium system.
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The Gibbs energy of formation is calculated using the selected values for Pu4+ and
Br−.

�fG
◦
m(PuBr3+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(591.0± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

The 1:2 complex, PuBr2+
2 , seems to be more stable than its homologue in

the Pu(IV) chloride system,cf. Danesi, Orlandini and Scibona [66DAN/ORL]
(AppendixA). However,β2 is small and there is no evidence for the existence of the
1:2 complex. We hence do not select any value for the formation constant of the 1:2
complex.

18.2.3.3 Aqueous Pu(V) and Pu(VI) bromides

No aqueous species of the form PuO2Br1−q
q or PuO2Br2−q

q , respectively, have been
identified.

18.2.4 Aqueous plutonium iodine complexes

18.2.4.1 Aqueous plutonium iodides

Studies with the purpose of investigating the stability of iodide complexes of plu-
tonium are not available. However, in an investigation of Pu(III) thiocyanate com-
plexes [74KHO/MAT] (cf. AppendixA), iodide was used as a holding reductant for
plutonium, and the formation of Pu(III) iodide complexes had to be taken into ac-
count quantitatively in the evaluation of the extraction data. Hence, Khopkar and Ma-
thur [74KHO/MAT] carried out a separate solvent extraction experiment at 30◦C and
I = 1 M (NH4ClO4) to investigate the complexation behaviour of Pu(III) with iodide.
They found evidence for the formation of only one complex up to an iodide concentra-
tion of 0.7 M:

Pu3+ + I− 
 PuI2+ (18.17)

They reported an equilibrium constant of log10β1(18.17, I = 1 M, 303.15 K) =
(0.04±0.03). As an attempt to extrapolate this constant toI = 0, we can use the same
estimation for the ionic strength dependence as for the Pu(III)-SCN system, namely
�ε(18.17) = −0.15 kg·mol−1. In this way we obtain log10 β◦1(18.17, 303.15 K) =
1.09. This constant is of the expected order of magnitude. In spite of the paucity
of data, we feel that we can recommend this value as a guideline, assuming that the
temperature dependence of log10β1(18.17) is negligible:

log10β◦1(18.17, 298.15 K) = 1.1± 0.4

We assign a large uncertainty to reflect that only a single determination is available
and that the ionic strength extrapolation is based on estimations only.

18.2.4.2 Aqueous plutonium iodates

No aqueous complexes of iodate with any oxidation state of plutonium have been iden-
tified.





Chapter 19

Plutonium group 16 compounds
and complexes

19.1 Plutonium sulphur compounds and complexes

19.1.1 Plutonium sulphates

19.1.1.1 Aqueous plutonium sulphates

19.1.1.1.a Pu(VI) sulphates

There are only two experimental studies concerning the PuO2+
2 -SO2−

4 system (cf.
Table19.1). One was performed at high total acid concentration and ionic strength
[76PAT/RAM], and the authors were only able to determine the association quotient
of the monosulphato-dioxoplutonium(VI) complex:

PuO2+
2 + HSO−4 
 PuO2SO4(aq)+ H+ (19.1)

Ullman and Schreiner [86ULL/SCH] determined the enthalpy and the association quo-
tient at lower total acid concentration and reported the association quotients for both
the mono- and disulphato-dioxoplutonium(VI) complexes:

PuO2+
2 + SO2−

4 
 PuO2SO4(aq) (19.2)

PuO2+
2 + 2SO2−

4 
 PuO2(SO4)
2−
2 (19.3)

Both studies were performed at 25◦C.
The value of�ε (19.1) is estimated from the reaction for the formation of the

analogous uranium sulphate complex but with the uncertainty expanded by 0.05
(�ε(19.1) = −(0.31± 0.09) kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]). The result of [76PAT/RAM]
is extrapolated to give log∗10β

◦
1(19.1) = (1.33± 0.17). On the basis of the aux-

iliary data for the protonation constant of SO2−
4 , log ∗

10β
◦
1(19.1) = (1.47± 0.11)

was determined from log10β◦1(19.2) [86ULL/SCH]. The selected value of
(log ∗

10β
◦
1(19.1) = (1.40± 0.20)) is based on the mean value of these results. The

best estimate of log10β◦1(19.2) was calculated from the mean value of the results of
[76PAT/RAM] and of [86ULL/SCH] (corrected using the auxiliary values for the
protonation constant for SO2−4 ) and this review selects

log10β◦1(19.2) = (3.38± 0.20)

389
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Table 19.1: Experimentally determined equilibrium constants for the Pu(VI)-SO2−
4

complexes.

Reference log10β(a) Im t (◦C) Method

PuO2+
2 + HSO−4 
 PuO2SO4(aq)+ H+

[76PAT/RAM] (1.08±0.10) 2.2 H(ClO−4 , HSO−4 ) 25 ix

This review (1.40±0.20) 0 25

PuO2+
2 + SO2−

4 
 PuO2SO4(aq)

[86ULL/SCH] (3.45±0.1) 0(b) H(ClO4, HSO−4 ) 25 cal

This review (3.38±0.20) 0 25

PuO2+
2 + 2SO2−

4 
 PuO2(SO4)
2−
2

[86ULL/SCH] (4.4±0.2) 0(b) H(ClO−
4 , HSO−4 ) 25 cal

This review (4.4±0.2) 0 25
(a) Here “β” refers to eitherβ or ∗β as appropriate for each reaction as written.
(b) Calorimetric measurements made betweenI = 0.13− 0.82 m but extrapolated to

I = 0 using PHREEQE [80PAR/THO] ion association model.
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The only determination of log10β◦2(19.3) [86ULL/SCH] is selected by this review.

log10β◦2(19.3) = (4.4± 0.2)

The enthalpies determined calorimetrically by [86ULL/SCH] are accepted by this
review:

�rH
◦
m(19.2, 298.15 K) = (16.1± 0.6) kJ·mol−1

�rH
◦
m(19.3, 298.15 K) = (43± 9) kJ·mol−1

On the basis of�rH◦
m (19.2) and the enthalpy for the SO2−4 protonation reaction,

�rH◦
m(19.1) = −(6.3 ± 1.3) kJ·mol−1. The remaining thermodynamic parameters

at 25◦C may be calculated from these values of log10β◦ and�rH◦
m .

19.1.1.1.b Pu(V) sulphates

We found no experimental evidence concerning the stability of Pu(V)-SO2−
4 com-

plexes. This is disappointing given the evidence that Pu(V) is the dominant oxidised
plutonium species in natural waters [80BON/TRA, 86CHO/ROB, 86ORL/PEN].

19.1.1.1.c Pu(IV) sulphates

There a number of independent evaluations of the stability of Pu(IV)-SO2−
4 complexes

(Table19.2). All of the measurements are made at high ionic strength and at high
acidity. Although there are reports of mixed HSO−

4 -SO2−
4 complexes [83NAS/CLE2,

83NAS/CLE] based on indirect experimental evidence, the results of the best experi-
ments (Table19.3) are most consistent with the formation of two SO2−

4 complexes:

Pu4+ + HSO−4 
 PuSO2+
4 + H+ (19.4)

Pu4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+ (19.5)

Table 19.2: Experimentally determined equilibrium constants as reported by the au-
thors for the Pu(IV)-SO2−4 complexes. All temperatures 25◦C unless given.

Reference log10β(a) I (M) t (◦C) Method

Pu4+ +HSO−4 
 PuSO2+
4 + H+

[54SUL/AME] 2.87 2.3 Medium sp
uncertain

[61MAR/CHM] (1.40±0.11) 2.33 ix HClO4
0.98 0.5 ix HClO4

[64LAX/PAT] 3.19 1 HNO3 25 dis
3.32 2 (Na,H) 25 dis

(NO3,ClO4)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 19.2: (continued)

Reference log10β(a) I (M) t (◦C) Method

3.20 2 (Na,H) 25 dis
(NO3,ClO4)

2.74 2.2 (Na,H) 25 dis
(NO3,ClO4)

[73PAT/RAM] 2.80 2 10 dis HClO4
2.76 2 25 dis HClO4
2.68 2 40 dis HClO4

[73PAT/RAM2] (2.74±0.05) 2 HClO4 25 dis
2.69 2 HClO4 25 dis

[76BAG/RAM] (2.82±0.02) 2 HClO4 25 dis
(2.68±0.02) 2 HClO4 25 dis

[76BAG/RAM2] (2.80±0.07) 2 25 dis HClO4
(2.83±0.02) 2 25 dis HClO4
(2.82±0.01) 2 25 dis HClO4
2.84 2 25 dis HClO4

[77BAG/RAM] (2.76±0.01) 2 10 dis HClO4
(2.80±0.02) 2 10 dis HClO4

[83NAS/CLE] (2.45±0.07) 2 (H,Na) ClO4 0 dis
(2.58±0.04) 2 (H,Na) ClO4 10 dis
(2.76±0.03) 2 (H,Na) ClO4 25 dis
(2.85±0.05) 2 (H,Na) ClO4 35 dis

Pu4+ + SO2−
4 
 PuSO2+

4

[51RAB/LEM] (3.66±0.09) 1 (25.2± 0.1) pot HClO4
3.66 0.76 (25.2± 0.1) pot HClO4

[69MOS] 2.30 0.3 Medium ??
unknown

[74FAR/PEA] 3.82 2 ix HClO4

Pu4+ + 2SO2−
4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)

[69MOS] 5.54 0.3 ??

[74FAR/PEA] 6.58 2 ix HClO4

(Continued on next page)
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Table 19.2: (continued)

Reference log10β(a) I (M) t (◦C) Method

Pu4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+

[54SUL/AME] 4.65 2.3 Medium sp
uncertain

[61MAR/CHM] 1.30 0.5 ix HClO4

[64LAX/PAT] 4.71 1 HNO3 25 dis
4.76 2 (Na,H) 25 dis

(NO3,ClO4)
4.66 2 (Na,H) 25 dis

(NO3,ClO4)
4.37 2.2 (Na,H) 25 dis

(NO3,ClO4)

[73PAT/RAM] 4.36 2 10 dis
4.37 2 25 dis
4.41 2 40 dis

[73PAT/RAM2] (4.34±0.05) 2 HClO4 25 dis
4.50 2 HClO4 25 dis

[76BAG/RAM] (4.64±0.02) 2 HClO4 25 dis
(4.53±0.01) 2 HClO4 25 dis

Pu4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+

[76BAG/RAM2] (4.66±0.01) 2 25 dis HClO4
(4.69±0.01) 2 25 dis HClO4
(4.51±0.01) 2 25 dis HClO4
4.70 2 25 dis HClO4

[77BAG/RAM] (4.60±0.01) 2 10 dis HClO4
(4.43±0.01) 2 10 dis HClO4

PuSO2+
4 +HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)+ H+

[64LUC] (0.58±0.16) 1 (23± 0.5) dis (H,Na) HNO3

Pu4+ + 3HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2−3 + 3H+

[54SUL/AME] 5.35 2.3 Medium sp
uncertain

[61MAR/CHM] 2.10 0.5 ix HClO4

(Continued on next page)
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Table 19.2: (continued)

Reference log10β(a) I (M) t (◦C) Method

Pu4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)(HSO4)+ +H+

[83NAS/CLE] (4.10±0.09) 2 0 dis (H,Na) ClO4
(4.06±0.07) 2 10 dis (H,Na) ClO4
(4.13±0.07) 2 25 dis (H,Na) ClO4
(4.11±0.08) 2 35 dis (H,Na) ClO4

Pu4+ +NO−3 + HSO−4 
 PuNO3(SO4)+ + H+

[76BAG/RAM2] 3.03 2 25 dis HClO4

(a)Here “β” refers to eitherβ or ∗β as appropriate for each reaction as written.

The most reliable value of log∗10β1(I )(19.4) at I = 2.2 m is the weighted av-
erage of the results at 25◦C reported in Table19.3: (2.75± 0.01). Based on the
ionic interaction parameters determined for the analogous U(IV) complex (�ε(19.4) =
−(0.31± 0.12) kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG]), this value can be extrapolated to standard
conditions: log∗

10β
◦
1(19.4) = (4.91± 0.22).
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Table 19.3: Best values for the stability constants of the Pu(IV)-SO2−
4 complexes re-

evaluated by the reviewers.

Reference log10
∗β Im log10

∗β◦ t (◦C)

Pu4+ + HSO−4 
 PuSO2+
4 + H+

[73PAT/RAM] (2.84±0.06)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10
(2.72±0.05)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 40

[73PAT/RAM2] (2.76±0.03) 2.2 (HClO4) (4.89±0.27) 25
(2.68±0.06) 2.2 (HClO4) (4.81±0.27) 25

[74FAR/PEA] (2.75±0.02) 2.2 (HClO4) (4.88±0.26) 25

[76BAG/RAM] (2.73±0.18) 2.2 (HClO4) (4.86±0.32) 25
(2.80±0.13) 2.2 (HClO4) (4.93±0.29) 25

[76BAG/RAM2] (3.00±0.17) 2.2 (HClO4) (5.13±0.31) 25
(2.95±0.14) 2.2 (HClO4) (5.08±0.30) 25

[77BAG/RAM] (2.71±0.03)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10
(2.88±0.07)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10

[83NAS/CLE] (2.45±0.07)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 0
(2.58±0.04)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 10
(2.76±0.03) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 (4.89±0.27) 25
(2.85±0.05)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 35

Best Value (2.75±0.01) 2.2 (4.91±0.22) 25

Pu4+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)2(aq)+ 2H+

[73PAT/RAM] (4.33±0.05)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10
(4.39±0.03)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 40

[73PAT/RAM2] (4.35±0.02) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.08±0.18) 25
(4.51±0.02) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.24±0.18) 25

[74FAR/PEA] (4.43±0.03) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.16±0.18) 25

[76BAG/RAM] (4.66±0.07) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.39±0.19) 25
(4.47±0.08) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.20±0.19) 25

(Continued on next page)
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Table 19.3: (continued)

Reference log10
∗β Im log10

∗β◦ t (◦C)

[76BAG/RAM2] (4.59±0.11) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.32±0.21) 25
(4.45±0.11) 2.2 (HClO4) (7.18±0.21) 25

[77BAG/RAM] (4.58±0.01)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10
(4.38±0.05)(a) 2.2 (HClO4) 10

[83NAS/CLE] (4.10±0.09)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 0
(4.06±0.07)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 10
(4.13±0.07) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 (6.86±0.19) 25
(4.11±0.08)(a) 2.2 (H,Na)ClO4 35

Best Value (4.43±0.01) 2.2 (7.18±0.32) 25

(a)Used to calculate�rH◦
m only.

The most reliable value of log10
∗β◦(I )(19.5) at I = 2.2 m is the weighted av-

erage of the results at 25◦C reported in Table19.3: (4.43± 0.01). Based on the
ionic interaction parameters determined for the analogous U(IV) complex (�ε(19.5) =
−(0.46± 0.08) kg·mol−1; [92GRE/FUG]), this value can be extrapolated to standard
state: log∗

10β
◦
2(19.5) = (7.18± 0.32). Caution is advised in the use of log∗10β

◦
2(19.5)

outside of the range of H+ concentration (1-2 M) in which it was determined. There
are four independent sets of equilibrium constants determined in identical experiments
over a range of temperatures from which to estimate�rH◦

m (19.4) and�rH◦
m (19.5):

[73PAT/RAM] (including results of [76PAT/RAM]), two from [77BAG/RAM] (includ-
ing the results of [76BAG/RAM] and [76BAG/RAM2]), and [83NAS/CLE]. The four
determinations yield�rH◦

m(19.4) = −(7.1±1.7), (2.4±3.5), (7.2±3.0), and(18.6±
1.2) kJ·mol−1 and�rH◦

m(19.5) = (3.1± 1.8), (8.6± 1.4), (7.5± 2.3), and(1.5±
3.4) kJ·mol−1. The unweighted average of these results is indistinguishable from 0
(�rH◦

m(19.4) = (5.3± 21.3) kJ·mol−1 and�rH◦
m(19.5) = (5.2± 6.8) kJ·mol−1). As

we have no basis to eliminate any of these experimental results, we recommend no best
value, and advise caution in the determination of fundamental thermodynamic proper-
ties from the temperature variation of log∗10β1(19.4) and log ∗

10β2(19.5) in this system.

19.1.1.1.d Pu(III) sulphates

There are four experimental data sets concerning the Pu(III)-sulphate system
(Table 19.4). Although Pu(III)-bisulphate complexes have been postulated
(Pu(HSO4)

+
2 , and Pu(SO4)(HSO4)(aq); [67NAI/RAO], [83NAS/CLE2]), the results

are interpreted by this review as consistent with the equilibria:

Pu3+ + HSO−4 
 PuSO+4 + H+ (19.6)
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Pu3+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)
−
2 + 2H+ (19.7)

The results of [76FAR/BUC] and [78RAO/BAG] were independently extrapol-
ated to standard state conditions. The results of [76FAR/BUC] yielded estimates of
�ε(19.6) = −(0.22± 0.07) kg·mol−1 and log ∗

10β
◦
1(19.6) = (1.97± 0.19). The res-

ults of [78RAO/BAG] yielded estimates of�ε(19.6) = −(0.17± 0.06) kg·mol−1 and
log ∗

10β
◦
1(19.6) = (2.26±0.10). The results of [67NAI/RAO] and [83NAS/CLE2] were

extrapolated toI = 0 using the mean�ε(19.6) = −(0.20± 0.09) kg·mol−1 yielding
log ∗

10β
◦
1(19.6) = (2.17± 0.12) ([67NAI/RAO] using the mean ionic strength 1.20 m),

(1.69± 0.29) and (1.55± 0.24) [83NAS/CLE2]. The results of [67NAI/RAO] were
further extrapolated to 25◦C using the accepted value of

�rH
◦
m(19.6) = −(5.2± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

calculated from the temperature variation in log∗10β by [83NAS/CLE2]. These calcula-
tions yield an estimate of log∗10β

◦
1(19.6) = (2.17± 0.12). An equal weighting of these

five independent results yields the accepted value of

log ∗
10β

◦
1(19.6) = (1.93± 0.61)

Table 19.4: Experimentally determined equilibrium constants for the Pu(III)-SO2−
4

complexes.

Reference log10 K Im t (◦C) Source of Data

Pu3+ +HSO−4 
 PuSO+4 +H+

[67NAI/RAO] (0.72±0.02) 1.05 - 1.30 28 Ion exchange:
re-evaluated by
[76FAR/BUC] and
[78RAO/BAG] H(ClO4,HSO4)

[76FAR/BUC] (0.55±0.05) 1.05 25 ix H(ClO4,HSO4)
(0.57±0.05) 2.2 25 ix H(ClO4,HSO4)

[78RAO/BAG] (0.81±0.01) 1.05 25 dis HClO4
(0.81±0.02) 2.2 25 dis HClO4

[83NAS/CLE2] (0.63±0.07) 2.2 2.7 ix (H,Na) HClO4
(0.61±0.10) 2.2 10.0 ix (H,Na) HClO4
(0.59±0.12) 2.2 16.5 ix (H,Na) HClO4
(0.55±0.07) 2.2 25.0 ix (H,Na) HClO4
(0.34±0.10) 2.2 25.0 ix (H,Na) HClO4

This Review (0.64±0.04) 1.05 - 1.36 28 [67NAI/RAO]
(0.80±0.05) 1.05 25 [78RAO/BAG]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 19.4: (continued)

Reference log10 K Im t (◦C) Source of Data

(0.77±0.03) 2.2 25 [78RAO/BAG]
(1.93±0.61) 0 25 Recommended

Pu3+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)(HSO4)(aq)+H+

[83NAS/CLE2] (0.60±0.09) 2.2 2.7 ix
(0.51±0.18) 2.2 10.0 ix (H, Na) HClO4
(0.42±0.22) 2.2 16.5 ix (H, Na) HClO4
(0.11±0.20) 2.2 25.0 ix (H, Na) HClO4

−(0.05±0.25) 2.2 25.0 ix (H, Na) HClO4

Pu3+ + 2HSO−4 
 Pu(SO4)−2 + 2H+

[67NAI/RAO] (0.82±0.06) 1.05 - 1.36 28 Ion exchange:
re-evaluated by
[76FAR/BUC] and
[78RAO/BAG] H(ClO4, HSO4)

[76FAR/BUC] (1.03±0.05) 1.05 25 ix H(ClO4,HSO4)
(1.14±0.04) 2.2 25 ix H(ClO4,HSO4)

[78RAO/BAG] (0.68±0.05) 1.05 25 dis HClO4
(0.74±0.13) 2.2 25 dis HClO4

This Review (0.82±0.04) 1.05 - 1.36 28 [67NAI/RAO]
(0.69±0.12) 1.05 25 [78RAO/BAG]
(0.88±0.12) 2.2 25 [78RAO/BAG]
(0.11±0.20) 2.2 25 [83NAS/CLE2]
(0.25±0.26) 2.2 25 [83NAS/CLE2]
(1.74±0.76) 0 25 Recommended

The results of [76FAR/BUC] yielded estimates of�ε(19.7) = −(0.29 ±
0.06) kg·mol−1 and log ∗

10β
◦
2(19.7) = (2.36± 0.19). The results of [78RAO/BAG]

yielded estimates of�ε(19.7) = −(0.36± 0.15) kg·mol−1 and log ∗
10β

◦
2(19.7) =

(1.95± 0.65). The result of [67NAI/RAO] was extrapolated toI = 0 using the
mean�ε(19.7) = (0.32± 0.20) kg·mol−1 to yield log ∗

10β
◦
2(19.7) = (2.12± 0.48)

[67NAI/RAO]. On the basis of our reinterpretation of the results of [83NAS/CLE2] in
terms of the formation of Pu(SO4)

−
2 (see AppendixA), and subsequent extrapolation

to I = 0 as above, log∗10β
◦
2(19.7) = (1.28± 0.30) and(1.42± 0.34). The results of

[67NAI/RAO] was further corrected to the standard temperature using the accepted
enthalpy

�rH
◦
m(19.7) = −(33± 16) kJ·mol−1

calculated from the results of [83NAS/CLE2] (see AppendixA). This calculation
yields a final estimate of log∗10β

◦
2(19.7) = (2.02±0.48). The results of [83NAS/CLE2]
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represent a different population than the other results. The average of the means of the
two populations with errors expanded to cover the range of both populations is accepted
by this review:

log ∗
10β

◦
2(19.7) = (1.74± 0.76)

The value of log∗10β
◦
2(19.7) should be applied with caution outside of the range of H+

concentration (1-2 M) where it has been determined.





Chapter 20

Plutonium group 15 compounds
and complexes

20.1 Plutonium nitrogen compounds and complexes

20.1.1 Plutonium nitrides

The only solid phase reported in this system is plutonium mononitride, PuN (cr).
The constitutional behaviour and the thermodynamic properties of this system were

reviewed in 1968 [68SPE/LEI] and the thermodynamic properties of PuN(cr) in 1987
[87MAT/OHS]. A compilation of phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties of
the Pu-N system was published in 1989 [89WRI].

20.1.1.1 PuN(cr)

20.1.1.1.a Crystal structure

PuN(cr) has a face-centred cubic rock-salt structure (space group Fm3m). The lattice
parameter of a sample of PuN(cr) with very low impurity content is a0 = 4.90476±
0.00008×10−10 m [71TEN/BOM]. The effects of small changes in stoichiometry and
of impurities is discussed in the section on the plutonium - nitrogen phase diagram.

20.1.1.1.b Low temperature heat capacity and standard entropy

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of PuN(cr) has been determined using
an adiabatic calorimeter for the temperature range 10-300 K [78HAL/LEE]. The lowest
temperature achieved was a consequence of the radioactive self heating, and is too high
to allow an unambiguous determination of the value of the electronic specific heat,γ .
An approximate value was, however, derived using the expression

Cp = γ T + βT3

over the temperature range (10-15) K.
The value obtained forγ is (64± 4) mJ·K−2mol−1 and the Debye characteristic

temperature, (�D) is (245± 5) K.
The thermodynamic data which are given [78HAL/LEE] are strictly applicable only

to self damaged PuN(cr). The reported values for the heat capacity and entropy at

401
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298.15 K indicate that the earlier estimates [68SPE/LEI] were sound. The experimental
values with estimated uncertainties are recommended;

C◦
p,m (PuN, cr, 298.15 K) = (49.6± 1.0) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m (PuN, cr, 298.15 K) = (64.8± 1.5) J·K−1·mol−1

20.1.1.1.c High temperature enthalpy increments

Measurements have been made of the enthalpy increments for PuN(cr) in the temper-
ature range 457-1562 K using a drop calorimeter [72OET/LEI]. The experimental data
are represented by:

(H◦
T − H◦

298.15) = 45.002T + (7.710× 10−3) T2 − (1.410× 104) J·mol−1

C◦
p = 45.002+ (1.542× 10−2)T J·K−1·mol−1

With the values ofC◦
p,m at 298.15 K [78HAL/LEE], and the data for the enthalpy

increments [78OET] thermal functions for PuN(cr) were calculated up to 3000 K
[87MAT/OHS].

20.1.1.1.d Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of formation,�fH◦
m (PuN, cr , 298.15 K) has been determined by oxy-

gen bomb calorimetry [67LAP/BUN], [69JOH/DEV]. The samples used in the earlier
work contained small quantities of carbon and oxygen; the exact chemical form of
the impurities was unknown, and the value given for the enthalpy of formation is
�fH◦

m (PuN, cr, 298.15 K) = −(293.72± 6.28) kJ·mol−1 derived using the enthalpy
of formation of PuO2(cr) [58HOL/MUL], �fH◦

m (PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1058.01±
1.59) kJ·mol−1.

The later measurements [69JOH/DEV] on a well characterised sample of PuN(cr)
gave

�fH
◦
m (PuN, cr, 298.15 K) = −(299.20± 2.5) kJ·mol−1

This value which is recommended here was derived with the enthalpy of formation
of PuO2(cr) [69JOH/DEV] which is the recommended value given in Section17.2.1.2

�fH
◦
m (PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1055.8± 1.0) kJ·mol−1

If the recommended value for�fH◦
m (PuO2, cr, 298.15 K) were used to recalcu-

late the earlier experimental data [67LAP/BUN] the derived value for�fH◦
m (PuN, cr,

298.15 K) would be even more positive than the recommended value.

20.1.1.1.e The Gibbs energy of formation

The recommended two term equation for the Gibbs energy of formation of PuN(cr) in
the temperature range 298-2000 K is:

�fG
◦
m (PuN, cr) = −((302825± 221)− (97.27± 0.15)T) J·mol−1
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This equation is derived using the recommended values for the enthalpy of form-
ation [69JOH/DEV], the entropy [78HAL/LEE] at 298.15 K, and the Gibbs energy
functions for PuN(cr) [78OET]. The Gibbs energy functions for elemental plutonium
[76OET/RAN] and for N2(g) [89COX/WAG] were also used in the assessment. The
recommended value for the Gibbs energy of formation at 298.15 K is,

�fG
◦
m (PuN, cr, 298.15 K) = −(273.7± 2.6) kJ·mol−1

There are several determinations of the Gibbs energy of formation of PuN(cr) from
measurements of vapour pressure of congruently vaporizing PuN(cr). One set of data
[69KEN/LEA] gives values for�fG◦

m(PuN, cr) at 1000 K within 1 kJ·mol−1 and at
2000 K within 3 kJ·mol−1 of the recommended values. The vaporisation behaviour of
PuN(cr) has been discussed in detail [87MAT/OHS, 92SUZ/MAE].

The decomposition pressures of N2 gas for the reaction,

PuN(cr)
 Pu(l)+ 0.5N2(g)

have been measured [64OLS/MUL] in the temperature range 2563-3043 K.

20.1.1.1.f The phase diagram

Detailed investigations of the range of composition of the Pu mononitride phase have
not been undertaken, but it is probably quite small. There is no detailed information
about the solubility of nitrogen in elemental plutonium, but in the temperature range
1544-1635 K the solubility is low [69KEN/LEA]. PuN(cr) has been frequently pre-
pared by the reaction of nitrogen with Pu hydride or with elemental plutonium in the
presence of hydrogen [64OLS/MUL] at elevated temperatures; typically atca. 850
K. During the preparation at relatively high temperatures, PuN(cr) can easily become
contaminated with both oxygen and carbon. PuN(cr) can also be prepared by the car-
bothermic reduction of PuO2(cr) in the presence of N2 gas [83SUZ/ARA]. Because
of the possibility of incorporation of both carbon and oxygen in the mononitride lat-
tice, care must be taken in the interpretation of measurements of the variation of lattice
parameters.

The lattice parameters of so-called “pure” PuN(cr), that is material with low levels
of impurities, vary in the range, a0 = (4.9025− 4.9075) × 10−10 m [68SPE/LEI].
The presence of the impurities carbon and oxygen increases the lattice parameter, for
example, up to 4.9117× 10−10 m [64ANS/DEA].

Pu mononitride and Pu monocarbide form a complete range of solid solutions; these
compounds are isomorphous. The solubility of oxygen expressed in terms of the hypo-
thetical Pu monoxide is(13± 3 mol %) [93JAI/GAN]. The relatively small variations
of the lattice parameter of PuN in the presence of oxygen would indicate this. The
lattice parameter and thermodynamic properties of “PuO” have been determined from
studies of the Pu-C-O system, and this enabled meagre thermodynamic information to
be obtained for the Pu-N-O system. An assessment of the thermodynamic properties
and phase equilibria of these systems has been published [80POT/SPE].

Studies of the vaporisation of Pu mononitride in the temperature ranges, 1658-1976
K [69KEN/LEA] and 1400-2400 K [76ALE/CLA], indicated that Pu mononitride had
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vaporized congruently and that single phase material was left in the Knudsen effusion
cells with compositions of PuN0.98 and PuN0.975 respectively; the level of impurities
was not given. This is evidence for the existence of some hypostoichiometry for this
phase.

The lattice parameter of PuN increases due to radiation damage; this increase is
ca. 10−14 m per week [62RAN/FOX]; further studies up to saturation indicated that
the lattice expansion was higher by a factor of two [93OKA/MAE] due to different
isotopic compositions of the samples. When the data were referred to a dose, the two
sets of results are consistent. Radiation damage may be responsible for some variation
in the reported lattice parameters, but the effect is small and is readily annealed out by
heat treatment.

Under 1 bar of nitrogen gas, Pu mononitride decomposes on heating to give Pu(l) at
(2843± 30) K [64OLS/MUL], [64CAR]. Even at 3043 K with a nitrogen gas pressure
of 2.42 bar the melting behaviour is still incongruent [64OLS/MUL]. The estimated
temperature for the congruent melting of PuN is(3103± 50) K at a nitrogen pressure
of (4.94± 1.97) bar [68SPE/LEI].

20.1.1.2 PuN(g)

Evidence for the existence of the molecule PuN(g) has been obtained [78GRE/REE]
from the infrared spectra of matrix isolated species sputtered from Pu metal in the
presence of argon,14N2(g) and15N2(g). In addition to PuN evidence was also found
for PuN2. The spectra of the species which condensed in the solid argon matrix are
considered to be representative of the analogous gaseous molecules. PuN2 is a linear
molecule.

UN(g) has been identified as a minor species during the vaporisation of UN(cr) at
temperatures above 2100 K [67GIN], and by analogy, the existence of PuN(g) has been
assumed. Estimates have been made of the dissociation energy and vapour pressure
above PuN(cr) for PuN(g), [75ALE/OGD, 87MAT/OHS].

More studies are required before thermodynamic quantities could be recommended
for PuN(g); it certainly would not be a major species in the vaporisation of PuN(cr) at
temperatures up to 2500 K.

20.1.2 Plutonium azide complexes

A formation constantβ1 = 3 for an azide complex of Pu(III), in 5 M perchlorate me-
dium, has been reported [77CUI/MUS]. In a later thesis by one of the authors [81CUI]
a value ofβ1 = 4 was reported. The authors indicated problems were encountered
with oxidation of plutonium to Pu(IV). There is some doubt as to the absence of higher
complexes [83MUS/CUI], and the SIT equations (cf. AppendixB) cannot be properly
used for extrapolation of the result to lower ionic strengths. No value forβ1 is selec-
ted in the present review. However, the value for the formation constant of PuN2+

3 (aq)
would be expected to be similar to that of the corresponding americium(III) complex
(β◦1 = (47± 11)) [95SIL/BID].
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20.1.3 Plutonium nitrates

20.1.3.1 Aqueous plutonium nitrates

20.1.3.1.a Aqueous Pu(III) nitrates

Only two distribution studies reporting quantitative information on nitrate complex-
ation of Pu(III) according to the equilibria:

Pu3+ + qNO−
3 
 Pu(NO3)

3−q
q (20.1)

have been available to this review. Shevchenko, Timoshev and Volkova [59SHE/TIM]
studied the system atI = 1 M and reported constants for nitrate complexes with
q = 1, 2 and 3 (Table20.1). As in other TBP extraction studies, there seem to be
problems with the extraction mechanism and the treatment of data (see AppendixA).
Lahr and Knoch [70LAH/KNO] worked in very high ionic strength (8 M) media, sub-
stituting all perchlorate by nitrate, and consequently causing substantial changes in the
ionic medium. These changes could not be accounted for in this review, since no ex-
perimental data are reported by these authors (AppendixA). Besides these two works,
there is a study by Fuks and Siekiersky [87FUK/SIE] in which no constants are repor-
ted, but which gives a comparison of the constant of the Pu(III) pentanitrato complex
with the value for the corresponding lanthanum complex.

Table 20.1: Experimental equilibrium data for the Pu(III) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) Reference
medium (◦C)

Pu3+ + NO−3 
 PuNO2+
3

dis, TBP 1 M HClO4 20 (0.77± 0.04) [59SHE/TIM]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 1.18 [70LAH/KNO]

Pu3+ + 2NO−3 
 Pu(NO3)
+
2

dis, TBP 1 M HClO4 20 (1.15± 0.02) [59SHE/TIM]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 0.07 [70LAH/KNO]

Pu3+ + 3NO−3 
 Pu(NO3)3(aq)

dis, TBP 1 M HClO4 20 (1.16± 0.8) [59SHE/TIM]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.72 [70LAH/KNO]
dis, TAMAN 2 M NH4NO3 25 (b) [87FUK/SIE]

(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, for the ionic medium
and at the temperature given in the table.

(b) log10β◦5 = log10β◦5(La)+ 0.44
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Thus, based on information in the available references, it was not possible to select
any formation constants for Pu(III) nitrate complexes. The corresponding values for
Am(III) [ 95SIL/BID] could be used as a guideline.

20.1.3.1.b Aqueous Pu(IV) nitrates

Due to the importance of Pu(IV) nitrate complexes in industrial separation processes,
several investigators have studied the Pu(IV) nitrate system using spectrophotometry,
distribution measurements and potentiometry. The data for the reactions

Pu4+ + qNO−
3 
 Pu(NO3)

4−q
q (20.2)

are collected in Table20.2.
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Table 20.2: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(IV) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) log10βq(I)(b) Reference
medium (◦C)

Pu4+ + NO−
3 
 PuNO3+

3

sp 2 M HClO4 20 (0.46± 0.1) (0.39± 0.07) [49HIN]
(0.46± 0.20)(c)

dis, TTA 6 M (? HCl or HClO4) 25 0.67 [49ZEB/NEU](d)

dis, TTA 6 M (? HCl or HClO4) 45 0.92
pot 1.0 M HClO4 25 (0.54± 0.01) [51RAB/LEM]
cix 4 M HClO4 20 (0.74± 0.02) (0.96± 0.10) [60GRE/NOR]

(0.74± 0.30)(c)

cix 4 M HClO4 20 0.74 [61GOL/GOL](d)

dis, TBP 1.02 M HClO4 ? 0.72(e),(f) [64LAX/PAT]
dis, TBP 1.9 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.62(e),(f)

dis, TBP 4.7 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.72(e)

0.66(f)

dis, TTA 4.0 M H(ClO4) 25 (0.97± 0.03) (0.96± 0.10) [66DAN/ORL]
(0.96± 0.20)(c)

dis, TTA 6.0 M H(ClO4) 25 (1.00± 0.03) (1.02± 0.10)
pot 0.5 M HNO3 25 0.72 [66WAI]
pot 1 M HNO3 25 0.75
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 0.69 [70LAH/KNO]
sp < 1 M HNO3, var ? 0.38 [71MOS]
dis, TTA 2 M HClO4 25 (0.65± 0.01) (0.78± 0.10) [76BAG/RAM2]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 20.2: (continued)

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) log10βq(I)(b) Reference
medium (◦C)

(0.65± 0.20)(c)

dis, TTA 2 M HClO4 10 (0.57± 0.01) (0.77± 0.10) [77BAG/RAM]
sp I = 2.34 m ? 0.59 [94VEI/SMI]

Pu4+ + 2NO−3 
 Pu(NO3)
2+
2

dis, TTA 6 M (? HCl or HClO4) 0.65 [49ZEB/NEU](d)

cix 4 M HClO4 20 (1.37± 0.02) [60GRE/NOR]
cix 4 M HClO4 20 0.36 [61GOL/GOL](d)

dis, TBP 1.02 M HClO4 ? 0.97(e),(f) [64LAX/PAT]
dis, TBP 1.9 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.81(e)

0.88(f)

dis, TBP 4.7 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 1.06(e)

1.17(f)

dis, TTA 4.0 M HClO4 25 (1.43± 0.03) [66DAN/ORL]
dis, TTA 6.0 M HClO4 25 (1.36± 0.03)
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 0.42 [70LAH/KNO]
sp < 1 M HNO3,var ? 0.43 [71MOS]
dis, TTA 2 M HClO4 25 (1.12± 0.01) [76BAG/RAM2]
dis, TTA 2 M HClO4 10 (1.15± 0.01) [77BAG/RAM]
sp I = 2.34 m ? 1.08 [94VEI/SMI]

(Continued on next page)
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Table 20.2: (continued)

Method Ionic t log10βq(I)(a) log10βq(I)(b) Reference
medium (◦C)

Pu4+ + 3NO−3 
 Pu(NO3)
+
3

dis, TTA 6 M (? HCl or HClO4) 25 0.17 [49ZEB/NEU]
cix 4 M HClO4 20 (1.18± 0.5) [60GRE/NOR]
cix 4 M HClO4 20 0.18 [61GOL/GOL]
dis, TBP 1.02 M HClO4 ? 0.65(e) [64LAX/PAT]

0.60(f)

dis, TBP 1.9 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.67(e)

0.60(f)

dis, TBP 4.7 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 1.11(e)

1.03(f)

dis, TTA 4.0 M HClO4 25 −(0.39± 0.5) [66DAN/ORL]
dis, TTA 6.0 M HClO4 25 −(0.01± 0.2)

dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 0 [70LAH/KNO]

Pu4+ + 4NO−3 
 Pu(NO3)4(aq)

dis, TBP 1.9 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.13(e) [64LAX/PAT]
0.08(f)

dis, TBP 4.7 M (H,Na)ClO4 ? 0.86(e)

0.30(f)

dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.72 [70LAH/KNO]

(a)Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, for the ionic medium and at the temperature given in the table.
(continued on next page)
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(footnotes continued)
(b)Calculated in this review by assuming only the first complex to form for nitrate≤ 2 M and accounting for activity factor changes while substituting

perchlorate ions with nitrate.
(c)Value with estimated uncertainties.
(d)The value from [49ZEB/NEU] was cited in [54HIN], but has been unavailable to the present reviewers. [61GOL/GOL] was cited in [70LAH/KNO],

but does not exist as cited (there is a study by these authors concerning some organic complexes of another metal that was published in the journal
at the cited pages).

(e)Calculated with the modified Fomin Majorova method.
(f)Calculated with the Fronaeus method.
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Hindman [49HIN] made one of the first spectrophotometric studies of the Pu(IV)
nitrate system. He found spectral evidence for complexation and explained the exper-
imental data with the formation of only the first complex for concentrations of nitrate
≤ 2 M. This study is considered reliable by this review and results of a recalculation
of the constant at trace ligand concentration and at the given ionic medium is also
reported in AppendixA. Rabideau and Lemons [51RAB/LEM] performed a careful
potentiometric study of the redox potential of the Pu(III)/Pu(IV) couple atI = 1 M
with increasing nitrate concentrations.

As explained in AppendixA, it is difficult to separate the effect of complexation of
Pu(IV) from changes in activity factors, even if the possibility of Pu(III) nitrate com-
plexation is neglected. In most of the other works, values of formation constants for
two or more (as many as four) species are needed to fit the experimental data. Further-
more the overall formation constant for the third or fourth complex is, in most of the
cases, lower than the second, representing unusual behaviour in complexation. As also
explained in AppendixA, during preparation of this review, an attempt was also made
to account for activity factor changes during the determination of the constant (i.e.,
to obtain values of the constant at the ionic strength of the corresponding perchlorate
medium at trace nitrate concentrations). In Table20.2values of the constant for the
first complex thus calculated for data up to 2 M nitrate are presented together with the
original values reported by the authors, and values with uncertainties as assigned in the
present review. The recalculation of the results of distribution studies which use TBP as
extractant is difficult, and the results of such studies are not used here (see AppendixA
and also [64LAX/PAT]).

In Figure 20.1 the values of the constants from several studies [49HIN,
51RAB/LEM, 60GRE/NOR, 76BAG/RAM2] and the result at 4 M only from
[66DAN/ORL] have been converted to the molal scale and plotted as log10 K + 8D(I)
vs. ionic strength, which in this case corresponds to perchloric acid concentrations.
Even though the available data cover an ionic strength interval which does not contain
measurements at low ionic strength, an attempt to obtain the thermodynamic constant
and the best fit straight line together with the 95% confidence limit interval is shown
in Figure20.1. In the same figure the constants recalculated in the present review are
represented with filled symbols. As seen the changes in the value of the first constant
are small, even though in the recalculation the higher complexes are neglected. Even
though the end user of the database may use an ion-association approach to account
for activity coefficient changes, the range of application of these approaches is well
below a ionic strength of one molar and, at these concentrations, the higher complexes
do not form. The higher complexes are, in most cases, impossible to separate from the
activity coefficient changes in the system that occur in the course of carrying out the
measurements.

There is evidence that anionic complexes form at very high nitrate concentrations
in acidic solutions, and these complexes can be taken up on anion exchange resins
[86WEI/KAT]. However, no data suitable for determining thermodynamic constants
for these complexes are available. The corresponding values for Am(III) [95SIL/BID]
could be used as a guideline.
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Figure 20.1: Extrapolation to infinite dilution of the experimental data for the forma-
tion of PuNO3+

3 using SIT. The data refer to mixed perchlorate nitrate media and are
taken from [49HIN, 51RAB/LEM, 60GRE/NOR, 66DAN/ORL, 76BAG/RAM2]; the
filled triangles represent the data recalculated in the present review for the correspond-
ing perchlorate medium and at trace nitrate concentrations.
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Hence the following formation constant results from the extrapolation:

log10β◦1(20.2, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 1.95± 0.15

and has been selected in this review. This value, and the value of�ε = −(0.19±
0.05) kg·mol−1, obtained simultaneously, compare well with those for the corres-
ponding values for the neptunium complex (Section11.1.4.1) and with log10β◦1 =
1.47± 0.13 and�ε = −(0.21± 0.05) kg·mol−1 reported for the uranium complex
[92GRE/FUG].

20.1.3.1.c Aqueous Pu(V) nitrates

No nitrate complexes of dioxoplutonium(V) have been identified.

20.1.3.1.d Aqueous Pu(VI) nitrates

Quantitative information on the formation of nitrate complexes of plutonium(VI) ac-
cording to the reaction

PuO2+
2 + qNO−

3 
 PuO2(NO3)
2−q
q (20.3)

(Table20.3) has been reported by Heisig and Hicke [52HEI/HIC], Lahr and Knoch
[70LAH/KNO] and Mazumdar and Sivamakrishnan [65MAZ/SIV] using distribution
measurements, while Krevinskayaet al. [59KRE/NIK] and Vasiliev, Andeichuk and
Ryukov [75VAS/AND2] have used spectrophotometric measurements. As noted in Ap-
pendixA, the data from several groups [59KRE/NIK, 70LAH/KNO, 75VAS/AND2]
have been rejected due to experimental shortcomings. The apparently high value of
the constant reported in [75VAS/AND2] has to do with the fact that it does not refer to
Equation (20.3) (q = 2) but to a reaction involving water substitution (see AppendixA
for details).

The dioxoplutonium(VI) nitrate complexes are weak as is also the case for the other
actinides [92GRE/FUG] (also see Section11.1.4.1). This makes it difficult to distin-
guish between complex formation and changes in the activity factors of the species
studied, caused by the large changes in the composition of the ionic medium when
substituting the inert anion (often perchlorate) by the ligand ion (nitrate). As discussed
in AppendixA for both studies considered here ([65MAZ/SIV] and [52HEI/HIC]), the
experimental data can be explained at least equally well by accounting for these activ-
ity factor changes and assuming no formation of nitrate complexes. However, even
assuming that the end user of the database requires an ion association approach for use
in a calculation code, it is not reasonable to attempt to correct the values toI = 0 from
the high ionic strengths (higher than 4.5 molal) pertinent to these two works. If a value
of β1 for formation of PuO2NO+

3 is required, use of the first association constant re-
commended for the analogous uranium system [92GRE/FUG] will probably not cause
too large an error.

20.1.3.2 Solid plutonium nitrates

There is a limited amount of information on the solid nitrate compounds of plutonium.
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Table 20.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the dioxoplutonium(VI) nitrate system.

Method Ionic t log10β(I)(a) log10β(I)(b) Reference
medium (◦C)

PuO2+
2 + NO−3 
 PuO2NO+3

dis, TTA 4.6 M (Li,H)ClO4 ? −0.60 0 [52HEI/HIC]
sp var. PuO2(NO3)2 ? 1.86 [59KRE/NIK]
dis, TTA 4.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 ? −0.04 0 [65MAZ/SIV]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.57 [70LAH/KNO]

PuO2+
2 + 2NO−3 
 PuO2(NO3)2(aq)

sp var. PuO2(NO3)2 ? 3.41 [59KRE/NIK]
dis, TTA 4.1 M (Na,H)ClO4 ? ∼ −0.7 0 [65MAZ/SIV]
dis, TOA 8 M HClO4 20 −0.55 [70LAH/KNO]
sp 0.1-20 M HNO3 ? (4.65±0.05)(c) [75VAS/AND2]

< −2.1(a)

(a) Refers to the value reported for the reactions indicated, for the ionic medium and at the tem-
perature given in the table.

(b) Recalculated in this review by assuming only the first complex forms for nitrate concentrations
≤ 2 M and accounting for activity factor changes on substituting perchlorate ions with nitrate.

(c) Refers to the reported constant for the reaction which includes water molecules, that is:
PuO2(H2O)2+6 + 2NO−3 
 PuO2(NO3)2(H2O)6−x + xH2O. The value for the constant
corresponding to Eq. (20.3), q=2, has been calculated in this review.

20.1.3.2.a Pu(IV)

Drummond and Welch [56DRU/WEL] and Staritsky [56STA] reported preparation of
Pu(NO3)4·5H2O(s) and the latter also provided crystallographic data (powder diffrac-
tion pattern, space group Fdd2;a = (1.114± 0.002) nm; b = (2.258± 0.003) nm;
andc = (1.051± 0.003) nm). The compound is isomorphous with the corresponding
salts of thorium and cerium. No chemical thermodynamic data are available for this
compound.

20.1.3.2.b Pu(VI)

The preparation and properties of a series of related hydrates of dioxoplutonium(VI)
nitrate were described by Krevinskaiaet al. [59KRE/NIK2]. A different precipitate,
PuO2(NO3)2·HNO3·nH2O(s), was isolated from 12.9 M aqueous nitric acid,
[59KRE/NIK]. The solubilities of Pu(NO3)2·6H2O(s) in aqueous nitric acid solutions
were reported. The solubility in the lowest nitric acid concentration used (2 M)
was reported as 271.8 g Pu (probably239Pu) per kilogram of saturated solution (i.e.,
approximately 1.65 m HNO3, 2.34 m PuO2(NO3)2). From this, activity coefficients
estimated using the SIT, and water activities approximated from the experimental
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work on the corresponding uranium system [65DAV/LAW], the value

�fG
◦
m(PuO2(NO3)2·6H2O, s, 298.15 K) = −(2393.3± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.
Krevinskaiaet al. [59KRE/NIK2] also dehydrated the hexahydrate by storing it

over desiccants and by heating. Several lower hydrates including a trihydrate and a
dihydrate were proposed, but it was not proven that these are equilibrium phases. The
dihydrate was also reported by DeSando [67DES]. Lattice parameters based on unpub-
lished X-ray diffraction data have been reported [86WEI/KAT] for both the hexahy-
drate and the trihydrate.

20.2 Plutonium phosphorus compounds and complexes

20.2.1 Aqueous plutonium phosphorus compounds and complexes

20.2.1.1 Aqueous plutonium phosphates

20.2.1.1.a Aqueous Pu(III) phosphates

There is only one quantitative study on the Pu(III) phosphate system known to us,
performed by Moskvin [71MOS4]. Solubility measurements of PuPO4·xH2O(s) as
function of the acidity of the solutions, as well as a cation exchange technique, were
used to study the phosphate complexation of Pu(III). The same author has published
in another compilatory work values of these constants extrapolated to infinite dilution
with the aid of the Davies’ equation [69MOS]. As discussed in AppendixA, the very
stable PuPO4(aq) complex proposed to explain the solubility data in slightly acidic to
neutral solutions is not accepted in the present review because of possible experimental
shortcomings with the solubility measurements in this acidity range. The solubility
data at pH values< 4 were recalculated in the present review to obtain the solubility
product of PuPO4·xH2O(s). The value log10 Ks,0(20.4, 0.5 M NaClO4) = −(21.5±
0.5) obtained for the reaction:

PuPO4·xH2O(s) 
 Pu3+ + PO3−
4 + xH2O(l) (20.4)

was recalculated toI = 0 resulting in

log10 K ◦
s,0(20.4, 298.15 K) = −(24.6± 0.8)

in reasonable agreement with the corresponding value−(24.79± 0.60) for the analog-
ous americium solid [95SIL/BID].

The cation exchange technique does not seem well-suited to the study of complexes
of a highly charged cation with several possible ligands to produce potential cationic
complexes. The constants for the complexes of the general formula Pu(H2PO4)

3−n
n

(n = 1− 4) reported by Moskvin [71MOS4] and obtained from the cation exchange
data are not accepted by this review because of possible experimental shortcomings (cf.
AppendixA).
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20.2.1.1.b Aqueous Pu(IV) phosphates

The system Pu(IV) phosphate has been studied mainly by solubility methods. There
are three studies in which quantitative information on Pu(IV) phosphate complexation
is reported [49KIN, 60DEN/MOS2, 60DEN/MOS]. All three are based on solubility
measurements of the gelatinous Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) (Table20.4). King [49KIN] has
carried out a precise and well documented solubility study, but the data treatment is
complicated at low ligand concentrations. The calculated contribution to the ligand
concentration from the dissolution of the solid depends on the model used, and at high
ligand concentrations, interactions with the neutral ligand may cause activity coeffi-
cient changes. Measurements at two acidity levels at constant ionic strength have been
used to obtain conditional equilibrium constants valid at the acidity level used for com-
plexes of the general composition PuHp(PO4)

4+p−3q
q (see AppendixA). From this

study, only the solubility product corresponding to the reaction:

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 4H+ 
 Pu4+ + 2H3PO4(aq)+ xH2O(l) (20.5)

and the constant corresponding to the complex with one phosphate group,
for which both p and q values are uniquely determined, have been selected.
From the proton concentration dependent constants reported in [49KIN] this
review calculates log10

∗Ks,0(20.5, 2.08 M (H, Na)NO3) = −(8.79 ± 0.18) and
log10β1(20.6, 2.08 M (H, Na)NO3) = (2.3± 0.2).

Pu4+ + H3PO4(aq) 
 PuH3PO4+
4 (20.6)

Practically the same values have been obtained from the recalculation of the data
obtained by Denotkina, Moskvin and Shevchenko [60DEN/MOS] in 2.0 M HNO3.

Recalculation of these constants forI = 0 using the SIT equations and interaction
coefficients selected in this review (AppendixB) results in

log10
∗K◦

s,0(20.5, 298.15 K) = −(11.8± 0.5)

log10β◦1(20.6, 298.15 K) = 2.4± 0.3

The Gibbs energy of formation of the complex PuH3PO4+
4 is calculated using the

selected values for Pu4+ and H3PO4(aq) as:

�fG
◦
m(PuH3PO4+

4 , aq, 298.15 K) = −(1641.1± 3.6) kJ·mol−1

By using the phosphoric acid dissociation constants selected in this review, the
constant

log10 K◦
s,0(20.7, 298.15 K) = −(30.45± 0.51)

was obtained.

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) 
 Pu4+ + 2HPO2−
4 + xH2O(l) (20.7)
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Table 20.4: Experimental equilibrium data for the Pu(IV) phosphate system.

Method Ionic medium t log10 K Reference
Reaction (◦C)

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 4H+ 
 Pu4+ + 2H3PO4(aq)+ xH2O(l)

sol 2.08 M (H,Na)NO3 25 −(8.79± 0.15)(a) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 4H+ 
 PuH3PO4+
4 +H3PO4(aq)

sol 2.08 M HNO3 25 −(6.52± 0.15)(a) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ (p − 2)H+

 PuHp(PO4)

p+
2

sol 2.08 M (H,Na)NO3 25 (−5.16, p = 4.2)(b) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 2H3PO4(aq)
 PuHp(PO4)
p−8
4 + (p − 8)H+

sol 2.08 M (H,Na)NO3 25 (−3.72, p = 9.3)(b) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+H3PO4(aq)
 PuHp(PO4)
p−5
3 + (p− 5)H+

sol 2.08 M (H,Na)NO3 25 (−4.12, p = 6.6)(c) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 3H3PO4(aq)
 PuHp(PO4)
p−11
5 + (p − 11)H+

sol 2.08 M (H,Na)NO3 25 (−3.88, p = 12.1)(c) [49KIN]

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)
 Pu4+ + 2HPO−2
4 + xH2O(l)

sol 2 M HNO3 ? −(27.7± 0.04) [60DEN/MOS2]
sol I −→ 0 25 −(30.45± 0.5) This review

Pu4+ + H3PO4(aq)
 PuH3PO4+
4

sol I −→ 0 ? (2.4± 0.3) This review

(a) Estimated in the present review from proton concentration dependent constants in
[49KIN].

(b) Conditional constants obtained with fractionalp values.
(c) These constants are an equally good alternative to the constants denoted by (b).
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This value is in very good agreement with the value for the corresponding uranium
species [92GRE/FUG]. As the actual extent of hydration of this solid is unknown, it
is treated here simply as “Pu(HPO4)2(am)”. The corresponding value of�fG◦

m for
Pu(HPO4)2(am) is calculated as

�fG
◦
m(Pu(HPO4)2, am, hyd, 298.15 K) = −(2843.8± 5.1) kJ·mol−1

20.2.1.1.c Aqueous Pu(V) phosphates

The only quantitative information on Pu(V) phosphate system available in the
literature is a study by Moskvin and Poznyakov [79MOS/POZ] using the sorption-
coprecipitation of Pu(V) on Fe(III) hydroxide. For the reaction

PuO+2 + HPO2−
4 
 PuO2HPO−4 (20.8)

the authors report log10β1(20.8, 1 M NH4Cl) = (2.39± 0.04). A recalculation in the
present review of these data (see AppendixA) results in log10β1(20.8, 1 M NH4Cl) =
(2.35± 0.05). Even though the data for Pu(V) in this work seem better than those for
the corresponding Np(V) system, this value is not selected since no confirmation from
other more conventional experimental methods is available.

20.2.1.1.d Aqueous Pu(VI) phosphates

The Pu(VI) phosphate system has been studied experimentally mainly through solu-
bility measurements [65DEN/SHE, 67DEN/SHE] (cf. Table20.5). Moskvin [69MOS]
reported formation constants atI = 0.5 M in an unspecified medium and temperature,
obtained through distribution measurements.

In the study of the solubility of NH4PuO2PO4(s) in dilute nitric and perchloric
acid solutions [65DEN/SHE], it is evident that a phase transformation of the solid
occurred at low pH values (see AppendixA). The dissolution mechanism assumed
by the authors is not supported by experimental evidence. The recalculation of the
data is complicated by the uncertainties about the composition of the solid phase in
equilibrium. Thus, the constants reported in this study are not accepted in the present
review. In another study by the same group [67DEN/SHE], solubility measurements for
PuO2HPO4·4H2O(s) were carried out using aqueous H3PO4(aq) solutions of variable
ionic strength. Furthermore, the formation constant for the complex PuO2H2PO+4 was
obtained using the solubility product and the constant for the complex PuO2HPO4(aq)
reported in [65DEN/SHE], which is also not accepted in the present review for the
reasons mentioned above. In a review paper Moskvin [69MOS] reported the formation
constant for the complex PuO2H2PO+4 as measured by solvent extraction atI = 0.5 M,
and also an estimate of this constant at zero ionic strength (see AppendixA). The
details of this experimental study have not been available for the present review, hence
these data have not been considered further. Even more inconclusive is the study of
Wegeret al. [93WEG/OKA], in which weak qualitative spectrophotometric evidence
was presented for the formation of Pu(VI) complexes with each of the three anions
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Table 20.5: Literature equilibrium constants for the Pu(VI) phosphate system.

Method Ionic medium t log10 K Reference
Reaction (◦C)

PuO2+
2 + H2PO−4 
 PuO2H2PO−4

sol 0.02-0.2 M H3PO4(aq) 25 (3.93± 0.13) [67DEN/SHE]

PuO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 PuO2HPO4(aq)

sol 0-0.1 M HNO3 ? 8.17 [65DEN/SHE]
sol 0.02-0.2 M H3PO4 25 8.17 [67DEN/SHE]
est I −→ 0 ? 8.19 [69MOS]

NH+4 + PuO2+
2 + PO3−

4 
 NH4PuO2PO4(aq)

sol 0-0.1 M HNO3 ? 21.43 [65DEN/SHE]

PuO2HPO4(s)
 PuO2+
2 + HPO2−

4

sol 0-0.1 M HNO3 ? −(12.55± 0.3) [65DEN/SHE]
sol 0.02-0.2 M H3PO4 25 −12.51 [67DEN/SHE]

NH4PuO2PO4·3H2O(s)
 NH+
4 + PuO2+

2 +H2PO−4

sol 0-0.1 M HNO3 ? −(26.64± 0.3) [65DEN/SHE]

of phosphoric acid. Therefore, no data have been selected for the Pu(VI) phosphate
system.

20.3 Solid plutonium phosphorus compounds

The only compound which has been identified in this system is Pu monophosphide,
PuP(cr).

20.3.1 PuP(cr)

20.3.1.a Crystal Structure

PuP has a face-centred cubic rock-salt structure (space group Fm3m). The reported
lattice parameters vary; a0 = 5.644−5.664×10−10m [57GOR, 64BAS, 66KRU/MOS,
67KRU/MOS, 85HAL/JEF]. It is suggested that the lattice parameter of this compound
decreases with increase in phosphorus concentration [72DEL/BRI].
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Low temperature X-ray diffraction experiments indicated that PuP(cr) distorts to
a tetragonal lattice [79MUE/LAN] at 5 K. The ferromagnetic ordering temperature is
(125.5± 0.5) K [69LAM/FRA].

20.3.1.b Heat capacity

The heat capacity of PuP(cr) was measured using a transient technique for temperat-
ures up to 18 K and an adiabatic method above this temperature [85HAL/JEF]. The
measurements show a large magnetic transition at(125.5± 0.5) K, the Curie temper-
ature. There is also a small unexplained anomaly at 17.5 K. The quantities from the
analyses of these measurements are:

• Coefficient of electronic specific heat(γ ) = (12.8± 2) mJ·K−2·mol−1.

• Debye temperature(�D) = (187± 4) K.

• Einstein temperature(�E) = (320± 10) K.

• Magnetic entropy(S0
mag) = (3.0± 0.2) J·K−1·mol−1.

• The standard entropy was calculated from the measurements of heat capacity:

C◦
p,m (PuP, cr, 298.15 K) = (50.20± 4.00) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(PuP, cr, 298.15 K) = (81.32± 6.00) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity was also measured using a thermal pulse technique
[66KRU/MOS, 68MOS/KRU] but the values are some 24% higher than the measure-
ments recommended above. This pulse technique has given high values of the heat
capacity for both UP(cr) and US(cr). The heat capacity measured with a thermal pulse
technique from near room temperature to 923 K showed an increase ofca. 2% in this
temperature range.

20.3.1.c Enthalpy of formation

An estimation has been made in this review based on selected values of the enthalpies
of formation for UP(cr), UN(cr) and PuN(cr).

�fH
◦
m (PuP, cr, 298.15 K) = −(318± 21) kJ·mol−1

20.3.1.d Melting point

There is no published phase diagram of the PuP system. PuP(cr) melts with much
vaporisation and decomposition in argon at 2873± 30 K [66KRU/MOS].
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20.4 Plutonium arsenic compounds

20.4.1 Solid plutonium arsenic compounds

20.4.1.1 Plutonium arsenides

The only compound which has been identified in this system is Pu monoarsenide.

20.4.1.2 PuAs (cr)

20.4.1.2.a Crystal Structure

PuAs has a Fm3m, face-centred cubic rock-salt structure (space group Fm3m)
[67KRU/MOS] with lattice parameter, a0 = 5.859± 0.001× 10−10 m. in agreement
with an earlier measurement [57GOR], a0 = 5.855× 10−10 m.

20.4.1.2.b Heat capacity

The heat capacity of PuAs(cr) has been measured from below 20 K using
a transient technique and from 13 to 300 K using an adiabatic method
[90HAL/MOR, 90HAL/JEF]. The data quoted here are for a sample annealed
at 1273 K for 2 h in order to remove any radiation damage.

• The electronic component of the heat capacityγ = 8.5 J·K−2·mol−1.

• The Curie temperature was 125 K which agreed well with that determined from
magnetic measurements.

• The Debye temperature(�D) = 193 K.

• The entropy was calculated from the measurements of heat capacity:

C◦
p,m (PuAs, cr, 298.15 K) = (51.6± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m (PuAs, cr, 298.15 K) = (94.3± 7.0) J·K−1·mol−1

20.4.1.2.c Enthalpy of formation

There are no measurements of the enthalpy of formation of PuAs(cr) but an estimate
has been made here from analogous data for UAs(cr) and the systematic trends for the
actinide pnictides.

�fH
◦
m (PuAs, cr, 298.15 K) = −(240± 20) kJ·mol−1

Another estimated value [76MIE] falls within this band.

20.4.1.2.d Phase diagram

There are no published data for the phase diagram but PuAs(cr ) melts in argon with
rapid vaporisation at(2693± 30) K [67KRU/MOS].
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20.5 The plutonium-antimony system

Two compounds are reported for this system, Pu monoantimonide (PuSb, cr) and Pu
diantimonide (PuSb2, cr)

20.5.1 PuSb(cr)

20.5.1.a Crystal structure

PuSb has a face-centred cubic rock-salt structure (space group Fm3m) with reported
lattice parameters, a0 = 6.2405±0.0005×10−10m [67KRU/MOS], and a0 = 6.2397±
0.0001× 10−10 m [95ARA/OHM]. The face-centred cubic structure transforms to the
cubic CsCl structure at pressures above 17 GPa and at 42 GPa to a tetragonal structure
with space group P4/mmm [90DAB/BEN].

20.5.1.b Heat capacity

The heat capacity of PuSb has been measured from below 20 K using a transient tech-
nique and from 13 to 300 K using an adiabatic method [90HAL/MOR]. The sample
was annealed at 1273 K for 2 h in argon in order to remove the radiation damage.
Transitions were found at 75 K and 87 K and the values of the entropy associated with
these transitions are 1.51 kJ·mol−1 and, 0.76 kJ·mol−1 respectively.

A decrease in transition temperatures with irradiation damage has been reported
[88BLA/HAL], [86HAL/JEF].

The electronic component of the heat capacity (γ ) is 5± 5 J·K−2·mol−1.
The standard entropy was calculated from the measurement of heat capacity

[90HAL/MOR] as:

C◦
p,m (PuSb, cr, 298.15 K) = (52.8± 3.5) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m (PuSb, cr, 298.15 K) = (106.9± 7.5) J·K−1·mol−1

20.5.1.c Enthalpy of formation

There are no measurements of the enthalpy of formation of PuSb(cr), but an estimate
can be made from the data for USb(cr ) and other systematic trends for the actinide
pnictides. The estimated value is,

�fH
◦
m (PuSb, cr, 298.15 K) = −(150± 20) kJ·mol−1

Another estimated value [76MIE] lies within the above uncertainty band.

20.5.2 Plutonium diantimonide, PuSb2(cr)

There is no structural information for this compound and the thermodynamic informa-
tion is sparse.
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20.5.2.a Thermodynamic quantities

There are measurements of the partial Gibbs energies of plutonium in the two-phase
alloys.

PuSb2(cr) + Sb (cr or l) [84LEB/KOB]. These data were obtained using an emf cell
with a molten salt electrolyte of the type,

PuBi2(cr)+ Bi(l) |KCl − LiCl + PuCl3(l)|PuSb2(cr)+ Sb(cr or l)

in the temperature range 808-950 K. For the composition range 5-11 at. % Pu, theE
was independent of the Pu concentration.

From these measurements for the reaction,ε − Pu(cr)+ 2Sb(cr) → PuSb2(cr),

�fG
◦
m (PuSb2, cr) = −(279225− 72.75T) J·mol−1

These data imply a very high stability for this compound as do the measurements
of the same group for PuBi2(cr) [69LEB/BAB]. These values of high stability are not
consistent with the trends of the thermodynamic data for the actinide pnictides.

20.5.2.b Phase diagram

There is no published phase diagram for the plutonium-antimony system. PuSb(cr)
melts at(2253±30) K [67KRU/MOS], and there are estimates of plutonium solubility
in Sb(l) [84LEB/KOB]; 0.05 at.% at 1000 K and 0.11 at.% at 1100 K.

20.6 The plutonium-bismuth system

The phases reported for this system are plutonium monobismuthide (PuBi, cr) and
plutonium dibismuthide (PuBi2, cr). The existence of diplutonium bismuthide (Pu2Bi,
cr) is uncertain.

20.6.1 Pu monobismuthide (PuBi, cr)

20.6.1.a Crystal structure

PuBi(cr) has a face-centred cubic rock-salt structure (space group Fm3m). The reported
measurements of lattice parameter are; a0 = 6.348× 10−10 m [58BOC/KON] and
6.350× 10−10 m [61ELL].

20.6.1.b Entropy

The entropy of PuBi(cr) has been estimated by adopting a scheme [62GRØ/WES] in
which contributions for the lattice entropy of the appropriate elements are taken. The
scheme was developed such the estimated values are consistent with the known ex-
perimental data the values and trends within the actinide pnictides and chalcogenides
[62WES/GRØ].

The assessed value is

S◦m (PuBi, cr, 298.15 K) = (120± 10) J·K−1·mol−1
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20.6.1.c Enthalpy of formation

There are no experimental determinations of the enthalpy of formation of PuBi(cr),
however there is an estimated value [76MIE],

�fH
◦
m (PuBi, cr, 298.15 K) = −(117± 20) kJ·mol−1

20.6.2 Pu dibismuthide (PuBi2, cr)

20.6.2.a Crystal Structure

There is no information on the crystal structure of this compound.

20.6.2.b Entropy

The entropy was estimated in an analogous manner to that of PuBi(cr). The estimated
value is,

S◦m (PuBi2, cr, 298.15 K) = (163± 14) J·K−1·mol−1

20.6.2.c Enthalpy of formation

There are no direct determinations of the enthalpy of formation of PuBi2(cr). There are
measurements of the partial Gibbs energy of Pu in the two phase field, PuBi2(cr) + Bi(cr
or l) using an EMF cell [69LEB/BAB] from which the Gibbs energy of formation in the
temperature range 700-900 K can be calculated. The implied value of the enthalpy of
formation at these temperatures would imply that the compound has a higher stability
than would be expected from the trends within the actinide pnictides [81CHI/AKH].

There is also an estimate of the enthalpy of formation [76MIE]:

�fH
◦
m (PuBi2, cr) = −(126± 22) kJ·mol−1

20.6.2.d The Gibbs energy of formation

The Gibbs energy of formation of PuBi2(cr) has been evaluated [81CHI/AKH] from
measurements [69LEB/BAB] using a molten salt EMF cell to measure the thermo-
dynamic activities in Pu unsaturated and saturated solution. With these data and the
solubility of Pu in liquid Bi the estimated value of this quantity for the temperature
range 700-900 K is

�fG
◦
m (PuBi2, cr) = −(216438− 64.48T) J·mol−1

All the experimental data described above for this system require confirmation.
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20.6.2.e The phase diagram

There are several studies of some of the phase relationships in this system. PuBi(cr)
melts congruently atca. 1573 K [68ELL/MIN]. PuBi2(cr) decomposes peritectically
and there is a considerable discrepancy between the reported values for this temperat-
ure, 1103 K [68ELL/MIN] and 801 K [58BOC/KON].

There are also determinations of the solubility of plutonium in liquid bismuth
[61ELL/CRA, 56FRO]; the solubility was also derived from measurements of plu-
tonium activities in this region of the phase diagram [69LEB/BAB]. At 1073 K the
solubility of plutonium in liquid bismuth isca. 14 at. % [56FRO].

A preliminary phase diagram for this system has been published [68ELL/MIN]
based on published partial phase diagrams [61SCH, 58BOC/KON].





Chapter 21

Plutonium group 14 compounds
and complexes

21.1 Plutonium carbon compounds and complexes

21.1.1 Plutonium carbides

Holley, Rand and Storms [84HOL/RAN] reviewed the chemical thermodynamics of
plutonium carbides in the early 1980s, and little significant information has been pub-
lished in the interim. Thermodynamic quantities for these compounds are included
here for information, but only minor additional assessment has been carried out. Com-
pounds in the Pu-C system include a sub-stoichiometric monocarbide PuCx (x = 0.8-
0.9), a sesquicarbide a tri-plutonium dicarbide (with a region of stability below 848 K)
and above 1933 K, a dicarbide. Although there is a substantial amount of thermo-
dynamic data for this system, there is an unexplained discrepancy between the sta-
bilities indicated from the enthalpy of combustion data (at 298.15 K) and from the
Gibbs energy measurements, predominantly from measurements of the Pu(g) pressures
over diphasic regions from 1450-2470 K. Although there are several inconsistencies
between the text, tables and figures in their review, we accept the (calorie unit) values
as assessed by Holley, Rand and Storms, with minor corrections; these are a reasonable
compromise between the discrepant data.

21.1.1.1 Plutonium monocarbides

The low temperature heat capacities of at least sixteen samples have been meas-
ured, with reasonable, but not complete consistency. The most complete set of
results is that by Hallet al. [79HAL/HAI] (a few of whose results were pub-
lished by Haineset al. [80HAI/HAL]). Except for the samples near the upper
phase boundary, all of these gave heat capacities which increased monotonically
with temperature. The results, though somewhat scattered, suggest that both
C◦

p,m(298.15 K) andS◦m(298.15 K) − S◦m(0 K) are close to a linear functions of
C/Pu (see Figures 6.21 and 6.22 of [84HOL/RAN]). From the latter curve, we
take for PuC0.84, S◦m(298.15 K) − S◦m(0 K) = (71.1 ± 2.0) J·K−1·mol−1 (Holley
et al. quote a value of 16.84 cal· K−1· mol−1 = 70.5 J·K−1·mol−1 in their text,
but actually used the higher value in subsequent calculations). As for neptunium
monocarbide we take the zero-point entropy to correspond to the fully randomized

427
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state,S◦m(0 K) = (3.7± 0.5) J·K−1·mol−1 and thus

S◦m(PuC0.84, cr, 298.15 K) = (74.8± 2.1) J·K−1·mol−1

The heat capacity is

C◦
p,m(PuC0.84, cr, 298.15 K) = (47.1± 1.0) J·K−1·mol−1

These are the selected values.
The heat capacities derived from the two enthalpy drop studies on PuC0.82 and

PuC0.87 merge well with the low-temperature data - see Holleyet al. [84HOL/RAN]
for details. However, the equation they give does not reproduce the heat capacities in
their Table A.6.11, and we prefer the simpler equation

C◦
p,m(PuC0.84, cr, T) = 71.5910− 5.95042 10−2T + 4.94346 10−5T2

−9.9320 105T−2 J·K−1·mol−1 (298.15 to 1875 K)

as the appropriate data for PuC0.84.
As noted above, the enthalpy and Gibbs energy data for the monocarbide are not

very consistent, and we adopt the compromise suggested by the thorough analysis of
Holley et al., and select

�fH
◦
m(PuC0.84, cr, 298.15 K) = −(45.2± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

from which

�fG
◦
m(PuC0.84, cr, 298.15 K) = −(49.8± 8.0) kJ·mol−1

21.1.1.2 Plutonium sesquicarbide

In addition to their studies on various plutonium monocarbides, Hallet al.
[79HAL/HAI] measured the low temperature heat capacities of three well-
characterised samples containing predominantly Pu2C3, the most carbon rich being
PuC1.44, and three further samples containing PuC1−x or graphite as well as Pu2C3.
Linear extrapolation of all these results (see Figures 6.21 and 6.22 of Holleyet al.
[84HOL/RAN]) gave the following selected values

C◦
p,m(Pu2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = (114.0± 0.4) J·K−1·mol−1

S◦m(Pu2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = (150.0± 2.9) J·K−1·mol−1

The enthalpy drop measurements by Oetting [80OET] merge smoothly with the low
temperature data, and Holleyet al. fitted these data to the equation

C◦
p,m(Pu2C3, cr, T) = 156.000− 7.98726 10−2T + 7.04170 10−5T2

−2.1757 106T−2 (298.15 to 2285 K)
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Holley et al. [84HOL/RAN] discuss in detail the many measurements of the stability
of Pu2C3(cr), including two measurements of the enthalpy of combustion. As noted
earlier, the many studies of the Gibbs energy of formation at temperatures from 900 to
1933 K consistently give more positive values than those calculated from the enthalpy
of formation and the thermal functions. As for the monocarbide, we have accepted
the values from the thorough analysis by Holleyet al. [84HOL/RAN] (from their
Table A.6.12), which lead finally to the selected values.

�fH
◦
m(Pu2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(149.4± 16.7) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(Pu2C3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(156.5± 16.7) kJ·mol−1

21.1.1.3 Triplutonium dicarbide

This phase, whose structure is unknown, but is related to the fcc monocarbide, is found
in Pu-rich alloys below 848 K, where it decomposes into PuC1−x and Pu(cr, bcc). In
their study of plutonium carbides, Hallet al. [79HAL/HAI] measured the low temper-
ature heat capacity of two samples with compositions PuC0.64 and PuC0.68; the results
are again shown on Figures 6.21 and 6.22 of Holleyet al. [84HOL/RAN]. From these
data, the entropy increment for the Pu3C2(cr) is interpolated to be

S◦m(298.15 K)− S◦m(0 K) = (194.1± 4.0) J·K−1·mol−1

Holleyet al. [84HOL/RAN] derive limits for the stability of this phase from the reliable
phase diagram information from 300 to 850 K, which suggest fairly strongly that this
phase is completely disordered, giving the selected values

S◦m(Pu3C2, cr, 298.15 K) = (210.0± 5.0) J·K−1·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Pu3C2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(113± 30) kJ·mol−1

�fG
◦
m(Pu3C2, cr, 298.15 K) = −(123.5± 30.0) kJ·mol−1

where the uncertainties in the enthalpy and Gibbs energies of formation include those
of the mono- and sesquicarbides.

For these calculations, the heat capacity was estimated to be

C◦
p,m(Pu3C2, cr, T) = 120.67+ 4.686 10−2T + 1.9456 105T−2 J·K−1·mol−1

(298.15 to 850 K)

extrapolated from the values from Hallet al. [79HAL/HAI]; the value at 298.15 K is

C◦
p,m(Pu3C2, cr, 298.15 K) = (136.8± 2.5) J·K−1·mol−1

21.1.1.4 Plutonium dicarbide

The invariancy involving Pu2C3(cr), PuC2(cr) and graphite at(1933±5) K gives, with
the current data

�fG
◦
m(PuC2, cr, 1933 K) = −(87.2± 10.0) kJ·mol−1

Since there are no experimental heat capacity data for this phase, which is stable only
above 1933 K, no further analysis of its thermodynamic properties is warranted.
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21.1.2 Plutonium carbonates

21.1.2.1 The aqueous plutonium carbonates

The problems associated with attempts to define rigorously the composition and stabil-
ity of Pu carbonate complexes in aqueous solution are based on the difficulties attend-
ant upon the identification and maintenance of the oxidation state of Pu, the possible
precipitation of sparingly soluble compounds in the course of an experiment, the dif-
ficulty in the identification of complex species in solutions containing both OH− and
CO2−

3 /HCO−
3 ions and the necessary covariance of OH−, CO2−

3 and HCO−3 in aqueous
solution. As a result of these difficulties the analysis of experiments in this system
are rarely straightforward and commonly no unique model of complexation can be
developed to explain experimental results.

The maintenance of oxidation state in Pu stock solutions is a matter of utmost
importance in the description of the experimental constraints for these studies. The
oxidation, reduction and/or disproportionation of the aquo ions or complexes or the
precipitation of Pu-containing phases in the course of preparation, transfer or during
an experiment can all lead to systematic errors. As a result, it is difficult to properly
assign uncertainties unless Pu oxidation state and total Pu content of an experimental
solution is verified in the course of the experiment.

A second source of experimental uncertainty is the radiolysis of the basic car-
bonate solutions (a result of theα decay of the Pu). The reaction of nuclear decay
products with molecules of water can result in the production of reducing materials
and H2O2(aq) with the resulting redox reactions noted above. In particular radiolysis
can lead to ambiguities in the characterisation of the oxidation states of the Pu spe-
cies in any long-term experiments and, therefore, verification of Pu oxidation state and
concentration is particularly important in these experiments. Radiation effects may
also affect the stability of solid phases and are of crucial importance in solubility stud-
ies. The changes noted in the X-ray powder pattern of PuO2CO3(s) by Robouch and
Vitorge [87ROB/VIT] documents such variations.

The quantitative description of the interaction between Pu ions and the species
present in carbonate solutions requires the use of well documented values of the equi-
librium constants that determine the concentrations of H2CO3, HCO−3 , CO2−

3 , CO2(g)
and OH− in solution. Because of the interrelationship between the concentrations of
these species and the magnitude of the dissociation constant of HCO−

3 , it is not feas-

ible to vary the ratio of CO2−3 /OH− over more than a small range. In many cases, this
covariance prevents an accurate determination of the number of OH− groups that are
associated with a specific Pu or Pu-carbonate species.

It is, therefore, usually not possible to demonstrate the existence of a unique
aqueous model that describes the experimental results and this leads to a great deal of
undocumented uncertainty in the results of this review. Where more than one model
appeared to be compatible with experimental results, the model with the minimum
number of complexes that contain the minimum number of ligands was chosen as
most likely. We have been guided in a number of cases by the previous review of the
uranium carbonate systems [92GRE/FUG] and, as in previous reviews of plutonium
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complexation, the much more extensive studies of uranium complexation. Where
differences between the uranium and plutonium systems were found, these are clearly
documented in the following discussion. In the absence of better experimental data on
the stoichiometries of the plutonium carbonate complexes, however, we are forced to
use those determined for the analogous uranium complexes.

In the following discussion, we outline the evidence for the existence of Pu-
carbonate complexes, the evidence for mixed hydroxide-carbonate complexes, if any,
and the justification for the selection of results used to calculate the values of stability
constants recommended in this review.

21.1.2.1.1 Pu(VI) carbonate complexes

The large number of compilations that review equilibria in the Pu(VI) carbonate
system [70CLE, 71KEL, 79SAL/AVO, 80LEM/TRE, 80BEN/TEA, 82ALL, 82JEN,
83ALL, 85NEW/SUL, 87BRO/WAN] are based on a small set of experimental
studies [62GEL/MOS, 67GEL/MOS, 78WOO/MIT, 82SUL/WOO, 86GRE/RIG,
86GRE/ROB, 87ROB/VIT, 88ULL/SCH] which are summarised in Table21.1. A
recent paper by Pashalidiset al. [97PAS/CZE] arrived too late for critical evaluation
and for the results to be included in this review (cf. AppendixA).

In the following discussion we outline the evidence for the existence of the car-
bonate complexes cited in Table21.2, the evidence for mixed hydroxide-carbonate
complexes, if any, and the justification for the selection of the results used to calculate
the values tabulated in Table21.2.

21.1.2.1.1.a The monocarbonato complex

The spectrophotometric and calorimetric study of Sullivan and Woods [82SUL/WOO]
and the solubility study of Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT] are consistent with the
existence of a monocarbonato species. Both of these studies were undertaken at near
neutral pH. Sullivan and Woods [82SUL/WOO] interpreted their results, on the basis
of a limited change in experimental pH in the course of HCO−

3 additions, as referring
to the formation of an hydroxy-monocarbonate complex:

PuO2(OH)2(aq)+ HCO−
3 
 PuO2CO3OH− + H2O(l) (21.1)

A reanalysis of their results (see AppendixA), however, suggests that an equally
likely interpretation would involve the formation of the monocarbonate complex:

PuO2(OH)2(aq)+ HCO−
3 
 PuO2CO3(aq)+OH− + H2O (21.2)

This latter result is more consistent with the interpretation from the analogous
U(VI) and Np(VI) (see [92GRE/FUG] and Section12.1.2.1.2) and is accepted by this
review. The equilibrium constant determined by Sullivan and Woods [82SUL/WOO] is
assumed to refer to Reaction (21.2): log ∗

10K(21.2, 0.1 M NaClO4) = (2.67±0.60). The
SIT correction is very small, and log∗10K

◦(21.2) = (2.67±0.60). On the basis of a ther-
modynamic cycle using the recommended values for the stability of PuO2(OH)2(aq)
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Table 21.1: Summary of experimental results concerning PuO2+
2 -CO2−

3 complexes.

Method I t (◦C) log10 K Reference

PuO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 PuO2CO3(aq)

sp 0.1 M 25 13.8(a) [82SUL/WOO]
sol 3.0 M (20±1) 8.6 [87ROB/VIT]
sol 0 (20±1) 9.3(b)

PuO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)
2−
2

sol 0.175-0.438 M to (20±1) 13.84(c) [62GEL/MOS]
sol 0 (20±1) 15.05(d)

sol 0 (20±1) 15.0(e) [67GEL/MOS]
sp 0.1 M 25 13.2(a,f) [82SUL/WOO]
sol 3 M (20±1) 13.6 [87ROB/VIT]
sol 0 (20±1) 14.4(b)

cal var. 25 15.1(d) [88ULL/SCH]

PuO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)4−3

sp 0.15 M 25 3.24(g) [78WOO/MIT]
sol 3 M (20±1) 18.2 [87ROB/VIT]
sol 0 (20±1) 17.0(b)

cal var. 25 18.5(d) [88ULL/SCH]

PuO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (PuO2)3(CO3)6−6

sp, emf 3 M (22±1) 48.1(h) [86GRE/RIG]
[86GRE/ROB]

(a) Based on experiments from a PuO2(OH)2 starting material. This datum
derived from experiment and compiled association constants for intermedi-
ates.

(b) SIT extrapolation.
(c) (NH4)2Pu2O7 (?) solid.
(d) Using Davies equation extrapolation.
(e) (NH4)4PuO2(CO3)3 (?) solid.
(f) Correction using PuO2(OH)2 formation constants.
(g) Formed at pH=11.4 from an unidentified hydrolysis product.
(h) No clear identity of the trimer.
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Table 21.2: Recommended values for the equilibrium constants and enthalpies in the
Pu(VI) carbonate system.

Reaction log10 K ◦ �rH◦
m

( kJ·mol−1)

PuO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 PuO2CO3(aq) (11.6±3) −(3.9±4.8)

PuO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)2−2 (14.5±2.6) −(27±4)

PuO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)4−3 (17.7±0.9) −(38.6±2.0)

3PuO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (PuO2)3(CO3)6−6 (50.1±2.5)

(in 3 M NaClO4)

PuO2CO3(s)
 PuO2+
2 + CO2−

3 −(14.2±0.3)

(see Section17.1.1) and the auxiliary data for the stability of water and dissociation of
bicarbonate, the equilibrium constant for the reaction

PuO2+
2 + CO2−

3 
 PuO2CO3(aq) (21.3)

was found to be log10β◦(21.3) = 13.8(+0.8
−1.6) with the asymmetry in errors due

to the error asymmetry assigned to the formation of PuO2(OH)2(aq) (see Sec-
tion 17.1.1). Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT] also determined the value of
log10β(21.3, 3.5 m NaClO4, 20◦C) = (8.6 ± 0.6) from a solubility study (see Ap-
pendixA). Using the value ofε

(UO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
= (0.46± 0.03) kg·mol−1 as an estimate

of ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )

but with the errors expanded to±0.08, log10β◦1(21.3) = (9.3± 0.5)

was found. This result is assumed to apply to 25◦C. The discrepancy between the
reported values is large and therefore the mean is taken as the recommended value
with an appropriately large uncertainty:

log10β◦1(21.3, 298.15 K) = 11.6± 3.0

Sullivan and Woods [82SUL/WOO] give two estimates of the enthalpy of a re-
action that we interpret to be (21.2). Based on spectrophotometric data, they as-
sign�rHm(21.2, 0.1 m) = −(6.3± 2.4) kJ·mol−1; based on calorimetry, they assign
�rHm(21.2, 0.1 m) = −(1.5± 1) kJ·mol−1. The mean value with errors expanded to
encompass the errors in the two measurement is taken as the recommended value

�rHm(21.2, 0.1 M) = −(3.9± 4.8) kJ·mol−1

In the absence of a reliable estimate of the enthalpy of formation of
PuO2(OH)2(aq), there is no basis for the assignment of�fH◦

m(21.3) and no
value is recommended.
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21.1.2.1.1.b The dicarbonato complex

The evidence for the existence of the dicarbonato complex is based on the fitting of a
model curve to solubility data [87ROB/VIT] and enthalpy titration data [88ULL/SCH].
In both cases the stability range of this complex is small.

Neither study provides evidence for the existence of a mixed hydroxide-carbonate
species over the narrow range of pH in which measurements were reported.

The association constant for the reaction

PuO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)
2−
2 (21.4)

was estimated from solubility experiments in 3 M NaClO4 solutions at(20± 1)◦C
by Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT] (log10β2 = (13.6 ± 1.4)). Using the
interaction coefficients for the analogous UO2+

2 species and ClO−4 (with the un-
certainties expanded by 0.05) and the tabulated value ofε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

to calculate

�ε(21.4) = −(0.26±0.17) kg·mol−1, the measured value can be extrapolated to I = 0,
log10β2(21.4, 20◦C) = (14.7±1.4). Ullman and Schreiner [88ULL/SCH] determined
log10β◦2(21.4, 298.15 K) = (15.1 ± 1.2) using a procedure inconsistent with the
procedures adopted by this review (cf. AppendixA). For the purposes of this review,
the uncertainty in this result is expanded to log10β◦2(21.4, 298.15 K) = (15.1±2.2) to
account for this inconsistency. The enthalpy of reaction determined by [88ULL/SCH],
however,

�rH
◦
m (21.4) = −(27± 4) kJ·mol−1

is accepted by this review as measured.
The determination of log10β2 (21.4, 20◦C) of Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT]

can be corrected to 25◦C using the enthalpy determined in [88ULL/SCH]. The result
of this correction yields a second estimate, log10β◦2(21.4) = (13.9± 1.4). An average
of the two available experimental results yields

log10β◦2(21.4, 298.15 K) = (14.5± 2.6)

which is accepted by this review.
On the basis of these parameters, the remaining thermodynamic parameters,

as listed in Table4.2, can be calculated:�rG◦
m(21.4, 298.15 K) = −(82.767±

14.841) kJ·mol−1 and�rS◦m(21.4, 298.15 K) = (187.042± 51.553) J·K−1·mol−1.

21.1.2.1.1.c The tricarbonato complex

A spectrophotometric study [78WOO/MIT] demonstrated that the principal carbonate
complex in 0.15 M Na(ClO−4 , OH−) at pH = 11.4 is a tricarbonato species. The shape of
the calorimetric titration curve of PuO2+2 with Na2CO3 indicates that the tricarbonato
complex is the dominant and limiting species at[CO2−

3 ]T : [PuO2+
2 ]T ratios of 3 or

greater in strongly basic solution [88ULL/SCH]. The existence of the tricarbonato
complex is also consistent with the curve fitting procedure in the solubility experiments
[87ROB/VIT].
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Newton and Sullivan [85NEW/SUL] reviewed the data of Woods, Mitchell and
Sullivan [78WOO/MIT] and calculated an association constant for the reaction

PuO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 (21.5)

assuming that the initial Pu(VI) species at pH = 11.4 is PuO2(OH)−3 . Their estimate,
log10β3(21.5) = (20± 2), is not considered reliable due to the number of assump-
tions necessary for its calculation including the stoichiometry of the PuO2+

2 hydrolysis
species and its stability (see Section17.1.1).

The enthalpy titrations [88ULL/SCH] yield an estimate of log10β◦3(21.5) =
(18.5± 1.2) and

�rH
◦
m(21.5) = −(38.6± 2.0) kJ·mol−1

(errors expanded to take into account the calculation procedure used in [88ULL/SCH]
which is inconsistent with the procedure of this review, see AppendixA).

The solubility experiments at 20◦C [87ROB/VIT] gave log10β3(21.5) = (18.2±
0.8) in 3 M NaClO4. This value can be extrapolated toI = 0 usingε

(PuO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
=

(0.46± 0.05) kg·mol−1 (from the analogous interaction coefficient from UO2+
2 with

the uncertainty expanded) andε
(PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.2 ± 0.3) kg·mol−1 (from

the mean and range of the analogous interaction coefficients for UO2(CO3)
4−
3 and

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 ). Using these values,�ε(21.5) = −(0.42± 0.31) and this value is

used to convert the experimental value of [87ROB/VIT] to log10β
◦
3(21.5, 293.15 K) =

(16.7 ± 1.4). This value is further corrected using the accepted enthalpy for Reac-
tion 21.5from [88ULL/SCH] to log10β

◦
3(21.5) = 16.6±1.4. The weighted average of

this value and that of [88ULL/SCH] is accepted by this review for the stability constant
of PuO2(CO3)

4−
3

log10β◦3(21.5, 298.15 K) = (17.7± 0.9)

The remaining thermodynamic parameters, as listed in Table4.2, can be calcu-
lated from this value and�rH◦

m (21.5): �rG◦
m(21.5, 298.15 K) = −(101.032±

5.137) kJ·mol−1 and �rS◦m(21.5, 298.15 K) = (209.399± 18.490) J·K−1·mol−1.

21.1.2.1.1.d The dicarbonato trimer

Grenthe and coworkers, [86GRE/RIG] and [86GRE/ROB] have interpreted spectro-
photometric and emf data in terms of the formation of a biscarbonato-
dioxoplutonium(VI) trimeric species:

3PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 
 (PuO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 + 3CO2−

3 (21.6)

with log10 K (21.6, I = 3 M NaClO4, 22◦C) = −(7.5± 0.5). These experiments were
performed at high total Pu(VI) concentrations, high ionic strength and near neutral pH,
conditions which appear to stabilize this and similar polymeric species. In contrast,
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evidence of this species was not found in either the calorimetric experiments of Ull-
man and Schreiner [88ULL/SCH] or the spectrophotometric experiments of Woods,
Mitchell and Sullivan [78WOO/MIT]. No evidence of this species was found in the
solubility experiments of Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT] at high ionic strength
and moderate total Pu(VI) concentrations. This value is accepted for the conditions at
which it was measured, but because of the large variation in the estimated interaction
coefficients for the analogous U(VI) and Np(VI) species (see Section12.1.2.1.2.cand
[92GRE/FUG]), this value cannot be reliably extrapolated to the standard state. Given
the evidence that the stability of this complex is limited to high Pu(VI) concentration
and high ionic strength, the extrapolation, if possible, would require caution.

Together with the enthalpy and�ε of Reaction (21.5), log10β◦3(21.5, 298.15K) can
be extrapolated to the ionic strength and temperature of the [86GRE/RIG] experiment:
log10β3(21.5, I = 3 M NaClO4, 22◦C) = (19.2± 1.4). This permits the expression of
the stability of the trimer in standard form:

3PuO2+
2 + 6CO2−

3 
 (PuO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 (21.7)

At I = 3 M the accepted value for log10β6,3(21.7, 3 M) = (50.1± 2.5).

21.1.2.1.1.e Mixed U(VI) carbonate complex

Grenthe, Riglet and Vitorge [86GRE/RIG] noted that a mixed PuO2+2 -UO2+
2 trimer

also forms in high-ionic-strength solutions. They reported the stability constant for the
reaction:

2UO2(CO3)
4−
3 + PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 
 (UO2)2PuO2(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2−

3 (21.8)

in 3 M NaClO4 and at(22± 1)◦C as log10 K(21.8) = −8.8, with no uncertainty as-
signed. Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] re-evaluated the uncertainties in the reported
stability constant, assumed that the experimental value could be applied to 25◦C, and
extrapolated the reported value toI = 0 to give log10 K◦(21.8) = −(8.8± 0.2). In
a later correction [95GRE/PUI] to the TDB uranium volume, revised interaction coef-
ficients for the U(VI) system were proposed, and it was assumed that the interaction
coefficients of the U(VI) system could be applied, by analogy, to the Pu(VI) system to
re-evaluate the extrapolation toI = 0 (�ε = (0.16± 0.36) kg·mol−1). This revised
value is accepted:

log10 K◦(21.8) = −(8.2± 1.3)

Hence

�fG
◦
m((UO2)2PuO2(CO3)

6−
6 , 298.15 K) = −(6135.7± 10.5)

Using this selected value and the selected stability constants for UO2(CO3)
4−
3 and

PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 the formation constant for the reaction:

2UO2+
2 + PuO2+

2 + 6CO2−
3 
 (UO2)2PuO2(CO3)

6−
6 (21.9)
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is calculated to be log10 K◦(21.9, 298.15 K) = (52.7±1.6). Because of the uncertainty
in the assignment of interaction coefficients in the Pu(VI) system, however, this value
should be used with caution at any ionic strengths much different from that of the
original experiment.

21.1.2.1.2 The Pu(V) carbonate complexes

A stability constant for the reaction

PuO+2 + CO2−
3 
 PuO2CO−

3 (21.10)

was determined by laser photoacoustic spectrometry by [90BEN] and [92BEN/HOF]:
log10β1(21.10, I = 0.5 M NaClO4, 296.15 K) = (4.60±0.03). Using the recommen-
ded value ofε(NpO2CO−3 ,Na+) as an estimate ofε(PuO2CO−3 ,Na+) = −(0.18± 0.18) (with

the uncertainty expanded),�ε(21.10) = −(0.34± 0.19) kg·mol−1. Using this value
of �ε and assuming that the measurements at 296.15 K can be used at 298.15 K:

log10β◦1(21.10, 296 K) = (5.12± 0.14)

�rG
◦
m(21.10, 298.15 K) = −(29.2± 0.8) kJ·mol−1

which, in the absence of an enthalpy determination for correction to standard state con-
ditions, are accepted as the recommended values at 25◦C. Although no such analogous
species has been reported in the U system, in the Np system log10β◦(NpO2CO−

3 ) =
(4.96± 0.06) in fairly good agreement with the reported result. There is no experi-
mental basis for the assignment of an entropy or enthalpy to reaction21.10.

The stability of the limiting Pu(V) carbonate complex at high carbonate concen-
tration and 25◦C was determined from measurements of the formal potential of the
Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple in 0.3-1.5 M (Na2CO3) medium by Capdevila [92CAP]. On the
basis of the reversibility of the couple (determined by cyclic voltammetry) and the
stoichiometry of the limiting PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 complex, the limiting Pu(V) complex was

assumed to have the form PuO2(CO3)
5−
3 and be formed by a single electron transfer.

It was recognised that the PuO2(CO3)
5−
3 complex could lose a CO2−3 subsequent to

reduction. It is possible that the reaction at the electrode involves both electron and
carbonate ion exchange:

PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 + e− 
 PuO2(CO3)

−(5−2n)
3−n + nCO2−

3 (21.11)

wheren = 1, 2. Given the high concentrations of CO2−
3 in solution this reaction

might continue to be reversible at the voltametric electrode. Although there is no in-
dependent evidence of the stoichiometry of the stable limiting Pu(V) carbonate com-
plex in solution, the tricarbonato stoichiometry of the limiting complex (n = 0 in
Eq. (21.11)) is accepted by analogy to the Np(V) species (see Section12.1.2.1.3).
Capdevila [92CAP] gave the reversible potential of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple in 1 M
Na2CO3 as (339± 7) mV vs. SHE at 25◦ C and reported the results of similar ex-
periments at temperatures between 5 and 65◦C and in solutions ranging from 0.3
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to 1.5 M Na2CO3. Wester and Sullivan [83WES/SUL] reported a half-wave poten-
tial of 110 mV vs. the SCE in 1 M Na2CO3 which is equivalent to(352± 10) mV
(using the 241.5 mV for the potential of the SCE [92GRE/FUG] and our estimate
of error); [84VAR/BEG]found the same value in 2 M Na2CO3 (110 mV vs. SCE
and(352± 10) mV vs. SHE) and [74SIM/VOL] found slightly lower values for this
couple (300± 10) and (320± 10) mV in 0.1 and 1 M K2CO3 at 20◦C, respectively.
On the basis of the experiments of [92CAP] the value of the electrode potential found
by [74SIM/VOL] in 1 M K2CO3 can be adjusted to 25◦C and gives(315± 10) mV
vs. SHE. [86LIE/KIM] found a halfwave potential of -(80± 10) mV vs. the Ag/AgCl
electrode at(25± 0.2)◦C which is equivalent to(300± 10) mV vs. SHE. Based on
the analogy to the U(VI)/U(V) couple, the potentials reported are assumed to be those
describing the reaction

PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 + e− 
 PuO2(CO3)

5−
3 (21.12)

Insufficient detail is given in [74SIM/VOL, 83WES/SUL, 84VAR/BEG,
86LIE/KIM] to fully evaluate the potentials of the reference electrodes and possible
effects of non-negligible junction potentials under the experimental conditions used
and therefore the assignment of uncertainty by individual authors and by us probably
overestimates the true precision of the reports. Given the extensive data set of
[92CAP], a study in which all possible analytical precautions were made to eliminate
possible junction potentials and in which the necessary corrections for the composition
of the bridging solution on the potential of the reference electrode were done, this
review accepts the formal potential of [92CAP] as the basis of the assignment of a
stability for the limiting Pu(V) complex in carbonate solution.

On the basis of experiments in solutions of Na2CO3 ranging in concentration from
0.3 to 1.5 M [92CAP], the potential of the one electron transfer described by Equa-
tion (21.12), can be extrapolated toI = 0. Capdevila [92CAP] gives this value at 25◦C
as(186±10) mV or equivalently�rG◦

m (21.12, 298.15 K) =−(17.95±0.96) kJ·mol−1

with �ε(21.12, 298.15 K) = 0.25± 0.1 kg·mol−1 (note that Capdevila [92CAP] found
�ε = 0.305− 0.0015t (◦C) on the basis of experiments at a number of temperatures).

The value of the formation constant of PuO2(CO3)
5−
3

PuO+2 + 3CO2−
3 
 PuO2(CO3)

5−
3 (21.13)

can be calculated from the recommended stability of PuO2(CO3)
4−
3 , �rG◦

m
(21.5, 298.15 K) = −(101.03 ± 5.14) kJ·mol−1, the recommended poten-
tial of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple in acid solution, extrapolated toI = 0
(Reaction 16.7, 936 ± 5 mV, see Section16.3) or equivalently, �rG◦

m (16.8,
298.15 K) =−(90.29± 0.52) kJ·mol−1. On the basis of these calculations,

�rG
◦
m(21.13, 298.15 K) = −(28.68± 5.25) kJ·mol−1

log10β◦3(21.13, 298.15 K) = (5.03± 0.92)

which are the values recommended by this review. In the U and Np systems, the ana-
logous complexes have stabilities given by log10β◦3(UO2(CO3)

5−
3 ) = (7.41± 0.27)

[92GRE/FUG] and log10β
◦
3(NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 ) = (5.50± 0.15) (see Section12.1.2.1.3).
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Capdevila [92CAP] also estimated the entropy of Reaction (21.12) at infinite
dilution (�rS◦m (21.12) = (170 ± 48) J·K−1·mol−1) based on the temperature
dependence of the reduction potential at each of four ionic strengths. The en-
thalpy of the reduction can then be calculated from the Gibbs energy to give
�rH◦

m (21.12, 298.15 K) = −(68.6 ± 5.5) kJ·mol−1. Using the recommen-
ded enthalpies of the PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 aquo ion couple (�rH◦
m (16.8, 298.15 K)

= −(88.09 ± 6.0) kJ·mol−1) and for the enthalpy of reaction for the form-
ation of PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 from PuO2+

2 and CO2−
3 (�rH◦

m (21.5, 298.15 K) =
−(38.6 ± 2.0) kJ·mol−1), the remaining thermodynamic parameters describing
Reaction (21.13) can be calculated:

�rH
◦
m(21.13, 298.15 K) = −(19.11± 8.50) kJ·mol−1

�rS
◦
m(21.13, 298.15 K) = (32.1± 33.5) J·K−1·mol−1

There is no experimental evidence of the stability or existence of the
PuO2(CO3)

3−
2 complex in aqueous solution. In Section12.1.2.1.3 the value

log10β◦2(NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 ) = (6.53± 0.10) is selected. The absence of evidence may

result from disproportionation [90RIG] of PuO2(CO3)
3−
2 , and indicates that the field

of stability for this species is small.

21.1.2.1.3 The Pu(IV) carbonate complexes

Solubility experiments with Pu(IV) solids in basic carbonate and bicarbonate media
show that plutonium solubility increases dramatically over that expected in basic
carbonate-free media [83KIM/LIE, 86LIE/KIM, 94YAM/SAK]. Although there are
some reservations concerning the final oxidation state of the dissolved plutonium
and the effects of radiolysis in experiments described in [83KIM/LIE] and in
[86LIE/KIM] (see AppendixA and [87DEL]), these results clearly indicate that one
or more highly co-ordinated carbonate complexes are formed under these conditions.
Spectrophotometric experiments indicate that at least two complexes are formed, a
limiting complex at high CO2−3 concentrations with a strong absorbance at 486 nm
and a second complex found in near-neutral bicarbonate medium having an additional
absorbance peak at 492 nm [58MOS/GEL, 83WES/SUL, 85EIS/KIM, 86LIE/KIM,
92CAP, 94CLA/EKB, 94HOB/PAL, 96CAP/VIT, 96NIT/SIL]. Kim and co-workers
[83KIM/LIE, 86LIE/KIM] have suggested a range of possible complexes of the
form Pu(OH)x(CO3)

4−x−2y
y . Their calculations and those of [85EIS/KIM], however,

indicate that at most three carbonate-containing species are sufficient to describe the
observed solubility data and systematic variations in Pu(IV) solubility with pH in
laser-induced photoacoustic spectra.

There have been some differences in opinion as to whether mixed hydroxide-
carbonate complexes are important in basic Pu(IV)-containing carbonate media.
A review of the papers reporting such complexes [58MOS/GEL, 83KIM/LIE,
94HOB/PAL, 94YAM/SAK] is not compelling, as OH− and CO2−

3 covaried in the
experimental solutions. The best currently available experiments indicate that such
species, if found, are not dominant in solution [83KIM/LIE]. The results of solubility
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experiments that lead to the assignment of a mixed hydroxide-carbonate stoichiometry
can, in most cases, be explained by the simultaneous and independent formation of
hydrolysis products and carbonate complexes (see also Section12.1.2.1.4)

In a conventional spectrophotometric study starting with the limiting com-
plex in concentrated CO2−3 /HCO−

3 /CO2(aq) media, Capdevila and Vitorge
[92CAP, 96CAP/VIT] found that only two carbonate-containing species were
necessary to describe their observations. Consistent with the constraints imposed
by the solubility experiments of [83KIM/LIE] and [86LIE/KIM] and by analogy
to the U(IV)-H2O-CO2 system [92GRE/FUG], Capdevila and Vitorge identified
these species as Pu(CO3)

4−
4 and Pu(CO3)

6−
5 . A recent X-ray and spectroscopic

study by Clarket al. [98CLA/CON] has confirmed the identity of the limiting
complex proposed by Capdevila and Vitorge [92CAP, 96CAP/VIT]. Attempts to
identify a carbonate-containing precursor complex to Pu(CO3)

4−
4 were prevented

by precipitation of the Pu(IV), presumably as the amorphous Pu(OH)4 (this pre-
sumption is consistent with the observations of Yamaguchi, Sakamoto and Ohnuki
[94YAM/SAK]), in near-neutral bicarbonate solutions.

The equilibrium constant,K ◦
5 for the reaction

Pu(CO3)
4−
4 + CO2−

3 
 Pu(CO3)
6−
5 (21.14)

was found to be independent of pH between pH = 8 to 11, indicating that there is
no OH− exchange in the course of formation of the limiting pentacarbonato com-
plex [92CAP, 96CAP/VIT]. A re-evaluation of the results of [85EIS/KIM] (see Ap-
pendixA) is consistent with this interpretation and the existence of only two carbonate-
containing Pu(IV) complexes in these solutions.

Capdevila and Vitorge [96CAP/VIT] reanalysed the results reported in [92CAP]
to determine the stability constant of Reaction (21.14) at I = 0 from experiments
performed betweenI = 0.2 to 4.5 m att = (22± 1)◦C. This value is accepted as the
best estimate for log10 K◦

5(21.14) at 25◦C

log10 K◦
5(21.14, 298.15 K) = −(1.36± 0.09)

The value of�ε(21.14) was found to be (0.11± 0.08 kg·mol−1). There is no direct
basis for assigning a value to log10β◦5 for Pu(CO3)

6−
5 . However, using the additional

results of [92CAP] and [96CAP/VIT] concerning the disproportionation of Pu(V), a
value of log10β5(3 M NaClO4) = (35.8±1.3) can be assigned. Other possible carbon-
ate complexes have been proposed. Moskvin and Gel’man [58MOS/GEL] interpreted
short-term solubility experiments in concentrated K2CO3 media that showed a linear
increase in solubility with increasing carbonate concentration to reflect the following
equilibrium:

Pu(OH)4(s)+ CO2−
3 
 PuCO2+

3 + 4OH−

A re-evaluation of these results (see AppendixA) suggests, however, that the
solid controlling plutonium solubility in these experiments may have been a hydrated
form of K4Pu(CO3)4(s), a solid that was subsequently identified by this same group
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[58GEL/ZAI]. If this reinterpretation of the Moskvin and Gel’man [58MOS/GEL]
experiment is correct, then their observations are consistent with those of Capdevila
[92CAP] and indicate that Pu(CO3)

6−
5 is the important limiting complex in such

carbonate rich solutions:

K4Pu(CO3)4(s)+ CO2−
3 
 Pu(CO3)

6−
5 + 4K+

Unfortunately, due to the uncertain nature of the solutions and the high ionic
strengths used by Moskvin and Gel’man [58MOS/GEL], it is not possible to rigorously
evaluate the equilibrium constant for the above reaction.

The presently available results are insufficient to independently assign thermody-
namic parameters at infinite dilution to Pu(IV) carbonate species. More work is needed
to apply the accepted method of calculating thermodynamic parameters for Pu(IV) car-
bonate complexes in solution.

21.1.2.1.4 The Pu(III) carbonate complexes

Due to the facility with which Pu(III) oxidises to Pu(IV) in basic aqueous solution,
there are no experimental studies to determine the identity of carbonate complexes
and on which to base estimates of their stability. Based on an analogy between the
trivalent actinides and the trivalent lanthanides and using an empirical correction for the
effective ionic radius of the metals, Cantrell [88CAN] estimated the stability constants
at I = 0 and 25◦C for PuCO+3 (logβ◦1 = 7.5) and Pu(CO3)

−
2 (logβ◦2 = 12.4). In the

absence of experimental verification of the existence of these species and confirmation
of their stabilities, no values are recommended.

21.1.2.2 Solid plutonium carbonates

21.1.2.2.1 Solid plutonium(VI) carbonates

The only characterised solid phase in the Pu(VI) carbonate system is PuO2CO3(s)
[86GRE/ROB, 87ROB/VIT]. Lattice parameters are given in [86GRE/ROB], a =
4.803(7) Å; b = 9.31(2) Å; c = 4.23(1) Å. This phase is isostructural with the ana-
logous U(VI) and Np(VI) phases.

The solubility product of PuO2CO3(s) in 3 M NaClO4 at (20± 1)◦C has been
determined by Robouch and Vitorge [87ROB/VIT]: log10 Ks,0(21.15) = −(13.5 ±
0.6). At infinite dilution (�ε(21.15) = 0.38± 0.09) kg·mol−1 this leads to a value of
log10 Ks,0(21.15) = −(14.2± 0.3). In the absence of an estimate of the enthalpy of
the reaction

PuO2CO3(s) 
 PuO2+
2 + CO2−

3 , (21.15)

the value of log10 Ks,0(21.15) at 20◦C is accepted as the best estimate of the solubility
product at 25◦C.

log10 K ◦
s,0 (21.15, 298.15 K) = −(14.2± 0.3)
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Gel’man et al. [62GEL/MOS, 67GEL/MOS] described additional solid phases
of composition K4PuO2(CO3)3(s), (NH4)4PuO2(CO3)3(s), Ni2PuO2(CO3)3(s),
(NH4)2PuO2(CO3)2(s) and HgPuO2(CO3)2·xH2O(s). No crystallographic or
thermodynamic studies of these phases have been reported and therefore no further
discussion is warranted.

21.1.2.2.2 Solid plutonium(V) carbonates

Formation of the hydrated compounds M3PuO2(CO3)2(s) for M+= Na+ and Rb+
[81VOL/VIS] has been reported, and a somewhat less convincing case has been made
for formation of hydrated Na4PuO2(CO3)2.5(s) [81VOL/VIS]. No thermodynamic
data can be derived from the information available for these compounds.

21.1.3 Plutonium thiocyanate complexes

21.1.3.1 Aqueous Pu(III) thiocyanate complexes

Four experimental studies have been published reporting formation con-
stants of Pu(III) thiocyanate complexes. Three of them are extraction studies
[65CHO/KET, 74KHO/MAT, 78RAO/BAG2], and in one paper [66CAS/MAG] the
Pu(III) thiocyanate system was studied with electrophoresis, chromatography, as well
as anion and cation exchange. The reported constants in that study [66CAS/MAG]
were derived from the cation exchange data (cf. AppendixA). While Khopkar and
Mathur [74KHO/MAT] used iodide as a holding reductant to maintain plutonium in
the +III oxydation state, Raoet al. [78RAO/BAG2] stated that such measures are
not necessary due to the reducing properties of SCN−. The data are presented in
Table21.3and refer to the reactions:

Pu3+ + q SCN− 
 Pu(SCN)3−q
q (21.16)

The results of these investigations show that the Pu(III) thiocyanate complexes are
weak. The constants reported for the 1:2 complex differ strongly, possibly due to activ-
ity factor changes or differences in the fitting procedures. In the present review, we do
not select any data for higher Pu(III) thiocyanate complexes. In contrast, the data for
the 1:1 complex are in fair agreement (cf. Table21.3). For their extrapolation toI = 0,
we assume that the�ε value that was estimated for the corresponding Am(III) sys-
tem can be used for the Pu(III) system as well,�ε(21.16, q = 1) = −0.15 kg·mol−1

[95SIL/BID]. The resulting values atI = 0 are listed in Table21.3. The value of
[66CAS/MAG] is rather small compared with those of the other three studies, but there
is no technical reason to discard this value. The uncertainties given by the authors
reflect only the goodness of fit. We estimate that the uncertainties of the zero ionic
strength values, taking systematic and extrapolation errors into account, are between
±0.2 and±0.4 logarithmic units. In the light of these uncertainties, the four values do
not appear inconsistent. We select the unweighted average of these values and assign
an uncertainty that covers all four values:

log10β◦1(21.16, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (1.3± 0.4)
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Table 21.3: Experimental equilibrium data for the plutonium(III) thiocyanate system.

Method Ionic medium pH t (◦C) log10βq
(a) log10β

◦(b)
q Reference

Pu3+ + SCN− 
 PuSCN2+

dis 1 M NaClO4 2.0 25 (0.46±0.05) 1.51(c) [65CHO/KET]
cix 3 M NaClO4 2.0 25 0.04 0.95(c) [66CAS/MAG]
dis 1 M NH4ClO4 2.8 30 (0.34±0.03) 1.39(c) [74KHO/MAT]
dis 2 M NaClO4 0.0 25 (0.33±0.03) 1.36(c) [78RAO/BAG2]

Pu3+ + 2 SCN− 
 Pu(SCN)+2

dis 1 M NaClO4 2.0 25 (0.75±0.08) [65CHO/KET]
cix 3 M NaClO4 2.0 25 −0.1 [66CAS/MAG]
dis 1 M NH4ClO4 2.8 30 (0.95±0.04) [74KHO/MAT]
dis 2 M NaClO4 0.0 25 −(0.30±0.26) [78RAO/BAG2]

Pu3+ + 3 SCN− 
 Pu(SCN)3(aq)

cix 3 M NaClO4 2.0 25 −0.7 [66CAS/MAG]

(a) log10βq refers to the equilibrium and the ionic strength given in the table.
(b) log10β◦q is the corresponding value corrected toI = 0 at 298.15 K .
(c) The uncertainties given by the authors do not include systematic errors and have therefore not

been propagated to zero ionic strength.
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The measurements of Khopkar and Mathur ([74KHO/MAT], Figure 3) at 15, 30,
37 and 45◦C show that log10β1 is virtually temperature independent in this range.
They derived an enthalpy for the formation of PuSCN2+ of �rHm (1 M, 303.15 K) =
(0.25± 0.75) kJ·mol−1. We assume�rHm of this reaction to be independent of ionic
strength and assign an uncertainty that is meant to reflect this assumption as well as the
variation of the experimental data. The rounded enthalpy value is then:

�rH
◦
m(21.16, q = 1, 298.15 K) = (0± 4) kJ·mol−1

The thermodynamic formation data are derived from these constants and the selec-
ted data for Pu3+ and SCN−:

�fG
◦
m(PuSCN2+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(493.7± 5.3) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(PuSCN2+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(515.4± 6.0) kJ·mol−1

S◦m(PuSCN2+, aq, 298.15 K) = −(15.4± 25.2) J·K−1·mol−1

21.1.3.2 Aqueous Pu(IV), Pu(V) and Pu(VI) thiocyanate complexes

No experimental studies are available on the formation of SCN− complexes of Pu(IV),
Pu(V) and Pu(VI). Raoet al. [78RAO/BAG2] have tried to investigate the complex-
ation behaviour of Pu(IV) with thiocyanate, but they observed fast reduction to Pu(III);
(SCN)2(aq) + 2 e− 
 2 SCN−, E◦ = 0.77 V [78RAO/BAG2]. Hence, the Pu(IV)
state is not stable in the presence of thiocyanate, and the same can be expected for
Pu(V) and Pu(VI), although the redox kinetics are unknown.

21.2 Plutonium silicides

A number of plutonium silicides are known: Pu5Si3, Pu3Si2, PuSi, Pu3Si5, PuSi2
[86BUR]. Krikorian and Hagerty [90KRI/HAG] have determined a value of
�fH◦

m(Pu5Si3, 298.15 K) = −(417± 105) kJ·mol−1 for the enthalpy of form-
ation of Pu5Si3 based on exchange reactions of plutonium with various silicides
and the approximations�fS◦m(Pu5Si3, 298.15 K) = (0 ± 16) J·K−1·mol−1 and
�fCp = 0 J·K−1·mol−1. Values of the enthalpies of formation for other plutonium
silicides were also estimated. Because of the approximations required in estimating
�fH◦

m at 298.15 K from the results of the arc-melting experiments at an ill-defined
temperature near 2000 K, this value of�fH◦

m(Pu5Si3, 298.15 K) is not selected in the
present review.
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Plutonium group 2
(alkaline-earth) compounds

Several ternary oxides of alkaline earth elements with plutonium have been reported,
and general synthesis and X-ray diffraction data for these compounds have been sum-
marised by Weigel, Katz and Seaborg [86WEI/KAT] and references therein. However,
chemical thermodynamic data for these compounds are relatively limited.

The thermodynamic quantities calculable from the available experimental data are
exclusively enthalpies of formation. Gibbs energies would, of course, be more useful
for thermodynamic modelling. However, in this review no entropy (or Gibbs energy)
values are estimated for these mixed oxides. Entropies determined experimentally for
uranium solids (e.g. γ − UO3(cr)) give a clear indication that entropies for M(VI)
oxides are likely to be greater than those predicted based on “Latimer type” contri-
butions derived from entropies of M(III) or M(IV) solids ([92GRE/FUG], especially
Appendix D). However, PuO3(cr) does not exist, and no information is available from
direct measurements on the hydrated Pu(VI) oxides. Furthermore, the entropies repor-
ted for PuO2(cr) and PuF4(cr) are anomalously low compared to entropies for analog-
ous solids of lower actinides, and this leaves little confidence that a reliable estimate
could be made for the entropy contribution of Pu(IV) in BaPuO3.

22.1 Plutonium strontium compounds

22.1.1 Sr3PuO6 (cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Sr3PuO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by Genset al.
[85GEN/FUG] from eight replicate measurements on two well-characterised samples.
From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Sr3PuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3042.1± 7.9) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.

22.1.2 SrPuO3 (cr)

As this review was nearing completion, Nakajimaet al. [97NAK/ARA2] reported
results of a Knudsen cell investigation of the vaporization of SrPuO3 at 1433-1913 K.
From the study the authors derived values for�fH◦

m(SrPuO3, 298.15 K) using both
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second- and third-law treatments. The reported values from the two calculations differ
by 24 kJ·mol−1, and the values from this work are not selected in the present review.

22.2 Plutonium barium compounds

22.2.1 Ba3PuO6 (cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba3PuO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by Gens
et al. [85GEN/FUG] from sixteen replicate measurements on four well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba3PuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2997± 10) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.

22.2.2 BaPuO3 (cr)

Morss and Eller [89MOR/ELL] reported the enthalpy of formation of BaPuO3(cr). The
value as recalculated in the present review (cf. AppendixA), is:

�fH
◦
m(BaPuO3(cr)) = −(1654.2± 8.3) kJ·mol−1

No entropy or Gibbs energy values are available for this compound.

22.2.3 Barium alkaline-earth compounds

Enthalpy of formation data have been reported for three barium alkaline-earth com-
pounds, the perovskite-type oxides of the form Ba2MPuO6(cr) with M = Mg, Ca and
Sr.

No entropy or Gibbs energy values are available for these compounds.

22.2.3.1 Ba2MgPuO6(cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba2MgPuO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by Gens
et al. [85GEN/FUG] from twelve replicate measurements on three well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba2MgPuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2995.8± 8.8) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.

22.2.3.2 Ba2CaPuO6(cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba2CaPuO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by Gens
et al. [85GEN/FUG] from twelve replicate measurements on three well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba2CaPuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3067.5± 8.9) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.
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22.2.3.3 Ba2SrPuO6(cr)

The value of the heat of solution of Ba2SrPuO6(cr) in 1 M HCl was reported by Gens
et al. [85GEN/FUG] from eight replicate measurements on two well-characterised
samples. From this and auxiliary data in AppendixA, the recommended value

�fH
◦
m(Ba2SrPuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3023.3± 9.0) kJ·mol−1

is calculated.





Chapter 23

Plutonium group 1 (alkali)
compounds

No experimental chemical thermodynamic data appear to have been reported for com-
pounds of the type(M2O)x · PuOy, although several have been synthesized [85FUG,
86WEI/KAT].
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Appendix A

Discussion of selected references

This appendix is comprised of discussions relating to a number of key publications
which contain experimental information cited in this review. These discussions are
fundamental in explaining the accuracy of the data concerned and the interpretation of
the experiments, but they are too lengthy or are related to too many different sections to
be included in the main text. The notation used in this appendix is consistent with that
used in the present book, and not necessarily consistent with that used in the publication
under discussion.

[44O’C]

This is a preliminary study. The results on Pu(VI) hydrolysis agree qualitatively with
later potentiometric and spectroscopic studies. Although Schedin [75SCH] cited
a value of log∗

10β1 = 5.3 from this report, no hydrolysis constants calculated by
O’Connor could be found in [44O’C].

[45DAM/KRA ]

See entries for [46KRA/DAM2] and [49KRA/DAM3].

[46KRA/DAM ]

This report, describing a potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(V), is the same
as [49KRA/DAM] except for minor editorial changes.

[46KRA/DAM2 ]

This report was not available for review. It is probably the same as another unavailable
1945 report CL-P-427 [45DAM/KRA] by the same authors and essentially the same
work as described in [49KRA/DAM3]; it is likely the first report on actinide(III) hy-
drolysis. It has not been available to the reviewer, but a reference states that the first
hydrolysis constant∗β1 of Pu(III) obtained from potentiometric titration is 7.5× 10−8.
Thus− log ∗

10β1 = 7.12.
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[48KRA/NEL ]

a) Neptunium

The discussion on neptunium(V) hydrolysis and the solubility of NpO2OH(am) used
the same experimental data as [56KRA], and the same values for log10 Ks,0 and
log10

∗β1 were reported. The values from this report have been incorrectly cited
elsewhere [85LIE/TRE, 88NAK/ARI].

Values for log10 Ks,0 are reported for 15 different solutions. The solubilities for
NpO2OH(s) were back calculated from values for log10 Ks,0 in Table 3 (see also
[56KRA]). It was assumed that Debye-Hückel values had been used to estimate
the activity coefficients. There are no details provided as to the temperature of the
measurements (assumed in this review to have been 25◦C) or electrode calibration.
The reported values apparently are for freshly precipitated solids, and are likely to
be greater than the solubilities for aged material. Considering the lack of detail,
solubility product values based on this work are in reasonable agreement with later
work [76SEV/KHA, 85LIE/TRE, 88TUC/STA].

The sparse titration measurements described in the report were analysed by assum-
ing the only hydrolysis reaction is

NpO+
2 + H2O(l) 
 NpO2OH(aq)+ H+.

Np(V) was titrated with NaOH and back titrated in a carbon dioxide free atmo-
sphere. It is not clear how the electrodes were calibrated in the rather low (constant)
ionic strength medium, and the hydrolysis constants reported are probably mixed con-
stants. Insufficient details are available to re-evaluate the data.

When [Np]total = 0.32 or 0.89 mM, the pH was buffered at around pH = 8.8, while
for [Np]total = 2.0 and 9.0 mM, the solution was buffered at lower pH values, pH= 8.0
and 7.3 respectively. The titration curves show a distinct break for a neptunium to
hydroxide ratio of 1:1 only for the experiment at the highest [Np]total. As the pH
buffering during the titrations appears to be primarily the result of precipitation of the
solid, it is unlikely the derived values for the first hydrolysis constant are accurate. The
titration curves may have been influenced by local precipitation, even below pH values
of 9.

b) Plutonium

The results on plutonium(V) hydrolysis are based on data in [46KRA/DAM], used
also in [49KRA/DAM] and [56KRA]. However, not only are there minor inconsist-
encies in the lower plutonium concentrations, but values for the solubility product of
PuO2OH(am) are calculated even for a OH−:Pu ratio of 0.1 for the most dilute solution.
This was done despite the comments in a paper by Kraus and Dam [49KRA/DAM] that
plutonium(V) hydroxide is probably at least moderately soluble, because in the more
dilute solutions precipitation does not start until approximately 50 per cent of the pluto-
nium(V) has been hydrolysed. Only the data for the precipitation of Pu(V) from chlor-
ide solutions (using 0.55 M KOH) were used for calculating the solubility product. The
pH values for the most concentrated solution (used for calculations in Table 3) appear
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to be higher than those shown on the curve in [49KRA/DAM], especially for OH−:Pu
ratios near 0.5. The reported values for log10 Ks,0 vary from−8.3 to−9.5, with the
values being most negative for solutions having lower initial concentrations of Pu(V),
and at low ratios of OH−:Pu(V). It is not clear how the disproportionation during the
precipitation [49KRA/DAM] was addressed.

The hydrolysis constant was based on the data from a titration of an aqueous per-
chlorate solution of Pu(V) with 0.58 M NaOH. The following (logarithmic) values were
recommended for the solubility product and the hydrolysis constant

PuO+2 + OH−

 PuO2OH(am) log10 Ks,0 = −8.6

PuO+2 + H2O(l) 
 PuO2OH(aq)+ H+ log ∗
10β1 < −9.7

i.e., log ∗
10Ks,0 = 5.4, for solutions having ionic strengths between 2.60× 10−3 and

4.43× 10−2, and assuming log10 Kw = −14.0. Ionic strength effects on∗β1 are ex-
pected to be small.

The results on plutonium(VI) hydrolysis are based on data also discussed in
[49KRA/DAM2] and [56KRA].

[48KRA/NEL2]

This report is mainly a description of a spectrophotometric investigation of actinide
(IV) species in 0.5 M NaCl or NaClO4. Little difference was found between the spec-
tra in perchlorate medium and those for< 0.5 M Cl−. Polymerization of Pu(IV) was
found to be rapid compared to depolymerization for< 0.1 M H+. A more complete
analysis of these results was reported in a later paper [50KRA/NEL]. Results of titra-
tion of Pu(III) with NaOH (from Kraus and Dam [46KRA/DAM2]) are reported. In
perchlorate medium (I = 0.069 M) log ∗

10β1 = −7.1. The titration study was later
reported in detail in [49KRA/DAM3], and is discussed further in the Appendix A entry
for that reference.

[49HIN]

This is a careful spectrophotometric study performed at 25◦C and 2 M H(NO3, ClO4).
Measurements in solutions 0.5-14.6 M HNO3 with variable ionic strength have also
been carried out to study the higher complexes. Here the data at constant ionic strength
are discussed first, while for the variable and high ionic strength data only some qual-
itative comments can be made. The author defines the constant:

K = [PuNO3+
3 ]

[Pu4+]·[NO−
3 ]

= K◦·
fPu4+·fNO−

3

fPuNO3+
3

(A.1)

where the symbolfi represents activity coefficients in molar scale. The experimental
data are then explained in terms of the formation of one complex with constant
logK(A.1, I = 2 M) = (0.46± 0.10).
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Figure A.1: Calculated log10 K for average data with the adjustment ofE by the author.
The line is log10 K = 0.39+ 0.145[NO−

3 ]
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Since in a spectrophotometric study the properties of the complex are measured,
its existence is established. Hence the speciation proposed by the author together with
the value calculated for the constant atI = 2 M are accepted in the present review.
Properly, in order that the value can be converted to the molal scale and used in the
standard SIT procedure (see AppendixB), the constant should be extrapolated so as
to apply to trace nitrate concentrations atI = 2 M (HClO4). For this reason the value
estimated by the author using the assumption that the activity coefficients, and also
the constantK (A.1, I = 2 M), do not change while the medium is changed from
2 M HClO4 to 2 M HNO3, is accepted. However, for this reason (and because the
study was carried out at 20◦C rather than 25◦C) the estimated uncertainty is increased
to 0.20. If an attempt is made to take account of the variation in the ionic medium
at constant ionic strength using the SIT, a linear dependence of the constant on the
concentration of nitrate is predicted. As can be seen from FigureA.1, this seems to be
the case, and from the intercept of the line at zero nitrate, a value of log10 K(A.1, 2 M
HClO4) = 0.39± 0.1 is estimated. The results for the mixtures (9.1 M NH4NO3
+ 1 M HNO3) and (9.1 M Ca(NO3)2 + 0.1 M HNO3) are further complicated by the
interaction of the negatively charged hexanitrato complex ion with NH+

4 and Ca2+.
The results from the measurements at high ionic strength from the work of Hindman
[49HIN] are unlikely to provide thermodynamic data that can be used for the purposes
of the present review, and are not considered further here.
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[49HIN2]

In this paper there are some data on hydrolysis of Pu(IV) from spectrophotometric
measurements for 0.1 to 1.1 M HCl solutions at constant total Cl− concentration
(1.1 M). A value of log10 K = 1.5 to 1.6 was found. The values are comparable to
others for this system in similar media.

[49HIN/MAG2 ]

The authors studied the NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 couple by emf measurements. Potentials were
measured after addition of aliquots of tin(II) chloride to a NpO+

2 solution in 1 M HCl.
The investigators believed that the reaction is reversible, but note that the precision of
their measurements was affected a) by the slow reduction of Np(VI) by chloride in the
presence of the platinum electrode and b) by the kinetically slow reduction of Np(VI)
by Sn(II).

They reported for the reaction in 1 M HCl at 25◦C,

NpO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+,

the formal potentialE◦′ = (1.14± 0.02) V.
Because no correction was made for the possible complexation of the metal ions

by chloride, the value is not used in this review.

[49KAS]

Values of 7.9× 10−56 and 6.3× 10−56 were reported for log10 Ks,0 of plutonium(IV)
hydroxide for solutions 0.0615 M in HCl and (0.0520 M HClO4 + 0.95 M NaClO4)
respectively. Equilibrium with colloidal plutonium(IV) hydroxide (detected spectro-
photometrically) was assumed, but only 6.2% and 3.0% of the plutonium solution spe-
cies were Pu(IV). It was assumed (incorrectly) that no hydrolysis of the Pu(IV) had
occurred.

A value of 3× 10−56 from calculations based on the work of Kraus (as described
in: Metallurgical Project Report, CN-2289, Nov. 1, 1944, p.17) was also reported.

[49KIN]

This is a careful solubility study performed at(25.00± 0.07)◦C, at relatively high and
constant concentrations of HNO3 (0.35 M, 0.832 M and 2.08 M), while varying the
phosphoric acid concentration over a wide range (0-1.2 M). The composition of the
solid phase was determined chemically. A crystalline Pu(IV) phosphate was shown
by X-ray analysis to be isomorphous with the corresponding Th(IV) and Ce(IV) phos-
phates, having the formula Pu2H(PO4)3·yH2O(s). Solubility measurements on this
crystalline phase have shown that in solution it transforms to a more compact form of
the gelatinous Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s). Hence the solubility measurements have been per-
formed with gelatinous Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) as analysed chemically. Care was taken
to assure a constant ionic strength, especially at the lowest concentration of HNO3.
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The attainment of equilibrium was tested both from undersaturation and supersatura-
tion. The solubility data for gelatinous Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) have been explained as the
result of formation of complexes of the general composition PuHp(PO4)

4+p−3q
q :

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ (4+ p − 3q)H+



PuHp(PO4)
4+p−3q
q + (2− q)H3PO4(aq)+ xH2O(l) (A.2)

The data analysis to determine the number of phosphate groups per plutonium resulted
in two possible combinations of species. Species withq = 1, 2 and 4 orq = 1, 3 and
5 phosphate groups explain the data equally well. The author reported hydrogen-ion
dependent constants of the type:

K ′
q(A.2, 2.08 M NO−

3 ) = Kq (A.2, 2.08 M NO−
3 )·[H+]4+p−3q

= [PuHp(PO4)
4+p−3q
q ][H3PO4(aq)]2−q

The values of the proton dependent constantsK ′
0 andK ′

1 are not unique since at low
added phosphoric acid concentrations the total phosphate concentration is affected by
the choice of species formed when the solid dissolves. Since all sets of constants lead
to a hydrogen ion dependence of greater than 4 forK ′

0, (probably due to interactions of
Pu4+ with H+ and Na+), the sets giving dependence nearest to four have been chosen.
Then from the values of the constants obtained at the same nitrate level (2.08 M), but
two different proton concentrations, thep values for the different species were calcu-
lated. A value ofp = 3 results for the species withq = 1, while fractional values in
the range 2.1-2.4 result for the other complexes. This indicates that the first complex
is Pu(H3PO4)

4+, while the higher complexes are probably mixed ligand species, con-
taining both H3PO4(aq) and H2PO−4 ligands. Thus, since the analysis of the number
of phosphate groups and proton content in the higher complexes is not conclusive be-
cause of the limited number (two) of determinations of constants at different acidities,
and the uncertainties in the changes of the activity coefficients, only the values of the
solubility product referring to the reaction:

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 4H+

 Pu4+ + 2H3PO4(aq)+ xH2O(l) (A.3)

and the constant corresponding to the formation of the first complex:

Pu4+ + H3PO4(aq) 
 PuH3PO4+
4 (A.4)

are considered further. At an ionic strength of 2.08 M the present review calculates
log10

∗Ks,0(A.3, I = 2.08 M) = −(8.79± 0.15) and log10β(A.4, I = 2.08 M) =
(2.27± 0.30). Extrapolation of these values toI = 0 yields log10

∗K ◦
s,0(A.3) =

−(11.75±0.50) and log10β◦(A.4) = (2.40±0.40), where the increased uncertainties
should compensate for uncertainties in the estimated values of interaction coefficients.
By using the phosphoric acid dissociation constants selected in this review, the con-
stants log10 K ◦

s,0(A.5) = −(30.45±0.51) and log10
∗K ◦

s,0(A.6) = −(55.15±0.52) are
obtained.

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) 
 Pu4+ + 2HPO2−
4 + xH2O(l) (A.5)

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) 
 Pu4+ + 2PO3−
4 + 2H+ + xH2O(l) (A.6)
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[49KRA/DAM ]

This paper, describing a potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(V), is the same
as [46KRA/DAM] except for minor editorial changes. It also appears to have been
written based on the same data used in another report [48KRA/NEL] and a later re-
view paper [56KRA]. Despite the later publication date for [49KRA/DAM], perusal
of the bibliography in the two references suggests [48KRA/NEL] was written after
[49KRA/DAM]. There are some inconsistencies in the reported stock plutonium con-
centrations - particularly for the lowest solution concentration in perchlorate medium.

No explicit discussion of the solubility product of PuO2OH(am) is provided, but
a limiting solubility of 50 mg·dm−3 is proposed as a lower limit based on the pH of
initial precipitation (log10 Ks,0 of the order of−8 to−9). Values are extracted from
the same data in the report [48KRA/NEL] and the later review [56KRA]. See also the
discussion of [48KRA/NEL].

[49KRA/DAM2 ]

This describes a potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(VI). Solution concentra-
tions of total plutonium ranged from 0.7 to 1.3× 10−3 M in 1 M NaClO4. The authors
report that the results did not indicate the primary hydrolysis species was polymeric.
However, the range in total plutonium(VI) concentration was small, and the solutions
were relatively dilute. The authors report a “molarity constant” log∗

10K11m = 5.71, and
that∗K21m is approximately equal to∗K11m. These are concentration (not mixed) quo-
tients for the noted medium. Only a portion of the data was published, and no attempt
has been made to reanalyse that data in the present report.

Figure 1 is incorrect [56KRA], but is shown properly as Figure 1 of [48KRA/NEL].

[49KRA/DAM3 ]

This paper is based on potentiometric titrations supposedly done in the absence of car-
bonate (although some carbonate seems to have been present) and oxygen. Near pH 6.5
it becomes thermodynamically possible to oxidise Pu(III) to Pu(IV) with water. Thus
stable titration values can only be obtained at lower pH values, where≤ 0.5 moles of
OH− has been added per mole Pu(III). The end point of titration was found to occur
after addition of about 2.4 moles of OH−, not after 3 moles of OH− as would be ex-
pected. This suggests possible formation of a basic salt (perhaps a hydroxocarbonate).
Complexation by ClO−4 and Cl− was neglected. Calculations are based on the assump-
tion that Pu3+ and PuOH2+ were the only plutonium species in the region of stability
of Pu(III), i.e., at pH< 6.5 for ClO−

4 , and< 7 for Cl−. The reported results are:

Ionic medium 0.069 M ClO−4 0.024 M Cl−
− log ∗

10K1(at I ) 7.22 7.37

With activity factor corrections of 0.35 and 0.33, respectively, the average value
reported by the authors was 6.95 at (I = 0).

If the SIT is applied, the hydrolysis constants (I = 0) are−6.83 and−7.06 from the
values from the perchlorate and chloride titrations, respectively.
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[49MAG/LAC ]

Redox titrations and spectrophotometric experiments were done for Np(III)-Np(IV) in
1 M HCl. No hydrolysis values are given.

[49ZEB/NEU]

The reference (which reported results of a study of complexation of Pu(IV) with nitrate
in aqueous solution) was not available to the reviewers. Hindman [54HIN] cited results
from this extraction study for “I = 6.0” (units, probably mol·dm−3, were not stated
and the medium was not described) as “K1 = 8.3” at 45◦C, and “K1 = 4.7”, “ K2 =
0.96” and “K3 = 0.33” at an unstated temperature (presumably a room temperature
near 25◦C). The reported value of “5.3 kJ·mol−1” for the enthalpy of reaction for the
first complexation step is consistent with theK1 value of 4.7 dm·mol−1 having been
determined at 25-26◦C, and presumablyK2 andK3 were also determined at the same
temperature. The information from this study was not used in determining selected
values in the present review.

[50BUS/COW]

Potentiometric titrations of Pu(III) solutions provide information on the hydrolysis of
Pu(III) and the solubility of Pu(III) hydroxide atI = 0.04. The titration curve indicates
extensive hydrolysis of Pu(III) occurred before precipitation. No account was taken of
hydrolysis in the calculation of the solubility product, and the final solid had a stoi-
chiometry close to Pu(OH)2.5Cl0.5. The “solubility product” for this chlorohydroxide,
seemingly described asa2.5

OH−m0.5
Cl−(0.5mPutot) was then reported as 9.1 × 1021. Re-

calculation suggests 8.4× 10−21, whereas in later sources referring to this paper,e.g.
[56KRA], a value of 2× 10−20 (a2.5

OH−m0.5
Cl−mPutot (?)) is noted. None of these val-

ues is actually ∗Ks,0, nor is there adequate information to calculate the value. The
quantitative results from this paper are not used in the present review. This work in-
dicates the value of the first hydrolysis constant for Pu(III) near room temperature is
log ∗

10K1(I = 0.04 M(chloride)) = −(7.25± 0.4).

[50KRA/NEL ]

Spectrophotometric measurements (470 nm) were done in combination with pH meas-
urements to measure the hydrolysis of Pu4+ in 0.5 M chloride and perchlorate solu-
tions. The uncertainties in the logarithm (base 10) of the equilibrium constants are
estimated in the present review to be about 0.2 (0.3 for the solution of lowest acidity).
The molar absorbance of the hydrolysed species was assumed to be zero at 470 nm,
however, Rabideau and Kline [60RAB/KLI] reanalysed the data for the perchlorate
solutions and deduced a value of (10± 3) for the molar absorbance of PuOH3+ (and
hence, log∗10β1 = −(1.72± 0.05)). Considerable difficulty was reported with poly-
merization and disproportionation of the Pu(IV) solutions (7.2× 10−4 M in aqueous
plutonium species). Somewhat larger values for∗β1 were found from the measurements
in the chloride solutions, and this was attributed to chloride complexation.
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When the data were reanalysed assuming the molar absorbances for Pu4+ and
PuOH3+ were unchanged regardless of whether the medium was perchlorate or chlor-
ide, similar values were calculated for the hydrolysis constants – log∗

10β1 = −1.81 in
0.5 M perchlorate,−1.83 in 0.5 M chloride. The values changed by more than 0.1 in
log ∗

10β1 if the measurements in the most basic solutions were excluded. In the present
review these newly recalculated values are used, and the uncertainties in the log∗

10β1
values are estimated as±0.2.

Note: in the Appendix A note for this reference in the uranium review
[92GRE/FUG], the species mentioned in the last sentence should have been UCl3+
not UO2Cl+.

[51CON/MCV]

Connick and McVey measured the potential of the cell

Pt|H2(g) | 1 M HClO4 ‖ Pu(IV), Pu(III ), 0.998 M HClO4 |Au.

In two independent sets of experiments, they determined the cell potential (a) at 25◦C
and (b) as a function of temperature between 9.4 and 35◦C in steps of 5◦C. The authors
corrected their experimental values to standard hydrogen pressure and also introduced
a correction for the Pu4+ reduction by alpha auto-radiolysis. An additional correction
to unit concentrations gaveE◦′ = (0.982± 0.002) V. The following values are given:

�rG = −(94.7± 0.2) kJ·mol−1,

�r H = −(55.6± 1.7) kJ·mol−1, and

�rS = (127.8± 5.7) J·K−1·mol−1.

Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET] corrected�r H for Pu4+ hydrolysis. Their cor-
rection of−0.8 kJ·mol−1 lies within the uncertainty of the uncorrected value.

From Connick and McVey’s data, we calculate:

(∂ E/∂T )isotherm= (0.00125± 0.00004) V·K−1.

From this temperature coefficient of the potential, we derive�rS = (120.6 ±
3.9) J·K−1·mol−1 which agrees with the value derived directly from�rG and�r H .

[51RAB/LEM ]

By measuring the potential of the cell

Pt|H2(g, 1 atm) | 1 M HClO4 ‖ Pu(IV), Pu(III ), 1 M HClO4 |Pt

at 25.1◦C, for various Pu(III)/Pu(IV) ratios at an ionic strength of 1 M, Rabideau and
Lemons determined the potential of the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couple. The authors corrected
their experimental values to standard hydrogen pressure and to unit concentration of
hydrogen ion. They obtained the formal potentialE◦′ = (0.9821± 0.0005) V. This
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value is in excellent agreement with the valueE◦′ = (0.982± 0.002) V determined by
Connick and McVey [51CON/MCV].

Also, from measurements of the redox potential as a function of the acid concen-
tration at an ionic strength of 1 M, the first hydrolysis constant for Pu4+, β1, was
determined. No time dependence of the results was mentioned, although this might
have been expected, particularly in the less acidic mixtures. Therefore, the uncertainty
in log10

∗β1 was estimated in the present review as±0.2.
Comments on the use of this work to determine formation constants for chloro

complexes of Pu(IV) (and for correction for Pu(III) chloride complexes) are provided
below in the discussion of the paper by Rabideau and Cowan [55RAB/COW].

The authors explained the shift of the redox potential in nitrate media to more posit-
ive values (as compared to the value in perchlorate media) as evidence for the formation
of PuNO3+

3 , and calculated the overall formation constant log10β1 = (0.54± 0.01).
The possible formation of nitrate complexes of Pu(III) and activity coefficient changes
while substituting perchlorate ions for nitrate were neglected. Even though the changes
in the medium are small, so are the changes in the potential. In the course of the present
review an attempt was made to account for the measured potential changes consider-
ing only activity coefficient changes. The potential differences can be expressed as a
linear function of the nitrate concentration with slope 59.2�ε mV·mol−1. In spite of
a very good fit, a very large interaction coefficient difference (�ε = 1.39 kg·mol−1)
was obtained. This may partly be the result of the contribution of mixing terms in the
�ε value in addition to contributions from complexation. More data would be needed
to separate the two effects, and no recalculated value of the constant could be obtained
from these data.

[52COH/HIN]

a) NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 system

Cohen and Hindman determined the potential in 1.027 molal HClO4 at 25◦C for the
reaction

NpO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+

as E◦′ = (1.1373± 0.0008) V (for comments see [61SUL/HIN]). From potential
measurements as a function of the neptunium concentration, they estimated the junc-
tion potential of their cell to 0.0002 V. The investigators did, however, not consider this
in further correction because it was relatively small compared to the uncertainty in the
redox potential. From potential measurements at 15◦C and at 35◦C, two isothermal
temperature coefficients (dE /dT )isotherm= −0.00030 and−0.00023 V·K−1 were de-
termined. This yields an average value (dE /dT ) =−(0.00027± 0.00005) V ·K−1. Us-
ing E◦′ and this value, this review determines�rSm = −(26.1± 4.8) J·K−1·mol−1,
�rGm = −(109.73±0.08) kJ·mol−1, and�rHm = −(117.5±1.4) kJ·mol−1 for the
above noted reaction at standard temperature.
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b) Np4+/Np3+ system

The authors also determined the potential in 1.027 m HClO4 at 25◦C for the reaction

Np4+ + 1

2
H2(g) 
 Np3+ + H+

as E◦′ = (0.1551± 0.0010) V. From additional measurements at 15◦C, and at
35◦C, two isothermal temperature coefficients (dE /dT )isotherm = 0.00132 and
0.00139 V·K−1 were determined. This review calculated the average value (dE /dT )
= (0.00136± 0.00005) V·K−1. From these values, this review determines�rSm
= (131.2 ± 4.8) J·K−1·mol−1, �rGm = −(14.7 ± 0.1) kJ·mol−1, and �rHm =
(24.4± 1.4) kJ·mol−1.

[52COH/HIN2]

Cohen and Hindman measured the emf of the NpO+
2 /Np4+ couple in molal HClO4

using a platinum electrode and a SHE. For the cell reaction

NpO+
2 + 3H+ + 1

2
H2(g) 
 Np4+ + 2H2O(l)

the formal potentialE◦′ = (0.7391± 0.0010) V. Using 1 m
∧= 0.9581 M, we correct

this potential to the molar scale and 1 bar pressure:

E◦′ = (0.7431± 0.0010) V

The authors also determined

(dE/dT )isotherm= −(0.00269± 0.00006) V·K−1

by measuring the cell also at 37 and 47◦C. Using the correctedE◦′ value and this
temperature dependence of the cell potential, this review determines

�rS = −(259.5± 5.8) J·K−1·mol−1,

�rG = −n·F ·E◦′ = −(71.7± 0.1) kJ·mol−1, and

�r H = �rG + T �rS = −(149.1± 1.7) kJ·mol−1

for the above noted reduction reaction at standard temperature.

[52HEI/HIC ]

The authors studied the formation of a nitrate complex of Pu(VI) by determining the
distribution of Pu(VI) between aqueous phases consisting of (a) 1 M LiNO3 and 3.5 M
LiClO4, or (b) 4.5 M LiNO3, and an organic phase containing the extractant TTA.
From the two measurements and the value ofD0 at 4.5 M LiClO4, a value of 0.19
was estimated for the formation constant of PuO2NO+

3 . The complex is quite weak,
and the results could be equally well explained as resulting from activity coefficient
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changes. These sparse results for high ionic strength are not used in the present review.
The authors also made a substantial effort to determine the distribution of Pu(III) in the
same system, but found that Pu(III) oxidised to Pu(IV) during the measurements, even
in the presence of a holding reductant.

[53WES/HAT]

This paper describes heat capacity measurements for a sample of NpO2(cr) for the
temperature range 10.8 to 312.7 K. From their data, the authors derived a value of
S◦m (NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (80.3±0.4) J·K−1·mol−1 that is accepted in the present
review. Based on a least squares fit of the equally weighted heat capacities reported for
temperatures between 228.55 K and 312.69 K,

C◦
p,m(NpO2, cr, T) = (67.511+ 26.599× 10−3T − 8.190× 105T−2) J·K−1·mol−1

andC◦
p,m(NpO2, cr, 298.15 K) = (66.2 ± 0.5) J·K−1·mol−1. The estimated uncer-

tainty for the value at 298.15 K is based on the agreement of the fitted values with
the experimental data, and is somewhat greater than the 0.5% estimated by the authors
[53WES/HAT].

[54CON]

The bulk of this reference is a review of redox equilibria and disproportionation reac-
tions involving the (IV), (V) and (VI) states of plutonium in aqueous solutions. The
value for the solubility product for Pu(OH)3, Ks,0, ([Pu3+][OH−]3) was estimated by
analogy with the corresponding lanthanum compound.

[54CUN/HIN]

Oxidation potentials, heats and Gibbs energy of formation values are reported from
emf and spectrophotometry experiments in HCl and HClO4, mostly at 1 M. There is
little information provided on Np(III), but the paper reports Np(III) is rapidly oxidised
in air to Np(IV), especially in presence of OH−.

[54HIN]

Although this is a survey paper, it contains some attempts to predict complexation con-
stants using an electrostatic model. The model was applied to calculating the first hy-
drolysis constants for actinide(III), lanthanide(III) and actinide(IV) ions, see TableA.1.

The experimental lanthanide values are from Moeller and Kremers [45MOE/KRE];
the calculated values are based on a coordination number of 8 for the M3+ ions.

A value for the solubility product of Pu(OH)3(s), Ks,0 = 2 × 10−20, is also es-
timated. This value appears to have originated (or first appeared) in Latimer’s book
[52LAT] – “calculated by assuming that the solubility product is similar to that of the
rare-earth element with the same ionic radius” – and has often been cited in later re-
views (e.g., [56KRA], [70CLE]).
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Table A.1: Calculated and observed values for the first hydrolysis constants of several
tripositive ions (from [54HIN]).

Ion Radius Observed Calc.

nm − log ∗
10β1 − log ∗

10β1

U3+ 0.106 > 4 9.2
Np3+ 0.105 9.2
Pu3+ 0.103 7.0 9.0
La3+ 0.106 10.0 9.2
Ce3+ 0.104 9.6 9.1
Pr3+ 0.102 9.7 8.9

[54NIG/PEN]

Np(V) was precipitated in 0.1 M K2CO3 solution. The solid phase was assumed to be
KNpO2CO3(s), but later work [66GOR/ZEN, 74VIS/VOL] showed several different
(probably hydrated) crystallographically distinct phases may form in these conditions.
Analogous Na+, K+ and NH+4 Pu(V) salts were precipitated from carbonate solutions.
No thermodynamic data are available.

[54SUL/HIN]

This is a thorough study using TTA in benzene as the extraction system. It was con-
firmed that the same apparent distribution ratio was attained between the aqueous phase
and organic (chelated) phase either when the Np(IV) was introduced to the aqueous
phase or initially (as the chelate) to the organic phase. The stability of the Np(IV) ox-
idation state in solution was experimentally verified. The experiment was performed in
strong acid to avoid hydrolysis of Np(IV). Polynuclear Np species were not observed.
All sulphate is assumed to be in the form of HSO−

4 in 2 M HClO4. The measurements
were made at (10.2±0.2)◦C and (35.3±0.2)◦C. Two Np(IV)-SO2−

4 complexes were
observed. Sufficient data are available for recalculation of association quotients and
errors. In the recalculation procedure, the results at low SO2−

4 /�Np ratios (where the
first complex dominates) are used to estimate the association quotient for the first com-
plex. This value is then used with the remaining points to calculate the stability of the
second complex. This procedure has the effect of reducing the total errors of the estim-
ates and to distribute the errors more evenly between the two association quotients.

[55COH/SUL]

The authors measured the rate of isotopic exchange between Np(V) and Np(VI) at
I = 3 M (HClO4) as a function of chloride and nitrate concentration, respectively. The
concentration of chloride and nitrate, respectively, was varied between 0 and 2.7 M
(replacing ClO−4 to maintainI = 3 M). No significant effect on the reaction rate was
observed for the nitrate solutions, giving no evidence for the formation of NpO2NO+

3 .
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In agreement with other work, especially spectroscopic evidence, changes in activity
coefficient values alone can be used to explain these results.

However, the chloride concentration had a marked effect on the reaction rate. Since
no evidence has been obtained for complex formation between Np(V) and chloride, Co-
hen, Sullivan and Hindman [55COH/SUL] analysed the kinetic data only in terms of
Np(VI) chloride complex formation. Two different paths were examined: The form-
ation of NpO2Cl+ only, and the formation of both NpO2Cl+ and NpO2Cl2(aq). The
experiments were carried out at three temperatures: 0.0, 4.78 and 9.84◦C.

The data fit equally well up to a concentration of 1.5 M chloride by assuming either
one or two complexes. Despite the large experimental uncertainties at high chloride
concentrations, the data were best represented in this region by the mechanism in-
volving two chloride complexes. The authors, however, mention that the data could
probably also be interpreted by an activity change as was observed with the corres-
ponding nitrate system, rather than by the formation of a second chloride complex.
For log10β1 and log10β2, respectively, Cohen, Sullivan and Hindman [55COH/SUL]
reported 0.10 and−0.80 at 0.0◦C, 0.00 and−0.74 at 4.78◦C, and−0.09 and−0.70
at 9.84◦C. We assume that the enthalpies of the two complexation reactions are con-
stant within this temperature range and up to 25◦C, and we obtain from these data
�rHm = −29.0 kJ·mol−1 for the formation reaction of NpO2Cl+, and�rHm =
+15.3 kJ·mol−1 for the overall formation reaction of NpO2Cl2(aq). Using these en-
thalpies to calculate the equilibrium constants at 25◦C yields log10β1(298.15 K) =
−0.37 and log10β2(298.15 K) = −0.56. We use only the first value in our evaluation
and assign it an uncertainty of±0.20. The second value is probably due to a medium
effect. It should be noted that the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] obtained approxim-
ately the same value for log10β1(298.15 K) but−0.94 for log10β2(298.15 K) prob-
ably due to a transcription error (interchanging the log10β2 values at 0.0 and 9.84◦C).
Also, it seems that the two enthalpy and the two entropy values given in the table of
[92FUG/KHO, p.81] all carry the wrong sign.

[55RAB/COW]

Rabideau and co-workers [51RAB/LEM, 55RAB/COW] studied chloride complex-
ation and disproportionation of plutonium(IV) in aqueous solutions ofI = 1 M and
I = 2 M, respectively, containing HCl/NaCl and HClO4. From the difference of the
formal potentials in chloride and perchlorate media, the authors calculated the com-
plex formation constant of PuCl3+, assuming that no plutonium(III) chloride com-
plexes were formed. However, the formation of PuCl2+ may have a significant in-
fluence on the redox equilibrium measured. The discrepancy between the formation
constant of PuCl3+ of log10β1 = −0.23 measured here [55RAB/COW] and, for ex-
ample, the value of 0.15 obtained in [76BAG/RAM2] in the same medium (I = 2 M)
may be explained by the formation of PuCl2+ in the study of Rabideau and Cowan
[55RAB/COW]. In this review, we correct the formation constant of PuCl3+ obtained
at I =1 M and [Cl]t = 1 M for the formation of PuCl2+. For the formation constant
of PuCl2+ we use the value of Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL] at I = 1 M (HCl):
log10β1 = −(0.04± 0.10), cf. Table18.3. The fact that this value may include the ef-
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fect of the presence of a certain proportion of PuCl+
2 is not relevant for this correction.

Rabideau and co-workers measured the potential of the following redox equilibrium:

Pu(IV)+ 0.5H2(g) 
 Pu(III )+ H+ (A.7)

Under the experimental conditions used, Pu(IV) is present as a mixture of Pu4+ and
PuCl3+, and Pu(III) as a mixture of Pu3+ and PuCl2+. The difference of the redox
potentials in perchloric and hydrochloric acid can be described as follows:

E◦(HClO4)− E◦(HCl) = 0.05916× log10

(
1+[Cl−]×β1(PuCl3+,I=1,298.15 K)

1+[Cl−]×β1(PuCl2+,I=1,298.15 K)

)
(A.8)

The potential difference measured at 1 M HCl at 25◦C is E◦(HClO4) − E◦(HCl) =
0.0118 V. The resulting constant is log10 β1(PuCl3+, I = 1 M, 298.15 K) = 0.31, to
which we assign an uncertainty of±0.30.

The authors also reported a value for the formation of PuCl3+ at I = 2 M (HCl). It
is not possible to correct this value for the formation of PuCl2+, because the formation
constant of PuCl2+ has not been determined experimentally atI = 2 M (HCl), and the
possibility of the formation of PuCl2+, for which the formation constant is unknown,
cannot be ruled out.

The paper of Rabideau and Cowan [55RAB/COW] also presents a value for the
enthalpy of the formation reaction of PuCl3+, derived from the reaction enthalpies of
Reaction (A.7) in 1 M HClO4 and 1 M HCl, respectively. The problem is the same
as with the formation constant, namely that the formation of PuCl2+ is a significant
side reaction that has to be taken into account for the evaluation of the enthalpy of the
formation reaction of PuCl3+. Since no enthalpy of formation value is selected for
PuCl2+ in this review, the necessary correction cannot be made, and the enthalpy of
formation of PuCl3+ reported in this paper also must be discarded.

[56KRA]

This is a review of actinide hydrolysis. The discussion uses data and calculations from
earlier reports, primarily [48KRA/NEL]. The references to the solubility products from
[50BUS/COW] appear to be in error. Busey and Cowan concluded the precipitated
solids in their experiments were chlorohydroxides. The value cited by Kraus as the
solubility product for La(OH)3(s) is identical to that reported by Busey and Cowan
for the mixed solid. However, the value of 2× 10−20 for the solubility product of
Pu(OH)3(s) is the calculated value from Latimer [52LAT], not the value in the report
of Busey and Cowan. They reported 9.1×10−21 as the solubility product of the mixed
solid (the details of that calculation are not clear, but the difference in the solubility
products is reasonable based on the experimental curves). The solubility product for
the hydroxide would presumably be even smaller than for the mixed solid.

The following list of solubility product values (∗Ks,0) for M(OH)3(s, M=actinide,
La), primarily based on Latimer [52LAT], was reported:

U(III) 10−19 Cm(III) 1.9× 10−21

Pu(III) 2× 10−20 La(III) 2.5× 10−19

Am(III) 2 .7× 10−21
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These values are only valid for fresh precipitates.

[56RAB]

Rabideau determined the formal potential of the PuO2+
2 /PuO+2 couple by potentiomet-

ric titrations of PuO2+2 in 1 M HClO4 using either I− or Pu3+ as a reducing titrant. He
obtainedE◦′ = (0.9164± 0.0002) V. From measurements of this potential at 6.62,
15.95, and 25.00◦C he determined�rS = −24.69 J·K−1·mol−1, which gives the iso-
thermal temperature coefficient dE◦′/dT = −0.0003 V·K−1.

These measurements were done very carefully and have small reported uncertain-
ties. However, the sources of the values required to calibrate the electrodes for use in
solutions of moderate ionic strength at temperatures other than 25◦C were not provided,
and consequent systematic errors cannot be ruled out.

[56WAR/WEL ]

This paper is also discussed in the americium book of this series [95SIL/BID]. The au-
thors used a cation exchange method to investigate the formation of chloride complexes
of trivalent actinides. They used solutions of ionic strength of 0.207, 0.5 and 1.0 M
HCl. In addition, they carried out an experiment using 0.2 M HCl+ 0.3 M HClO4,
and they obtained practically the same result as in the case of 0.5 M HCl. Ward and
Welch evaluated their measurements by assuming the formation of a 1:1 complex only,
but they noticed a deviation from linearity of the distribution ratio atI = 1 M (HCl),
which they took as an indication for the formation of a weak 1:2 complex with chloride
and estimated a formation constant ofβ2 ≈ 2. The reported constants, changed to refer
to the formation of the 1:1 complex, PuCl2+, are log10β1 = 0.354 (I = 0.207 M),
0.237 (I = 0.5 M, HCl), 0.252 (I = 0.5 M, HCl/HClO4), and−0.041 (I = 1 M).
There is no indication in the paper of [56WAR/WEL] of the temperature of the exper-
iment, but Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] referred to these experiments as having
been carried out at (21± 1)◦C. These values are used in this review to derive the selec-
ted formation constant for PuCl2+, and we estimate the uncertainties in the first three
values to be±0.20 and in the value atI = 1 M to be±0.50, due to the deviation from
linearity.

[57NEW/BAK]

See comments under Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS].

[57RAB]

The potential of the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couple was measured as a function of the acid con-
centration at constant ionic strength. From these measurements, the value of the first
hydrolysis constant,β1, was determined at 14.9, 25.0 and 34.4◦C. No time dependence
of the results was mentioned, although this might have been expected, particularly in
the less acidic mixtures where slow Pu(IV) disproportionation and possibly precipit-
ation can occur. Therefore, the uncertainty in log∗10β1 was estimated in the present
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review as±0.2. No marked difference was noted in the potentials when the electrolyte
was changed from LiClO4 to NaClO4. The value ofβ1 at 25◦C differs somewhat from
the value determined spectrophotometrically in similar media [60RAB/KLI].

[58GEL/ZAI ]

This paper reports the preparation of a number of potassium-containing Pu(IV)-
carbonate solids by precipitation from alcohol-water mixtures. The stoichiometries
of the solids were established from chemical analyses and the derived molar ratios
of plutonium:carbonate:potassium. The following stoiciometric compounds were
identified: K4(Pu(CO3)4) · nH2O, K6(Pu(CO3)5) · nH2O, K8(Pu(CO3)6) · nH2O and
K12(Pu(CO3)8) · nH2O. A crystal with the composition K6(Pu(CO3)5)·3-4H2O was
identified and characterized in terms of optical and magnetic properties. The paper
contains no crystallographic details and no thermodynamic data were reported.

[58GEL/ZAI2 ]

Crystalline solids were prepared, and the following formulae proposed:
Na2n−4Pu(CO3)n ·xH2O(s) withn = 4 and 5.

[58MAR/WHI ]

Martin and White measured the heat of solution of PuCl3(s) in solutions of
HClO4/LiClO4 and HClO4, respectively, at various concentrations. The authors
reported an enthalpy value for the complex formation reaction

Pu3+ + Cl− 
 PuCl2+ (A.9)

of �rHm(A.9, I = 0.1 M, 298.15 K) = 19 kJ·mol−1. Note that the authors used
the then common procedure of defining complexation using dissociation reactions,
rather than formation reactions as used in the present review. This value was obtained
in the following way: The heat of solution of PuCl3(s) measured in 0.1 M HClO4
[58MAR/WHI], −138.2 kJ·mol−1, was compared with the heat of solution measured
in 0.1 M HCl by Westrum and Robinson [49ROB/WES], −132.9 kJ·mol−1. By as-
suming that chloride complexation (due to the use of PuCl3) in Martin and White’s
experiments in perchlorate solutions is negligible, the authors evaluated the enthalpy
of Reaction (A.9) using the following equation:

�rHm(A.9, I = 0.1 M) = (�solHm(PuCl3, 0.1 M HCl)−�solHm(PuCl3, 0.1 M HClO4))

×
(

1

K (A.9, I = 0.1 M)× [Cl−] + 1

)
(A.10)

Note that the notation of Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] is transformed in
this review to correspond to Reaction (A.9). The constantK (A.9, I = 0.1 M)

was taken from Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL] and corrected toI = 0.1 M
by using the Davies equation, resulting in log10 K (A.9, I = 0.1 M) = 0.52.
However, it was reported by Martin and White [58MAR/WHI] that this constant
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had been determined att = (21 ± 1)◦C (no indication of the working temper-
ature was given by Ward and Welch [56WAR/WEL]). Hence, Martin and White
[58MAR/WHI] used the constant at 21◦C in Eq. (A.10) and found the values at
25◦C by iteration. They found log10 K (A.9, I = 0.1 M, 298.15 K) = 0.57 and
�rHm(A.9, I = 0.1 M, 298.15 K) = 19 kJ·mol−1. This enthalpy is surprisingly high
considering the obvious weakness of the complex PuCl2+, and it is in contradiction
with other determinations [49ROB/WES, 63FUG/CUN] which suggest that the heat
of solution of PuCl3(s) is virtually independent of chloride concentration.

[58MOS/GEL]

The value reported for the dissociation constant of the PuCO2+
3 complex in sodium

carbonate or potassium carbonate solutions is not considered to be reliable. The sol-
ubility of a “freshly prepared precipitate of Pu(IV)” was determined presumably by
alpha counting of the supernatant solutions after equilibration times of 20-24 hours.
These were stated to be of sufficient duration for equilibrium to be attained, which
probably means that the counting rate became constant for a given aliquot. The ab-
sence of primary counting data makes it impossible to evaluate the precision of the
measurements. The initial solid phase was not adequately characterized and there is
no indication that the final solids were identical to the starting material. The reported
spectra showing broad peaks at 585 nm suggest that some of the plutonium may have
been in the Pu(VI) rather than the Pu(IV) form (see the discussion for [83WES/SUL]).
It is possible that the solid phase that equilibrated with the K2CO3 solutions was of the
form K4Pu(CO3)4·nH2O(s) (a phase proposed by Gelman and Zaitseva [58GEL/ZAI];
see Clark, Hobart and Neu [95CLA/HOB]), rather than the proposed Pu(OH)4(s). The
potassium salt would dissolve to form the pentacarbonato complex in excess CO2−

3
solutions and yield the observed linear increase in solubility with CO2−

3 concentra-
tion. Other reviewers of this work [79SAL/AVO, 80LEM/TRE, 81PAQ/LEM] have
indicated that the value for the solubility product of Pu(OH)4(s) given here∼10−47

is unrealistically high based on analogies to other systems. If the solid phase con-
trolling solubility was K4Pu(CO3)4·nH2O(s), the solubility product of the phase would
be∼10−13 based on the stability of the pentacarbonato complex found by Capdevila
[92CAP] and poorly constrained estimates of solution compositions. In the absence
of experimental identification of the solid phase, and the uncertainty concerning the
experimental conditions, this solubility product is not recommended.

[58STR/PEE]

The authors carried out single redox measurements at 25◦C of the couples Pu(III)/
Pu(IV), Np(III)/Np(IV), and Np(V)/Np(VI), in HClO4, HCl, HNO3 and H2SO4 solu-
tions. In determining the values of the constants, the authors did not rely on their
own measurements in perchlorate solutions; instead, the value measured by Cohen
and Hindman [52COH/HIN] was used. This seems justified as the measurements of
Stromatt, Peekema and Scott [58STR/PEE] in perchlorate media using a calomel ref-
erence electrode may have been affected by precipitation of KClO4 at the liquid junc-
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tion. From the potential differences, the authors estimated complexation constants for
NpO2SO4(aq) (β1 ≈ 13), NpNO3+

3 (β1 ≈ 2.4), and NpCl3+ (β1 ≈ 0.5). Obviously,
the investigation of the formation of complexes was not an objective of this study and
these values are therefore only rather approximate.

For the Np(V)/Np(VI) couple the authors even found a shift in potential in nitric
acid solutions that would correspond to stronger complexes for Np(V) than for Np(VI).
No complexation constants based on this work are accepted in the present review.

[59GEL/ZAI ]

Solids were prepared, and the following formulae proposed:
(NH4)2n−4Pu(CO3)n ·xH2O(s) withn = 4, 5, 6.

[59KRE/NIK ]

This is a report of a potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(VI) (1-10 mM
PuO2(NO3)2 dissolved in 0.186 mM HNO3 solutions). The observed changes in
pH (measured against standard buffers) were interpreted in terms of mononuclear
Pu(VI) hydroxo, nitrato and hydroxynitrato species. The ionic strength also changed
from 3 to 30 mM during the experiments. The results suggest hydrolysis occurs at
a much lower pH value than was found in many of the later potentiometric studies
[72CAS/MAG, 75SCH]. Inclusion of (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 in the species set improves
the overall fit of the data, but cannot make the results any more consistent with other
studies. However, the results are much more compatible with those from other studies
if it is assumed the plutonium(VI) nitrate hexahydrate solid, used to prepare the stock
solution, had about 0.16 moles of occluded HNO3 per mole of plutonium. The values
from this paper were not used in the present assessment of hydrolysis constants for
plutonium(VI).

In view of the difficulties in determining the proper hydrolysis species in this study,
the results also could not be used to formulate conclusions concerning the nature and
stability of the nitrato complexes.

[59SHE/TIM]

This is a solvent extraction study of Pu(III) nitrate complexes at(20± 1)◦C using TBP
(tri-butylphosphate) in benzene as extractant. Hydrazine, 0.2 M, was used as a reducing
agent, and in separate experiments it was proven that hydrazine is not extracted by TBP
and does not complex Pu(III). For the extraction reaction:

Pu3+ + 3 NO−
3 + x TBP 
 Pu(NO3)3·x TBP

at constant nitric acid concentration (0.5 M) and varying TBP concentration (0.5, 1 M)
the number of TBP molecules in the complex is calculated to be 2.94 (the authors
reported 2.97). In HNO3 - NH4NO3 mixtures the effect of H+ ions (0.5, 0.75, 1 M) on
the extraction of Pu(III) was tested, and essentially the same D values were obtained.
First, a test in 1 M HClO4, 0.2 M N2H4HClO4, 5.7×10−4 M Pu(ClO4)3 solutions was
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performed to obtain D= 0.0003. Then solutions: 0.2 M N2H4HNO3, 5.7× 10−4 M
Pu(NO3)3, 1 M H+ and[NO−

3 ] = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 M, [ClO−
4 ] = 1− [NO−

3 ] M were
equilibrated. The data were explained in terms of the formation of three aqueous nitrato
complexes of Pu(III) with constants: logβ1 = (0.73± 0.04), logβ2 = (1.16± 0.03),
and logβ3 = (1.16± 0.03).

There are two major drawbacks in this and other TBP studies:

• The mechanism of the extraction is not always clear and may be complicated by
“side reactions”

• It is not possible to determine D◦ as in TTA studies, since only the neutral com-
plex is extracted. Hence, the treatment of the results has a high degree of sub-
jectivity inherent in the Fomin-Majorova and similar methods

For these reasons, no recalculation of these results was done, and the reported values
are not accepted in the present review.

[59SUL/HIN]

The authors used spectrophotometry to determine the first hydrolysis constant for Np4+
in 2 M perchlorate medium. Only measurements for acid concentrations≥ 0.02 M
were used to calculate the reported equilibrium constant, but the raw data were not
available to this review for recalculation. It was found that “there is no change in the
neptunium(IV) spectrum until the acidity is decreased to approximately 0.1 molar”,
but this is inconsistent with the later results of Paul [70PAU]. The reported ratio of the
molar absorptivities is much smaller than was found in the present review by recalcu-
lating the data of Paul (see Appendix A discussion of [70PAU]). After conversion to
molal units and correction toI=0, using the specific-ion interaction theory coefficients
ε(Np4+, ClO−

4 ) = (0.84± 0.06) kg·mol−1 andε(NpOH3+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.50± 0.05) kg·mol−1

(estimated), log∗10β
◦
1 = −(1.25± 0.16) is calculated in the present review. However,

in view of the rather arbitrary pH limit and the lack of details regarding the evaluation
of the molar absorptivities of Np4+ and NpOH3+, the uncertainty in the value has been
increased to± 0.40.

[60DEN/MOS]

The authors reported experimental solubility data for Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) at (25.0±
0.5)◦C in 2 M HNO3 solutions with varying concentrations of phosphoric acid (0.012-
2 M H3PO4(aq)). The composition of the solid was determined by chemical analysis
as reported in earlier work [60DEN/MOS2]. Even though the experimental conditions
are almost identical with those of King [49KIN], the authors propose a different dissol-
ution mechanism and the formation of five plutonium-hydrogen phosphate complexes
to explain the solubility data:

Pu4+ + nHPO2−
4 
 Pu(HPO4)

4−2n
n (A.11)
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log10βn(A.11, n = 1, 25◦C, 2 M HNO3) = 12.9

log10βn(A.11, n = 2, 25◦C, 2 M HNO3) = 23.7

log10βn(A.11, n = 3, 25◦C, 2 M HNO3) = 33.4

log10βn(A.11, n = 4, 25◦C, 2 M HNO3) = 43.2

log10βn(A.11, n = 5, 25◦C, 2 M HNO3) = 52.0

There is no experimental evidence to sustain this assumption, and it is impossible
to determine the composition of the ligand at constant hydrogen ion concentration.
Apparently the assumption about the formation of HPO2−

4 complexes originates in a
previous study [60DEN/MOS2] and was used to explain solubilities at low acidities,
while neglecting the hydrolysis of Pu4+ ion. Hence, the data from this paper have been
recalculated using the same solubility scheme and practically the same constants as in
the work of King [49KIN]. The following complexes and values of the formation con-
stants are used (see AppendixA entry for [49KIN] for the definition of the constants):
log10 K ′

q (A.2, q = 0) = −8.72, log10 K ′
q(A.2, q = 1) = −5.16 and the same values

for K ′
2(A.2) andK ′

4(A.2) are used as in [49KIN].

[60DEN/MOS2]

The authors have measured the solubility of gelatinous Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O at (25.0±
0.4)◦C in 2 M (H+,Na+)ClO4 and (H,Li)NO3 solutions of varying hydrogen ion con-
centration up to 2 M. The composition of the solid phase was determined by chemical
analysis, which showed a 1:2 metal to phosphate ratio, while the value ofx was repor-
ted to be variable between 1 and 4. The solubility was measured only from undersatur-
ation.

In the data analysis, the authors analyzed solubility data for low [H+] (< 0.3 M)
without considering the hydrolysis of Pu4+ ion, but instead assumed the complex
Pu(HPO4)

0
2. Since there is no experimental evidence for the formation of this com-

plex, data treatment along the following lines is carried out here:
The dissolution reaction can be written:

Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s)+ 4H+ + x·H2O(l) 
 Pu4+ + 2H3PO4(aq) (A.12)

for which the equilibrium constant is:

∗K ◦
s,0(A.12) = [Pu4+]·[H3PO4(aq)]2·[H+]−4·γPu4+·γ 2

H3PO4
·γ−4

H+ ·ax
w

and may be considered to a good approximation invariable as the proton concentration
is varied at constant ionic strength and anion concentration. By calculating [Pu4+]
from this expression, and the total phosphate as twice the total plutonium concentration
(from Eq. (A.12)), and using dissociation constants for H3PO4(aq) (calculated at this
ionic strength with the SIT equations and interaction coefficients in AppendixB),
the solubility was calculated by considering only one phosphate complex, namely
PuH3PO4+

4 with the formation constant atI = 2 M from the work of King [49KIN].
Due to the low phosphate concentrations resulting from the dissolution of solid, the
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higher complexes may be neglected. A maximum of 11% of the Pu(IV) is complexed
at the highest acidities. The resulting calculated solubilities are compared to the
experimental data and to the author’s model in FigureA.2. The values of the solubility
products obtained are: log10

∗Ks,0(A.12, 2 M NaClO4) = −(10.51 ± 0.20) and
log10

∗Ks,0(A.12, 2 M LiNO3) = −(9.32± 0.30).

[60GRE/NOR]

Grenthe and Norén studied the formation of nitrate and chloride complexes by using a
cation exchange resin in the H+ form. The ionic strength was maintained atI = 4 M
with perchloric acid, and the ligand concentration was varied up to 2.5 M (nitrate)
and 3.5 M (chloride), respectively. Care was taken to avoid disproportionation and
hydrolysis. The possibility of reduction of Pu(IV) by the resin was pointed out by
Laxminarayanan, Patil and Sharma [64LAX/PAT] who also noted this should not have
greatly affected the results, because Pu(III) should form complexes of comparable sta-
bility. The calculation of the complex formation constants was done according to a
method developed by Fronæus, which is based on the introduction of special mathem-
atical functions that allow a graphical analysis and a stepwise evaluation of the different
constants. The results of this study show that the nitrate complexes of plutonium(IV)
are more stable than the corresponding chloride complexes. It could be shown that
three nitrate complexes exist: PuNO3+

3 , Pu(NO3)2+
2 and Pu(NO3)+3 , whereas in the

case of chloride as a ligand the formation constant of the 1:3 complex is only a very
approximate value, and the existence of this complex cannot be considered proven. The
constants reported for the Pu(IV) nitrate complexes at 20◦C andI = 4 M (HClO4) are:
log10β1 = (0.74±0.02), log10 β2 = (1.37±0.02) and log10β3 = (1.2±0.3) (but also
see the discussion below with respect to whether the values for the dinitrato and trini-
trato complexes are meaningful). For the Pu(IV) chloride system, the values reported
at 20◦C andI = 4 M (HClO4) are: log10β1 = (0.15±0.06), log10β2 = (0.08±0.07)
and log10β3 = −(1.0± 0.4).

In the study of Grenthe and Norén [60GRE/NOR] the complex PuCl2+
2 was found

to be more stable than was found in other studies,e.g. [66DAN/ORL, 76BAG/RAM2,
92MAR/ESS]. However, this review selects no value for the formation of PuCl2+

2 but
uses the value reported by Grenthe and Norén [60GRE/NOR] for the formation of
PuCl3+ in the selection process in PartIV, Section18.2.2.1.b. This value does not
need to be recalculated even though formation of PuCl2+

2 is not considered, because
the evaluation procedure used by Grenthe and Norén was a stepwise one starting with
the calculation ofβ1 from a region where only PuCl3+ is formed. For the extrapolation
procedure toI = 0, cf. PartIV, Section18.2.2.1.b, we increase the uncertainties to
±0.30 to account for the differences in the limited number of determinations, espe-
cially regarding the higher chloride complexes. Correction to 25◦C using the enthalpy
selected in this review, results in log10β1 = (0.12± 0.30) which is used, after correc-
tion to molal units (resulting in log10β1,m = 0.03), in the extrapolation procedure to
obtain a value atI = 0.

In this work, for the nitrato complexes, special care was taken to avoid activity
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Figure A.2: Solubility data for Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) at 25◦C in (a) 2 M (H,Na)ClO4
and (b) 2 M (H,Li)NO3 from [60DEN/MOS2]. The experimental data are compared
with calculated values obtained using the solubility products estimated in this review
and the constant for the complex PuH3PO4+

4 from [49KIN].
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Figure A.3: Solubility of Pu(HPO4)2·xH2O(s) at 25◦C in 2 M HNO3 solutions with
varying concentrations of phosphoric acid from [60DEN/MOS]. The continuous curve
represents the values calculated with the model and the set of equilibrium constants
from [49KIN].
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coefficient changes by taking the limit of the functions for very low nitrate ion con-
centrations. However, for weak complexes the effect of complexation at low ligand
concentrations is small, and at higher ligand concentrations activity factor changes oc-
cur. A calculation to fit the distribution data while taking into account activity effects
and the distribution of only Pu4+ and the first complex has been attempted.

The resulting constant, log10β1 = (0.96±0.05), is in very good agreement with the
value recalculated for similar conditions using the results from Danesi, Orlandini and
Scibona [66DAN/ORL], and also the interaction coefficient differences are practically
identical. In the present review, an increased uncertainty of±0.30 has been assigned to
the authors’ value, in part because the study was carried out at 20◦C rather than 25◦C,
and the values for the higher complexes have been rejected.

[60LIP/POZ]

This is a qualitative spectrophotometric study of Pu(IV) nitrate complexes in 0.5-10 M
HNO3 solutions and at an unspecified temperature. On the basis of the variation of the
molar absorptivity with the concentration of nitric acid at a series of wavelengths, the
formation of several complexes was deduced. The conclusions are only qualitative, in
that the maxima and minima (in the paper, extremes) in the variation of light absorption
at various wavelengths with nitric acid concentration are assumed to show the form-
ation of a new complex. The conclusions that at 1.5 M the complex with one ligand
forms, at 1.5-2.1 M the complex with two ligands is formed, at 2.1-3.8 M the complex
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with three ligands, for 3.8-5.6 M the complex with four ligands, for 5.6-7.1 M the com-
plex with five ligands and for HNO3 concentrations above 7.1 M the complex with six
ligands is formed, are all based in the above mentioned extremes and are not quant-
itative. The fact that in mixtures of NH4NO3-HNO3 the light absorption corresponds
to a much smaller pure HNO3 concentration is interpreted by the authors to mean H+
ions are as necessary as nitrate for the formation of the complexes, because they help
in dehydrating Pu4+.

[60RAB/KLI ]

This paper on the hydrolysis of plutonium(IV) is a report of spectrophotometric results
in HClO4-NaClO4 mixtures for an ionic strength of 2 M. Results were obtained in
H2O(l) and D2O(l), at 15.4 and 25.0◦C, at 330 nm and 469 nm. Replicate experiments
gave markedly more reproducible results using the data for 330 nm. Care was taken
to extrapolate the results to the time of mixing, thus ensuring rapid hydrolysis was
the only reaction under consideration. The uncertainties in the values of log∗

10β1 are
estimated as±0.2 in the present review.

[61MAR/CHM ]

This paper reports a cation exchange study of the complexing of Pu(IV) in 0.5 and 2.33
M H+ (mostly HClO4). The temperature was not specified and there is no demon-
stration that equilibrium was attained in the 5 hours allotted for the experiment. The
Pu valence was confirmed initially but there was no verification of valence stability in
the course of the experiment. There is no evaluation of HSO−

4 /SO2−
4 equilibria in the

determination of HSO−4 concentrations. This is likely to contribute significantly to er-
rors in the 0.5 M experiments. The 2.33 M experiment indicates that only a single 1:1
complex forms and sufficient data is given to permit re-evaluation of the experiment.
A revaluation of the 2.33 experiment using the deprotonation constant for HSO4 of
[51ZEB/ALT] at I = 2 M HClO4 (0.084± 0.02) yields log10β(I ) = (1.33± 0.09).
At 0.5 M the 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 Pu(IV)-SO2−

4 complexes postulated are probably
artefacts of hydrolysis and/or air oxidation. In the absence of temperature information,
neither of these results can be extrapolated to standard state and are not included in the
determination of best values.

[61RAB/MAS]

The authors were interested in the influence of chloride solutions on the kinetics of
the redox reaction between PuO2+

2 and Sn2+. They investigated the redox kinetics
at five different temperatures: 2.4, 10.2, 15.0, 20.2 and 29.6◦C. In order to correct
for the formation of the chloride complexes of PuO2+

2 and Sn2+, the authors determ-
ined their formation constants at these five temperatures by means of the spectropho-
tometric method used by Newton and Baker [57NEW/BAK]. The ionic strength used
was I = 2 M H(Cl, ClO4), and the chloride concentration was varied between 0.25
and 1.75 M. The results of Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS] are in agreement
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with those of Newton and Baker [57NEW/BAK]. However, while Newton and Baker
[57NEW/BAK] needed to assume the formation of PuO2Cl2(aq) to explain their data,
Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS] obtained equally good agreement by using either
only PuO2Cl+ or both PuO2Cl+ and PuO2Cl2(aq) in the evaluation of their measure-
ments. This observation is compatible with that of Mazumdar and Sivaramakrishna
[65MAZ/SIV] who observed complexes higher than PuO2Cl+ only above 1.75 M Cl−.
The same conclusion can be drawn from the series of visible absorption spectra meas-
ured by Giffaut [94GIF]. With our selected formation constant, we can calculate that
the proportion of 1:2 complex in Rabideau and Master’s experiments was between 2%
and 12%. This is a rather small amount from which to determine a stability constant,
and thus the constants reported here [57NEW/BAK, 61RAB/MAS] for the formation
of PuO2Cl2(aq) probably have rather larger uncertainties.

From the variation of the constants over the temperature range between 2.4 and
29.6◦C, Rabideau and Masters [61RAB/MAS] derived a reaction enthalpy value under
the assumption that only PuO2Cl+ was formed. They obtained�rHm = 14 kJ·mol−1

for the formation reaction of PuO2Cl+. The IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] used the Ra-
bideau and Masters’ values from the 1:2 model to derive�rHm = (8± 4) kJ·mol−1

for the formation of PuO2Cl+ and�rHm = (17± 4) kJ·mol−1 for the formation of
PuO2Cl2(aq). In light of the above discussion (only a small proportion of 1:2 com-
plex formed), the value of the enthalpy of reaction for the 1:1 complex should not be
strongly affected, regardless of whether the formation of the 1:2 complex is taken into
account. Therefore, the value�rHm = 14 kJ·mol−1 seems more likely to be correct,
but on the other hand the value�rHm = 8 kJ·mol−1 selected in the IAEA review is
consistent with the value for the corresponding U(VI) system [92GRE/FUG]. In view
of these uncertainties, we do not select enthalpy data from this study.

[61SUL/HIN]

The authors used a cell arrangement which eliminated liquid junction potentials to
determine the formal potential of the reaction

NpO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+.

They determinedE◦′ = (1.13638± 0.00016) V in 1 M HClO4 at 25◦C. The authors
also recalculated the value of Cohen and Hindman [52COH/HIN] which was derived
in 1 molal HClO4. Using 1 m

∧= 0.9581 M HClO4, the formal potential was corrected
from (1.1373± 0.0008) V to (1.1361± 0.0010) V. Cohen and Hindman, however,
used 1.027 molal HClO4. Therefore, the corrected value determined by this review is
E◦′ = (1.1366± 0.0010) V.

[62GEL/MOS]

This paper reports four experiments on the solubility of ammonium diplutonate
((NH4)2PuO2O7) in distilled water and in carbonate solutions (0.175 to 0.438 M).
There are four difficulties in interpreting this data:1) From three solubility
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measurements the authors assign association quotients to three different complexes
(PuO2CO3(OH)−, PuO2(CO3)2, PuO2(CO3)(OH)2−

2 ). This would appear to be an
over-parameterisation of the data;2) There is no evidence as to the nature and stability
of the solid phase used in these experiments;3) It does not seem feasible that an
OH− dependence could be determined on the basis of an experiment performed at
essentially constant pH (9.5 to 9.6); and4) It is not clear how these model complexes
were chosen. Jensen [82JEN] and Newton and Sullivan [85NEW/SUL] pointed out
these problems and recommended that these data be used carefully or not at all.
Jensen [82JEN] and Ullman and Schreiner [88ULL/SCH] noted that the reported
stability of the PuO2(CO3)(OH)− complex is much too large to be reasonable. In
spite of the difficulty in interpreting this experiment, it appears that these authors
assigned a reasonable stability to the PuO2(CO3)

2−
2 complex (log10 β2 = 13.82;

log10β◦2 = 15.04 using the Davies extrapolation). No reliance should be placed on
these results.

[62MOS/ZAI]

The solubility product value for PuO2(OH)2(s), log10 Ks,0 = −22.7, is apparently
based on a single solubility measurement for “ammonium diplutonate” after equilib-
ration for 4 to 6 hours at room temperature. The nature of the equilibrium solid was
not established, and it is unlikely 4 to 6 hours was long enough for an equilibrium
solubility to be established. The solid was assumed by the authors to convert to (hy-
drated) PuO2(OH)2(s), an assumption in agreement with the later results of Cleve-
land [70CLE2]. There is no indication the oxidation state of the aqueous species was
checked. However, the short equilibration period probably did limit changes caused
by radiolysis to the oxidation state of plutonium in solution. Therefore, the reported
solubility product is probably a valid maximum value, and is accepted as such in the
present review.

Table 1 contains a large number of typographical errors that make it difficult to
interpret. For example, the calculated concentrations of(PuO2)2(OH)+3 are apparently
entered one row from their correct locations in the table. If the authors’ selected equi-
librium constants are used, saturation concentrations of plutonium as much as an order
of magnitude greater than the experimental concentrations are calculated.

[62SYK/TAY]

Measurements were done using UV-visible spectroscopy of solutions of Np(IV),
Np(V), and Np(VI). The ionic strength was maintained atI = 2 M with NaClO4,
and the temperature was 25◦C. Formation constants were derived for NpSO2+

4 (β1 =
3200), NpO2SO4(aq) (β1 = 44), NpCl3+ (β1 = 0.53), NpO2Cl+ (β1 = 0.62), and
NpNO3+

3 (β1 = 1.3). Observations also indicated formation of a second Np(IV)
sulphate complex and a Np(VI) nitrate complex, but no association constants were
determined. No absorption spectra or evaluation procedures are given in the paper.
The data provided are insufficient to critically review the conclusions and estimate
errors.
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[63MOS/GÉL]

A NpO2HCO3(aq) formation constant is reported from “unpublished” work:
log10 K = −2.2 at I= 0.15 M and−2.4 at 0 M with indication about neither the ionic
strength correction procedure, nor the experimental procedure, nor the interpretation
(of the experimental results), nor the definition of the equilibrium constant. High
CO2(g) partial pressures would be more likely to stabilise a NpO2HCO3(aq) species;
but no evidence of any Np(V) bicarbonate complex has been found in other studies
using such conditions [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP]. It is concluded
the value in this publication [63MOS/GÉL] is in error. In a later paper, one of the
authors [71MOS2] proposed different (incorrect) Np(V) carbonate complexes for
other chemical conditions (cf. discussion of [71MOS2]).

[63MUS]

This is a polarographic study of the change in the half-wave potential of the Np4+/Np3+
reduction potential in the presence of bisulphate ion. All�SO4 was assumed to be
HSO−4 . Experiments were performed at 3 M ionic strength and 1.1 M acid strength.
The data are provided in sufficient detail to enable recalculation of the association
quotients and errors. In the recalculation, using a quadratic model, a correction was
made for the presence of SO2−

4 .

[64GAI/SYK]

This is a cation exchange study of Np(V) nitrate complexes in 2 M H (ClO4, NO3)
mixtures at 25◦C. The ligand concentration was varied from 0.2 - 1.8 M. It is assumed
that no adsorption of the complex by the resin occurred and only the first complex
formed. The authors obtainedβ1 = (0.56±0.06) as the average of 0.54 and 0.58 from
two separate runs, both with 0.01 standard deviation. The disproportionation of Np(V)
was accounted for by estimating log10 Kdisprop. = −6.08 at 2 M acid, (it was concluded
that less than 1.5 % of Np(V) disproportionated). The spectra in methanol showed no
new bands and the same peak height was observed; only a solvation change could be
observed.

The reaction with the resin, denoted R-H can be written:

R-H+ NpO+
2 
 R-NpO2 + H+

assuming that no other ions are exchanged. The thermodynamic constant of the ex-
change reaction is:

K ◦
cix = [R-NpO2]r·[H+]aq·fcpx,r·fH+,aq

[NpO+
2 ]aq·[R− H]r·fNpO+2 ,aq·fR-H,r

= C f
[R-NpO2]r·fH+,aq

[NpO+
2 ]aq·fNpO+2 ,aq

where

C f = [H+]aq·fcpx,r

[R-H]r·fR-H,r
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is to a good approximation constant, since the composition of the resin and the con-
centration of protons do not change. The same can not hold forfH+,aq and fNpO+2 ,aq
while making full substitution of the perchlorate anion by nitrate. This would be true
in the ionic strength interval where the interaction coefficient part of the activity coeffi-
cient expression is negligible as compared to Debye-Hückel term,e.g., less than 0.3 M
ionic strength. Thus the experimentally determinedKd = [Np(V)resin]tot/[Np(V)]aq
is expressed as:

Kd = [R-NpO2]r
[NpO+2 ]·(1+ β◦1·[NO−

3 ]·f−1
cpx1·fNpO+2 ,aq·fNO−

3 ,aq+ · · ·)

= K◦
cix

Cf
·

fNpO+2 ,mix

fH+,mix
{1+ β1·[NO3]·fNpO+2 ,aq·f−1

cpx1,mix + · · ·}−1 (A.13)

The same expression is valid in measurements ofK ◦
d in perchloric acid, but without the

term in parenthesis and activity factors of the cationi denotedfi,ClO4. Then:

K◦
d

Kd
=

fNpO+2 ,ClO−
4
·fH+,mix

fNpO+2 ,mix·fH+,ClO−
4

{1+ β1·[NO3]·fNpO+2 ,mix·fcpx1,mix + · · ·}−1 (A.14)

Then by expressing the values of log10(K
◦
d/Kd) as a function of the nitrate concentra-

tion, an upper limit for the stability constant of the first complex may be estimated. In
fact, according to SIT, the logarithm of the activity ratio on the right hand side may be
expressed as�ε(NO−

3 ), while the deviations from linearity may be accounted for by
varying the value of the constant in the term inside parenthesis. In this particular case
the linear model better represents the experimental data than the model with one com-
plex as used by the authors. The authors themselves suggested the reported association
constant “may include . . . contributions from long range medium effects represented by
the variation of activity coefficients with composition”, and the reported Np(V)/nitrate
association constant is not accepted in the present review.

Similar experiments were performed with chloride as an anion. The evaluation
of the distribution coefficients atI = 2 M H(Cl, ClO4) and chloride concentrations
varying between 0.2 M and 1.8 M, yielded for the formation of NpO2Cl(aq): β1 =
(0.51± 0.06) as an average of(0.45± 0.01) and(0.57± 0.03) obtained in two sep-
arate runs. This constant is very similar to the one reported for the nitrate system,
(0.56± 0.06), and it can be concluded that an equally good explanation of the results
may be possible by considering activity effects rather than complex formation (see the
discussion above).

[64GEL/ZAI ]

A value of Ks,0 = 0.5× 10−9 was reported for the solubility product for PuO2OH(s)
from an experiment reported later in more detail [68ZAI/ALE].

[64KEE/KRU]

Keenan and Kruse prepared KNpO2CO3(s), and KPuO2CO3(s) hydrated compounds,
by precipitation in 0.1 M KHCO3 solution. X-ray powder diffraction patterns were
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obtained, but several different hydrated phases can possibly be prepared in similar con-
ditions. No data from this work was used by the present review.

[64LAX/PAT ]

This is a solvent extraction study of nitrate and sulphate complexation with Pu(IV)
using the extractant tri-n butyl phosphate(TBP), 20% in toluene. In the study of nitrate
complexation the aqueous solutions had total ionic strengths of 1.02 M H (ClO4, NO3),
1.9 M (0.6 M H+, 1.3 M Na+, 1.9 M (ClO4, NO3)) and 4.7 M (0.7 M H+, 4 M Na+,
4.7 M (ClO4, NO3)). The temperature and Pu isotope were not specified. No holding
oxidant or reductant was used. The authors cited the measurements of Brothers, Hart
and Mathers [58BRO/HAR] where the activity coefficient of the nitrate ion remains
constant in the case of addition of perchlorate in nitrate solutions, but this is not true
while exchanging H+ for Na+ as done in this work. The constants do not depend only
on the ionic strength, but also on the composition of the aqueous solution.

The graphical method of differentiation used by the authors with a function based
on values for only 5-9 points seems highly subjective. In this review, both a polyno-
mial fit of all the points and also a non-linear curve fit considering only the part in
[HTDB]3/D, (differentiating 3 ln[NO3] analytically) were carried out. Totally differ-
ent results were obtained, and the estimated uncertainty is more than 0.5 log units for
the first constant. With two calculation methods, one taking the limit of the derivative
(modified Fomin Majorova method) and the other the limit of the integral of a func-
tion (Fronaeus method), values of the constants, especially for higher order complexes,
differing by more than one logarithmic unit are obtained. The fitting of a logarithmic
function gives quite erroneous results for small numbers, lending higher weight to the
smallest numbers. Other attempts to recalculate the results by including activity ef-
fects explicitly were also unsuccessful. In conclusion, no reliable values for nitrato
complexation constants could be found based on the results in this paper. The values
reported by the authors as obtained with the modified Fomin Majorova method (with
the HNO3·TBP complex) and with the Fronaeus method are reported in Table20.2, but
are not accepted in the present review.

The paper also described determination of formation constants for Pu(IV) sulphato
complexes based on TBP extractions from 2 M (Na,H)(NO3, ClO4) solutions. Cor-
rections were made for the effect of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 nitrato complexes with Pu(IV)
using formation constants based on the experiments discussed above. The paper also
included results for TTA extraction, but no data or details were provided. Subsequent
work by this same group [73PAT/RAM2] described the TBP work as “not reliable” and
therefore these results are not included in the determination of recommended values.

[64LUC]

An extraction study of Pu(IV)-SO2−4 complexes in 1 M (H,Na)NO3, 0.5 M H+ at(23±
0.5)◦C is discussed. Only the stability of the stepwise addition of HSO−

4 to form the 1:2
complex was determined by the author in the absence of stability constants for the NO−

3
complexes. The H+ concentrations were low, and the valence stability was not verified
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after the initiation of the experiment. Thus, the results were probably affected both by
air oxidation and hydrolysis product formation. The experiment was performed rapidly
in an attempt to avoid oxidation, but attainment of equilibrium was not confirmed.
The result of this study is not used in the determination of a recommended value for
log10β(19.5).

[64MOS/PER]

This is a cation exchange study performed at(20±2)◦C in a 0.2 M NH4ClO4 medium.
The authors reported distribution coefficients of Np(V) both at constant total phosphate
concentration and variable pH and also at constant pH and variable total phosphate. The
distribution data were explained by the formation of the complexes NpO2HPO−4 and
NpO2H2PO4(aq) according to:

NpO+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO−4 (A.15)

NpO+
2 + H2PO−4 
 NpO2H2PO4(aq) (A.16)

with constants:

log10β(A.15, 20◦C, 0.2 M NH4ClO4) = (2.85± 0.15)

log10β(A.16, 20◦C, 0.2 M NH4ClO4) = 0.8

The second complex was a minor species for the experimental conditions
studied, accounting for 5-17% of the total neptunium in solution. Its constant is
calculated as the difference between two large numbers from the variation of the
constantβ1(NpO2HPO−4 ) with pH. On the other hand, the variation of the constant
of the dominant complex may be partially or completely due to changes in activity
factors as a singly charged ligand is replaced by one that is doubly charged (the
ligand concentration represents 50% of the medium anions). The phosphoric acid
constants used were not recalculated at the given ionic strength. Recalculation of
the data using the appropriate protonation constants for phosphoric acid results in
log10β(A.15, 20◦C, 0.2 M NH4ClO4) = (2.46± 0.15), if this is considered to be
the sole species to form in the given conditions. Extrapolation of this value toI = 0
with the SIT equations and interaction coefficients in AppendixB (in fact, the ionic
interaction coefficient terms at these low ionic strengths is very small, since

ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) = 0.25 ∼= −ε

(NH+
4 ,HPO2−

4 )
= 0.24

(the value ofε
(NH+

4 ,HPO2−
4 )

was estimated as equal toε
(K+,HPO2−

4 )
(TableB.5))

and the interaction coefficient of the singly-charged complex is small) results in:

log10β◦(A.15, 298.15 K, I = 0) = (2.97± 0.15)

[64POZ/FED]

This is a qualitative spectrophotometric study performed in 2, 3 and 5.7 M HNO3 solu-
tions and at 20, 40, 60◦C. The main result reported is that an increase in the temperature
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from 20 to 60◦C of a 2 M HNO3 solution results in a spectral effect similar to that found
by increasing the nitric acid concentration to about 5 M.

[64SHI/MAR]

Shiloh and Marcus studied the spectra of neptunium(III), plutonium(III) and ameri-
cium(III) in chloride and bromide solutions, respectively. They found evidence for
the formation of NpCl2+, NpCl+2 , NpBr2+, NpBr+2 , PuCl2+, PuCl+2 , PuBr2+, PuBr+2 ,
AmCl2+, AmCl+2 , and AmBr2+. The ionic strengths used were very high and varied
between 1 M and 13.7 M of LiCl and LiBr, respectively. It is not possible to correct
these values toI = 0.

[65CHO/KET]

This is a solvent extraction study in which the authors determined the formation con-
stants of the 1:1 and 1:2 thiocyanate complexes of Nd(III), Eu(III), Pu(III), Am(III),
Cm(III) and Cf(III). NaClO4 was used as inert electrolyte to adjust the ionic strength to
1 M, and the pH was adjusted to 2 with HClO4. The following stepwise constants were
reported for the Pu(III) complexes:K1(PuSCN2+, 1 M, 298.15 K) = (2.90±0.31) and
K2(Pu(SCN)+2 , 1 M, 298.15 K) = (1.95± 0.29). These measurements were carried
out in a thermostated water bath at(25± 0.1)◦C. The authors evaluated the form-
ation constant of PuSCN2+, K1, from the measurements in the concentration range
0 < [SCN−]t < 0.1 M, and the constantK2 from data in the concentration range
0.1 < [SCN−]t < 1 M. Unfortunately, the authors presented only a few “typical
graphs of the data”,i.e., Nd(III) and Cm(III) for the evaluation ofK1, and Nd(III) and
Pu(III) for the evaluation ofK2. However, the study is a careful one, and we assume
that the graphs of the other data are of a similar linearity as those shown in Figures 1
and 2 of [65CHO/KET].

[65DEN/SHE]

The authors studied the solubility of ammonium dioxoplutonium(VI) phosphate in di-
lute nitric or perchloric acid solutions of pH 1.0 to 6.4. There is no evidence that the
solid phase was characterized before or after equilibration in aqueous acidic solutions.
It is very probable that at low pH the ammonium dioxoplutonium(VI) phosphate was
converted partially or totally to hydrated PuO2HPO4(s) or other solid phases. The au-
thors report the following values of solubility products, both from measurements in the
pH interval 1 to 3:

NH4PuO2PO4·3H2O(s) 
 NH+
4 + PuO2+

2 + PO3−
4 + 3H2O (A.17)

log10 Ks,0(A.17, 0-0.1 M H(NO3, ClO4)) = −(26.64± 0.30)

PuO2HPO4(s) 
 PuO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 (A.18)

log10 Ks,0(A.18, 0-0.1 M H(NO3, ClO4)) = −(12.55± 0.30)

The complexes assumed to form in the whole pH range are PuO2HPO4(aq) and
NH4PuO2PO4(aq). The overall formation constants for these complexes according to
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the reactions:

NH+
4 + PuO2+

2 + PO3−
4 
 NH4PuO2PO4(aq) (A.19)

PuO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 PuO2HPO4(aq) (A.20)

are also reported as log10β(A.19, 0-0.1 M HNO3, HClO4) = 21.43 and log10β (A.20,
0-0.1 M HNO3, HClO4) = 8.17.

A recalculation of the data was attempted assuming, at first, no phase change and
the formation of PuO2(H2PO4)

2−n
n complexes in this pH range. The overall dissolution

reaction considered was:

NH4PuO2PO4·3H2O(s)+ 2H+

 NH+

4 + PuO2+
2 + H2PO−4 (A.21)

The constant∗Ks,0(A.21) = [PuO2+
2 ][NH+

4 ][H2PO−4 ][H+]−2 was calculated assuming
total phosphate and total ammonium equal to the total concentration of Pu(VI). Then
the concentration of H2PO−4 was expressed through total phosphate and the constants
of phosphoric acid. By combining the dioxoplutonium(VI) concentration from the sol-
ubility product with that of total dioxoplutonium(VI) as free dioxoplutonium(VI) plus
H2PO−4 complexes, the solubility could be expressed as a function of pH. Much higher
solubilities would be obtained at the low pH values if this were the solid phase in equi-
librium. The ionic strength was not maintained constant, and the solubility products are
influenced by ionic strength changes for values between 0 and 0.1 M, where changes in
activity coefficients can be accounted for reasonably well solely by the Debye-Hückel
term in the SIT equations (AppendixB). Even with ionic strength corrections of all
the constants, the lower solubilities at pH 1-4 can not be explained. Thus it seems cer-
tain that at pH values lower than 3 there was a transformation of the solid phase. An
attempt was made to do a calculation in the same way using the data at low pH, but as-
suming PuO2HPO4(s) as the stable solid phase. In the absence of dioxoplutonium(VI)-
phosphate complexes the solubilityversus pH curve should have a slope of 0.5 instead
of 0.67 at equilibrium with ammonium dioxoplutonium(VI) phosphate. This is true for
both sets of data and limiting values for the solubility of solids can be obtained. How-
ever, it is impossible from such a sparse set of data (5-6 points) to obtain two solubility
products and at least two complex formation constants. For these reasons the solubility
products and stability constants reported in this work are considered unreliable and are
not accepted.

[65IAK/GOR ]

The pale green solid K4PuO2(CO3)3(s) was prepared by oxidizing a 0.017 M Pu(IV)
aqueous solution in concentrated K2CO3 media at 95 to 100◦C over 15 to 20 minutes.
The stoichiometry of the solid was determined by chemical analysis. Its X-ray dif-
fraction pattern was found to be similar to the known pattern for K4UO2(CO3)3(s).
No thermodynamic data can be deduced from this work; but one of the authors later
[66GOR/KLI] carried out solubility measurements for the same type of solid phases,
and that work was used in the present review to deduce equilibrium constants.
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[65MAZ/SIV ]

This is a solvent extraction study using TTA 0.2 M and 0.4 M in benzene as the ex-
tractant. For the nitrate complexation experiments the aqueous phase was a sodium
perchlorate solution at pH = 1.15, with a total ionic strength of 4.1 M and nitrate con-
centrations up to 2 M. Trace (10−4 M) concentrations of Pu(VI) were used. The authors
observed photochemical reduction of Pu(VI), which could be avoided in the absence
of light. The extraction mechanism was tested.

The authors explained the extraction results in terms of two nitrato complexes of
Pu(VI). Another approach would have been to allow for differences in the interactions
of H+ and PuO2+2 with nitrate and perchlorate in each extraction mixture. This could
be done using�ε(H) = ε(H+,ClO−

4 ) − ε(H+,NO−
3 ) = 0.07 kg·mol−1 and�ε(PuO2) =

ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )
− ε

(PuO2+
2 ,NO−

3 )
∼= 0.46− 0.24= 0.22 kg·mol−1 (with the uranium(VI)

values for plutonium(VI), see also: AppendixB TableB.3 and footnotes (r) and (v) to
that table). The conditional constants would depend not only on the ionic strength, but
also on the activity coefficient of the nitrate ion, which at the same ionic strength would
vary with the concentration of the positive ions H+ and Na+. The data in this paper
[65MAZ/SIV] can then be equally well explained by assuming only activity changes
and no complex formation.

The reported [65MAZ/SIV] nitrate complexation constants areβ1 = 0.92 and (in
the authors’ words, “very approximately”)β2 = 0.2. Using the ion association ap-
proach, only the value log10β1 = −(0.04± 0.20) is accepted, where the uncertainty is
assigned in the present review.

[65MOS/MEF]

Stability constants are given for two sulphite complexes of NpO+
2 :

NpO+
2 + SO2−

3 
 NpO2SO−3 log10β1 = 2.15
NpO+

2 + 2SO2−
3 
 NpO2(SO3)

3−
2 log10β2 = 3.00

No experimental detail is given for these tabulated values. By analogy to the other
experiments reported in this paper, it is assumed that these refer to theI = 0 andt =
25◦C standard state. Insufficient experimental detail is given to permit re-evaluation
according to the TDB standards. These values are not further considered in this review.

[65PER]

This is primarily a study of the solubility of Pu(OH)4(am) as a function of pH (0.54 to
3.50) at(24± 2)◦C. Equilibration periods were short (approximately 60 hours), and
equilibrium was probably not achieved. Values of log10 Ks,0 ranging from−48.0 to
−58.2 were reported, and ionic strength corrections to obtain values ofK ◦

s,0 were done
using an extended Debye-Hückel treatment. However, as discussed by Rai [84RAI],
Perez-Bustamante assumed in these calculations that all the plutonium in solution was
Pu(IV). Disproportionation and hydrolysis undoubtedly caused the concentration of
Pu4+ to be lower than the total concentration of plutonium in solution. This would be
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particularly true of the less acidic solutions. Thus, the values of log10 Ks,0 would be
more negative than those reported by Perez-Bustamante. This probably accounts for
the drift in the reported log10 Ks,0 values, with those from the lowest pH measurements
being affected the least. Colloid formation may also have led to an overestimate of the
plutonium in the filtered solutions. The short equilibration period (Figure 3 in [65PER])
probably introduced an error of−1 to −2 in the opposite direction. The heading in
Table 1 should read “mg Pu·l” not “ µ g Pu·l”.

Solubility data for Pu(VI) in solutions having high hydroxide concentrations indic-
ates amphoteric behaviour for hydrated PuO2(OH)2(s). The oxidation state of the solu-
tion species at high pH was not identified, nor were ionic strength effects considered in
estimating the formation constant of the “(PuO2)2(OH)−5 ”.

[66AHR/BRA]

The complexation of Np(IV) by sulphate was determined from a cation exchange dis-
tribution study in 4 M perchloric acid. The authors made corrections for the possible
formation of Np(V) in solution and the resulting interference in their adsorption study.
The authors present reasonable, but not compelling, arguments for the corrections ne-
cessary to account for this source of interference. The authors linearised their data
for calculations, but gave sufficient data to enable recalculation of the association quo-
tients and errors. In the recalculation, the data at very high SO2−

4 /�Np ratios were not
considered, as the precision of these distribution measurements is very low.

In the case of fluoride complexing of Np(IV), emf measurements were performed
using a Fe3+/Fe2+ electrode in addition to the cation exchange measurements. Here,
the emf method relies on the competition between Fe3+ and Np4+ for the fluoride ion
– complexation of fluoride by Fe3+ changes the cell potential and allows the stability
of the Np(IV) fluoride complexes to be determined. The measurements were done
at a temperature of 20◦C, and the ionic strength was maintained atI = 4 M with
HClO4. The HF(aq) concentration was varied between 10−5 and 1.4× 10−2 M in the
distribution measurements, and from 10−3 to 2× 10−2 M in the emf measurements.
From the distribution measurements the authors reported constants for the following
reactions:

Np4+ + qHF(aq)
 NpF4−q
q + qH+ (A.22)

log10
∗β1(A.22, q = 1) = (4.82± 0.02) and log10

∗β2(A.22, q = 2) = (7.57± 0.08),
while from the emf measurements they reported stepwise constants according to the
reactions

NpF5−q
q−1 + HF(aq)
 NpF4−q

q + H+ (A.23)

for the formation of NpF2+2 , NpF+3 and NpF4(aq): log10
∗K2(A.23, q = 2) = (2.69±

0.10), log10
∗K3(A.23, q = 3) = (2.34± 0.15), and log10

∗K4(A.23, q = 4) ≈ 1.3.
The authors were unable to determine a value for log10

∗K1(A.23, q = 1) with the emf
method, because they did not observe any significant potential difference at an average
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complexation degree of̄n < 1: The affinity of Np4+ for fluoride is so high that Fe3+ is
not an effective competitor atn̄ < 1.

For our evaluation, we prefer the overall constants according to Reaction (A.22)
to the stepwise constants. If we assume that log10

∗β1(A.22, q = 1, 293.15 K) =
(4.82± 0.02) is also valid for the emf measurements, because the second constant
from the emf study, log10

∗K2(A.23, q = 2) = (2.69± 0.10) is nearly identical to the
one from the distribution measurements, log10

∗K2(A.23, q = 2) = (2.75± 0.08).
Since we have quantitative information as to the temperature dependence of
log10

∗β1, cf. [76CHO/UNR], we correct the first complexation constant to 25◦C:
log10

∗β1(A.23, q = 1, 298.15 K) = 4.79 by using�rHm(A.22, q = 1) =
−10.7 kJ·mol−1 (taken as independent of ionic strength). We use the cumulative
constants in our selection procedure, and we assign an uncertainty of±0.10 to
log10

∗β1, and a larger one of±0.15 to log10
∗β2 because we use the latter value

unchanged at 25◦C.

[66CAS/MAG]

The authors carried out electrophoretic, chromatographic, anion and cation exchange
measurements. The experiments were performed at 25◦C. The electrophoretic ex-
periments indicate a predominance of negatively charged complexes at ligand con-
centrations of[SCN−]t > 6.5 M. The cation exchange data could be used to de-
rive formation constants for the first three complexes. The data refer to an ionic
strength of 3 M (NaClO4), the concentration of SCN− was varied between 0 and 2 M,
and the pH was adjusted to 2 with HClO4. The following constants were reported:
K1(PuSCN2+, 3 M, 298.15 K) = 1.1, K2(Pu(SCN)+2 , 3 M, 298.15 K) = 0.73, and
K3(Pu(SCN)3, 3 M, 298.15 K) ≈ 0.25.

[66DAN/ORL]

The authors used a solvent extraction technique at(25.0± 0.1)◦C with HTTA in ben-
zene. The aqueous phase consisted of mixtures of HCl/HClO4, HNO3/HClO4, and
HCl/HBr, to study the complexation of Pu4+ with Cl−, NO−

3 , and Br−, respectively.
The complex extracted in the organic phase was shown to be Pu(TTA)4 exclusively.

In the chloride system, the extraction experiments with chloride concentrations
varying between 10−4 and 4 M gave evidence for the formation of two complexes:
PuCl3+ and PuCl2+2 . The formation of the 1:2 complex is not visible from the graph-
ical plot, but its inclusion improves the fit in the computer refinement. The resulting
formation constants wereβ1 = (2.00± 0.06) andβ2 = (0.16± 0.03). The uncer-
tainties given appear very small, and it is not obvious how they were obtained. We
use log10 β1 = (0.30± 0.20) in our evaluation, and we consider the second formation
constant too uncertain to be selected.

For the bromide system, the authors could identify the formation of PuBr3+ and
PuBr2+2 from the graphical plot of the distribution coefficientvs. the bromide concen-
tration (0.01 M≤ [Br−]t ≤ 4 M). They corrected for the formation of Pu(IV) chloride
complexes and derived the following formation constants:β1 = (10.0 ± 0.5) and
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β2 = (4.4± 0.5). Again, the uncertainties given appear very small and do not include
any systematic errors. Since Danesi, Orlandini and Scibona’s [66DAN/ORL] constant
for the formation of PuCl3+ is consistent with our evaluation,cf. Figure18.1, we use
log10β1(PuBr3+) = (1.00± 0.20), convert it to molal units, log10 β1 = (0.96± 0.20),
and correct it toI = 0 by using�ε = −(0.29± 0.13) kg·mol−1 from the corres-
ponding U(IV) system [92GRE/FUG]: log10β1 = (1.76±0.60). For the 1:2 complex,
PuBr2+2 , the authors reported log10β2(18.16, q = 2) = (0.64±0.05) in a 4 M HCl/HBr
solution. An uncertainty of±0.30 would be more realistic. The correction toI = 0
using�ε(18.16, q = 2) = −(0.56± 0.14) kg·mol−1 from the corresponding U(IV)-F
reaction [92GRE/FUG] yields log10 β◦2(18.16, q = 2) = (0.7± 0.7). This corrected
value is too uncertain to be included in the selected data set of the present review.

For the nitrate system, extractions were carried out using 4 M H(ClO4, NO3) solu-
tions with nitrate concentrations ranging from 0.001 to 4 M and 6 M H(ClO4, NO3)
solutions with nitrate concentrations ranging from 0.005 to 3.5 M. The experiments
appear to have been done carefully, but the measured distribution constants are very
small,i.e., the error inD0/D is large. This is especially the case for solutions in which
the nitrate concentration is greater than 1 M. Also considering the large changes in the
ionic medium, the values of the formation constants for complexes other than the 1:1
complex are judged to be too uncertain to be accepted in the present review. A re-
calculation of distribution data forI = 4 M, taking into account the activity coefficient
changes and considering only the first complex, has been attempted. The resulting con-
stant, log10β1 = (0.97± 0.05), is in very good agreement with the value recalculated
for similar conditions using the results of Grenthe and Norén [60GRE/NOR], and with
the value of the authors which has been accepted, but with an increased uncertainty,
log10β1 = (0.96± 0.20). The results from the 6 M solutions were not considered
further in the selection because of the high ionic strength of the solutions.

[66GOR/KLI ]

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) was prepared and chemically analysed in the same way as previ-
ously described for K4PuO2(CO3)3(s) [65IAK/GOR]. The authors indicated the X-ray
diffraction pattern of this solid was similar to the pattern for Na4UO2(CO3)3(s). This
solid was then assumed to be well characterized, and its solubility was measured at
(20± 2)◦C in 0, 0.2, 1 M and 50% K2CO3 (probably 50 wt. % anhydrous solute; this
corresponds to a 5.573 M aqueous solution). The solubility decreases with increasing
initial K2CO3 concentration. As it is now well established that in concentrated carbon-
ate aqueous solutions the major Np(VI) soluble complex is NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , the change

in solubility can be attributed to the effect of an increase in the concentration of K+ in
solution on the following reaction

K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) → NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4K+ (A.24)

Ionic strength effects cannot be neglected in this medium, and the stoichiometry of
the major soluble complex cannot be determined from this work alone (for the same
reason, analogy with the well documented [92GRE/FUG] Na4UO2(CO3)3(s) can only
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be qualitative; see below). In the present review, the equilibrium constant of the above
reaction was calculated as follows.

First, using the formation constants of NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 and other equilibrium con-

stants selected in this review, it was checked that all other soluble complexes can be
disregarded for the conditions of this study. The speciation of the carbonate anions was
calculated assuming first a closed system and secondly equilibrium with the air (see
also [95VIT]). The effect of possible ingress of CO2(g) was found to have a negli-
gible effect on the above equilibrium for the conditions of this study. Since the authors
measured the solubility after dissolving K4NpO2(CO3)3(s), the concentration of K+
was estimated to be

[K+] ≈ 2[K2CO3]i + 4[Np(VI )]t
The experimental information given in the publication was [K2CO3]i , the concentra-
tion of K2CO3 before K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) addition, and [Np(VI)]t , the measured solu-
bility. This review calculated (see also [98VIT/CAP])

ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,K+)

= −(0.62± 0.42) kg·mol−1

and the value of the standard equilibrium constant for formation of K4NpO2(CO3)3(s),
log10 K◦

s,3(A.24) = −(7.03± 0.88).
The uncertainty was deduced from the standard deviation, to which was added a

contribution for a possible systematic error (0.1) in log10[K+] because the value had to
be deduced from the (inadequate) original data (also see the discussions for [71MOS2,
77SIM] and [95OFF/CAP] in this appendix). This was the first experimental work
that confirmed analogous chemical behaviour for U(VI) and Np(VI) in concentrated
carbonate media.

[66GOR/ZEN]

Gorbenko-Germanov and Zenkova prepared M-Np(V)-CO3 solid compounds, for
M = K and Cs. From chemical analysis, they claimed that these compounds were
M5NpO2(CO3)3(s), but formation of such solid phases has not been confirmed in any
later publications (e.g., hydrated K3NpO2(CO3)2(s) and not K5NpO2(CO3)3(s) was
reported [74VIS/VOL] to form in similar conditions).

The authors measured the Np(V) concentration in the “mother-liquor” (50%
M2CO3 aqueous solution) and in the 0.2 M M2CO3 aqueous “wash solution”. They
then equilibrated each “M5NpO2(CO3)3(s)” solid phase for one week at(20± 2)◦C
with these two M2CO3 aqueous solutions, and in water, to measure the Np(V)
solubility. The Np(V) solubility was always less than the total Np(V) concentration
determined in the corresponding initial “mother-liquor” or “wash solution”. This is
evidence of slow transformation of the initial M-Np(V)-CO3 solid compounds into
more stable ones, and that equilibrium was probably not attained during preparation
of the initial solid phases.

In this review, an attempt has been made to interpret these solubility measurements
according to the equilibria
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MNpO2CO3(s)+ 2CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 +M+ (A.25)

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 (A.26)

but there is no way to check whether equilibrium was obtained prior to the measure-
ments.

There is only one experimental result (Np(V) solubility in 0.2 M M2CO3) that could
be used to estimate an equilibrium constant, but for this medium the Np(V) aqueous
speciation is not known (i.e., the[NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 ]:[NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 ] ratio), because the

activity coefficients are not known and are different from those in Na+ media (in 0.2 M
Na2CO3 aqueous solution the[NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 ]:[NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 ] ratio is approximately

1.0). In the present review, this value for the ratio has been assumed, and the value for
the equilibrium constantKs,3(A.25), was estimated but with an increased uncertainty
to account for this assumption:

log10 Ks,3(A.25, M+ = K+) = −(3.0± 1.5)

in 0.2 M K2CO3 aqueous solution at(20± 2)◦C. In the same way,

log10 Ks,3(A.25, M+ = Cs+) = −(2.4± 1.5)

in 0.2 M Cs2CO3 aqueous solution at(20± 2)◦C, could also be estimated; but the
formation of the compound CsNpO2CO3(s) is questionable (only the corresponding
Am compound, CsAmO2CO3(s) has been characterised [65KEE] even though the at-
tempted preparation of the Np compound should have been easier).

In the present review, it was assumed the solubility measured in the most concen-
trated K2CO3 aqueous solutions was controlled by the equilibrium

K3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3K+ (A.27)

and hence:

log10 Ks,3(A.27) = −(1.4± 1.5)

in 5.57 MK2CO3 aqueous solution at(20± 2)◦C. The uncertainty has been further
increased because equilibrium was probably not obtained prior to measurement of the
neptunium concentration.

The same type of interpretation would probably be less valid for the 50% Cs2CO3
media, where the Np(V) solubility is considerably higher than in the sodium or po-
tassium aqueous solutions. Also, although there are reports in the literature about
Rb3NpO2(CO3)2(s) [79VOL/VIS, 81VOL/VIS2, 81VOL/VIS3, 81VOL/VIS] there is
nothing about Cs3NpO2(CO3)2(s), and it is unclear whether Cs3NpO2(CO3)2(s) was
formed. Therefore, this review does not use the solubility measurements in concen-
trated Cs2CO3 aqueous solution. The thermodynamic data extracted from this pub-
lication for the potassium system are only rough estimates as the corresponding solid
phases were not properly characterised.
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Two Np(V) absorption spectra were also reported. The characteristic NpO+
2 bands

were notably changed on addition of concentrated carbonate solution. This was the
first reported evidence of the formation of soluble Np(V) complexes. The spectra can
be attributed to a mixture of NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 and NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 complexes [90RIG],

but there were insufficient reported measurements for proper estimation of formation
constants.

[66RYK/YAK ]

This is a spectrophotometric study of the kinetics of the reaction of Np(IV) +
Np(VI ) 
 2 Np(V), carried out at(25± 0.1)◦C in 2.0 M H(ClO4, NO3) solutions,
adding nitrate through to full substitution for perchlorate. The reverse reaction,
disproportionation of Np(V), was ruled out. In nitrate media, the kinetic constant
initially increased linearly with nitrate concentration, then began to flatten out at
higher nitrate concentrations. From this it was assumed that an activated complex
nitrate-Np(IV)-Np(VI)-water had formed. To explain the flattening out, formation of
nitrate complexes was assumed. Since total concentrations were measured, the rate
was given by expressing the free ion concentration in terms of the total concentration
and the fraction complexed. Then the assumption of which complexes form and what
formation constants they should have was made by trying the simplest complexes and
fitting the rate constant data. No analysis of stoichiometry of the complexes could be
done since, from one set of data, constants for 3-4 complexes had to be determined.
This was done by fixing arbitrarily only one complex for NpO2+

2 with a formation
constant of 0.4 (no data are given in the paper to substantiate this assumption), and
then two schemes of complexation for Np4+ were tested, one with only one complex,
the other with two. Since the two complex hypothesis gave a better fit to the data for
the dependence of the kinetic constant on nitrate concentration, this speciation was
accepted and the values of the constants were determined.

By refitting the data using the authors’ method, this review finds a much better fit
with β1 = 1.9 andβ2 = 1 for the formation constants of the complexes for Np(IV),
usingk′1 = 0.6 andk′2 = 11.0, instead of the set of four constants reported by the
authors (2.2, 1.5, 0.82, 12.5, respectively) (see FigureA.4). The recalculatedk′ values
with the authors’ model (Eq. 12) are markedly different from those reported in Table 1
of the paper, so a calculation error is suspected. The value log10β1 = (0.34± 0.20)
is accepted, where the uncertainty has been assigned in the present review. However,
other approaches to analysing the data would give a somewhat different result. Since
the analysis of the kinetics of the reaction studied was based on the measurement of the
concentrations of ions participating in complexation equilibria, the simplest hypothesis
would be to assume only one complex for Np(IV) or even no complex at all. Even
though equilibrium is not completely excluded, the reported data forK ′ vs. nitrate
concentration have been treated as:

v = −d[Np4+]/dt = K ′(k1 + k2[NO3])[Np4+][NpO2+
2 ]

wherek1 andk2 are two kinetic constants to be determined together with the com-
plexation constant(s). It can be shown that assuming a single Np(IV) complexation
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Figure A.4: The kinetic data of [66RYK/YAK] plotted with the authors model and
constants (full line) and using constants as recalculated in the present review (dashed
curve, see text).
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constant, and assuming the value of that formation constant varies with nitrate con-
centration because of activity effects, a better fit than that of the authors is obtained
(with β1 = 2.65), even though the authors’ method assumed three complexes. Indeed,
the data can even be fitted quite well assuming no complexes at all, with only a single
concentration-dependent activity coefficient parameter.

[66SHI/NAZ]

The authors used a solvent extraction method with HTTA to determine the formation
constants of NO−3 and Cl− complexes of Np(IV) at 20◦C and at ionic strengths of
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 M. The presence of Np(IV) as the only oxidation state was checked
successfully with an extraction test. The ligand concentrations were varied between 0
and 2 M while maintaining a constant ionic strength of 2.0 M by using HClO4.

The experiments as well as their evaluation appear correct, but the authors did not
give any uncertainty estimates. For chloride as a ligand, we use their values with our
estimated uncertainties: log10β1(NpCl3+) = (0.15± 0.20) for I = 0.5 M, −(0.04±
0.20) for I = 1.0 M, and(0.04± 0.20) for I = 2.0 M. In the absence of any enthalpy
data, we use these values at 25◦C assuming that the temperature correction between
20◦C and 25◦C is not significant. For the 1:2 complex, the results log10β2(NpCl2+2 ) =
−(0.25± 0.30) for I = 1.0 M and−(0.15± 0.30) for I = 2.0 M seem acceptable,
but the extrapolation toI = 0 of the results from different sources yields inconsistent
results,cf. PartIII , Section9.2.2.2. The constant obtained for NpCl+

3 at I = 1 M is
not credible because such a complex is not expected to form under these conditions,cf.
comments under Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI].

The nitrate data were treated similarly. There is a high degree of subjectivity in
calculating the constants from the experimental data. The values of some of the con-
stants are less than the errors therein. Thus, forI = 1.5 M, the value selected by
the authors gives a model function that is almost tangential at the lowest point of the
experimental data curve. The authors reported the valuesβ1 = 2.8 (I = 0.5 M);
β1 = 2.2, β2 = 1.2 andβ3 = 0.55 (I = 1.0 M); β1 = 2.3 (I = 1.5 M); β1 = 2.0
andβ2 = 2.2 (I = 2.0 M). Recalculation assuming two, and only two, complexes
with constants calculated as the slope and intercept of the function used by the au-
thors results in the valuesβ1 = 4.2 andβ2 = 0.06 (I = 0.5 M); β1 = 1.7, and
β2 = 1.6 (I = 1.0 M); β1 = 2.6 andβ2 = 3.2 (I = 1.5 M); β1 = 1.3 andβ2 = 5.0
(I = 2.0 M). Because of the high ionic strength and high variation in the perchlor-
ate and nitrate concentrations in these experiments, activity corrections as used in the
present reviews [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID] do not properly account for medium effects
in deriving association constants from this type of data (especially higher association
constants) for very weak complexes. Thus, it is assumed the activity coefficient factors,
or equivalently, the concentration quotient

K = [NpNO3+
3 ]

[Np4+]·[NO−
3 ]

for a complex have the same numerical values in different media of the same ionic
strength (e.g., in 2 M HClO4 or in 2 M HNO3). A somewhat different treatment
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was applied here to account for activity factor changes, and for the first complexation
constant (only), extrapolated to trace nitrate concentrations,β1 = 3.0 (I = 0.5 M
HClO4); β1 = 1.42, (I = 1.0 M HClO4); β1 = 1.9 (I = 1.5 M HClO4); β1 = 1.6
(I = 2.0 M HClO4) were obtained. Since this treatment yields a fit to the experi-
mental data that is at least equally good as is found from the standard treatment, the
authors’ values for the formation constants of the 1:2 and 1:3 species are not accep-
ted. The values of the constants for the first complex are well within the uncertainties
of those obtained from the standard treatment above, and the values from the stand-
ard treatment, with uncertainties assigned in the present review are accepted for the
first stepwise constants: log10β1(I = 0.5 M HClO4) = (0.62± 0.20), log10β1(I =
1.0 M HClO4) = (0.23± 0.20), log10β1(I = 1.5 M HClO4) = (0.41± 0.20),
log10β1(I = 2.0 M HClO4) = (0.11± 0.20).

[66WAI]

In this study, Wain has measured the formal potential of the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couple at
(25± 0.1◦)C in 0.4-2 M solutions of nitric acid, as well as in 0.5 and 1 M HClO4, and
1 M HCl. The standard calomel electrode was used as reference and the liquid junction
potential was estimated by comparing the data obtained in 1 M HClO4 with the value
reported in [51RAB/LEM] obtained without liquid junction and with the hydrogen
electrode as reference. The values compare relatively well, which is unexpected due
to the possibility of precipitation of KClO4 in the liquid junction. From the difference
in the values of the potential measured in 1 M and 0.5 M (in fact this last value is
interpolated) HNO3 with the potential in solutions of equal concentrations of HClO4,
the author calculated the formation constant for the complex PuNO3+

3 asβ1 = 5.3
at 0.5 M HNO3 andβ1 = 5.6 at 1 M HNO3. In the calculation it was assumed that
Pu(III) does not form nitrate complexes and that the redox potential at zero HNO3
concentration should become equal to that in 0.5 M or 1 M HClO4 solutions (almost
identical values were measured in HClO4 by the author).

Recalculations show the redox potentials in nitric acid solutions could equally well
be explained by activity effects without complexation. Since only one measurement
was use to determine the value of the formation constant, and because of possible
problems related to Pu(III) complexation and potassium perchlorate precipitation, the
results from this study are not used further in the present review.

[67DAV]

In this report on the solubility behaviour of amorphous and colloidal hydroxides, values
are reported on the solubility product of Pu(OH)4(am). It is unlikely that the plutonium
in solution was predominantly in the+4 oxidation state under the conditions of at least
some of the experiments. The large value for log10 Ks,0 for material precipitated at a
pH value of 3 is similar to that reported by Perez-Bustamante [65PER]. The problem
is discussed further under the entry for that reference.
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[67DEN/SHE]

The authors have studied the solubility of PuO2HPO4·4H2O(s) [67DEN/SHE2] in
phosphoric acid solutions in the concentration range 0.02-5.88 M at 25◦C. No con-
stant ionic medium was used, and no analysis of the solid phase after the equilibration
was reported. Initially a qualitative spectrophotometric study indicated a displacement
of the infrared absorption band of Pu(VI) to longer wavelengths in the presence of
phosphate, but the composition and the formation constants of the complexes could
not be determined due to the insignificant change of the molar absorptivities. The
increase in the solubility was explained as resulting from the formation of the com-
plexes PuO2HPO4(aq) and PuO2H2PO+4 , while the complex PuO2(H2PO4)2(aq) was
proposed on the basis of the isolation of a solid compound with a 1:2 plutonium:ligand
ratio at the highest phosphoric acid concentration. Electrophoresis experiments demon-
strated that dioxoplutonium(VI) enters in the composition of cationic complexes for
H3PO4 concentrations 0.02-0.206 M, while the decrease in cationic species at higher
ligand concentrations was explained by the authors as the result of formation of the
neutral PuO2(H2PO4)2(aq). Regardless, the formation constant for this complex could
not be determined, since the authors observed both a change in the solid phase and a
partial reduction of Pu(VI) to Pu(IV) for phosphoric acid concentrations higher than
5.88 M.

The calculation of the formation constants was done by analyzing the solubility
data obtained in the interval 0.02 M < [H3PO4] < 0.2 M. In the data analysis the spe-
cies PuO2HPO4(aq) and PuO2H2PO+4 were considered. There was no experimental
evidence for the formation of the PuO2HPO4(aq) complex. Apparently, its existence
and stability constant log10β(PuO2HPO4(aq)) = 8.17, together with the solubility
product for the solid phase log10 Ks,0 = −12.51 was taken from a previous work
[65DEN/SHE]. These values were used by the authors [67DEN/SHE] together with
the solubility data to determine the formation constant for the complex PuO2H2PO+4
as log10β(PuO2H2PO+4 ) = (3.93± 0.13). Since the values of these previously de-
termined constants used with the solubility data to obtainβ(PuO2H2PO+4 ) have been
rejected in the present review because of probable phase changes in the earlier study
(see comments on [65DEN/SHE] in this appendix), and also because of the changes in
the activity coefficients with the increase of the phosphoric acid concentration due to
the variation of the ionic strength, the results reported in this work are not accepted in
the present review.

[67DEN/SHE2]

The authors reported the synthesis of three solid compounds formed in
the dioxoplutonium(VI)-phosphate system, namely NH4PuO2PO4·3H2O(s),
PuO2HPO4·4H2O(s) and PuO2(H2PO4)2·3H2O(s). Powder X-ray diffraction
spectra showed the first compound to be isostructural with the corresponding
dioxouranium(VI) compound NH4UO2PO4·3H2O(s), while only chemical analysis
was used to characterize the two other compounds. The solid PuO2(H2PO4)2·3H2O(s)
was obtained by mixing PuO2HPO4·4H2O(s) with a 5 M solution of phosphoric acid
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for 14 days. All three compounds were reported to be stable with respect to changes
in the oxidation state of plutonium over a period of several months.

[67ERM/STA]

Although this paper does not give any hydrolysis constants for Np(III) or Pu(III), the
extraction constantsKex with HTTA in benzene are determined for Am(III), Cm(III)
and Fm(III). That system has been used by several authors for obtaining actinide hy-
drolysis constants. This paper therefore serves as a useful reference, as the experiments
and results seem reliable.

[67GEL/MOS]

The data in this paper may have predated the data in [62GEL/MOS]. The experiment
is identical but the results are reported in terms of a single complex, PuO2(CO3)

2−
2

with a stability of log10β2 = 15. No hydroxy-complexes appear in this interpretation.
No description is given of the solid phases used in these solubility experiments and
therefore no reliance can be placed on these results.

[67MOS/ESS]

The authors measured the solubility of Th(HPO4)2·4H2O(s) at 0.35 M HClO4 while
varying the concentration of H3PO4(aq) between 10−4 and 1.5 M. The solubility data
for the thorium system were explained in terms of the formation of aqueous complexes
of the general composition Th(HPO4)

4−n
n with n = 1 to 3. Based on these data, the

data on the analogous Pu(IV) system [60DEN/MOS2, 60DEN/MOS] and the results
of the analysis of the solubility data on the U(IV) system [64MAR/VER], the authors
proposed interpolated values for the stability constants of four aqueous complexes of
the general composition Np(HPO4)

4−n
n with n = 1 to 4

Np4+ + nHPO2−
4 
 Np(HPO4)

4−2n
n (A.28)

log10βn(A.28, n = 1, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 12.4

log10βn(A.28, n = 2, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 23.1

log10βn(A.28, n = 3, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 32.0

log10βn(A.28, n = 4, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 41.0

and a value for the solubility product of the corresponding solid.
Since the chemical model used by the authors in the corresponding Pu(IV) system

(see comments for [60DEN/MOS2] and [60DEN/MOS] in this appendix) has not been
accepted, the Np(IV) constants estimated in this work are also rejected in the present
review.
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[67NAI/RAO]

This describes a cation exchange study carried out at at 28◦C in 1 to 1.28 M H(ClO4,
HSO4) with the Pu(III) oxidation state maintained using 0.1 M KI under a N2 atmo-
sphere. Pu(III) complexing by I− was ignored in interpretation. The value used for
the HSO−4 dissociation quotient appears to be much lower than appropriate. The Pu
isotope used was not specified (probably239Pu). Equilibrium was not demonstrated
rigorously but the 24 hours equilibration time appears to be adequate for equilibrium
to have been attained. Data have been provided on which to base error estimates. Res-
ults were interpreted to indicate that both SO2−

4 (PuSO+4 ) and HSO−4 (Pu(HSO4)
+
2 ) can

complex Pu(III) in acid media, but this result is based on the erroneously low HSO−
4

dissociation constant used by the authors, the inability of exchange resins to quantitat-
ively extract anionic complexes in strong acid (see the discussion of [78RAO/BAG]),
and evidence from electrical migration studies [76FAR/BUC]. Data were re-evaluated
using a quadratic statistical model (see [83NAS/CLE2]), and the dissociation constant
of HSO−4 of [51ZEB/ALT] was extrapolated to temperature using the enthalpy determ-
ined by [59ZIE] (see [76FAR/BUC]).

[68AHR/BRA]

This is a very careful study of the fluoride complexation of NpO2+
2 carried out by us-

ing an extraction technique with dibutyl phosphate in CCl4 as the organic phase. The
aqueous phase contained 1 M HClO4 and various amounts of HF(aq). The authors ad-
ded a small amount (0.2 mM) of permanganate to prevent Np(VI) from being reduced.
The temperature of the experiment was 21◦C, and the measurements were carried out
at three different total concentrations of Np(VI): 0.09, 0.22 and 0.44 mM. All precau-
tions have been taken, and the evaluation of the experimental data was performed with
a graphical method. The advantage of graphical methods is that, for simple chemical
systems, it is usually possible to verify or reject a chemical model by plotting the exper-
imental data as a linear, model-dependent function. It is easy to recognise a deviation
from linearity by eye, and it is usually possible to distinguish such a deviation from the
scatter in the data. In such a way, the authors showed convincingly that their model,
which considers only the formation of a 1:1 and a 1:2 complex, correctly interprets
the experimental data up to a HF(aq) concentration of 4.51 M. The reported constants
appear very reliable, and we use the reported values and uncertainties in our evaluation
in PartIII , Section9.2.1.4: log10

∗β1 = (0.93± 0.11) and log10
∗β2 = (1.11± 0.10),

and assume the effect of the difference in temperature is negligible within the stated
uncertainties.

[68AHR/BRA2]

This describes a thorough distribution study using dibutyl phosphate as the extractant
in carbon tetrachloride. A holding oxidant (permanganate) was used. A non-linear
least squares approach was used to recalculate the association quotients from the data
presented. On this basis log10β(NpO2SO4, aq) was found to be(0.75± 0.12) and
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log10β(NpO2(SO4)
2−
2 ) = (0.78± 0.14). These data may be corrected from 294.15 K

to 298.15 K using the enthalpies of reaction determined by [86ULL/SCH] and the
auxiliary data for the deprotonation of HSO−4 . Although the errors are fairly large, the
results are reliable. Note that the dissociation of HSO−

4 under experimental conditions
was determined by the authors.

[68HUB/HOL]

This paper describes what appears to be a carefully performed combustion experiment
to determine the enthalpy of formation of neptunium dioxide, and the reported results
and uncertainties are accepted in the present review.

[68KRY/KOM ]

The first formation constant for the Np(VI)-HF system,

NpO2+
2 + HF(aq)
 NpO2F+ + H+ (A.29)

was reported at 25◦C in 2.11 M and 1.04 M HClO4 solutions. The authors
used the cation exchange method of Fronæus [51FRO]. The reported values of
log10

∗β1(A.29, I = 2.11 M) = (2.11± 0.03) and log10
∗β1(A.29, I = 1.04 M) =

(2.20± 0.02) are inconsistent with the values of other studies. The IAEA review
[92FUG/KHO] related the discrepancy to the fact that the authors did not take into
account the formation of a 1:2 complex, NpO2F2(aq). However, by using the constants
of the Np(VI) fluoride system as selected in the IAEA review, we estimate that, at
I = 1.04 M, only about 3% of Np(VI) were present as 1:2 complex at the highest
HF(aq) concentration, and atI = 2.11 M, the maximum proportion of 1:2 complex
was about 1%. However, Np(VI) has oxidising properties which are enhanced in the
presence of fluoride and in acidic media. Organic ion exchangers were reported to be
slowly oxidised by Np(VI), see [68AHR/BRA] and references cited therein, and there
is little doubt that this is what happened during the experiments of Krylov, Komarov
and Pushlenkov [68KRY/KOM]. In their review of aqueous coordination complexes
of neptunium, Patil, Ramakrishna and Ramaniah [78PAT/RAM] arrived at the same
conclusion. The measurements reported in [68KRY/KOM] are thus most probably not
representative of Reaction (A.29), and the data from this study are discarded in the
present review.

[68KRY/KOM2 ]

The authors reported formation constants for the equilibria

PuO2+
2 + qHF(aq)
 PuO2F2−q

q + qH+

with q = 1, 2, 3 and 4, from cation exchange measurements in both 1 M and 2 M
HClO4. The reported constants are inconsistent with expectations and with the results
of other studies [84CHO/RAO, 85SAW/CHA]. As in the study on Np(VI) fluoride
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complexation [68KRY/KOM], the most probable reason for the discrepancy is partial
reduction of Pu(VI) to Pu(IV). This reduction is particularly favoured in acidic solu-
tions, in the presence of an organic ion exchange resin, and also is favoured because of
the high stability of the Pu(IV) fluoride complexes. The authors did not use any holding
oxidant to prevent or control reduction, and the results of this study are not given any
credit in the present review.

[68SON/MUS]

This paper presents only a short summary of redox potential measurements of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couple in the presence of fluoride. The method and theory is described
in sufficient detail, but no information is given on the experimental conditions. The
authors reported dissociation constants for the following reactions:

NpO2F2−q
q + qH+


 NpO2+
2 + qHF(aq) (A.30)

K (A.30, q = 1) = 0.11, K (A.30, q = 2) = 0.54 andK (A.30, q = 3) = 10, at pH =
1, I = 2.1 M (NaClO4) and 25◦C. The range of fluoride concentrations used was not
reported by the authors. Since the constants reported for the 1:1 and the 1:2 complexes
are in reasonable agreement with those of other studies, we use them in our evaluation
with an estimated uncertainty of±0.4 in the logarithmic constants, in order to reflect
the lack of experimental details.

[68ZAI/ALE ]

This paper reports a study in which relatively pure PuO2OH(am) was obtained, and
the (room temperature ?) solubility product was determined from the initial pH of
precipitation from a nitrate solution of Pu(V). A value ofK1 = 0.5×10−9 was reported,
corresponding to log∗10K1 = 4.7 for

Pu+2 + H2O(l) 
 PuO2OH(am)+ H+.

This is from the same experiment reported in less detail in [64GEL/ZAI].

[68ZAI/ALE2 ]

A sparingly soluble (no solubility data are reported) compound of Pu(V) was syn-
thesized from a nitric acid solution of Pu(V) by addition of(NH4)2HPO4. Chemical
analysis of the solid showed a PuO+2 to NH+

4 ratio of 1:1, while the water content and
the amount of HPO2−4 were calculated by difference. From these results the formula
NH4PuO2HPO4(s) was proposed.

[69COH/FRI]

During an electromigration study in 1 M NaOH solution, Np(V) moved to the an-
ode which should indicate that the major Np(V) species is anionic. An ion exchange
(cation resin Dowex 50) investigation led to the same conclusion. However, it is not
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clear whether special precautions had been taken to protect the NaOH solutions from
CO2(g) in order to avoid any (anionic) carbonate complex formation. The Np(V) ab-
sorption spectrum in 1 M tetramethylammonium reported in this work had a peak
around 1010 nm which should be attributed to a mixed hydroxy-carbonatesoluble com-
plex [84VAR/BEG, 90RIG, 91VIT/OLI, 98VIT/CAP].

[69FUG/BRO]

The enthalpy of solution of NpO2(OH)2(s) was measured in 1 M HCl and 1 M
HClO4. No reliable value for�f H ◦

m (NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl) seems to have been

reported. However, an estimate of the enthalpy of transfer of NpO2+
2 from H2O(l)

to 1 M HCl(aq) of(2.4± 2.4) kJ·mol−1 at 298.15 K can be made based on inform-
ation for the analogous uranium system [83FUG/PAR, 92GRE/FUG]. From this,
�fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(858.3± 5.3) kJ·mol−1 is calculated in the

present review. Using this value and�fH◦
m(H2O, 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(285.85±

0.04) kJ·mol−1 [65PAR, 2000RAN/FUG], the value �fH◦
m(NpO2(OH)2(cr)) =

−(1376.9 ± 5.3) kJ·mol−1 is calculated. Fuger and Oetting estimated�fH◦
m

(Np4+, 1 M HClO4) = (�fH◦
m (Np4+, aq) + 0.42) kJ·mol−1 [76FUG/OET] (i.e.,

−(555.60 ± 4.2) kJ·mol−1). Using this, the enthalpies of reaction,�fH◦
m ( A.31) =

(149.082± 1.7) kJ·mol−1 and�fH◦
m ( A.32)=(117.449± 0.6) kJ·mol−1

Np4+ + 2H2O 
 NpO+
2 + 3H+ + 0.5H2(g) (A.31)

NpO+
2 + H+


 NpO2+
2 + 0.5H2(g), (A.32)

in 1 M HClO4 based on the values selected in Section7 and �fH◦
m (H2O(l), 1 M

HClO4)= −(285.82± 0.04) kJ·mol−1 based on Parker’s assessment [65PAR], �fH◦
m

(NpO2(OH)2(s)=−(1378.6± 4.5) kJ·mol−1.

[69KEL/FAN ]

The data reported in this study are fragmentary which leads to difficulties in assess-
ing the validity of the results. The value of the reduction potential Pu(VI)/Pu(IV)
= −(0.60± 0.05) V (error estimated in the present review)vs. the calomel electrode
(−(0.36± 0.05) V vs. SHE) was measured in 1 M Na2CO3 solution at room temper-
ature(25± 2)◦C. The controlled potential reduction of molar Na2CO3 solutions with
initial ratios of U(VI)/Pu(VI) varying from 6.25:1 to 2.5:1, followed by heating the
solution to 80◦C, resulted in a series of homogeneous hydrated precipitates of the form
(U, Pu)O2(s) with the same ratio of U/Pu as in the original solutions. X-ray powder
patterns were used to confirm that the solid solution series was homogeneous.

[69KRY/KOM ]

The authors reported equilibrium constants at 25◦C for the reaction

Np4+ + HF(aq) 
 NpF3+ + H+ (A.33)
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at ionic strengths of 1 M and 2 M (HClO4). They used the cation exchange method of
Fronæus [51FRO]. The results of Krylov, Komarov and Pushlenkov [69KRY/KOM3],
who performed the same experiments in HNO3 solutions, are also discussed here.
The constants were obtained from distribution measurements at HF(aq) concentrations
between 8× 10−5 and 3× 10−3 M and are listed in TableA.2. While Patil and Ra-
makrishna [75PAT/RAM] observed constant values up to a HF(aq) concentration of
only 3× 10−4 M, the results of the present two studies seem to remain fairly constant
up to the maximum HF(aq) concentration of 3× 10−3 M. In other words, Krylov and
coworkers [69KRY/KOM, 69KRY/KOM3] can explain their data in terms of the form-
ation of NpF3+, while Patil and Ramakrishna [75PAT/RAM] need to consider NpF2+2
as an additional complex. We cannot find any evident shortcoming in the evaluation
or performance of the experiments. However, a systematic error is indicated. We take
account of this unidentified systematic error by increasing the uncertainties, see below.

Table A.2: Equilibrium constants referring to Reaction (A.33) as reported in
[69KRY/KOM] (HClO4) and [69KRY/KOM3] (HNO3).

Background electrolyte log10
∗β1(A.33) log10

∗β1(A.33)
(I = 1 M) (I = 2 M)

HClO4 [69KRY/KOM] (4.56± 0.04) (4.70± 0.05)
HNO3 [69KRY/KOM3] (4.23± 0.10) (4.11± 0.03)
HNO3 (corrected for the (4.74± 0.15) (4.75± 0.15)

formation of NpNO3+
3 by this review)

It is obvious that the constants are systematically lower in HNO3 media compared
to HClO4 media. This is due to the formation of nitrate complexes of Np4+. We
use our selected constants to correct for the formation of NpNO3+

3 in nitrate media,
log10β1(I = 1 M) = (0.50± 0.16) and log10β1(I = 2 M) = (0.49± 0.19). The cor-
rected values, listed in the last row of TableA.2, are now very close to those measured
in HClO4 solutions. The results suggest only a small influence of the inert salt medium
and the ionic strength on the equilibrium constant of Reaction (A.33). The constants
measured in perchlorate media and the corrected ones from nitrate media are used in
the evaluation of the standard values, but the uncertainties in the logarithmic values are
increased to±0.30 to cover the unidentified systematic error (see above).

[69KRY/KOM2 ]

The authors reported equilibrium constants at 25◦C for the reaction

Pu4+ + HF(aq) 
 PuF3+ + H+ (A.34)

at ionic strengths of 1 M and 2 M (HClO4) from distribution measurements
using a cation exchange resin. The results of Krylov, Komarov and Pushlenkov
[69KRY/KOM4], who performed the same experiments in HNO3 solutions, are also
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discussed here. The constants were obtained from distribution measurements at
HF(aq) concentrations between 6× 10−5 and 10−3 M and are listed in TableA.3.
Krylov and coworkers [69KRY/KOM2, 69KRY/KOM4] could explain their data in
terms of the formation of PuF3+, and it was not necessary under these conditions to
include a 1:2 complex in the model.

Table A.3: Equilibrium constants referring to Reaction (A.34) as reported in
[69KRY/KOM2] (HClO4) and [69KRY/KOM4] (HNO3).

Background electrolyte log10
∗β1(A.34) log10

∗β1(A.34)
(I = 1 M) (I = 2 M)

HClO4 [69KRY/KOM2] (4.20± 0.08) (4.45± 0.03)
HNO3 [69KRY/KOM4] (4.04± 0.08) (3.78± 0.01)
HNO3 (corrected for the (4.66± 0.15) (4.64± 0.16)

formation of PuNO3+3 by this review)

It is obvious that the constants are systematically lower in HNO3 solutions
[69KRY/KOM4] compared to HClO4 solutions [69KRY/KOM2]. This is due to the
formation of nitrate complexes of Pu4+. We use our selected constants to correct
for the formation of PuNO3+3 in nitrate media, log10β1(I = 1 M) = (0.50± 0.16)
and log10β1(I = 2 M) = (0.49± 0.19). The corrected values, listed in the last row
of TableA.3, are then significantly higher than those measured in HClO4 solutions.
In particular, it is noted that the constant measured atI = 1 M (HClO4) differs
considerably from the one determined in nitric acid solution and corrected for nitrate
complexation. We estimate that the formation of the 1:2 complex, PuF2+

2 , should be
significant at the higher concentrations of HF(aq) used in these experiments. However,
the possible influence of the 1:2 complex should also affect the values determined
in the HClO4 solutions, and the lack of including the 1:2 complex can therefore
not explain the discrepancy. The constants measured in perchlorate media and the
corrected ones from nitrate media are used in the evaluation of the standard values,
but the uncertainties in the logarithmic values are increased to±0.30 in HClO4 and to
±0.40 in HNO3 media to cover the systematic errors.

[69KRY/KOM3 ]

See comments under Krylov and Komarov [69KRY/KOM].

[69KRY/KOM4 ]

See comments under Krylov and Komarov [69KRY/KOM2].
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[69MET/GUI ]

This is a solvent extraction study of the hydrolysis of Pu(IV) for an aqueous medium
of ionic strength 1.0 M (H/LiClO4). No values for the hydrolysis constants are derived
in this paper.

[69MOS]

This publication is a compilation of stability constants of actinide complexes with vari-
ous ligands. Values for nitrate, sulphate, carbonate and phosphate complexes, as de-
termined in previous work, published and unpublished, were reported together with
the author’s estimates. For the phosphate system, constants for Np(III) complexes with
H2PO−4 were included, estimated on the basis of the results for Pu(III), Am(III) and
Cm(III) published in a later paper [71MOS4]

Np3+ + nH2PO−4 
 Np(H2PO4)
3−n
n (A.35)

log10βn(A.35, n = 1, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 2.40

log10βn(A.35, n = 2, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 3.73

log10βn(A.35, n = 3, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 5.64

log10βn(A.35, n = 4, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 6.2

and estimates atI = 0 for the Pu(III) constants later reported in [71MOS4]:

Pu3+ + nH2PO−4 
 Pu(H2PO4)
3−n
n (A.36)

log10βn(A.36, n = 1, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 2.39

log10βn(A.36, n = 2, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 3.70

log10βn(A.36, n = 3, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 5.63

log10βn(A.36, n = 4, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 6.2

Since the experimentally determined constants for the Pu(III) in [71MOS4] have been
rejected in the present review, the same holds for the corresponding Np(III) com-
plexes. Moskvin includes also constants for complexes of Np(VI) with both H2PO−4
and HPO2−

4 and for Pu(VI) with HPO2−4 , reported to have been obtained in a solvent
extraction study at an ionic strength 0.5 M.

NpO2+
2 + H2PO−4 
 NpO2H2PO+4 (A.37)

log10β(A.37, unreported temperature, I = 0.5 M) = 1.70

log10β(A.37, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 2.33

NpO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO4(aq) (A.38)
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log10β(A.38, unreported temperature, I = 0.5 M) = 7.18

log10β(A.38, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 8.18

PuO2+
2 + H2PO−4 
 PuO2H2PO+4 (A.39)

log10β(A.39, unreported temperature, I = 0.5 M) = 1.66

log10β(A.39, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 2.33

The experimental study cited here by Moskvin has not been available to this review,
and probably was never published. Hence these data have been rejected.

The value reported for the formation of a carbonate complex of Pu(VI)
(PuO2CO3HCO−

3 ) is not included in the determination of best values.

[70AL-/WAI ]

Fluoride and sulphate complexation were investigated at 25◦C and five different ionic
strengths: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 M (HClO4). The authors measured the redox
potentials of mixtures of Np(V) and Np(VI) as a function of fluoride and sulphate
concentrations.

In the fluoride system, no complexation of Np(V) was observed, because the acidity
used in these experiments was too high to allow NpO2F(aq) to form. The potential
changes measured during the titration with fluoride solution were interpreted by the
authors in terms of the formation of NpO2F+ and NpO2F2(aq). The auxiliary data used
by them are compatible with ours for the protonation of fluoride ion, and the formation
of HF−2 is negligible in the systems investigated. The authors reported log10

∗β1 values
between 1.11 (I = 0.5 M) and 1.20 (I = 0.1 M), and log10

∗β2 values between 1.14
(I = 0.5 M) and 1.20 (I = 0.3 and 0.4 M), cf. Table9.5. The meaning of the reported
uncertainties is unknown, but they are no doubt grossly underestimated. We use the
reported log10

∗β1 values in our evaluation, and we assign uncertainties of±0.20 to
each of them. The 1:2 complex was only present in small amounts in the experiments
of [70AL-/WAI], and the error in log10

∗β2 is therefore considerable. In none of the
titration experiments was more than 10% of the Np(VI) present as NpO2F2(aq), even
at the highest fluoride concentrations employed. We assign uncertainties of±0.40 to
these values.

The Np(V)/Np(VI) redox couple was also measured as a function of SO2−
4 con-

centration at acid strengths from 0.1 to 0.5 M. The authors calculated a first stability
constant for the Np(VI)-SO2−4 complex assuming no Np(V) complexes. This assump-
tion appears reasonable given the relative strengths of the Np(V)- and Np(VI)-sulphate
complexes. The disulphato complex was only observed in a single experiment. This
may be because only a small excess of SO2−

4 over NpO2+
2 was used in these experi-

ments. In most cases, the linear least squares approach and the non-linear least squares
approach yield essentially indistinguishable results. Revised values using the non-
linear approach were calculated and used in determining best values. No estimate of
precision was possible for the single determination of the association quotient for the
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disulphato complex. This unique determination was not used in selecting a best value
for disulphato complex.

[70AL-/WAI2 ]

Mixtures (1:1) of Np(V) and Np(VI) was titrated with chloride and nitrate at(25±
0.01)◦C and at three different ionic strengths (0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 M (HClO4)) for chloride
and four (0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8 (HClO4)) for nitrate. This was a very careful poten-
tiometric study,[Np]tot = 3.96× 10−4 M. The chloride concentration was varied
between 0.01 and 0.14 M, and the nitrate concentration between 0.03 and 0.21 M.
By assuming that the formation of Np(V) complexes can be neglected, the authors
derived the following formation constants:β1(NpO2Cl+, I = 0.3 M) = (0.48±
0.03), β1(NpO2Cl+, I = 0.4 M) = (0.44± 0.04), andβ1(NpO2Cl+, I = 0.5 M) =
(0.45± 0.03), andβ1(NpO2NO+

3 , I = 0.4 M) = (0.105± 0.005), β1(NpO2NO+
3 , I =

0.5 M) = (0.110± 0.005), β1(NpO2NO+
3 , I = 0.6 M) = (0.130± 0.006) and

β1(NpO2NO+
3 , I = 0.8 M) = (0.115± 0.004). The uncertainties given by the au-

thors are certainly greatly underestimated. The amounts of complexes formed in these
experiments were very small. In fact, under the experimental conditions of this in-
vestigation, the proportion of total Np(VI) complexed by chloride was never higher
than 6%, and the Np(VI) complexed by nitrate was never higher than 2%. Hence, the
changes in the electrode potential were extremely small (up to 1.3 mV in the chloride
system, and up to 0.5 mV in the nitrate system.). Since the experimental method is re-
liable, we use the constants reported in [70AL-/WAI2] in our selection procedure, but
we assign them comparatively high uncertainties of±0.40 in log10β1 for the chloride
system.

For the reaction studied:

NpO2+
2 + 0.5 H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+

the measured reduction potential for solutions containing mixtures of nitrate and per-
chlorate is:

E(mV) = E◦ + 59.16 log10

[NpO2+
2 ]·p0.5

H2

[NpO+2 ]·[H+] + 59.16 log10

γNpO2+
2 ,mix

γNpO+2 ,mix·γH+,mix
+ E j

where activity coefficients in the mixtures are denoted by the subscript “mix”. Since
the potential was also measured in perchloric acid, the difference can be expressed:

�E(mV) = 59.16 log10

γNpO2+
2 ,mix

γNpO+2 ,mix·γH+,mix
− 59.16 log10

γNpO2+
2 ,ClO−

4

γNpO+2 ,ClO−
4
·γH+,ClO−

4

+ E j

Hence, if standard SIT equations and interaction coefficients are used for variousγi ,
�E is expressed as,

�E − E j = 59.16(�ε(NpO2+
2 )−�ε(NpO+

2 )−�ε(H+))[NO3] . . .
where�ε(i) = ε(i,NO−

3 ) − ε(i,ClO−
4 ).
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Figure A.5: Experimental data of [70AL-/WAI2]. The full and dotted lines correspond
to 59.16(0.045± 0.005) [NO3].
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In this case, the distinction between formation of very weak complexes while using
the standard SIT interaction coefficients and assigning all the experimentally measured
potential differences to activity effects becomes blurred. For example, from the exper-
imental data for the nitrate solutions (FigureA.5) this review estimates that values of
(�ε(NpO2+

2 )−�ε(NpO+
2 )−�ε(H+)) = 0.044± 0.005 kg·mol−1 could explain the

data for all ionic strengths. The increase in the slope is not regular (the slope is slightly
smaller atI = 0.8 M than at 0.6 M) and taking into account the extremely small�E
values together with the possibility of changes inE j , these slope changes very pos-
sibly reflect small experimental errors. Any nitrato complexes must be very weak, and
if the results are interpreted in terms of complexation rather than just activity effects,
a high uncertainty (±0.50) must be assigned to the authors’ values. The experiments
were sensitive, but the amount of complexation under the conditions of the experiments
is small.

[70BRA/COB]

Brand and Cobble determined the potential of the reaction

NpO2+
2 + 0.5H2(g) 
 NpO+

2 + H+

at seven different HClO4 concentrations at various NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 concentration ratios.
Using an extended version of the Debye-Hückel theory, they plottedE◦′ as a function
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of ionic strength and extrapolated to infinite dilution to obtainE◦ = (1.236± 0.01) V.
Comparison of this value with the formal potentialE◦ = (1.13630± 0.00016) V of
Sullivanet al. [61SUL/HIN] gives a 0.1 V difference between the formal and the stand-
ard potential. The authors recommended this value to be used as a constant correction
for deriving MO2+

2 /MO+
2 standard potentials from measured formal potentials. As

Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe [87RIG/VIT] pointed out later, Brand and Cobble used
the mean activity coefficients of NpO2(ClO4)2, NpO2ClO4, and HClO4 and not the
values of (individual) activity coefficients in the mixture. Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe
[87RIG/VIT] reinterpreted the experimental data using the specific interaction theory
(SIT).

The authors also carried out a limited set of measurements of the solubility of
NpO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) in water (reporting a saturation molality of(2.95± 0.26) at
(25± 0.2)◦C). From this and mean ion activity coefficients from the corresponding
uranium system [51ROB/LIM], �rG◦

m = −(12.3± 1.1) kJ·mol−1 was calculated for
the dissolution of the salt. This review applies a SIT correction usingε

(NpO2+
2 ,NO−

3 )
=

(0.24± 0.06) kg·mol−1 and obtains�rG◦
m = −(14.0± 2.4) kJ·mol−1. Because of

the high ionic strength of the system (I = 8.895 M), this correction does not lead to a
more reliable value, and Brand and Cobble’s original value is used in determining the
values ofS◦m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) and�fG◦
m(NpO2+

2 , aq, 298.15 K) in Section7.2.
The enthalpy of solution in water of the nitrate salt was also measured. The result,

(21.59± 0.564) kJ·mol−1, was corrected for hydrolysis to(18.82± 1.67) kJ·mol−1

by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET]. The correction was calculated using hydrolysis
constants for UO2+2 that are not the same as the ones selected in the present review
for NpO2+

2 . However, the differences are probably within the uncertainty assigned by
Fuger and Oetting, and their recalculation is accepted in the present review.

[70CAS/ORL]

This paper is a report of a polarographic study of the reduction of Pu(IV) to Pu(III)
and the oxidation of Pu(III) to Pu(IV) in 1 M sodium carbonate at 25◦C. The elec-
trochemical study was apparently thorough, and the values reported for the half-wave
potential of the reduction (−0.95 V vs. SCE or−0.71 V vs. SHE) and the oxidation
(−0.553 V vs. SCE or−0.31 V vs. SHE) are in reasonable agreement with later po-
larographic work (see [86LIE/KIM]), but differ from the potentiometric determination
of the formal potential of the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couple made by Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and
Krot [79FED/PER] (−0.495 V vs. SHE).

[70LAH/KNO ]

This is a solvent extraction study performed at(20±1)◦C using tri-n-octylamine (TOA)
0.5 M in xylol as extractant and 8 M H(ClO4, NO3) mixtures in the aqueous phase.
The oxidation state of the actinides was maintained as follows: Pu(III) with Fe(II)
sulphamate, Pu(IV) with NaNO3; Pu(VI) with the oxidant KBrO3, Np(IV) with Fe(II)
sulphamate, Np(V) with urea. The nitrate concentration was varied from 0 to 8 M. The
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extraction mechanism is complicated ([78PAT/RAM] state that perchlorate is extrac-
ted), and no data on distribution coefficients are reported to enable a reviewer to carry
out a recalculation. The values of the constants together with semilogarithmic fraction
diagrams calculated with these constants are the only data reported in this work. Be-
cause of the high and variable ionic strength, the complicated extraction mechanism
and the lack of experimental details, the constants reported in this work are rejected in
the present review.

[70MOS]

This paper describes a spectrophotometric study atI = 0.3 M HNO3. Temperature
and experimental details are not provided. At the low acidities of this experiment
we anticipate problems with the formation of hydrolysis products and air oxidation of
Pu(IV). The results of these experiments are not included in the recommended value
determinations.

[70PAU]

In this report, values of−1.90 and−1.91 were given for log10 “βHydr.” based on spec-
trophotometric experiments using two different cuvettes. The values for this mixed
constant rest on at least two assumptions, (a) that the molar absorptivity for the hydro-
lysed species at 960.4 nm is very small compared to the molar absorptivity for Np4+,
(b) that no hydrolysis beyond the first hydrolysis step occurs for pH values below 2.

Assumption (b) is inconsistent with the results of Sullivan and Hindman
[59SUL/HIN] who found evidence for polymerization at acid concentrations less than
0.02 M. Furthermore, examination of the raw data in Table 6 of [70PAU] indicates
the absorption does not change smoothly with pH, for pH values above 1.65. Thus,
the absorbances at higher pH are probably influenced by the formation of hydrolysis
species other than NpOH3+, and these measurements should not be used in the data
analysis. This leaves, in essence, duplicate measurements at only five concentrations,
from which at least two constants (∗β1 and the molar absorptivity of NpOH3+) must be
determined. In this review the data were fitted assuming uncertainties of 0.005 in the
absorbances in the 1.0 cm cell and 0.10 in the absorbances in the 0.5 cm cells. Various
schemes were tried, and it was found that a significantly better fit was obtained if
both the molar absorptivity of Np4+ and NpOH3+ at 960.4 nm were allowed to vary.
Similar fitting parameters were obtained whether the data from the two cuvettes were
analysed separately or together, nor was any statistically significant difference found
in the ratio of the cuvette path lengths from that calculated using their nominal values.
The fitted value of the molar absorptivity of Np4+ was approximately 139 cm−1, very
similar to the maximum value reported in Table 3 of [70PAU] for Np4+ in 1.0 M
aqueous HClO4. The value of the molar absorptivity of NpOH3+ was calculated to
be 67 cm−1 (inconsistent with assumption (b), above), and thus the ratio of the molar
absorptivities is 0.48. Sullivan and Hindman [59SUL/HIN] reported the ratio of the
molar absorptivity of NpOH3+ to that of Np4+ to be 0.14. The fitted value of∗β1 is
0.0605 (molal units).
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After correction to I=0, using the specific-ion interaction coefficients
ε(Np4+, ClO−

4 ) = (0.84±0.06) kg·mol−1 andε(NpOH3+, ClO−
4 ) = (0.50±0.05) kg·mol−1

(estimated), log∗10β1 = −(0.18± 0.50) is calculated in the present review. The rather
large uncertainty is an estimate, and is a consequence of the sparse data, the rather
arbitrary cut-off for the omission of the low acidity measurements in the present data
evaluation, and the degree of correlation of the fitted values of∗β1 and the molar
absorptivity of NpOH3+.

[70UEN/HOS]

The results of thermogravimetric and X-ray powder pattern studies along with ele-
mental analysis were used to identify a solid compound,(Co(NH3)6)2Pu(CO3)5·4H2O(s).
No new thermodynamic data were reported.

[71DAN/CHI]

The authors used an extraction technique with HTTA ino-xylene at 25◦C and I =
4 M (ClO−

4 ) maintaining[H+]t = 1 M and [Na+]t = 3 M. The oxidation states of
neptunium were checked before and after the experiments in the aqueous as well as in
the organic phase. The Np(IV) solutions of> 0.5 M HNO3 required addition of 0.01 M
Fe(II) sulphamate as a holding reductant, since oxidation of Np(IV) was noticed for
total nitrate concentrations greater than 0.5 M. The absence of polynuclear complexes
was shown for Np concentrations up to 0.045 M.

Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI] interpreted the results of the Np(IV) chloride experi-
ments in terms of two models, one including two, the other three chloride complexes.
No details on the evaluation procedure and the method for calculating the standard
deviations are given. In the model with two complexes, the fitting exercise resulted
in β1(NpCl3+) = (0.77± 0.06) andβ2(NpCl2+2 ) = (0.79± 0.06), whereas in the
model with three complexes the resulting values wereβ1(NpCl3+) = (0.92± 0.06),
β2(NpCl2+2 ) = (0.27± 0.14) andβ3(NpCl+3 ) = (0.25± 0.07). The authors pre-
ferred the first set of constants because the standard deviation ofβ2 was increased
when a third complex was added to the model. This result indeed shows that fitting
exercises have to be carried out with great care. Information on the overall goodness-
of-fit (e.g., the sum of the squares of the deviations) was not provided, although this
is a very important parameter to compare the performance of different models. It is
possible that the standard deviations listed by the authors reflect the variation in the
goodness-of-fit around the best value of the respective constants, but even if this is so,
the mode of calculation must be known to relate the reported uncertainties to those
of other studies. In light of these questions, we accept the values of the 1:2 model
with significantly increased uncertainties: log10β1(NpCl3+) = −(0.11± 0.30) and
log10β2(NpCl2+2 ) = −(0.10± 0.50).

For the Np(IV) nitrate complexation results, recalculation was rendered difficult
by several factors. The raw data were not provided, and any recalculation had to rely
on use of values digitised from the published figures. No value ofD0 was reported
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(from the figures,D0 = 0.135 has been estimated). The procedure used by the au-
thors to obtain values for the activity coefficients of HNO3 from the work of Davis
and De Bruin [64DAV/BRU], (needed to back-calculate the free nitrate ion concen-
tration) is not clear. A maximum value of 3.6 M nitrate can be estimated from the
figure, and as the H+ concentration is 1 M, the maximum concentration of nitrate is
calculated to be 3.7 M [64DAV/BRU]. The authors state 4 M was reached. It appears
that activity coefficients of HNO3 for concentrations greater than 1 M have been used
for the (H, Na) NO3 mixtures. The authors reported log10β1 = −(0.15± 0.12) and
log10β2 = −(0.74± 0.12). Here, from the recalculation, considering only formation
of the 1:1 complex, log10β1 = −(0.12± 0.10) is obtained, which was then recalcu-
lated for 4 M HClO4 before using it in the selection procedure. Only the value for
the first complexation constant is accepted in the present review, but with an increased
uncertainty, log10β1 = −(0.15± 0.30).

For the Np(V) chloride system, Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI] proposed a model with
two complexes, which they withdrew later [74DAN/CHI] when they realised, based on
new measurements, that the liquid junction potential of their electrode system in the
case of Cl− was larger than they had assumed. A re-evaluation of their data showed
that no complex formation between NpO+2 and Cl− could be observed under their
conditions (i.e., up to a chloride concentration of about 2.3 M at an ionic strength
of 4 M).

The measurements of the Np(VI)/Np(V) potential in nitrate media, when plotted
against the nitrate concentration, show deviations from linearity only at high nitrate
concentrations (≥ 1.5 M). Attempts to explain the slight curvature in terms of a single
Np(VI) complex were successful only for an association constant of less than 0.01, and
�ε(NpO2+

2 ) ≤ �ε(NpO+
2 ). Despite the determination of the liquid junction potential

in a later paper [74DAN/CHI], changes in the junction potential when using a calomel
electrode in such different media are likely. These data are considered unreliable, and
are not used in the present review.

In the Np(VI) chloride system, the fitting of the extraction data resulted in the same
value for the constant of the 1:1 complex, no matter whether or not a 1:2 complex was
included in the model. We use this value in our evaluation with an increased uncer-
tainty: log10β1(NpO2Cl+) = −(0.16± 0.20). After the re-evaluation of their redox
potential measurements on the Np(V)/Np(VI) system, Danesiet al. [74DAN/CHI] de-
rived a formation constant for the Np(VI) chloride complex with the new evidence that
no chloride complex of Np(V) is formed. Since the resulting value is independent of
the extraction value from above, we use it too in our evaluation and assign it the same
uncertainty: log10β1(NpO2Cl+) = −(0.05± 0.20).

The extraction results suggest the nitrato complexes are about half an order of mag-
nitude weaker than the chloro complexes, and the “complexation” could be as easily
accounted for by selecting appropriate activity coefficients as by invoking nitrato com-
plexes of NpO2+2 . The authors reportedβ1 = (0.21±0.03) (log10β1 = −(0.68±0.14))
for the formation constant of the first nitrato complex. This is not consistent with the
value from the potentiometric work reported in the same paper, and results at least in
part because the constants are negligibly small and other activity coefficient effects are
of the same order of magnitude.
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[71MOS]

This reports on a distribution study of Np(IV) nitrate complexes and a spectrophoto-
metric study of the Pu(IV) nitrate system. The distribution study was carried out at
(25± 1)◦C, using the extractant TBP (tri-n-butylphosphate) in the organic phase and
2 M and 4 M H(ClO4, NO3) solutions in the aqueous phase. The organic phase was
previously equilibrated with solutions containing all components except Np(IV), so
the species HNO3·TBP was in equilibrium before the start of the distribution meas-
urements. The dependence of the extraction reaction on the TBP concentration was
checked in 1 M HNO3 and on the acid concentration in LiNO3 - HNO3 mixtures. The
treatment of data was done using the Fomin-Majorova and Fronaeus integral method.
Complexes of the general formula Np(NO3)

4−n
n with n = 1− 4 were found to form

with the overall stability constants calculated with both methods as follows:I = 2 M
(Fomin): β1 = 6.8, β2 = 20.6, β3 = 35.3, β4 = 34.3. (Fronaeus):β1 = 6.8,
β2 = 20.0, β3 = 35.5, β4 = 36.0. I = 4 M (Fomin)β1 = 5.2, β2 = 12.0, β3 = 16.8,
β4 = 14.5. Recalculation with an alternate treatment considering activity effects expli-
citly in the mixed electrolyte solutions and only the 1:1 complex leads toβ1 = 5.7±0.1,
consistent with the values reported by the author. In the present review, only the av-
erage reported value for the first complexation constant log10β1 = (0.78± 0.2) (the
uncertainty was estimated in the present review) is accepted.

The spectrophotometric study of the Pu(IV) nitrate complexes was performed in
nitric acid media of various concentrations less than 1 M. The ionic strength was not
kept constant. From the measurements the author determined log10β1 = 0.38, and
log10β2 = 0.43. No recalculation is possible as no experimental data were reported.
These values are rejected in the present review.

[71MOS2]

a) Np(IV)

The solubility of Np(IV) was measured in 0.15 to 2.20 M (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solu-
tions, together with the absorption spectrum of one of these solutions. The pH was
also measured. This was the first experimental work from which a value for a forma-
tion constant of a Np(IV) soluble complex in concentrated carbonate media was pro-
posed. The value has been extensively cited and used. Unfortunately, as Rai and Ryan
[85RAI/RYA] later pointed out, there are many reasons to conclude that the interpret-
ation of the experiments was “completely erroneous”. The present review agrees with
this statement of Rai and Ryan. Nevertheless, Moskvin’s proposed species and value
are still being used. Therefore, we feel it necessary to comment again on the incon-
sistencies in Moskvin’s experimental procedures and interpretation. Np(IV) was intro-
duced as Np(OH)4·xH2O(s), prepared as in [71MOS3]. Moskvin implicitly assumed,
that this solid controlled the solubility during his measurements, but he did not report
any characterisation of his solid phase after equilibration, and there is reason to believe
the solid may have been transformed to a carbonate-containingsolid (see also [95VIT]).
The experimental conditions are similar to those reported elsewhere for preparation of
solid M′-actinide(IV) carbonates (M′+ = Na+, K+ or NH+

4 ). The solubility results
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are not very different from those found for the Ce(IV) or Th(IV) systems under similar
conditions [73DER/FAU3, 73DER/FAU], where the solubility is apparently controlled
by Na6MIV (CO3)5·12H2O(s), and is due to at least one strong carbonate complex.

Moskvin assumed, that the enhanced solubility of Np(IV) in carbonate solutions
was due to Np(OH)4CO2−

3 , and then proposed its formation constant, log10β4,1 =
(53.045± 0.015). From a calculation exactly parallel to that described by Rai and
Ryan [85RAI/RYA], but using values from the present review, (see the discussion on
[85RAI/RYA] in this appendix), it is shown that this formation constant is certainly less
than 1047. In a similar paper on plutonium(IV), where more details on their calculations
are provided, Moskvin and Gel’man [58MOS/GEL] earlier proposed the formation of
Pu(OH)4CO2−

3 with a similar value for the formation constant. In both cases the in-
terpretation is incorrect (also see the discussion of [58MOS/GEL] in this appendix).
The numerical values are similar only because the methodology is the same, and be-
cause Np(IV) and Pu(IV) are chemical analogues. Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA] give “a
variety of reasons for completely rejecting such carbonate formation constant values”.

There are no details about the calibration of the pH electrode in this set of exper-
iments. The medium was strongly buffered, but the exact pH cannot be calculated
because the partial pressures of NH3(g) and CO2(g) are not known. There is as much
as a 0.6 unit difference between the pH values reported by Moskvin and the ones that
we calculate (see also [95VIT]). The measured pH value also varied too much as a
function of [(NH4)2CO3], and this is certainly due to variations in the the liquid junc-
tion potentials. The inconsistencies may also be due, in part, to some uncontrolled
exchange between the working solutions and the air, or to some other aspect of the
experimental procedure, that is not well described.

Moskvin reported the absorption spectrum of the supernatant of the
1.5 M (NH4)2CO3 solution, for which he measured a solubility of 0.0174 M of Np(IV).
Neither Np(V), nor Np(VI) can be detected in this spectrum, and it can be attributed
to Np(IV). Similar spectra for wavelengths above 500 nm have been reported by other
groups [77SAI/UEN, 81WES/SUL, 84VAR/HOB, 93LI/KAT, 95VIT, 96DEL/VIT].
Below 500 nm the base line of the spectrum reported by Moskvin rises, and this can
reasonably be attributed to the effect of small particles of solid in suspension in the
Moskvin’s Np saturated solution.

When it is controlled by the solid Np(OH)4(s), the solubility of Np(IV) in neutral
and basic solutions is very low (less than 10−8 M [85RAI/RYA], also see Section8.1.4
of this review). There is no other published experimental work that has been performed
in exactly the same carbonate medium, but there is also no evidence of any contradic-
tion between Moskvin’s data and other published work [95VIT]. Only Moskvin’s in-
terpretation is “unbelievable”, as it relies on “completely erroneous assumptions” and
is certainly “completely incorrect” [85RAI/RYA]. All the published solubility studies
are consistent with the formation of Np(CO3)

4−
4 and Np(CO3)

6−
5 complexes, whose

stability is similar to the corresponding U [92GRE/FUG] and Pu [92CAP] complexes.
The species Np(CO3)

4−
4 and Np(CO3)

6−
5 certainly exist under some conditions, and

complexes with similar stoichiometries have been proposed for Ce(IV)[73DER/FAU3],
Th(IV) [73DER/FAU3, 97FEL/RAI], U(IV) [ 92GRE/FUG, 98RAI/FEL] and Pu(IV)
[92CAP, 98CLA/CON].
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b) Np(V)

In a Np(V) solubility study also reported in this publication, Moskvin proposed
the stoichiometry of Np(V) soluble carbonate complexes (NpO2OHCO2−

3 and

NpO2OH(CO3)
4−
2 ), and their stability constants. The author did not try any other

model (i.e., set of soluble complexes and solid phases). There was no proof offered
for his model, which is not consistent with later work. The experimental solubility
measurements in concentrated (NH4)2CO3 solutions, using either NpO2OH(s)
or hydrated NH4NpO2CO3(s) solids as starting materials, are compatible with
Np(V) behaviour in concentrated carbonate media found in previous [66GOR/ZEN]
and later studies [77SIM, 84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM]. No
characterisation of the solid phase (assumed not to change during the equilibrations)
was reported. The initial solid phase had little influence on most of the solubility
results, indicating that at least one of the initial solid phases was transformed during
the solubility equilibration [98VIT/CAP]. No indication was given as to the method
of pH calibration (junction potential, ionic strength effects). It was assumed the free
carbonate concentration, [CO2−

3 ], was equal to the total carbonate concentration; this
is incorrect as the measured pH values were always less than the pKa value for the
first protonation step for CO2−3 .

In carrying out the present review, attempts were made to reinterpret the data
from this study. It has been assumed that, on addition of (NH4)2CO3 to the solu-
tion, NpO2OH(s) solid was transformed into a hydrated NH4NpO2CO3(s), which was
slowly transformed into a thermodynamically more stable (hence less soluble) hydrated
(NH4)3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid in the most concentrated (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solutions
(2 and 2.2 M). The data for 2 and 2.2 M (NH4)2CO3 solutions were therefore re-
jected, and the NpO2OH(s) solubility data were also excluded because the results
were scattered, suggesting equilibrium was not always achieved. The Np(V) com-
plexation constants and the specific interaction coefficients selected or estimated in
the present review were used, but the uncertainty has been increased for the values
estimated by analogy:ε

(NH+
4 ,CO2−

3 )
≈ ε

(K+,CO2−
3 )

= (0.02± 0.10) kg·mol−1 and

ε(NH+
4 ,HCO−3 ) ≈ ε(Na+,HCO−3 ) = (0.0± 0.2) kg·mol−1. Values forε

(NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 ,NH+

4 )
,

and Ks,3(A.25, M+ = NH+
4 ) = Ks,3β3 = [NH+

4 ][NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 ]/ [CO2−

3 ]2 were de-
termined by fitting two different models to the data. One model assumed the 1:2 com-
plex was important (and required a fixed value of log10 K ◦

3(A.26) = (−0.87) to achieve
convergence and yield a value forε

(NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 ,NH+

4 )
), the other that only the limit-

ing complex was important. Both models resulted in a value forε
(NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 ,NH+

4 )

near 0.6 a surprisingly large positive value that again leads to questions about whether
Moskvin’s solutions were at equilibrium.

The values−(2.6±1.0),−(2.8±0.4),−(3.0±0.3),−(2.9±0.2) and−(2.9±0.3)

were calculated in the present review for log10 Ks,3 for solutions 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, 1.25
and 1.5 M in (NH4)2CO3, respectively. The solid phase was not characterised by the
author so this review has tabulated (Table12.4) only the value calculated for 0.6 M
(NH4)2CO3 (this is similar to the value for the corresponding sodium system as cal-
culated from the data selected in the present review). At higher ammonium carbonate
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concentrations it is reasonable to assume equilibrium was not achieved because of slow
transformation of the solid into one with a higher NH4:Np ratio. The apparent solu-
bility product values do not change markedly with increasing ammonium carbonate
concentration, especially for solutions≥ 1.0 M, and are quite different from the value
estimated for the corresponding potassium salt as estimated in the present review (see
the discussion on [66GOR/ZEN] in this appendix). This is surprising as K+ and NH+4
cations often have similar chemical behaviour. TheKs,3(A.25) values in ammonium
and potassium media are treated in this review only as rough estimates for poorly char-
acterised phases. From the measurements in 2.2 M (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solutions the
constant for the following equilibrium,

(NH4)3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 3NH+

4 + NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 (A.40)

was estimated in the present review to be log10 Ks,3(A.40) = −(2.6± 0.5) in 2.2 M
(NH4)2CO3 aqueous solution (again only as a guideline to the value, as the solid phase
was not characterised). ThisKs,3(A.40) value is similar to the corresponding one in
potassium media as estimated by this review (see the discussion for [66GOR/ZEN]
in this appendix). Thus, the constant for the quotient log10(Ks,3(A.40)/Ks,3(A.25) is
estimated in the present review as−(0.3±0.6) in 2.2 M (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solution.

c) Np(VI)

In a Np(VI) study also reported in this publication, the solubility of
(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) in (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solutions, and the solubility of
NpO2(OH)2(s) in (NH4)2CO3 aqueous solutions, were measured by dissolution of
the solid phases. There is very little information provided as to the experimental
procedures, and the interpretation given by the author is not consistent with later work
(see Sections12.1.2.1.2and12.1.2.2.1) and with those for the analogous U(VI), and
Pu(VI) systems. The author ignored the fact that the free carbonate concentration
was not equal to the total carbonate concentration, and he did not try to show that the
interpretation he gave was the only possible one, or that it could explain the published
chemical information on this type of system. The stoichiometries proposed in this
publication for two of the soluble Np(VI) carbonato complexes, NpO2(OH)2CO2−

3 ,
and (NH4)2NpO2(CO3)2(aq), were completely incorrect, and the value of the
equilibrium constant involving NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 was erroneous. When it is correctly

reinterpreted, this experimental work confirms chemical analogy between U(VI) and
Np(VI) chemistry in carbonate media (see also the discussion on [66GOR/KLI] in this
appendix).

The comparison between the solubility results and the amount of(NH4)2CO3 used
in these measurements, indicates that the amount of carbonate or ammonium ions due
to the Np(VI) solid dissolution, can be disregarded (except when no(NH4)2CO3 at all
was added). Speciation, except for Np(VI), should have been almost the same before
and after the Np(VI) solid dissolution (although this approximation is less valid when
calculating a solubility product where[NH+

4 ]4 is involved).
The speciation was calculated in the same way explained previously [95VIT] for

Np(IV) data. The reported measured pH values do not correspond to the values calcu-
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lated in the present review[ 98VIT/CAP]. No experimental details were provided for the
pH measurements (calibration, junction potentials nor activity coefficients). Different
pH values are reported for solutions with the same initial(NH4)2CO3 concentrations
for the two sets of experiments. This suggests experimental errors, possibly system-
atic errors. As in the review and recalculations for the part of this publication dealing
with Np(IV) or Np(V), calculated speciation (and not pH measurements) were used
for the reinterpretation. This procedure could introduce systematic errors, and allow-
ance has been made for this in the final estimation of the uncertainties. For aqueous
solutions with(NH4)2CO3 concentrations greater than 0.5 M, both sets of solubility
measurements gave the same total solution concentration of neptunium, regardless of
the starting material. Furthermore, this was the same solubility as previously published
[66GOR/KLI] for K2CO3 aqueous solutions [98VIT/CAP].

The simplest and most consistent interpretation is to assume that the solubility was
controlled by the equilibrium

M4NpO2(CO3)3(s) 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 4M+ (A.41)

(where M = NH4). The calculations were carried out as described in this appendix
for [66GOR/KLI]. The calculated values for the solubility productKs,3 and the value
on extrapolation toI = 0 (SIT regression), are essentially the same values that were
found for K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) in K2CO3 media (as calculated from the data of Gorbeko-
Germanov and Klimov [66GOR/KLI] in this appendix) within the uncertainty limits
(the cations K+ and NH+4 are often found to show similar behaviour in aqueous solu-
tions).

For K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) log10 K ◦
s,3(A.41) = −(7.03± 0.88)

for (NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) log10 K ◦
s,3(A.41) = −(7.44± 0.30)

for Na4UO2(CO3)3(s) log10 K ◦
s,3 = −(5.34± 0.16)

From the data from [66GOR/KLI, 71MOS2] as reinterpreted in this appendix, and from
the data of [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI], respectively. The followingε values are also
obtained:

ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,K+)

= −(0.62± 0.42) kg·mol−1 (from data of[66GOR/KLI])
ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,NH+

4 )
= −(0.78± 0.25) kg·mol−1 (from data of[71MOS2])

ε
(UO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.01± 0.11) kg·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI]
ε
(UO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

= −(0.13± 0.07) kg·mol−1 (from Na4UO2(CO3)3(s)

solubility [92GRE/FUG])
The uncertainties are deduced from statistical analysis after the ionic strength cor-

rections. This gives an estimate of±0.66 in the logarithm of the solubility product for
the random part of the uncertainty. As for the interpretation of [66GOR/KLI], this re-
view estimated an logarithmic uncertainty of±0.4 for possible systematic errors in the
speciation. Finally it was checked again whether any known soluble complex of Np(VI)
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other than NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 could contribute to the solubility for the experimental con-

ditions described by Moskvin [71MOS2]. It was found that(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 could

contribute a few percent to the total solution concentration of neptunium (this is a rough
estimate since the value of the activity coefficient must be estimated) in the less con-
centrated solutions. However, the effect of the relatively minor amounts of this species
on the calculated solubility product values should be less than the uncertainties.

No realistic thermodynamic interpretations could be found to account for the
other solubility data obtained by dissolving the NpO2(OH)2(s) solid phase (when
the measured solubilities were not the same as those in the experiments in which
(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s) was used as starting material). None of them gave results
consistent with the other chemical information on actinide(VI) systems in aqueous
carbonate media [98VIT/CAP].

This means that the corresponding data might be evidence of a new solid phase
containing less carbonate than(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s), but it could also simply be
interpreted as the result of slow dissolution of the initial Np(VI) compound. No
further quantitative interpretation of those data was attempted. NH+

4 and K+ often
have very similar behaviour and this is also found here. The standard values for the
K4NpO2(CO3)3(s) and(NH4)4NpO2(CO3)3(s)/NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 equilibrium constants

calculated in this appendix from data of [66GOR/KLI] and [71MOS2] are the same
(within the uncertainties), while they are smaller than the value for the corresponding
tetrasodium dioxouranium(VI) compound (however, these comparison values rely
heavily on the values assigned to the activity coefficients). Theε

(NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 ,NH+

4 )

value calculated here from Moskvin’s data [71MOS2] is similar to the value for
ε
(NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,K+)

calculated in this review (in this appendix) from data of Gorbenko-

Germanov and Klimov [66GOR/KLI], but is quite different fromε
(UO2(CO3)

4−
3 ,Na+)

selected in this series [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI], or determined [92GRE/FUG] from
the solubility of Na4UO2(CO3)3(s) in aqueous NaClO4 media. Ionic strength effects
do not seem to be exactly the same when Na+ is exchanged for K+, or along the
actinide series.

[71MOS3]

Moskvin [71MOS3] has reported the solubility of “NpO2(OH)2(s)” at 20◦C as a func-
tion of pH (I < 0.1). The solid was apparently not well characterised initially, nor
does it appear that the material was re-examined after equilibration with the aqueous
solutions. No proof was presented that equilibrium was achieved. It appears likely the
solid was primarily the hydrated hydroxide,i.e., NpO2(OH)2·H2O(s) [64BAG/LAI,
75BEL/IL’], or hydrated oxide [96KAT/KIM], or possibly NpO3·4H2O(s)

Moskvin reported log10 Ks,0 = −22.1 for the reaction

NpO2(OH)2(s) 
 NpO2+
2 + 2OH−,

but his analysis of the experimental solubility data is not self-consistent, and con-
tains several errors. Attempts to apply activity corrections and/or modify the hydro-
lysis constants for NpO2+2 did not significantly improve the agreement. The proposed
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hydrolysis scheme includes the species NpO2(OH)+, NpO2(OH)2(aq), NpO2(OH)−3 ,
(NpO2)2(OH)+3 and(NpO2)2(OH)−5 , but no real reason was offered as to why this set
of species was preferred to any other.

Recalculation of Moskvin’s data for pH values of 3.5 to 6 (in which range formation
of anionic hydrolysis species or carbonate complexes would be unlikely), assuming
the hydrolysis constants in Section8.1.2and using the appropriate activity coefficient
corrections, demonstrates a regular drift in log∗10Ks from 5.0 to 7.4.

Nevertheless, the results do indicate the solubility product,∗Ks, at 20◦C is, on aver-
age, approximately 106. The calculations should be least complicated for the measure-
ments at low pH, and the short equilibration times (6 to 8 hours) will tend to cause the
solubility to be overestimated. Therefore, a value of 10(5.5±1.5) can be estimated from
this work, a value which is not inconsistent with the later (and possibly more accurate)
value based on the work of Katoet al. [96KAT/KIM ] (though it has not been firmly
established that both studies measured the solubility of the same solid).

Np(V) solubility measurements in a narrow pH domain (6.5 < pH < 6.7)
were used to calculate the NpO2OH(s) solubility product: log10([NpO+

2 ][OH−]) =
−(9.03 ± 0.07) at low ionic strength. Hence, (assuming that the authors have
calculatedKs,0 from pH measurements usingKw = 14.0) log ∗

10Ks,0 = (4.97± 0.07).
The experimental results do not deviate greatly from other similar studies
[76SEV/KHA, 85LIE/TRE]; but, there is no indication as to how the pH electrode
was calibrated. For the neptunium(V) hydrolysis constant, the proposed value of
∗β1 is based on two assumptions: (1) 100% hydrolysis of NpO+

2 to NpO2OH(aq)
at pH = 8.6, and (2) the equilibrium concentration of neptunium over NpO2OH(s)
in water at a pH value of 8.6 is 7.9 × 10−6 M [71MOS2]. However, the solubility
from [71MOS2] is three and a half orders of magnitude lower than the solubilities in
Table 3 of [71MOS3] (for pH values of 6.6). This means either the model invoking
only one hydrolysis step in the pH range 6.6 to 8.6 is incorrect, or the two sets of
solubility measurements are inconsistent. The author has estimated the NpO2OH(aq)
formation constant (log10 K1 = 3.9, and hence log∗10K1 = −10.1) but, since the pH
domain is too narrow, this calculation has no meaning. Inherently, the value proposed
for the hydrolysis constant is based on only one experimental point (at pH= 8.6), and
the reported value for the hydrolysis constant would suggest that less than 5% of the
neptunium(V) would be hydrolysed to NpO2OH(aq) at a pH value of 8.6.

The experimental results reported for Np(IV) in this paper were apparently pre-
liminary. The solid “Np(OH)4·xH2O(aq)” was only aged for one day, and the reported
solubilities are consistent with the solid being slightly less stable than the material used
in the solubility experiments of Raiet al. [87RAI/SWA].

[71MOS4]

In this work Moskvin studied the phosphate complexation of Pu(III) through solubility
measurements of PuPO4·xH2O(s), while the cation exchange method was used to study
the phosphate complexes of Pu(III), Am(III) and Cm(III).

The composition of the solid was verified only by chemical analysis, and no water
content was reported. The solubility was measured at(20± 1)◦C, in an ionic medium
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of 0.5 M NaClO4, over the pH range 0.3 to 7.2. The author explained the solubility
data by assuming formation of the complex PuPO4(aq):

Pu3+ + PO3−
4 
 PuPO4(aq) (A.42)

with log10β(A.42, 0.5 M NaClO4) = 19.2, and obtained for the reaction:

PuPO4·xH2O(s) 
 Pu3+ + PO3−
4 + xH2O(l) (A.43)

log10 Ks,0(A.43, 0.5 M NaClO4) = −24.4

No phase verification before and after equilibration and no holding reductant or test of
the oxidation state of plutonium in solution was reported. The solubility was measured
only from undersaturation. The third dissociation constant of phosphoric acid as used
by the author was high, even compared to values used by the same author in other
works. The formation of the complex PuPO4(aq) at very low total phosphate concen-
trations resulting from the dissolution of the solid at low pH is not supported by studies
in similar systems.

Recent studies on phosphate complexation of trivalent lanthanides [91BYR/LEE,
89BYR/BIN] and americium [92RAI/FEL, 95SIL/BID] have shown that the stability
of M(III)PO4(aq) complexes has generally been overestimated by several orders of
magnitude. The same is true in this study. If the proposed complexation constant were
used, almost all the Pu(III) in the ion exchange experiments discussed in the second part
of this work would be in the form of PuPO4(aq). In that section the author considers
only the formation of complexes with H2PO−4 as the ligand.

The conclusion the neutral complex was formed was based on the relatively con-
stant solubility for pH values≥ 4 (points 1, 2 and 3 in FigureA.6). This phenomenon
was actually likely the result of experimental problems, especially if the pH shift
(Table 2 in the paper and shown in the FigureA.6 by arrows) during the attainment
of equilibrium is considered. Possible explanations for the acidification of the solution
during the equilibration with the solid may include solution reactions involving Pu3+
(and at these pH values hydrolysis would be negligible), or a phase transformation of
the solid to some hydroxyphosphate. As no details on the holding reductant or the fil-
tration procedure are reported, it is also possible that Pu(III) was partially oxidized to
Pu(IV), and the colloidal Pu(IV) was considered as soluble Pu(III). For these reasons
the solubility data for pH> 4 were discarded and the remaining data were treated
using phosphoric acid constants accepted in this review and recalculated for the given
ionic medium using the interaction coefficients in AppendixB. The resulting solubility
product log10 Ks,0(A.43, 0.5 M NaClO4, 20◦C) = −(21.5± 0.5) was recalculated to
standard conditions, using the interaction coefficientε(Pu3+,ClO−

4 )
∼= ε(Am3+,ClO−

4 ) =
0.49 kg·mol−1, and log10 K ◦

s,0 = −(24.57± 0.80), was calculated. The increased
uncertainty (estimated here) should account for the temperature difference and the ap-
proximate interaction coefficient.

The ion exchange study was performed using a 1.0 M NH4Cl medium (at an
unreported temperature), at a constant total phosphate concentration of 0.1 M and
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Figure A.6: Solubility measurements on PuPO4·xH2O(s) from Moskvin [71MOS4].
The continuous curve represents the values calculated with the solubility product
log10 K ◦

s,0 = −24.57, in combination with the selected acidity constants for phos-
phoric acid given in Chapter4 and the specific ion interaction equations in AppendixB.
The dotted curves show the calculated uncertainty when the uncertainty in the value of
log10 K ◦

s,0 is set to 0.80. The arrows show the pH shift during the attainment of equi-
librium for points 1, 2 and 3 as reported in Table 1 of [71MOS4].
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variable pH (between 0.3 and 4.9), as well as at constant perchloric acid concen-
trations (0.016, 0.25, 0.5 M) using a wide range of phosphoric acid concentrations:
(5.6× 10−5 ≤ [H3PO4]TOT ≤ 9.5 M). The variation of the distribution coefficient
with the calculated concentration of H2PO−4 was interpreted in terms of the forma-
tion of four complexes of the general composition Pu(H2PO4)

3−n
n with n = 1 to 4.

The cation exchange technique does not appear very useful for studying this system, as
there are several ligands that could form cationic complexes with Pu(III). In stating that
“when the phosphate ion concentration in solution is increased, the absorption of ions
of the M3+ by the cation-exchange resin decreases”, the author may have neglected the
sorption of potential cationic complexes such as PuH2PO2+

4 and Pu(H2PO4)
+
2 . In fact,

unrealistic negative values of the distribution constants for these species result if the
speciation proposed by the author is used. Therefore the values of the complexation
constants proposed by Moskvin:

Pu3+ + nH2PO−4 
 Pu(H2PO−4 )
3−n
n (A.44)

log10βn(A.44, n = 1, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 2.40

log10βn(A.44, n = 2, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 3.73

log10βn(A.44, n = 3, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 5.64

log10βn(A.44, n = 4, unreported temperature, I → 0) = 6.2

are rejected in the present review.

[71RYK/BLO ]

No values for complexation constants are reported in this paper.

[71SCH]

This is a preliminary report. A thorough discussion of the results is given in a later
paper [75SCH].

[71SHE/GRA]

This is a qualitative spectrophotometric study of the hexanitrate complex of Pu(IV) in
water-methanol mixtures of variable methanol content. No constants are reported. The
authors report an increase of the complexation while increasing the methanol content
of the solutions due to the lowering of the dielectric constant and the distortion of the
water structure.

[72BAR/MUR]

This is a spectrophotometric study of Np(IV) complexes in 9 M H(ClO4, NO3) mix-
tures with nitrate 0.02-1 M, 4 mM Np(IV). The following bands were assigned to the
respective species: 960 nm to Np4+, 968 nm to NpNO3+3 and 981 nm to Np(NO3)

2+
2 .
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The authors constructed the functionφ = [Np(IV)]tot/[Np4+] = 1+∑βi [NO3]i from
the decrease of the peak corresponding to Np4+ with the increase of the nitrate concen-
tration. Only data in the range 0.1-0.4 M NO−3 were used to determine the constants
(Figure 4 in the paper). The authors reported:β1 = 8 andβ2 = 115 (log10β1 = 0.90,
log10β2 = 2.06).

A recalculation considering activity effects for mixed electrolyte solutions expli-
citly (but only the 1:1 complex) in the high ionic strength solutions gave a good fit
to the data for log10β1 = 1.2, a somewhat larger value than the one proposed by the
authors. Because the measurements were carried out in solutions of such high ionic
strength, the calculated complexation constants are not used in determining selected
values in the present review.

[72BLO/BUK]

The authors carried out spectrophotometric measurements to investigate the complex
formation of Np(V) and Np(VI) with iodate, IO−3 , at 25◦C. In the case of Np(V), they
observed a displacement of the UV absorption band with increasing iodate concen-
trations, but they judged the spectral changes too small to derive any complexation
constants. In the case of Np(VI), however, the spectral changes observed when adding
KIO3 were significant. Blokhinet al. [72BLO/BUK] fixed the pH at 2 and the ionic
strength at 0.3 M using perchlorate. They added increasing amounts of NaIO3 up to a
maximum concentration of 0.25 M. They assumed that only one complex, NpO2IO+

3 ,
was present at iodate concentrations below 0.15 M, and they evaluated its formation
constant by using experimental points up to an iodate concentration of 0.12 M. Above
0.15 M iodate, the calculatedβ1 values were not constant, giving rise to the forma-
tion of higher complexes. According to our calculation using the protonation constant
of iodate as published by Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] and corrected toI = 0.3 M,
log10 K (HIO3) = 0.5, 3% of the free iodate is protonated at pH= 2. Hence, the
fact that the authors neglected iodate protonation in their evaluation of the experi-
ments introduced only a small error. The resulting formation constant of NpO2IO+

3 ,
log10β1 = 0.61, is corrected toI = 0 in this review,cf. Part III , Section9.2.4.2,
and is selected with an increased uncertainty of±0.30 to reflect the lower precision of
spectrophotometric measurements.

[72BLO/BUK2]

The sulphite complexes of neptunium(V) were studied by spectrophotometric methods
and solid dioxoneptunium(V) sulphites of the form MNpO2SO3(s) (M = Na+, NH+

4
and K+) were precipitated and described. The spectrophotometric study was conducted
at t = 25◦C andI = 1 M with NaNO2 used to adjust ionic strength, over a range of
pH. Preliminary experiments atI = 0.1 M indicate that HSO−3 complexes are not
formed. The results of all experiments are interpreted as the result of the formation of
two complexes:

NpO+
2 + SO2−

3 
 NpO2SO−3 log10
∗β1 = (2.6± 0.6)

NpO+
2 + 2SO2−

3 
 NpO2(SO3)
3−
2 log10

∗β2 = (3.6± 2.4)
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although the increased solubility of the MNpO2SO3(s) precipitates at higher but un-
specified SO2−3 concentrations suggest that a third complex may form. Unfortunately,
the original data are not given and no correction can be made to these values to use an
appropriate dissociation constant for H2SO3(aq).

The following stable solids were isolated: NaNpO2SO3·H2O(s),
NaNpO2SO3·2H2O(s), NH4NpO2SO3(s), and KNpO2SO3(s). The physical
solubility and thermal characteristics of these compounds are given in the text,
however no thermodynamic data are presented.

[72CAS/MAG]

This is a potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(VI) in 1 M NaClO4.
The authors considered the species PuO2OH+, (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 , (PuO2)2(OH)+3
(PuO2)2(OH)4(aq), (PuO2)3(OH)+5 , (PuO2)3(OH)2+4 and (PuO2)3(OH)6(aq). Of these,

(PuO2)2(OH)+3 , (PuO2)2(OH)4(aq), (PuO2)3(OH)2+4 and (PuO2)3(OH)6(aq) were
rejected. This appears to be a well designed study, and it is unfortunate only a small
fraction of the experimental data were published. In this review, the uncertainties are
estimated as±0.5 in log ∗

10β to reflect model error and possible radiolytic effects on
the plutonium oxidation state.

[72CAS/MAG2]

The authors reported log∗10β1 = −(5.17± 0.03), log ∗
10β2,2 = −(6.68± 0.02) and

log ∗
10β5,3 = −(18.25±0.02) from potentiometric titrations of solutions of Np(VI) with

NaOH and HClO4 in a medium of 1 M NaClO4. The authors selected their hydrolysis
model after careful comparison of the residuals upon fitting their data to a number
of different schemes. The reported uncertainties do not reflect possible systematic
errors, and in this review the estimated uncertainties in the values of log∗

10β have been
estimated as±0.20. The ion-interaction coefficients are assumed to be equal for the
corresponding uranium and neptunium hydrolysis reactions

mNpO2+
2 + nH2O(l) 
 (NpO2)m(OH)2m−n

n + nH+

hence�ε2,2 = −(0.07± 0.10) kg·mol−1 and�ε5,3 = −(0.23± 0.20) kg·mol−1.
Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] reported�ε1,1 = −(0.38± 3.7) kg·mol−1 for formation
of UO2OH+, and derivedε(UO2OH+,ClO−

4 ) = −(0.06±3.7) kg·mol−1. The uncertainty
limit is chemically unrealistic, and in the absence of a more accurate value we assign a
slightly more realistic uncertainty, henceε(UO2OH+,ClO−

4 ) = −(0.06± 0.40) kg·mol−1

and�ε1,1 = −(0.4± 0.4) kg·mol−1. From these the selected values,

log10
∗β◦1 = −(5.1± 0.4)

log10
∗β◦2,2 = −(6.27± 0.21)

log10
∗β◦5,3 = −(17.12± 0.22)
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are calculated. The selected value for log10 β◦1 is very uncertain because of the uncer-
tainty in�ε1,1. For the somewhat similar reaction

UO2+
2 + HF= UO2F+ + H+

a very different value,�ε = −(0.03 ± 0.04) kg·mol−1, has been estimated
[92GRE/FUG]. If that were the value of�ε1,1, log10β◦1 = −4.7 is calculated — a
markedly less negative value than for the corresponding uranium [92GRE/FUG] or
plutonium (Section17.1.1) species.

[72MEF/KRO]

A number of alkali and hexamminecobalt(III) dioxoneptunium(VI) sulphate com-
pounds were isolated in solid form and their identities confirmed by bulk analysis
or by analogy to the similar U(VI) compounds. Infrared spectra of the salts in
solution and thermogravimetric curves for the solids are given for some of these
compounds and the analogous dioxouranium(VI) compounds. At high temperature
the hexamminecobalt(III) compounds decompose to CoSO4 and (NpO2)2SO4.
The following solids were identified: Cs2NpO2(SO4)2(s), Cs2(NpO2)2(SO4)3(s),
K2NpO2(SO4)2·2H2O(s), (Co(NH3)6)2NpO2(SO4)4·xH2O(s), wherex = 5 or 8 and
(Co(NH3)6)4Cs6(NpO2(SO4)4)3·xH2O(s). There are no thermodynamic data in this
paper applicable to this review.

[72MEF/KRO2]

Solid Np(IV) and Np(V) sulphate compounds were isolated from solution
and their identities confirmed by bulk analysis. The following compounds were
identified: Co(NH3)6NpO2(SO4)2·3H2O(s), Co(NH3)6NpO2(SO4)2·K2SO4·xH2O(s),
(NpO2)2SO4·5H2O(s), K4Np(SO4)4·3H2O(s), Co(NH3)6NaNp(SO4)4·8H2O(s),
Co(NH3)6NpO2(SO4)2·Cs2SO4·8H2O(s), and Co(NH3)6NpO2(SO4)2·Na2SO4·H2O(s).
Photomicrographs of crystal forms and thermogravimetric curves are given for some
of these compounds. There are no thermodynamic data in this paper applicable to this
review.

[72MET/GUI ]

The hydrolysis of Pu(IV) in 1 M (Li/H)ClO4 (also see [69MET/GUI]) was studied by
solvent extraction using thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA), dibenzoylmethane (HDBM)
and isopropyltropolone (HITP) dissolved in benzene. The TTA extraction was found to
be limited to solutions having pH values < 5 and to HTTA concentrations in benzene >
10−4 M; also, HTTA seems to reduce Pu(IV) to Pu(III). HDBM and HITP can be used
in more alkaline solutions (the values of (log Kd+pKa) for HDBM and HITP are 14.70
and 10.41, respectively, as compared to 7.98 for HTTA). Stock solutions of238PuA4
(A=TTA or DBM) in benzene were reported to be stable, and such solutions were used
in the distribution experiments. However, the plutonium concentrations are not clearly
specified. In some cases239Pu also seems to have been used (1 mM concentration).
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Liquid scintillation counting was used to measure the plutonium distributions, but no
information was provided about scintillation quenching corrections.

According to the authors, redox buffers are necessary as otherwise radiolysis from
plutonium decay would disrupt the disproportionation equilibria between the differ-
ent oxidation states. Indeed, according to data selected in the present review, Pu(IV)
disproportionation cannot be neglected (i.e., regardless of radiolytic processes) in solu-
tions with pH values at which Pu4+ is expected to be hydrolyzed to PuOH3+. At pH
values > 6, the aqueous phase was stabilized by 10−2 M trishydroxyaminomethane
(which does not complex plutonium). Pu(IV) was found to be stable in 10−4-10−5 M
K2Cr2O7 at pH values near 4, but not in solutions at lower or higher pH values; 10−4 M
NO−

2 stabilizes Pu(IV) over a broader range, whereas hydroquinone causes reduction
to Pu(III). In the absence of a oxidation state stabilization agent, Pu(IV) is partially
reduced to Pu(III). The distribution experiments were carried out with different redox
agents in different pH regions.

The variation of log DPu as f(log[HA]org) had the expected slope of 4 (indicating
that the dominant species were Pu4+ in the aqueous phase and PuA4 in the organic
phase) for HTTA at pH values≤ 4-5, and for HDBM at pH values of 6.5-7.5, while for
HITP this slope was only achieved in 2-3 M HClO4. Therefore HITP was not used for
studying the Pu(IV) hydrolysis. It is not clear if the Pu(IV) oxidation state was checked
in the whole pH-region from < 0 to 7.5.

The relation log DPu = f(pH) was studied for HTTA (normalised to
[HTTA] org=10−2) and HDBM (normalised to [HDBM]org =5 ·10−4). The
change in slope from 4 to 0.5 was attributed to the formation of aqueous hydrolysis
products. Using a least squares computer program for the≈ 100 distribution points,
the following equilibrium constants were calculated:

log ∗β1 = −0.45, log ∗β2 = −0.75, log ∗β3 = −3.3, log ∗β4 = −6.3

In the paper, the “K”s used by the authors correspond to “β”s in the nomenclature
of the present review. The extraction (normalisation) reaction with HTTA is

Pu4+ + 4HA(org)
 PuA4(org)+ 4H+,

for which log Kex = 7.33(1 M HClO4); the corresponding value for HIPT is 9.4
and no Kex value was given for HDBM. HIPT seems to extract Pu(OH)2A2 and is
therefore less suitable for Pu hydrolysis studies. Also see the entries for [73MET] and
[76MET/GUI].

[73DER/FAU]

The solubility, S, of Na6MIV (CO3)5·12H2O(s) (MIV = Ce or Th) in concentrated
Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 solutions, is practically constant in a wide range of [CO2−

3 ]:
S = 0.0215 and 0.015 M respectively for thorium and cerium. The sodium ion con-
centration was kept constant (with a sodium salt ?) at 2 g·dm−3. The authors assumed
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that CO2−
3 is the only ligand in the soluble complexes, but they do not discuss this

assumption. The similar solubilities in Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 solutions with similar
carbonate ion, and sodium ion concentrations, and with similar water activities, con-
firms the authors’ assumption. This could demonstrate that MIV (CO3)

6−
5 is the major

species, but the ionic strength corrections are not as straightforward as those used by
the authors. There might well have been some ion pairing between Na+ and the anionic
soluble carbonate complex. Since no data are reported for neptunium or plutonium, this
work is not reviewed in more detail here. This work, and other papers from the same
laboratory (e.g., [73DER/FAU2]) suggest analogous behaviour for f-block elements in
the +4 oxidation state; but also see more recent papers [97FEL/RAI, 98RAI/FEL].

[73KHA/MOS]

Infrared spectra are interpreted as indicating mono and bidentate bonding of CO2−
3

with NpO+
2 in NH4NpO2CO3(s) solid; see [79VOL/TOM].

[73MET]

This dissertation is the basis for references [72MET/GUI] and [76MET/GUI].

The hydrolysis experiments were carried out with 10−3-10−4 M Pu in 1 M
H/LiClO4 solutions of different pH. Two problems were encountered, polymerization
and changes in oxidation state (disproportionation). The solvent extraction technique
employed used TTA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone), DBM (dibenzoylmethane) or IPT
(isopropyltropolone) in benzene as the extractant. This procedure reduces the total
free Pu concentration in the aqueous phase, thus reducing polymerization. In the
complexation/distribution experiments, it was ascertained that all Pu in the beginning
was in the form of Pu(TTA)4 (or one of the corresponding complexes) in the organic
phase. At pH 6 the system was stabilized by addition of trishydroxyaminomethane.
The oxidation and/or reduction to other valence states was investigated at 10−7 to
10−8 M 238Pu using different redox agents,e.g., K2Cr2O7 or NaNO2. The reduction
of Pu(IV) to Pu(III) or oxidation to Pu(VI) was manifested by a reduction in the
distribution ratio when other conditions were kept constant. As Pu(TTA)4 (or another
of the corresponding complexes) was the only Pu-species soluble in the organic
phase, one can evaluate the complexation of Pu(IV) with OH− and citrate (CIT) from
measurements of the Pu(IV) distribution between the benzene and aqueous phases
(Pu-TTA complexation in the aqueous phase is known to be negligible). Plutonium
(IV) hydrolysis begins even at 1 M acid concentration, and increases rapidly with in-
creasing pH, so that at pH 3.5 Pu(OH)2+

2 dominates; at pH values close to 3.5 PuOH3+
is predominant. From graphical analysis, a value of logβ1 = -0.45 was obtained,
and logβ2 was estimated as -0.75. The values logβ3 = -3.3 and logβ4 = -6.3 were
obtained from computer refinement, whereβn = [Pu(OH)4−n

n ][H+]n/[Pu+4]an[H2O].
In the report, the “K”s used by the author correspond to “β”s in the nomenclature

of the present review.
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In the citric acid studies, the solutions contained simultaneously three systems,
the Pu(IV)-OH, -CIT and TTA (or DBM or ITP). The investigator claims that he has
identified 10 different citric complexes (with the OH-group at the central carbon) and
6 different isocitric complexes (with the OH-group at the terminal carbon) by carrying
out the extraction studies in solutions at different pH values (up to pH 7) and acid
concentrations. The concentration ranges of the different species were calculated. This
reviewer doubts the reliability of the formation constants presented.

[73MUS/POR]

This appears to be a preliminary report of a larger study that was never published.
There are no details (e.g., pH, analysis method) given as to how the reported solubility
product, for PuO2(OH)2(s), log10 Ks,0 = −(24.04±0.19), was determined. A limiting
solubility of 6.9×10−9 M is reported, presumably for a pH value near 8.2, but again no
details were provided. The hydrolysis constants were apparently determined by ana-
lysis of the near infrared spectra, but no discussion is provided as to why any particular
species was selected in any particular pH regime, or why certain species were included
or omitted overall.

[73PAT/RAM]

The paper describes a study of sulphate complexation based on solvent extraction of
Np(IV) and Pu(IV) from 2 M H(ClO4,HSO4) solution using dinonylnaphthalenesulph-
onic acid (HDNNS). Experiments were performed at 10 and 40◦C.

The results of a comparative study for Np(IV) using TTA in benzene were also
presented. An incorrect linear model was used to calculate the association quotients.
With the data provided, and a better quadratic model, the association constants in
TableA.4 were found.

Table A.4: Values of the formation constant of NpSO2−
4 from the reaction of Np4+ with

HSO−4 based on a recalculation of the results of Patil and Ramakrishna [73PAT/RAM].

t (◦C) HDNNS TTA

log10β (1) 10 (2.44± 0.05) (2.42± 0.02)
25 [73PAT/RAM2] (2.48± 0.03)
40 (2.51± 0.05) (2.56± 0.08)

log10β (2) 10 (3.95± 0.04) (3.95± 0.01)
25 [73PAT/RAM2] (4.06± 0.02)
40 (4.15± 0.03) (4.13± 0.05)

In conjunction with the results from [73PAT/RAM2], the values can be used to
calculate�rH◦

m and�rS◦m.
In the plutonium experiments, the Pu isotope was not specified, but NaNO2 was

used as holding oxidant. The Pu oxidation state was verified, and complexing by NO−
2
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was assumed negligible. A re-evaluation of the association constants and errors using
a quadratic model yields log10β (I )(19.4) = (2.84± 0.06) (10 ◦C) and (2.72± 0.05)
(40◦C) and log10β (I )(19.5) = (4.33±0.05) (10◦C) and(4.39±0.03) (40◦C). With
similar 25◦C HDNNS extraction data from [73PAT/RAM2] �rH◦

m (19.4) = −(7.2±
1.7) kJ·mol−1 and�rH◦

m (19.5) = (3.1± 1.8) kJ·mol−1.

[73PAT/RAM2]

This reports studies of sulphate complexation based on solvent extraction of Np(IV)
and Pu(IV) from 2 M H (ClO4, HSO4) solution using dinonylnaphthalenesulphonic
acid (HDNNS), and of Pu(IV) using TTA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone), all at 25◦C.

For the neptunium system reversibility is claimed, and a holding reductant was used
to prevent oxidation. Sufficient data are provided for recalculation of the association
quotients and errors using a more appropriate quadratic model. The results of the
recalculation yield log10β1 = (2.49± 0.03) and log10β2 = (4.03± 0.02).

The Pu(IV) isotope was not specified. NaNO2 was used as a holding oxidant; the
Pu oxidation state was verified and complexing by NO−

2 was assumed negligible. A
revaluation of the data presented in this paper using a quadratic model yields log10β

(I )(19.4) = (2.76±0.03) and (2.68±0.06) and log10β (I )(19.5) = (4.35±0.02) and
(4.51± 0.02).

[73RYK/BLO ]

No complexation constants are reported in this paper.

[73SIM/MAT ]

In this study coulometric measurements were made to determine the value of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couple in aqueous NaOH solutions (0.2 M to 10.0 M) using a plat-
inum electrode. Care was taken to exclude CO2(g). No systematic correction was
made for the diffusion potential at the saturated KCl (calomel electrode)-sodium hy-
droxide interface. However, Peretrukhin and Alekseeva [74PER/ALE] provided the
corrected values, presumably based on more extensive tables of the original data than
those published in [73SIM/MAT]. The corrected potential for 1 M NaOH, 0.19 Vvs.
SHE, can be used to calculateE◦ = 1.83 V when corrected as per the discussion for
[77ERM/PER]. The corrected potential for 2.5 M NaOH solution is about 0.02 V more
positive than found by Ermakovet al. [77ERM/PER] for a 2.5 M LiOH solution.

Although at concentations of NaOH below 1 M the increase in stability of
Np(VI) with increasing base concentration was reflected in a slope of the potential
of the couple of−0.146 V per unit log10[NaOH], the slope was nearly zero for
1 < [NaOH] < 10 M. This work is not consistent with the experimental results
published by Peretrukhin and Alekseeva [74PER/ALE], but was later supported by
that of Peretrukhin and Spitsyn [82PER/SPI].
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[74ARK/GUT]

The heat capacity of neptunium dioxide was determined from drop calorimetry meas-
urements in the temperature range 350 to 1100 K. The sample was somewhat impure,
containing approximately 1% iron. The results do not mesh smoothly with those ob-
tained at lower temperatures by Westrumet al. [53WES/HAT]. Unfortunately, the
authors [74ARK/GUT] did not report their raw data, but instead provided a table of
smoothed values. They report the mean square deviation of the enthalpy values as
±4.7% and the scatter of the experimental (heat capacity?) points from the calculated
equation as 15%. Thus, the measured values can provide only a rough guide to the heat
capacity behaviour of NpO2(cr) over the experimental temperature range. The extra-
polated value for 300 K is approximately 20% greater than found by Westrumet al.
[53WES/HAT] for NpO2(cr), and comparison with values for UO2(cr) [92GRE/FUG]
and PuO2(cr) [76FLO/OSB] at 298.15 K show similar differences. Nevertheless, the
large disagreement between the equation from this study extrapolated to 298.15 K and
the data in [53WES/HAT] is almost within the cited uncertainties! Values obtained by
extrapolation of the results (228.6 to 312.7 K) from [53WES/HAT] do not differ from
those in [74ARK/GUT] by more than 15% for temperatures above 400 K. In view of
the large reported experimental scatter, the smoothed values reported by Arkhipovet
al. are rejected in the present review.

[74DAN/CHI]

See comments under Danesiet al. [71DAN/CHI].

[74FAR/PEA]

The authors report on an ion exchange study of sulphate complexation in 2 M HClO4
at (25± 0.1)◦C. The plutonium was a mixture of239Pu,240Pu,241Pu, and242Pu. Dis-
tribution of Pu(IV) was determined by counting241Pu only, to avoid errors due to other
radioactive isotopes that may have been present in the mixture. The time to attain
equilibration was determined experimentally, and counting procedures were described
in detail. Nitrite was used as a holding reductant, and complexation by NO−

2 was
assumed negligible. Insufficient data were reported to allow re-evaluation of the er-
rors. Uncertainties compiled by the authors are assumed to be 1σ , and hence, log10β1
(I )(19.4) = (2.75± 0.02) and log10β2 (I )(19.5) = (4.43± 0.03).

[74KHO/MAT ]

This is a solvent extraction study of thiocyanate complexation using dinonylnaph-
thalenesulphonic acid inn-hexane. The reference temperature of the experiments
was (30 ± 0.1)◦C and the ionic strength was kept constant at 1 M(NH4ClO4).
The pH of the experimental solutions was about 2.8. All solutions contained 0.1 M
NH4I as a holding reductant. In order to correct for the possible formation of Pu(III)
iodide complexes, the formation constant of a PuI2+ complex was determined in
the same medium in a separate experiment. Up to a total iodide concentration of
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0.7 M, only the first complex, PuI2+, was found to be formed with a constant of
K1(PuI2+, 1 M, 303.15 K) = (1.09 ± 0.07). This experiment was not described
in more detail by the authors. For the thiocyanate complexes, the following
constants were reported:β1(PuSCN2+, 1 M, 303.15 K) = (2.18 ± 0.17) and
β2(Pu(SCN)+2 , 1 M, 303.15 K) = (4.10± 0.21).

In order to obtain some information on the thermodynamic properties of the com-
plexes, the authors performed additional experiments at 15, 37 and 45◦C. The res-
ults are given in Figure 3 of [74KHO/MAT]. The formation constants obtained for
PuSCN2+ are: log10β1 = 0.31 (15◦C), 0.34 (30◦C), 0.33 (37◦C) and 0.31 (45◦C).
The temperature variation of this constant is thus zero within the experimental er-
ror. The authors reported, for the formation of PuSCN2+: �rHm(1 M, 303.15 K) =
(0.25± 0.75) kJ·mol−1.

Khopkar and Mathur [74KHO/MAT] drew attention to the “reversal” behaviour of
Pu(III) and Am(III) in the thiocyanate complex stability order. They expected the 1:1
complex of Pu(III) to be less stable than that of Am(III) due to a decrease in the atomic
radii. However, Choppin and Ketels [65CHO/KET] have found a higher stability for
the Am(III) complex. In any case, the formation constants of the complexes PuSCN2+
and AmSCN2+ are very similar,cf. [95SIL/BID], and the differences are smaller than
the estimated uncertainties.

[74MEF/KRO]

The hydrolysis of Np(III) was studied by potentiometric titration ofca. 0.044 millimole
samples of Np(III) in 0.1 M NaClO4, using 0.1 M NaOH and a LPU-1 pH meter and
glass(?) electrode, in a deaerated system protected from air. The experiments were
carried out at 20◦C (Table 1). The titrations in chloride medium at 23◦C (Figure 1) were
presumably not used in the final calculations of the hydrolysis constant. The Np(III)
was produced by electrolysis of 0.022 M Cs2NpCl6(aq) in 0.1 M HCl using a mercury
cathode in an inert atmosphere. Solutions of Pr3+ and Nd3+ were titrated in a similar
manner, and the three sets of titration curves were compared to obtain the ratios of the
hydrolysis constants. A ratio∗β1(Nd)/∗β1(Pr) = 1.35 was obtained, in agreement with
an earlier value of 1.32 [66FRO/KUM], obtained at 0.3 M NaClO4(25◦C). The values
reported in the paper by Frolova, Kumok, and Serebrennikov, [66FRO/KUM] for the
first hydrolysis constants, log∗10β1, are−8.43 for Nd3+, and−8.55 for Pr3+. The value
for the first Np(III) hydrolysis constant at (25◦C), ∗β1 = (3.7± 0.9)× 10−8, was then
calculated for a medium of 0.3 M NaClO4 (log ∗

10β1 = 7.43± 0.11) using the ratios of
the hydrolysis constants of Np(III) with those of Pr(III) amd Nd(III).

Considering the comparison of values obtained by [66FRO/KUM] for 0.3 and 3 M
NaClO4, from titrations using both NaOH and Ba(OH)2, and literature values cited by
the same authors for the lanthanide ion hydrolysis constants in 3 M NaClO4, it seems
likely that the error in the Np(III) hydrolysis constant is considerably greater than±0.1.
Systematic errors may also be present, and as the paper does not show any measured
points, the statistical uncertainty cannot be evaluated. Using

log ∗
10β1(I = 0) = log ∗

10β1(I )+ 4D +�ε I − log10aH2O
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whereD = 0.154 forI = 0.305 m (4D = 0.615) and�ε = -0.04 kg·mol−1is estimated
by analogy from values in TableB.3, − log ∗

10β
◦
1 = (6.8± 0.3). The uncertainty is an

estimate.

[74PER/ALE]

In this study potential measurements were made of Np(VII), Np(VI) and Np(V) in
aqueous NaOH solutions (0.3 M to 14 M) using a rotating platinum electrode. The
Np(V)/Np(VI) couple is apparently reversible, although gradual precipitation of a
Np(V) solid occurs. The potentials are somewhat lower than those obtained from
coulometric [73SIM/MAT] and potentiometric [77ERM/PER] measurements. The
measured potentials decreased slightly with increasing NaOH concentration. The
experimental slopes are not very precise and should be corrected for ionic strength
and junction potential variations. There is no satisfactory way to estimate the
junction potential changes in these experiments, and it is thus not clear whether the
stoichiometries of the limiting hydroxide complexes of actinide (V) and (VI) in the
present review are compatible with the measurements. The reported formal potential
for Np(VI)/Np(V) is not consistent with later work of one of the authors [82PER/SPI].

[74SIM/VOL ]

a) K+-Np(V)-CO2−
3 compounds

The authors do not give enough experimental information to allow an accurate inter-
pretation to be made of this work. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that the authors have
prepared pentavalent actinide carbonate compounds containing alkali metal cations.
This confirms some of the results for neptunium reported in [74VIS/VOL]. The au-
thors reported the preparation of hydrated KNpO2CO3(s) in 0.2 M K2CO3 and hy-
drated K3NpO2(CO3)2(s) in 0.8 M K2CO3 aqueous solution. The preparation condi-
tions were such that the carbonate concentrations were respectively less and more than
the [CO2−

3 ] value controlled by the equilibrium

KNpO2CO3(s)+ CO2−
3 + 2K+


 K3NpO2(CO3)2(s)

Thus, in the present review, the equilibrium constant for this reaction is estimated as

log10 K = log10 Ks(K3NpO2(CO3)2(s))− log10Ks(K3NpO2(CO3)2(s))

= −(0.6± 0.9)

b) Np(VI)/Np(V) redox couple

It was confirmed that the preparation involved a one electron exchange, and a value
for the sum of the normal redox potential plus the junction potential at(20± 1)◦C
was deduced. The junction potential between the working electrode and the reference
electrode (a saturated calomel electrode connected with a saturated KCl bridge) was
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probably less than the uncertainty in the measurements. The shift in the Np(VI)/Np(V)
potential from acidic to the carbonate media was reported as

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 − ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = −0.6 to − 0.7 V

This corresponds to

log10
(
β3Np(VI)/β3Np(V)

)
0.2 to 3 M K2CO3

= 11.2± 0.9

since it is now known that the two limiting complexes are NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 and

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 . The change in the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox potential between 0.2 and

3 M K2CO3 solutions and acidic solutions was constant, which indicated the Np(V)
and Np(VI) limiting complexes have the same stoichiometry. See the discussions
for [75SIM] and [77SIM] in this appendix, for further quantitative interpretation and
discussion of these data.

c) Reduction of Pu(VI)

The reduction potential of Pu(VI) in 0.1 and 1.0 M K2CO3 at 20◦C was reported to
be(0.30± 0.01) and(0.32± 0.01) V vs. SHE. The reduced products were identified
(by X-ray diffraction studies) as a hydrated KPuO2(CO3)(s) and a K3PuO2(CO3)2(s)
compound. The former compound precipitated during the course of the electrolytic
reduction, a period of∼15 minutes, while in the latter case there was an induction
period of∼24 hours. The reduction potentials are in reasonable agreement with later
reported values [83WES/SUL, 86LIE/KIM, 92CAP].

[74SOL]

The systems studied consisted of metal ions (M = Pu, U, Th or Zr) in solutions of high
concentrations of nitric acid (≤ 6 M) in contact with kerosene or o-xylene contain-
ing ≤ 60 vol% TBP or HTTA. The TBP and HTTA cause extraction of metal species
into the organic phase. It was assumed that the extracted species in the TBP sys-
tem were M(OH)i(NO3)(4−i) and in the HTTA system M(TTA)4, M(NO3)(TTA)3 and
M(OH)(TTA)3. In the presence of perchlorate ions it was assumed that ClO−

4 behaves
similarly to NO−3 . Extraction equations were developed for these systems, including
activity factors for the high ionic strength medium. The activity factors, which were
taken from various sources (reference was given to a large number of Russian papers),
do not seem to have been used systematically (leading to “hypothetical activity coef-
ficients”). In analysis of some (but not all) of the distribution measurements of metal
species and of TBP and HNO3, corrections were made for volume changes. A set of
“thermodynamic constants of M(IV) hydrolysis at≈ 25◦C” were given as listed in
TableA.5

Hereβ◦1values(e.g., β◦1 = 3.8·1014) are defined as the thermodynamic equilibrium

constants for the reactions M4++iOH−

 M(OH)

(4−i)
i . The uncertainties in the values

in the TableA.5 are unstated, but are likely large - primarily due to the uncertainties
with regard to the activity factors and the uncertainties in the measured distribution
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Table A.5: Thermodynamic constants of M(IV) hydrolysis at≈ 25◦C as given by
[74SOL].

M(IV) β◦110−14 β◦210−28 β◦310−42 β◦410−56 References

Zr 3.8 23.9 52.4 70 [67SOL/TSV]
Pu 0.17 0.6 3.2 [74SOL]
U 0.06 [74SOL]

ratios (however, the author’s Table 6 does show good agreement between experimental
and calculated distribution coefficients for the U(VI) system). No information was
presented with regard to how the unstable oxidation states, U(IV) and Pu(IV), were
maintained in solution. The value of the activity product of water (Kw), as used in the
author’s calculations, was reported as 1.27·10−14 at all concentrations (pKw = 13.90).
That value was used to analyze the experimental results (I > 0) to obtain values ofβ◦,
and that value is used in the present review to convert theβ◦ values to the values of�β◦
presented in Table17.3. However, the approximate average value of pKw for 20◦ C to
25◦ C at I = 0 is actually 14.1.

The experiments were carried out to permit semi-empirical modelling of distribu-
tions for separations processes, and the author made no claim the measurements were
designed to accurately determine the hydrolysis constants. Insufficient information was
provided to permit recalculation of the data. For this reason, and because the experi-
mental conditions are ill-defined, the results of this study are not used in the present
review in selection of hydrolysis or complexation constants.

[74VIS/VOL]

KNpO2CO3(s) was precipitated from concentrated 0.1-0.2 M K2CO3 solution. The ra-
tio Np(V)/CO2−

3 in the solid was determined by measuring the CO2(g) released on titra-
tion with acid, and coulometric determination of the Np content. A pH-metric Np(V) ti-
tration using 0.2 M K2CO3 solution confirmed the stoichiometry of the KNpO2CO3(s)
solid. X-Ray powder diffraction patterns indicated two K3NpO2CO3(s) phases for
which the stoichiometry was also determined by the same techniques. One precipit-
ated from 0.8 - 1.5 M K2CO3 solutions and the other from 1.8-5.6 M K2CO3 solutions
(see [54NIG/PEN]). It is quite surprising that two different solid phases with the same
stoichiometry would form at equilibrium in these aqueous solutions as the variation of
the water activity in these solutions was relatively small. The precipitation of the two
different solid phases could be due to kinetics. Despite the comments of the authors,
the X-ray diffraction patterns given in this work do not appear to support the formation
of additional solid phases (either with the same stoichiometry or K5NpO2(CO3)3(s)).

Potentiometric titration of a 0.06 M Np(V) aqueous solution with a 0.2 M K2CO3
aqueous solution showed that the precipitation started at pH= 4.6, and that the pH was
buffered to pH= 5.6 (before the equivalence point), and the mid point for the reaction
was at pH= 5.2. Back titration of the solid compounds, with 0.1 M HCl, showed
buffering of the pH at about the same values. The mid-point of the reaction was at pH=
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4.8, 5.2 and 6.4 respectively for hydrated K3NpO2(CO3)2(s), hydrated KNpO2CO3(s)
and a K2CO3 solution. In these conditions, the free carbonate concentration, [CO2−

3 ],
was certainly less than 10µM so NpO+2 was not complexed, and according to the data
selected by this review, the titration reactions were then

K+ + NpO+
2 + CO2(g)+ H2O(l) → KNpO2CO3(s)+ 2H+ (A.45)

KNpO2CO3(s)+ 2H+ → K+ + NpO+
2 + CO2(g)+ H2O(l) (A.46)

K3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ 4H+ → 3K+ + NpO+
2 + 2CO2(g)+ 2H2O(l) (A.47)

Assuming that titration caused release of CO2(g) (bubbling, hencepCO2 ≈ 1 atm), and
estimating the NpO+2 concentration at the mid-point of the reaction to be about 0.03 M
(these values were not reported in the publication [74VIS/VOL]), the first solubility
product can be very crudely estimated as

∗Ks,0(A.46) ≈ −(10.3± 2.0)

The results from the potentiometric titrations are not particularly consistent with
later work in sodium (instead of potassium) media by the same group of authors
[79VOL/VIS2], and this can be attributed to kinetic rather than thermodynamic factors
(see the discussion of [79VOL/VIS2] in this appendix).

The authors also reported Np(V) solubility values in 1.2 M K2CO3 aqueous solu-
tions at 20 and 80◦C. If it is assumed that this solubility was controlled by the following
equilibrium

K3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 3K+ + NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 (A.48)

then

log10 Ks,3(A.48) ≈ −(3.4± 0.5)

in 1.2 M K2CO3 aqueous solutions at 20◦C, and

log10 Ks,3(A.48) ≈ −(3.1± 0.5)

in 1.2 M K2CO3 aqueous solutions at 80◦C are calculated. These values are consistent
with a previous estimate (see the discussion of [66GOR/ZEN]) within the uncertainties
(considering the ionic strength were not the same in the two measurements). The later
value [74VIS/VOL] is more accurate since the solid phase was prepared more carefully
here. However, it was not possible to verify that the solid phase did not change between
20 and 80◦C.
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[74VOL/KAP ]

Volkov et al. prepared hydrated KAnO2CO3(s) compounds, where An was Np, Pu or
Am. They discussed the variations observed in their X-ray diffraction patterns as a
function of preparation conditions and ageing. This interpretation seems reasonable
(variations in the distances in the crystal lattices), but the most important information
for the selection of thermodynamic data that comes from this work is that it is difficult
to obtain a well characterised solid phase of this type in equilibrium with aqueous
solution.

[74VOL/KAP2]

In this publication, Volkovet al. reported the X-ray diffraction patterns of hydrated
K3AnO2(CO3)2(s) solid compounds, where An= Np, Pu or Am. They discussed
the temperature influence on the lattice parameters. No thermodynamic data can be
extracted from this work.

[75HUB/HUS]

This paper on Pu(III) hydrolysis describes some technical improvements in the ra-
diotracer solvent extraction technique using HTTA technique in benzene from 0.2 M
(Li,H)ClO4 in the pH range 3-6.[Pu]tot was 10−5 to 10−8. Hydroxylamine was ad-
ded to the aqueous phase to buffer it in the proper pH-region; hydroxylamine also acts
as a reducing agent. Both direct extraction and back-extraction of Pu was used; back-
extraction reduces disturbances from colloids. Slow kinetics was observed, equilibrium
being reached after 16 hours. The distribution values depended on the[Pu]tot at low pH
values (ca. 3), but not at higher values (ca. 5). The distribution value also depended on
the ratio [Pu(IV)]/[Pu(III)].

A plot of log10D versus log10[HA]org gives straight lines with slope 3 in the pH-
range 4-6; thus aqueous complexes of Pu-TTA ought to be neglected (though at this
pH-range there could be aqueous Pu(IV)-TTA complexes, as the authors admit). Nor-
malised log10D(Pu(III)) versus pH plots indicates a change in slope at pH> 3.8 and
after long agitation times. From these plots the equilibrium constantsKex = −2.5±0.3
and log ∗

10K1 = −3.8± 0.2 (I = 0.2, Li+, H+, ClO−
4 , Cl−, NH2OH) were calculated.

There are many things that are difficult to explain about this work,e.g., the slow
kinetics, how the authors distinguished between Pu(III) and Pu(IV), etc. There is no
information about how the “error” was obtained. The conclusions are invalidated if
polymerisation occurred or Pu(IV) was present. All “Pu(III) curves” showed slow kin-
etics. Slow kinetics have not been observed for any of the other actinides studied.
The Pu(III) equilibria, including hydrolysis, should be rapid, while Pu(IV) hydrolysis
is slow in the case of polynuclear complex formation. Because oxidation is thermo-
dynamically more likely at higher pH (> 3), the reviewer suspects that some Pu(IV)
formed and was being slowly hydrolysed. This would explain both the kinetics and
the change in slope, which then is not a result of Pu(III) hydrolysis. In conclusion, the
reviewer has little confidence in these results. In principle, the Pu(III) system seems
unsuitable for study by the TTA-solvent extraction technique.
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[75IOR/SHC]

NMR measurements (proton and14N resonances) in water/acetone mixtures at
−105◦C were reported in this paper. The authors detected the first nitrate complex
for Np(VI)/water ratios< 185 (approximately 0.3 M NpO2+2 if in solution in water
only). The second complex was detected for Np(VI)/water ratios of 40-150. No nitrate
concentrations nor formation constants were reported.

[75PAT/RAM]

The authors used a solvent extraction technique with HTTA or dinonylnaphthalenes-
ulphonic acid (HDNNS) in benzene. The aqueous phase contained 2 M H+, varying
concentrations of Cl− and HF(aq), respectively, and ClO−4 as a supporting electrolyte
to maintainI = 2 M. In the chloride complexation experiments with Np(IV), Fe(II)
sulphamate was used to stabilise the oxidation state of neptunium. The temperature was
kept constant during the experiments at 25◦C. The experimental procedure seems sat-
isfactory. However, no check was made to verify the proper oxidation state of Np(IV)
at the end of the experiments.

For the Np(IV) chloride system,

Np4+ + qCl− 
 NpCl4−q
q , (A.49)

the authors reportedβ1(A.49, q = 1) = (0.9±0.1) andβ2(A.49, q = 2) = (0.7±0.1).
Giffaut [94GIF] has re-evaluated Patil and Ramakrishna’s experiments and obtained
slightly different values due to improvement of the fit in the lower range of the chloride
concentrations:β1(A.49, q = 1) = (1.0 ± 0.1) and β2(A.49, q = 2) = (0.6 ±
0.1). We use these results in our selection procedure, but we increase the uncertainties:
log10β1(A.49, q = 1) = (0.00± 0.20) and log10β2(A.49, q = 2) = −(0.22± 0.40).

For the Np(IV) fluoride system,

Np4+ + qHF(aq) 
 NpF4−q
q + qH+ (A.50)

the authors reported log10
∗β1(A.50, q = 1) = (4.62± 0.01) from HDNNS extraction.

The evaluation of the HTTA extraction studies was done with a one- and a two-complex
model, resulting in log10

∗β1(A.50, q = 1) = (4.72± 0.01) using only the points at
[HF(aq)] < 3× 10−4 M, and log10

∗β1(A.50, q = 1) = 4.60 and log10
∗β2(A.50, q =

2) = 7.49 using all the points up to[HF(aq)] = 10−3 M. The uncertainties given by
the authors are grossly underestimated. We use the independent results from this study,
i.e., log10

∗β1 from the HDNNS extraction and log10
∗β1 and log10

∗β2 from the HTTA
extraction, and we assign uncertainties of±0.20 (log10

∗β1) and±0.40 (log10
∗β2).

[75RAG/RAM]

The authors used a solvent extraction technique with HTTA or dinonylnaphthalene-
sulphonic acid (HDNNS) in benzene to study the bromide complexation of Th4+, Np4+
and Pu4+. Vanadate was used as a holding oxidant for Pu4+ rather than nitrite as used
earlier [73PAT/RAM2], because nitrite was found to oxidise bromide to bromine under
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these conditions. For Np4+, the holding oxidant used was Fe(II) sulphamate. The
aqueous phase contained varying concentrations of HBr, and HClO4 as a background
electrolyte, so that[H+]t = 2 M and I = 2 M. The temperature was kept constant at
25◦C.

The constants obtained in this study are lower than from those of other studies
(cf. the Pu(IV) bromide system in PartIV, Section 18.2.3.2), and Fugeret al.
[92FUG/KHO] stated that they “appear abnormally low in the case of thorium
and neptunium mono and dibromo complexes”. The reported formation con-
stants for NpBr3+ and NpBr2+2 are log10β1(NpBr3+) = −(0.21 ± 0.01) and
log10β2(NpBr2+2 ) = −(0.57 ± 0.03). A possible cause for the deviation is the
uncertainty about the actual oxidation state of neptunium. Another possibility is the
formation of complexes higher than actinide(TTA)4, and it is presently not possible
to qualify this statement because no formation constants for complexes such as
actinide(TTA)4−n

n are available. If we use�ε1 = −0.29 kg·mol−1 (equal to the
corresponding uranium(IV) [92GRE/FUG] and plutonium(IV) system, see PartIV),
we will obtain log10β◦1(NpBr3+) = 1.0, which is 0.46 and 0.6 logarithmic units lower
than the value for UBr3+ and PuBr3+, respectively. This does not correspond to the
tendency in the complex formation constants of the series U-Np-Pu, and we cannot
accept this value here.

[75SCH]

This is a careful potentiometric study of the hydrolysis of Pu(VI) (0.01 to 0.15 M) in
3 M NaClO4. The major hydrolysis species were identified as (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 and
(possibly metastable) (PuO2)4(OH)+7 . Considering possible model error and radiolysis
effects, the reviewer estimates the uncertainties in the logarithm (base 10) of the equi-
librium constants for these two species as±0.5. The authors could find no convincing
evidence for PuO2OH+ in their solutions, and this would indicate log10 K11 is less than
−5.5.

[75SIM]

This is careful work to determine the electrochemical equilibrium

Np(VI )+ e− 
 Np(V)

in HClO4, H2SO4 and Na2CO3 aqueous solutions. The formal potentials reported
in this publication were probably not corrected for the junction potentials. The experi-
mental set up used seems to give relatively small junction potentials; but it was possibly
more than the value of the uncertainty reported by the author (0.01 V). In a later study
[77SIM] the same author estimated that the junction potential was less than 0.01 V in
similar media, but the uncertainty could still be more than this value (see the discussion
for [77SIM] in this appendix).

The value of the formal potential in a non-complexing medium(1.18 ±
0.01) V/SHE is not consistent (within the uncertainty estimated by the author) with
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the value selected in this review(1.14± 0.01) V/SHE: the difference between the two
values is 0.04 V. The discrepancy is probably due to some systematic error (junction
potential, calibration of the reference electrode). The�E values

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 − ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = −(0.71± 0.014) V

is also different (by at least 0.05± 0.03 V) from the value calculated with the thermo-
dynamic data selected in the present review. It is consistent with the previous measure-
ment of the author [74SIM/VOL]

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 − ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = −0.6 to − 0.7 V

Since enough reliable data in HClO4 and Na2CO3 media are published elsewhere (see
Table12.1) these results could be simply rejected; the value in carbonate medium can
be retained, increasing its uncertainty to at least 0.02 V, which is reasonable for the
possible calibration systematic deviation indicated above. In the present review an un-
certainty of 0.05 V was actually used to ensure that it is really greater than the unknown
junction potential. From this uncertainty and�E , this review calculated

log10
(
β3Np(VI)/β3Np(V)

)
0.1 to 2 M Na2CO3 or K2CO3

= (12.0± 1.2)

to be compared with

log10
(
β3Np(VI)/β3Np(V)

)
0.2 to 3 M K2CO3

= (11.2± 0.9) [74SIM/VOL]
The data proposed in this work, are consistent with those published by the same

author earlier in similar carbonate media [74SIM/VOL] and later in similar or identical
carbonate media [77SIM]; but it is (0.044± 0.017) V greater than a more recent
published value [95OFF/CAP]. Later information by the same author on this subject
[77SIM] allows an estimation of the uncertainty in the calibration of his reference elec-
trode (see the discussion of [77SIM] in this appendix). The value was apparently over-
estimated by 0.021 V; however the reference electrodes in the two sets of experiments
[75SIM, 77SIM] were not the same. Therefore, the above value was not corrected by
0.021 V in the present review. Nevertheless, this illustrates that the 0.05 V uncertainty
estimated above, is reasonable.

[75UEN/SAI]

Np(V) solubility was measured in 0.05 to 1.6 M Na2CO3 solutions. The ionic strength
was allowed to vary. In the most concentrated Na2CO3 solutions, the solid was
probably slowly transformed to Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) [66GOR/ZEN, 81VOL/VIS4,
86GRE/ROB, 93LEM/BOY, 95NEC/RUN, 98VIT/CAP].

Np(V) absorption spectra in 0.5 to 2 M Na2CO3 solutions reported in this work,
are similar to those obtained by others [66GOR/ZEN, 90RIG].

The authors did not interpret their results, but these appear to be consistent with
the Np(V) solubility predicted by using the data selected by this review, assuming
equilibrium with the air, and considering NaNpO2CO3(s), NpO2CO−

3 , NpO2(CO3)
3−
2
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and NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 . However, too many parameters are involved for the number of

reported experimental data, and the results of this publication are not used in the present
review for selection of thermodynamic values, since too many parameters were not
controlled in the experiments. Rough values from−(3.04± 1.25) (0.07 M Na2CO3) to
−(1.72±0.39) (0.4 M Na2CO3) for log10 Ks,3(A.25, M+ = Na+) and−(11.22±0.35)
for log10 K ◦

s (NaNpO2CO3(s)) are calculated assuming values for the other constants
as selected in this review (also see [98CAP/VIT]).

In the 1.2 and 1.6 M Na2CO3 solutions, the measured solubilities were lower than
the solubilities as calculated above. This is evidence of the precipitation of a new
solid phase, which was almost certainly Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s), [77SIM, 79VOL/VIS,
81VOL/VIS2, 81VOL/VIS3, 81VOL/VIS]. These solubilities should then be inter-
preted in terms of the following equilibrium

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+

for which this review estimates log10 Ks,3(Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)) < −0.43 in 1.6 M
Na2CO3 solution.

[75VAS/AND]

This reports on a spectrophotometric study in the near infrared region (1213 nm band
of intraorbital transitions). No complex was observed up to 2 M nitrate, and the band
disappeared at 14 M nitrate. At 1110 nm a new band was observed at concentrations
of nitrate greater than 2 M, reaching a maximum at 12 M. For concentrations of nitrate
higher than 12 M a third species was formed.

The stoichiometry of the complex was deduced by comparison with known salt
spectra in acetone. It is possible that even at the low (self) concentrations of the salt,
such weak complexes have a non negligible dissociation in acetone solutions, since
their dissolution shows a certain interaction with the solvent. By analyzing the water
activity of the nitric acid solutions, it was concluded that the nitrate in the complex was
bidentate, with four moles of water being displaced. The authors’ value of the com-
plexation constant does not correspond to the standard definition, but to the reaction:

NpO2(H2O)2+
6 + 2NO−

3 
 NpO2(NO3)2(H2O)6−x + xH2O(l)

x = 4 as determined experimentally. In order to compare it with other values obtained
for solutions with nitric acid concentrations less than 2 M, the reported value should be
divided by∼(50.1)4 = 6.3×106, which corresponds to the lowest water concentration
where it was assumed valid. Thus, a value of∼0.009 instead of 55000 has to be used
for comparison with other constants, expressed only in terms of the concentrations of
nitrate, metal and complex.

The constant was determined by taking the differences of large numbers,
4 log10[H2O] varies between 4.6 and 6.8, 2 log10[NO−

3 ] varies between 0.6 and
2.6. Then working with a solution 1.4 × 10−3 M in total neptunium, ratios of
[NpO2(NO3)2(aq)]/[NpO2+

2 ] between 0.001 and 40 have been measured. This means
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very low concentrations have been determined, then used in an expression which
transforms to:

4 log10[H2O] − 2 log10[NO−
3 ] = log10 K − log10([NpO2(NO3)2(aq)]/[NpO2+

2 ])
As the ionic medium was not kept constant, the activity factors probably varied greatly.
The value of the constant has little significance, and is not accepted in the present
review.

[75VAS/AND2]

This is a spectrophotometric study performed in 0.1-20 M HNO3. The absorption of
1.4 mM Pu(VI) solutions at 800-850 nm at an unspecified temperature were measured.
For 0.1-2 M HClO4, HCl, and HNO3 solutions the Pu(VI) spectra did not change, and
it could be concluded no complexes were formed. Between 1-11 M nitrate an isosbestic
point was observed, the 831 nm band decreased and disappeared at 14 M, while a new
band appeared at 815 and increased. At concentrations of nitrate greater than 11 M
the isosbestic point disappeared and another new peak appeared, on the basis of which
formation of another new species was deduced. From the similarity of the spectra
to those of solutions of the salts PuO2(NO3)2·6H2O(s) and NH4PuO2(NO3)3(s) in
acetone, speciation was proposed. By analysing the water activity it was concluded
that the nitrate in the complex is bidentate with four moles of water being displaced.
By plotting [PuO2(NO3)2]/[PuO2+

2 ] versus[NO−
3 ]2/[H2O]4 an equilibrium constant

of (4.5± 0.5)× 104 or log10β2 = (4.65± 0.05) was calculated. This result is noted
in the IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] as being 2-4 log10 units higher than other results.
In fact the constant does not correspond to the standard definition used in this review,
it corresponds to the reaction:

PuO2(H2O)2+
6 + 2NO−

3 
 PuO2(NO3)2(H2O)6−x + xH2O(l)

x = 4 as determined experimentally. To compare it with other values obtained in less
than 2 M HNO3, it should be divided by∼(50.1)4 = 6.3× 106, which corresponds to
the lowest water concentration where it would be assumed to be valid. So a value of
∼0.007 instead of 55000 has to be used for comparison with other constants, expressed
only in terms of the concentration of nitrate, metal and complex.

The constant was determined by taking differences between large numbers, see
comments on [75VAS/AND]. As the ionic medium was not kept constant, the activity
factors undoubtedly varied greatly. The value of the constant has little significance, and
is not accepted in the present review.

[76BAG/RAM]

This supplements the solvent extraction study of [76BAG/RAM2] at 25◦C and in 2 M
HClO4 and reports extension of the work to Np(IV). The techniques used were identical
to those of [73PAT/RAM] and [73PAT/RAM2]. Thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) was
used as the extractant in two different solvents (benzene andn-heptane). The focus
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of this paper was on the determination of the formation constants of the aqueous TTA
complexes of Np(IV) and Pu(IV), respectively. In addition to the constants∗K1(A.51,
M = Np) = (48± 2) and∗K1(A.51, M = Pu) =(83± 5),

M4+ + HTTA(aq)
 MTTA3+ + H+ (A.51)

the complexation constants of the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes of fluoride and sulphate have
been reported for Np(IV) and Pu(IV).

From the neptunium HSO−4 experiments, sufficient data are provided to allow recal-
culation using a non-linear least squares model, but the errors in log10β1 and log10β2
are large because of the small number of data points. Because of the large errors in
these determinations, the results, although consistent with previous results, are ignored
in the calculation of best values.

The constants for the reaction of Np4+ with HF(aq), corrected for aqueous
TTA complexing, are used in the selection procedure in PartIII , Section9.2.1.2
with estimated uncertainties: log10

∗β1(NpF3+, I = 2 M) = (4.70 ± 0.15) and
log10

∗β1(NpF2+
2 , I = 2 M) = (7.38± 0.30).

In the plutonium experiments,238Pu or239Pu was used. Based on the data given in
this paper log10β1(I)(19.4) = (2.73± 0.18) and (2.80± 0.13) and log10β2(I)(19.5)
= (4.66± 0.07) and (4.47± 0.08). We have not made any correction for aqueous
TTA complexing of Pu(IV) on these data or any other data set used for evaluating the
complexation constants for the sulphato complexes. The maximum effect is likely to
be approximately 6 % inβ1(I)(19.4) or β2(I)(19.5) (i.e., it is within the range of the
variation of the measurements themselves). The constants for the reaction of Pu4+ with
fluoride, corrected for aqueous TTA complexing, are used in the selection procedure in
PartIV, Section18.2.1.2with estimated uncertainties: log10

∗β1(PuF3+, I = 2 M) =
(4.64± 0.15) and log10

∗β1(PuF2+
2 , I = 2 M) = (7.62± 0.30).

[76BAG/RAM2]

The purpose of this study was to review earlier solvent extraction studies of Pu(IV)
complexation by different authors, as well as to remeasure these systems, in particular
with regard to controlling the Pu(IV) oxidation state before and after the experiments.
In the absence of a holding oxidant (which in principle may interact with other com-
ponents in the system and thus introduce systematic errors), Pu(IV) may be reduced to
Pu(III) which is much less readily extractable than Pu(IV). The presence of this extra
unextracted plutonium may be mistakingly interpreted as evidence for the formation of
hydrophilic complexes. Also, in earlier studies, the complex formation of Pu(IV) and
TTA− in the aqueous phase was neglected. Such complexation was taken into account
in this study [76BAG/RAM2], although it should be mentioned that the correction
factor is very small.

The method used was solvent extraction, with HTTA, dinonylnaphthalenesulph-
onic acid (HDNNS), and tributylphosphate (TBP) as extractants, and an aqueous phase
containing varying proton concentrations, as well as sulphate, nitrate, chloride and flu-
oride, respectively, as aqueous ligands. The temperature was reported as(25± 0.1)◦C
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(assumed here to be(25.0 ± 0.5)◦C, with temperature stability of±0.1)◦C for the
solutions during equilibration), and the ionic strength was kept constant at 2 M H(X,
ClO4), where X represents the aqueous ligand. The authors tested NaBrO3, NH4VO3,
HNO2 and K2Cr2O7 as holding oxidants for Pu(IV) and found good performance of
all except K2Cr2O7 which acted as oxidant for Pu(IV). In fact they found a similar
trend when using HNO2 as a holding oxidant, but they interpreted this effect in terms
of complexation of Pu4+ by nitrite, and estimated a constant of∗β1(PuNO3+

2 ) = 100
for the reaction of Pu4+ with HNO2 in 2 M HClO4. Both239Pu and238Pu were used.

These measurements have been carried out carefully, and we consider the results
obtained by using vanadate as a holding oxidant very reliable. In the case of chloride
as a ligand we use log10β1(PuCl3+, I = 2 M) = (0.15± 0.20) in our extrapolation to
obtain a selected value atI = 0. For the fluoride system we use log10

∗β1(PuF3+, I =
2 M) = (4.64± 0.20) and log10

∗β2(PuF2+
2 , I = 2 M) = (7.61± 0.40). The fluoride

data were later measured by the same authors at 10◦C [77BAG/RAM].
For the weak nitrato complexes (2 M in HClO4/NO3, HNO3 ≤ 1 M) the reported

values of the formation constants areβ1 = (4.44± 0.06) andβ2 = (13.1 ± 0.1).
The results as recalculated in the present review yield log10β1 = (0.65± 0.02) and
log10β2 = (1.11± 0.01). A different treatment of the medium effects at constant
ionic strength to estimate the changes of the activity coefficients while substituting
large amounts of the perchlorate ion by nitrate resulted in a slightly higher value forβ1
(log10β1 = (0.78± 0.07)), and gave no indication of formation of a dinitrato complex
(This calculation procedure [98SPA/PUI] is different from the one generally used in
the reviews in this series [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID], in which the SIT is used only to
estimate activity coefficient changes for constants measured at various ionic strengths.
The hypothesis generally made in the uranium and americium volumes, was that in
all weak complexation studies, to a first approximation, the activity coefficients do
not change as perchlorate is substituted for nitrate, provided the total ionic strength is
maintained constant. If, qualitatively, it was felt that the medium changes are too large,
the data were discarded. In the present review the accepted procedure continues to
be the same as in the previous volumes [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID].). Thus, the value
(log10β1 = (0.65±0.20) from the standard recalculation) is accepted for the formation
constant for the first complex, but with an increased uncertainty because of the large
changes in the ionic medium, and only the value for the first complex is accepted.

A re-evaluation of the sulphate complexation data in this paper gives
log10

∗β1(PuSO2+
4 ) = (3.00± 0.17) and (2.95± 0.14) and log10

∗β2(Pu(SO4)2) =
(4.59± 0.11) and (4.45± 0.11). The TBP data set was not provided and errors were
not calculated by the authors. As a result the TBP results are not included in the
determination of recommended values. One data set given in this paper is identical to
one reported in [76BAG/RAM]. The results were also used to postulate a mixed NO−

3
- SO2−

4 complex, although no other reports of this complex have been found.

[76CHO/UNR]

Choppin and Unrein studied the thermodynamic parameters of the formation of the
mono-fluoride complexes of Am(III), Cm(III), Bk(III), Cf(III), Th(IV), U(IV) and
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Np(IV) at 25◦C. Np(IV) was studied by solvent extraction with dinonylnaphthalenes-
ulphonic acid (HDNNS) atI = 1 M (HClO4):

Np4+ + HF(aq) 
 NpF3+ + H+. (A.52)

The experiments were carried out at 10, 25 and 40◦C to obtain some information
on �rHm. The authors evaluated their measurements in terms of the forma-
tion of a 1:1 complex and reported the following values for the formation of
NpF3+ at I = 1 M (HClO4): log10

∗β1(A.52, 283.15 K) = (4.71 ± 0.03),
log10

∗β1(A.52, 298.15 K) = (4.60 ± 0.02) and log10
∗β1(A.52, 313.15 K) =

(4.52± 0.02). No check of the linearity of the distribution coefficient was presented,
and the reader has thus no assurance that the oxidation state Np(IV) was stable during
the experiment. The similarity of these values to the corresponding Th(IV) constant
and to other Np(IV) constants from the literature gives some confidence that the+4
oxidation state was maintained. The constant at 25◦C is considered in the evaluation
of log10

∗β◦1 in the present review, using an uncertainty of±0.20 in log10
∗β1.

From the three constants at 10, 25 and 40◦C we obtain an average enthalpy of
�rHm(A.52) = −(10.7± 2.0) kJ·mol−1, where the error spans the range of values
obtained. Assuming that this value does not depend strongly on the ionic strength,
we can combine it with�rH◦

m of the protonation reaction of F−, �rH◦
m = (12.2±

0.3) kJ·mol−1 [92GRE/FUG], and we obtain�rH◦
m(A.53) = (1.5± 2.0) kJ·mol−1.

Np4+ + F− 
 NpF3+ (A.53)

This value is slightly lower than the one of Choppin and Unrein [76CHO/UNR], be-
cause they used a different value for the enthalpy of protonation of F−. This value is
accepted in the present review.

[76FAR/BUC]

This is a report of a very careful ion exchange study at 25◦C in 1 and 2 M
H(ClO4,HSO4). Hydroquinone was used as the holding reductant under an N2
atmosphere (in preference to ascorbic acid which was tried but had a number of
undesirable properties). The results were interpreted as indicating that the protonated
SO2−

4 ligand does not participate in the complexing of Pu(III). The plutonium isotope
was not specified but distribution coefficients were evaluated usingβ-active 241Pu.
The dissociation constant of HSO−4 was taken from experiments of [68AHR/BRA2]
(20◦C, I = 1 M) and [51ZEB/ALT] (25◦C, I = 2 M), and extrapolated to temperature
using the enthalpy of ionization determined by [59ZIE] (see [74FAR/PEA] for
discussion of this choice of data). The raw experimental data were not provided and
therefore the values have been accepted without re-evaluation.

[76FRO/CHI]

This paper describes a study of oxidation of neptunium(IV) by persulphate ions in
carbonate solutions. The equilibriumpCO2 in this medium was practically constant,
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but it was not buffered. It then could have increased during (or before) the experiment
(through equilibration with the air) inducing a decrease of pH. At equilibrium, the pH
would increase with increasing concentration of K2CO3. The authors did not measure
the pH. No information about the stoichiometry of the species, and no thermodynamic
data, can be deduced from this work or from the companion paper [76FRO/CHI2].

[76FRO/CHI2]

See Appendix A discussion of [76FRO/CHI].

[76HUB/HUS]

Thermodynamic functions were determined for formation of actinide citrate- and ac-
tinide hydroxy-complexes. The paper does not contain any new information on hy-
drolysis, except that log10 Kex and− log ∗

10β1 increase by 0.10-0.15 log units when the
temperature increases from 20◦C to 25◦C. A table summarises log10 Kex and log ∗

10β1
values obtained in earlier work. The experimental work was primarily concerned with
the higher actinides, and no new experimental work on plutonium hydrolysis was re-
ported.

[76MET/GUI ]

This paper on hydrolysis and complexation of Pu(IV) (submitted in 1973) was based
on [73MET] and contains some of the same information as [72MET/GUI]. This review
should be read in connection with those for the two other references.

Here the Pu concentration, when using238Pu, is given as 10−7 to 10−8 M, a con-
centration at which only mononuclear species of Pu should be found. In other (earlier)
investigations239Pu was used at 10−3 to 10−4 M. The experimental technique was well
described, and various important parameters,e.g., mixing time (a dependence on mix-
ing time would indicate unstable redox conditions) were investigated. However, the
effect on counting rate due to variations in scintillation quenching caused by varying
concentrations of HTTA or HDBM in the organic phase, does not seem to have been
investigated. Such a variation could affect the hydrolysis constant values calculated
from the variation of the distribution ratio of Pu, D, vs. pH. In Figure 4 of this paper
a graphical analysis yielded the same hydrolysis constant values presented elsewhere
[72MET/GUI, 73MET].

The paper again summarised the study of Pu complexation by citric acid. From
the depression of the extraction of Pu(IV) with increasing concentration of citric acid
in solution at different pH values, equilibrium constants were calculated for the form-
ation of a number of Pu-citrate complexes. No attempt was made to test the model
by minimising the number of species. There is little proof that the species assumed to
exist in certain pH-citric acid concentration regions actually do exist.
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[76PAT/RAM]

This is a solvent extraction study of fluoride and sulphate complexation at 25◦C using
dinonylnaphthalenesulphonic acid in benzene as the extractant. The aqueous phase
contained 2 M HClO4 and 0.01 M K2Cr2O7 as a holding oxidant for Np(VI) and
Pu(VI). The procedure is satisfactory, but the authors did not mention if they had
checked the concentration of the holding oxidant or the oxidation state of the actin-
ides at the end of the experiments to ensure that the actinides had not been reduced.
The measurements with U(VI) were described in the uranium review of this series
[92GRE/FUG].

For the fluoride experiments, the authors varied the HF(aq) concentration between
0.05 and 0.5 M. They evaluated the data in terms of the formation of a 1:1 complex
only. However, according to our estimates, the concentration of 1:2 complex was prob-
ably not negligible in some solutions. We use the resulting value in our evaluation, but
with a low weight by using an uncertainty of±0.5 in log10

∗β1(NpO2F+). In the case
of Pu(VI), the constants obtained with the same evaluation procedure are large at low
HF(aq) concentrations and a factor of about five smaller at higher HF(aq) concentra-
tions. The authors suspected partial reduction to Pu(IV) in spite of the holding oxidant
used. The resulting constant for the Pu(VI) fluoride complex has to be discarded.

The formation of sulphate complexes of Np(VI) and Pu(VI) was also studied in
2 M H(ClO4, HSO4). Cr2O2−

7 was used as holding oxidant. The plutonium isotope
(not specified) was most likely239Pu. The solution composition varied markedly, and
activity coefficients may have varied correspondingly. No correction was made for
that effect. There is no indication of the time required to reach equilibrium or whether
equilibrium was obtained. For Pu(VI), the results are consistent with the formation
of a 1:1 complex but, because of large experimental errors, there is no evidence for
the formation of the weak 1:2 complex. A re-evaluation of the data, using a quad-
ratic statistical model, yields an estimate of log10β1(PuO2SO4) = (1.08± 0.10),
andβ2(PuO2(SO4)

2−
2 ) is indistinguishable from zero. For the Np(VI) system, reana-

lysis leads to log10β1(NpO2SO4) = (1.00± 0.05) and log10β2(NpO2(SO4)
−2
2 ) is

= (0.87± 0.19).

[76SEV/KHA]

In this work values are reported for the first hydrolysis constant of NpO+
2 , as determ-

ined by potentiometric titration and by spectrophotometry. Despite the evidence from
the electrophoresis experiments reported in the same paper, the formation of more
highly hydrolysed aqueous neptunium(V) species was not considered.

The analysis of the potentiometric data, obtained at low ionic strength (0.02 M),
relies on the rather weak assumption that, past the pH at which hydrated neptunium
hydroxide begins to precipitate (pH = 7.46 for titration of 1.068×10−2M NpO2NO3
at 23◦C), further addition of base will not change the equilibrium concentration of
NpO2OH(aq) in solution. There is no reason this should be true, nor is the (as-
sumed) rather high stability of NpO2OH(aq) compatible with other solubility stud-
ies [71MOS3, 85LIE/TRE] or with the authors’ own reported “limiting” solubility of
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7.2× 10−5 M in 1 M NaOH. The temperature of the solubility study is not reported,
nor is the method of calibrating the pH electrode discussed.

During the titration, a second break in the pH curve was observed around pH = 11
for approximately Np(V)/OH= 2. The authors tentatively attributed this pH variation
to NaNpO3(s) (= NaNpO2(OH)2(s) − H2O) precipitation; but this is not consistent
with their electromigration work, nor with the shape of their potentiometric titration
curve in this pH domain.

The spectrophotometric results (I ≈ 0.001, 20◦C) were analysed assuming the
peak at 981 nm could be ascribed to NpO+

2 , and the peak at 991 nm to NpO2OH(aq). A
good isosbestic point was found at about 985 nm, which lends credence to the reported
value of log ∗

10β1 = −8.89.
Unfortunately, NpO2CO−

3 also has a peak near 990 nm [90NIT/STA, 90RIG], and
no special precautions to exclude CO2(g) from the solutions were noted. Cohen and
Fried [69COH/FRI] reported that in 1 M tetramethylammonium hydroxide solutions
the 980 nm peak is shifted to approximately 1020 nm, but no mention was made of a
peak near 990 nm in less basic solutions. It would appear that the reported value is an
upper limit for the first hydrolysis constant, and is accepted as such (for 25◦C, without
correction for the difference in temperature) in this review.

[76SHI/STE]

This paper presents evidence of the formation of a carbonate complex of Np(VII) in
∼0.5 M K2CO3 solutions at pH 6 to 10; but the stoichiometry of the complex was not
determined.

[76VOD/KOL ]

This is a report of a proton magnetic relaxation study of the complexes of NpO+
2 with a

variety of ligands in aqueous media of unspecified temperature and composition. The
authors concluded that NpO+2 did not form strong complexes with Cl−, NO−

3 and SO2−
4

in their solutions, and reported limiting values for the formation constants for the 1:1
complexes asβ1(NpO2L) < 0.2 (probably reflecting a detection limit) for all the above
ligands. This value is consistent for that found this review for theβ1 for formation of
the NpO2SO2−

4 complex. The same holds for the nitrate complexation of Pu(VI), for
which a valueβ1(PuO2NO+

3 ) < 0.5 was reported. The results reported in this paper
appear reliable, but in the absence of solution specifications, cannot be used in this
compilation. For the Pu(VI) chloride system, the authors reported a formation constant
of β1(PuO2Cl+) = 1.0, again without giving the composition of the aqueous solution
nor the temperature.

[76VOL/VIS]

In this publication, Volkovet al. discussed their previous results [74VOL/KAP,
74VOL/KAP2]. No thermodynamic data could be extracted from this publication.
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[77BAG/RAM]

The paper on complexation of Pu(IV) describes results of solvent extraction experi-
ments using TTA and HDNNS at 10◦C in 2 M HClO4. The plutonium used was239Pu
and238Pu, with V(V) as a holding oxidant.

For the sulphato complexes the values log10β1(I )(19.4) = (2.71± 0.03) and
(2.88± 0.07) and log10β2(I )(19.5) = (4.58± 0.01) and (4.38± 0.05) were determ-
ined, and in conjunction with previous measurements at 25◦C using the same solutions
and extractants [76BAG/RAM, 76BAG/RAM2], �rH◦

m (19.4) = (2.4±3.5) kJ·mol−1

and (7.2 ± 3.0) kJ·mol−1 and �rH◦
m (19.5) = (8.6 ± 1.4) kJ·mol−1 and (7.5 ±

2.3) kJ·mol−1.
The authors also reported formation constants for the 1:1 and 1:2 Pu(IV) fluoride

complexes at 10◦C. A comparison with the values at 25◦C [76BAG/RAM2] yields
a picture consistent with the study of Nash and Cleveland who performed measure-
ments at 1, 7.5, 15 and 25◦C. The values of [84NAS/CLE] are preferred to those of
[77BAG/RAM] for the evaluation of the reaction enthalpies, because they span a larger
temperature range.

For the nitrato complexes, the reported constants areβ1 = (3.72± 0.08) and
β2 = (14.2 ± 0.1) as determined from a total of six experimentalD values meas-
ured at nitrate concentrations from 0.2 to 1.0 M. As was the case for the values at 25◦C
[76BAG/RAM2], only the value for the first stepwise constant is accepted after recal-
culation, but with an increased uncertainty because of the large changes in the medium
between the various solutions, log10β1 = (0.56± 0.30).

[77CUI/MUS]

In this conference paper values are reported for the formation constants of complexes
of azide, cyanide and thiocyanate ions with Np(V) and of azide ion with Pu(III). More
details of this study were provided in later papers from the same group [77MUS/MAR,
78MUS/MAR2, 78MUS/MAR, 83MUS/CUI].

[77DUP/GUI]

This is an extraction study of the hydrolysis of Np4+. The authors reported values
for the first two monomeric hydrolysis constants of Np4+ for an aqueous medium
of 1 M LiClO4, based on measurements with solutions having acid concentrations as
low as 10−3 M. The effects of possible impurities in the LiClO4 were not discussed.
Despite warnings in the paper about the risk of oxidation to non-extractable Np(V),
there is no discussion as to whether the extent of oxidation was actually checked –
for D-values of 100, a conversion of 1% of the neptunium to Np(V) would reduce the
observed D-value by a factor of two. It is not clear what justification exists for the
restriction of the model to two hydrolysis species, nor for the selection of Np(OH)2+

2
as the second species (see [92GRE/FUG] for a discussion of the selection of hydro-
lysis species of U(IV)). Unfortunately, the raw data are not available for recalculation,
the figures are not adequate to allow recovery of the data (there are inconsistencies
between Figures 1 and 2), nor did the authors propose uncertainties for their selected
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constants or discuss possible correlation. In the present review, the reported value for
the LiClO4 medium has been used with the specific ion interaction theory coefficients
ε(Np4+, ClO−

4 ) = (0.84±0.06) kg·mol−1 andε(NpOH3+, ClO−
4 ) = (0.50±0.05) kg·mol−1

(estimated) to calculate log∗10β
◦
1 = (0.56± 0.5). Similarly, usingε

(Np(OH)2+
2 , ClO−

4 )
=

(0.4± 0.2) kg·mol−1 (estimated), log∗10β
◦
2 = −0.1 can be calculated; however, this

value is rejected because of the lack of details concerning hydrolysis beyond the first
deprotonation step.

[77ERM/PER]

In this study, measurements were made of the Np(VI)/Np(V) and Pu(VI)/
Pu(V) couples in aqueous LiOH solutions (2.5 M to 4.0 M). The potentials
were measured relative to a mercuric oxide electrode. Using� = 0.881
[59ROB/STO], (aH2O = 0.924) and the specific ion interaction theory coefficients,
including the estimated valuesε(NpO2(OH)−3 , Li+) = (0.05 ± 0.10) kg·mol−1,

ε
(NpO2(OH)2−

4 , Li+)
= −(0.05± 0.10) kg·mol−1, values ofE◦ can be calculated for

the reactions involving the most probable hydrolysis species. Assuming the Np(V)
species to be NpO2(OH)−2 , the potentialsE◦ = 0.153 V, 0.987 V and 1.821 V for
Reactions (A.54), (A.55), (A.56), respectively, are calculated using the data for the
2.5 M LiOH solutions.

NpO2(OH)2(aq)+ e− 
 NpO2(OH)−2 (A.54)

NpO2(OH)−3 + e− + H+

 NpO2(OH)−2 + H2O(l) (A.55)

NpO2(OH)2−
4 + e− + 2H+


 NpO2(OH)−2 + 2H2O(l) (A.56)

From these and the selected formation constant for NpO2(OH)−2 , log ∗
10β

◦
2(8.2) =

−(23.6 ± 0.5), and assuming only one non-polymeric Np(VI) hydrolysis species
in the hydroxide solutions, the calculated possible hydrolysis constants for NpO2+

2
are ∗β◦2 = 10−6.6, ∗β◦3 = 10−(20.7±1.7) or ∗β◦4 = 10−(34.8±1.7). The value for ∗β◦2
is not consistent with the hydrolysis constants measured in acidic solutions, and
it is concluded in this review that NpO2(OH)2(aq) is not the predominant Np(VI)
hydrolysis species in highly alkaline solutions. The latter two constants are similar to
the values selected for the corresponding uranium species [92GRE/FUG].

The measured potentials do not vary significantly with changing hydroxide concen-
tration, but the hydroxide concentrations and ionic strengths are correlated. Therefore,
it is not possible to distinguish between the hydrogen ion dependence of the potentials
and activity effects.

[77SAI/UEN]

Np(IV), (V) and (VI) were precipitated in 0.05 to 0.8 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions us-
ing the hexamminecobalt(III) cation. The composition of the solid phase (or phases ?)
were deduced from chemical analysis. Absorption spectra were shown for aqueous
solutions containing neptunium in each valence state.
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a) Np(IV)

The Np(IV) carbonate solution and solid were prepared by addition of an acidic Np4+
solution to carbonate solutions. The authors state that they had to centrifuge the solu-
tion to remove some undissolved hydroxide. This is consistent with the known be-
haviour of actinide(IV) species, and it would be expected for plutonium that freshly
precipitated polymeric hydroxide would react with the concentrated carbonate solu-
tions. Confirmation is supplied by the absorption spectrum of the resulting 7.04 mM
Np(IV) solution in 1 M (NH4)2CO3, which is the spectrum of the known [71MOS2,
95VIT, 96DEL/VIT] Np(IV) carbonate limiting complex.

Addition of the large hexamminecobalt(III) cation lowers the solubility as expec-
ted. The composition of the solid was proposed from chemical analysis (and by ana-
logy with the Th and Pu systems [70UEN/HOS]): [Co(NH3)6]2[Np(CO3)5]·4H2O.
The solubility increases with the concentration of Co(NH3)6Cl3, and also with the
concentration of(NH4)2CO3 except for the last solution in 0.9 M(NH4)2CO3. This
behaviour could be attributed to the formation of a soluble complex with unknown
stoichiometry, perhaps containing the hexamminecobalt(III) cation, or could be attrib-
uted to strong ionic strength effects, possibly ion pairing of the highly negative Np(IV)
carbonate limiting complex with the ammonium cation or/and with again the hexam-
minecobalt(III) cation. No unique qualitative interpretation can be proposed, and no
thermodynamic data can be derived from this work.

b) Np(V)

Saito and Ueno introduced Np(V) into concentrated Na2CO3 and Co(NH3)6Cl3
aqueous solutions. From chemical analysis, they assumed that the solid compound
(Co(NH3)6)8(NpO2)6(CO3)15(s) was formed. According to this interpretation, the
solubility should be controlled by the following equilibrium

(Co(NH3)6)4/3NpO2(CO3)5/2(s)+ 0.5CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 4

3
Co(NH3)

3+
6

The solubility was parallel to, and differed by less than a factor of two from, values
calculated for hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) using data selected in the present review
(including activity coefficient corrections on the shape of the solubility curve). This
does not seem reasonable, since the stoichiometries of the two dissolution reactions
(and ratio of carbonate to neptunium in the solids) are completely different. This res-
ult might be (at least partially) explained by activity coefficient effects (the value of
ε
(Co(NH3)

3+
6 , CO2−

3 )
is not known and its contribution cannot be estimated), so no con-

clusion can be reached as to the validity of Saito and Ueno’s interpretation. However,
the present review does not accept that formation of(Co(NH3)6)8(NpO2)6(CO3)15(s)
is proven, or that the compound is stable in contact with any aqueous solution.

c) Np(VI)

For Np(VI), it was concluded that the solid contained the same proportion of Np and
carbonate as in the soluble complex NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 which is known to be the major

soluble complex for the conditions used by the authors. The solubility was expected
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to be almost constant when the ionic strength of the solution was changed; but ex-
perimentally, this was not found to be so. The measured solubility increased by two
orders of magnitude in aqueous solutions when the concentration of aqueous Na2CO3
was increased from 0.05 to 0.8 M. This may have resulted from formation of some
unknown intermediate or limiting soluble species possibly stabilised by the hexam-
minecobalt(III) cation (or because of some special ionic strength effects in the presence
of the large cation). Kinetic effects could also be responsible for this behaviour. The
results of this study are not used in the present review.

[77SIM]

This publication reports very useful experimental work on Np(V) and Np(VI) chem-
istry in concentrated carbonate media. It is the first publication in which the stoi-
chiometry of a soluble Np(V) carbonate complex is reasonably well established (it
is the limiting complex). It is also the first publication that produced reliable meas-
urements of the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox couple in carbonate media from which the stoi-
chiometry of the Np(VI) carbonate limiting complex was correctly deduced.

a) Np(V)

The solubility of a well-characterised sample of Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) was studied in
0.25 to 1 M Na2CO3 solution at constant ionic strength (I= 3 M, NaNO3) where this
solid is stable [81VOL/VIS2, 86GRE/ROB]. Simakin’s interpretation assumed that the
solubility was controlled by the equilibrium

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+ (A.57)

Using the (scanned) experimental solubility data from Figure 2 of the publication, then
(also see [98CAP/VIT])

log10 Ks,3(A.57) = −1.46± 0.09 atI = 3 M NaNO3.

A further attempt was made in the present review to improve the treatment of the data
by also consideringK3, the constant of the equilibriumA.26

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3

For this, K3 and Ks,3 were fitted simultaneously and log10 Ks,3(A.57) = −(1.47±
0.08) and log10 K3(A.26) = 1.79 (atI = 3 M NaNO3) were obtained. This determ-
ination of K3 is not very reliable since the contribution of NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 to the sol-

ubility was always less than 7%, which is less than the experimental accuracy. If the
K3 value is set to the value calculated from the data selected in the present review
(log10 K3 = 2.51 at I = 3 M NaNO3), the value obtained for log10 Ks,3(A.57) (at
I = 3 M NaNO3) is practically the same (−(1.46± 0.09)).

b) Np(VI)/Np(V) redox couple

The redox potentials of the Np(VI)/Np(V) and Am(VI)/Am(V) couples were measured
in 0.1 to 2 M Na2CO3 or K2CO3 aqueous solutions. The author estimated that the junc-
tion potential was less than 0.01 V. It appears that the quantity referred to by the author
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as the “junction potential” was the overall calibration correction for the reference elec-
trode. This interpretation has been used in the present review, and it has been found
to yield reliable results (see below) that appear to be consistent with the only other
published measurements of the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox potential [90RIG, 95OFF/CAP]
in which the junction potentials were explicitly taken into account. Therefore, the au-
thor’s estimate of uncertainty as 0.01 V is accepted. This is approximately the same
value as calculated in the present review after SIT extrapolation to zero ionic strength
(see also [98VIT/CAP]). The author reported that the uncertainty in each separate ex-
periment (mainly attributed to reproducibility of the reference electrode calibration)
was 0.001 V.

It was earlier confirmed [75SIM] that for the conditions of these experiments the
variations of the potential with the concentration of CO2−

3 are small, and probably are
due only to junction potential and ionic strength effects. The author concluded that
the limiting carbonato complexes of Np(V) and Np(VI) have the same stoichiometry.
This was later confirmed by others [95OFF/CAP] as discussed elsewhere in this review.
The stoichiometry of the limiting complex of Np(V) was determined by measuring the
solubility of Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s), S, at constant (and high) ionic strength. The nature
of the equilibrium solid was confirmed by X-ray diffraction, and Yu.F. Volkov, who
published extensively on these solids, was given acknowledgement for identification
of the material. The value of log10 S increased with a slope of 1 as a function of
log10[CO2−

3 ], from which the author concluded that solubility was controlled by the
reaction

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+

that the limiting complex of Np(V) is NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 , and hence that the limiting com-

plex of Np(VI) is NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 . This was the first firm evidence (and proper in-

terpretation) of the stoichiometry of the limiting carbonato complexes of Np(V) and
Np(VI).

The author assumed that only monomeric soluble complexes could be formed, and
did not demonstrate this explicitly. It is now recognized (for uranium [92GRE/FUG],
and in the present review for Np and Pu) that a polynuclear carbonato actinide(VI) com-
plex, (AnO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 , can be stable under certain chemical conditions (for Np(VI),

see [86GRE/RIG] and [90RIG]). Fortunately(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 is not a predominant

species under the experimental condition used here (in [77SIM]). It was also demon-
strated later [90RIG] that no Np(V) polymeric carbonato complex is stable (at least for
these conditions).

The shifts of potentials between those in the carbonate media and in non-
complexing media (e.g., 1 M HClO4) for all actinide(VI)/(V) couples is reported
to be about 0.7 V. This is approximately the same as can be calculated for uranium
[92GRE/FUG] and americium [95SIL/BID], and this confirms a previous estimate by
the same author [75SIM].

The author measured the difference in potential between the saturated calomel elec-
trode (potential usually assumed to be 0.2444 V vs. SHE) used as a reference electrode
for this set of experiments, and a AgCl/Ag reference electrode ((0.2223 ± 0.0016) V
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vs. SHE). The calomel electrode would be expected to have a low junction potential,
and the potential difference was found to be 0.044 V. This is only 0.021 V more than is
calculated from the standard values used in the present review. The magnitude of the
discrepancy is not unusual.

Figure A.7: Comparison of extrapolations toI = 0 of the formal potential for the
NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 + e− 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 redox equilibrium, using the SIT with data

from measurements in aqueous K2CO3 (not corrected for the dissociation of the Np(V)
limiting complex). The dotted line shows the regression line based on selected meas-
urements in Na+ media (cf. Figure12.1).
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There were a number of possible sources of systematic error that were incorporated
in this difference. Among these are differences inaCl− in 1 M (or 1 m) KCl or NaCl
solutions, and differences in the junction potential when a S.C.E. was being calibrated
as opposed to when it was being used in a test solution. In the present review, it is
assumed that all these possible systematic errors were taken into account by measuring
the apparent “junction potential”. The uncertainties in the “junction potential” deduced
from a SIT regression results are 3 and 12 mV in Na2CO3 and K2CO3 media, respect-
ively. This is then consistent with the value (10 mV) estimated by the author and with
later work selected by this review [90RIG, 95OFF/CAP].

Figure 1 in the paper was used to deduce values of the original experimental data.
The “junction potentials” were calculated (Table 1 of [77SIM]) first using linear inter-
polation (or extrapolation for the last point), then shifting the value to obtain 0.000 V in
1 M K+ or Na+ solution (i.e., 0.5 M K2CO3 or Na2CO3 respectively) where it should
be near 0. Finally these corrections give a practical potential of the reference calomel
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electrode of 0.2663 + 0.021− 0.043 = 0.2443 V/SHE in the 0.5 M K2CO3 solu-
tion: this value is exactly the theoretical one. The text has been assumed to be correct
and standard values have been calculated by linear regression (cf. AppendixB), see
TableA.6.

Table A.6: Standard potentials (I = 0) from measurements of the Np(VI)/Np(V)
redox couple in aqueous carbonate media.

−�ε E◦ Medium Reference of
kg·mol−1 V/SHE experimental data

−(0.047±0.051) (0.3404±0.0093)(a) K2CO3 [77SIM]
−(0.026±0.042) (0.3352±0.0077)(b) K2CO3 [77SIM]

(0.120±0.043) (0.3398±0.0054) Na2CO3 [77SIM]
(0.081±0.025) (0.3469±0.0031)(a) Na2CO3 [77SIM]
(0.142±0.049) (0.3377±0.0075) Na2CO3 [95OFF/CAP]
(0.121±0.043) (0.3416±0.0067)(a) Na2CO3 [95OFF/CAP]
(0.053±0.048) (0.3540±0.0081) Na2CO3 [95OFF/CAP]

except 0.22 M Na2CO3
(0.050±0.048) (0.3547±0.0080)(a) Na2CO3 [95OFF/CAP]

except 0.22 M Na2CO3

(0.110±0.033) (0.3433±0.0049)(a) Na2CO3 [77SIM, 90RIG]
[95OFF/CAP]

(0.136±0.037) (0.3384±0.0056)(c) Na2CO3 [77SIM, 90RIG]
[95OFF/CAP]

(a) Without correction for NpO2(CO3)5−3 dissociation.
(b) Correction for NpO2(CO3)5−3 dissociation calculated assumingε

(NpO2(CO3)5−3 ,K+)
=

ε
(NpO2(CO3)5−3 ,Na+)

.

(c) Values selected in this review.

The�ε values appear to be different for Na+ and K+ aqueous media (FigureA.7).
Although this difference is (barely) within the calculated uncertainties, it is also pos-
sibly the result of different ion-pairing interactions between the highly charged com-
plex(es) and the alkali metal cations. The numerical�ε values found here are quite
reasonable, and are in good agreement with later work [95OFF/CAP] for Na2CO3
media. Also, the extrapolated value of the standard potential from measurements in
sodium and potassium carbonate solutions appear to be in fair agreement.

[77VOL/VIS]

NaNpO2CO3·nH2O(s) (n=3.5) was obtained in 5 mM to 100 mM Na2CO3 solutions,
when heated from 30 to 130◦C. Five different crystalline phases (n = 3.5, 3, 2, 1,
0) were identified. Their X-ray powder diffraction patterns are listed and the diffrac-
tion patterns are very complex. This may result in part from a few poorly crystallised
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compounds rather than a large number of different ones. The structures of the pro-
posed solid compounds were not really identified. In 0.3 to 1.8 M Na2CO3 solutions,
Na3NpO2CO3(s) solid was obtained (see [79VOL/TOM]).

[78BED/FID]

The authors used a stationary organic phase containing diethylhexylphosphate
(HDEHP) as an adsorbent for their extraction chromatography experiments. This
paper has been reviewed for the uranium book of this series [92GRE/FUG], where
the resulting constants for UO2Cl+ and UO2Cl2(aq) were accepted with increased
uncertainties. The IAEA review [92FUG/KHO] stated that the results of [78BED/FID]
are in general slightly lower than those of other studies. A reason for lower values
could be a partial reduction to An4+ (An=actinide) and complete immobilization. The
authors [78BED/FID] assumed that no reduction occurred during their experiments
because no new peaks appeared in the elution curve, but they did not do any sensitivity
analysis to verify this assumption. In fact, a partial reduction of AnO2+

2 to An4+ might
not be visible in the elution curve because An4+ is much more firmly attached to the
stationary phase. The authors, however, assumed that only AnO2+

2 adsorbed on the
stationary phase.

In the case of neptunium, we accept their value for the 1:1 complex and we estimate
the uncertainty to be±0.2: log10β1(NpO2Cl+, I = 2 M) = −(0.04± 0.20). A
comparison with other values, in particular after extrapolation toI =0, cf. Part III ,
Section9.2.2.4, shows that the value of [78BED/FID] is markedly higher than those
of other investigations. Hence, there is no indication of partial reduction of Np(VI) to
Np(IV).

[78MOS/POZ]

See comments under [79MOS/POZ].

[78MUS]

Because of the inherent uncertainty in calculating activity coefficients for species in the
very high ionic strength (I ≈ 9) medium used for the solubility measurements, these
solubilities are not used in the determination ofKs,0 for NpO2OH(am) in the present
review. The author noted that the plot of log(solubility) against pH gave a straight line
with slope−1. From this he deduced that there were no polynuclear soluble com-
plexes. This conclusion may be correct, but the extent of oligomerisation can never
be deduced from solubility measurements over a single solid (in this particular case,
any polynuclear complex with charge+1, (NpO2)p(OH)+p−1 would lead to the same
result).

[78MUS/MAR]

It is not clear whether the spectrophotometric measurements were done at constant
ionic strength. The table of formation constants indicates the values were obtained for
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solutions with “µ=5” (probably primarily 2 M solutions of NaCN(aq), using NaClO4
and HClO4 as added electrolytes), although elsewhere the medium is described simply
as “2M NaCN”. The evidence presented for the stoichiometry of the limiting com-
plex is sparse, and although there may be several complexes, insufficient information
is presented to substantiate the formation of five different complexes. FiguresA.1 and
A.2 (but not their captions) appear to have been transposed in this paper. Solubility
equations for two complex solids NaNpO2(CN)2·xH2O and NpO2CN·yH2O were also
reported forI=5, but even if the solids have been correctly identified, insufficient in-
formation exists to propose values for lower ionic strength media. The authors’ analysis
does not take into account possible formation of NpO2OH(am) even in solutions with
pH values >9, and no values based on this work are selected in the present review.

[78RAO/BAG]

The paper describes a very careful ion exchange study of sulphate complexation of
Pu(III) using dinonylnaphthalenesulphonic acid in 1 and 2 M HClO4 at 25◦C. The
predominant plutonium isotope was239Pu. After the extraction, it was confirmed that
the plutonium was still Pu(III). Only 30 minutes were allowed for equilibration. No
check was done to ensure equilibrium was attained. Data were interpreted as indicating
that no HSO−4 complexes had formed. HSO−4 constants were taken from the same
sources as in [76FAR/BUC]. Data of [67NAI/RAO] were re-evaluated to include I−
complexing. The association quotient for Pu(III)I2+ was taken from [74KHO/MAT]
(measurements made in 1 M NH4(ClO−

4 , I−) at 30◦C). In the present review, the data
have been re-evaluated using a quadratic statistical model to yield log10β1 = (0.80±
0.05) and(0.77±0.03) and log10β2= (0.69±0.12) and (0.88±0.09) atI = [H+] = 1
and 2 M respectively.

[78RAO/BAG2]

This is a solvent extraction study with thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA, in the case of
neptunium) and dinonylnaphthalenesulphonic acid (HDNNS, for both neptunium and
plutonium). The experiments with Np(IV) were carried out at 10, 25 and 40◦C, those
with Pu(III) at 25◦C only. The ionic strength was maintained at 2 M with HClO4
and NaClO4, and the H+ concentration was 1 M. Formation constants were reported
for three SCN− complexes of Np(IV) and for two SCN− complexes of Pu(III). The
experiments with HDNNS gave results that are compatible with those of the TTA ex-
periments. The reported results are summarised in TableA.7.

The authors also extracted Np(IV) as a function of TTA and H+ concentration, and
they showed that a neutral Np(TTA)4 complex was the only species extracted into the
organic phase, and that all the Np(IV) thiocyanate complexes remained in the aqueous
phase. According to the authors, a holding reductant (such as iodide as used by Khop-
kar and Mathur [74KHO/MAT]) is not needed due to the reducing properties of the
thiocyanate ion.

A spectrophotometric study of the absorption bands of Np(IV) in the absence and
presence of thiocyanate showed that the absorption peaks shifted to higher wavelengths
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Table A.7: Formation constants of thiocyanate complexes reported in [78RAO/BAG2]
at different temperatures. [H+]=1 M, I = 2 M (Na, H)(SCN, ClO4).

Equilibrium Method t log10β �rHm

(◦C) (I = 2 M) ( kJ·mol−1)

Np4+ + SCN− 
 NpSCN3+ TTA 10 (1.53± 0.01)
TTA 25 (1.49± 0.07) −7.1
HDNNS 25 (1.48± 0.06)
TTA 40 (1.40± 0.01)

Np4+ + 2 SCN− 
 Np(SCN)2+
2 TTA 10 (2.25± 0.03)

TTA 25 (2.06± 0.08) −9.3
HDNNS 25 (2.26± 0.05)
TTA 40 (2.13± 0.03)

Np4+ + 3 SCN− 
 Np(SCN)+3 TTA 10 (2.61± 0.03)

TTA 25 (2.53± 0.02) −13.1
HDNNS 25 (2.50± 0.03)
TTA 40 (2.34± 0.04)

Pu3+ + SCN− 
 PuSCN2+ HDNNS 25 (0.33± 0.03)

Pu3+ + 2 SCN− 
 Pu(SCN)+2 HDNNS 25 −(0.30± 0.26)

with increasing thiocyanate concentration. This may be an indication for the formation
of inner-sphere complexes. On the other hand, as stated in [92FUG/KHO], the en-
thalpy changes are considerably smaller than for the corresponding U(IV) complexes
[92GRE/FUG], and a firm conclusion about the type of complexes formed is not pos-
sible on this basis.

The thiocyanate complexes of Pu(III) are weak, and the second overall formation
constant is even negative (i.e., the stepwise value is log10 K2 = −0.63). Hence, the ef-
fect that was interpreted by the authors with the formation of a 1:2 complex is probably
simply due to activity factor changes.

In our evaluation to derive the recommended constants, we accept the constants for
the formation of NpSCN3+, Np(SCN)2+2 , Np(SCN)+3 and PuSCN2+ from this study.
It should be noted that the uncertainties given by the authors,cf. TableA.7, resulted
from the fitting procedure and reflect only precision, not accuracy. Hence, it is estim-
ated that the real uncertainties are considerably larger. From the formation constants
of the Np(IV) thiocyanate complexes at 10, 25 and 40◦C, the authors derived enthalpy
values,cf. TableA.7. However, the uncertainties are considerable, firstly due to the
small temperature dependency of the constants and the comparatively high uncertain-
ties resulting from the fitting procedure (see TableA.7), secondly due to the equivocal
temperature variation ofβ2. Nevertheless, we use these enthalpy data as a guideline.

[78RAO/PAT]

The authors used near infrared spectroscopy to study several inorganic complexes of
Np(V). The measurements were performed at an ionic strength of 2 M (NaClO4) and
at∼23◦C. From the changes in the molar absorptivities of the 980 nm adsorption band
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of Np(V) in the presence of ligands, association quotients were determined for com-
plexes of the type NpO2L(aq), where L− is F−, IO−

3 or NO−
2 . The authors report

β1(NpO2F(aq), 2 M, 296.15 K) = 22.3, β1(NpO2IO3(aq), 2 M, 296.15 K) = 3.8,
β1(NpO2NO2(aq), 2 M, 296.15 K) = 1.39. Unfortunately, the spectra used to derive
these constants are not presented in the paper (the nitrite spectra are shown in the sum-
mary paper [79KUS/GAN]). The authors stated that the evaluation of the absorption
measurements confirmed the presence of only one complex (1:1) within the ranges of
ligand concentrations used. The constants for the Np(V) fluoride and iodate complexes
are in good agreement with those of other studies, and they are accepted with increased
uncertainties due to the absence of experimental results: log10β1(NpO2F, aq, I =
2 M) = (1.35± 0.30), and log10β1(NpO2IO3, aq, I = 2 M) = (0.58± 0.30) . The ni-
trite constant is not accepted, because the effects can be equally well explained by me-
dium effects, see comments about the corresponding extraction study [79RAO/GUD].

[78SAI/UEN]

The paper describes the solubility of Np(IV), Np(V), and Np(VI) in solutions of sul-
phuric acid and ammonium sulphate in the presence of hexamminecobalt(III).The bulk
chemistry of the resulting solids is given, but it is not clear whether one or more com-
pounds are included in the precipitates. There are no thermodynamic data useful for
this review.

[78WOO/MIT ]

This paper identifies the complex with a ratio of PuO2+
2 :CO2−

3 of 1:3 in mixtures of
NaClO4 and Na2CO3 held atI=0.15 and pH= 11.4. The 1:3 complex is clearly dom-
inant in this pH and ionic strength range. The initial Pu(VI) form(s) is unknown in this
experiment but might be calculated from compilations of Pu(VI)-OH− species. The as-
sociation quotient (K3) is calculated from the unknown form(s) to be 1.73±0.22×103

(log10 K3 = 3.24).

[79BEL/SMI ]

In this paper, enthalpies of reaction are reported for NpO2(OH)2(s) and Np2O5(cr) with
0.04 M FeCl2 in 6 M HCl containing 0.004 M Na2SiF6(cr). The enthalpies of formation
were then calculated from the enthalpies of solution of Cs2NpCl6(cr) [71FUG/BRO],
CsCl(cr), FeCl2(cr) and FeCl3(cr) in the same solvent. Because�fH◦

m(Cs2NpCl6(cr))
is used, the result is also contingent on the values selected for�fH◦

m(MCl4(cr)) and
�slnH ◦(MCl4(cr)) in 1 M HCl [69FUG/BRO, 71FUG/BRO].

Aside from the enthalpies of formation of the iron species, the key piece of
auxiliary data needed to calculate�fH◦

m for Np2O5(cr) and NpO2(OH)2(s) is
�fH◦

m(NpCl4, 6 MHCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6), and that can be calculated
from:

(a) the difference
�slnH ◦(Cs2NpCl6(cr), 1 M HCl) −�slnH ◦(Cs2NpCl6(cr), 6 M HCl, 0.04 M
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FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6)

(b) the difference
�slnH ◦(CsCl(cr), 1 M HCl)−�slnH ◦(CsCl(cr), 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004
M Na2SiF6)

(c) �fH◦
m(NpCl4(s))

(d) �slnH ◦(NpCl4(cr), 1 M HCl)

The value of�slnH ◦(Cs2NpCl6(cr), 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6)
for the first difference expression has not been measured, but�slnH ◦(Cs2NpCl6(cr),
6 M HCl) has been reported [71FUG/BRO]. Thus, if the effect of the Na2SiF6, FeCl2
and FeCl3 in solution in the 6 M HCl on the enthalpy of solution of Cs2NpCl6(cr) is
negligible,�fH◦

m(Np2O5(s)) and�fH◦
m(NpO2(OH)2(s)) can be calculated from the

data. This assumption was implicit in the calculations of Belyaevet al.
The reported enthalpy of solution for CsCl(cr) in the solvent mixture

(10.94 kJ·mol−1) [79BEL/SMI] is somewhat less than the value (11.90
±0.13) kJ·mol−1 reported by Fuger and Brown [71FUG/BRO] for dissolution
of CsCl(cr) in 6 M HCl. The latter is a more precise result than that of Belyaev
et al. whose stated uncertainty of “± 0.10” kJ·mol−1 is apparently a misprint for
±1.0 kJ·mol−1. The differences in the final concentrations of CsCl (0.01 M in Fuger
and Brown [71FUG/BRO], 0.015 to 0.020 M in Belyaevet al. [79BEL/SMI]) are too
small to explain the difference in the enthalpies of solution, as are the small amounts
of FeCl2 and Na2SiF6 in the solutions of the latter group.

Fuger and Brown [73FUG/BRO] proposed �fH◦
m(Np4+, 1M HCl) −

�fH◦
m(Np4+, 6 M HCl) = −(19.0 ± 1.4) kJ·mol−1 based on the available en-

thalpy of solution data for the actinide(IV) halides and caesium chloro-complexes,
and not exclusively on the more limited data for the caesium neptunium(IV)
chloro-salt. Using�fH◦

m(Np4+, 1 M HCl) = −(551.9± 1.7) kJ·mol−1 (Section7),
the value �fH◦

m(Np4+, 6 M HCl) = −(532.9 ± 2.1) kJ·mol−1 is calculated
[2000RAN/FUG]. A heat of −(2.2 ± 0.8) kJ·(mol Np)−1 was determined for
the effect of complexation by 0.005 M Na2SiF6 in 1 M HCl [69FUG/BRO], and
Eyring and Westrum [50EYR/WES] reported an effect of−1.3 kJ·(mol Th)−1 in
6 M HCl. Therefore, a contribution of−(1.7 ± 0.6) kJ·(mol Np)−1 would also
be expected from the effect of the 0.004 M Na2SiF6 in 6 M HCl (assuming the
complexation constant is sufficiently greater than unity and thus that essentially all
the Np(IV) was complexed) [76FUG/OET]. (However, it is noted that Fuger and
Brown [73FUG/BRO] did not apply such a correction to the data [71FIT/PAV] for
UCl4 when deriving their equation used to calculate�fH◦

m(Np4+, 6M HCl)). Hence,
�fH◦

m(Np4+, 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6) = −(534.6±2.2) kJ·mol−1.
The experimental enthalpies of solution of FeCl2(cr) and FeCl3(cr) in the (6 M

HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6) solvent have substantial uncertainties.
Nevertheless, the values are reasonable, and no better literature values could be
found. Parker and Khodakovskii [95PAR/KHO] have recently recommended
CODATA consistent values for several iron species and compounds. They recom-
mend �fH◦

m(FeCl2(cr)) = −(341.16 ± 0.6) kJ·mol−1 and �fH◦
m(FeCl3(cr)) =
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−(395.66± 0.5) kJ·mol−1, and these values are used in the present calculations.
Then, using�fH◦

m(H2O, 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 MNa2SiF6) = −(286.65±
0.04) kJ·mol−1 and �fH◦

m(HCl, 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2, 0.004 M Na2SiF6) =
−(153.40 ± 0.11) kJ·mol−1 (both values from [2000RAN/FUG] based on
Parker [65PAR] for 6 M HCl solutions), �fH◦

m(NpCl4, 6 M HCl, 0.04 M FeCl2,
0.004 M Na2SiF6) = −(1148.2± 2.2) kJ·mol−1. Hence,�fH◦

m(NpO2(OH)2(s)) =
−1363 kJ·mol−1 and�fH◦

m(Np2O5(s)) = −2142 kJ·mol−1.
The reported analyses suggest the composition of the “Np2O5” used in the

calorimetry experiments was actually closer to NpO2.59. If this is assumed to be so,
�fH◦

m(NpO2.59(s)) = −1086 kJ·mol−1.

[79CHI/TAL ]

The authors measured the influence of fluoride concentration on the equilibrium of the
Pu(IV)/Pu(III) redox couple. The experiments were performed at “room temperature”,
reported as∼25◦C, and atI = 1 M (HClO4). Chitniset al. [79CHI/TAL] assumed
that only Pu4+ was complexed by fluoride, and that fluoride complexing of Pu3+ was
negligible. This assumption appears reasonable. The procedure is satisfactory, and the
authors used a two-complex model to interpret the data. The formation constant of the
1:1 complex, PuF3+, in acidic solution is reported as log10

∗β1(PuF3+, I = 2 M) =
(4.66± 0.07), to which we assign an uncertainty of±0.20. The formation constant of
the 1:2 complex, PuF2+2 , has a greater uncertainty, because it formed to less than 30%
during the experiments. We accept the reported value with an increased uncertainty:
log10

∗β2(PuF2+
2 , I = 2 M) = (7.32± 0.40).

[79FED/PER]

a) Np(V)/Np(IV) redox potential

The formal potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) and Np(IV)/Np(III) redox couples were
measured respectively by potentiometry, probably at a mercury electrode, and in 1 M
K2CO3 solution by polarography. There is not much experimental detail. The Np(IV)
carbonate solution was prepared by adding solid oxalate. As expected the attainment
of the Np(V)/Np(IV) equilibrium was slow. The authors waited seven hours, but this
may not have been long enough for this type of equilibrium and for this methodo-
logy. The authors indicate it was difficult to obtain a stable measurement using the
electrode: “... only an extremely approximate value close to 0.1 V” was finally pro-
posed. This value was confirmed by Varlashkinet al. [84VAR/HOB] (with no bet-
ter precision for the same reason), and again recently by Vitorge and his co-workers
[95VIT, 96DEL/VIT, 98VIT/CAP]. Thus any thermodynamic data calculated from
this will have a very large uncertainty.

The concentrations of the major species would not be strongly affected by changes
of carbon dioxide partial pressure above the solutions, but if the difference between
an open and closed system (with inert cover gas) is considered [95VIT, 96DEL/VIT],
pCO2 can increase by almost 103, and this would increase the redox potential of the
solution by more than 0.3 V, and induces an error of almost 6 orders of magnitude in
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the determination of the formation constant of Np(CO3)
6−
5 . In this review, calculations

have been done assuming that the potential was controlled by the two limiting com-
plexes, NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 and Np(CO3)

6−
5 (see the discussion on [81WES/SUL] in this

appendix). The equilibrium can then be written

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + e− + 2CO2(g) 
 Np(CO3)

6−
5

Even if we assume an overall uncertainty of only 0.2 V (and the authors seem to
have estimated an uncertainty of 0.1 V for the instability of the measurement and 0.1 V
for possible junction potential problems without even considering thepCO2 problem),
with ε

(Np(CO3)
6−
5 ,Na+)

as estimated in Chapter12.1.2.1.4, and other values selected in

this review, log10β◦5(Np(CO3)
6−
5 ) = (38.1 ± 3.7) is calculated. This assumes the

experimental solutions were in equilibrium with air, an assumption which is consistent
with later measurements [95VIT, 96DEL/VIT, 98VIT/CAP] (see Chapter12.1.2.1.4).

For comparison, the value for the corresponding uranium reaction is(34.1± 1.0)

[92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI], and the value selected by Capdevila [92CAP] for the plu-
tonium reaction was(32.2± 2.0). The values are in marginal agreement, but the un-
certainty in the value from this paper [79FED/PER] is particularly large.

b) Np(IV)/Np(III) redox potential

Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot also measured the formal potential of the
Np(IV)/Np(III) couple at a dropping mercury electrode in 1 M K2CO3 solution. They
proposed−1.32 V at 25◦C. This value was later confirmed [84VAR/HOB]. The
uncertainty must be quite substantial, since “all the waves [of Np and Pu(IV)/(III)]
in carbonate media are irreversible”. There is no information on the liquid junction
potential, and we assume an uncertainty of 0.1 V (i.e., that it was the same as in the
measurement of the formal potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) couple). By analogy with
Am(III) [ 95SIL/BID], we assume that the Np(IV)/Np(III) redox equilibrium can here
be written

Np(CO3)
6−
5 + e− 
 Np(CO3)

3−
3 + 2CO2−

3

Exposure of the 1 M K2CO3 solution to atmospheric CO2(g) has little influence on
the free carbonate concentration and on this equilibrium. The required specific interac-
tion coefficientε

(Np(CO3)
3−
3 ,K+)

= −(0.15± 0.07) kg·mol−1, is estimated by analogy

with the Am(III) - Na+ system, i.e.,ε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

= −(0.73± 0.68) kg·mol−1,

by analogy with Na+ solutions [95VIT, 96DEL/VIT] (cf. Section12.1.2.1.4.a). Val-
ues for the uncertainties have been increased because the values are estimated. Using
these and the standard potential of the Np4+/Np3+ redox couple selected in this re-
view (Chapter7.4), we calculate log10(β

◦
5(Np(CO3)

6−
5 )/β◦3(Np(CO3)

3−
3 )) = (20.13±

2.27). Hence, log10β◦3(Np(CO3)
3−
3 ) = (15.49± 2.51) using log10β◦5(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ) =

(35.62± 1.07) as estimated in this review (Chapter12.1.2.1.4.a).
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c) Np(V)/Np(III) redox potential

The value ofβ◦3,Np(III )/β
◦
3,Np(V) (11.2± 1.8) can be calculated from the two measure-

ments of Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot, and this should lead to a more satisfactory
value forβ◦3,Np(III ) because the major uncertainties (the values of the liquid junction
and estimated stability of the limiting complex of Np(IV)) cancel. Using the value
log10β◦3 = 5.50 for Np(V) from the present review, log10β◦3 = 16.7 for the Np(III)
carbonate complex is calculated. This compares well with the value (15.2±0.6) for the
formation constant of the corresponding americium complex [95SIL/BID], and with
log10β◦3 (15.49± 2.51) based on the Np(IV/III) couple in carbonate solutions (cf. Sec-
tion 12.1.2.1.5).

d) Pu formal potentials

Potentiometric measurements of the irreversible formal potential of the Pu(IV)/Pu(III)
couple in 1 M K2CO3 were reported. The formal potential is−(0.495± 0.030) V vs.
SHE and has a variation with temperature of−0.63 mV/◦C. On the basis of these
results the Gibbs energy of oxidation was found to be 47.7 kJ·mol−1 and the entropy
of reaction to be−60.8 J·K−1·mol−1. These values appear reliable but due to the ab-
sence of independent information concerning the stoichiometry of the Pu(III) limiting
complex, the irreversibility of the formal potential and the lack of information concern-
ing the ionic strength dependence of the stability of the limiting and precursor Pu(IV)
complexes, this value cannot be used to determine the nature and stability of the Pu(III)
carbonate complex(es). A reduction potential was reported for the Pu(V)/Pu(IV) couple
(+0.6 V), but no details were given concerning the experiments giving rise to this value,
and it differs significantly from other reported values.

[79KUS/GAN]

This is a summary of earlier work of this research group and a short presentation of
new results from solvent extraction studies. The constants reported for the formation of
NpI3+ were obtained from extraction studies using HTTA and HDNNS (dinonylnaph-
thalenesulphonic acid):β1 = 0.8 (HTTA) and 1.3 (HDNNS). The aqueous solution
contained 1 M H+ and had an ionic strength of 2 M (probably using perchlorate as
background anion as was done in earlier studies), and the experiments were carried out
at 25◦C. Formation constants of iodide complexes of Th(IV) were also reported, as well
as of oxalate complexes of Th(IV), Np(IV) and Pu(IV), of nitrite complexes of Am(III),
Cm(III), of nitrate complexes of Np(IV), and of thiocyanide complexes of Tm(III). Al-
though the experimental details are not given in this paper, it can be assumed that the
extraction studies were carried out at the same level of care as the earlier studies of this
group,e.g., [75PAT/RAM, 76BAG/RAM2]. We therefore accept the following values
with our estimated uncertainties: log10β1(NpI3+, I = 2 M) = −(0.10± 0.30) (from
the HTTA experiment) and (0.11± 0.30) (from the HDNNS experiment).

The values reported for the association constants of Np4+ with nitrate (β1 = 3.4,
β2 = 4.8, at I = 6 M) are new. However, because the measurements were carried
out at such a high ionic strength, and few experimental details were provided, these
reported values are not accepted in the present review.
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In addition, the first complexation constants of Np(V) complexes with nitrate,
chloride, sulphate, thiocyanide, iodate, fluoride, nitrite and acetate were presented. The
extraction data are reported in the source study [79RAO/GUD], and they are discussed
under that entry below. Table 7 of [79KUS/GAN] contains, for iodate, fluoride and
nitrite as ligand, three additional values forβ1, put in parentheses and reported to be
the results of spectrophotometric measurements. These measurements are reported
in [78RAO/PAT] and are discussed under that entry above. Note that the figures in
[79KUS/GAN] seem to be incorrectly placed: the figure placed at figure caption 14(a)
appears to be Figure 14(b), the one placed at figure caption 14(b) looks like Figure 15,
and the one placed at figure caption 15 in fact seems to be Figure 14(a).

[79MOS/POZ]

The comments in this entry also refer to the [78MOS/POZ] entry. Apparently the
experiments and the tabulated results (including typographical errors) are identical.
For some experiments, more detail is given in the earlier reference.

The authors give stability constants for the Np(V) and Pu(V) complexes with a
number of inorganic and organic ligands based on a method involving co-precipitation
of the free actinide cations with amorphous Fe(OH)3 at 20± 2◦C in pH = 8.5 solutions
of NH4Cl. Experimental data describing the stability of the species in TableA.8 is
either tabulated or plotted in [78MOS/POZ] or [79MOS/POZ].

Table A.8: Stability constants of Np(V) and Pu(V) complexes with various ligands as
given in [78MOS/POZ] and [79MOS/POZ].

Composition Ionic medium Ligand logβ(±2σ )
of the complex (M NH4(Cl,L)) concentration

(M)

NpO+2 PuO+2
MO2SO−3 1.0 0.1− 0.28 (1.50± 0.05)

MO2(SO3)
3−
2 1.0 (3.01± 0.4)

MO2SO−4 ∼ 1.5 0.15− 0.6 (1.04± 0.4)

MO2HCO3(aq)(c) 0.25 0.05− 0.13 (2.15± 0.05)
MO2(HCO3)

−
2

(c) 0.25 0.01− 0.13 (3.66±0.10)(a) (1.90±0.10)

MO2(HPO4)
− 1.0(b) 0.05− 0.34 (2.90± 0.11) (2.39±0.04)

MO2(PO4)
2− 1.0(b) 0.05− 0.30 (5.78± 0.25)

(a) Result given in [78MOS/POZ] only.
(b) Given, presumably incorrectly, as 0.1 M in the papers.
(c) The stoiochiometry of this species was not confirmed, and this review considers that the numerical

value of the corresponding stability constant is in contradiction with later experimental work.

The wide range of ligand concentration means that there are ionic medium effects
influencing the precision of all of these determinations, particularly in the case of the
bicarbonate and SO2−4 experiments. This is a problem common to many experiments
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dealing with the stability of weak complexes. There is also uncertainty as to the iden-
tity of the complexes, in the case of PO3−

4 and CO2−
3 complexes, as it is impossible

to determine the number of protons associated with a complex based on experiments
performed at constant pH. In the case of NpO+

2 - PO3−
4 there is an additional problem

with the assignment of stability constants: the data in the paper are more compatible
with a series of higher order complexes of the form of either NpO2(HPO4)

1−2n
n or

NpO2(PO4)
n−3
n , with n = 1− 2 or greater (the protonation of the ligand cannot be de-

termined from these experiments), than the single NpO2PO2−
4 species proposed. The

variation in the ionic medium is sufficiently high and the experimental details suffi-
ciently sparse in all of the experiments that this data cannot be used to select stability
constants. Nonetheless, the results concerning the SO2−

3 complexes, where the experi-
mental problems are fewer, and the remaining qualitative and semi-quantitative results
are useful for the purposes of this review.

[79RAO/GUD]

The authors used a solvent extraction technique, with dinonylnaphthalenesulphonic
acid (HDNNS) in benzene as the extractant, to study the complex formation between
NpO+

2 and Cl−, NO−
3 , F−, NO−

2 , SO2−
4 , SCN− and IO−3 at 25◦C. In the aqueous phase

the ionic strength is maintained at 2 M (NaClO4). This is a careful study, and the
extraction of uncharged complexes into the organic phase was verified by spectroscopy.

Three extraction experiments were carried out for iodate as a ligand, at iodate con-
centrations of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 M. The constant obtained isβ1(NpO2IO3, aq) =
(2.1± 0.1). According to this constant, the proportions of NpO2IO3(aq) formed in the
three experiments are 9, 17 and 24%, respectively. The amounts of complex formed
are thus not very large, and the uncertainty in the resulting constant is high at such
low complexation degrees. We hence accept the reported formation constant of the 1:1
complex, but we assign it a larger uncertainty: log10β1(NpO2IO3, aq, I = 2 M) =
(0.32± 0.30).

In the case of fluoride, the authors discussed some other studies,e.g. [70AL-/WAI],
in which it was concluded that the neutral complex NpO2F(aq) did not form. They
related these observations to the high acid concentrations in the experiments, and they
showed that at pH= 5 the complex formation of Np(V) with fluoride is significant.
They found a constant ofβ1(NpO2F, aq) = (9.8 ± 0.8). We accept the formation
constant reported here, but assign it a larger uncertainty, because there was a slight
trend in the resulting values in Table 3 [79RAO/GUD]. In our evaluation, we select
log10β1(NpO2F, aq, I = 2 M) = (0.99± 0.10), cf. Section9.2.1.3.

Only one sulphato complex was found. Recalculation using the tabulated data and,
assuming that pH≥ 3 (and therefore[SO4]TOT = [SO2−

4 ]), yields log10β1 = (0.45±
0.10). For the nitrate complexation study, the experiments were carried out at pH 5 to
maintain neptunium as Np(V). The aqueous phase consisted of 2 M Na (ClO4, NO3)
mixtures with a maximum nitrate ion concentration of 1 M. Only 4 measurements of
Kd were performed. A spectrophotometric test for the Np(V) peak in the organic phase
was run after extraction with TBP from 6 M NaNO3 — a much higher concentration
of ligand than the one used in the measurements. The authors reportedβ1 = (0.28±
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0.03), i.e., log10β1 = −(0.55± 0.05). A re-evaluation of these data considering
activity effects from the large changes in the ionic medium in this work, leads to the
conclusion that the system can be treated neglecting complexation, with�ε(NpO+

2 ) =
0.1 kg·mol−1 in perchlorate and nitrate media.

The nitrite complexation was studied in a similar way, and the authors reported
β1 = 0.9± 0.1, i.e., log10β1 = −(0.05± 0.05) from extraction data. The spectropho-
tometric test for the Np(V) peak in the organic phase, after extraction with THA(Cl)
from 0.5 M NaNO2 solutions, resulted surprisingly negative, even though extraction
was observed (Kd ≈ 0.3). The peak of Np(V) reappeared in the extract after stripping
neptunium into 2 M NaClO4, and the authors consider this behaviour unexplained. A
re-calculation of the data considering activity coefficient changes resulting from the
large changes in the ionic medium, leads to the conclusion that the system can be
treated neglecting complexes, with�ε(NpO+

2 ) = 0.28 kg·mol−1 in perchlorate and
nitrite media.

Concerning the complex formation of Np(V) with thiocyanate, special attention
was given to the maintenance of the oxidation state of neptunium, because thiocyanate
ion is able to reduce Np(V) to Np(IV) under the conditions chosen in the experiment
(2 SCN− 
 2 e− + (SCN)2(aq), E◦ = 0.77 V [78RAO/BAG2]). The authors found
that irregularities during the experiments, such as changes in valence states, can be
ruled out. They determined, for the formation of NpO2SCN(aq), a constant ofβ1(I =
2 M) = (2.1 ± 0.1), i.e., log10β1(I = 2 M) = (0.32± 0.02). As an attempt to
extrapolate this value toI = 0, we use�ε(12.46, q = 1) = −0.30 kg·mol−1 from
ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.25 kg·mol−1 andε(SCN−,Na+) = 0.05 kg·mol−1, cf. AppendixB.
The resulting value is log10β◦1(NpO2SCN, aq, 298.15 K) = 0.08.

[79VOL/TOM ]

Structures are proposed for NaNpO2CO3(s) and LiNpO2CO3(s) (heated to 250◦C)
based on an X-Ray powder diffraction study. In these two compounds, the Np atoms
are in NpO2CO3 layers that are isostructural to UO2CO3 layers in Rutherfordine
(UO2CO3). There are mono and bidentate CO2−

3 , which is in agreement with
conclusions of some earlier infrared work [73KHA/MOS], but not with a later
discussion by the same authors [81VOL/VIS4]. Several changes in the structure
are possible, and in some of these changes (but not all of them) Na and Np atoms
can be exchanged. As in [77VOL/VIS], crystallographic changes were attributed to
temperature changes; but the ageing of the solid in equilibrium with the solution at
room temperature, was not studied, so care is required if solubility measurements over
NaNpO2CO3(s) are used in the determination of formation constants of the carbonate
complexes. The conclusion of this structural study seems reasonable, but it deals with
only one of several possible explanations of the powder X-ray diffraction patterns.

[79VOL/VIS]

This report summarises the work of Volkovet al. work on the structure of actinide(V)
carbonate solid compounds. Most of the information was also published elsewhere
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[74VIS/VOL, 74VOL/KAP, 74VOL/KAP2, 76VOL/VIS, 77VOL/VIS, 79VOL/TOM,
79VOL/VIS2, 81VOL/VIS, 81VOL/VIS3, 81VOL/VIS4, 81VOL/VIS2].

[79VOL/VIS2]

A solid, stated by the authors to be Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8(s) (written elsewhere
[84VOL/KAP] as Na0.75(NpO2)1.25CO3(s)), was precipitated from 2 mM bicarbonate
solution. Heating this solid, led to another phase and finally to NaNpO2CO3(s).
X-Ray powder diffraction patterns of these solids were obtained and reported;
they were interpreted according to the structure proposed in [79VOL/TOM], which
allows continuous variation of the Np/Na ratio in the solid. Later solubility studies
[81VOL/VIS4, 83MAY, 84VIT, 98VIT/CAP] did not confirm this interpretation (see
the discussion of [84VIT] in this appendix).

Results of potentiometric titrations of Np(V) with Na2CO3 and NaHCO3 solutions
are presented. They indicate NaNpO2CO3(s) precipitates and, only in Na2CO3 solu-
tions, formation of a solid or soluble compound with a Np(V)/CO2−

3 ratio equal to 2 .
The shapes of the potentiometric titration curves shown in this publication indicate that
equilibrium was probably not attained during the experiments, and at least some of the
compounds may well have only been metastable phases, and unsuitable for the determ-
ination of solubility products. The shape and the position of the potentiometric titration
curves obtained in a medium containing K+ (instead of Na+) were not consistent with
a previous study by the same group of authors [74VIS/VOL]. This was not discussed.
For these reasons this work (including the proposed stoichiometry of the solid phases)
is not credited in the present review.

[80ALL/KIP ]

These are estimated values, only.

[80PAR/THO]

The PHREEQE code permits the calculation of the distribution of aqueous species in
solutions given the total concentrations of ions and association quotients selected by
the user. The code contains an internal data base for the major elements, and ion pairs.
The model uses iterative calculations to determine a best solution and is based on the
ion association model of chemical behaviour. Three activity formulations are used in
this code:

1) For the major elements for which size parameters (ai , bi ) are known the activity
of an ion is calculated from:

log10γi = −Az2
i

√
I

1+ Bai
√

I
+ bi I

whereγi is the activity of thei th species,A andB are the Debye-Hückel para-
meters,zi is the ionic charge, andI is the ionic strength.
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2) For ions for which size parameters are not known the Davies approximation is
used:

logγi = −Az2
i

( √
I

1+√
I
− 0.3I

)

3) The activity of water is calculated from

aH2O = 1− 0.017
I∑

i=1

mi

where
∑I

i=1 mi is the sum of the molalities of all dissolved anions, cations, and
neutral species.

The internal thermodynamic data base used in the calculations is current to Septem-
ber, 1986, and contains CODATA revisions to 1989 [90NOR/PLU].

The activity approximations used in the PHREEQE model are known to work well
at ionic strengths up to∼0.1 molal and have been shown to reproduce solubility ex-
periments in natural systems up to the range of∼1 molal. Our use of this numerical
code was confined to experiments where the bulk of the measurements were within this
range.

[80RAI/SER]

The solubility results for hydrated PuO2(am), for pH values from 3.9 to 7.8, are com-
patible with those of a later study by one of the same authors [84RAI]. In both papers it
is suggested the solubility product of hydrated PuO2(am) may not be properly determ-
ined using these high pH data, as reliable measurements of the redox potential could
not be made (cf. the discussion of [84RAI] and also the comments in that paper).

[80SCH/GOR]

This is a pulse radiolysis study designed to obtain information concerning the reduction
of Np(V) to Np(IV). The value for the first hydrolysis constant of NpO+

2 was obtained
as a fitting parameter. The pH range for the experiments was 3.0 to 7.0, and the (con-
ductivity) data are very scattered for experiments with pH values between 6 and 7.
The authors report log∗10β1 = −(8.75+1.0

−0.5). This value appears to represent a valid
upper limit for the hydrolysis constant, but, based on the experimental data, the selec-
ted lower limit is apparently arbitrary. In the same paper, the authors report a value of
log10 K = −(4.5± 0.5) for the reaction

NpOH3+ + H2O(l) 
 Np(OH)2+
2 + H+

The experiments were carried out in solutions having pH values between 3 and 7,
and Np(OH)2+

2 was considered to be an important product in the reduction of NpO+
2

to Np(IV) solution species. Surprisingly, at the higher end of the pH range, Np(OH)+
3
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and Np(OH)4(aq) or Np(IV) polymeric hydrolysis products do not seem to have been
treated as possible major equilibrium species. Although the value is reasonable, and is
based on a fit to the experimental transient conductivity data as a function of pH, it is
concluded in the present review that there were too many unknown (and unconfirmed)
parameters in the data analysis for this value to be accepted. No blank conductivity
measurements (in Np(V) solutions at different pH and without radiolysis) are reported.
Also, there is insufficient evidence that Np(OH)2+

2 is a major species of Np(IV) in the
pH range of the experiment.

[80SOL/ZAK]

Aqueous mixtures of < 2.7 M HNO3 and < 4.4 M acetic acid in various proportions
were extracted inton-dodecane containing 30 vol% TBP. From the molar ratios in
the organic phase, the concentrations being determined by potentiometric titration, it
was concluded that nitric acid is extracted as the species HNO3·TBP, and acetic acid
as (CH3COOH)2·TBP. Equilibrium constants were calculated, assuming that acetic
acid only appeared as a dimer, and that no HNO3 ion pairs were formed. Calculated
distribution ratios for HNO3 and acetic acid agreed well with predicted values for this
model.

In the presence of Pu(IV), it was concluded that the extracted species were
Pu(OH)i(NO3)(4−i)·TBP or Pu(OH)2(CH3COOH)2. The Pu concentration was 420
mg·dm−3, i.e., about 1.8·10−3 M, but no information is given about how the valence
state was ascertained, nor about the extraction technique used, nor the procedures for
evaluation of the experimental results. With i=0, the coordination number N of Pu is
10, while for i=3, N=7; the reviewer therefore doubts the formula for the extracted
Pu-species. Using activity factors taken from references, the “thermodynamic
constant” for the reaction Pu4+ + 4OH− 
 Pu(OH)4(aq) was calculated to be 3.5
·1056. Using this value and the equilibrium constants from Solovkin [74SOL], the
distribution ratio of Pu(IV) was calculated and found to agree well with experimental
tests. The distribution measurements also yielded formation constants for the mixed
hydroxy and nitrate or acetate complexes, assuming the activity coefficients are 1.00
for uncharged species at all acid concentrations (see TableA.9).

Table A.9: Formation constants for neutral plutonium(IV) complexes as given by
[80SOL/ZAK].

Complex β

Pu(NO3)4 380
Pu(OH)(NO3)3 4.8·104

Pu(OH)2(NO3)2 1.2·103

Pu(OH)3(NO3) 9.8
Pu(OH)2(CH3COOH)2 93

No comparison was given with other possible models, and insufficient information
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was provided to permit recalculation of the results. For this reason, and because the
experimental conditions are ill-defined, the results of this study are not used in the
present review in selection of hydrolysis or complexation constants.

[81BIL]

Absorption spectra (960 to 1020 nm) of Np(V) in 3.2 to 160 mM carbonate solutions
have been measured at various pH values. They were not interpreted quantitatively in
terms of aqueous species. There is no indication as to the pH electrode calibration, and
it seems that the ionic strength was not constant. Therefore, only a rough quantitative
reinterpretation is possible (also see [98VIT/CAP]). A 0.808 mM NpO+2 solution did
not show any spectral change up to pH= 5.30 in 20 mM CO3 solution. In 16 mM
carbonate solution (log10[CO−

3 ] = −4.8), at pH= 7.10, the characteristic peak for
NpO2CO−

3 [90RIG] had appeared and the intensity of the NpO+
2 peak was reduced by

a factor of 4.3. Hence log10 K1 = (5.5± 0.5). At pH 9.75 in 8 mM carbonate solution
(log10[CO−

3 ] = −1.8) the characteristic band for NpO2(CO3)3−
2 [90RIG] appeared,

and the peak for NpO2CO−
3 nearly disappeared, thus log10 K2 > 2. Another experi-

ment at pH> 11.1, where [CO−3 ] is less in doubt, leads to log10 K2 = (2.5± 0.5).

The characteristic band for NpO2(CO3)3−
2 in 0.16 M is less than in 0.018 M carbonate

solution. If this is due to NpO2(CO3)5−
3 formation [90RIG] then log10 K3 = (1.4± 1).

These values are not in particularly good agreement with those proposed in this review,
probably because the estimates of the free carbonate concentrations are not sufficiently
accurate (because of the poor experimental methodology and measurements). The res-
ults from this study were not used in the data selection in the present review.

[81LUN/HUL ]

The work was done using a procedure described in [81LUN]. Hydration numbers for
actinide(III) ions are 13-17 (inner plus outer sphere). For the lanthanide(III) ions in
water the inner sphere hydration number is 9 for La-Nd, 8.5 for Sm-Gd, and 8 for
Dy-Yb. The outer sphere numbers are, correspondingly,ca. 4, ca. 5 andca. 6. All
experiments were carried out at pH< 1 in 1 M Na(H)ClO4. Some ion-pair metal
perchlorate formation constants are given (estimated at zero ionic strength) but these
values are not used in the present review.

[81PAT/RAM]

This is an extended abstract with few experimental details. No data are provided. The
authors used a solvent extraction technique with HTTA and sodium dinonylnaphthale-
nesulphonate (NaDNNS) in benzene. Interesting results are provided for Np(V)-SO2−

4
complexing at I= 8.5 M, but there is no easy way of correcting the value for compar-
ison to values obtained at lower ionic strengths.

In the case of Np(IV) iodide complexation, the aqueous phase contained 1 M H+
at an ionic strength of 2 M (maintained by using perchlorate as an inert anion), and
HTTA was used as extractant. The concentrations of iodide were 0.0, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
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and 1.0 M. The authors corrected the resulting value ofβ1(NpI3+) = 0.8 for aqueous
TTA complexes and obtainedβ1(NpI3+) = 1.1. There is no obvious reason to discard
the reported formation constant, and since it is not completely clear if this study is
independent of the one presented in [79KUS/GAN], we increase the uncertainty. In
our evaluation we use log10β1(NpI3+, I = 2 M) = (0.04± 0.30). The authors also
reported solvent extraction results on nitrate complexation of Np(V) at 25◦C, again
using NaDNNS in benzene. The aqueous phase had a very high ionic strength (I =
8.5 M) using an unspecified electrolyte (probably sodium perchlorate) at pH= 3-
4. For the nitrate complex of Np(V) the value of the constant reported is exactly the
same as the one reported in [79RAO/GUD] with the same experimental conditions but
I = 2 M. The measured changes in the distribution coefficient are better explained as
resulting from activity coefficient changes rather than from the formation of a complex.

[81RAI/SWA]

The experimental work shows that the plutonium(IV) polymer seems to have solubility
properties intermediate between those of Pu(OH)4 and PuO2. The Pu(IV) polymer
does not seem to form stable suspensions at pH values above 5.

[81VOL/VIS]

This work is an extension of the previous paper [81VOL/VIS4] about the exchange
of simple cations with MO+2 (V) cations. As is the case for this previous publication,
[81VOL/VIS4], the discussion proposed in this paper was not supported by sufficient
experimental verification.

[81VOL/VIS2]

Hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s), Na4NpO2(CO3)2.5(s), and Rb3NpO2(CO3)2(s) were
precipitated in (respectively) 0.3 to 1.7, 2.4 M Na2CO3 and 1 to 3.8 M Rb2CO3
solutions. The X-Ray powder diffraction patterns of these solids were obtained
and reported. This review concludes the X-ray diffraction pattern shown for
Na4NpO2(CO3)2.5(s) could be interpreted equally well as resulting from a poorly
crystallised hydrate (also see [98VIT/CAP]).

[81VOL/VIS3]

Crystal structures for hydrated M3NpO2(CO3)2(s) (M = Na, K, Rb) are proposed
based on powder X-ray crystallographic data. They are not exactly isostructual, but all
have layers containing Np atoms, with the CO2−

3 ions being bidentate. This Np(V)-
containing layer also incorporates one third of the alkali metal cations. The rest of the
alkali metal ions go into interlayer positions, and are susceptible to ion exchange (as
is also the case for the Na+ ions in NaNpO2CO3(s)) [79VOL/VIS2, 98VIT/CAP] (cf.
the discussion of [84VIT] in this appendix).

The difference in structure could explain the relatively slow transformation of
NaNpO2CO3(s) to Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) [66GOR/ZEN].
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[81VOL/VIS4]

This is a general discussion of the work about actinide(V) carbonate solid
compounds in the nine previous publications of this series [74SIM/VOL,
74VIS/VOL, 74VOL/KAP, 74VOL/KAP2, 77VOL/VIS, 79VOL/TOM, 79VOL/VIS2,
81VOL/VIS2, 81VOL/VIS3]. NaNpO2CO3(s) is no longer proposed as isostructural
to rutherfordine [79VOL/VIS2]; but there is no additional experimental evidence
for the new interpretation. The general explanation of the structure changes seems
reasonable; but some of the results were not confirmed. Some of the proposed
non-stoichiometric solid compounds may have been kinetic artefacts. Only one
possible non-stoichiometric compound was proposed [79VOL/VIS2], but this
study was not completely convincing ([84VIT, 98VIT/CAP] and discussion of
[79VOL/VIS2, 84VIT] in this appendix). Later Np(V) solubility studies in sodium
carbonate/bicarbonate media showed no evidence of non-stoichiometric compounds.

[81WES/SUL]

Np(V) was electrolysed in 1 M carbonate and in 1 M bicarbonate solutions by con-
trolled potential electrolysis at−1.8 V to produce Np(IV). Water was also partially
reduced. Only the use of a platinum electrode was reported, but almost certainly a
mercury electrode was used. The same methodology was used later [84VAR/HOB]
with some difficulties. One Np(IV) absorption spectrum in 1 M Na2CO3 or NaHCO3
solution is reported. The spectrum does not vary from pH 8.3 to 11.2 and is the
same as has been reported elsewhere [77SAI/UEN, 84VAR/HOB, 93LI/KAT, 95VIT,
96DEL/VIT] for Np(IV) in concentrated carbonate media. This is evidence, that a lim-
iting complex is formed under these conditions. The measurements by Fedosseevet al.
[79FED/PER] were carried out under similar conditions. No thermodynamic data and
no stoichiometry can be deduced from this work.

The redox potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) couple was measured in 1 M Na2CO3 and
1 M NaHCO3 solutions. The authors stated that their measurement, 0.221 V/S.C.E.,
was in very good agreement with previous work [74SIM/VOL, 77SIM]. Only the value
reported for a 1 M Na2CO3 medium, is consistent with the value proposed in the present
review (also see [98VIT/CAP]). The Na+ concentration and ionic strength were differ-
ent in the different buffer media, and therefore a difference would be expected between
potentials measured in the different media. The authors did not report nor discuss such
differences, and also may not have taken the junction potentials into account. For these
reasons, the value from this paper was not used in the present review.

[82ALC/ROB]

This paper does not contain any thermodynamic data for review. It reports excellent
structural information concerning the solid phase 2NpO2SO4·H2SO4·4H2O(s).
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[82MOR/FUG]

This paper reports a determination of the enthalpy of formation of Ba2MgNpO6.
The enthalpy of formation of MgCl2 in 1 M HCl is calculated from the CODATA
[89COX/WAG] values for Mg2+ and Cl− and the difference(5.86 kJ·mol−1)

in the enthalpies of solution of MgCl2(cr) in 1 M HCl and in water reported by
Shin and Criss [79SHI/CRI]. The reported enthalpy of reaction of Ba2MgNpO6
with 1 M HCl is used with this and other auxiliary data selected in the present
review (see Chapter13 and the entry for [83MOR/WIL] in Appendix A) to obtain
�fH◦

m(Ba2MgNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3096.9± 8.2) kJ·mol−1.

[82NAI/CHA ]

Hydrolysis constants were determined by potentiometric titration (“Bjerrum-Calvin pH
titration technique”) for trivalent Pu, Am, Sm and Eu in 1 M NaClO4. Data analysis
using the method of weighted least squares was a Bjerrum type analysis (n̄ functions).
The calculated curves deviate systematically from the experimental points for Pu(III),
but less so for Am(III), and are quite good for Sm(III) and Eu(III). Results are reported
in TableA.10.

Table A.10: Hydrolysis constants for trivalent Pu, Am, Sm and Eu as given by
[82NAI/CHA].

Metal ion ∗β1
∗β2 − log ∗

10β1 − log ∗
10β2

Pu(III) 2.75± 0.16× 10−6 5.56± 0.03
2.85± 0.17× 10−6 5.54± 0.03

Am(III) 9 .32± 0.94× 10−8 7.03
Sm(III) 1.46± 0.06× 10−9 1.85± 0.16× 10−16 8.84 15.73
Eu(III) 7.59± 0.30× 10−9 3.55± 0.33× 10−16 8.12 15.45

The points in Fig. 1 and 2 of [82NAI/CHA] indicate that the errors should be con-
siderably larger for Pu than given in the table. In the case of Pu and Am the total metal
concentrations were≤ 0.04 mM, and polymer formation was unlikely. The approach
and technique seem very good, and the results, as shown in the figures appear signi-
ficant. The discrepancy between the Pu and the Am data seems too large. For Pu, the
discrepancy between the calculated curve and experimental data is substantial. This
indicates the plutonium solution may not have been pure Pu(III), but perhaps contained
some Pu(IV). This would explain the differences. Therefore the values are rejected in
the present review.

[82PER/SPI]

The Np(VI)/Np(V) redox potential was found to be approximately constant in
aqueous 1 to 15 M NaOH solutions. This agrees with the results of Simakinet al.
[73SIM/MAT], but not with previous work of one of the authors [74PER/ALE].
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[82SUL/WOO]

Spectrophotometric and calorimetric data were used to calculate the stability constants
for complexes with PuO2+2 :CO2−

3 ratios of 1:1 and 1:2. On the basis of the observation
that initial and final pH values of the solutions were the same and the initial form of
Pu(VI) was PuO2(OH)2(aq) at pH = 8.3, the 1:1 complex was assumed to be of the
form PuO2OHCO−3 . This is not a necessary conclusion. Sufficient HCO−

3 was added

to convert all of the PuO2(OH)2(aq) to PuO2(CO3)
2−
2 with no impact on the final pH.

By analogy to the stoichiometry for the corresponding carbonate complexes of
UO2+

2 and NpO2+
2 , the reported equilibrium constant(β1(I = 0.1) = 463± 60,

(log10β1 = 2.67± 0.60)) was determined spectrophotometrically and is assumed to
refer to the following reaction

PuO2(OH)2(aq)+ HCO−
3 
 PuO2CO3(aq)+ H2O(l)+OH− (A.58)

As there is no change in the net charge for this reaction, the extrapolation procedure
yields a standard state formation constant identical to that reported for 0.1 M.

At 0.1 M ionic strength and pH = 8.3 the equilibrium constant for the reaction

PuO2(OH)2(aq)+ 2HCO−3 
 PuO2(CO3)
2−
2 + 2H2O(l) (A.59)

is reported as log10β2 = 4.36± 1.00.
The enthalpy of the reaction is taken: (1) from the temperature dependence

of the stability constant measured spectrophotometrically,−(6.3 ± 2.4) kJ·mol−1

(data re-evaluated by the reviewers) and (2) from the calorimetric results,
−(1.46± 1.0) kJ·mol−1.

The mean of these values with the uncertainties expanded to include the range from
both values,−(3.9± 4.8) kJ·mol−1, is used by this review.

[82WES/MUL]

The paper describes the preparation, X-ray powder pattern and visible and near-IR
spectra of Np(OH)2SO4. Although the compound is well characterised structurally,
there are no thermodynamic data useful for this review.

[83HAL/OLI ]

This describes a thorough extraction study of sulphate complexation of Np(V) using
HDNNS in n-heptane. Experiments were performed atI = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 M andt =
5, 25 and 45◦C. Insufficient data have been provided for the results to be recalculated,
and the reported values are used here. It is unclear whether the reported uncertainties
reflect 1σ or 2σ . We assume 1σ . Only monosulphate complexes were observed. All
[SO4]T was assumed to be [SO2−

4 ]. This is a reasonable assumption over the pH range
of the experiment (4 to 7). The data at 25◦C can be used in the assessment of the best
values, and enthalpies of reaction can be calculated using the remaining results.
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[83HEL]

The paper describes an X-ray diffraction study of compounds of the form
M2NpO2SO4·xH2O(s) and M2NpO4(s) where M = Cs or Rb andx = 10, 4, and 0.5.
The most highly hydrated forms were precipitated from room temperature solutions
and the dehydrated forms prepared on heating. Other compounds described are:
K2NpO2(SO4)2·H2O(s), Na2NpO2(SO4)2·H2SO4·7H2O(s), Na2NpO2(SO4)2(s),
(NpO2)2SO4(s), (H3O)2Na2NpO2(SO4)3·2H2O(s), Na2NpO2(SO4)2·H2SO4(s),
NH4HNpO2(SO4)2·3H2SO4(s), (NH4)2NpO2(SO4)2·3H2SO4·4H2O(s), NpO2SO4·
H2SO4·6H2O(s), and NpO2SO4·H2SO4·2.5H2O(s). Bulk analyses and
water content were provided for some of these solids and X-ray diffraction
peak heights for most. Comparison was made to analogous U compounds. There are
no thermodynamic data useful for this review.

[83KIM/LIE ]

The results on complexation of Pu(IV) in carbonate-bicarbonate solutions were ob-
tained from a series of solubility studies of238PuO2(s) at a constant ionic strength of
1.0 at room temperature (probably 20◦C). The solubilities are given as a function of pH
that varied from 2 to 10 (the higher pH values were fixed by the ratio of CO2−

3 /HCO−
3 )

and were measured after equilibration periods of 4 to 12 months. Spectrophotometric
evidence supports the contention that Pu(IV) was the predominant oxidation state in
the initial solutions, but the oxidation state later in the experiment was not confirmed.
The stability of the initial solid phase (238PuO2(s) prepared from the amorphous hy-
droxide calcined at 700◦C for 6 hours) was not verified during the experiment and
the authors postulated that an alternative phase, Pu(OH)2CO3(s), might have been the
solubility limiting phase in these experiments. No verification of the identity of the
phase was made. The authors were aware that radiation effects on the solutions could
give rise to ambiguities in the interpretation of the solubility data and they considered
the calculated values to be “preliminary”. Polymers, which may have formed in the
course of some of the experiments, especially at low total CO2−

3 concentrations, were
not considered by the investigators. The data describing Pu(IV) hydrolysis was taken
from Baes and Mesmer [76BAE/MES]. The data were interpreted as resulting from a
sequence of carbonate complexes up to the pentacarbonato complex, and included one
mixed hydroxycarbonate, PuOHCO+3 . The stability of plutonium carbonate was taken
as given in the work of Moskvin and Gelman [58MOS/GEL] and, as a result, all of
the remaining calculated values were biased by this ill-chosen value (see comments in
this appendix for [58MOS/GEL]). Unfortunately, no attempt was made to perform a
sensitivity analysis which would have permitted some of these candidate complexes to
be eliminated. In the absence of the original data, we cannot perform these calculations
ourselves. We therefore give zero weight to the calculated values of stability constants
for these Pu(IV) carbonate complexes. However, the observed rapid increase in pluto-
nium solubility in high carbonate solutions is strong evidence that the limiting species
is at least a tri-carbonato species.
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[83MAR/HOF]

The paper reports the preparation and X-ray powder patterns of members of the
NH4(U, Pu)O2(CO3)3(s) solid solution series. Heats of formation of solid compounds
were calculated, but no stability constants measured or estimated.

[83MAY]

After Simakin’s paper in 1977 [77SIM] that established the stoichiometry of the Np(V)
carbonate limiting complex, this is the first reliable work from which the stability of the
soluble carbonate complexes could be calculated. This review used this experimental
work and followed most of the interpretation of the author to select thermodynamic
data.

The solubility of NaNpO2CO3(s) was measured at 8.08< − log10[H+] < 10.99,
and for different partial pressures of CO2(g) in 1.0 M NaClO4. The pH electrode
was properly calibrated in concentration units (− log10[H+] and not pH). The solid
phase, NaNpO2CO3 · 3.5H2O(s), was aged for 8 days, was analysed to establish its
Np(V):CO2−

3 ratio and was characterised from its X-ray diffraction pattern. An attempt
was made to independently vary the hydroxide and free carbonate concentrations. The
formation constants as reported by the author and those recalculated in the present
review are shown in TableA.11.

Table A.11: Results from refitting Maya’s solubility data for Np(V) in carbonate solu-
tions.

[83MAY] Recalculated
values values

log10 Ks,1 −(10.14±0.04) −(10.12±0.35)
log10β1 (4.49±0.06) (4.57±0.35)
log10β2 (7.11±0.07) (7.03±0.24)
log10β3 (8.53±0.09) (8.52±0.41)
log10

∗β1 −(9.12±0.15) −11(a)

log10
∗β2 −23(a)

1.96σ 0.104 0.097
(a) fixed value.

The author also measured log10
∗K1 = (9.55±0.02) and log10

∗K2 = (6.03±0.04)
for protonation of carbonate in the perchlorate medium. There are small differences
between these values and those used in the present review, (9.59± 0.05 and 6.13±
0.05), and in how effects of ionic strength on calibration were handled, however this
was found to have no effect on values of the final calculated formation constants and
solubility product.

In the paper “− log10 QH = (9.12±0.15)” was reported, whereas initial reanalysis
in this review yielded a value of log∗10β1 = −9.47. Furthermore, no significant change
to the other fitted equilibrium constants, or to the value ofχ2, resulted even if a fixed
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value of log ∗
10β1 = −11.5 was used. Therefore, in this review, it is concluded that the

first hydrolysis constant of NpO+2 is not well defined by the data in [83MAY], and it
was not included in the final set of fitted constants.

There are some other minor problems or potential problems with this paper.
The solid NaNpO2CO3·3.5H2O(s) may not have been as well-characterised as
supposed, because several complicated X-ray diffraction patterns of general formula
NaNpO2CO3·xH2O(s) or Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8·xH2O(s) have been published, and
there are indications[81VOL/VIS4] that well crystallised material is difficult to obtain
(X-ray analysis was performed before, and not after, solubility equilibration, and
thus solid phase transformations during the equilibration of the initial solid with the
aqueous solution could not be detected. A similar study with many more experimental
points [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 98VIT/CAP] indicates that this type of phenomenon is
possible, and also that Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) is the thermodynamic stable phase when
[CO2−

3 ] > 0.01 M).

There are too few experimental points to know from statistical error analysis
whether the solubility product law could be verified, and too few experimental points
were presented to perform a proper statistical error analysis. The sensitivity analysis
was based on the fact that solubilities were essentially dependent only on [CO2−

3 ] even
when the carbon dioxide gas partial pressure was varied within the same batches. This
procedure would have been more convincing if details had been given concerning the
calculation of[CO2−

3 ] and [HCO−3 ] from the measured− log10[H+] values. Also,

because the low− log10[H+] values and high[CO2−
3 ] values were strongly correlated,

a proper sensitivity analysis for formation of NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 and NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 was

not possible. Finally, the method is incapable of determining whether the solution
species are polymeric.

But, as stated above, these problems are relatively minor. There is evidence from
later work (e.g., [90RIG]) that Maya’s interpretation was correct. There is very little
other work in this field based on correct experimental procedures, especially with prop-
erly measured pH values.

[83MOR/WIL ]

The enthalpy of reaction of Sr3NpO6(cr) with 1 M HCl and the reaction
cycles from this paper are used to recalculate�fH◦

m(Sr3NpO6, cr, 298.15 K) =
−(3125.8±5.9) kJ·mol−1 using CODATA compatible data based on Busenberg, Plum-
mer and Parker [84BUS/PLU, 89COX/WAG], and this value is accepted in the present
review. The value�fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(858.3± 5.3) kJ·mol−1

used in these calculations is based on an estimated enthalpy of transfer from
water of (2.4±2.4) kJ·mol−1. The enthalpy of formation of Ba3NpO6(cr) is
recalculated to be−(3085.6 ± 9.6) kJ·mol−1 using�fH◦

m(BaCl2, cr, 298.15 K) =
−(855.15 ± 2.5) kJ·mol−1 (see Section13.2.1) and the enthalpy of solution of
BaCl2(cr) in 1.0 M aqueous HCl as determined (1.0109 M) by Cordfunke, Konings
and Ouweltjes [90COR/KON].
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[83NAS/CLE]

This describes the results of a TTA extraction study of Pu(IV) complexation with sul-
phate in 1 M and 2 M H+, but 2 M (ClO4, HSO4) ionic strength, at 10, 25, and 35◦C.
No data were provided to independently estimate errors. The data reduction procedure
uses a more appropriate non-linear (quadratic) regression model to estimate thermo-
dynamic parameters and errors. In our re-evaluation of the results of other authors we
have used this quadratic model. The authors interpret their data to indicate that one
of the ligands is not deprotonated. We have recalculated their results on the basis of
deprotonation of all ligands.�rH◦

m (19.4) = (18.6± 0.6) kJ·mol−1 and�rH◦
m (19.5)

is indistinguishable from 0. The results in [83NAS/CLE2] concerning Pu(IV) recapit-
ulate the results reported here.

[83NAS/CLE2]

The sulphate complexation experiments with Pu(III) involved ion exchange at 2.7, 10,
16.5, and 25◦C in 1 and 2 M H+, but at 2 M ionic strength (ClO4,HSO4). The pre-
dominant isotope was239Pu and the plutonium oxidation state was verified at the end
of each experiment. Example data on which to base error estimates were provided for
the Pu(III) experiments, and 1σ errors were reported for all thermodynamic parameters.
Additional data was provided by Dr. Nash. A different (and probably more appropriate)
statistical approach is used by [83NAS/CLE2] to calculate association quotients than
is used by other authors performing similar experiments. The [83NAS/CLE2] proced-
ure correctly weights the individual distribution measurements over the whole range of
SO2−

4 concentrations. The results of this analysis suggested to the author that PuSO+
4

and PuSO4HSO4(aq) are the principal complexes in strong acids. A reanalysis of the
results of this experiment indicates that the data are also consistent with the formation
of Pu(SO4)

−
2 in lieu of PuSO4HSO4(aq). Our reanalysis gives log10β2(I = 2.2 m)

and usingε = (0.32± 0.20) kg·mol−1, log10β◦2, see TableA.12.

Table A.12: Values of the formation constant of Pu(SO4)
−
2 from the reaction of

Pu3+ with HSO−4 based on a recalculation of the results of Nash and Cleveland
[83NAS/CLE2].

t(◦C) H+(M) I (m) log10β2(I ) log10β◦2
2.7 1 2.2 (0.59± 0.09) (1.70± 0.24)
10.0 1 2.2 (0.51± 0.18) (1.64± 0.29)
16.5 1 2.2 (0.42± 0.22) (1.56± 0.31)
25.0 1 2.2 (0.11± 0.20) (1.28± 0.30)
25.0 2 2.2 (0.25± 0.26) (1.42± 0.39)

On the basis of the first four results atI = 2.2 m (under identical pH conditions),
�rH◦

m (2)= (−33± 16) kJ·mol−1.
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For a discussion of the results on the Pu(IV) sulphate system presented in the same
paper, see the Appendix A discussion of [83NAS/CLE].

[83SCH/GOR]

a) Neptunium

The authors have studied hydrolysis of Np(VI) by the pulse radiolysis transient con-
ductivity technique for solutions with pH values between 2.2 and 6.5. Only the first hy-
drolysis step is considered in their analysis. Both the oxidation of Np(V) to Np(VI) and
the reduction of Np(VI) to Np(V) were considered. The resultant values for log10

∗K
were similar, 5.5 and 5.4, respectively. The high pH results from the reduction exper-
iments may be suspect because the results of Cassolet al. [72CAS/MAG2] suggest
polymer formation becomes important in the 5× 10−4 M Np(VI) solutions between
pH values of 4 and 5. Indeed, in Figure 6 of reference [83SCH/GOR], the curve fit to
the data is poor above pH 4.5.

b) Plutonium

The authors have studied hydrolysis of Pu(VI) by the pulse radiolysis transient con-
ductivity technique. A limited set of experiments for the reduction of Pu(VI) yielded
a value for log∗

10K11 of 6.3. As in the case for the experiments on neptunium, this
assumes no polymer formation below a pH value of 5 for the 5× 10−4 M solution of
PuO2(ClO4)2. This assumption is open to debate (see PartIV, Section17.1.1).

[83WES/SUL]

Spectra were presented for Pu(VI) and Pu(IV) in 1 M NaHCO3 and Pu(V) in 1 M
Na2CO3. For Pu(VI) the spectra in NaHCO3 and Na2CO3 were reported to be identical.
The values for the reduction potentials of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple (0.11 V vs. SCE or
0.352 V vs. SHE) and for the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) and Pu(V)/Pu(III) couples (−1.0 V vs.
SCE or−0.76 V vs. SHE) are in reasonable agreement with other published results
(see the tabulation in [86LIE/KIM]). There is insufficient information about the ex-
perimental details in this short publication to make an accurate assessment of the un-
certainties. For the purposes of the present review the uncertainties are assumed to be
∼0.1 V (2σ ).

[84BLA/MAD ]

Blanc and Madic determined the thermal temperature coefficients(dE/dT )thermof the
NpO2+

2 /NpO+
2 , PuO2+

2 /PuO+2 , Np4+/Np3+ and Pu4+/Pu3+ redox couples. Potential
differences were determined in a cell with two platinum electrodes that had temperature
gradients imposed on them. The values determined for the thermal and isothermal
temperature coefficient of the standard potentials, and for�rS◦ are given in TableA.13.
The variations of the values of∂ E/∂T as a function of ionic strength for the (IV/III)
couples are rather strange (especially for Np, where there may have been problems
maintaining the oxidation state ratio). The thermoelectric powers for the (VI/V)
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Table A.13: Values of temperature coefficients for standard potentials from Blanc and
Madic [84BLA/MAD].

(∂E◦/∂T )therm/ V·K−1 (∂E◦/∂T )isotherm/ V·K−1 �r S◦/ J·K−1·mol−1

Pu4+/Pu3+ ∼ (0.0021± 0.0004) ∼ (0.0019± 0.0004) (183±39)

Np4+/Np3+ ∼ (0.0021± 0.0004) ∼ (0.0019± 0.0004) (183±39)

PuO2+
2 /PuO+2 0.00085 0.00065

NpO2+
2 /NpO+2 0.00043 0.00023

couples at I=1 are approximately +0.2 and +0.6 mV.K−1 for Np and Pu respectively.
Blanc and Madic then claimed values of +0.43 and +0.85 mV.K−1 for I=0. Using
the authors’ equation 5 [59DEB/LIC] leads to values of∂ E◦/∂T of +0.23 and +0.65
mV.K−1 as in the table above. In the present review, because of the cycles used,
a more useful value would be∂ E◦′/∂T (1 M HClO4). Based on the graphs in the
paper, the values of (∂ E◦′/∂T ) might be expected to be approximately 0.0 and +0.4
mV.K−1, respectively, for the Np and Pu couples. These values differ by no more than
0.5 mV.K−1 from those determined from measurements of the potentials at different
temperatures (cf. Figure16.1), but the theoretical basis for the thermoelectric power
values is not as strong. Therefore, the values of Blanc and Madic [84BLA/MAD] are
not used in in this review in determining the selected values of the entropies for the
aqua ions.

[84CHO/RAO]

The authors used a solvent extraction technique to determine the formation constants
of UO2F+ and NpO2F(aq) and a potentiometric method with a fluoride ion selective
electrode to determine the formation constants of UO2F+, NpO2F+ and PuO2F+. All
results refer to the following type of reaction (An=actinide):

AnO+
2 /AnO2+

2 + F− 
 AnO2F(aq)/AnO2F+

The experiments were carried out at 23◦C, at pH= 2.96 and at a constant ionic strength
of 1 M (NaClO4). Apparently, the two independent results of Choppin and Rao for
UO2F+ were missed in the uranium review of the present series [92GRE/FUG]. The
formation constants, log10β1(UO2F+, I = 1 M), were reported by Choppin and Rao
[84CHO/RAO] as (4.52± 0.10) from solvent extraction and (4.70± 0.07) from po-
tentiometry. The first value is fully consistent with the selection of the uranium review
[92GRE/FUG], while the second one is slightly higher. The authors did not men-
tion what value they used for the protonation constant of fluoride, and this could be
the source of a small error, but is insufficient to explain the difference. However,
the results of this study seem to be reliable, and we include the following values in
our selection procedure in PartsIII and IV, Sections9.2.1.3, 9.1.2.4and 18.2.1.4:
log10β1(NpO2F+, I = 1 M) = (4.27± 0.15), log10β1(PuO2F+, I = 1 M) = (4.22±
0.20), and log10β1(NpO2F, aq, I = 1 M) = (1.26± 0.30). We have increased the re-
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ported uncertainties by a factor of 2.5 to 3 to take account of the unknown protonation
constant used for fluoride ion and the fact that small proportions of 1:2 complexes of
actinide(VI) may have been present at higher fluoride concentrations.

[84KAS/JOS]

In this study the potential difference (with respect to the calomel electrode) required to
reduce Np(VI) to Np(V) was recorded as a function of HF(aq) or HSO−

4 concentration.
The study was carried out at 23◦C (“room temperature”) in 0.5 M HClO4 (I = 0.5 M)
(and also in 0.5 M HClO4 + 0.5 M NaClO4 (I = 1 M) for the fluoride complexation
measurements). The authors assumed that no Np(V) complexes were formed in the
course of the experiments. It should be mentioned that precipitation of KClO4(s) might
occur at the liquid junction between the saturated calomel electrode and the HClO4
solution, and that such a precipitation will influence the measured potentials. However,
this systematic error cancels to some extent since no absolute values were used but only
potential changes resulting from different ligand concentrations.

The HF(aq) concentrations used were 2.5 × 10−2 M, 5 × 10−2 M, 0.1 M and
0.15 M, and[Np]t = 5× 10−2 M. In addition, Np concentrations of 3× 10−4 M and
1.2× 10−3 M were used at the two lowest HF(aq) concentrations. The procedure is
satisfactory. The proportion of the proposed 1:2 complex, NpO2F2(aq), reached 18%
at most, and the values reported for∗β2 are thus less certain than those for∗β1. We use
these values in our evaluation in PartIII , Section9.2.1.4, and we assign uncertainties
of ±0.2 in log10

∗β1, and±0.4 in log10
∗β2.

Our recalculated association quotient for formation of NpO2SO4(aq) is based on a
linear least squares model. Given the range of reported experimental errors a non-linear
approach does no better. There is no evidence for the disulphato complex. Recalculated
errors have been increased slightly to account for possible errors in the estimation of
the protonation constant for SO2−

4 .

[84KIM/BER ]

This paper contains a set of solubility data for a solid initially identified as
PuO2(OH)2(s), although the nature of the solid was not determined after the equilibra-
tion period of “several months”. The experiments were done using238PuO2(OH)2(s)
in 0.1 M NaClO4. The isotope238Pu has a half life shorter than that of239Pu by a
factor of approximately 270, and both isotopes decay primarily through the production
of 5 MeV α-particles. Thus, autoradiolysis would be expected to be much greater
for 238Pu than for239Pu. It would be expected the oxidation state of the solution
species, especially for solutions having relatively high238Pu concentrations, would no
longer have been primarily Pu(VI) after the long equilibration period. The authors’
Figure 4 refutes this. Apparently trace quantities of chloride (and hence hypochlorite
[93PAS/KIM]) were present as an impurity in the solutions, and this helped maintain
the plutonium as Pu(VI), at all values of pH, despite the short half-life238Pu isotope
having been used [94KIM]. Rai and Ryan [82RAI/RYA] also reported Pu(VI) as
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the major solution species (along with Pu(IV) polymer) resulting from a mixing
238PuO2(cr) with water for 1266 days.

However, there is a problem with the data analysis. It is not possible to mathem-
atically distinguish contributions of different species having the same total charge.
Thus the ratios of the concentrations of PuO2+

2 to (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 and PuO2OH+ to
(PuO2)x (OH)+2x−1 will remain constant at all values of pH. Kimet al. [84KIM/BER]
proposed six species, and listed six equilibrium constants (including the solubility
product). However, only four independent parameters (related to species having
charges of two, one, zero and minus one) could be produced from their data analysis.

In Lierse and Kim [86LIE/KIM], the same results are shown with log10[Pu]T OT

plotted against the pH value. The sum of the pH value plus the value of− log10[OH−]
in [84KIM/BER] is 14.0, perhaps suggesting the hydroxide concentrations are actually
activities. The later reference indicates values of log10 Ks,0 and log10β1 were fixed in
the data analysis, using average values from the literature. If the reported constants are
used to calculate the solubilities, a line with much less curvature is calculated than is
shown in the diagram of either reference.

(NOTE: This set of comments was discussed with Professor Kim who concurred
[94KIM]; also see [86LIE/KIM].)

Reanalysis of the data (Figure 3 of [84KIM/BER]) by a non-linear least squares
treatment (equally weighted values of log10[Pu]T OT ) leads to the following equations:

log10[∗Ks,0 + 2 ∗β ∗
22K 2

s,0] = (6.915±0.182)

log10[∗β ∗
11Ks,0 + x ∗β(2x−1)x

∗K x
s,0] = (1.337±0.050)

log10[∗β ∗
21Ks,0] =−(8.078±0.11)

log10[∗β ∗
31Ks,0] =−(20.04±0.16)

In writing the equations derived from the reanalysis, PuO2+
2 , PuO2OH+,

PuO2(OH)2(aq), PuO2(OH)−3 and (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 have been considered, as has one
additional singly charged polymeric species (e.g., (PuO2)3(OH)+5 or (PuO2)4(OH)+7 ).
Although the data do not uniquely define the solubility product and hydrolysis
constants for the system, these equations can be used to investigate the bounds on the
values. For example, if∗Ks,0 < 105, ∗β22 > 10−3.4 (i.e., large enough (PuO2)2(OH)2+2
would be a major species even in low pH solutions – this has not been noted in
spectrophotometric and potentiometric studies). Conversely, if∗β22 < 10−5.5, still
a rather large value,∗Ks,0 > 106.0 (Ks,0 ≈ 22), a value lower than all the reported
experimental values with the exception of the value∗Ks,0 > 106.3 derived from the
work of Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM].

[84LIE/KIM ]

This is a report of a differential pulse polarographic study of Pu(IV)/Pu(III),
Pu(III)/Pu(IV), Pu(VI)/Pu(V) and Pu(V)/Pu(III) couples in 1 M sodium carbonate
solutions at 20◦C. Plutonium solutions were prepared electrolytically and oxidation
state speciation was confirmed by spectrophotometry. The values reported (identical
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with those in [86LIE/KIM]) are in reasonable agreement with others. As none of
these reported redox reactions are reversible (the exception is the Pu(VI)/Pu(V)
[86LIE/KIM] but reversibility was not observed in this study), it is impossible to
estimate stability constants of carbonate complexes using these data.

[84MAD/BEG]

This is a Raman spectroscopic study of the hydrolysis of dioxoplutonium(VI).
Bands were tentatively assigned to the hydrolysis species (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 and
(PuO2)4(OH)+7 . The higher hydrolysis species had a spectrum that did not appear
similar to that of the uranium 5:3 species. Using the (room temperature ?) spectra
for 0.1 M Pu(VI) in a 1.0 M ionic strength medium (0.26 M ClO−4 , adjusted with
NaCl), formation constants were calculated for the 2:2 and 7:4 species, although
a value was also calculated assuming the 5:3 species was formed rather than the
(spectroscopically) more reasonable 7:4 species. No evidence for a 1:1 hydrolysis
species was found in these rather concentrated solutions. The nature of the hydrolysis
species at high pH (13.3) was not established.

[84MAY]

The aim of this work was to deduce the speciation of Np(VI) in bicarbonate and car-
bonate aqueous solutions using potential measurements and potentiometric titrations.
The author pointed out, that results obtained from the two different techniques were
not in good agreement.

Maya did not use exactly the same values for the carbonate protonation constants
as selected in the present review. However this does not result in major inconsistencies
when comparisons are made between his results and the results of calculations carried
out by Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP].

a) Measurements of the potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) couple

The author encountered a number of experimental difficulties (precipitation, irrevers-
ible electrode behaviour and lack of reproducible behaviour at the solid electrode)
while measuring the potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) redox couple. A saturated ca-
lomel reference electrode was used; but there was no mention of how the author
estimated the junction potential. Therefore, in the present review, the uncertainties
in the reportedE◦′ values were increased by 30 mV. The potential measured in the
most concentrated [CO2−3 ] solution was constant, and its numerical value is consistent
with the values observed of several other authors only if the uncertainty is increased.
This potential increased with log10 pCO2 by (0.114± 0.019), (0.110± 0.012) and
(0.095± 0.016) mV/ log10 pCO2 units at 55, 27 and 14 mM of total alkalinity, respect-
ively. This corresponds to(1.93±0.16), (1.85±0.21)and(1.60±0.28)CO2 molecules
exchanged with each electron. Slope analysis for potentialversus alkalinity suggests
these data can be interpreted in terms of the following equilibrium in bicarbonate media
(where[HCO−

3 ] ≈ alkalinity is constant in a wide domain for each set of experiments):

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + e− + iCO2(g)+ iH2O(l) 
 NpO2(CO3)

2i−5
3−i + 2iHCO−

3
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wherei is between 1 and 2 (but closer to 2). This is consistent with Np(VI) and Np(V)
chemistry: the complexes of Np(VI) are more stable than those of Np(V). The Np(V)
limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 , should dissociate at higher alkalinities before the

Np(VI) complex.
Maya’s calculations did not take into account the possible formation of

(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG, 98VIT/CAP]. However, the redox measure-

ments were carried out at very low total Np concentrations (approximately 2µM), and
neglecting this polynuclear species should, at worst, result in only a small systematic
error.

In Maya’s original calculations the formation constants for the tri- di- and mono-
carbonato complexes of Np(V) were fixed, (from Maya’s previous work for similar
conditions [83MAY]), and his values are consistent with those selected in the present
review. The model can reasonably predict the experimental data. The main explanation
for the shape of the curve showing the variation of the redox potential, is the dissoci-
ation of the Np(V) limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 , into NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 , NpO2CO−

3
and NpO+2 . The values for the equilibrium constants for the dissociation equilibria
for NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , have a relatively minor effect on the curve fitting. Therefore, one

cannot rely on the results of such curve fitting.
There also are other possible systematic errors:

• The total Np(VI) concentrations are not known with any degree of accuracy.

• The possible formation of other (monomeric) Np(VI) hydrolysis species cannot
be ruled out.

• The best fit to the data shows a systematic error at high carbonate concentration.
This is a classical fitting artefact due to the small number of experimental data in
these experimental conditions. The fitting does not distinguish between random
scatter of the points and systematic deviations.

If the results for the high carbonate solutions are most heavily weighted, the (constant)
formal potentialE◦′

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 /NpO2(CO3)

5−
3

of the reaction

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + e− 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3

is recalculated to be(0.4263 ± 0.044) V/SHE (the unweighted statistical “best fit”
value is(0.445± 0.036) V/SHE). Within the (large) uncertainty, this value agrees with
other values from the literature,(0.4615 ± 0.0035) V/SHE [77SIM] and (0.460±
0.017) V/SHE [95OFF/CAP]. The value of the formation constant of the Np(VI) limit-
ing complex,βVI

3 , is obtained from the shift between the Np(VI)/Np(V) potential meas-
ured here (E◦′

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 /NpO2(CO3)

5−
3

) and its value in 1 M HClO4 (E◦′
NpO2+

2 /NpO+2
=

(1.140± 0.007) V/SHE) [89RIG/ROB]

log10

(
βVI

3 /βV
3 in 1 M NaClO4

)
= (12.06± 0.75)

for

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + NpO+

2 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + NpO2+

2
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and finally using, as above, log10 βV
3 = (8.54± 0.3) [83MAY]

log10

(
βVI

3 in 1 M NaClO4

)
= (20.59± 0.76)

for

3CO2−
3 + NpO2+

2 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3

Fixing the E◦′
NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 /NpO2(CO3)

5−
3

value at (0.4263 ± 0.044) V/SHE instead

of using the value from the best least-squares fit, has a relatively small effect on
the value of log10(β

VI
3 /βV

3 in 1 M NaClO4), but there is more influence on the
values of the second and third(NpO2+

2 /CO2−
3 ) dissociation constants. The value

of log10(β2/β3) = −(4.85± 1.05) is changed to−(5.72± 1.96) and the value of
log10(K2·K3) = −(11.47± 2.14) is changed to−(11.14± 1.97).

Hence,

log10 β1(1 M NaClO4) ≤ (9.46± 2.11)

log10 β2(1 M NaClO4) ≤ (14.87± 2.10)

Theβi values estimated here for Np(VI) are of the same order of magnitude as those of
uranium, log10β1(1 M NaClO4) = (8.44± 0.07), log10β2(1 M NaClO4) = (15.67±
0.13) recalculated using values in [92GRE/FUG]. The value ofβ3 is slightly smaller
for Np(VI) than for U(VI), but the measurements ofβ1 andβ2 are not accurate enough
to demonstrate any differences between the U and Np systems. As already mentioned,
the values ofβi/β3 calculated here (and hence theβi values deduced from them) are
only rough estimates.

b) Potentiometric titrations of Np(VI) in carbonate media

Aqueous HClO4 was added to a Np(VI) carbonate solution in which carbon dioxide
gas, pre-equilibrated with an aqueous solution of the same ionic strength, was bub-
bling through the working solution to maintain a constant value ofpCO2. The ionic
strength was constant (1 M NaClO4), and log10[H+] was measured with a glass elec-
trode that had been calibrated using concentration standards. The author tried different
models (sets of complexes) to interpret his potentiometric data, and using the known
formation constants of some of the simple hydroxide complexes [72CAS/MAG2] as
fixed parameters, gave the corresponding curve-fitting results. It was concluded that
in addition to the known simple hydrolysis products, the limiting complex of Np(VI)
reacted to form NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 and (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 . Formation constants were

calculated for these species. As mentioned by Maya, the curve-fitting results them-
selves, are not sufficient to determine a unique model or set of species. Independent
qualitative chemical information was used to choose an interpretation, and the selected
model was probably not correct for the following reasons:

First, the statistical analysis was not really correct because:

• The values of some fitted parameters were correlated, indicating some of the ex-
perimental parameters had not been varied sufficiently (approximately the same
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total Np(VI) concentration was used for all the measurements, and too narrow a
domain of CO2(g) partial pressure was used).

• Calculations using different models did not result in clear differences in the over-
all least-square sum,

∑
. Therefore, it is not clear (considering only the statistical

results) whether other species exist or not.

Second, as observed by the author, the overall formation constants deduced from
these potentiometric titrations do not agree with those deduced from the equilibrium
potential measurement data. The values for only one of the pairs of stepwise constants,
βi/β3, are consistent.

Third, there are several problems in the selection of species or chemical problems
that could cause small systematic errors.

• According to Maya, the final product of the titrations was NpO2+
2 . The as-

sumption was then made that NpO2(CO3)
2−
2 (aq) is a major intermediate product,

but, surprisingly, not NpO2CO3(aq) which is the intermediate species between
NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 and NpO2+

2 . Reanalyses of the equilibrium potential measure-
ment data, and consideration of behaviour in the analogous uranium system in-
dicate that NpO2CO3(aq) is probably stable over a broader range of conditions
than NpO2(CO3)

2−
2 .

• Maya concluded(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 was not important because slightly poorer

fits to his data were obtained using models that included this species. However,
based on later work, the stability of the species(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 is now well es-

tablished [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG]. The absorption spectrum of(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6

has been clearly detected [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG] in solutions similar to those used
for Maya’s measurements [84MAY].

• It has also been observed [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG] that, in contrast to the beha-
viour of the analogous solid in the U(VI) and Pu(VI) systems, precipitation of
NpO2CO3(s) is quite slow. Recent solubility measurements [98VIT/CAP], sug-
gest that some of Maya’s solutions were probably supersaturated with respect to
Np(VI). This might have introduced systematic deviations in the titration data;
and there are no indications that the solutions were checked for possible precip-
itation or colloid formation [90RIG].

Any attempted reanalysis of the data is open to question because not all the data
were provided in the original publication and because there are some inconsistencies
and obvious typographical errors in the author’s Table 1 (a list of the values used in
the present review are presented in [98VIT/CAP]). Although the author used different
carbon dioxide gas partial pressures, and varied the ratio of hydroxide to carbonate lig-
and, further experiments with higher carbon dioxide gas partial pressures and different
total Np(VI) concentrations would be required to generate data to unequivocally de-
termine the stoichiometries of the important species, and to obtain accurate values for
their formation constants. This is particularly the case for any polymeric mixed-ligand
species.
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The chemical conditions for some of the measurements of the potential of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couple were similar to those of the potentiometric titrations. Never-
theless, the results cannot be plotted on a single curve as a function of [CO2−

3 ]. As the
total concentration of Np(VI) was approximately three orders of magnitude greater in
the titration experiments, the two sets of experiments, taken together, provide evidence
of formation of at least one polymeric Np(VI) complex containing hydroxide anions.
Curve-fitting indicates that none of the known hydroxide Np(VI) complexes can be
identified as the intermediate complex(es). Thus, this work provides the first (and es-
sentially the only) experimental evidence of the formation of (at least) one polymeric
Np(VI)-OH complex that also contains carbonate as a ligand.

The author fitted the overall formation constants,βa,b,x for the equilibriaaNpO2+
2 +

bCO2(g) + (b + x)H2O 
 (NpO2)a(CO3)b(OH)2a−2b−x
x + (2b+ x)H+ which (as

explained above) refer to the free species, NpO2+
2 . This is always a minor species

[98VIT/CAP], and the complexation reactions involving this species are probably not
directly measurable. For this reason the equilibrium constants (β ′a,b,x = βa,b,x/β

a
1,3,0)

for the dissociation of the limiting complexaNpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + (b − 3a)CO2(g) +

(b + x − 3a)H2O
 (NpO2)a(CO3)b(OH)2a−2b−x
x +(2b + x − 6a)H+ should be used.

Graphical analysis [98VIT/CAP] indicates that many possible complexes could
form on hydrolysis of NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 at lower partial pressures of CO2(g). Among oth-

ers, these include the species(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 , (NpO2)3(OH)−7 or (NpO2)3(OH)2−
8

(analogous to species proposed for uranium [92GRE/FUG, 95PAL/NGU]). Curve-
fitting results (many different approaches have been used [98VIT/CAP] in preparing
this section of the present review) lead to similar conclusions if we accept not only the
best fit but also those that are within reasonable confidence limits (±1.96σmin) of the
“best fit” set. The fit proposed by Maya is only one among the many possible that give
quite reasonable results. The values calculated for the formation constants for several
of the more likely species are highly correlated. This review accepts the numbers he
proposed; but only as possible maximum values, and then only for the equilibria cor-
responding toβ ′a,b,x and notβa,b,x (NpO2+

2 was always a minor species). To limit
the discussion, this review considered only the species analogous to those proposed
in the TDB uranium review [92GRE/FUG] or those suggested recently by Palmer and
Nguyen-Trung [95PAL/NGU]).

There is evidence [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG] that for conditions similar to those used by
Maya,(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 , could not be neglected [98VIT/CAP] in the buffering region

during the titrations at the highest carbon dioxide gas partial pressure. A formation
constant for this species is proposed, and incorporated in the other recalculations. For
(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 , the value proposed by the author is marginally consistent with
later work [86GRE/RIG, 90RIG]. By analogy with uranium, Maya’s value for the
formation constant is accepted in the present review with an uncertainty of±1.0 in
log10 K for

2NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 7H+


 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5CO2(g)+ 2H2O(l)

The simple dicarbonato complex, NpO2(CO3)
2−
2 , was undoubtedly only a minor

species in Maya’s solutions, and the formation constant he proposed is clearly an over-
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estimate. In the present review, Maya’s value for the formation constant is also accepted
as a limiting value.

Maximum values for the formation constants of(NpO2)3(OH)−7 and
(NpO2)3CO3(OH)+3 (i.e., (NpO2)3O(OH)2HCO+

3 ) are also proposed. Calcula-
tions show these could well have formed as minor species during Maya’s titrations
[84MAY]. The calculated values are similar to those selected for the uranium ana-
logues [92GRE/FUG], but there is no firm evidence that these species actually exist.
The species(UO2)3(OH)2−

8 was not selected in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG],
but was proposed to explain the results of a recent study [95PAL/NGU]. The
formation of the analogous neptunium species,(NpO2)3(OH)2−

8 , as a minor species
is also not inconsistent with the data from Maya’s titrations, and the maximum value
compatible with Maya’s data has been calculated in the present review. The recently
proposed [95PAL/NGU] species(UO2)3(OH)4−

10 also was not selected in the uranium
review [92GRE/FUG]; however, if a maximum value of the formation constant for
(NpO2)3(OH)4−

10 is estimated based on the value proposed for the uranium species
[95PAL/NGU], calculations indicate that this species would not have been detectable
during Maya’s titrations [84MAY]. A more detailed re-interpretation is given in
[98VIT/CAP].

Table A.14: Table of values and limiting values of formation constants based on re-
assessment of Maya’s potentiometric titration data in 1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution
[84MAY].

Present review Selected [84MAY] Calculated but Uranium analogue
rejected [84MAY] [92GRE/FUG]

log10β′3,6,0 (42.82± 1.06) (42.06± 0.80) (40.41± 0.41)

log10β′2,1,3 (41.75± 1.46) (41.76± 0.94) (39.88± 0.60)

log10β′1,2,0 < (12.47± 0.47) (12.47± 0.35) (10.92± 0.12)

log10β′3,0,7 < 63.33 (62.35± 1.47) (57.5 ± 2.1)

log10β′3,1,3 < 75.42 (75.42± 0.71) (70.59± 0.60)

log10β′3,0,8 < 55.45 (51.29± 0.15)∗

∗ Species not accepted in [92GRE/FUG]; comparison value from [95PAL/NGU]

log10β′3,6,0 3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 6H+ 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)6−6 + 3CO2(g)+ 3H2O

log10β′2,1,3 2NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 7H+ 
 (NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 + 5CO2(g)+ 2H2O

log10β′1,2,0 NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 2H+ 
 NpO2(CO3)2−2 + CO2(g)+ H2O

log10β′3,0,7 3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 11H+ 
 (NpO2)3(OH)−7 + 9CO2(g)+ 2H2O

log10β′3,1,3 3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 13H+ 
 (NpO2)3CO3(OH)+3 + 8CO2(g)+ 5H2O

log10β′3,0,8 3NpO2(CO3)4−3 + 10H+ 
 (NpO2)3(OH)2−8 + 9CO2(g)+ H2O
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[84MUL/GOR]

In the course of this kinetic work, Mulacet al. measured the redox potential of the ac-
tinide(VI)/actinide(V) couple by cyclic voltammetry in Na2CO3 aqueous solution for
An = U, Np and Pu. The actual Na2CO3 concentration was not clearly reported, but it
was probably 0.05 M. There is no indication of the junction potential. For these reas-
ons, this review did not use the data reported in this work. The actinide(VI)/actinide(V)
couple was written as AnO2(CO3)

4−
3 /AnO2(CO3)

5−
3 in this publication, which is cor-

rect in concentrated Na2CO3 aqueous solution; however, in 0.05 M Na2CO3 aqueous
solution the dissociation of the actinide(V) limiting complex should probably not be
neglected. A more detailed re-interpretation is given in [98VIT/CAP].

[84NAS/CLE]

Nash and Cleveland’s primary aim was to explain, with the help of the thermodynam-
ics of fluoride complexation of Pu(IV), a plutonium solubility as high as 10−7 M in
a groundwater of pH= 9.3 that contained 2.7 mM fluoride. Their interest lay also in
checking if temperature variations could have a significant impact on fluoride complex-
ation. They used a solvent extraction technique with the extractant HTTA in benzene at
25◦C. In one experimental set, the ionic strength of the aqueous solution was kept con-
stant atI = 2 M, maintained by HClO4, and the 1:1 and 1:2 formation constants were
determined at 1, 7.5, 15 and 25◦C. In another experimental set the background electro-
lyte was a mixture of 1 M NaClO4 and 1 M HClO4, and the plutonium concentration
was varied by a factor of about three. The experimental procedure is satisfactory. The
authors reported enthalpies of the equilibria

Pu4+ + qHF(aq)
 PuF4−q
q + qH+ (A.60)

for q = 1 and 2, from the determinations between 1 and 25◦C: �rHm(A.60, q =
1, I = 2 M) = −(3.08± 0.32) kJ·mol−1 and�rHm(A.60, q = 2, I = 2 M) =
−(14.4 ± 1.8) kJ·mol−1. The Van’t Hoff plots ([84NAS/CLE], Figure 2) show a
slight scattering of the data, especially for the 1:2 complex. Since the authors as-
signed different uncertainties to each constant, we prefer to use these uncertainties
in a weighted linear regression according to the outline in AppendixC.3. We obtain
�rH◦

m(A.60, q = 1, I = 2 M) = −(3.13± 2.15) kJ·mol−1 and�rH◦
m(A.60, q =

2, I = 2 M) = −(13.4±4.9) kJ·mol−1. These constants are accepted. We assume that
their ionic strength dependence is small, and that they are also valid atI = 0.

The authors corrected the resulting constants toI = 0 by estimating the activity
coefficients. We prefer to use the specific ion interaction equation for this correction,
and we use the constant determined at 25◦C in 2 M H+, as well as the average from
the three determinations in 1 M H+, in our evaluation of log10

∗β◦1(A.60, q = 1) and
log10

∗β◦2(A.60, q = 2). We assign an uncertainty of±0.20 to all values.

[84PER/SAP]

This paper reports solubility boundaries with respect to the Pu(IV) concentration in
aqueous solution and pH. The boundary position, if interpreted with respect to Pu4+ as
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the sole plutonium(IV) solution species (as suggested by the slopes drawn in Figure 1),
indicates log10 K ◦

s,0 = −(53.0± 0.2). The study appears to have been done carefully,
but it is not clear how the expected disproportionation of Pu(IV) was accounted for, nor
was allowance made for the highly probable occurrence of Pu(IV) as PuOH3+ in the
solutions. In estimating the solubility product of Pu(OH)4(am) in the present review,
the data from this paper were not used.

[84RAI]

Amorphous plutonium(IV) hydrous oxide was contacted with acidic nitrate solutions
for 83 days at(22±2)◦C. Care was taken to identify the oxidation states of the solution
species. The electrochemical potentials of the solutions were also determined. Solu-
bilities were measured for pH values from 0.5 to 4.9. Below a pH value of 4, the total
plutonium in solution changed with time in parallel with the potentials, as the predom-
inant solution species were found to be species of Pu(V) and Pu(VI) for pH values
greater than 1. The reasonable values derived for the Pu(V) and Pu(VI) redox couples
make a strong case for this study.

It is not clear why the oxidation potential of the solution is so high (undoubtedly
disproportionation of Pu(IV) is involved, butα-radiolysis might be expected to lead
eventually to a lower average oxidation state). However, formation of Pu(V) and
Pu(VI) from Pu(IV) in HClO4 solutions also has been demonstrated by Capdevila
[92CAP].

The author claims the solubility results are compatible with those of
[80RAI/SER2], but suggests the solubility product of hydrated PuO2(am) could not be
properly determined from the earlier study, as the redox potential was not well poised.

The equilibrium constants in this study were corrected toI = 0 by the author using
the Davies’ equation and a series of hydrolysis and complexation constants from the
literature.

Recalculation using the selected value for the first hydrolysis constant and pKw =
−14.1 at 22◦C [59ROB/STO] for just the data from solutions 202 and 203 results in
log10 Ks,0 = −(57.4± 0.1).

[84REE/DAN]

Rees and Daniel have done a cation exchange study of the Np(V) phosphate system
to be able to account for phosphate complexation in a study of complexes of organic
ligands in the presence of phosphate buffers. The experiments were carried out in a
0.1 M NaClO4 medium, at a constant pH value of 7.5, at 10, 25 and(35± 0.5)◦C.
The total phosphate concentration was varied between 10−3 and 10−2 M. The small
effect of hydrolysis was measured in separate experiments and accounted for in the
calculation of the constants of the phosphate system. Even though at constant pH no
conclusions can be reached about which of the phosphate ions acts as ligand, data
analysis together with the results in [64MOS/PER] suggest that NpO2HPO−4 is the
predominant species in the given experimental conditions.
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For the reaction:

NpO+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO−4 (A.61)

the authors reported log10β1(A.61, 0.1 M NaClO4) = (3.11 ± 0.19) at 10◦C,
(2.36 ± 0.42) at 25◦C and (2.06 ± 0.39) at 35◦C. From the temperature vari-
ation of the complexation constant the authors also reported the thermodynamic
quantities �rHm(A.61, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = −69.9 kJ·mol−1 and
�rSm(A.61, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = −188 J·K−1·mol−1.

There was no information provided about the recalculation of the constants of phos-
phoric acid at the given ionic strength and temperature, and no total phosphate concen-
trations were reported. A recalculation performed in which the total phosphate was
first calculated from the reported HPO−4 concentrations, the pH and the thermody-
namic constants of phosphoric acid resulted in essentially no variation in the values of
the constants for 10 and 25◦C, while at 35◦C no such calculations could be performed.
This is because from the values in the last column of Table 3 of [84REE/DAN], a D0
value that varies between 7.7 and 9.2 has been used at 35◦C, while a constant value of
11.52 was used at the two other temperatures.

A weighted linear regression of lnβ1 vs. 1/T (K−1) for the measurements at 10
and 25◦C, using the auxiliary values for HPO2−4 from Table5.1 of the present re-
view, results in�rHm(A.61, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = −(52± 50) kJ·mol−1 and
�rSm(A.61, 0.1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = −(127± 167) J·K−1·mol−1.

The recalculated value of this complexation constant at 25◦C, log10β(A.61,
0.1 M NaClO4) = (2.42± 0.42) is used in the selection of a final value for the
constant. Extrapolation of the value toI = 0 with the SIT equations and interaction
coefficients in AppendixB (in fact the interaction coefficient term at this low ionic
strength is very small, since alsoε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.25 kg·mol−1, (TableB.3) and

ε
(Na+,HPO2−

4 )
= −0.30 kg·mol−1 (Table B.5) and the interaction coefficient of the

single charged complex is small) results in:

log10β◦(A.61, I = 0, 298.15 K) = (2.86± 0.45)

[84VAR/BEG]

The authors reported quasi-reversible formal potentials for the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) and the
Np(VI)/Np(V) couples in 2 M Na2CO3: 0.11 V and 0.23 Vvs SCE, respectively.

The authors did not make an assessment of uncertainties associated with their meas-
urements (assumed to be±0.01 V in this review). Also, the possibility of systematic er-
rors associated with non-negligible junction potentials was not discussed or evaluated.
The reported values are given no weight in the determination of the stability constants
of neptunium and plutonium carbonate complexes. The experimental work on the nep-
tunium system described in this report was also discussed in a paper [84VAR/HOB].
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[84VAR/HOB]

This work was issued in preliminary form as part of [84VAR/BEG]. A value of the
Np(VI)/Np(V) redox potential in 2 M Na2CO3 aqueous solution is reported. No indic-
ation was given about the calibration of the reference (saturated calomel) electrode and
the junction potential correction. This could explain the observed differences between
their potentials and those from the careful previous work of Simakin [77SIM]. Addition
of NaOH to a solution of the Np(VI) carbonate limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , was

found to lead to reduction of Np(VI) (possibly by water or hydroxide ion) to Np(V).
The Np(V) absorption spectrum in (probably 2 M) Na2CO3 solution showed com-

plexation as was found previously in the work of Billon [81BIL]. The addition of
0.02 to 1.3 M NaOH solutions demonstrated the formation of new complex(es), and
NpO2(OH)−2 should not be stable enough to explain the spectral variations. The form-
ation of mixed hydroxo-carbonate complex(es) [90RIG, 98VIT/CAP] is probable.

The preparation of Np(IV) in carbonate solution, the absorption spectra and the
electrochemical measurements repeated and confirmed previous work [81WES/SUL].
We carried out the same calculations discussed in this appendix for [79FED/PER].

Cyclic voltammetry of Np(V) in 2 M Na2CO3 solution confirmed the previous
[79FED/PER, 81WES/SUL] electrochemical observations. The reduction to Np(IV) is
not reversible and is observed only at−1.7 V (at pH = 12.9), where [79FED/PER]
Np(IV) is quantitatively reduced to Np(III). The reduction peak is shifted toward more
negative values (−1.8 V) at [OH−] = 0.25 M, and its shape changes with a “pre-peak”
at−1.63 V at pH= 10.9. This stabilisation of Np(V) can certainly be explained by the
formation of a mixed OH-CO3 complex of Np(V), for which some spectral evidence is
shown in this publication, and which later was confirmed [90RIG, 98VIT/CAP].

The precipitation of Np(III) is mentioned by the authors; but as is the case for
Am(III), Np(III) is quite soluble in this medium. However, Np(OH)3(s) could precipit-
ate directly on the electrode, where the electrolysis of water can locally produce a high
enough quantity of OH− anion. This type of process is well known for electrodepos-
ition on solid electrodes. This also would explain why the precipitate is re-dissolved
in the bulk solution when the electrolysis is stopped. However, this will not occur (as
the authors suggest it will) in other cases, where Np(OH)4(s) can also precipitate (see
below). The changes in the shape of the electrochemical peaks could be due to some
side chemical reaction such as

Np(III )+ Np(V) −→ 2 Np(IV),

precipitation of Np(IV), and/or formation of an intermediary complex. The authors had
difficulties in electrolysing the neptunium in their solution to Np(IV) and in keeping
it stable in that oxidation state. As explained in the discussion on [79FED/PER] in
this appendix (see also [95VIT]), the instability of the potential can be due to ingress
of carbon dioxide gas into the solution. In addition, the water was also electrolysed
during the preparation. This generated some OH− that also reacted with carbon
dioxide gas. A small increase of [OH−] would be enough to dissociate the carbonate
limiting complex of Np(IV) (into Np(OH)4(aq) or another unidentified Np(IV)
complex containing the hydroxide anion). This would result in the precipitation
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of solid Np(IV) hydroxide. In our opinion, this was clearly a problem during this
work. Only because they did not identify this problem did the authors conclude they
could not confirm the previous work of Wester and Sullivan [81WES/SUL]. No
thermodynamic data can be deduced from these Np(V)/Np(IV) or Np(IV)/Np(III)
studies. No new information on Np(IV) nor Np(III) is revealed in this work.

[84VIT]

This conference paper reports many experimental results (shown on figures), their in-
terpretation (on figures and in tables), and literature comparisons and reinterpretations.
The experimental data were preliminary results. Np(V) was precipitated in NaHCO3
aqueous solution. The solid compound was equilibrated in this aqueous solution at
constant ionic strength (3 M NaClO4) under CO2(g) bubbling. The pH was decreased
and increased, so that Np(V) solubility measurements (over more than 3 orders of mag-
nitude) were obtained from both dissolution and precipitation. The experimental results
were reasonably reproducible, but they were more scattered (±0.4 in log10[Np]TOT)
near the minimum solubility (a fewµM Np(V)), than in more acidic media (±0.2 in
log10[Np]TOT), or than was found later in more basic solutions [86GRE/ROB, 90RIG,
98VIT/CAP].

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the solid was identical to one previously published
[79VOL/VIS2] for a solid prepared by heating at 350◦C and assumed [79VOL/VIS2]
initially to be Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8(s). Two models, one assuming (as a “best” fit to
the data) the solid to be hydrated Na0.72NpO2(CO3)0.86(s), the other assuming it to
be hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s), were equally consistent with the experimental solubility
data. This suggested that at least some of the compounds prepared by Volkov’s group
were simply poorly crystallised 1:1:1 solids, that equilibrium conditions had not been
attained in their experiments, and that there was little evidence for formation of a series
of stable Np(V) solids of varying stoichiometry with equilibria described by

2(x − 1)Na++ NaNpO2CO3(s) 


Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s)+ (1− x)CO2−
3 for (x < 1)

The quantitative results are discussed elsewhere in this appendix (discussions for
[86GRE/ROB, 90RIG]).

[84VOL/KAP ]

This publication is an interesting review paper on the stability of some carbonate and
other actinide solid compounds, but it does not contain any thermodynamic data.

[85BID/TAN]

Liquid-liquid extraction was used to measure the Np(V) carbonate complex formation
constants. The technique used is very interesting, because Np(V) has been used at a
concentration lower than the solubility or spectrophotometric detection limit. However,
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the chemical system is very complicated, and it is not certain that all the necessary cor-
rections can be done properly (from independent experimental measurements). Even
then, mixed complex formation is often not easy to detect. All that can reasonably be
done to avoid the drawbacks of the technique has been done. The pH was controlled
with a buffer (TRIS) that should not have interfered, the extractants (TOMA and TTA)
were involved in some side reactions but these have been taken into account (as much
possible). For these reasons we believe that when no carbonate was added, there was
no evidence of NpO2OH(aq) formation (compared with possible side reactions) up to
pH= 9.2 and log ∗

10K1 � −9.
Although a value for the first hydrolysis constant of NpO+

2 was reported in this
paper, no uncertainty was stated. Using the reported constant, it is calculated that in
the pH range of the experiments a maximum of 20% of the neptunium was present as
NpO2OH(aq) and, for most of the experiments, less than 10% of the neptunium was
present as NpO2OH(aq). On this basis it would appear that the reported hydrolysis
constant has a large inherent uncertainty. The distribution curve for the extraction of
Np(V) into the TOMA/TTA mixture (as shown in Figure 2 of [85BID/TAN]) displays
very little curvature for pH values above 8.4, and does not suggest significant hydrolysis
below a pH value of 9.0. It is concluded in this review that the value of the hydrolysis
constant of NpO+2 is not well defined by the data in [85BID/TAN].

For 0.1 < [CO2−
3 ] < 1 mM, with 0.4 < [CO3]t < 10 mM (in HCO3 medium

where 8.2 < pH < 9.0) the predominant species is NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 , and the proposed

value of its formation constant, log10β2 = (7.06± 0.05), fits the experimental results
very well. However, the reported formation constant for NpO2CO−

3 , log10β1 = 4.13±
0.03, does not seem to fit the results shown in the figures of the publication. A value
of log10β1 = 3.80± 0.36 seems to provide a better fit. Either value leads to an
under-estimation of the stability of NpO2CO−

3 compared to all the other measurements
described in this review. This could be the result of a predominant side reaction in the
system. An extra experiment in 0.1 M NaClO4, 0.1 M NaHCO3 solution also does
not fit well with the other results. Therefore, the value reported for the NpO2CO−

3
formation constant must be rejected. Experiments independently varying the pH and
[CO3]t and pH gave no indication that NpO2(CO3)5−

3 was formed in the solutions used.
A statistical treatment of the data suggested a systematic error, probably the result of
an unidentified chemical problem with the liquid-liquid extraction experiment. For this
reason, data from this publication have been disregarded.

[85CÔM]

This report includes preliminary reports of work discussed elsewhere [84VIT, 85KIM,
86GRE/ROB, 90RIG].

[85EIS/KIM ]

The paper describes a laser-induced photo-acoustic spectrophotometric study of Pu(IV)
in carbonate media. The Pu(IV) stock solution in 1 M Na2CO3 was prepared by the
addition of Pu(III) (generated electrolytically in 1 M HClO4) to the Na2CO3 solution.
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The solutions were allowed to stand for 24 hours and then filtered. The variations in the
spectra with pH (varied by titration with HClO4) were tabulated for 4 wavelengths (425,
444, 470 and 485 nm) over the pH range of 10.6 to 8.80. At pH ≤ 8.8 precipitation
occurred. A statistical test (F-Test) was used to determine that the optimum number of
parameters that should be used to fit all the data points (4 wavelengths, 8 different pH
values) was three. The three species hypothesized were Pu(CO3)

2−
3 , Pu(CO3)

4−
4 and

Pu(CO3)
6−
5 . Note that the stoichiometry of these species was not uniquely determined

by the spectrophotometric experiment. This interpretation is not consistent with that
of Capdevila [92CAP]. The difference may be due to the assignment by the authors
of statistical significance to fairly small variations found in the absorbance spectra. A
qualitative review of the spectra suggests that only two complexes may be necessary to
account for the observations.

[85EWA/GOR]

In this solubility study a limiting neptunium concentration of 10−8.1 M “Np(OH)4” was
measured under reducing conditions over a rather limited pH range (10 to 13). Sodium
dithionite was used to maintain reducing conditions. The use of235Np in carrier237Np
by this group allowed more accurate analysis of the low concentrations of neptunium
than was possible in the work of Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA].

[85FUG]

The enthalpies of reaction of the dineptunates with 1 M HCl from this paper are used
with auxiliary data consistent with the present review (see the discussion in the Ap-
pendix A entries of [92GRE/FUG] for the references labelled as [74OHA/HOE2] and
[74OHA/HOE4] in that volume, including the heats of solution of the alkali metal
chlorides in 1 M HCl from these references) to calculate the enthalpies of formation:

�fH
◦
m(Na2NpO7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2894± 11) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(K2NpO7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2932± 11) kJ·mol−1

�fH
◦
m(Rb2NpO7, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2914± 12) kJ·mol−1

The value for the rubidium salt was considered by the author to be prelim-
inary because the samples contained 2 to 6% Np(V). However, as the result
was based on thirteen measurements (three preparations), the value is accep-
ted in the present review with the author’s large estimated uncertainty. The
value �fH◦

m(NpO2+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(858.3 ± 5.3) kJ·mol−1 used in

these calculations is based on an estimated enthalpy of transfer from water of
(2.4± 2.4) kJ·mol−1.

[85GEN/FUG]

The enthalpies of reaction are used with auxiliary data selected in the present
review (see [92GRE/FUG] and the entries for [82MOR/FUG, 83MOR/WIL] in this
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appendix) to obtain�fH◦
m(Ba2CaNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3159.3± 7.9) kJ·mol−1,

�fH◦
m(Ba2SrNpO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3122.5± 7.8) kJ·mol−1, �fH◦

m (Sr3PuO6, cr,
298.15 K)= −(3042.1±7.9) kJ·mol−1, �fH◦

m(Ba3PuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2997±
10) kJ·mol−1, �fH◦

m(Ba2MgPuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(2995.8 ± 8.8) kJ·mol−1,
�fH◦

m(Ba2CaPuO6, cr, 298.15 K) = −(3067.5 ± 8.9) kJ·mol−1 and �fH◦
m

(Ba2SrPuO6, cr, 298.15 K)= −(3023.3 ± 9.0) kJ·mol−1. The value
�fH◦

m(PuO2+
2 , 1 M HCl, 298.15 K) = −(819.6 ± 7.0) kJ·mol−1 used in

these calculations is based on an estimated enthalpy of transfer from water of
(2.4± 2.4) kJ·mol−1.

[85INO/TOC]

Inoue and Tochiyama studied Np(V) carbonate complexes in 1 M NaClO4 aqueous
solutions, using a liquid-liquid extraction technique similar to that used by Bidoglio,
Tanet and Chatt [85BID/TAN], and interpreted their results in terms of the complexes
NpO2CO−

3 and NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 . They determined formation constants that are not in

accord (within the uncertainties as estimated by the authors) with a previous solubility
study [83MAY] in the same medium. No information was provided as to the procedure
used to calibrate the glass electrode. The 101 data points of Inoue and Tochiyama were
less scattered than the 71 points from [85BID/TAN]. In the present review, Figure 2
of the paper [85INO/TOC] was scanned, and models were curve-fit to redetermine the
formation constants, NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i . In contrast to the results of the reanalysis of

the data of Bidoglio, Tanet and Chatt (see the discussion in this appendix), theoret-
ical log10 D vs. log10[CO−2

3 ] curves fit the experimental data of Inoue and Tochiyama
with no systematic deviations. The results were consistent (within uncertainties) with
those initially proposed by the authors, but with those from Maya’s solubility study
only if larger uncertainties (0.3 to 0.5 in the log10β values) were assumed. However,
the liquid-liquid extraction results [85INO/TOC] were judged less likely to be reliable
because of the possible errors in pH calibration, and these results were not used in the
present review to select thermodynamic data.

[85INO/TOC2]

This paper describes a solvent extraction study at 25◦C using HTTA and phenanthroline
as extractants in methylbutanol or dichloromethane. The ionic strength of the aqueous
phase was maintained atI = 1 M with NaClO4. The239Np isotope was used.

The authors reported formation constants for the following complexes:
NpO2F(aq), NpO2F−2 , NpO2SO−4 , NpO2H2PO4(aq), NpO2(H2PO4)

−
2 , NpO2HPO−4 ,

and NpO2(HPO4)
3−
2 . Although these constants are in fair agreement with those of

other studies, the authors leave some open questions concerning the experimental
conditions: no check was done for the oxidation state of neptunium (Np(V) may have
been reduced to Np(IV) in the organic layer), no indication was given as to whether
equilibrium was reached or could be confirmed. The reagents used are uncommon in
solvent extraction experiments, and the effect of the buffer on the distribution ratio is
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unknown. The measurements are not tabulated in detail. However, error propagation
rules appear to have been used properly.

For the fluoride system, the pH was between 6.6 and 7.6, and the authors used
fluoride concentrations up to[F−]t ≈ 0.25 M. At such high concentrations, they could
observe the formation of a 1:2 complex, NpO2F−2 . We tentatively accept their values,
and assign quite large uncertainties to the reported constants to allow for the missing
information concerning the experimental conditions: log10β1(NpO2F, aq, I = 1 M) =
(1.39± 0.30) and log10β2(NpO2F−2 , I = 1 M) = (2.07± 0.50).

For the sulphato and phosphato complexes, the reported errors are assumed to be
1σ . These results are reported here “as is” (without attempting recalculation), but they
were not used in the determination of “best values” for the formation constants.

In the case of the Np(V)-phosphate system, from the variation of model func-
tions in the pH interval 4.60-7.94, the following species and the corresponding sta-
bility constants were proposed: NpO2H2PO4(aq), NpO2(H2PO4)

−
2 , NpO2HPO−4 , and

NpO2(HPO4)
3−
2 . As the authors recognized, it is difficult to have considerable amounts

of the Np(V) complex with H2PO−4 in solutions having pH values greater than 4.5.
Furthermore, in the case of such weak complexes, it is difficult to estimate the effects
of medium changes during the titration - see the discussion of [64MOS/PER] in this
appendix. As for the HPO2−4 complexes, there is little agreement among different stud-
ies as to the Np(V) speciation at higher pH. Thus, even though negligible amounts of
NpO2(HPO4)

3−
2 are calculated to be present in the conditions of the study of Morgen-

stern and Kim [96MOR/KIM], calculations also indicate that their proposed species,
NpPO2−

4 , would form in large amounts in this study [85INO/TOC2], especially for the
three titrations at pH>7.

[85KIM ]

This report (as for [85CÔM]) includes a summary of work published elsewhere
[85BID/TAN, 90RIG].

[85KRU/RAI ]

These authors measured the solubility of Np(IV) hydrous oxide in the presence of
metallic Fe and Na2S2O4, respectively, to avoid oxidation of Np(IV). The aim of this
study was to check if fluoride concentrations up to 100 ppm (∼ 5× 10−3 M) had any
influence on the Np(IV) solubility, or probably rather if such fluoride concentrations
could increase the neptunium concentration beyond the detection limit. The measured
concentrations of neptunium, with or without addition of fluoride, were all at the detec-
tion limit of the liquid scintillation counter (7.7×10−9 M). The authors suggested that
“fluoride complexes of tetravalent actinides, and Np(IV) in particular, do not meas-
urably increase the solubility of tetravalent actinide solids in near-neutral to alkaline
solutions”. This conclusion cannot be based on the solubility experiments but may
nevertheless be correct as a condition-specific statement, because a concentration as
high as 100 ppm fluoride may not be sufficient to compete effectively with hydroxide
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for Np(IV) complexation at neutral to alkaline pH. However, one must not be misled
to conclude that Np(IV) fluoride complexes are non-existent.

[85LIE/TRE ]

Lierse, Treiber and Kim measured the solubility of NpO2OH(s) as a function of pH
(6.8 < pH < 13) in 1 M NaClO4. There is no indication as to how the glass electrode
was calibrated, although corrections are provided in a later publication from the same
group [92NEC/KIM], but also see the discussion of [91KIM/KLE] in this appendix.
The measurements in neutral to alkaline solutions indicate that, for solutions having
pH values greater than∼11.5, Np(V) exists predominantly in an anionic form. There
is no indication that the solid in equilibrium with the solution was characterised after
equilibration with the solution, nor that the same solid was at equilibrium with the
solutions having different values of pH (again additional information was provided by
Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM]). Nevertheless, the good linearity of
the logarithm (base 10) of the equilibrium neptunium concentration as a function of
pH between pH values of 6.8 and 10.8 (with a slope essentially equal to -1.0) suggests
these measurements are of good quality.

Values of log10 β1 = (2.33± 0.62), log10β2 = −(4.89± 0.05) and log10 Ks,1 =
−(8.81± 0.05) were reported (for a medium of 1.05 m NaClO4). Revised values
(log10β1 = (2.11±0.62), log10β2 = −(4.45±0.18) and log10 Ks,1 = −(8.59±0.07))
were later published [92NEC/KIM] and are used here. The ion product for water in
the medium is calculated as 10−13.80 using the specific ion interaction theory. The
values log∗

10β
◦
1 = −(11.81± 0.62), log ∗

10β
◦
2 = −(23.54± 0.18) and log ∗

10K ◦
s,1 =

(5.33± 0.07) can then be calculated usingε(NpO+2 , ClO−
4 ) = (0.25± 0.05) kg·mol−1,

ε(NpO2(OH)−2 , Na+) = −(0.01± 0.07) kg·mol−1 (estimated).
The increase in Np(V) solubility at pH> 11 is not consistent with the work of

Ewart et al. [86EWA/HOW] (Figure 8.3). This solubility increase was attributed to
NpO2(OH)−2 formation, but this is only one possible interpretation. The authors used
filters with different pore sizes (220 down to 1 nm). Only use of the filter with the
smallest pore size resulted in slightly lower solubilities at 11.5 < pH < 12.5, but not
at 12.5 < pH < 13. As pointed out by the authors, the interpretation of this small
difference is not clear.

There is no way to verify whether the [CO2−
3 ] was low enough (log10[CO2−

3 ] <

−5) to avoid formation of NpO2CO2−
3 or other Np(V)-OH-CO3 anionic complexes.

If there were sufficient carbonate to cause precipitation of NaNpO2CO3(s), and the
formation constants for carbonato complexes in the same medium as determined by
Maya are used, log10[NpO2CO−

3 ] = −5.6, log10[NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 ] = −18.3 + pH,

log10[NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 ] = −32.2 + 2pH and NpO2CO−

3 is the predominant aqueous

neptunium(V) species at 6.0 < pH < 12.8 and NpO2(CO3)3−
2 predominates at 12.8 <

pH < 13.9. NpO2(OH)2(CO3)
5−
2 [91VIT/OLI, 98VIT/CAP] may also form. There-

fore, the formation of an anionic Np(V) hydrolysis species is not proven, and the dis-
crepancy with the work of Ewartet al. remains. Nevertheless, at present, this, with the
work in [92NEC/KIM] is probably the most believable hydrolysis study of Np(V).
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[85RAI/RYA ]

In this paper measurements of the solubility of “neptunium (IV) hydrous oxide” were
reported for the pH range 6 to 14. A strong reducing agent was used: Na2S2O4, Fe or
Zn, “that in general maintained redox potentials close to the boundary at which water
is reduced to produce H2”. In other cases, 10−4.4 to 10−7.5 M solubility was found and
attributed to Np(V) or Np(VI). The measured Np(IV) solubilities were found to be a
little less than 10−8 M: 10−7.7 to 10−8.45 M using liquid scintillationα-counting. The
detection limit for the analytical method for neptunium is claimed to be 10−8.3 M, and
the results indicated the solubility is near to or less than this value. However, the total
solubilities of uranium(IV) and plutonium(IV) species seem to be less than 10−8.3 M
(of the order of 10−9−10−10 M) for conditions in which the IV oxidation state predom-
inates in solution. The lack of experimental details about the pH measurements (which
pH buffers were used for calibration; was the junction potential taken into account; was
it really pH or− log10[H+] ?); are of little importance here.

Table A.15: Calculation of the maximum value of the formation constant of some
complexes of Np(IV), Np(CO3)i (OH)4−2i− j

j , from the [85RAI/RYA] solubility meas-
urements and comparison with the values proposed in the literature (log10βi, j =
log10[Np(IV)] − log10 Ks− i log10[CO2−

3 ] + (4− j) log10[OH−]).
log10βi, j upper limit values log10βi, j values

Np
[85RAI/RYA] this review U(a) Np References for Np

∗ β5 −24.7 −25.5
β1 22.5 30.4
β2 27.9 33.1
β3 33.2 35.8 (37±1.2) [89MOR/PRA]
β4 38.5 38.4 35 (41.1±1.4) [89MOR/PRA]
β5 41.6 40.7 34 [79FED/PER]

E(V/IV)
(36.4±3.1) [79FED/PER]

E(IV/III)
β22 41.9 (45.69±0.44) [90PRA/MOR]
β24 47.8 (53.07±0.44) [90PRA/MOR]
β14 46.5 (53.05±0.02) [71MOS2]

(a) Uranium values from [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI] (there is a minor inconsistency in the val-
ues in the table and text of [95GRE/PUI]).

The authors calculated the maximum values of the formation constants of some
Np(IV) complexes that were not detected in their solubility measurement. They show
convincingly that some published formation constants for the Pu(IV) carbonate com-
plexes PuCO2+3 through Pu(CO3)

6−
5 [58MOS/GEL, 83KIM/LIE], and of the Np(IV)

carbonate complex Np(OH)4CO2−
3 [71MOS2] are much too high to be “believable”.
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This review concurs with these conclusions.
To confirm this, the authors showed that Np(IV) solubility is not increased by the

formation of any new soluble complex when the hydroxyl ion concentration of the
solution is increased so the free carbonate concentration approaches 0.01 M.

To estimate the maximum value of the formation constant,βi, j , of the complex

Np(OH)i (CO3)
4−i−2 j
j , one can assume, that the solubility,S, is approximately

equal to the measured solubility ([Np(OH)4(am)]) of the neptunium solid, and
[Np(OH)i (CO3)

4−i−2 j
j ] / [Np(OH)4(aq)] is less than the relative uncertainty in

S. Using the [85RAI/RYA] value of Ks,0 = −53.5 as in [85RAI/RYA], the
calculations show, that among the Np(IV) complexes proposed in the literature, only
the observations of the formation of Np(CO3)

4−
4 and Np(CO3)

6−
5 are believable.

Other complexes may, of course, exist under limited conditions that have not been
thoroughly investigated experimentally.

[85SAN/MUR]

The data for adsorption of plutonium on goethite provided the basis for a computational
thermodynamic model that described the interaction of plutonium with an oxide sur-
face and with dissolved ligands. The data for the adsorption of plutonium on goethite,
as a function of total alkalinity from 10 to 1000 meq/l at pH= 8.6± 0.1 and 20◦C,
was treated using a two parameter model that included an intrinsic adsorption constant
in addition to a value of log10β for one of the possible complexes (27.2,−7.1 and
+1.4 for the species PuCO2+3 , Pu(OH)4CO2−

3 and Pu(OH)3CO−
3 , respectively). Given

the presumably negative charge on freshly precipitated goethite at pH= 8.6, PuCO2+
3

would appear to be the most likely species in solution and to adsorb on the goethite
surface. The estimate of log10β for this species might be taken as a reasonable up-
per bound. The results, however, are too dependent on the adsorption model used in
the study. The ionic strength was not held constant in these experiments, and there
was no direct verification of the plutonium oxidation state. No useful thermodynamic
information can be inferred from this data set.

[85SAW/CHA]

Sawantet al. investigated the formation of fluoride complexes of U(VI), Np(VI) and
Pu(VI) by titrating moderately acidic solutions of these metals with fluoride solution at
I = 0.1 M and 1 M (NaClO4) and at a temperature of(21±1)◦C (“room temperature”).
The free fluoride concentration was measured with a fluoride-selective electrode, and
appropriate corrections for the liquid junction potential were made by computing [H+]
at each titration point for the Np(VI) and Pu(VI) systems. The measurements for the
U(VI) system were discussed in [92GRE/FUG].

In the case of Np(VI), the results seem to be reliable, and we use the reported con-
stants for the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes in our evaluations. Since the authors did not report
any uncertainties, we estimate them to be equal to those in the study of Choppin and
Rao [84CHO/RAO] who used the same method (±0.15 in the logarithmic constants).
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The Pu(VI) results on the formation of the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes are also used in
our selection procedure, and we assign the same uncertainties as above (±0.15 in the
logarithmic constants).

[85SAW/RIZ]

The authors used a potentiometric method with a fluoride ion selective electrode to
determine the formation constant of NpO2F(aq) at room temperature (21◦C) and at
ionic strengths of 0.1 M and 1 M (NaClO4).

NpO+
2 + F− 
 NpO2F(aq) (A.62)

The constant was determined by titrating the Np(V) solution in HClO4 with a NaF
solution and by measuring the free fluoride concentration at each titration step. This is,
in principle, a reliable and precise method. The pH was between 2.4 and 3.0, as can be
calculated with the information about[H]t in Table 2 of [85SAW/RIZ].

The authors carried out a blank titration in the absence of neptunium(V). For each
titration point they calculated the quantity of fluoride bound to Np(V) from the differ-
ence in free fluoride measured in the blank and in the real titration. In this way, Sawant
et al. [85SAW/RIZ] eliminated uncertainties in the calibration of the electrode, in the
liquid junction potential, and in minor side reactions such as the formation of HF(aq)
and HF−2 . On the other hand, the two measured quantities of free fluoride differed by
only 3 to 12% throughout the titrations, and the resulting values of fluoride bound to
Np(V) are thus affected with a relative error roughly 10 to 40 times larger than that of
the measured quantities. The authors also made an independent check (“Method B”) to
quantify these side effects by replacing the blank titration by commonly used paramet-
ers for the liquid junction potential (calculated based on the [H+] difference on each
side of the junction) and the stabilities of HF(aq) and HF−

2 (which the authors determ-
ined separately). They obtained log10β1(A.62, I = 0.1 M) = 1.76 with Method B,
compared to the more reliable value of log10β1((A.62, I = 0.1 M) = 1.51 by using a
blank titration. The evaluation of the measurements atI = 1 M shows a slight trend
with increasing fluoride concentration.

This is a careful investigation, in which the authors tried to eliminate as many un-
certainties and errors as possible. Yet one important parameter was not given sufficient
attention: the complexation degree,n̄, which represents the average number of fluor-
ides bonded to NpO+2 . In the present one-complex system,n̄ represents the fraction of
NpO+

2 that has reacted to form NpO2F(aq):

n̄= [NpO2F(aq)]
[Np]t = [F]t − [F−] − [HF(aq)] − 2[HF−2 ]

[Np]t
A speciation calculation to simulate the experiments of this study reveals that the frac-
tion of Np(V), or fluoride, that reacted to form NpO2F(aq), was as follows: Method
A (with blank titration), n̄ = 0.0012 to 0.068 forI = 0.1 M, and n̄ = 0.0006 to
0.0062 forI = 1 M; Method B, n̄ = 0.0014 to 0.019 (here the authors listed then̄
values they obtained, ranging from̄n = 0.0045 to 0.1025, which is an overestimate
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according to our calculations). It is certainly correct to interpret the potential differ-
ence, measured with Method A in the presence and absence of Np(V), in terms of
the formation of NpO2F(aq). However, the reliability of the resulting constants can-
not be high. These values can only be given a small weight in the selection proced-
ure of the present review. We use log10β1(A.62, I = 0.1 M) = (1.51± 0.50) and
log10β1(A.62, I = 1 M) = (1.15± 0.80).

[85SCH/FRI]

This work reports the results of calorimetric titrations of uranium(VI) and neptu-
nium(VI) in aqueous Na2SO4 solutions with Na2CO3 and (for uranium(VI)) NaHCO3
aqueous solutions at 25◦C. The uranium experiments were done atI = 1.6 M using
samples containing 50µmoles of U(VI), and similar conditions were used for the
neptunium experiments. The uranium part of this work has already been discussed in
the NEA uranium review [92GRE/FUG], and the same reinterpretation is used in the
present review.

The authors [85SCH/FRI] reported enthalpy changes for

UO2+
2 + 2CO2−

3 
 UO2(CO3)
2−
2

and for M = U and Np

MO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 MO2(CO3)
4−
3

Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] concluded that the technical quality of the enthalpy data
seem to be satisfactory, but they found that the two main reactions taking place under
the conditions of experiment are

UO2SO4(aq)+ 2CO2−
3 


1

3
(UO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 + SO2−

4

UO2SO4(aq)+ 3CO2−
3 
 UO2(CO3)

4−
3 + SO2−

4

.

The authors gave a value of the enthalpy of the reaction

�rHm(I = 0.3 to 1.6 M Na2SO4) = −(50± 2) kJ·mol−1

A re-evaluation of the three experimental determinations at high excess CO2−
3 concen-

trations yields a more realistic estimate of�rHm= −(50.1± 12.2) kJ·mol−1.
Assuming that NpO2SO4(aq) is the only species initially present in the calorimeter,

�rHm(10.1) = −(16.7± 0.5) kJ·mol−1 can be used to estimate�rHmfor the reaction

NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 (A.63)

�rHm(A.63) = −(33.4± 12.2) kJ·mol−1

consistent with the subsequent determinations made by Ullman and Schreiner
[88ULL/SCH] using the same calorimeter.
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[85THO/NAS]

This work reports kinetic data, mostly for uranium(VI) complexation. Neptunium(VI)
species analogous to the transient U(VI) species are proposed. No values from this
paper are used in the present review.

[86BRU/GRE]

The effective value of log10 Ks,0, Pu(OH)3(cr), coprecipitated with UO2(s), is reported
to be 2.4 atI = 0.5 M NaClO4, 298 K i.e., many orders of magnitude lower than
in the pure solid. The oxidation state of the precipitated plutonium does not appear
to have been confirmed. The precipitating major phase was not well defined, nor was
long-term equilibrium established.

[86EWA/HOW]

The solubilities reported for NpO2OH(s) fall off strongly with increasing pH above
values of 11, although at low values of pH the results are in accord with those reported
elsewhere, [71MOS3, 76SEV/KHA, 78MUS, 85LIE/TRE]. One possible explanation
might be the coprecipitation of the neptunium with Ca-containing basic solids (the
Ca2+ concentration in the solutions was relatively high at 0.01 M). Another possibility
might be disproportionation of Np(V) in the solid phase. No analysis of the final solid
was reported. The authors suggested that soluble hydroxo-Np(V) complexes did not
form for kinetic reasons, but this behaviour usually occurs only for polynuclear sol-
uble complexes, and is unlikely in these dilute solutions of dioxoneptunium(V). The
temperature was also not reported (but has been assumed to be 25◦C in the present
review).

The solubility of the ill-defined Pu(IV) solid (probably Pu(OH)4(am)) ranges from
10−9.5 to 10−10.5 M for pH values between 9 and 13. The oxidation state of the solu-
tion species apparently was not checked, and the stable oxidation state may be Pu(V)
[94NEU/HOF]. The solution concentrations near a pH value of 8 are similar to those
reported by Rai and Ryan [82RAI/RYA] for “ 239PuO2·xH2O(s)”. There are few results
for pH values below 9, and the numerical results were not used in the present review al-
though they appear compatible with those from other studies. More information about
the study was provided in a later paper [92EWA/SMI].

[86GRE/RIG]

Dissociation of the limiting carbonato complexes of Np(VI) and Pu(VI), MO2(CO3)
4−
3 ,

in 3 M NaClO4 was studied in aqueous solution att = (22± 1)◦C, using a spectro-
photometric technique and a potentiometric technique using a glass electrode with zero
junction potential (correctly calibrated in concentration units− log10[H+]). The aim
of this work was mainly to show that U(VI), Np(VI) and Pu(VI) form trinuclear com-
plexes in concentrated bicarbonate media, and this was effectively demonstrated. The
original experimental data have since been published [90RIG, 98VIT/CAP].
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From isobestic points and quantitative graphical interpretation the authors con-
cluded that two species are sufficient for interpretation of the data. For constant total
metal concentration, the measured molar absorbency was plotted on a single curve as
a function of the free carbonate ion concentration, regardless of the carbon dioxide
gas partial pressure (0.1 < pCO2 < 1 atm.). For NpO2+2 the authors [86GRE/RIG]
then concluded that the major dissociated complex contained only CO2−

3 ligand. The
stability of the dissociated complex increased with the total metal concentration. This
is direct experimental evidence that a polynuclear complex was formed (and that the
interpretation proposed earlier by Maya [84MAY] was incorrect).

The results were confirmed by sensitivity analysis performed by the authors
[86GRE/RIG]. The stoichiometry of the dissociated complex can readily be determ-
ined using straight forward slope analysis. This graphical interpretation was used for
neptunium by Riglet [90RIG]. Sensitivity analysis performed in this [86GRE/RIG]
publication showed that the dissociation equilibrium is

3MO2(CO3)
4−
3 
 (MO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 + 3CO2−

3

for M = Np or Pu. The experimental data (log10[CO2−
3 ], log10 (molar absorbency))

were graphically compared with theoretical curves calculated for constant total metal
concentration, assuming that there was only one major soluble dissociated complex
with different possible stoichiometries. This method allowed the determination of the
formation constant of the above equilibrium. In the same way for M = Np or Pu

2UO2(CO3)
4−
3 +MO2(CO3)

4−
3 
 (UO2)2MO2(CO3)

6−
6 + 3CO2−

3

mixed equilibria were studied under the same conditions using the same experimental
procedure. The corresponding equilibrium constants were determined by using the
same graphical method. The results were accepted previously in the uranium volume
in this series of reviews [92GRE/FUG], and were re-evaluated and extrapolated to
standard state conditions by Grentheet al. [95GRE/PUI]. This review accepts the
stability constants and uncertainties for the mixed complexes as assigned by Grenthe
et al. [95GRE/PUI]. However, a revised calculation is done to extrapolate the value
of the stability constant for the mixed uranium-neptunium complex toI = 0 (cf. Sec-
tion 12.1.2.3).

[86GRE/ROB]

a) Neptunium

This is a preliminary publication of the data in [90RIG]. There is no experimental detail
in this work, which is discussed in this appendix with [90RIG]. Qualitatively, this
experimental work clearly shows that for Np(V) in carbonate or bicarbonate media,
0.1 < pCO2 < 1 atm, the only ligand in the major solution species is carbonate.
The limiting complex NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 is stable only at high ionic strength. The solid,

NaNpO2CO3(s), is not well crystallised when precipitated from solutions having low
carbonate concentrations (log10[CO2−

3 ] < −3.5), but it is stable and well crystallised
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when precipitated from oversaturated solutions (0.1 mM < [CO2−
3 ] < 1 mM) where

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid precipitates slowly.
This publication also contains further experimental details related to some of

the data for Np(VI) complexation as published by Grenthe, Riglet and Vitorge
[86GRE/RIG]. In addition, lattice parameters of the compounds PuO2CO3(cr) and
NpO2CO3(cr) are reported. These solids have the same structure as rutherfordine,
UO2CO3(cr). The lattice parameters reported for NpO2CO3(cr) are reasonably
consistent with those published by Thevenin, Jove and Madic [86THE/JOV] (both
X-ray diffraction studies were done using the same apparatus in the same laboratory,
but the samples were prepared independently).

b) Plutonium

The paper summarises a variety of carbonate complexation experiments, only two of
which concern Pu(VI); (1) the stability of(PuO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 and (2) the existence and

stability of (PuO2)2UO2(CO3)
6−
6 . The experimental procedures and results are more

completely described in [86GRE/RIG].

[86LIE/KIM ]

This report contains much of the experimental and calculation detail that was omitted
from the papers published by this group. In particular, it clarifies two points with
respect to the Pu(VI) hydrolysis study by Kimet al. [84KIM/BER].

First, it indicates that in the data analysis log10 Ks,0 was fixed with a value of−23.0,
and that a fixed value of log10 β1 = −8.3 was also selected. These values were based
on best estimates from the literature, and were not determined experimentally in any
other way. The other four constants,β2,2, β2,1, β5,3 andβ3,1 were then derived from
the solubility data.

Second, it suggests the radiolysis from the238Pu may have resulted in reactions
with the plastic container. The net result of these reactions that may have led to the
plutonium remaining in the+6 oxidation state over the long equilibration period.

The value of log10β3,1 = 10± 2.1 for the formation of the PuO2(CO3)
5−
3 was cal-

culated using the Gibbs energy changes calculated from the standard potential of the
Pu(V)/Pu(VI) couple, the Gibbs energy of formation of PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 , and the revers-

ible formal potential of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) couple in 1 M sodium carbonate solution.
The temperature was probably∼20◦C. A recalculation of this value, and extrapolation
to zero ionic strength using the same SIT parameters as in [92CAP] results in a value
of log10β◦3 = 4.2± 0.9.

The results of a series of long-term (up to 650 days) studies on the solubility of
PuO2(s) were rationalized in terms of the sequential formation of the mono- through
the pentacarbonato complexes of Pu(IV). The oxidation state was not verified in the
course of this study, and the identity and stability of Pu(IV) hydrolysis products were
taken as given from another study in this report. The tabulated values are those for
0.3 and 1 M NaHCO3/Na2CO3 solutions at 25◦C. The interpretation of these solubil-
ity studies was complicated by the effects of radiolysis on the solution and solid that
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may have generated oxidizing/reducing radicals. The experimental protocol addressed
the self-evident problems in this type of experiment in a satisfactory fashion. The
tabulated experimental data for carbonate, hydroxide and plutonium concentrations in
solution are provided and could be used for developing alternative models. We can not
recommend the calculated values for the stability constants from this contribution. A
qualitative consideration of the solubility data at high CO2−

3 concentrations, however,
clearly supports the existence of tricarbonato or higher complexes.

The molar absorptivity at 486 nm for Pu(IV) in 1 M Na2CO3 (pH = 10.60) and
1 M NaHCO3 (pH = 8.17) was found to be identical. This result is at odds with the
observations of Capdevila [92CAP, 96CAP/VIT], which indicated that two different
species with different molar absorptivities should exist in these contrasting solutions.
We cannot resolve this discrepancy.

[86MAH/SAW]

See comments under Sawantet al. [93SAW/MAH].

[86PRY/REE]

The solubility of some actinides was measured in “simulated pore water [...] prepared
by equilibrating demineralised water with crushed concrete for several months. [...]
The pH was varied by addition of sodium hydroxide or hydrochloric acid.” According
to the chemical analysis of the water at pH 12, [CO2−

3 ] was 30µM. This value might be
too high for a water equilibrated with cement [91VIT/TRA]. The results are in general
agreement with those from a previous study [85RAI/RYA], but the measured solubility
was found to be constant to a higher pH, and in this study [CO2−

3 ] was lower. Therefore,
we have not used this work to estimate maximum values for formation constants of
Np(IV) carbonate complexes (see the discussion for [85RAI/RYA] in this appendix).

If the measured Np(IV) solubility values are really above the detection limit,
Np(IV) and Pu(IV) behave slightly differently – the Pu(IV) solubility is smaller and it
increases at pH 13.

[86ULL/SCH]

This is a study of the reaction of NpO2(ClO4)2 with Na2SO4 by titration calorimetry.
The ion-interaction model (PHREEQE [80PAR/THO], as discussed in AppendixA of
this review) was used as part of the data reduction to compensate for variation inI
during the course of the experiment. The ion-interaction model gives an apparent�ε

of −(0.28± 0.01) kg·mol−1 and−(0.02± 0.01) kg·mol−1 for the two reported com-
plexes. The former value is in good agreement with the reported value for the mono-
sulphatodioxouranium(VI)complex (�ε = −(0.34±0.07)kg·mol−1, [92GRE/FUG]).
Comparison of the reported association quotients and enthalpies of reaction for UO2+

2
and those selected in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG] suggest the method and the
model extrapolation used are reliable.
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[86WEI/HEL ]

The results and discussion essentially duplicate those in [83HEL].

[87BEN/HOF]

This is a UV-spectroscopic study, with no real data useful for estimating the first hy-
drolysis constant of PuO+2 .

[87DEL]

Solubility data were presented for the identification of PuO2(OH)4(CO3)
7−
2 along with

a reported value for the equilibrium constant log10 K = (1.13± 0.20). Data were
collected at room temperature (18- 24◦C) with an equilibration period of 153 days. The
solutions were 3-5 molal NaOH and 0.25 to 1 molal Na2CO3. Plutonium was added to
these mixtures as Pu(IV) nitrate, and the concentration of plutonium in the supernatant
was determined by scintillation counting. Observations made on other systems with
comparable high sodium hydroxide concentrations had identified Pu(V) in the alkaline
supernatants. There is an apparent ambiguity in this identification as Pu(VI) was also
identified in acidified samples. The author has chosen to write the equilibrium as the
addition of two carbonate ions to PuO2(OH)3−

4 , the predominant hydrolysis species
reported to be found in the study. The solid phase apparently changed with time. The
value for the association constant and species identification are not considered to be
reliable.

[87FUK/SIE]

This is a solvent extraction study of Pu(III) nitrate complexation performed at(25±
0.1)◦C with aqueous solutions 2 M in NH4NO3, and using Adogen 464 (trialkyl /C8-
C10/ methylammonium nitrate) 20% in xylene as extractant. During the equilibration
HNO3 was added to the aqueous phase to obtain a pH value of 3.3. The reaction studied
was [83SOK/SIE]:

Pu(NO3)
2−
5 (aq)+ 2 ANO3,org 
 A2Pu(NO3)5,org+ 2 NO−

3 (aq) (A.64)

where ANO3 is the Adogen nitrate monomer. Then the distribution coefficient is:

D =
K◦

5·β◦5·[NO−
3 ]3aq·[ANO3]2org·fPu3+,aq·f 3

NO−
3 ,aq

·f 2
ANO3,org·f−1

cpx,org

1+∑N
i=1 βi·[NO−

3 ]iaq·fPu3+,aq·f i
NO−

3 ,aq
·f−1

cpxi,aq

The distribution coefficients for plutonium were compared to those for several
lanthanides measured using the same method. The authors assumed that activity coeffi-
cients in the aqueous and organic phases and also complexation in the different aqueous
phases were identical, so only the ratio of the products of the constantsK ◦

5β◦5 from
the above expression remains in the ratio of the distribution coefficients. From this,
differences in the standard Gibbs energy of extraction for a couple of metals were
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deduced. Furthermore,K ◦
5 was assumed constant for all metals, thus the ratio of dis-

tribution coefficients was assumed equal to the ratio of theβ◦5 constants. Hence, only
the relative (apparent) atomic number of Pu3+ has been calculated from the stability of
Pu(NO3)

2−
5 . This is defined as:

ZPu(III )/G/ = zLn + �G◦
Ln′ −�G◦

Pu

�G◦
Ln′ −�G◦

Ln′′

The only result in this work is that the value for this quantity for Pu(III) is 58.9, and
�G◦ for the pentanitrate complex is approximately 2.5 kJ·mol−1 higher than that for
La, and almost equal to the analogous quantity for Pr. No value for the formation
constant of the plutonium complex is reported, and the results from this study cannot
be used further in this review.

[87NIT]

Results obtained in an experimental study of the solubility of Np, Pu, and Am in solu-
tions of 120 ppm total carbonate were compared to calculated values. The values of the
parameters used in the calculations are not given. As mixtures of oxidation states were
present in the Pu experiments, useful thermodynamic solubilities cannot be determined.

[87RAI/SWA]

In this paper a value of log10
∗K s,0(A.65)= 1.5 for NpO2·xH2O(am) was reported,

based on the concentration of Np(IV) over NpO2·xH2O(am) in the presence of
Cu(I)/Cu(II) as a redox buffer. Also, a value of log10

∗K s,0(A.65) = 2.7 was reported,
based on the equilibrium concentration of NpO+

2 over NpO2·xH2O(am) in the same
solutions (Reaction (A.66)).

NpO2(am, hyd)+ 4H+

 Np4+ + 2H2O(l) (A.65)

NpO2(am, hyd) 
 NpO+
2 + e− (A.66)

Apparently the difference in these two numbers could be reconciled if the potential for
the reaction:

NpO+
2 + e− + 4 H+


 Np4+ + 2 H2O(l))

differs by 0.07 V from the estimate used in the IAEA compilation [76FUG/OET] for
the potential of the reduction reaction. Indeed, in the present review, the value of the
selected potential (0.604 V) is somewhat lower (by 0.04 V). From this potential and the
average value of log10 K (A.66) = −(8.10± 0.12), the logarithm of the equilibrium
constant for the reaction when corrected toI = 0 is log10

∗K s,0(A.65) = 2.05.
However, the extent of hydrolysis is likely to be considerably greater

than estimated by Rai, Swanson and Ryan [87RAI/SWA]. Use of the value
log10

∗K 1 = −(0.29± 1.00) selected in the present review for the first hydrolysis
constant for Np4+ results in log10

∗K s,0(A.65) = 1.01 from the Np(IV) concentrations.
In the present review the average value of log10

∗K s,0(A.65) = (1.53 ± 1.0) is used,
where the uncertainty is an estimate.
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[87RIG/VIT ]

The authors determined the polarographic half-wave potentials of the UO2+
2 /UO+

2
couple in NaClO4 as a function of ionic strength (I = 3, 2, 1, 0.5 M). Us-
ing a cell arrangement that eliminated liquid junction potentials, they derived
E◦ = (0.089± 0.002) V using an SIT extrapolation. The authors also determined
the formal potential in 1 M HClO4 as E◦′ = (0.065± 0.0002) V and calculated
E◦ − E◦′ = (0.024 ± 0.004) V. They recommended a correction of 0.024 V
to the formal potentials in 1 M HClO4 of all actinide couples MO2+2 /MO+

2 to
derive their standard potentialsE◦. This is in contradiction to the results of Brand
and Cobble [70BRA/COB] who studied the NpO2+2 /NpO+

2 system and derived
E◦ = (1.236±0.010) V. By comparing this value to theE◦′ = (1.13638±0.00016)V
of Sullivan et al. [61SUL/HIN], Brand and Cobble recommended the potential
difference of 0.1 V to be applied to all MO2+2 /MO+

2 formal potentials to derive the
standard potentials. Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe noted that Brand and Cobble used the
mean activities of pure solutions of NpO2(ClO4)2, NpO2ClO4, and HClO4 instead
of the activities for the mixture in their Debye-Hückel extrapolation. Therefore, the
authors reinterpreted Brand and Cobble’s data using the SIT expression

E

A
+ 2D(I )− log10

[NpO2+
2 ]

[NpO+
2 ][H+] = �ε·mClO−

4

with

�ε =
(
ε
(NpO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )
− ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) − ε(H+,ClO−
4 )

)

D = 0.5091
√

Im

1+ 1.5
√

Im

and

A = 0.05916 V

This review has also recalculated Cobble’s data using a Debye-Hückel constant of
0.5091 instead of the 0.5107 used by Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe. This however, does
not change the standard potential significantly. The parameter values and the results
are given in TableA.16.

To calculateσE/A an uncertainty of 0.001 V was assumed. An unweighted linear re-
gression resulted inE◦ = (1.158±0.008)V and in�ε = (0.9412±0.9642)kg·mol−1.
As one of the authors pointed out in her thesis [90RIG], the large error in�ε is likely
due to the insensitivity of the ion interaction coefficients in solutions of rather low
ionic strengths(0.03 ≤ I ≤ 0.1 m). Therefore, Riglet, Vitorge and Grenthe used a
more meaningful�ε = 0.04 kg·mol−1, derived from their UO2+2 /UO+

2 studies con-
ducted over a range of ionic strengths from 0.5 to 3.5 m, to fit the experimental results
of Brand and Cobble. The fit resulted inE◦ = (1.161± 0.008) V. Although this re-
view accepts this approach, the neptunium measurements over a wide range of ionic
strengths later published from the same laboratory [89RIG/ROB] are preferred.
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Table A.16: Results of recalculations of the data of Brand and Cobble [70BRA/COB].

mClO−
4

E
A(a) σE/A(a)

0.09100 19.66543 0.017
0.07156 19.63967 0.017
0.05709 19.56283 0.017
0.05688 19.65371 0.017
0.04192 19.56990 0.017
0.03411 19.64494 0.017

E◦
A(a) =(19.5674± 0.0595); �ε = (0.9412± 0.9642) kg·mol−1

(a) A = 0.05916 V

[87ROB/VIT]

This paper reports on the results of a solubility study of PuO2CO3(s) in carbonate solu-
tions at I= 3 M and t = (20± 1)◦C. Values for log10β1, log10 β2 and log10β3 are
reported as(8.6± 0.3), (13.6± 0.7) and(18.2± 0.4), respectively, atI = 3 M and
9.2, 14.3, and 17.4, respectively, atI = 0 (extrapolated using the specific ion inter-
action method as described in AppendixB.). All of these values appear reasonable.
Experiments were reversed and the composition of the solid phase monitored during
each experiment. The dicarbonato trimer is described as a metastable (“oversaturated”)
form of the dicarbonatodioxoplutonium(VI) monomer. Data was taken from the figure
in this reference to estimate the pH range of these experiments. One of the co-authors
has pointed out to the reviewer that the measured minimum solubility might actually
have been the detection limit. If so, the value forβ1 in this paper may have been
overestimated.

[87RÖS/MIL]

Röschet al. measured the mobilities of neptunium(V) species under the influence
of a constant electric field gradient. Their measurements in neutral to alkaline solu-
tions confirmed that for solutions having pH values greater than∼11.5, Np(V) ex-
ists predominantly in an anionic form. Values of log∗10β1 = −(10.45± 0.25) and
log ∗

10β2 = −(21.95±0.35) were reported (for a medium of 0.101 M NaClO4). Correc-
tion of these values to I= 0 using the specific-ion interaction theory (ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) =
(0.25± 0.05) kg·mol−1, ε(NpO2(OH)−2 ,Na+) = −(0.01± 0.07) kg·mol−1 (estimated))

results in log∗10β
◦
1 = −(10.46± 0.25) and log ∗

10β
◦
2 = −(22.17± 0.35). However, the

reported constants are probably mixed constants. They are identical to those reported in
[90RÖS/HUN] (and probably from the same experiments). If the pH values, assumed
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to be properly measured hydrogen ion activities, were incorporated by the authors to
obtain mixed constants, log∗10β

◦
1 = −(10.4±0.4) and log ∗

10β
◦
2 = −(22.0±0.5), where

the increased uncertainties have been estimated in the present review, in part to reflect
the difficulties in estimating the activity coefficients of the neptunium species.

In the absence of other evidence confirming its existence, the proposed species
NpO+

2 ·H3O+ is not credited in the present review. Although complexes of cations
with NpO+

2 exist, this particular species, for which the authors propose a formation
constant of 104, is unlikely to have escaped detection in studies of the potential of the
NpO+

2 /NpO2+
2 couple.

[88CAN]

The values for the formation constants of the mono- and bis-carbonato complexes of
Pu(III), log10β1 = 7.5 and log10β2 = 12.4, were calculated from an empirical power
series function of the ionic radii of the trivalent lanthanides. There are no other ex-
perimental or any other empirical data concerning these complexes in the literature.
Therefore these results may be useful to some investigators. However, we cannot re-
commend these results.

[88KLE/KIM ]

The work involved a study of Pu(IV) at 3.3×10−7 M in 1 M Na2CO3, pH= 11.2. The
main adsorption band is at 484 nm, similar to that found in more concentrated solutions
[85EIS/KIM, 86LIE/KIM, 92CAP]. There was no attempt made to identify the species
responsible for this absorption band.

[88NAG/TAN]

The results of this study are in qualitative agreement with other recent work on Np(V).
However, using pKw = −13.93 and−13.8 for the 0.005 M and 0.1 M ionic strength
media, respectively, the values−8.2 and−7.8 are calculated for log∗10β1. These values
are considerably less negative than found in all of the other studies. Results from the
studies of Schmidtet al. [80SCH/GOR] and Kraus and Nelson [48KRA/NEL] would
have been significantly different had the first hydrolysis constant been this large. The
values from [88NAG/TAN] are rejected in the present review.

[88NAK/ARI ]

The solubility of NpO2OH(am) was measured as a function of pH. Solutions were
equilibrated for periods from 1 day to 2 months and then filtered through a 10000 MW
cutoff filter. There is no discussion about how the glass electrode was calibrated.
The rather scattered solubility results were similar for solutions that had equilibrated
(T = ?) for 1 week and 2 months, indicating equilibrium had been established. The
high solubilities for pH values above 9 suggest the presence of carbonate in the solu-
tions despite the precautions taken by the authors. The CO2 concentration in the
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solutions was estimated to be less than 0.01 mM but there is not much information
in the experimental procedure discussing how this was achieved or how the calcula-
tions to do this estimation were carried out (the redox potential measurements indicate
that solutions were equilibrated with the air, and this is not consistent with low CO2
concentrations in the solutions). Experimental solubility values, when plotted against
pH (7 to 12.4), are scattered and there is practically no significant pH dependency at
8 < pH < 11.5. Most of the results are not in agreement with previous solubility meas-
urements [76SEV/KHA, 78MUS, 85LIE/TRE]. The erratic results are likely the result
of carbonate complexation, and gradual ripening or dissolution of colloidal material.

[88ULL/SCH]

The sections of this publication dealing with the uranium system were discussed in
a previous volume of the NEA review [92GRE/FUG]. The paper reports results of
calorimetric experiments for the heat of reaction of Np(VI) (0.0289 to 0.0447 M) and
Pu(VI) (0.010 to 0.016 M), perchlorate salts in aqueous Na2SO4 solutions (0.15 M,
for the Np(VI) solutions, 0.07 M, for the Pu(VI) solutions) with aliquots of Na2CO3
(0.1 to 1 M). The actinides were initially present in solution as AnO2+

2 , AnO2SO4(aq)
and AnO2(SO4)

2−
2 . By the end of each titration, the limiting carbonato complex,

AnO2(CO3)
4−
3 , had formed. The distributions of the SO2−

4 complexes were calculated
from equilibrium constants (and enthalpies) previously determined using the same ap-
paratus, [86ULL/SCH]. The calculation procedure for the evaluation of all equilibrium
constants and the enthalpy of the non-limiting complex is different from that of this
review. The enthalpy of the limiting complexes is essentially model independent. It
was not possible to re-evaluate this data set with the appropriate assignment of activ-
ity coefficients. The errors assigned to the equilibrium constants and the enthalpies
of the intermediate carbonato complexes must be expanded to reflect the non-standard
procedure.

The authors [88ULL/SCH] concluded that only the limiting carbonate complex,
NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 , was formed when there was an excess of carbonate. The mean of

the experimental heat of reaction values for the neptunium system, for experiments
in which the final CO2−3 :Np ratio is> 3, is �H = −(64.5± 2.3) kJ·mol−1. This
molar enthalpy of reaction value is more negative than the value previously reported
by Schreineret al. [85SCH/FRI], probably because the initial sulphate concentrations
were not the same. Correction of the value for sulphate complexation as done in the ori-
ginal paper [88ULL/SCH] by addition of 22.5 kJ·mol−1 (with an uncertainty assumed
equal to that found for the enthalpy of solution reported in this paper (±2.3 kJ·mol−1))
results in the value

�rHm = −(42.0± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

for

NpO2+
2 + 3CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
4−
3

This values applies in an ill-defined aqueous medium that was different for different
stages of the experiment, ranging in ionic strength from 0.3 to 1.1 M.
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The authors reported�rHm = −(41.9±1.3) kJ·mol−1 for the reaction. Assuming
the difference results from the original authors using unrounded primary results that
were unavailable to the present reviewers, we accept

�rHm(0.098 to 0.135 M Na2SO4 + 0.123 to 0.363 M Na2CO3)

= −(41.9± 3.2) kJ·mol−1

The values for the measured molar enthalpies of reaction remain constant (within
±2.3 kJ·mol−1), after the formation of the limiting complex. Since the contributions
of Na2SO4 dilution and of added Na2CO3 to the measured heat were subtracted using
a blank, and since the number of moles of Np(VI) is constant in each series of titra-
tions, then in each series of titrations when an excess of Na2CO3 was used the only
contributions to this (undetected) variation of�rHm are due to changes in the activ-
ity coefficients [93GIF/VIT, 94GIF/VIT, 98VIT/CAP]. The experiments confirm this
result for the limiting complexes.

For the heats measured before the end of titration (before the formation of the
limiting complex), a linear variation with the amount of carbonate added was not
found. This is evidence that intermediary species were formed. Under these con-
ditions one expects some formation of the trinuclear carbonate complex. However,
the authors [88ULL/SCH] did not interpret their data using a model incorporating
(NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 . Using the limited data available, it is not possible to choose between

the different possible models. However, the value for�H2 reported for the neptunium
system is quite different from the values reported for the corresponding uranium and
plutonium systems as measured in the same work [88ULL/SCH]. This could be due
to experimental kinetic problems as noted by Riglet [90RIG] for similar conditions.
These problems apparently occur only for Np(VI), but not for U(VI) or Pu(VI). There-
fore, this review does not use the�H2 value reported by Ullman and Schreiner for
the Np(VI) system. For the Pu(VI) system, the results were reported as the extra-
polated infinite dilution values: log10β◦3 = (18.5 ± 1.2) (where the uncertainty is
assigned in the present review),�rG◦

m,3 = −(105.6± 6.8) kJ·mol−1, and�r H ◦
m,3 =

−(38.65± 1.00) kJ·mol−1. For the PuO2(CO3)
2−
2 complex: log10β◦2 = 15.1± 2.2,

�rG◦
m,2 = −(86.2± 12.6) kJ·mol−1, and�r H ◦

m,2 = −(27± 4) kJ·mol−1. The un-
certainties in log10β◦2 and�rH ◦

m,2 were expanded above those reported to account for
the non-standard calculation procedure used in the original paper.

[89BUD/FED]

The structures of neptunium(V) sulphate hydrate(NpO2)2SO4·xH2O(s), wherex = 6,
4.5, and 2, were characterised by IR and X-ray diffraction. Instructions are given for
the preparation of these salts. No thermodynamic data are presented for evaluation.

[89FEL/RAI ]

This paper reports the results of a study of the solubility of Pu(OH)3(s) (239Pu) in wa-
ter and two high ionic strength brines. The measurements were done at(23± 2)◦C,
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near neutral pH, using iron powder as a holding reductant. For the work in deionized
water, solubilities were at or below the detection limit of the method used to determine
plutonium (liquid scintillationα-counting) for molalities of H+ ≤ 10−8.5. It is unfor-
tunate the details as to the length of time each sample was left before sampling were
not provided, nevertheless, the work appears to have been done carefully. The results
from the experiments in deionized water are accepted in the present review, and are
used to obtain a value for�fG◦

m(Pu(OH)3, s, 298.15 K), but because of the scatter and
the steep slope of the plot of solubilityvs. pcH+ the uncertainty limit for the repor-
ted solubility product is increased (log∗10 Ks,0 = (15.8± 1.5)). The solubility results
in the brine solutions, although also from experiments that seem to have been carried
out carefully, are not used in the present review both because the solutions are of such
high ionic strength that the SIT formulation is probably not applicable, and because
the possibility of radiolytic oxidation of plutonium in the high chloride media was not
assessed.

[89KIM/KAN ]

This study appears to have been carefully carried out. The solubilities of Pu(OH)4(am)
and PuO2(cr) (predominantly239Pu) were measured in acidic perchlorate solutions.
The amorphous solid was equilibrated for 45 d, the crystalline material for 3 a at(20±
1)◦C. The authors concluded that only the measurements obtained in 1 M acid could
be used to determine solubility products, although a limiting value for the solubility
product of Pu(OH)4(am) at pH= 1.09 was also calculated. The reported solubility
products were calculated using 25◦C values for pKw and for the activity coefficients
for NaClO4. Furthermore, it was assumed the activity coefficients for NaClO4 and
HClO4 are the same. Actually, they differ by more than 0.1 at 25◦C [59ROB/STO].
The former problem is more severe, and the overall result is that the reported values
of Ks,0 are approximately an order of magnitude greater than if the calculations were
done correctly (log10 Ks,0(Pu(OH)4(am)) = −58.8, log10 Ks,0(PuO2(cr)) = −61.2).

[89MOR/ELL ]

The heats of solution of four samples of BaPuO3(cr) into 1 M HCl and one sample into
4 M HCl were measured. The oxygen stoichiometry was checked during the course of
the work, and the measurements were done under conditions that should have resulted
in disproportionation of less than a few tenths of a percent of the Pu(IV). The value
obtained from the dissolution into 4 M HCl was consistent with the other measure-
ments. However, based on an assessment of the values for the enthalpies of formation
of U4+ (6 M HCl) and U4+ (1 M HCl), and also the corresponding quantities for Th4+,
it would be expected that the value of the enthalpy of formation of Pu4+ in 4 M HCl
would be substantially less negative than the value in 1 M HCl probably by between 5
and 15 kJ·mol−1. There would also be (probably partially compensating) differences
in the other heats involving “soln A” in the authors’ Table 2. Therefore, only the four
heats of solution into 1 M HCl have been accepted in the present review, and using the
procedures outlined in AppendixC, �solH = −(273.9±7.0) kJ·mol−1. The difference
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(�fH◦
m (PuCl4, 1 M HCl) - �fH◦

m(PuCl4, aq)) has been estimated [2000RAN/FUG] as
(4.6± 2.0) kJ·mol−1. Using this and�fH◦

m(Pu4+, aq) = −(539.9± 3.1) kJ·mol−1

(Section16.4of the present review), the enthalpy for the reaction

Pu(s)+ 4HCl(solnA) 
 PuCl4(solnA)+ 2H2(g)

is estimated here as−(535.3± 3.7) kJ·mol−1.
Therefore,

�fH
◦
m(BaPuO3, cr, 298.15 K) = −(1654.2± 8.3) kJ·mol−1

[89MOR/PRA]

This publication is chapter 2 of Prapoto’s thesis. It seems to be a first try to perform
the same type of experiment reported previously by Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA], but
the results are less accurate. The critical discussion of [85RAI/RYA] was cited, but
not used. The experimental procedure used to prepare the solutions and to perform the
solubility measurements led to the non-reversible formation of Np(IV) hydroxide. This
precipitated and gave particles (or colloids). Despite what is said in this publication,
the formation of colloids was not controlled, and its effect on the solubility is not quant-
itatively understood. The authors say, that they maintained constant ionic strength, and
that they added NaOH to adjust the pH probably during equilibration with carbon di-
oxide from the air. However, this certainly would increase the ionic strength. There
are also some uncertainties introduced since we do not know how the pH electrode was
calibrated (pH or− log10[H+] ?).

The reported solubility values are higher than those well-established by Rai and
Ryan [85RAI/RYA] under similar chemical conditions. The highest solubilities are
obtained in contact with the air, but no Np(V) was found in the solution. The non-
reversible reactions mentioned above are enough to explain this discrepancy. No ther-
modynamic data can be deduced from this work. The solubility increase with increas-
ing [CO2−

3 ] is significant but for the same reasons, and because of possible systematic
errors in the pH measurements, no stoichiometry can be deduced for the soluble spe-
cies. There is no real evidence of formation of some unknown complex.

Finally, the authors used curve-fitting to interpret their results without any sensitiv-
ity analysis. Many hypothetical carbonate or hydroxide complexes could be used to fit
those results, as they encompass such a narrow domain of chemical conditions. This is
especially true when the solid was not properly prepared and reducing conditions were
probably not maintained. The authors have then used their “fitted” formation constants
in many subsequent papers [89PRA/MOR, 89TAN/NAG, 90PRA/MOR, 91ITA/TAN,
93PRA/YAM] that should be reinterpreted. In addition, in many of these other experi-
ments, the chemical conditions were also not correctly controlled, and the reproducibil-
ity was not checked. Even the literature cited by the authors (especially [85RAI/RYA])
have carefully pointed out that such methodologies, interpretations and results should
be avoided.
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[89PRA/MOR]

Solubility studies were carried out using low initial concentrations of Np(IV) (10−5

to 10−6 M), but the equilibration time allowed (one week) was rather short. Although
they do not give a great deal of experimental detail, the authors appear to have been able
to successfully measure237Np to quite low concentrations (3× 10−10 M). The meas-
ured neptunium concentrations in aqueous solutions contacted with Np(OH)4(s) (with
Na2S2O4 as a holding reductant) were similar to, but only slightly lower than, those
reported by other groups [85EWA/GOR, 85RAI/RYA], and the results are accepted in
the present review.

[89RIG/ROB]

a) NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 system

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge studied the NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 redox couple at a rotating plat-
inum electrode by linear scan voltammetry and by cyclic voltammetry on a static plat-
inum electrode. Both experiments were carried out at 20◦C. The neptunium redox reac-
tion in both experiments showed quasi-reversible behavior. From the two independent
methods the potential in 1 M HClO4 was determined to beE◦′ = (1.140± 0.007) V
andE◦′ = (1.140± 0.005) V. From these data, this review calculatesE◦′ = (1.140±
0.004) V. Because the potential measurements were made at 293.15 K, and not at the
standard temperature of 298.15 K, the authors applied a value of−(0.0015±0.0010)V
to correct to standard temperature. This temperature correction was derived from
the isothermal temperature coefficient which was determined by Cohen and Hindman
[52COH/HIN]. Blanc and Madic [84BLA/MAD] determined the thermal temperat-
ure coefficient for the NpO2+2 /NpO+

2 potential to be(∂ E/∂T )therm= 0.00043 V·K−1

which converts to an isothermal coefficient of(dE/dT )isotherm= 0.00023 V·K−1. Us-
ing this temperature coefficient, a temperature correction of 0.0011 V would apply to
the potential of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge. The difference between both correction
methods is within the standard deviation of the correction used by Riglet, Robouch and
Vitorge.

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge derived the standard potentialE◦ = (1.162±0.011)V
using the SIT with data from potential measurements at additional ionic strengths
(I = 2, 3 M). The difference between the standard potential and the formal
potential isE◦ − E◦′ = (0.022± 0.014) V. This difference agrees with the value of
(0.024±0.004)V for the UO2+

2 /UO+
2 system [87RIG/VIT], and from the SIT treatment

�ε = (0.21± 0.03) kg·mol−1 was derived. Usingε
(NpO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )

= ε
(UO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )

=
(0.46± 0.03) kg·mol−1, ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = (0.25± 0.05) kg·mol−1 is obtained.

The NpO2+
2 /NpO+

2 standard potential of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge was found to
be quasi-reversible. An undetermined kinetic step was involved in the electron transfer
reaction. Although explanations were given that the half-wave potential of the reaction
was not affected by this kinetically controlled transfer, the potentials are not really ac-
ceptable from a standpoint of rigorous thermodynamics. But in light of the good agree-
ment ofE◦ with the corrected value of Brand and Cobble [70BRA/COB, 87RIG/VIT],
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and the lack of other data, this review accepts this value.
A general problem arises from the standpoint of strict thermodynamics when

formal potentials are determined against a reference electrode other than the standard
hydrogen electrode. For example, Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge used the cell

Ag | AgCl | 3 M NaClO4 | 0.02 M NaCl|| NpO2+
2 | NpO+

2 | l M HClO4 | Pt

To compare the potential of this cell to a cell arrangement using a SHE reference
electrode the potential of the following cell must be known:

Pt | H2(1 atm) | l M HClO4 || 3 M NaClO4 || 3 M NaClO4 | 0.02 M NaCl| AgCl | Ag

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge used the activity coefficient of HClO4 for the left
half-cell and the Cl− activity coefficient calculated with the SIT for the right half-cell
to correct to the standard potential. However, H+, Cl−, Na+, and ClO−4 may have been
transferred across the junction. The system is strictly not at equilibrium, because the
NaClO4 and NaCl concentrations in the left half-cell are very close to zero.

b) Pu4+/Pu3+ system

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge determined the formal potential of the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple
in 1 M HClO4 at 293.15 K by cyclic voltammetry using a platinum electrode as
E◦′(293) = (0.959±0.005) V. Connick and McVey [51CON/MCV] and Rabideau and
Lemons [51RAB/LEM] determined for the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple the formal potentials
of E◦′ = (0.982± 0.002) V and E ′ = (0.9821± 0.0005) V, respectively. The data
of these investigators were derived from junction potential-free emf measurements
which are precise and accurate. To compare their non-standard (293.15 K) formal
potential to these earlier derived potentials at standard temperature, Riglet, Robouch
and Vitorge used a temperature correction of(11± 2) mV which they indicated was
derived by Connick and McVey [51CON/MCV]. This is incorrect. Connick and
McVey’s value is(dE/dT )isotherm= (0.00125± 0.00004) V·K−1. Capdevila, Vitorge
and Giffaut [92CAP/VIT] reported(dE/dT )isotherm= (0.00168± 0.00007) V·K−1,
that was determined over a wide temperature range. This review selects
(dE/dT )isotherm = (0.00149± 0.00008) V·K−1 (see text). Therefore, a cor-
rection of (0.0075± 0.0004) V should be applied for the temperature change of
the formal potential from 293.15 to 298.15 K. Correcting Riglet, Robouch and
Vitorge’s potential by this amount results in the formal Pu4+/Pu3+ potential at
standard temperature,E◦′ = (0.966± 0.0005) V. This potential is smaller by 16 mV
that the potentials determined earlier,E◦′ = (0.982± 0.002) V by Connick and
McVey [51CON/MCV], and E◦′ = (0.9821± 0.005) V by Rabideau and Lemons
[51RAB/LEM]. The reason for this discrepancy may be found in the problem of
Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge’s reference electrode, which is discussed above for the
NpO2+

2 /NpO+
2 system, or in the possible presence of polymeric Pu(IV) in solution

which would shift the potential to more negative values. However, the most likely
reason, as suggested later by Capdevila and Vitorge [95CAP/VIT], is interference
between the two reversible redox couples during the measurements.
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The paper of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge misquotes a hydrogen activity correction
to the formal potential as work of Connick and McVey, while this correction was ac-
tually performed by Rabideau and Lemons [51RAB/LEM, p. 2897, lines 7 to 9]. This
correction, however, has no bearing on the formal potential.

Because of the large discrepancy of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge’s formal potential
and the fact that there are no plausible reasons to doubt the consistent data of Connick
and McVey, Rabideau and Lemons, and of Capdevila [92CAP], this review selects
E◦′ = (0.982± 0.002) V. Therefore, data of Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge at ionic
strengths of 0.5, 2, and 3 M, and the resultingE◦ from applying the SIT to these data,
were not used in the present review.

c) Np4+/Np3+ system

Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge measured the Np4+/Np3+ couple in perchloric acid at
different ionic strengths (I = 0.5, 1, 2, 3 M) and at 293.15 and 298.15 K, using
cyclic voltammetry on a hanging mercury drop electrode. Their formal potential at
298.15 K,E◦′ = (0.154± 0.005) V agrees well with the value of Cohen and Hind-
man [52COH/HIN], E◦′ = (0.1551± 0.0010) V. This leads to confidence in their
data at different ionic strengths. The review accepts their standard potentialE◦ =
(0.218±0.010) V derived from the data using the SIT treatment. Exclusion of data
from the measurements in 0.5 M HClO4 solutions to minimize any deviation caused by
Np4+ hydrolysis would result in only a minor difference in the value of E◦ (to 0.2164
V vs. SHE). The uncertainty interval, however, was calculated incorrectly; the cor-
rected value, as recalculated in the present review, is(dE/dT )isotherm = (0.0016±
0.0028) V·K−1. Because this value is derived from only two data points, it should be
considered an estimate. Within the rather large uncertainty, it agrees, however, with
(dE/dT )isotherm = (0.00136± 0.00005) V·K−1 and (dE/dT )isotherm = (0.0019±
0.0004) V·K−1 determined by Cohen and Hindman [52COH/HIN] and by Blanc and
Madic [84BLA/MAD], respectively.

The difference between the standard and the formal potential

E◦ − E◦′ = (0.064± 0.011) V

(the value that is used in the present review) is substantially different from the 0.0024 V
used by Fuger and Oetting [76FUG/OET], which they derived from literature data on
Pu4+/Pu3+.

[89RÖS/DIT]

This paper describes results of an electromigration study of carrier-free239Np with
added complexing ligands. The results of these colligative measurements were inter-
preted in terms of mobilities and association quotients for the complex ions. The results
for sulphate indicate that no anionic species are formed. In order to explain this result
the authors proposed that Np(V) in solution forms the complex cation NpO3+. This
hypothesis is at odds with a large amount of direct and indirect evidence that Np(V)
exists as NpO+2 in solution. As we are unable to explain these results in terms of the
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generally accepted model of Np(V) behavior in solution, we have given no weight to
these results in our review.

[89SAW/CHA]

This seems to be a partial, preliminary publication of Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil
[90SAW/CHA2]. See the comments on that paper.

[89TAN]

The near IR spectra, 820-880 nm, were shown for 0.00125 M Pu(VI) solutions in LiOH
solutions (2.5× 10−3 to 1 M), and large changes in the spectra were reported. The
smoothed spectra are not suitable for reanalysis, and although the authors proposed
that PuO2(OH)−3 and PuO2(OH)2−

4 are formed, no values for the hydrolysis constants
were suggested. Nothing reported in the experimental procedure precludes carbonate
complexation in the less basic solutions, so although there is evidence for at least one
anionic hydrolysis species, no quantitative results are derived from this study.

[89TAN/NAG]

This is work discussing sorption and migration of Np(IV). No thermodynamic data can
be deduced from this work. It uses erroneous chemical speciation from [88NAG/TAN].

[90BEN]

In this thesis, laser induced photoacoustic spectroscopy was used to determine the con-
centration of free PuO+2 in 0.1 M NaClO4 solutions. From pH = 3 to 8, there was
no observed spectral change; from pH = 8 to 10.75, there was a clear and system-
atic decrease in the magnitude of the absorptivity associated with PuO+

2 , but there is
no spectral evidence for a new soluble species. The author attributed the decrease in
absorptivity to the decrease of PuO+2 concentration and the formation of the first hy-
drolysis product according to the reaction:

PuO+2 + H2O
 PuO2OH(aq)+ H+

On the basis of this interpretation, an equilibrium constant was proposed for this re-
action: log∗β11(0.1MNaClO4) = −(9.73± 0.10). The stability diagrams provided
in this work (taken from but not attributed to the Np(V) study of [90RIG]), suggest a
conflicting alternative explanation: that Pu(V) may have disproportionated to Pu(IV)
and Pu(VI). However, this disproportionation reaction, if possible (see [94PER/DAV]),
should be slow in basic solution and there is no evidence that the measurements were
delayed sufficiently to allow the redox equilibrium to be established. The lack of spec-
tral evidence for the soluble hydrolysis species suggests still another interpretation;
precipitation of PuO2OH(am) may have occurred under the conditions of these experi-
ments. Considering this latter interpretation, the stability constant given by the author,
log∗β◦11 = −(9.73± 0.10), represents only a reasonable upper bound for the stability
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of the first hydrolysis species. This value is consistent with the upper limit suggested
by Kraus and others [46KRA/DAM, 48KRA/NEL, 49KRA/DAM, 56KRA] who did
observe and consider the effects of disproportionation in their more acidic solutions.
We select the reported results as an upper limit: log∗β◦11 = −(9.73± 0.10). Further
experiments will be needed to validate this result.

Using the same technique in 0.5 M NaClO4 with varying pCO2(0.1− 0.5 atm) and
pH = 6.25−7.85, Bennett determined spectra attributed to the formation of the first
Pu(V)-carbonate complex according to the reaction:

PuO+2 + CO2−
3 
 PuO2CO−

3

Both a decrease in the PuO+2 peak and an increase in another peak were observed.
The evidence of carbonate complexing is clear, although the stoichiometry of the com-
plex is poorly constrained. However, higher order complexes, PuO2(CO3)

1−2n
n , do not

appear to be important in these experiments. The stability diagrams provided by the
author (also from [90RIG]) suggest that disproportionation and formation of Pu(VI)-
carbonate may be important, but for the same reasons outlined above, this dispropor-
tionation is unlikely. The proposed stability constant for PuO2CO−

3 is (4.60± 0.03).
Its extrapolated value at infinite dilution, logβ◦(298 K) = (5.12± 0.14) (cf. Sec-
tion 21.1.2.1.2and AppendixB), is similar to the value found for the analogous Np(V)
reaction (logβ◦(298 K) = (4.96± 0.06)), suggesting that the author’s interpretation
may be valid. The proposed value is selected. However, additional experimental work
is needed to confirm the author’s interpretations. The additional stability constants for
Pu(V)-carbonate species reported in this work were apparently derived by analogy to
the Np(V) work of [90RIG] (no citation to this source was given) and are not considered
in the present review.

[90NIT/STA]

Nitsche, Standifer and Silva measured the formation constant of the first Np(V) car-
bonate complex by absorption spectrophotometry, in 0.1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution.
Their results are in accord with previous work of Riglet [90RIG]. The SIT was used to
extrapolate their data to zero ionic strength, with other published data, but they did not
use values obtained in 3 M NaClO4 [86GRE/ROB, 90RIG]. The formation constant
is consistent with the values selected in the present review, but there are some minor
problems with this work.

The authors did not give the exact composition of their solution which hinders re-
calculation in the present review. This is unfortunate, because use of the hydrolysis
constants selected in the present review suggests the authors overestimated the cor-
rection for Np(V) hydrolysis. It was reported that 28% of neptunium not complexed
at a pH value of 8.5 was hydrolyzed to form NpO2OH(aq). Since they observed an
isosbestic point, they had to assume that the Np(V)-OH species had the same molar
absorptivity coefficient as the NpO+2 species. This was not verified, and it is quite un-
usual to observe actinide hydrolysis without spectral change. This is not a problem if
the hydrolysis is assumed to be much weaker, and using the value for the first hydro-
lysis constant selected in the present review, the correction for hydrolysis should be
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Table A.17: Values of the formation constant for NpO2CO−
3 in 0.1 M NaClO4 from

various analyses of the spectrophotometric measurements of Nitsche, Standifer and
Silva [90NIT/STA]. A0 and A1 are NpO+2 and NpO2CO−

3 molar absorptivity respect-
ively. ±A and±log10 A are 1.96 standard deviations forA and log10 A respectively
where A is the measured molar absorbance. When log10β1 is not fitted, it is the
weighted mean value calculated from each experimental measurement.

Fitted parameters ±A ±log10 A A0 A1 log10β1

A1, log10β1 21.88 0.051 395 49.8 (4.73±0.17)
A1 22.78 0.052 395 47.2 (4.74±0.17)
A1, log10β1 23.90 0.042 395 36.7 (4.66±0.17)
A1 23.06 0.050 395 41.7 (4.71±0.17)
A1, A0, log10β1 9.81 0.028 353 25.8 (4.51±0.06)
A1, A0 9.81 0.028 352 25.8 (4.51±0.06)
A1, A0, log10β1 9.83 0.028 351 24.7 (4.51±0.06)
A1, A0 9.83 0.028 352 24.7 (4.51±0.06)
A1 ? (4.34±0.11)(a)

A1 ? (4.46±0.23)(b)

(4.56±0.46)(c)

(a) [90NIT/STA] corrected for Np(V)-OH.
(b) [90NIT/STA] no corrections (this review).
(c) [90NIT/STA] proposed by this review.
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less than the experimental uncertainty. The recalculated value (in 0.1 M NaClO4) is
log10β1 = 4.22 instead of log10β1 = (4.34± 0.11) as calculated in the original paper
[90NIT/STA].

The glass electrode was calibrated with a standard buffer and a 4 M NaCl solution
was used as a bridging electrolyte, thus there was probably some error due to junction
potentials. With a linear regression analysis to check the stoichiometry and to calculate
the formation constant of the equilibrium under study, the authors found a slope of
0.94. Thus, the formation constant calculated was [Np(V)]

[NpO+2 ][CO2−
3 ]0.94

(mol·dm−3)−0.94,

and notβ1 = [Np(V)]
[NpO+2 ][CO2−

3 ] (mol·dm−3)−1 as required for consistency with the mass

action law. It is possible each of these small systematic errors were negligible or that
they cancelled, however there is not enough information in this publication to evaluate
them accurately.

The scanned spectrophotometric results from Figure 1 of the paper were used with
the log10[CO2−

3 ] values given in its Table 1 to refit the data (see TableA.17). The
results are not consistent with the NpO+

2 molar absorptivity coefficient,A0, reported
by Nitsche, Standifer and Silva, so that was also fitted in the present review. The value
log10β1 = (4.34± 0.11) proposed in the original paper [90NIT/STA] is consistent
with log10β1 = (4.51± 0.06), the best fit value, but not with log10β1 = (4.74±
0.17) where theA0 was not fitted. This confirms that there is some systematic error.
Calculations show that formation of the NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 complex had a negligible effect.

The uncertainty was selected so as to overlap all the fitting results (see TableA.17).
The uncertainty was then increased to±0.46 to also account for the uncertainty in the
junction potential and in the calculation of the activity coefficient for H+. The final
value log10β1 = (4.56± 0.46) is fortuitously in excellent agreement with the value
selected for the same medium in the present review.

[90OKA/REE]

This paper was apparently written after [91OKA/REE]. It reports the use of laser
photoacoustic spectroscopy to provide evidence supporting the identification of the
species responsible for absorption at 640 nm as (PuO2)3(OH)+5 . The authors also sug-
gest the hydrolysis species formed in weakly basic solutions may be the monomeric
PuO2(OH)2(aq). At least some of the data analysis relies on the first hydrolysis species
being PuO2OH+, log ∗

10β1 = −5.2 [91OKA/REE]. It is not clear how the results would
be reinterpreted if the first major hydrolysis species were the dimer, as suggested by
the same authors in a later paper [93OKA/REE].

[90PAZ/KUD]

This paper reports the total aqueous solution concentrations of plutonium species over
Pu(OH)4(am) as a function of pH for pH values from 1.5 to 10.3. No check seems to
have been done to identify the oxidation state of the solution species. As this inform-
ation is lacking, data from this paper could not be used to obtain hydrolysis constants
in the present review. It is hard to understand how the authors could fail to even dis-
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cuss the problem of the oxidation state when they specifically cite Rai’s paper [84RAI]
in the introduction. The raw solubility results are reasonably compatible with those
of Rai [84RAI] except for the most acidic solutions (pH< 2). For values of pH near
1.5, the solubility is one to three orders of magnitude greater than found by others
[49KAS, 65PER, 84RAI]. However, even at the lowest pH value, Pu4+ would not be
expected to be a major form of plutonium in equilibrium in solution over the solid.

[90PRA/MOR]

This is chapter 3 of Prapoto’s thesis. It is an unsuccessful attempt to exactly duplicate
the experiments of Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA]. The experimental results are not par-
ticularly consistent with those of chapter 2 of the thesis [89MOR/PRA], and the meas-
ured solubilities are higher than those well established by Rai and Ryan [85RAI/RYA]
under these conditions [98VIT/CAP], see also the discussion of [85RAI/RYA] in this
appendix. The authors made the same types of errors in their experimental procedures
and curve fitting as in Moriyamaet al. [89MOR/PRA] (see the discussion in this ap-
pendix). No thermodynamic data should be deduced from these measurements that are
scattered, probably not representative of equilibrium conditions, and where the solid
phase may have varied. Therefore the stoichiometry and the formation constants pro-
posed by the authors are not considered further in this review.

[90RIG]

The information in this thesis formed part of the basis for several publications
[86GRE/RIG, 87RIG/VIT, 89RIG/ROB]. The Np(V) solubility data are those
reported in [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 98VIT/CAP]. The experimental methods and the
interpretation used in this work were correct. The aqueous speciation was controlled
at constant ionic strength (NaClO4 media) either by CO2(g)/HCO−3 (bubbling

carbon dioxide gas in an open cell) or HCO−
3 /CO2−

3 (closed batches) buffers. For
potentiometric measurements the junction potentials could be neglected because the
same ionic medium (typically 3 M NaClO4) was used for the working solutions and
the reference electrode solution, and glass electrodes were calibrated in concentration
units, in the same ionic medium as the working solutions. Auxiliary thermodynamic
data used for− log10[H+] calibration were consistent with those used in the present
review.

a) Np(V) spectrophotometric study in carbonate media

The formation of Np(V) carbonate soluble complexes in carbonic acid/bicarbonate
/carbonate aqueous solutions was studied by spectrophotometry (thesis pages 140 to
151). The formation constant for NpO2CO−

3 was determined in 0.5 M NaClO4 bicar-
bonate solution atpCO2 = 1 atm, using the absorptivity at 991 nm, and 2 different
Np(V) concentrations (0.460 and 0.195 mM) to confirm this complex is not polynuc-
lear. There is only limited overlap of the main characteristic peaks of the two Np(V)
species, and this method avoids systematic errors inherent in determinations from sol-
ubility measurements (see below). However, in the present review, the value was re-
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Table A.18: Experimental conditions of the [90RIG] publication spectrophotometric
measurements.

series n◦ [NaClO4]ini [Na2CO3]ini [Np(V)] total log10[CO2−
3 ] range

(M) (M) (mM)

1 0.5 0 0.046 < −4.3
2 0.5 0 0.0195 −2.06 to−0.4
3 0.5 0 0.0218 −1.4 to−0.6
4 1 0 0.0109 −1 to−1.8
5 2 0 0.0109 −2
6 3 0 0.0054 −1.6 and−1.7
7 0 0.13 to 2 1.08 −0.89 to 0.30
8 0 0.01 to 0.1 0.2 −2 to−1

calculated from the absorbance measured at 981 nm (thesis page 225), a NpO+
2 peak,

as this precludes interferences from the 993 nm NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 band. The recalcu-

latedβ1 value is in accord with that determined by Riglet (within the uncertainties),
and is reasonably accurate (TableA.19). It was used by this review in the selection
of thermodynamic data extrapolated to zero ionic strength. It is consistent with the
value selected in this review, and with later studies (at lower ionic strength) as reinter-
preted in the present review [90NIT/STA, 94NEC/KIM]. The molar absorptivity of the
NpO2CO−

3 peak at 991 nm (not a NpO2OH(aq) peak [76SEV/KHA]) was found to be

300 mol−1·cm−1. Although NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 was barely detectable for these conditions,

interference was sufficient that the spectral data at 991 nm from this NpO2CO−
3 peak

were not used in the present review.
The Np(V) spectral variations at 998 nm (NpO2(CO3)3−

2 absorbs at this
wavelength) for 0.02 M < [CO−

3 ] < 0.4 M at different ionic strengths (0.5 to 3 M)
were used to determine values for the stepwise formation constant,K3,

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
5−
3

and the corresponding value of�ε3 = −(0.14± 0.10) kg·mol−1. In the same set
of experiments, spectral variations at 990 nm were used to determine values for the
stepwise formation constant,K2,

NpO2CO−
3 + CO2−

3 
 NpO2(CO3)
3−
2

and�ε2 = −(0.04± 0.10) kg·mol−1.
The evaluation of�ε2 andK2 is very difficult because NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 is the pre-

dominant species only in a very narrow chemical domain, and in some cases (at high
ionic strength) perhaps not at all. Interference from either the NpO2CO−

3 species at

low carbonate concentrations, or the NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 complex at high carbonate con-

centrations, cannot be avoided. The NpO2CO−
3 peak is at a wavelength between those
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Table A.19: Np(V) carbonate complexation constants deduced from the spec-
trophotometric measurements reported in [90RIG]. Ki = [NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i ]/

([NpO2(CO3)
(3−2i)
(i−1) ][CO2−

3 ]). The equilibrium constants deduced from only a part of
the experimental data [90RIG] are italicised to stress that they were not used in selec-
tion of values in the present review.

Ionic media log10 K1 log10 K2 log10 K3

series 7 and 8 0 −(0.98 ± 0.15)

series 4 to 6 0 (1.51 ± 0.15) −(0.86 ± 0.15)

values finally 0 (4.7± 0.2) (1.51± 0.15) −(0.86± 0.15)
proposed in [90RIG]
this review 0.12 Na2CO3 (1.4± 0.3)
this review 0.17 Na2CO3 (1.0± 0.28)
series 1 0.5 NaClO4 (4.30 ± 0.10)

series 2 0.5 NaClO4 4.41 3.35

series 1 and 2 0.5 NaClO4 4.75 3.71

this review, data 0.18 Na2CO3 (0.90 ± 0.2)

from series 7 and 8
values finally 0.5 NaClO4 (4.3± 0.1) (2.23± 0.07) (1.37± 0.07)
proposed in [90RIG]
this review 0.5 NaClO4 (4.41± 0.1) (2.1± 0.6) (1.13± 0.2)
series 7 and 8 1 Na2CO3 (1.60 ± 0.07)

series 4 to 6 1 NaClO4 (2.38 ± 0.07) (1.86 ± 0.07)

values finally 1 NaClO4 (4.3± 0.2) (2.38± 0.07) (1.86± 0.07)
proposed in [90RIG]
this review 1 NaClO4 (1.48± 0.2)
series 7 and 8 2 Na2CO3 (2.05 ± 0.07)

series 4 to 6 2 NaClO4 (2.54 ± 0.07) (2.47 ± 0.07)

values finally 2 NaClO4 (4.6± 0.3) (2.54± 0.07) (2.47± 0.07)
proposed in [90RIG]
this review 2 (1.96± 0.2)
values finally 3 NaClO4 (2.9± 0.2)
proposed in [90RIG]
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of NpO+
2 and NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 , and has an intermediate molar absorptivity, so qualitat-

ive interpretation (prior to curve fitting or to help in interpretation of the results) is not
possible. Riglet noted that these problems did not cause difficulties in the study of the
influence of ionic strength on the shift of the curves of absorbancevs. log10[CO2−

3 ] (to
determine values of�ε2 and�ε3), and her reported values are indeed in fair agreement
with the values determined in the present review from other published data (a graphical
recalculation led to�ε3 = −(0.08± 0.05) kg·mol−1). However, these data are not
used in the selection of thermodynamic parameters in the present review. An attempt
by Riglet to fit all her spectrophotometric and solubility results within the uncertainties
of the measurements was unsuccessful, and she concluded this inconsistency was due
to trying to simultaneously determine the unknown molar absorptivity coefficients of
NpO2(CO3)

3−
2 from the fit of the data.

b) Np(V) solubility in sodium carbonate media

This thesis also reported and discussed a study of Np(V) solubility in carbonic
acid/bicarbonate/carbonate aqueous solutions. The experimental data were those
reported in several earlier publications [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB], and reports of
European joint research contracts [85CÔM, 85KIM]. Sensitivity analysis was done
(page 153 [90RIG]). The thermodynamic values deduced by the author and in those
from recalculation in the present review are consistent within the stated uncertainties
(TableA.20). Riglet noted that the main uncertainty was due to poor crystallisation
of the solid phase when NpO+2 was the major soluble neptunium species. This seems
to have been substantiated in later studies (e.g., [93LEM/BOY]). As mentioned
elsewhere in this appendix (see the discussion of [84VIT]), this relatively poor
accuracy probably cannot be attributed to ion exchange equilibria in the solid phase as
proposed by Volkovet al. [79VOL/VIS2]

2(x − 1)Na+ + NaNpO2CO3(s) 
 Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s)+ (1− x)CO2−
3

The solids, typically hydrated Na0.6NpO2(CO3)0.8(s), did not usually result from
lengthy equilibration with aqueous solutions. Vitorge carried out measurements
[84VIT], for the chemical conditions under which NpO+2 was the major soluble
complex by assuming the equilibrium

Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s) 
 (2x − 1)Na+ + NpO+
2 + xCO2−

3

controlled the solubility and deduced values of the corresponding solubility
product, Ks,x , and x values (TableA.21) from linear regression (the plot of
log10[Np(V)] vs. log10[CO2−

3 ] was a straight line with slope of approximately−1).
He found the “best” stoichiometry to be Na0.72NpO2(CO3)0.86(s), but after several
weeks a hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) was formed. Reanalysis of the data for each
successive dissolution and precipitation of Np(V) indicates the linear regression
results were more accurate for dissolution than for precipitation; over time thex value
became closer to 1 and theKs,1 decreased (TableA.21). This is evidence that hydrated
Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x (s) with x < 1 was formed initially, but that this solid phase was
metastable, and was slowly transformed to a thermodynamic stable phase, hydrated
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Table A.20: Curve fitting results of solubility measurements of Np(V)
in 3 M NaClO4 carbonate/bicarbonate/carbonic acid aqueous solu-
tions [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG](a). Ks,j =
[Na+](2j−1)[NpO+

2 ][CO2−
3 ]j is the Na(2j−1)NpO2(CO3)j(s) solubility product.

βi = [NpO2(CO3)
(1−2i)
i ]/([NpO+

2 ][CO2−
3 ]i).

log10 Ks,1 log10 Ks,2 log10β1 log10β2 log10β3 1.96� Reference

−10.92 4.60 8.12 10.44 [84VIT]
4.12 8.60 10.76 [84VIT](b)

−10.50 −16.40 4.60 8.12 10.44 [85CÔM]
−10.56 −12.44 5.09 8.15 10.46 0.269 [86GRE/ROB](c)

±0.34 ±0.57 ±0.43 ±0.38
−10.63 5.33 8.13 10.56 0.114 best fit
±0.38 ±0.51 ±0.84 ±0.41
−10.65 5.25 8.15 10.64 0.250 this review
±0.33 ±0.29 ±0.46 ±0.37

(a) All values were calculated from the same set of experimental measurements, except those
from Vitorge [84VIT] that used preliminary results. Minimum solubility values were used to
determineKs,1 and not the best fit obtained by minimising�2 (of Ks,1 andKs,1 βi ), the least
square sum. Uncertainties (calculated in the present review) are 1.96 standard deviations based
on a weighted mean of the corresponding equilibrium constant.

(b) Assuming the formation of Na0.72NpO2(CO3)0.86(s) solid phase.
(c) Uncertainties calculated in the present review; the values were also reported elsewhere

[85KIM, 90RIG].

NaNpO2CO3(s). This is consistent with the X-ray diffraction results and with the
series of observations by Volkovet al. (see the discussion of [84VIT] in this appendix).
Thermodynamic (solubility product) data for these non-stoichiometric solids are not
accepted in this review. If a stable Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s) solid phase withx < 1 is
formed, it would be transformed into a hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) phase when the free
carbonate concentration is increased. One would then expect a correlation between
the error ([Np]measured− [Np]calculated) and [CO2−

3 ] which was not detected in data
analysed in the present review. This confirmed that the scatter of the data was due to
kinetic problems (slow crystallisation and possible variation of the number of water
molecules in the hydrated solid [93LEM/BOY]), and the influence of the ion exchange
equilibrium in the solid phase, if any, was less important.

At higher carbonate concentrations for which batch experiments were used, four
weeks were needed to achieve equilibrium (two weeks were insufficient). This indic-
ates that probably all the other previously published values based on the solubility of
hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) at room temperature are based on experiments that had not
reached equilibrium; this kinetic problem has not usually been mentioned. In 0.1 M
carbonate (I = 3 M NaClO4) solution, the expected solubility was greater than was
measured. This was evidence of the formation of a new solid phase. The authors
identified a hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid phase by its X-ray diffraction pattern.
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Table A.21: Determination of the stoichiometry of a hydrated Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x(s)
solid phase from solubility data [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG]. x
andKs,x were calculated by linear regression (see text). Np(V) was first precipitated
(“Precipitation 1”), then dissolved (“Dissolution 1”), precipitated again (“Precipita-
tion 2”) and so on. . . by varying the pH by addition of HClO4 or NaHCO3 to a cell
through which CO2(g) was bubbled.

n◦ data used x log10 Ks,x log10 Ks,1

1 Precipitation 1 0.53 −8.18 −(10.30± 0.47)
2 Dissolution 1 (0.89± 0.06) −(10.43± 0.46) −(10.42± 0.26)
3 Precipitation 2 (0.98± 0.09) −(11.33± 0.59) −(10.53± 0.10)
4 Dissolution 2 (0.94± 0.07) −(11.10± 0.51) −(10.61± 0.09)
5 Precipitation 3 (0.95± 0.09) −(11.22± 0.65) −(10.67± 0.31)
6 3 + 4 + 5 (1.04± 0.07) −(11.78± 0.32) −(10.63± 0.27)
7 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 (1.02± 0.07) −(11.60± 0.30) −(10.57± 0.32)

The same observation was also made for some of the experiments in 0.025 M CO2−
3

aqueous solution. Some of these values are the same (within the uncertainties) as those
previously measured by Simakin who used a hydrated Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid phase
as starting material and proposed the following equilibrium

Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 + 3Na+

This review followed Simakin’s interpretation (see the discussion of [77SIM] in
this appendix). However, some of the solubilities in 0.1 M CO2−

3 solution reported
here [90RIG] are lower still, indicating yet another new solid phase was forming slowly.
This could have been a better crystallised Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) hydrated compound, that
also may have been hydrated to a different extent. It could also have been a Na-Np(V)-
CO3 hydrated compound with a CO3:Np(V) ratio greater than 2.0.

To minimise systematic errors due to variation in the solid phase, stepwise form-
ation constants,Ki = βi/βi−1, were used for comparison with equilibrium constants
measured by other techniques. There is only one later set of publications [91KIM/KLE,
94NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN] relating to the determination of Np(V) car-
bonate complexation at the same ionic strength but, as discussed elsewhere in this
appendix, comparison is not very useful because of calibration problems leading to un-
certainties in the carbonate concentrations in the later work. Constants determined by
Vitorge et al. at I = 3 M [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB] are in fair agree-
ment with other reliable data at lower ionic strength and with the spectrophotometric
results in this work [90RIG], and the values were used to extrapolate the complex-
ation constants to zero ionic strength. The NaNpO2CO3(s) solubility product meas-
ured here [86GRE/ROB, 90RIG] is lower than those measured at room temperature
by Maya [83MAY] or by Kim’s group, while it is slightly greater than a determina-
tion at 30◦C [93LEM/BOY]. The maximum difference between all these values was
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about an order of magnitude. It seems that the time taken to prepare the solid com-
pound was longer in this work [86GRE/ROB, 90RIG], and that the X-ray diffraction
pattern [98VIT/CAP] of the final solid was different (as discussed elsewhere in this
appendix for [91KIM/KLE, 93LEM/BOY]). There are probably two or more hydrated
NaNpO2CO3(s) solid phases, and different researchers may well have been working
with different compounds. Therefore a linear regression to zero ionic strength (Ap-
pendixB) was not used to derive a unique equilibrium constant (e.g., solubility product)
involving NaNpO2CO3(s) solid.

c) Np(VI) and Pu(VI) trinuclear complexes

This thesis also describes a spectrophotometric study of the dissociation of the Np(VI)
carbonate limiting complex, previously published, in part, by Grenthe, Riglet and
Vitorge [86GRE/RIG]. Dissociation of the limiting Np(VI) carbonato complex in
3 M NaClO4 was studied in aqueous solution att = (22± 1)◦C. A combination glass
electrode with zero junction potential was properly calibrated in concentration units
(− log10[H+]). From the isosbestic points and a quantitative graphical analysis the au-
thor concluded that the assumption of two species was sufficient for interpretation of
the data. For constant total metal concentration, the measured molar absorbency was
plotted on a single curve as a function of [CO2−

3 ], regardless of the carbon dioxide gas
partial pressure used (0.1 < pCO2 < 1 atm). This qualitative conclusion was checked
in the present review (see below). The author then concluded that the major dissociated
complex contains only CO2−3 ligand. The stability of the dissociated complex increases
with the total metal concentration, providing direct experimental evidence that a poly-
nuclear complex was formed. This was confirmed by the sensitivity analysis performed
by the author [90RIG] (and also checked in the present review, see below).

Straightforward slope analysis (see below) showed that the dissociation equilibrium
is

3NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 
 (NpO2)3(CO3)

6−
6 + 3CO2−

3 (A.67)

The experimental data (log10[CO2−
3 ], log10 (molar absorbency)) were graphically com-

pared with theoretical curves calculated for constant total metal concentration, assum-
ing that there was only one major soluble dissociated complex with different possible
stoichiometries. This method allows the determination of the constant of the above
equilibrium. In the same way for M = Np or Pu

2UO2(CO3)
4−
3 +MO2(CO3)

4−
3 
 (UO2)2MO2(CO3)

6−
6 + 3CO2−

3

mixed equilibria were studied under the same conditions using the same experimental
procedures. The corresponding equilibrium constants were determined by using the
same graphical method. These values were previously accepted in the uranium volume
[92GRE/FUG] of this series of reviews. This review accepts the same values for the
mixed complexes.

This work also reports qualitative experimental observations useful to understand-
ing the methodology used, and in interpreting other publications on similar subjects:
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• The precipitation of NpO2CO3(s) is slow, taking several hours instead of a few
seconds as for the U and Pu analogues.

• Colour changes and spectrophotometric observations before and during the pre-
cipitation suggest the formation of polymeric or colloidal species.

In carrying out the present review the graphical slope analysis as explained by
the author [90RIG] was reproduced. This confirmed her results and interpretation (as
described in detail by Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP]). This slope analysis is
similar to the one performed in the present review to test different interpretations of
Maya’s potentiometric titration data for similar conditions. Also in the course of the
present review, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to try to fit the data using other
possible chemical species: this always gave very poor curve-fitting results, and con-
firmed the interpretation originally proposed. In addition, the equilibrium constant was
calculated from each experimental datum and the possibility of systematic deviations
as a function of the key chemical parameters was examined. For this sensitivity ana-
lysis, maximum weight was given to the data near the half reaction point where the
theoretical error in the equilibrium constants is minimized. The weighting procedure
practically eliminated the data corresponding to less than 25% of one of the two com-
plexes. It seems that the data at the lowest carbon dioxide gas partial pressure could
be shifted by up to 0.4 log10 unit toward higher stability of the dissociated complex,
but this is still within the uncertainty of the corresponding series of measurements. In
addition a few of the data at 1 atm are similarly shifted. The influence of− log10[H+]
leads to the same observations and comments. Conversely, no systematic deviation
with the total metal concentration was observed. The fitted values of the molar ab-
sorbency coefficients have little influence on the log10 K value [98VIT/CAP]. The
above observations are consistent with the formation of a trinuclear hydroxo-carbonate
complex as a minor species. Such a species,(UO2)3O(OH)2HCO+

3 , is indeed stable
for U(VI) [ 92GRE/FUG]. Spectrophotometry gives very reliable results for determ-
ining the major species, but is not particularly appropriate for generating quantitative
data on minor species by curve-fitting techniques. Therefore, this interpretation of the
data is not explored further here.

To determine the stoichiometry of the dissociated complex, the author used a wide
range of chemical conditions. Once this stoichiometry is established, only the best
measurements should be retained, or at least the data should be weighted as a function
of the theoretical errors. This was done intrinsically by the author, since she only used a
graphical determination. She proposed log10 K (A.68) = (42.8± 0.1), and this indeed
corresponds exactly to the fitting result performed in the present review based on the
best series of experimental data (highestpCO2 and [Np(VI)]total): log10 K (A.68) =
(42.79± 0.19). As noted previously, the fitting results of the author agree within the
experimental uncertainties. The weighting procedures are quite arbitrary since many
experimental sources of inaccuracy could be taken into account, however they all give
very similar results (for example, another procedure leads to log10 K (A.68) = (42.88±
0.27) [98VIT/CAP]). The values accepted in the present review are for:

3NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 + 6H+


 (NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
3 + 3CO2(g)+ 3H2O (A.68)
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log10 K ((A.68), I = 3 M) = 42.79± 0.19 recalculated from[90RIG]
log10 K ((A.68), I = 1 M) = 42.84± 1.06 calculated in the present

review from[84MAY]
Thus for:β6,3/β

3
3 = K(A.67)

log10 K(A.67, I = 3 M) = −(10.06± 0.57) recalculated from[90RIG]
log10 K (A.67, I = 1 M) = −(8.81± 1.08) calculated in the present

review from[84MAY]

d) Normal potential of the Np(V)/Np(VI) redox couple in bicarbonate media

The redox potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) couple measured by Riglet [90RIG, pg. 104]
in 0.1 M Na2CO3+ 3 M NaClO4, is accepted in the present review since the methodo-
logy used was checked using the corresponding uranium system and gave reliable data
consistent with those selected by the uranium review [92GRE/FUG]. It is also in good
agreement with the previous value measured by Simakin [77SIM] and selected by this
review.

[90RÖS/HUN]

Electromigration measurements were carried out for Np(V) solutions at 298.1 K,I =
0.1 M (perchlorate) in the presence of a holding reductant (NO−

2 or N2H4, 1×10−3 M).
The mobilities began to drop at pH values near 9, and reverse direction near a pH
value of 11, indicating the formation of an anionic species at high pH. The values
log ∗

10β1 = −(10.45± 0.25) and log ∗
10β2 = −(21.95± 0.35) were reported, but these

are probably mixed constants, and are identical to those reported in [87RÖS/MIL] (and
probably from the same experiments). See the discussion for [87RÖS/MIL].

[90SAW/CHA]

This seems to be a partial summary, or a preliminary publication, of Sawant, Chaudhuri
and Patil [90SAW/CHA2]. See comments there.

[90SAW/CHA2]

This is a comprehensive study on the fluoride complexation of Th(IV), U(IV),
Np(IV) and Pu(IV), using a fluoride-selective electrode. Preliminary sum-
maries of this study were also published separately by Sawant and Chaudhuri
[89SAW/CHA, 90SAW/CHA]. The experiments were carried out atI = 1 M (Na,
H)ClO4 and (23± 1)◦C (“room temperature”). The constants were determined by
titrating the corresponding metal perchlorate solution with a NaF solution. Correction
for the liquid junction potential was made at each point of the titration curve according
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to the free H+ concentration, which was between 0.3 and 1 M. In the evaluation, the
authors included only points recorded well before the onset of precipitation, which
they assumed to be associated with the appearance of instability of the electrode
potential after the addition of a certain amount of NaF solution.

The authors reported that the best fit was obtained by using a model with four
complexes, assuming that higher complexes were not likely to be formed. However,
they gave no indication on the goodness-of-fit nor a comparison with results of fits
with less than four complexes.K4 is larger thanK3 in the case of Th(IV), Np(IV) and
Pu(IV). The authors have no explanation for this unexpected result.

The reported constants are summarised in TableA.22. The relevant equilibria in the
experimental system (pH< 1) obviously involve HF(aq) rather than F−. The authors
did not indicate the value of the protonation constant of fluoride ion they used for these
experimental conditions (I = 1 M, perchloric acid). However, we may assume that
the protonation constant of log10β1(1 M HClO4) = 2.95 for HF(aq) as reported by
them in [90SAW/CHA] was used in the present study as well. We therefore transform
the reported constants back to represent the corresponding equilibria with HF(aq). The
resulting constants are listed in TableA.23. The uncertainties are estimated to be larger
than indicated by the authors. Obviously, the errors estimated by the authors are a
result of their fitting exercise; they have therefore a statistical background and probably
reflect the shape of the minima in the fitting of the constants. Unfortunately, the authors
did not indicate the exact meaning of their uncertainties. We have to assume that the
reported uncertainties reflect only the precision of the measurements, and that the real
uncertainties must be considerably larger. We therefore multiply the uncertainties given
by the authors by a factor of 5,cf. TableA.23. A correction of the first complexation
constant of Np(IV) to 25◦C using the enthalpy selected in this review, results in an
insignificant change (by−0.01): log10

∗β1(298.15 K) = 5.21.

Table A.22: Formation constants of fluoride complexes of tetravalent actinides as
reported by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil [90SAW/CHA2]. I = 1 M (Na, H)ClO4,
23◦C.

An4+ + qF− 
 AnF4−q
q

Metal ion log10β1 log10β2 log10β3 log10β4

(An4+)

Th4+ (7.61± 0.01) (13.42± 0.05) (17.65± 0.20) (23.67± 0.11)
U4+ (8.48± 0.01) (14.66± 0.01) (19.51± 0.03) (23.92± 0.06)
Np4+ (8.17± 0.04) (14.52± 0.13) (20.05± 0.13) (25.95± 0.18)
Pu4+ (7.61± 0.12) (14.77± 0.10) (20.11± 0.37) (26.07± 0.16)

It should be mentioned that this publication was not available for consideration
in the uranium book of this series [92GRE/FUG]. To check the compatibility of the
study of Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil [90SAW/CHA2] with the selected uranium value,
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Table A.23: Formation constants of fluoride complexes of tetravalent actinides
[90SAW/CHA2] after correction for the protonation constant of fluoride. The uncer-
tainties are estimated in this review.I = 1 M (Na, H)ClO4, 23◦C.

An4+ + qHF(aq)
 AnF4−q
q + qH+

Metal ion log10
∗β1 log10

∗β2 log10
∗β3 log10

∗β4
(An4+)

Th4+ (4.66± 0.05) (7.52± 0.25) (8.80±1.00) (11.87± 0.55)
U4+ (5.53± 0.05) (8.76± 0.05) (10.66±0.15) (12.12± 0.30)
Np4+ (5.22± 0.20) (8.62± 0.65) (11.20±0.65) (14.15± 0.90)
Pu4+ (4.66± 0.60) (8.87± 0.50) (11.26±1.85) (14.27± 0.80)

we correct the constants reported here [90SAW/CHA2] to I = 0, after conversion to
molal units and by using the same ion interaction coefficients as used by Grentheet al.
[92GRE/FUG]. A temperature correction is not considered necessary. The resulting
log10β◦q values are compared with those of the uranium book in TableA.24 below.
Surprisingly, the first constant is inconsistently high, while the other constants are in
agreement with those of other studies and the ones selected in the uranium review
[92GRE/FUG]. Partial hydrolysis of U4+ is negligible under the conditions of the
present experiment.

Table A.24: Comparison of the formation constants of the U(IV) fluoride complexes
of [90SAW/CHA2] with those selected in the TDB uranium review [92GRE/FUG].

Reference log10β◦1 log10β◦2 log10β◦3 log10β◦4
[90SAW/CHA2] (10.21± 0.11) (16.58± 0.14) (21.6± 0.2) (26.3± 0.3)
(see text)
[92GRE/FUG] (9.28± 0.09) (16.23± 0.15) (21.6± 1.0) (25.6± 1.0)
(critical review)

In addition to values for U(IV), the log10β1 values for the Np(IV) and Pu(IV)
systems also differ significantly from the other values reported in earlier studies for
similar conditions, see Sections9.2.1.2and 18.2.1.2. Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil
[90SAW/CHA, 90SAW/CHA2] did not discuss any conceivable reasons for these dis-
crepancies. An open question is certainly the irregularity in the stepwise constants
(K4 > K3). It is not clear to what extent an error inK4 andK3 may have an impact on
the values ofK2 andK1 in the statistical treatment used by the authors. In the Np(IV)
system,K1 can be considered as an outlier, the same can be said aboutK2 in the Pu(IV)
system. Although there is no obvious reason to discard the results of this study, we sus-
pect that the computer evaluation of the experimental data sets was fragile. It was not
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reported how the minimisation of least squares was done in a multicomplex system,
i.e., how exactly the program was directed to find the minima for the four constants
in the system. Depending on the experimental errors, it is conceivable that different
combinations of stability constants can fit the experimental data set equally well. In
view of these open questions and the discrepancies with the results of other studies, the
constants reported by Sawant, Chaudhuri and Patil [90SAW/CHA2] are not included
in the evaluation of the selected constants in this review.

[91CHO/MAT ]

No new experimental values were reported in this paper for any actinide species other
than those of uranium(VI).

[91GOU/JEM]

The enthalpies of reaction of the neptunates with 1 M HCl are used with auxiliary
data consistent with the present review to calculate the accepted values for the
enthalpies of formation of Li2NpO4, α-Na2NpO4, β-Na2NpO4, K2NpO4 and
Cs2NpO4. These auxiliary data include the CODATA [89COX/WAG] values for
�fH◦

m(M+, aq, 298.15 K) and�fH◦
m(Cl−, aq, 298.15 K), and the heats of solution,

�solH◦
m, of MCl(cr) in H2O(l) based on those reported in Annex II of the CODATA

review [89COX/WAG] (−(34.265±0.04) kJ·mol−1 for LiCl; (4.46±0.40) kJ·mol−1

for NaCl; (18.01± 0.04) kJ·mol−1 for KCl; (16.925± 0.045) kJ·mol−1 for CsCl; the
same values discussed in [92GRE/FUG] in the Appendix A entries for the references
labelled as [74OHA/HOE2] and [74OHA/HOE4] in that volume).

[91KIM/KLE ]

The work presented in this report is an important detailed study of the
Np(V)/OH−/CO−2

3 /HCO−
3 /CO2/H2O system at 25◦C. Much of the work was

subsequently published [92NEC/KIM, 94NEC/RUN], and the data were used in a
further series of publications [94MEI, 94NEC/KIM, 95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN,
95NEC/RUN, 96RUN/NEU], in which equilibrium constants and activity coefficients
were proposed for Np(V) aqueous solution species. Np(V) solubility was measured in
aqueous solutions of constant ionic strength (0.1, 1 and 3 M NaClO4) and the results
were tabulated (additional measurements in 5 M NaClO4 media were tabulated in a
later report [94NEC/KIM]). Similar, but less extensive, measurements were previously
reported by Vitorgeet al. [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG] (also [85CÔM, 85KIM]).

The authors reported (pp. 30 to 33) that NaNpO2CO3(s) was transformed slowly
(over 10 days) into Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) in 1 and 3 M Na+ media. Solid transformations
can decrease the accuracy of solubility measurements as discussed for other entries in
this appendix [84VIT, 86GRE/ROB, 93LEM/BOY]. However, evidence of solid phase
transformation was reported and was discussed [91KIM/KLE] and the evolution of
the solids does seem to have been followed in many of these, or related, experiments
[95NEC/RUN]. Careful examination of the original solubility data indicates scattering
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of the data in the NpO2CO−
3 predominance domain, but less than reported by Vitorge

[84VIT] and Lemire, Boyer and Campbell [93LEM/BOY], while no scattering at all
was reported for the conditions used to determine the solubility product,Ks,1, and the
second complexation constant,β2.

Earlier work from the same laboratory required correction for liquid junction ef-
fects on the calibration of their glass electrodes (cf. p. 281 in [95SIL/BID]). In this
work a different method was used for pH calibration, but there are also problems with
the revised method. An incorrect definition of pH was used involving the mean activity
coefficient of HClO4 (instead of the H+ activity coefficient in NaClO4 aqueous solu-
tions). Under other circumstances this might be a useful approximation, but when the
SIT is applied theε(H+,ClO−

4 ) andε(Na+,ClO−
4 ) values are not the same, nor is this type

of approximation valid when using a third order virial expansion [95NEC/RUN]. It is
also not clear which molality to molarity conversion factor they used. The calibration
procedure used may have been self-consistent in that the measured values of the water
ionic product are in accord with published data, and with the SIT as used by this re-
view. However, the same was not true for the values of the carbonic acid deprotonation
constants. This is apparently not the result of experimental problems in controlling
carbonate speciation, as the error increased with ionic strength (the deviation in pK
changes from 0.03 to 0.38). To allow for this, the uncertainty assigned in this review
to systematic error in log10[CO2−

3 ] for these results has been increased. Information
given in a later paper [94NEC/RUN] indicates the junction potential corrections could
be quite important. There is no way to predict these since they strongly depend on the
experimental set up. In the course of the present review, an attempt was made to derive
junction potentials from the�pH values in Table 1 of Necket al. [94NEC/RUN], using
SIT values for the activity coefficients of H+ and OH−. However, this led to different
results for acidic and basic media. Further, as a 3 M NaCl liquid junction was used
the junction potential correction might be expected to be at a minimum for solutions
having an ionic strength near 3 M, which was not the case. Thus, there seems to have
been a problem, but is not clear whether its source was chemical (carbonate equilib-
ration), the junction potential corrections or the incorrect definition of pH. However,
most of these problems would remain the same during solubility measurements and be
cancelled out. For this reason, this review accepts and uses the measurements from this
paper as extrapolated to zero ionic strength.

To recalculate the stability constants proposed by Kimet al. [91KIM/KLE] and
Neck et al. [94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/FAN, 95NEC/RUN], this review used the experi-
mental solubility measurements tabulated in the reports [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM]
and scanned those for 5 M NaCl aqueous solutions as reported in Figure 3d of Neck
et al. [95NEC/RUN]. The possibility of different solid phases was also considered
in the reanalysis of the data. Only the set of solubility measurements extrapolated to
I = 0 was used to select thermodynamic data. It was also found that ionic strength
corrections for the solubility products were not consistent in the original papers (see the
discussion of [94NEC/RUN] in this appendix). Therefore, independently determined
parameters were used to estimate the corresponding ionic strength corrections. The
reported parameters [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/RUN] were also not consistent with those
in a later paper [95FAN/NEC] from this group.
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Table A.25: Curve fitting results for solubility measurements of Np(V) in carbonate/bicarbonate/carbonic acid aqueous solutions
[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM, 95FAN/NEC, 95NEC/FAN, 95NEC/RUN]. βi = [NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i ]/([NpO+

2 ] [CO2−
3 ]i); log10 Ks,j =

[Na+](2j−1)[NpO+
2 ][CO2−

3 ]j is the solubility constant for hydrated Na(2 j−1)NpO2(CO3) j (s); t = 25◦C. NaClO4 media except the last
entry for I = 5 M (NaCl). The best fit was obtained by minimizing the least square sum�2 (of Ks,1 andKs,1 × βi ). Values proposed
by this review (from these experimental data or from all published experimental data in the same media) arebolded.

I (M) log10 Ks,1 log10 Ks,2 log10β1 log10β2 log10β3 1.96�/
√

n (k)

0.1 −10.28± 0.04(a) 4.58±0.04(a) 6.60±0.07(a) 6.70(a,f) 0.110
0.1 −10.28± 0.22(a,d) 4.59±0.30(a,d) 6.59± 0.40(a,d) 6.70(a,d,f) 0.109
0.1 −10.29±0.13(a,e) 4.51±0.19(a,e) 6.59±0.38(a,e) 6.70(a,e,f) 0.146

1 −10.10± 0.03(a) −12.23± 0.15(a,g) 4.50±0.04(a) 6.96±0.06(a) 8.67±0.09(a) 0.048
1 −10.10± 0.10(a,d) 4.52±0.10(a,d) 6.97±0.13(a,d) 8.68±0.10(a,d) 0.042
1 −10.10±0.10(a,e) −12.25±0.33(a,e) 4.48±0.10(a,e) 6.97±0.10(a,e) 8.68±0.10(a,e) 0.056
1 −10.14± 0.04(b) 4.49±0.06(b) 7.03±0.24(b) 8.52±0.41(b) 0.104
1 −10.12± 0.35(b,e) 4.57±0.35(b,e) 7.11±0.07(b,e) 8.53±0.09(b,e) 0.097
1 −10.11± 0.09(a,b,d) 4.54±0.14(a,b,d) 6.98±0.37(a,b,d) 8.65±0.27(a,b,d) 0.082
1 −10.10±0.10(a,b,e) 4.49±0.15(a,b,e) 6.95±0.32(a,b,e) 8.66±0.26(a,b,e) 0.096

3 −10.45± 0.04(a) −12.59± 0.10(a) 4.76±0.04(a) 7.69±0.07(a) 10.30±0.09(a) 0.444
3 −10.45± 0.10(a,d) 4.77±0.10(a,d) 7.70±0.11(a,d) 10.29±0.10(a,d) 0.444
3 −10.65± 0.33(c,e) −12.91± 0.48(c,e) 5.25±0.29(c,e) 8.15±0.46(c,e) 10.64±0.37(c,e) 0.114
3 −10.65± 0.51(a,c,d) 4.9±0.9(a,c,d) 8.3±0.5(a,c,d) 10.6±0.55(a,c,d) 0.437

5 −11.06(a) −13.57± 0.11(a) 5.00(a) 8.29(a) 11.47(a) 0.185
5 −11.07± 0.14(a,d) 5.04±0.22(a,d) 7.77±0.23(a,d) 11.62±0.21(a,d) 0.142

(Continued on next page)
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Table A.25: (continued)

I (M) log10 Ks,1 log10 Ks,2 log10β1 log10β2 log10β3 1.96�/
√

n (k)

5 −11.07±0.18(a,e) 4.92±0.25(a,e) 8.32±0.34(a,e) 11.52±0.32(a,e) 0.177

5 −10.63±0.11(g) −12.48±0.23(g)

5 0.14±0.15(h,i) −1.64±0.34(h,j)

(a)[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM].
(b)[83MAY].
(c)[86GRE/ROB].
(d)Best fit calculated in the present review.
(e)Minimum solubility (and not mean or fitted values) assuming that the scatter of the data was due to solid transformation (see text and the discussion

of [86GRE/ROB]).
(f)A β3 fixed value was added by this review.
(g)[95NEC/RUN], 5 M NaCl.
(h)Graphically estimated by this review from Figure 3d of [95NEC/RUN] and using the same correction as in that paper for chloride complexation.
(i)Value of log10(Ks,1 × β3);
(j)Value of log10(Ks,2/Ks,1);
(k)Uncertainties, 1.96 standard deviations of a weighted mean of the corresponding equilibrium constant (not increased for systematic error (see text)

in this table to allow statistical comparison), and 1.96�/
√

n values (n is the number of measurements) are calculated in the present review.
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The value of the solubility product for hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s), as measured by
Kim et al. [91KIM/KLE] and Necket al. [94NEC/RUN] and extrapolated to zero
ionic strength in the present review, was slightly greater than found in other reliable
solubility studies [83MAY, 86GRE/ROB, 93LEM/BOY]. The solubility values in 1 M
NaClO4 aqueous solutions were the same as those of Maya [83MAY], although differ-
ent values were used for the protonation constants for carbonate ion. For 3 M NaClO4
aqueous solutions the results are clearly different from the results of Grenthe, Robouch
and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB]. The difference is too large to have resulted from the pH
electrode calibration problems discussed above, but might have resulted from different
solid phases being present in the two studies. This discrepancy is reflected mainly in
the value ofβ1 at I = 3 M, which would affect the accuracy ofβ◦1 and have a dramatic
effect on extrapolation to zero ionic strength (i.e., on the value ofε(NpO2CO−3 ,Na+)).
The stepwise constants,K2 andK3, are in agreement with the values selected by this
review, even up toI = 5 M. This was quite surprising as the SIT approximation is usu-
ally not valid at such high ionic strengths and there was the possibility of systematic
deviation at high ionic strength. In conclusion, except for the value of log10 β1 none
of the complexation constants at high ionic strength deviate by more than a factor of
100.3 from other published works as reinterpreted in the present review. The origin of
the deviation in log10 β1 is not understood.

The spectra of Np(V) carbonate complexes were also reported and were used later
[94NEC/RUN] to calculate the formation constants for two Np(V) carbonate com-
plexes. The spectra were in accord with those reported previously [90RIG]. The repor-
ted value ofβ1 is in quite reasonable agreement (within 0.2 in log10β) with the value
measured by the solubility technique, and the same was true for theβ2 values reported
in [94NEC/RUN]. The formation constants are inconsistent only within the rather op-
timistic estimates of the uncertainties by the authors. It is also interesting to note that
the stepwise constant, k2 = β2/β1, measured by each technique, was the same.

[91OKA/REE]

This study reported the use of absorption spectroscopy and laser photoacoustic spectro-
scopy (LPAS) to investigate the hydrolysis of242Pu(VI). A value of the first hydrolysis
constant, log∗10β1,1 = −(5.2±0.2) was reported for(21±1)◦C and a medium of 0.1 M
NaClO4. The value was based on a least-squares fit to LPAS data and was dependent
on the assumption that PuO2OH+ is the sole major hydrolysis species for the Pu(VI) at
a concentration of 2.6× 10−4 M for pH values below 5.3. It appears the reported hy-
drogen ion concentrations are really 10−pH. The authors later [93OKA/REE] included
polymeric hydrolysis species in their data analysis, and recinded their proposed value
for log ∗

10β1,1. Therefore, this value for log∗10β is not credited in the present review.

[91POS/ROV]

The adsorption of Np(IV) on stainless steel in nitric acid solutions (no supporting elec-
trolyte) of concentration 0.1 − 6 M has been investigated at an unspecified temper-
ature. The Np concentration used is not reported, but from the figures it must have
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been approximately 1 mM. From the decrease of the sorption of Np(IV) and Np(VI)
on stainless steel with the increase of nitric acid concentration, the authors obtained
β(NpNO3+

3 ) = (1.95± 0.16) andβ(NpO2NO+
3 ) = (0.13± 0.20). The uncertainty

in the radiometric Np analysis was reported as 10%. No inert atmosphere was used
in work with Np(IV), as oxidation was assumed slow during the first few hours. As-
sumptions of the authors that the constants do not change in the ionic strength interval
0.5− 2 M, and that only Np4+ is sorbed may not be correct, and no evidence is repor-
ted to support them. For these reasons the results of this study are not accepted in the
present review.

[91SUL/CHO]

This is a report of what appears to be a well designed experiment to obtain the enthalpy
of the first hydrolysis step for NpO+2 . Unfortunately, not all the original data have
been reported (nor were they preserved), and at least one piece of the reported data
is inconsistent. The final pH of the solution titrated (Table 1) is reported as 7.5. It
is not clear what volume of base addition would result in this “final pH”, the titration
to n = 0.26 in the table or to n= 0.6 (as in Figure 1 and implied by the text). In
either case, “log10β1,0,1” must be markedly greater than 4.68 (at least 6.0) for the
final pH value to be as low as 7.5. This is inconsistent with the selected value for
this value for the hydrolysis constant (there is also a relevant discussion of the source
reference ([83MAY]) in this appendix), and with essentially all values reported in the
literature. The hydrolysis constant used by the authors would suggest a final pH value
of approximately 8.7. It would appear there was some impurity in the solutions used
(possibly partially substituted alkylammonium ions), and the problem casts doubt on
the reliability of the calorimetric results. This also causes doubt as to whether the
authors arguments are correct as to the consistent value forβ1 (based on Figure 2). On
the basis of several other studies (see Sections8.1.3and8.2.4.2), addition of base to
an acidic solution of 0.04 M neptunium(V) would be expected to result in precipitation
prior to hydrolysis. Because of the lack of details, the values from this study are not
accepted in the present review.

[91VIT/OLI ]

This report includes an English translation of a part of Riglet’s thesis (see the discussion
of [90RIG] in this appendix).

[91YAM/PRA]

The solubility of NpO2OH(am) was measured in solutions having pH values between
6.5 and 13 (T=?). The solubility measurements at the four lowest values of pH are
anomalously low when compared to all other reported measurements (see Figure8.3,
Section8.2.4.2). The lack of variation in the solubility for solutions with pH values
between 6.5 and 8 is also not in agreement with the hydrolysis scheme used by the
authors [91YAM/PRA] or that selected in the present review. Conversely, the rest of the
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data in this paper are consistent (below pH values of 11) with, among others, those of
Ewartet al. [86EWA/HOW] and Lierseet al. [85LIE/TRE]. The reported experimental
procedure suggests the initial neptunium concentrations in the low pH solutions may
have been too low to cause precipitation. The solubilities for the four lowest pH values
are rejected in the present review.

[92BEN/HOF]

This is a recapitulation of the work described in [90BEN]. For the reasons previously
discussed (see entry for [90BEN] in this appendix), the reported stability of the first
hydrolysis product is taken only as an upper bound and the first carbonate complex is
accepted (with some revision of interaction coefficients) for the purpose of this review.

[92CAP]

Portions of the experimental work described in this thesis were used in various other
reports and papers [89RIG/ROB, 90CAP/VIT, 92CAP/VIT, 94GIF/VIT, 95CAP/VIT,
96CAP/VIT, 97CAP/VIT].

a) Standard potentials of Pu redox couples in non-complexing media

Capdevila determined the disproportionation constant of PuO+
2 by studying the equi-

librium (Equation16.11, Section16.4)

3PuO+2 + 4H+

 2PuO2+

2 + Pu3+ + 2H2O(l)

using spectrophotometry, at five different ionic strengths (I = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 M). From
an SIT treatment, she derived the equilibrium constant at standard state log10 KV =
(2.6 ± 0.5) and�ε = (0.09± 0.1) kg·mol−1. KV is the nomenclature used in the
thesis forK(16.11). She also measured the extent of the disproportionation equilibrium
(Equation16.5, Section16.2)

3Pu4+ + H2O(l) 
 2Pu3+ + PuO2+
2 + 4H+

by mixing solutions of PuO2+2 and Pu3+ having the same acidity (1 M HClO4) and
following the change of the different oxidation states spectrophotometrically. From
the data, log10 KIV (1 M) = −(2.09± 0.5) (KIV is the nomenclature used in the
thesis for K(16.5)) was determined. This part of the work formed the basis of a
paper [92CAP/VIT] and was used later (with corrections) by Capdevila and Vitorge
[97CAP/VIT].

Furthermore, the redox potentials of Pu4+/Pu3+ and PuO2+2 /PuO+2 were determ-
ined by cyclic voltammetry in 1 M HClO4 at 298.15 K and at several different ionic
strengths (I = 0.5, 1, 2, 3 M) and temperatures between 5◦C and 65◦C in five-degree
steps. SIT treatment of the data yielded the standard potentials, temperature and ion
interaction coefficients. The results are summarised in TableA.26.

For the Pu4+/Pu3+ couple, the formal potentialE◦′ = (0.978 ± 0.007) V
agrees with the formal potentialsE◦′ = (0.982 ± 0.002) V of Connick and
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Table A.26: Temperature dependence of redox couples [92CAP].

Couple I E (dE/dT )isotherm �ε

(M) (V vs. SHE) (V·K−1) (kg·mol−1)

Pu4+/Pu3+
1 (0.978±0.007) (0.00184±0.00010)

±0.005(a) (0.00147±0.00011)(a)

0 (1.044±0.010) (0.00168±0.0003) (0.35±0.10)
(0.00167±0.00014)(a) ±0.05(a)

PuO2+
2 /PuO+2

1 (0.912±0.007) (0.00039±0.00010) −
(0.913±0.005)(a) (0.00016±0.00004)(a)

0 (0.938±0.010) (0.00019±0.00030) (0.22±0.10)
(0.00034±0.00004)(a) ±0.03(a)

(a) Values reported in [95CAP/VIT] from the same set of experimental data, recalculated using a
second order polynomial regression versus temperature. Simple linear regression was used in
[92CAP].

McVey [51CON/MCV] and E◦′ = (0.9821± 0.0005) V of Rabideau and Lemons
[51RAB/LEM]. The difference between the standard potential and the formal
potential,

E◦ − E◦′ = (0.064± 0.012) V

agrees with the(0.064± 0.011) V reported for the analogous Np4+/Np3+ system by
Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB]. The results of this cyclic voltametry study
(including temperature effects) were cited in [92CAP/VIT] (which was written before
the thesis was completed) and reported in [95CAP/VIT].

Using the constantsKV and KIV for the disproportination equilibrium of PuO+2
or Pu4+, respectively, and the corresponding data for the reversible redox couples,
Capdevila calculated the values in TableA.27 for the irreversible plutonium couples.

b) Standard potential of the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) redox couple in carbonate media

This report also gives results of an apparently very thorough study on Pu(V) in acidic
and basic carbonate media. Pu(V) was prepared electrolytically, and characterized
spectrophotometrically. The data from cyclic voltammetric experiments (25◦C, 1 M
sodium carbonate) and previously determined stability constants of PuO2(CO3)

4−
3

[87ROB/VIT] were used to calculate a value for the formation of the PuO2(CO3)
5−
3

at I = 0 using SIT and interaction coefficients determined experimentally of
log10β◦3 = (4.9± 0.8). All data was presented to permit re-evaluation of errors.

The value of log10β3 is similar to (or a little smaller than) the value of the corres-
ponding Np(V) tricarbonato complex (log10β◦3 = 5.50± 0.15) selected in this review
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Table A.27: Values of the potentials for the irreversible plutonium couples as calcu-
lated by Capdevila [92CAP].

I E(VI/IV) E(VI/III ) E(V/IV) E(V/III )
(M) (V vs. SHE) (V vs. SHE) (V vs. SHE) (Vvs. SHE)

Using KV 0 (0.965± 0.035) (0.988± 0.020) (0.991± 0.060) (1.014± 0.025)

1 (1.022± 0.035) (1.006± 0.020) (1.134± 0.060) (1.053± 0.022)
± 0.030 ± 0.050

Using KIV 0 - - - -

1 (1.033± 0.022) (1.013± 0.017) (1.154± 0.050) (1.063± 0.030)

Values in italics are those reported in [92CAP/VIT].

12.1.2.1, and can be compared to the value of log10β◦1 = (5.12± 0.14) from Bennett
et al. [92BEN/HOF]. Both these determinations result in values for the equilibrium
quotients ofK ◦

2 andK ◦
3 that are equal to or less than unity. Such values for consecut-

ive association quotients are unusual, since consecutive values of association quotients
usually vary by at least a factor of∼10. The results may be rationalized by postulating
that the reduction of PuO2(CO3)

4−
3 at the electrode produces PuO2(CO3)

5−
3 which is

a reactive intermediate (not the thermodynamically stable product of the reduction)
and this species rearranges to the thermodynamically stable mono- or bis- carbon-
atoplutonium(V) which precipitates from the solution. The results of [74SIM/VOL]
provide evidence consistent with this hypothesis.

c) Pu(IV) in carbonate media

The results of the spectrophotometric study of the reaction:

Pu(CO3)
6−
5 
 Pu(CO3)

4−
4 + CO2−

3

are not consistent with an earlier study reported by Eiswirth, Kim and Lierse
[85EIS/KIM] (and [86LIE/KIM]) who concluded that over the same pH range the
spectral changes required three carbonate complexes rather than the two hypothesized
in this study. There are three significant differences between the experimental
protocols in these studies: (i) the Pu(IV) was prepared by reduction by Capdevila
[92CAP]; (ii) Capdevila [92CAP] did not state that any filtration was carried out to
remove possible colloids prior to the spectrophotometric observations as was done
by Eiswirth, Kim and Lierse [85EIS/KIM] (in spite of this difference in experimental
procedure the reported spectra are qualitatively the same); and (iii) Capdevila’s initial
solution at pH= 10.2 was acidified by bubbling CO2(g) into the solutions in contrast
to the other study [85EIS/KIM] in which perchloric acid was added. There is no
specific evidence presented in this report concerning the stoichiometry of the limiting
Pu(IV) carbonate species in solution. The results are consistent with any one carbonate
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addition. However, based on the results of Lierse and Kim [86LIE/KIM] which clearly
indicate that complexes with CO2−3 /Pu(IV) ratios higher than 3 are formed in solution,
and by analogy to the U(IV) carbonate complexes [92GRE/FUG], this assignment of
pentacarbonato stoichiometry seems eminently reasonable.

[92CAP/VIT]

This is the publication of a part of Capdevila’s thesis [92CAP] in a refereed journal.

[92EWA/SMI]

This presents modelling results in conjunction with experimental results that are, in
essence, those presented in earlier publications [85EWA/GOR, 86EWA/HOW]. More
experimental details are given, but these do not, in some cases, agree with those in
the earlier papers, even though experimental points plotted appear to be from many
of the same experiments. The authors contended the method used to prepare the
Pu(OH)4(am) for the solubility measurements made it likely the plutonium in solution
was Pu(IV), but there was no experimental confirmation (e.g., by extraction). Other
work [94NEU/HOF, 94PER/DAV] suggests Pu(V) or Pu(VI) may have formed.

[92HAS]

This paper describes a qualitative study of the corrosion products of Pu metal in
aqueous solution. The final product was identified as PuO2, and indications were
found for several intermediate phases. The product after termination of the reaction at
a stage when 0.5 mole of H2(g) had been evolved per initial mole of Pu was identified
as PuOH(s), the monoxide hydride. A phase Pu7O9H3 was produced by limited
oxidation of PuOH(s). Thermal decomposition of PuOH(s) produced a metastable
solid (violently reactive with O2(g)), with properties consistent with those expected
for PuO(s). Selected lattice parameter information from XRD data is presented.

[92ITA/NAK ]

This paper reported solubility measurements for NpO2OH(s) precipitated using NaOH.
The shapes of the solubility curves for more basic solutions are similar to those de-
scribed by Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM]. However, between pH val-
ues of 6 and approximately 9.5, the solubilities measured in the lower ionic strength
solutions (I = 0.012 M andI = 0.10 M) were essentially constant, having a total
solution concentration of neptunium near 10−3.6 M. The authors could not find a satis-
factory explanation for this observation. It would appear the amorphous solid formed
under these conditions must have been metastable, even compared to the less stable of
the two hydroxide forms discussed by Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM],
or else unfilterable colloidal material formed in the experiments. The solutions appear
to have been allowed sufficient time for equilibrium to be attained (longer than in other
similar studies), and X-ray diffaction measurements on the final solids did not indicate
crystallinity. It should be emphasised that even quite low concentrations of carbonate
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could have caused spurious solubility results for the high pH solutions. The pH meas-
urements were corrected for junction potential differences in the different media. How-
ever, the actual procedure of “measuring pH buffer solutions containing NaClO4” may
or may not have been adequate, depending on the (unreported) nature of the solutes in
the buffer solutions. The corrections (albeit using different electrodes) are somewhat
greater than those of Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] in similar media.
The solubilities are lower in the higher ionic strength solutions, and this type of beha-
viour has been attributed by Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] to changes
in the nature of the solid. The solid is probably not the same in the solutions at differ-
ent ionic strengths. If this is the case, it would be futile to attempt to derive a single
solubility product from the entire set of data. The experimental solubilities forI = 0.8
are very close to those of Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] for their aged
solid at I = 1.0, although the scatter in the data means the location of the solubility
minimum (and hence the values of the hydrolysis constants) is not well defined. The
experimental solubility values are not supplied except as points on a graph, and no
recalculation of the hydrolysis constants has been done in this review. The reported
values of log10

∗β for (I = 0) are accepted, but with the uncertainties increased to±
0.7.

[92NEC/KIM ]

This reports the extension of an earlier study [85LIE/TRE]. The solubility of
NpO2OH(s) was measured in aqueous sodium perchlorate solutions (0.1, 1.0 and
3.0 M). The work appears to have been done carefully, and junction potential
corrections have been applied to the pH measurements (however, also see the
discussion for [91KIM/KLE]). Two different solids were assumed, one being found
in contact with 0.1 M NaClO4 solutions or with 1 M NaClO4 solutions that had not
aged more than a few days. The second, more stable solid was formed in contact
with 3 M NaClO4 solutions or after 20-30 days in contact with 1 M NaClO4. The
equilibration periods are somewhat shorter than those used in several other studies (e.g.
[92ITA/NAK, 95PAN/CAM]). The solids were not analysed for possible incorporation
of sodium ions, however the parallel solubility curves obtained for the two solids
strongly suggests they have similar stoichiometries. The solubility product and hydro-
lysis constants were analysed using the SIT. The value of�ε derived by the authors
(their “A parameter”) for the solubility product and first hydrolysis constant differ (by
0.06 kg·mol−1) from the value calculated using the values tabulated in AppendixB
of the present review. For the sake of consistency, the solubility product values were
refitted with the constraint that the A = 0.29. This results in log10

∗β◦1 = −11.34,
log10

∗β◦2 = −23.65, log10
∗K ◦

s,0 = 5.30 for the “fresh” solid, log10
∗K ◦

s,0 = 4.71 for

the “aged” solid, andε(Na+,NpO2(OH)−2 ) = −(0.01± 0.07) kg·mol−1.

[93GIF/VIT2 ]

This report is a prepublication of [94GIF/VIT] with supplementary materials including
an explanation on obtaining thermodynamic functions (�fG, �fH, S...) consistent
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with thermodynamic conventions (and standard states) for the electron “e−” (as used
by electrochemists in half-cell reactions).

[93LEM/BOY ]

Lemire, Boyer and Campbell studied NaNpO2CO3(s) and Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) equilib-
ration with HCO−3 /CO2−

3 , 1 M Na+ (NaClO4) solutions at 30, 50, and 75◦C, and 0.5 M
Na+ aqueous solutions at 75◦C, and KNpO2CO3(s) equilibration with KCl solutions
at 30 and 75◦C. The glass electrode was calibrated in concentration (− log10[H+])
and not activity (pH) units at each temperature. Measurements of− log10[H+] at dif-
ferent temperatures were used to calculate [CO2−

3 ] from the known total carbonate
molarities. Uncertainties mainly came from solid phase transformations and lack of
buffering effect at low [CO2−3 ]. Previous work [74VIS/VOL, 77SIM, 77VOL/VIS,
79VOL/VIS2, 81VOL/VIS2, 83MAY, 84VIT] on Np(V) solubility and soluble com-
plexes [85BID/TAN, 85INO/TOC] in carbonate media were well documented and used
to guide and interpret the experiments. It was assumed that the reactions

MNpO2CO3(s)+ (i − 1)CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i + M+

or the equilibria

M3NpO2(CO3)2(s)+ (i − 2)CO2−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

(1−2i)
i + 3M+

controlled the solubility. As discussed elsewhere in this appendix [90RIG], it is clear
that hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) is not very well crystallised at low [CO2−3 ] and temper-
ature. Its solubility was not very reproducible despite the 2-4 week equilibration times
used in this work [93LEM/BOY] (or longer — successive equilibration periods with
the same solid samples meant some solid samples were in contact with solutions for
over two months). Grenthe, Robouch and Vitorge [86GRE/ROB] had predicted that the
hydrated NaNpO2CO3(s) compound would be transformed into Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s),
when [CO2−

3 ] became greater than 1 mM in [Na+]=3 M solution (and thus if greater
than 9 and 18 mM in [Na+] = 1.0 and 0.5 M solutions, respectively), and this was con-
firmed by later work [91KIM/KLE, 95NEC/RUN]. The kinetics of this transformation
are very slow at 25◦C and were found here to be somewhat more rapid at higher tem-
peratures. It was difficult to deduce solubility products and formation constants from
curve fitting, because NpO2CO−

3 was transformed to NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 in the [CO2−

3 ] do-
main where a solid phase transformation occurs, and this leads to strongly correlated
fitting parameters.

To estimate equilibrium constants, this review accepted the qualitative interpreta-
tion in [93LEM/BOY] but used a classical graphical procedure to reanalyse the data.
The results are shown in TableA.28. At 30◦C, Lemire, Boyer and Campbell found ap-
proximately the same solubility as Maya [83MAY] had at 25◦C for [CO2−

3 ] < 1 mM.
Values ofKs,1 andβi were estimated graphically fori = 0, 1 and 2, assuming that
some of the data shown of the Figure 1a ([93LEM/BOY]) corresponded to supersatur-
ated solutions. For this reason, the values estimated in the present review were smaller
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than those from the least-squares curve fitting results. At higher carbonate concentra-
tions, the initial NaNpO2CO3(s) solid phase was slowly transformed into a thermody-
namically more stable phase. This explains the X-ray diffraction pattern observations.
No thermodynamic data were estimated from those results. The Np(V) solubility us-
ing a Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid phase as starting material was in accord with these
observations (Figure 1b of [93LEM/BOY]) and allowed graphical estimation ofKs,2
βi for i = 2 and 3 and of very approximate values for the other equilibrium constants
(TableA.28). Some solubility measurements could not be explained by the above inter-
pretation. A few (at 0.2 to 10 mM [CO2−3 ]) might suggest the final Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s)
phase was not really controlling the solubility at the beginning of the experiment (pos-
sibly there were changes in the extent of hydration of the solid phase; dehydration
might have occurred between 22− 25◦C and 30◦C). Regardless, there is still at least
one solubility measurement (at about 0.15 M [CO2−

3 ]) that remains an outlier.
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Table A.28: Estimation of formation constants Np(V) carbonate complexes from solubility measurements of [93LEM/BOY]. The

data are in 1 M Na+ media, except as notedβi = [NpO2(CO3)
(1−2i)
i ]/([NpO+

2 ][CO2−
3 ]i ), Ks, j = [M+](1−2 j )[NpO+

2 ][CO2−
3 ] j

is the
solubility product of a M(1−2j)NpO2(CO3)j hydrated solid phase.

t (◦C) log10β1 log10β2 log10β3 log10 Ks,1 log10 Ks,2 References

25 (4.6±0.1) (7.1±0.1) (8.5±0.1) −(10.12±0.04) [83MAY](a)

25 (4.57±0.35) (7.03±0.24) (8.52±0.41) −(10.12±0.35) [83MAY](b)

30 (4.7±0.1) (7.0±0.1) −(10.7±0.1) [93LEM/BOY]
30 (4.77±0.51) (7.47±0.54) (8.97±0.58) −(10.77±0.5) −(13.47±0.55) [93LEM/BOY](b,c)

30 (4.77±0.51) (7.47±0.54) (8.97±0.58) −(10.77±0.5) −(12.97±0.62) [93LEM/BOY](b,c)

50 (5.6±0.2) (6.9±0.3) (8.6±0.3) −(11.0±0.1) −(12.90±0.22) [93LEM/BOY]
50 (5.7±0.54) (8.80±0.57) (10.30±0.66) −(11.1±0.2) −(14.8±0.55) [93LEM/BOY](b)

75 (5.80±0.58) (8.80±1.62) (10.10±1.42) −(10.94±0.29) −(14.40±1.15) [93LEM/BOY](d)

75 (5.2±0.54) (7.30±0.61) (8.90±0.61) −(10.5±0.5) −(13.4±0.57) [93LEM/BOY](b)

75 (4.8±0.28) (7.20±0.36) (8.55±0.56) −(9.80±0.2) −(13.25±0.47) [93LEM/BOY](b,e)

(a) As recalculated in [93LEM/BOY].
(b) As recalculated in the present review.
(c) Two Ks,2 values were proposed at 30◦C, because at this temperature, the NaNpO2CO3(s) hydrated solid phase is assumed to be transformed

into a less hydrated one.
(d) Calculated in this review from some of the constants in [93LEM/BOY].
(e) For 0.5 M Na+; also recalculated for 1 M KCl solutions:log10 Ks,1 β1 = −(6.7± 0.2); log10 Ks,1 β2 = −(4.5± 0.5); log10 Ks,1 β3 =

−(2.0± 0.6); log10 Ks,2/Ks,1 = −(2.7± 0.6).
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The same solid phase transformations may explain the solubility measurements
at 50◦C ([93LEM/BOY], Figure 2). Values ofKs,1 βi for i = 0 and 1, andKs,2
βi for i = 1, 2 and 3 were estimated graphically. Again, for the recalculations, the
minimum solubility was used for chemical conditions where solid phase transformation
was suspected. As at 30◦C, this interpretation can be valid only if it is assumed that
in the early cycles of an equilibration experiment the solid in equilibrium with the
aqueous solution was not the same as the final Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) phase found after
equilibration with several successive batches of solution. Similar recalculations were
carried out from the solubility measurements at 75◦C ([93LEM/BOY], Figure 3) in 0.5
and 1 M sodium aqueous solutions. In the course of the present review, the recalculated
stepwise formation constants, taken in pairs of temperatures were used in a (futile)
attempt to estimate stepwise reaction enthalpies. Values for 40, 62.5 and 52.5◦C were
(87± 70),−(43± 66) and(19± 34) kJ·mol−1 for �1H , (37± 27),−(86± 29) and
−(27±17) kJ·mol−1 for �2H and(0±38), (9±38) and(4±16) kJ·mol−1 for �3H .
Obviously the values are much too scattered to be used, and are also undoubtedly badly
correlated.

For the five solubility measurements in K+ aqueous solutions at 75◦C the final solu-
tion concentrations of neptunium were markedly lower than those in the corresponding
Na+ aqueous system. It may be that in K+ media the value of log10(Ks,1β1) is smal-
ler by about 1.4 compared to the value in Na+ media, but much smaller differences
were found between the values of the log10(Ks,2β3) constants in both media. Since
ionic strength effects should nearly cancel between the two media, this would indicate
that the KNpO2CO3(s) solid phase is more stable than the NaNpO2CO3(s), while the
K3NpO2(CO3)2(s) and Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) solid phases may have similar stabilities.

Solid phase transformations lowered solubility while complexation increased it,
resulting in practically constant Np(V) solubility over a wide range of carbonate
concentrations, especially for temperatures above 30◦C. Classical curve fitting
cannot distinguish between these two effects that resulted in flat solubility curves.
Solid phases with similar M:Np:CO3 ratios, but hydrated to a different extent
may exist, and (probably metastable) phases with intermediate stoichiometry
(Na(2x−1)NpO2(CO3)x (s) where 1< x < 2) may form [76VOL/VIS]. In accordance
with the conclusions of the authors, the solubility product tabulated above should
not be compared with similar values from other works (at other temperatures),
since at least some do not correspond to the same solid phase even when X-ray
characterisation was claimed. Lemire, Boyer and Campbell, in agreement with Vitorge
[84VIT] and Riglet [90RIG], clearly demonstrated that there are problems with this
type of characterisation. Other authors have mainly used or shown X-ray diffraction
characterisation of initial solid phases.

In the present review the qualitative results from this work are accepted, but none
of the thermodynamic data.

[93LEM/CAM ]

See the discussion of [96LEM/CAM].
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[93LI/KAT ]

The potential of the Np(VI/V) couple was studied in 1 M HClO4 and 1 M Na2CO3
aqueous solutions and was found to be reversible. The formal potential of the equilib-
rium was found to be

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = 0.93 V/S.S.C.

The potential of the S.S.C. reference electrode, 0.24± 0.01 V was measured at(23±
2)◦C, therefore,

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = 1.07 V/SHE

while the value selected in the present review is 1.137± 0.001 V/SHE. In the same
way

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 = 0.25 V/S.S.C.

and

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 = 0.49 V/SHE

The Np(VI)/Np(V) potential shift from acidic to carbonate media was calculated by the
authors to be

ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M Na2CO3 − ENp(VI)/Np(V) in 1 M HClO4 = 0.68 V

As it is known that the two limiting complexes are NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 and NpO2(CO3)

5−
3 ,

this corresponds to

log10
(
β3Np(VI)/β3Np(V)

)
0.2 to 3 M K2CO3

= 11.5

This is similar to the value selected in the present review (but based on other experi-
mental data). No indication was given of the size of the junction potential or on the
uncertainties, so the result obtained by Li, Kato and Yoshida [93LI/KAT] is not used
in the assessment in the present review. However, the reported value of the difference
in potentials is in agreement with Simakin’s work [77SIM] and the other selected data
[90RIG, 95OFF/CAP].

The electrolytic synthesis of Np(IV) was carried out in 1 M Na2CO3
solutions. The Np(V)/ Np(IV) couple is reasonably reversible and has been
studied by several other groups. The preparation of Np(IV) is possible
[79FED/PER, 81WES/SUL, 84VAR/HOB, 96DEL/VIT], but Li, Kato and
Yoshida did not succeed, probably because the potential was not sufficiently negative,
because they did not use an appropriate electrode. Therefore the redox study is not
very useful, nor is it not very precise since there is no indication as to the junction
potential. The Np(IV) carbonate complex was then obtained by mixing an acidic
Np4+ solution with a Na2CO3 solution. The spectrum of the solution is the well
known [71MOS2, 77SAI/UEN, 81WES/SUL, 84VAR/HOB] spectrum of the limiting
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carbonate complex of Np(IV); but for the first time, spectrophotometric evidence is
shown of the dissociation of the Np(IV) limiting complex when the pH was decreased.
These spectra have later been confirmed [95VIT, 95VIT/CAP, 96DEL/VIT]. This
phenomenon occurs under similar conditions as for U [92GRE/FUG] and Pu [92CAP].
This suggests the same interpretation as for these actinides(IV):

Np(CO3)
6−
5 −→ Np(CO3)

4−
4 + CO2−

3

We estimate that the published spectrum probably corresponds to the above
reaction proceeding to less than 50% (and possibly less than 10%) of completion (cf.
Section12.1.2.1.4)

[93OKA/REE]

In this study, the hydrolysis of plutonium(VI) in aqueous solution (I = 0.1 M, NaClO4)
was investigated using absorption spectroscopy and laser photoacoustic spectroscopy.
Both 242Pu and239Pu were used, and radiolytic reduction of the plutonium stock solu-
tions was minimised by restricting the time between solution preparation and meas-
urements. The reported value for log∗10β

mix
2,2 (−(7.3 ± 0.2)) is reasonable, as is the

conclusion the first monomeric hydrolysis complex is weak.

The data from this paper were reanalysed. The three data points from spectra
obtained using 0.028 M Pu(VI) do not appear to be consistent with the other data.
In particular, they seem to be inconsistent with the absorption spectroscopic data for
0.0128 M Pu(VI). Nevertheless, there was no apparent reason to exclude the data ob-
tained using the most concentrated plutonium stock solution, and indeed, the absorb-
ance data from this solution should actually be more reliable than those from the more
dilute solution.

The activity coefficients from the ion-interaction treatment were calculated, and
log ∗

10β
◦
2,2 = −(7.73± 0.08) at 25◦C was determined by fitting the absorption (vis-

ible) spectroscopy data using a non-linear least squares algorithm. The uncertainties
in the absorbances were all±0.002, as in the original paper. The laser photoacous-
tic spectroscopy data were similarly analysed, and resulted in the value log∗

10β
◦
2,2 =

−(7.33± 0.09). The data analyses only included absorbances for those solutions
which were reported to have no detectable absorbance at 638 nm, and were based
on (PuO2)2(OH)2+2 being the only major species from hydrolysis of PuO2+

2 for these
conditions. This assumption may not be correct (the 1:1 complex is more likely). The
experimental and calculated absorbances show systematic differences.

A slight decrease in log∗10β
mix
2,2 with increasing temperature was reported. This

is not consistent with experimental evidence (calorimetric [68ARN/SCH] and poten-
tiometric [62BAE/MEY]) for the temperature dependence of the corresponding ura-
nium(VI) species, (UO2)2(OH)2+2 in higher ionic strength media. Further work on the
temperature dependence would be useful.
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[93PAS/KIM]

The results of this spectrophotometric study show a variation in the spectra of basic
Pu(VI) solutions upon the addition of NaClO. The data that form the basis of identi-
fication of the bands at 852 nm and 862 nm as characteristic of the mono- and bis-
hypochlorite complexes, respectively, are not presented. In addition, the values calcu-
lated for the association quotients are based on questionable assumptions. It has not
been clearly demonstrated that the hydrolysed species is solely the dihydroxide species,
and the values used for the calculation of the solubility product are not reliable. The
values presented for the formation of the Pu(VI) hypochlorite complexes can therefore
not be accepted in this review.

[93PAS/KIM2]

This paper presents a careful spectrophotometric and potentiometric study of242Pu(VI)
hydrolysis, with emphasis on the kinetics of the formation of polymeric hydrolysis
species. Little of the original experimental data has been supplied, so recalculation
of the results is difficult. Theβ1 values for 20◦C apparently were calculated using
25◦C values for the ion product for water, corrected for ionic strength, but not for the
difference in temperature (the ion product of water at 20◦C is 10−14.17 [59ROB/STO]
— the D value as used in the SIT apparently was corrected for temperature). In a
later paper from the same group [95PAS/KIM], the large values ofβ12 in this paper
[93PAS/KIM2] were explained as probably resulting from polymer formation in the
oversaturated solutions of Pu(VI) near neutral pH. When the reported average value
for β1,1 is adjusted using the ion product for water at 20◦C, the value log10β1,1 = 8.82
is obtained, resulting in log10β◦1,1 = 9.40 (using the SIT). Thus, log∗10β

◦
1,1 = −4.76

at 20◦C. This value is also much less negative than the value found in the later study
by Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM] and, further, is markedly less negative than values
from studies selected by the authors for comparison [49KRA/DAM2, 72CAS/MAG,
84KIM/BER, 91OKA/REE].

[93PRA]

This thesis has also been published as a series of papers [89PRA/MOR, 90PRA/MOR,
91PRA/YAM, 93PRA/MOR, 93PRA/YAM].

[93PRA/MOR]

The work (also reported as part of Prapoto’s thesis [93PRA]) was similar to that de-
scribed in a later paper by the same authors [95MOR/PRA].

Total 237Np(VI) solubilities were measured in aqueous solutions prepared by
adding NaHCO3 to 0.1 M NaClO4 solutions so that the total carbonate concentrations
were 25.3 to 167 mM. It is not clear whether the NaHCO3 used for these additions
was the solid or was in concentrated aqueous solution. In neither case is it likely
the procedure would provide accurate knowledge of the volumetric concentrations,
especially of Na+. The total carbonate concentration is at least of the same order
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of magnitude as the NaClO4 concentration. Therefore, the ionic medium was
not constant over the series of solubility measurements, and the concentration of
Na+ varied from 0.15 to 0.43 M (at least as recalculated in the present review-see
below). The pH measurements reported by the authors (9.61 to 10.5) are, for some
samples, considerably greater than the theoretical values calculated assuming the
above procedure. The authors also may have added a strong base (possibly NaOH)
to vary the pH. It is not possible to accurately calculate the amount of NaOH that
might have been added for pH adjustment, as equilibration with air during the pH
adjustment would have also added an acidic reactant (carbon dioxide gas). Thus, the
concentrations of Na+ and the ionic strength corrections to the equilibrium constants
for the carbonate protonation reactions cannot be estimated with good accuracy (and
the ones used by the authors are then probably in error).

The authors reported the absorption spectrum of the solution most concentrated in
Np(VI) and total carbonate. Although of poor quality compared with the previously
published spectra [81WES/SUL, 86GRE/RIG] cited by the authors, the spectrum (con-
trary to the contention of the authors) still clearly corresponds to the spectrum of the
pure limiting complex, NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 . The analysis of the absorbance measurements

strongly relies on the values of the molar absorbances for the pure species. Such values
were not proposed by the authors, nor can the values be deduced because there was no
evidence for a second absorbing species.

The authors plotted their experimental solubility data as a function of the logarithm
of the aqueous concentration of CO2−

3 , and proposed a slope analysis. In the present
review it is concluded that the range of experimental conditions was too small, the
chemical conditions too poorly defined, and the scatter of the experimental results too
large, to obtain any useful result from such an analysis. The authors’ proposed initial
complex, final complex, and the number of OH ligands they claim were exchanged are
completely in error.

[93PRA/YAM]

See [91YAM/PRA].

[93SAW/MAH]

The authors carried out potentiometric titrations using a fluoride electrode at(23±1)◦C
(“room temperature”) andI = 1 M (NaClO4). This method is well established and has
a high precision. This study supersedes the one published earlier by the same group
[86MAH/SAW], in which log10β1(A.69, q = 1, I = 1 M) = (3.07± 0.04) was repor-
ted. This earlier result was called into question by these authors [93SAW/MAH], be-
cause higher complexes had not been considered in the evaluation in [86MAH/SAW].

Pure starting solutions of Pu(III) were obtained by adding an excess of quinhydrone
to a Pu stock solution before each experiment. The remaining quinhydrone served
as a holding reductant for Pu(III). The absorption spectra were recorded before each
experiment to ensure absence of Pu(IV). The liquid junction potential was carefully
evaluated at each titration point as a function of the free proton concentration. The data
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were evaluated using a chemical model that included the formation of three Pu(III)
fluoride complexes according to the equilibria

Pu3+ + qF− 
 PuF4−q
q . (A.69)

The following constants were reported atI = 1 M (NaClO4): log10β1(A.69, q =
1) = (3.58± 0.08), log10β2(A.69, q = 2) = (6.40± 1.13), and log10β3(A.69, q =
3) = (12.61± 0.15). The authors reported thatβ2 could be omitted without reducing
significantly the goodness-of-fit, and they concluded thatK3 > K2, whereKq is the
stepwise formation constant according to the equilibria

PuF5−q
q−1 + F− 
 PuF4−q

q . (A.70)

However, the result of the fitting exercise suggests not onlyK3 > K2, but also
K3 > K1: log10 K1(A.70, q = 1) = 3.58, log10 K2(A.70, q = 2) = 2.82, and
log10 K3(A.70, q = 3) = 6.21. As a comparison, we use the constants selected in the
americium review [95SIL/BID] for the corresponding Am(III) system (where values
have been selected for the formation of the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes only), and we
calculate the speciation at the highest fluoride concentration used by the authors: We
find that under these conditions only 6.5% of Pu(III) was complexed with fluoride, the
rest was present as the free aqua ion, Pu3+. Certainly, it cannot bea priori excluded
that a metal-ligand system behaves such that the 1:3 complex is drastically more stable
than both the 1:1 and the 1:2 complex. But it is striking that the authors found very
much the same behaviour of Sm(III) and Bi(III), with very high stabilities of the 1:3
complexes, and comparatively low stabilities for the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes. This is in
contradiction to the lanthanide(III) and actinide(III) fluoride complexation behaviour
found in other studies, e.g. [61PAU/GAL, 86CHO, 92FUG/KHO, 92MIL]. On this
basis it is not possible to accept the results of this study unless they are verified by
independent measurements.

[93STA/LAR]

This paper describes a study of the reaction of water vapour (at 0.02 Pa) with plutonium
metal (also see the entry for [92HAS] in this appendix). A non-equilibrium surface
layer is formed, and the composition of the outermost 5 mm was found (using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)) to have a composition near PuO2.2. The higher
oxide can apparently be formed from water adsorbed on PuO2, and loses oxygen to
form PuO2 at temperatures above 350◦C.

[93WEG/OKA]

This was a qualitative spectrophotometric study of the Pu(VI) phosphate system. No
data on complexes or solubility of a specific solid were reported, and complications
due to colloid formation arose during absorbance measurements. The authors have
measured the shift of their reported 833 nm band of Pu(VI) in solutions of varying
phosphate concentrations and for pH values of 2.7 to 11.9. It was proposed that the
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bands at 842, 846 and 849 nm correspond to H2PO−4 , HPO2−
4 and PO3−

4 complexes of
Pu(VI), based only on the predominant phosphoric acid anion at the pH of the solutions
where the bands were recorded. There is no convincing evidence for the simultaneous
existence of the three species at pH= 2.7. The high Pu(VI) solubilities measured in the
filtered solutions have been explained by the authors as resulting from the formation of
stable and unstable colloids.

[94CAM/LEM ]

Values are reported for the enthalpy of solution of hydrated dioxoneptunium(V) hy-
droxide based on twelve samples from two different batches of the solid, NpO2OH
·xH2O(s). The apparent hydration number,x, was 1.52 for the first batch and 1.28
for the second. Unexpectedly, the experimental enthalpies of solution are more exo-
thermic for the less hydrated sample, although the results do agree marginally within
the 95% confidence limits. The radiochemical analyses for neptunium gave system-
atically lower results than gravimetric analyses (by almost 10%), and one set or the
other must be assumed to be in error. The gravimetric analyses could overestimate the
amount of neptunium in the samples if these contained an inert impurity that remained
as part of the solid at 500◦C. This is not likely considering the method of synthesis,
and it is more probable the radiochemical analyses were systematically in error. In this
review the results based on the gravimetric results are accepted. The difference in the
enthalpies of solution for the slightly differently hydrated solids is not considered to
be proven, and the difference in the enthalpy effect corresponding to the transfer of the
NpO+

2 ion from 1.0 mol·kg−1 HClO4 to infinite dilution is assumed to be negligible.
An average value of−(43.7±4.4) kJ·mol−1 is accepted from this work for the reaction

NpO2OH(s, hydrated)+ H+

 NpO+

2 + H2O(l).

[94CLA/EKB ]

The results of photoacoustic spectroscopic studies were reported for basic carbonate
solutions of Pu(IV). The results are consistent with those of Capdevila [92CAP]; there
was a reversible spectral change in the relative spectral intensity of the 486 and 492 nm
peaks. The authors concluded that a single carbonate-containing species is dominant
in 1 M total carbonate solution from pH= 8.4 to 12.0. Other species with peaks at
500, 492 and 513 nm were described but no stoichiometry was assigned. Although
supportive of other spectrometric studies, no new thermodynamic data were presented
that is useful for this review.

[94GIF]

Giffaut investigated the influence of chloride ions on the visible absorption spectrum
of PuO2+

2 in 1 M HClO4 solution. He observed, by adding increasing quantities of a
11.6 M HCl solution to this starting solution, the appearence of a second absorption
peak at[Cl−]t > 0.1 M, and of a third peak above a[Cl−]t concentration of about
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2-2.5 M. At chloride concentrations higher than about 4.5 M, an additional absorp-
tion band can be identified, indicating the existence of a third chloride complex of
PuO2+

2 . In order to allow a quantitative evaluation of these absorption spectra, Giffaut
[94GIF] carried out two measurements at constant ionic strength, 2.2 m and 3.5 m
(HCl, HClO4), respectively. By measuring the absorption at 831 nm and 838 nm,i.e.,
at the absorption peaks due to PuO2+

2 and PuO2Cl+, respectively, he obtained no evid-
ence for the formation of the 1:2 complex, PuO2Cl2(aq), except at the highest chloride
concentration used (2.11 M). Unfortunately, Giffaut did not record the absorption at a
wavelength of 844 nm,i.e., at the absorption peak of PuO2Cl2(aq). This would have
provided a clearer picture about the existence of the 1:2 complex under these condi-
tions. Hence, Giffaut evaluated the absorption measurements atI = 2.2 m and 3.5 m,
respectively, in terms of the reaction

PuO2+
2 + Cl− 
 PuO2Cl+. (A.71)

He obtained log10β1(A.71, I = 2.2 m, 298.15 K) = −(0.07 ± 0.09) and
log10β1(A.71, I = 3.5 m, 298.15 K) = −(0.06± 0.07), respectively. These values
are in fair agreement with the other studies available on this system. Giffaut [94GIF]
demonstrated the absence of polynuclear complexes below a total Pu concentration of
2.8×10−4 M. By linear extrapolation toI = 0 according to the specific ion interaction
equation,cf. AppendixB, he obtained log10β◦1(A.71, 298.15 K) = (0.70± 0.13) and
�ε(A.71) = −(0.08± 0.08) kg·mol−1. This constant seems reliable and is selected
in the present review (with a slight increase of its uncertainty).

Giffaut [94GIF] evaluated the formation constant of the 1:2 complex according to
the reaction

PuO2+
2 + 2Cl− 
 PuO2Cl2(aq) (A.72)

from his measurements at variable ionic strength and chloride concentrations between
1.18 M and 4.75 M. Knowing the formation constant and its ionic strength depend-
ence for the 1:1 complex from the measurements at constant ionic strength, he calcu-
lated the corresponding log10β1 values for each ionic strength used, and thus obtained
log10β2 values over an ionic strength range varying from 2.4 M to 5.2 M (chloride
concentration varying from 1.5 to 4.2 M). The extrapolation of these log10β2(I ) val-
ues toI = 0 according to the specific ion interaction equation,cf. AppendixB, res-
ulted in log10β◦2(A.72, 298.15 K) = −(0.6± 0.2) and�ε(A.72, HCl) = −(0.43 ±
0.20) kg·mol−1. The points used in the extrapolation of log10β2 + 6D vs. Im lie on
a well-defined straight line, see ([94GIF, p. 108], Fig. III.12). It should be men-
tioned that the log10 β2(I ) values in Table III/III [94GIF, p. 126] for I = 2, 3 and
4 M (HCl), respectively, are in error (probably an error in sign,i.e., +0.6 instead of
−0.6 used for log10β◦2). Our calculation results in log10 β2(I = 2 M, HCl) = −1.10
(Giffaut: 0.08), log10β2(I = 3 M, HCl) = −0.71(Giffaut: 0.46), and log10β2(I =
4 M, HCl) = −0.27 (Giffaut: 0.89). These values are more or less in agreement
with other literature data. The existence of PuO2Cl2(aq) has been shown spectro-
scopically by a distinct peak at 844 nm ([94GIF, p. 99], Fig. III.2) leading to an
isosbestic point. However, we do not consider the existence of PuO2Cl−3 proven by
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the slight changes in absorption near 851 nm in that figure. Giffaut [94GIF] also stud-
ied the chloride complexes of Pu4+ by spectrophotometry. He observed the formation
of PuCl3+, PuCl2+2 , PuCl+3 and PuCl4(aq). For the stepwise constants, Giffaut ob-
tained log10 K1(I = 3 M) = (0.20± 0.08), log10 K2(I = 3 M) = −(0.56± 0.16),
log10 K1(I = 4 M) = (0.25± 0.08), log10 K2(I = 4 M) = −(0.61± 0.18), and,
at variable ionic strength, the approximative values of−0.7 ≤ log10 K3 ≤ −1 and
log10 K4 < −1. Large discrepancies are observed among different literature values for
the second formation constant,cf. Table18.4. We use the first constants reported for
I = 3 M and I = 4 M in our regression analysis and assign them an uncertainty of
±0.2.

As to the chloride complexes of neptunium, Giffaut [94GIF] observed practic-
ally no changes in the absorption spectrum of Np(V) in 4 M NaCl solution with re-
spect to 1 M HClO4 solution. For the chloride complexation of Np4+ and NpO2+

2 ,
Giffaut evaluated the available literature and corrected the measured constants toI =
0 by using ion interaction coefficients that he had compiled or estimated. He ob-
tained log10β◦1(NpCl3+) = (1.45± 0.25), log10β◦2(NpCl2+2 ) = (2.4 ± 0.3), and
log10β◦1(NpO2Cl+) = (0.7 ± 0.4). However, his recalculations of these values to
ionic strengths of 2, 3 and 4 M ([94GIF, p. 126], Table III/III) in many cases resulted
in log10β values that are higher than the available experimental determinations.

[94GIF/VIT ]

In this paper Giffaut, Vitorge and Capdevila derived formulas for calculating the tem-
perature dependence of the enthalpy, entropy and heat capacity of a reaction in an
aqueous ionic medium, when using the SIT (AppendixB) to account for activity coef-
ficient and ionic strength effects.

[94HOB/PAL]

The results obtained in a series of spectrophotometric Pu(IV)/carbonate complexation
studies over wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm were summarized. The pH was varied by
controllingpCO2 (pH= 7.17 to 9.67;pCO2 = 0.3 to 100%). The authors concluded that
the results indicated there are three important species over this range of conditions. The
results were found to be consistent with two independent but simultaneous equilibria,
the addition of one CO2−3 and the addition of one OH− and perhaps an additional car-
bonate to an initial species in neutral solution. The results of a computer analysis listed
equilibrium constants for a number of possible stoichiometric models. However, as the
initial species in near-neutral solution remain unidentified, no definitive assignment of
equilibrium constants can be made.

[94MAT/CHO ]

Mathur and Choppin studied phosphate complexes of dioxoneptunium(VI) at
1 M NaClO4 and 25◦C by solvent extraction using either HDNNS (dinonyl-
naphthalenesulphonic acid) or a mixture of DBM (dibenzoylmethane) and
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TOPO(tri-n-octylphosphine oxide) as the organic phase extractant. Potassium
permanganate was used as a holding oxidant. In the experiments performed at
pH = 2.5 the sodium form of HDNNS was used as the extractant, and the data were
explained in terms of formation of the complex NpO2H2PO+4 ,

NpO2+
2 + H2PO−4 
 NpO2H2PO+4 (A.73)

log10β(A.73, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (2.52± 0.07)

Since the data were obtained at constant pH, no information about the proton content
of the species formed can be obtained. Analogy with the dioxouranium(VI) phosphate
system at acidic pH would suggest the formation of H3PO4 and mixed H3PO4−H2PO−4
complexes, which the authors have not considered at pH= 2.5 (although they did con-
sidered HPO−4 species). The concentrations of the various phosphate ions reported in
their Table 1 differ from the ones calculated with the values of the constants reported
at the bottom of the same table. For these reasons, the constant corresponding to Equa-
tion A.73has been accepted only with a substantially increased uncertainty. In view of
the analogies between uranium(VI) and neptunium(VI) systems, a correction to infinite
dilution similar to that used for Equation V.134 in [92GRE/FUG] was applied. This,
together with the corresponding correction ofK1 for phosphoric acid, yields:

log10β◦(A.73, 298.15 K) = (3.32± 0.50)

For the experiments performed at pH= 5.14, TOPO was used as the extractant,
and the extraction mechanism was verified - a slope of 2 was obtained in the plot of
log10 1/D vs. log10[DBM]. The data have been explained with the equilibria:

NpO2+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO4 (A.74)

NpO2+
2 + 2HPO2−

4 
 NpO2(HPO4)
2−
2 (A.75)

with the constants: log10β(A.74, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (4.54 ± 0.13) and
log10β(A.75, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (7.49± 0.13).

No details of the pH electrode calibration are reported, and the influence of an
activity scale calibration to the calculated concentrations is apparently more import-
ant at pH= 5.14. Distribution coefficients much higher than those reported in Fig. 1
of [94MAT/CHO] seems to have been used in the same system according to Fig. 3
of the reference. Thus,D0 values of the order of 500 can be estimated from Fig. 3,
while in Fig. 1 theD0 values vary between 0.03 and 1. The model function (Equa-
tion 9 in [94MAT/CHO]) used to obtain the formation constants for HPO2−

4 complexes
contains a linear term in HPO2−4 multiplied by the constant for the H2PO−4 complex,
thus propagating its error here. No allowance has been made for the hydrolysis of
the dioxoneptunium(VI) ion at pH 5.14, and there is not enough information to permit
recalculation of the data.

Hence, the values reported have been selected with substantially increased uncer-
tainty limits:

log10β(A.74, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (4.54± 0.70)

log10β(A.75, 1 M NaClO4, 298.15 K) = (7.5± 1.0)
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By using interaction coefficients from AppendixB, as well asε(Na+,NpO2HPO4(aq)) =
0 kJ·mol−1 and an estimatedε

(Na+,NpO2(HPO4)
2−
2 )

≈ −0.1 kJ·mol−1 yields:

log10 β◦(A.74, 298.15 K) = (6.2± 0.7)

log10 β◦(A.75, 298.15 K) = (9.5± 1.0)

[94MEI]

Meinrath prepared a NaNpO2CO3(s) compound by precipitation from a 0.02 M NpO+2
acidic solution with 0.05 M Na2CO3. After three weeks of equilibration, he meas-
ured the solubility of the solid at 25◦C on bubbling the solution with a 1% CO2(g) (in
N2(g)) mixture. In calibrating his glass electrode he determined the value log10 Kp,2 =
(17.62± 0.07) for the carbon dioxide gas/carbonate equilibrium constant [91MEI].
He compared this to a value of (17.65± 0.07) reported by Kimet al. [92RUN/MEI].
The value calculated with the auxiliary thermodynamic data selected by this review is
log10 Kp,2 = (17.53± 0.04). Meinrath determined values for the solubility product,
Ks,1, and the first carbonate complexing constant,β1, that are the same (within the un-
certainties) as those published earlier by Kimet al.[91KIM/KLE]. The actual solubility
values from the measurements under 0.03% CO2(g) were given in that earlier report
[91KIM/KLE], but not in the later [94MEI] publication. However, the new results
for the solubility measurements under 1.0% CO2(g), [94MEI], appear only as points
on graphs. Meinrath indicated the X-ray diffraction pattern for his sodium neptunium
carbonate solid differed somewhat from patterns reported by Volkov, Visyashcheva and
Kapshukov [77VOL/VIS]; also, the pattern is not completely consistent with later work
[94NEC/RUN, 95NEC/RUN]. Because of this, no attempt was made to re-evaluate
Meinrath’s results in the present review. However, the values are consistent with the
earlier study [91KIM/KLE] and, within the uncertainties, consistent with the values
selected in the present review.

[94MER/FUG]

The authors measured the enthalpy of solution of Np2O5(cr) in 6 M HCl to be−(80.3±
2.2) kJ·mol−1 (where the uncertainty has been expanded slightly, and it has been as-
sumed the errors are random with respect to all four batches of solid). The selec-
ted value for�fH◦

m (NpO+
2 , aq) is assumed equal to the value in 6 M HCl, and us-

ing −286.63 kJ·mol−1 for the enthalpy of formation of H2O(l) in the medium�fH◦
m

(Np2O5(cr)) =−(2162.7± 9.5) kJ·mol−1 is calculated.
Values are also reported for the enthalpy of solution (in 1 M HCl) of hydrated

dioxoneptunium(V) hydroxide based on ten samples from three different batches of the
solid, NpO2OH·xH2O(s), with an apparent hydration number ranging fromx = 2.17
to x = 2.54. An average enthalpy of solution of−(38.8 ± 2.4) kJ·mol−1 can be
calculated from the data assumingx = 2.50. If instead, the analyses are assumed to
indicate slightly variable hydration, and the molar masses are adjusted accordingly, the
enthalpy of reaction is−(38.5± 2.0) kJ·mol−1.
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This value is used in the present review and, as in the original paper, the difference
in the enthalpy effect corresponding to the transfer of the NpO+

2 ion from 1.0 M HCl
to infinite dilution is assumed to be negligible.

[94NEC/KIM ]

This review used the Np(V) solubility measurements tabulated in this report, with
other data published by the same group of authors (as discussed in this appendix
[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/RUN]). Experimental data of Np(V) liquid-liquid extraction by
NaDNNS from 0.2 to 5 M Na(ClO4,Cl) aqueous solutions were also tabulated in this
report. These were used by Neck, Kim and Kanellakopulos to estimate Np(V) activity
coefficients, however there are difficulties with the interpretation of the authors as ex-
plained in the discussion of [94NEC/RUN] (work based on the same experimental data
from the same group). In the present review we have interpreted interactions between
NpO+

2 and Cl− solely in terms of the selected interaction coefficients rather than invoke
a model involving the formation of weak chloro-complexes (also see [96RUN/NEU]).
The interpretation of the liquid-liquid extraction study neglected activity coefficient
corrections for the organic phase. These corrections might be important compared to
activity coefficient corrections. The corresponding uncertainty could not be deduced
from statistical analysis since some of the possible errors were systematic (not ran-
dom). The necessary activity coefficient corrections (especially for chloride media,
cf. Section12.1.2.1.3.c) increased the uncertainty in the interpretation of the data.
Therefore these extraction measurements were not used in the present review to estim-
ate the stability constants of Np(V) carbonate complexes (see also the discussions of
[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/RUN] in this appendix).

[94NEC/RUN]

This paper incorporates and discusses the solubility and spectroscopic results described
in an earlier report [91KIM/KLE]. New activity coefficient values are also proposed.
In this paper the SIT, as used in the present review, was used by Necket al., while in
a later paper [95FAN/NEC] the authors used a simplified Pitzer equation. The junc-
tion potential was measured (and not set to zero by using the same ionic medium for
the reference electrode and working solutions). The interpretation of the liquid-liquid
extraction study [94NEC/KIM, 95NEC/FAN] neglected activity coefficient corrections
for the organic phase. These corrections might be important compared to activity coef-
ficient corrections. The corresponding uncertainty could not be deduced from statistical
analysis since some of the possible errors were systematic (not random). In addition,
possible chemical systematic error (discussed above) could be even more important.
For these reasons, the activity coefficients proposed in this work [94NEC/RUN] are
not accepted in the present review. However, as mentioned elsewhere in this appendix
(see discussions of [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM]), some of the systematic errors, if
they exist, will cancel, especially for the values of equilibrium constants extrapolated
to zero ionic strength. The�ε value of the solubility products can be calculated from
ε values used by this review (see AppendixB) that were determined from isopiestic
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(for ε(Na+,ClO−
4 )), equilibrium constant (forε

(Na+,CO2−
3 )

) and redox (forε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ))

measurements. For this last value an analogy between NpO2+
2 and UO2+

2 was also as-
sumed since the experimental determinations of the values of the MO2+

2 /MO+
2 redox

couples were found to be the same for M= U, Np, Pu [87RIG/VIT, 89RIG/ROB,
90RIG, 94CAP/VIT]. The�ε value of the two solubility product reactions as determ-
ined by Kimet al. and Necket al. [91KIM/KLE, 95NEC/RUN] are not consistent with
the value calculated in the present review (TableA.29). The twoε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) values
calculated from those�ε values are also not consistent with later determinations by
the same group [95NEC/FAN]. A simplified Pitzer equation was used from which this
review determinedε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.20± 0.03 kg·mol−1, a value which is in accord
with the value 0.25± 0.05 accepted in the present review (TableA.29).

Table A.29: Values ofε(NpO+2 ,ClO−
4 ) recalculated in this review from the measurements

of [91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM, 95NEC/FAN, 95NEC/RUN](a) and auxiliary values
from Appendix B. Similar values using auxiliary values calculated in this review from
experimental data published in these references are reported in Table12.5.

ε(h) ε(e) ε(f) log10 K ◦
s,1

this review(b) (0.25±0.05)
[91KIM/KLE] (0.36±0.04)
[95NEC/RUN] (0.34±0.04) (0.37±0.09) (0.42±0.09)
0.1 to 3 M(c) (0.38±0.07) −(10.95± 0.11)
0.1 to 5 M(c) (0.38±0.04) −(10.95± 0.07)
[95NEC/FAN](d) (0.20±0.05)
[94NEC/KIM](g) (0.18±0.03)

(a) Unless noted otherwise,ε is ε
(NpO+2 ,ClO−4 )

from �εs,i = iε
(Na+,CO2−

3 )
+ ε

(NpO+2 ,ClO−4 )
+ (2i −

1)ε
(Na+,ClO−4 )

+ xir as determined by SIT linear regression from the values determined at different ionic

strength forKs,i , the Na(2i−1)NpO2(CO3)i·xiH2O(s) solubility product, wherer is aH2O/mNaClO4
mean

value,x1 = 3.5 andx2 is unknown; i=1 in column 2; i=2 in columns 3 and 4.
(b) ε values calculated with the auxiliary values used by this review.
(c) Calculated in the present review from the data reported in [91KIM/KLE].
(d) Calculated in the present review from the Pitzer set of parameters proposed in [95NEC/FAN]. The uncertainty

has been estimated in this review as the difference (ε(3 M) - ε(0.5 M)) where theε values were calculated
from the mean activity coefficients.

(e) Calculated fromKs,2 using the arbitraryx2 valuex2 = 0 in the solid phase.
(f) Calculated fromKs,2 using the arbitraryx2 valuex2 = 3.5.
(g) From liquid-liquid extraction data also published in [95NEC/FAN]
(h) Calculated usingKs,1 (unless otherwise noted)

Thus, the ionic strength corrections from this and related work [95NEC/RUN,
96RUN/NEU] are not self consistent, and the�ε values from the solubility products
are not consistent with currently acceptedε values. These two inconsistencies could
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result from several causes: including the small systematic errors noted in this appendix,
incorrect theoretical methodology (i.e., problems with the SIT or the currently accepted
ε values), chemical problems with the solid phases or other experimental difficulties.

[94RIZ/RAO]

The paper presents results of a calorimetric study at 25◦C of the titration of242Pu(VI)
in initially acidic aqueous solution with CO2−3 -free NaOH. It provides estimates of

the enthalpies of hydrolysis of PuO2+
2 to form the monohydroxydioxoplutonium(VI)

(�rHm= (28.0 ± 5.0) kJ·mol−1) and the dihydroxydioxoplutonium(VI) complexes
(�rHm= (42.6± 7.0) kJ·mol−1).

PuO2+
2 + aH2O(l) 
 PuO2(OH)(2−a)+

a (aq)+ aH+ (A.76)

The raw data are not available for recalculation, and this is unfortunate because the
partition of the enthalpy change between the reactions to form different hydrolysis
species is dependent on the selected hydrolysis constants, or at least on their relat-
ive values. The hydrolysis constant values actually used were from Pashalidiset al.
[93PAS/KIM2]. Recalculation as discussed in AppendixA of the present review, sug-
gests only slightly different values, log∗10β11 = −5.14 and log∗

10β12 = −10.03 in 1 M
NaClO4 at 20◦C, but these (particularly∗β12) may be in error [95PAS/KIM]. How-
ever, if the entropies of reaction as reported are correct, it appears that regardless of
other problems, the log∗10β1i values can be considered to be independent of temperat-
ure between 20 and 25◦C. If the results from Pashalidiset al. [95PAS/KIM] are con-
sidered, it would appear the enthalpy changes observed by Rizkallaet al. should be
attributed to the first hydrolysis reaction, and (probably) to some undesired polymer-
isation reaction(s), at least for the pH ranges shown in Table 2. The suggested value of
28 kJ·mol−1 is accepted here for the first hydrolysis step, but with the uncertainty in-
creased to±15 kJ·mol−1. It is not clear which hydrolysis reaction should be properly
associated with the second enthalpy, and it is not accepted in the present review.

[94VEI/SMI ]

This is a qualitative study of Pu(IV) nitrate complexation using a variety of spectro-
scopic methods at an unspecified temperature and at 2.34 molal ionic strength, prob-
ably perchloric acid (this is not clearly stated, if the total molar concentration was
constant, the molality changes in the mixtures). The major finding from the absorption
spectroscopy measurements is the presence of two near-isobestic points at 471.2 and
472.3 nm. This is interpreted as proof of the existence of three species, that is, the
aqueous ion and its two complexes with one and two nitrates. Furthermore, the two
nitrate complexes have identical maximum molar absorptivity at 476 nm. This review
does not consider the observed effect as sufficient proof of the formation of the dini-
trate complex. Preliminary EXAFS measurements were also been reported, but a more
complete discussion was carried out in [96ALL/VEI].
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[94YAM/SAK ]

This paper reports solubility experiments with a poorly characterized Pu(IV), and per-
haps changing, solid phase in 0.1 M K(Cl, CO3, OH) solutions. NaNO2 was added
to prevent Pu(IV) oxidation. The plutonium valence state and pH were verified at
the end of every experiment. The procedure used to determine carbonate concentra-
tion might lead to underestimation at high solute and solid concentrations. There are
additional unexplained discrepancies in the solution compositions and reports of ionic
strength. The results of these experiments were interpreted as the consequence of form-
ation of two mixed hydroxycarbonate species: Pu(OH)2(CO3)

2−
2 at pH 9.4− 10.1 and

Pu(OH)4(CO3)
4−
2 at pH 12 - 13. This is not consistent with other reports. The as-

signment of these stoichiometries is vitally dependent on the nature and constancy of
the solid phase used and therefore the results reported must be regarded with scep-
ticism. Under conditions of increasing pH and CO2−

3 concentration, the solid phase
will tend to change from the initial, very amorphous and soluble, Pu(IV) hydroxide at
near-neutral pH, to a more stable Pu(IV) hydroxide from pH 8 to 10 (see for example,
[86LIE/KIM]), to a potassium salt, perhaps K4Pu(CO3)4·nH2O(s) at higher pH and
carbonate concentratrions (see [58GEL/ZAI, 95CLA/HOB] and the text). The carbon-
ate solid phase would not need to be present in large amounts to affect the equilibrium
concentrations of Pu(IV) in solution. This progression of phases would help to explain
the observed anomaly of higher apparent Pu(IV) solubilities in near-neutral HCO−

3
solutions as compared to the basic CO2−

3 solutions.
Due to the poor control over, and perhaps changing, solid-phase composition, the

results of this paper, which are at odds with other results suggesting that mixed hy-
droxycarbonate complexes are unimportant in this system, are given no weight in the
present review.

[95CAP/VIT]

This paper contains some of the data of [92CAP], but more calculations are
presented for the temperature dependence of the redox potentials and heat ca-
pacities. Literature data for the plutonium couples are discussed and evaluated.
Data for the Pu(VI)/Pu(V) and the Pu(IV)/Pu(III) couples previously published
from the same laboratory [89RIG/ROB] are rejected. The average heat capacity
of reaction for the redox couple reaction (5 to 65◦C) is calculated to be ap-
proximately−400 J·K−1·mol−1, and this value is too negative to be compatible
with apparent molar heat capacity values estimated by analogy from experi-
mental results for the uranium [89HOV/NGU, 96LEM/CAM] and neptunium
[93LEM/CAM, 96LEM/CAM] systems. This suggests the uncertainty for the
entropy of reaction proposed in this paper has been underestimated by the authors.
The values ofCp,m(T) for the ionic species vary strongly with temperature and
ionic strength, and it is probable the same is true of�rCp,m(T). Although the
experimental work appears to be well done, the results of this study are too sparse
and not sufficiently accurate to generate reliable heat capacity values. New values
were proposed for�ε for the Pu(VI/V) and Pu(IV/III) couples; the differences in
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the interaction coefficients are very similar for An = U, Np and Pu:�ε(IV/III) =
ε(An4+,ClO−

4 ) − ε(An3+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.35± 0.06) kg·mol−1, (0.35± 0.03) kg·mol−1 and

(0.33± 0.05) kg·mol−1 respectively, and�ε(VI/V) = ε
(AnO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )
− ε(AnO+

2 ,ClO−
4 ) =

(0.20± 0.06), (0.21± 0.03) and(0.22± 0.03) kg·mol−1 respectively. For plutonium
the uncertainty in�ε(IV/III) was reported as±0.05 kg·mol−1in Table 4, but as±0.03
kg·mol−1in the abstract and in Table 2. The authors increased their uncertainties for
systematic errors (considering variation of the junction potential with temperature,
ionic strength and temperature corrections to the standard potential of the reference
electrode, and use of the SIT approximation). Re-evaluation carried out in conjunction
with the present review led to�ε(IV/III) = 0.22 kg·mol−1with an uncertainty of≤
0.03, regardless of whether only the 25◦C or the data for all temperatures, smoothed to
25◦C, were used. Previous�ε values for the plutonium couples [89RIG/ROB] were
rejected because interference between the two redox couples during the measurement
of E◦′ was suspected. Published E◦′ and E◦ data were discussed, and possible
explanations of outliers were given. The E◦′ and E◦ values [95CAP/VIT] are in accord
with the ones selected in this review. This review selects and uses the�ε values
reported in this paper in preference to the SIT coefficients for Np and Pu species that
had been derived from [89RIG/ROB] and used previously [92GRE/FUG, 95SIL/BID].

The influence of changes in temperature on interaction coefficients of reaction,�ε,
and the ionic strength correction applicable to the enthalpies and entropies of reactions
are also calculated in this work from the temperature and ionic strength dependence of
the formal potentials of the plutonium reversible redox couples in acidic media.

[95FAN/NEC]

In this report a set of Pitzer coefficients is derived for Np(V) hydrolysis species and
carbonate complexes for perchlorate and chloride media (based on data reported in
earlier publications). See the discussions of [91KIM/KLE, 94MEI, 94NEC/KIM,
94NEC/RUN] in this appendix.

[95MOR/PRA]

Pratopo’s data (also in [93PRA/MOR]) were obtained from experiments in which equi-
librium was probably not attained. Although equilibrium constants based on these data
were proposed in Pratopo’s thesis [93PRA], equilibrium constants for soluble species
based on these data are not accepted in the present review. All the published Np(VI)
solubility measurements for these conditions ([CO2−

3 ] > 10 µM) are quite scattered.
Some values plotted in log10-log10 representation are parallel to those for UO2CO3(s)
solubility curves over small domains; but extracting numbers from this type of observa-
tion leads to contradictions with other published solubility work. The slow transform-
ation of one solid phase (NpO2CO3(s)) to another (Na4NpO2(CO3)3(s)) could explain
these scattered results for a single series of measurements, since soluble species gener-
ally attain equilibrium faster than transformation can occur within the bulk of the solid
phase. Also see the comments in this appendix, for [93PRA/MOR, 98VIT/CAP].
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[95NEC/FAN]

The investigation of the interaction between NpO+
2 and Cl− by absorption spectroscopy

and solvent extraction, and the derivation of Pitzer coefficients for NpO+
2 in chloride

and perchlorate media were reported in this paper. Much of the same material was
provided in an earlier report [94NEC/KIM]. Also see the discussions of [94NEC/KIM,
96RUN/NEU] in this appendix.

[95NEC/RUN]

In this publication Necket al. reported some additional solubility measurements (in
5 M NaCl-carbonate aqueous solutions). The solubility measurements were carried
out in a similar fashion to those that had been described in previous reports from
the same group of authors, and that are examined elsewhere (see the discussions of
[91KIM/KLE, 94NEC/KIM] in this appendix). The presentation of the new experi-
mental results also included figures showing the transformation of the initial hydrated
phase, NaNpO2CO3(s) into a Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) phase. Np(V) concentrations were
measured during this solid phase transformation. The shape and the scatter about the
experimental curves in 5 M NaCl media might suggest solid phase transformation pos-
sibly between different hydrated forms of Na3NpO2(CO3)2(s) as previously suggested
for 3 M NaClO4 media [93LEM/BOY], or to a new solid phase with intermediate stoi-
chiometry (see the discussions of [74VIS/VOL, 90RIG] in this appendix). However,
the authors also suggest that trace activities of anions do not depend simply on the
nature of the primary cation in the solution. Anion-anion interactions, not considered
in the current version of the SIT, may be important for carbonate and for the Np(V)
carbonate complexes. This is correct, but there seems to be direct experimental evid-
ence of this effect only for the first Np(V) carbonate complex (and surprisingly not for
the other two carbonate complexes). Another possible (but no more probable) inter-
pretation could involve formation of a mixed carbonatochloro Np(V) complex such as
NpO2ClCO2−

3 .
Pitzer coefficients for the various species were proposed to extend modelling of the

neptunium complexation and hydrolysis reactions to 5 M NaClO4 and NaCl aqueous
media.

[95OFF/CAP]

This was the publication of Offerlé’s pre-thesis experimental work as an open literat-
ure report. The original experimental results were tabulated and discussed. Using cyc-
lic voltammetry, the redox potential of the Np(VI)/Np(V) coupleversus an Ag/AgCl
reference electrode was measured. Typically the initial Np(V) concentrations were
0.6 mM in 0.22 to 2 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions at 5 to 60◦C. For each Na2CO3
concentration, a new working solution and a new reference electrode were prepared.
Measurements were usually made at several temperatures in a single day. Therefore,
in most cases, there are several measurements for each set of experimental conditions
([Na2CO3], t) corresponding to measurements following increase and decrease of tem-
perature. The reference electrode was checked twice daily. A remark in the original
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publication [95OFF/CAP] said that it was not clear whether only the stability of the
electrode was checked, or whether its junction potential was also measured. A later
publication [98VIT/CAP] gave indications that lead this review to assume the values
(less than 1 mV) tabulated in the original publication [95OFF/CAP] were junction po-
tential measurements. The peak intensity was proportional to the square root of the
scanning speed, and the potential shift between the oxidation and reduction peaks was
a little more than the theoretical value, but the mean value,E1/2, remained independent
of the scanning speed. This confirms that, as for other reversible and quasi-reversible
systems studied in this laboratory [87RIG/VIT, 89RIG/ROB, 89ROB, 90CAP/VIT,
90RIG, 92CAP, 95CAP/VIT], E1/2 is a good approximation to the thermodynamic po-
tential of the studied redox equilibrium. For the treatment of the data, it was assumed
that the potential was controlled by the redox equilibrium

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 
 NpO2(CO3)

4−
3 + e−

Corrections for the dissociation of the Np(V) limiting complex, were calculated to be
about 5 mV for the less concentrated (0.22 M Na2CO3) solution at 25◦C, which is
within the uncertainty; but was taken into account in this review. Extrapolation to
zero ionic strength was performed at each temperature using the SIT with the same
procedure and physical parameters as recommended in the present review. A second
order polynomial regression about the value for 25◦C was used for the treatment of
the data as a function of temperature. The first order term is related to the entropy of
reaction, and the second order term to heat capacity changes corresponding to the above
equilibrium. A similar treatment was applied to the specific interaction coefficients.
Hence, a value forE◦ was determined. The numerical values of the thermodynamic
quantities (�rS◦m , �rC◦

p,m ), �ε◦ and its first and second derivatives as a function of
T , were found to be similar to those selected for uranium [92GRE/FUG] or published
for uranium and plutonium by one of the authors [92CAP].

The original data (V/S.S.C.) were recalculated (V/SHE) taking into account small
errors pointed out in [95OFF/CAP] and in [98VIT/CAP]. The mean values ofE◦′
and associated statistical uncertainties are shown in Table 1 in [98VIT/CAP]. The
measured junction potential (±0.6 to 1.2 mV) are considerably less than the estimated
uncertainties in the measurements (2.6 to 6.5 mV) and therefore have been neglected in
the present review. Extrapolation of the data toI = 0 by several different procedures
results in values ofE◦(T ) and�ε(T ) which agree with Offerlé’s original calculations
within the uncertainty limits (see Tables 2 and 3 in [98VIT/CAP]). Retaining or omit-
ting the data for 60◦C (for which data are lacking at the lower ionic strengths) has
little effect, except for the values extrapolated to zero ionic strength, and even those
differences are within the selected uncertainties. Two (small) corrections were disreg-
arded by the authors, and also in the present review because they are small at 25◦C,
and have unknown values at other temperatures. The first is the difference between the
diffusion coefficients of the two limiting complexes (that were the major electroactive
species) [90RIG]. The other is the extent of dissociation of the Np(V) limiting complex
[98VIT/CAP]. This correction changes the final resultsE◦ and�ε, by−3.1 mV and
−0.020 kg·mol−1 respectively, at 25◦C. These differences are less than the uncertain-
ties. (The potentials measured at 25◦C were consistent with other data [77SIM, 90RIG]
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selected by this review. For this comparison, the original data were corrected for dis-
sociation of the Np(V) limiting complex (see Table 7 in [98VIT/CAP]).

Both the originalE(T, I ) values, and theE(T, 0) and�ε(T ) values resulting from
the SIT regressions, were fitted to second order polynomial functions about a refer-
ence temperatureT ◦. The first order (E ′(T ◦, I ) or �ε′(T ◦)) term, and the second
order (E ′′(T ◦, I )/2 or �ε′′(T ◦)/2) term were related to the corresponding entropy
and heat capacity of reaction by using classical thermodynamic equations (withT ◦ =
298.15 K). This approximation assumes that the effect on the other parameters of the
value of heat capacity of reaction is negligible. To check this assumption, three differ-
ent ways of using this type of approximation were used:

F E(T, I ) ≈ F E(T ◦, I )+ (T − T ◦)�rSm(T ◦, I )

− (T − T ◦ − T ln(T/T ◦))�rCp,m(T ◦, I )

F E(T, I ) ≈ F E(T ◦, I )+ (T − T ◦)�rSm(T ◦, I )

+ (T − T ◦)2�rCp,m(T ◦, I )/(2T ◦)

F E(T, I )/T ≈ F E(T ◦, I )/T − (1/T − 1/T ◦)�rHm(T ◦, I )

+ (1/T − 1/T ◦)2T ◦2�rCp,m(T ◦, I )/2

The first is obtained assuming constant�rCp,m. The second and third are second order
Taylor-series expansions neglecting the variation of�rCp,m with temperature. Con-
sistent values for the thermodynamic quantities were found whatever the equation used.
The plot of the experimental dataE as a function ofT or 1/T yields lines that are close
to being straight lines. This means that the variation with temperature of the corres-
ponding entropy change,�rSm (or of �rHm) is small. Hence, the effect of�rCp,m on
E or E/T is small (but�rCp,m is not necessarily constant; its influence onE in the
temperature range studied is merely difficult to detect, and only an overall mean value
can be estimated). Even settingCp to zero leads to changes in the values ofE (or
E/T ) and�rSm (or �rHm) that are within the experimental uncertainties.

In the present review�rGm, �rHm, �rSm and�rCp,m at 25◦C were calculated
using a second order polynomial regression ofE as a function of (t−25◦C). The results
found in this review are consistent with those initially calculated by Offerlé, Capdevila
and Vitorge [95OFF/CAP] (the value of�rCp,m at zero ionic strength is different by
approximately 400 J·K−1·mol−1; but this is still within the selected uncertainties).
The variation of�ε with temperature was also fitted to a second order polynomial
expression. As was the case above, the second order term could not be determined
with a high degree of accuracy.

All these calculations show that consistent results are found for the (relatively nar-
row) temperature domain studied over a wide range of ionic strength conditions. To
summarize:

• Second order terms,�rCp,m and�ε′′T , have nearly negligible influence
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• Different data treatments using the approximation of constant�rCp,m, give con-
sistent results

• Within the calculated uncertainties, the order of application of regression on tem-
perature and regression on ionic strength has no effect on the calculated thermo-
dynamic quantities

• The values proposed originally by Offerlé agree well with those calculated in the
present review.

[95PAN/CAM]

The solubility of Np2O5(cr) was measured under carefully controlled conditions in an
inert atmosphere for solutions with (measured) pH values between 6.54 and 12.61,
with initial total ionic strengths of 0.1 and 0.02 M. The final total ionic strengths, after
allowing for evaporation losses from the solution, were 0.10 to 0.21 mol·kg−1 and
0.023 to 0.055 mol·kg−1. The total solution concentrations of neptunium parallel those
of Lierseet al. [85LIE/TRE] and Necket al. [92NEC/KIM] for pH values between 6.5
and 8.5, but level out near 10−4.5 M at higher pH values. There is no indication of
an increase in solubility at high pH attributed by others [92ITA/NAK, 92NEC/KIM]
to formation of NpO2(OH)−2 . Values of log10

∗β1
◦ = −(8.4± 0.3) and log10

∗K◦
s,0 =

(3.90± 0.01) are recalculated from the experimental data. The comparatively large
value of∗β1

◦ is also incompatible with a number of studies on carbonate complexation
of Np(V) e.g. [83MAY, 85BID/TAN]. In the recalculations using the SIT, all anions in
the solutions are treated as perchlorate. This is not correct, especially for the most basic
solutions; however, because the ionic strengths of the solutions were low the calculated
values of the constants (especially log10

∗K◦
s,0) are not sensitive to this approximation.

The solid was carefully characterised before and after the experiments that lasted
several months. Evidence was found that the crystalline solid gradually ripened, sug-
gesting Np2O5(cr) is probably the stable solid under the experimental conditions (rather
than amorphous NpO2OH(am)). This is also consistent with the solubility results for
pH values below 8.

The solutions were prepared to constant ionic strength by addition of NaOH (0.1 m
and 0.5 m [96PAN]) and HClO4. It is possible the stock sodium hydroxide solutions
may have contained sufficient carbonate (as an impurity from the original NaOH(s))
to increase the neptunium concentrations for pH values above 8 (conversely, the fact
that the solubilities are similar in the solutions of two different ionic strengths indic-
ates this may not have been a problem). Otherwise, the study appears to have been
done carefully, and although the results for pH values above 8 are not credited in the
present review, it is possible they are correct. Radiolytic reactions may also need to be
considered. Further experiments are necessary to confirm or refute this set of results.

The work described in this report was the basis of a later publication
[98PAN/CAM].
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[95PAS/KIM]

The paper reports on a spectroscopic (UV/VIS) study of the hydrolysis of242Pu(VI)
at 22◦C. The Pu(VI) was generated at low concentrations in solutions with pH values
between 4.5 and 9.5 by dissolution of PuO2CO3(s) (that was converted gradually to
PuO2(OH)2(s) under the experimental conditions, however the length of time the solid
was left in contact with the solution prior to the spectroscopic measurements was not
stated), and the authors believed metastable polymeric hydrolysis species were not gen-
erated under these conditions. Theβ1 values for 22◦C apparently were calculated using
25◦C values for the ion product for water, corrected for ionic strength, but not for the
difference in temperature (the ion product of water at 22◦C is approximately 10−14.10

[59ROB/STO]). TheD parameter in the SIT is also temperature dependent (D = 0.507
at 22◦C), and although changed correctly in an earlier paper [93PAS/KIM2], it is
not clear that the minor change was made here. The correction ofβ1,2 to β◦1,2 also
appears to have been done incorrectly. We calculate log10Ks,0 = −(21.3 ± 0.1),
log10β1 = (8.20±0.15), log10β2 = (14.45±0.18) and thus, log∗10 K◦

s,0 = (6.3±0.1),
log ∗

10β
◦
1 = −(5.48± 0.15) and log ∗

10β
◦
2 = −(13.15± 0.18) at 22◦C.

[95VIT]

This report was originally prepared as a first draft of the Np(IV) carbonate section
of the present review, but with more details, calculations, figures and tables. The
solubility of Np(IV) in various bicarbonate and carbonate media was calculated and
compared with the scattered published measurements [89MOR/PRA, 90PRA/MOR].
New experimental data on the Np(IV) and Np(VI) carbonate systems were made
available here prior to final data treatment and publication [96DEL/VIT, 95OFF/CAP].
Spectra attributed to Np(CO3)

4−
4 and Np(CO3)

6−
5 were presented, and com-

pared to most published spectra of Np(IV) in bicarbonate or carbonate media
[71MOS2, 77SAI/UEN, 81WES/SUL, 84VAR/HOB, 93LI/KAT]. Speciation in dif-
ferent bicarbonate and carbonate media were calculated using various approximations,
as were formation constants and values of�ε. These numbers were used in the review
of carbonato-neptunium chemistry.

[96ALL/VEI ]

The paper reports structures of aqueous nitrate complexes.

[96CAP/VIT]

This is an article, based on some of the data reported in [92CAP], in which the
implications of spectrophotometric measurements made on solutions of Pu(IV) and
Na(Na, H)CO3 under various partial pressures of CO2(g) are discussed. All potential
sources of error are accounted for, and SIT calculations were done using interaction
coefficients from the americium review [95SIL/BID]. The observations here, as in
[92CAP], confirm that the limiting complexes at high ionic strength are Pu(CO3)

4−
4

and Pu(CO3)
6−
5 and that there is no simultaneous change in OH− complexing. The
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equilibrium constant for the stepwise addition of CO2−
3 to the penultimate complex

is given as log10 K5(3 M) = (2.25± 0.29) and log10 K◦
5 = −(1.36± 0.09) with

�ε = −(0.11± 0.08) kg·mol−1. The log10β5(3 M) was found to be(35.8± 1.3), but
insufficient independent evidence is available to extrapolate this value to the standard
state. The constants in this paper supersede constants reported in [92CAP].

[96CLA/CON]

This is mostly a review paper that was based primarily on experimental observations
of the authors and a literature comparison that they published previously. Neverthe-
less, Clarket al. reported new results from their experimental study of the temperature
influence on the NpO2CO−

3 and NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 formation constants. Values ofβ1 and

β2 were measured in 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium nitrate aqueous solution by spectro-
photometry, possibly using the same methods described by Necket al. [94NEC/RUN].
(However, the spectrophotometric results of that publication were not particularly ac-
curate and were not used in the final data assessment in the present review. See the
discussions of [91KIM/KLE] and [94NEC/RUN] in this appendix). Clarket al. found
that log10β1 and log10β2 increased by about 0.4 units from 30 to 70◦C, while they es-
timated an uncertainty of±0.2 in the log10β1 value. The influence of temperature was
therefore not much greater than the experimental accuracy. Values of log10β1, log10β2
and log10 K2 (K2 = β2/β1) were plotted as a function of 1/T and straight lines were
found with slopes 829±27, 811 and 18 respectively, from which�H1 = −(15.9±0.5),
�H2 = −(15.5± 0.5) and thus�H2 −�H1 = −(0.3± 0.5) kJ·mol−1 respectively.
These results were not accepted in the present review since the information needed to
check them (e.g., method of pH electrode calibration at temperature, values used for
carbonate protonation constants at temperatures other than 25◦C, spectral changes with
temperature for the key species) was not reported in this publication [96CLA/CON].
An as yet unpublished later paper, cited in this reference [96CLA/CON] as “submit-
ted”, may contain details that will allow later reviewers to make good use of these
results.

[96CLA/CON2]

This is an interesting paper that proposes values for bond lengths in NpO2(CO3)
(1−2i)
i

aqueous complexes from EXAFS studies, assuming reasonable geometry of these spe-
cies. Tetrabutylammonium cations instead of the more usual alkali metal cations, were
used in the supporting electrolyte when fixing the aqueous speciation (a classical way
to avoid precipitation of the Np(V) solids containing alkali metal cations). No inform-
ation from this publication was used in assessments in the present review.

[96DEL/VIT ]

a) Preparation of Np(IV) in carbonate media

Np(IV) was prepared in 0.3, 0.6, 1.0 and 1.5 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions, by reduc-
tion of Np(V) at−1.6 V/SHE. During this process water was reduced, and probably
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Np(III) was also formed since the Np(IV)/Np(III) reduction potential in 1.0 M Na2CO3
aqueous solutions is−1.32 V/SHE [79FED/PER]. It seems the main goal of this work
was to understand this preparation. Varlashkinet al. [84VAR/HOB] had reported dif-
ficulty in reproducing results of Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot [79FED/PER] (who
also indicated they were unable to stabilise the redox potential of their Np(V)/Np(IV)
mixture). Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila obtained more stable potentials, and found
that in the course of their electrochemical reduction Np(V), water reduction produced
OH−. They attributed the difficulties of the previous authors to this pH increase and to
poor buffering, which could result in a as much as a three order of magnitude change
in the CO2 partial pressure,pCO2. The work of Varlashkinet al. and Fedoseev, Pet-
retrukhin and Krot as well as their own observations were interpreted in terms of the
following equilibrium

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 + e− + 2CO2(g)
 Np(CO3)

6−
5 (A.77)

This interpretation is also used in the present review.

b) Formal potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) redox couple in carbonate media

Initially, for each solution, a stable potential was obtained after 1 to 3 days, and then
the potential remained stable for the duration of the experiment (about one month). In
one of the experiments, at 21.5◦C, the potential varied by less than 15 mV over 25 days
and by less than 10 mV for the 10 last days. The temperature was usually changed each
day from 5 to 60◦C and back to 5◦C in 5◦C steps. The reference electrode (with low
junction potential obtained by using same ionic strength on both sides of the junction)
varied by 10 mV in this temperature cycle, and their data, as reported, were corrected
for this variation. Usually, the pH was measured only prior to electrolysis, which is not
particularly useful because electrochemical reduction of water would increase the pH,
while uptake of CO2(g) from the air (especially when the solution was stirred during
electrolysis) would decrease it. Only for the 1.0 M Na2CO3 aqueous solution was the
pH measured after electrolysis. Hence, pH values given in this part are not reliable.

The molarities of Np(V) and Np(IV) were measured by spectrophotometry, but in
some cases the values were not properly controlled. Hence the [Np(V)]/[Np(IV)] ratio
values are not reliable. Nevertheless, these data are the best that are currently available,
and from the measured redox potentials, the following possible formal potentials can
be calculated:

E
′◦
0 = E − 2× 0.05916× (−3.5)

E
′◦
1 = E

′◦
0 − 0.05916 log10([Np(V)]/[Np(IV)])

E
′◦
2 = E − 2× 0.05916 log10 pCO2

E
′◦
3 = E

′◦
2 − 0.05916 log10([Np(V)]/[Np(IV)])

These values are calculated either by assuming equilibrium was maintained with the
air (i.e., log10 pCO2=-3.5 for E

′◦
0 andE

′◦
1 ), or calculatingpCO2 from pH measurements

(for E
′◦
2 and E

′◦
3 ), with or without correction for the ([Np(V)]/[Np(IV)]) ratio. See
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Table A.30: Formal potentials for the Np(V)/Np(IV) couple in Na2CO3(aq) solutions
as calculated from values in [96DEL/VIT].

[Na2CO3] E
′◦
0 E

′◦
1 E

′◦
2 E

′◦
3

(mol·dm−3)

0.3 0.661 0.641 0.693 0.673
0.6 0.648 0.694 0.651 0.696
1.0 0.658 0.641 0.552 0.535(a)

1.5 0.642 0.620 0.819 0.798
0 (0.538± 0.020) (0.553± 0.058) (0.480± 0.266) (0.494± 0.268)

1.0(b) 0.514(b)

�ε(A.77) (0.361± 0.176) (0.535± 0.501)(a) −(0.472± 2.296) −(0.298± 2.317)
(kg·mol−1)

ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)6−5 )

−(0.173± 0.223) (0.001± 0.519) −(1.006± 2.301) −(0.832± 2.321)

(kg·mol−1)

(a) used in this review
(b) [79FED/PER]

TableA.30. From these various possible formal potentials, the standard potential
of the NpO+2 /Np4+ redox couple, the values corrected to the aqueous media for the
formation constant of the Np(V) limiting complex, and the value of thepCO2/[CO2−

3 ]
equilibrium constant selected in this review, values of the formation constant of the
Np(IV) limiting complex

Np4+ + 5CO2−
3 
 Np(CO3)

6−
5 (A.78)

β5(IV )(A.78) = [Np(CO3)
6−
5 ]

aNp4+[CO2−
3 ]5

were calculated (whereaNp4+ is in molal units, while the concentrations are in molar
units). Extrapolation to zero ionic strength was done by linear regression.

The influence of the [Np(V)]/[Np(IV)] ratio is usually smaller than the uncertainty.
As expected, using the measured pH values does not remove the scatter in the data,
especially if the sole value measured following electrolysis is used along with val-
ues measured before electrolysis. For this reason, the only reliable ionic strength cor-
rections are those calculated assuming equilibrium with the air. The standard poten-
tial is (88± 58) mV lower than the formal potential in 1.0 M Na2CO3, from which
it is deduced (corresponding to (2.98± 1.02) in log10β5(IV )). From the�ε value
derived from this extrapolation to zero ionic strength,ε

(Na+,Np(CO3)
6−
5 )

= (0.00±
0.52)kg·mol−1is calculated. Assuming equilibrium with the air, recalculation results
in the value log10β5(IV )(1.0 MNa2CO3, A.78) = 43.93, while 42.13 is calculated us-
ing the (only) solution for which the pH was measured at the end of the electrolysis.
This last value is consistent with Fedoseev, Peretrukhin and Krot’s value, 41.79, recal-
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culated assuming equilibrium with the air (again no pH measurement was provided),
from which log10β5(IV )(1.0 MNa2CO3, A.78) = (38.98± 1.97) is calculated.

c) Temperature influence on the formal potential of the Np(V)/Np(IV) redox
couple in carbonate media

The main source of uncertainty (lack of pH measurement) cancels in the study
of the temperature dependence of the potential measured for a single solution.
The potentials measured in each solution varied linearly as a function of tem-
perature, and these changes were reproducible within less than 10 mV. From
linear regression, the authors calculated temperature coefficient values of -2.058,
-2.168 and -2.241 mV·K−1 for the 0.6, 1.0 and 1.5 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions,
respectively. If the heat capacity of reaction is assumed to be negligible, these
temperature coefficients can be used to calculate�rH(A.77) = -82.40, -85.86 and
-89.91 kJ·mol−1 in 0.6, 1.0 and 1.5 M Na2CO3 aqueous solutions, respectively.
From linear regression of (�rH(A.77) − 11�z2T2(∂�ε/∂T)R ln 10)vs.mNa+ , the
reviewer calculated�rH(A.77) = −(84.39± 4.38) kJ·mol−1 and T◦(∂�ε/∂T)(A.77)
=−(0.50± 0.34)kg·mol−1(values of (∂D/∂T) were calculated from the Debye Hückel
A and B values given in AppendixB assuming no variation of aj with T, and that Baj
= 1.5 at 25◦C). This value of�rH(A.77) is virtually the same as the mean of the three
values for the different media, -(85.06± 4.63) kJ·mol−1.

d) Dissociation of the Np(IV) limiting complex in bicarbonate media

To study the dissociation of the Np(IV) carbonate limiting complex, Np(IV) was pre-
pared as above by electrolysing 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 1.5 M Na2CO3 aqueous solu-
tions of Np(V). Carbon dioxide gas, preequilibrated with NaCl solutions of the same
ionic strength, was then bubbled through these carbonate solutions. During these titra-
tions, pH was measured and spectra were recorded from 600 to 1100 nm. No spectral
change was observed in the 1.5 M Na2CO3 solution from pH 12.64 to 10.34, although
precipitation (attributed to NaHCO3(s) formation) was observed. The authors inter-
preted their experimental observations, including molar absorbances at 823, 990 and
1013 nm, in terms of dissociation of the Np(IV) limiting carbonate complex according
to the following equilibrium

Np(CO3)
6−
5 
 Np(CO3)

4−
4 + CO2−

3 (A.79)

involving the loss of only one CO2−3 . Ionic strength varied during each titration as a
result of the reaction

H2O+ CO2−
3 + CO2(g)
 2HCO−3

In their data analysis, Delmau, Vitorge and Capdevila used the data at
the half dissociation point for the mean at the three wavelengths. Us-
ing the data given page 57 of the report [96DEL/VIT], log10 K◦

5(A.79) =
−(1.071 ± 0.136) and �ε = (0.377 ± 0.184)kg·mol−1are calculated. From
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this �ε value, ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

6−
5 )

= (0.00 ± 0.52)kg·mol−1 as calculated

above, andε
(Na+,CO2−

3 )
= −(0.08 ± 0.03)kg·mol−1(Appendix B), the value

ε
(Na+,Np(CO3)

4−
4 )

= −(0.30 ± 0.55)kg·mol−1is calculated. In the present review

the uncertainty in log10 K5 is increased to 0.3 because the pH calibration was only
done after the measurements, and because of spectral baseline drift during the
measurements.

[96FAN/NEC]

This paper came to the attention of the reviewer after the present review was essentially
complete. The paper contains supplementary information on the calibration procedure
used by these authors for their glass electrode, and aids interpretation of data published
previously (e.g. [95NEC/RUN]). The authors said that using acidic and alkaline calib-
ration solutions for a single electrode, they found a slope of 58.0 to 58.8 mV/log10aH+
at 25◦C media instead of the theoretical Nernstian slope (59.16 mV/log10 aH+ at 25◦C).
The problem might have been due response of the glass electrode to alkali metal ions,
but this is usually important only at higher pH values than used in this work. The repor-
ted Kw results are in agreement with the thermodynamic data selected by this review
and those cited in a previous paper from the same laboratory [94NEC/RUN]. The re-
ported carbonic acid acidity constants are also in accord with previous determinations
from the same laboratory [94NEC/RUN], and again deviate from published values at
high ionic strength. The authors attributed the problem to the possible non-Nernstian
slope of glass electrodes in previous work by others, and improper use of trace activity
coefficients in different media. They empirically corrected for this type of systematic
deviation in their [96FAN/NEC] work, and assumed that other authors should have
used the same empirical procedure. Their empirical correction also includes effects
from the variation of the liquid junction potential between their working solutions and
the buffer solutions they use. Use of an experimental set-up designed to minimize the
junction potentials in the working solutions, and evidence of more redundant calibra-
tion measurement checking would have been useful.

It is possible (but unlikely) such errors went undetected in most other laborator-
ies experienced in using proper techniques. However the work indicates that minim-
ally more checking should be done for the type of glass electrode used in this work
[96FAN/NEC], and direct comparisons should be made with other glass electrodes,
along with interlaboratory comparisons, paying particular attention to other details such
as minimizing junction potentials. Many of such deviations should be quite small and
certainly should cancel at low ionic strength. The results also indicate that more atten-
tion may need to be paid to interactions between ions of like charge.

[96KAT/KIM ]

This paper describes the synthesis of NpO2CO3(s) and a hydrated Np(VI) oxide. The
oxide was prepared by equilibrating a solution of Np(VI) in aqueous NaClO4 (0.1 M)
for a minimum of two weeks while purging the solution with ozone (in air). No ele-
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mental analyses were reported for the solid (written by the authors as NpO3·H2O(s)),
which has an X-ray diffraction pattern that differs from those reported by Bagnall and
Laidler [64BAG/LAI] for hydrated Np(VI) oxides. FT-IR photoacoustic spectroscopy
did not show a sharp band near 3450 cm−1, from which the authors concluded the
solid was a hydrated oxide, not a true hydroxide. This also contrasts [75BEL/IL’] with
the IR spectrum as described by Bagnall and Laidler for their NpO3·H2O(s), and that
reported by Chaikhorskii, Matuzenko and Leikina [75CHA/MAT] for NpO3·2H2O(s).
Furthermore, the synthesis procedure was similar to that reported [75CHA/MAT] to
yield an amorphous tetrahydrate.

The pH measurements were done using electrodes calibrated against standard buf-
fers (not concentration standards), and hydrolysis species were not included in the data
analysis, although the authors indicated there was some spectroscopic evidence of a
small amount of hydrolysis. Reanalysis using log10

∗β1,1 = −5.28, log10
∗β2,2 =

−6.48, and log10
∗β5,3 = −17.76 (as calculated for a 0.1 M NaClO4 medium us-

ing parameters from the present review), results in a value of log10
∗K ◦

s,0 = 5.47
(log10 K ◦

s,0 = −22.53). However, when this analysis is done, the calculated solubilities
at lower pH values are generally greater than the experimental values (by as much as a
factor of 1.4), and the calculated solubilities at higher pH tend to be lower than those
measured. Only adjusting the first hydrolysis constant to unrealistically large values
improved the fit. This suggests a problem with the selected hydrolysis constants (or
more likely, their ionic strength dependence) or minor experimental problems. There-
fore, an increased uncertainty of±0.4 is assigned in this review to the recalculated
value of log10

∗K s,0.
The solubility measurements for the carbonates NpO2CO3(s) and UO2CO3(s) were

made in 0.1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution, but it is not clear from the described proced-
ures that constant ionic strength was maintained. The text states (perhaps in error) that
values of the carbonic acid deprotonation constants from pH measurements taken at I
= 1 M were used, whereas values for 0.1 M should have been used.

The solubility product of UO2CO3(s) proposed by the authors from solubility
measurements in 0.1 M HClO4, -(14.10±0.14), does not agree well with the value
-(13.66±0.04) calculated from the standard solubility product selected in the thorough
TDB review [92GRE/FUG, 95GRE/PUI]. However, values for the solubility product
as measured in 0.1 M NaClO4 aqueous solution, and published since the review was
carried out (approximately 1990), have not been particularly consistent, ranging from
-13.29 to -14.18 [96KAT/KIM].

If the difference between the experimentally measured value [96KAT/KIM] and
the TDB value for the solubility product of the uranium compound, 0.44, is assumed to
apply equally to the NpO2CO3(s) solubility product (i.e., assuming the difference can
be attributed to problems in the calibration of the glass electrode and/or the procedure
to calculate [CO2−3 ] from pH measurements), a value of -(14.18± 0.56) is estimated
for the solubility product of NpO2CO3(s) in the present review based on the results of
this study [96KAT/KIM ]. The estimated uncertainty is increased by the same amount
as the “correction” applied to the solubility product.

The authors drew conclusions concerning the relative values of the solubility
products for MO2CO3(s) (M = U, Np, Pu), but any apparent variation within the
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actinide series is probably within the current uncertainties (also,cf. Section21.1.2.2.1).

[96LEM/CAM ]

This paper is a continuation of an earlier study [93LEM/CAM], and presents a
rather sparse set of results for the apparent molar heat capacities and volumes of
NpO2ClO4 in mixed electrolyte solutions (with HClO4) from 18 to 100◦C. The values
are quite scattered, but uncertainties at each temperature probably do not exceed
±25 J·K−1·mol−1. The ionic strength dependence is not well defined because the
maximum ionic strength for the measurements was 0.22 m. It is unfortunate no
oxidation state analyses were carried out on the (presumed) neptunium(V) solutions.
Nevertheless, the apparent molar heat capacity values are reasonable and, even with
the large uncertainties, could be used with reliable 25◦C Gibbs energy and entropy
of reaction values to calculate tenable equilibrium constants for temperatures to 200
or 300◦C. Use is made of results for UO2(ClO4)2 ([89HOV/NGU] and this paper) to
estimate the temperature dependence of the dioxoactinide(VI/V) couples.

[96MOR/KIM ]

This describes an absorption spectroscopic study of phosphate complexation of Np(V)
carried out at(22± 2)◦C for an aqueous 0.1 M NaClO4 medium with a range in pH
values from 6.4 to 10.04. The absorption spectra in the interval 980-1010 nm at con-
stant total phosphate and Np(V), but varying pH, have been interpreted as resulting
from formation of the species NpO2HPO−4 and NpO2PO2−

4 :

NpO+
2 + HPO2−

4 
 NpO2HPO−4 (A.80)

NpO+
2 + PO3−

4 
 NpO2PO2−
4 (A.81)

with corresponding constants:

log10β(A.80, 0.1 M NaClO4, 295 K) = (2.54± 0.02)

log10β(A.81, 0.1 M NaClO4, 295 K) = (6.33± 0.08)

The authors obtained practically unit slopes by plotting
log10([NpO2HmPOm−2

4 ]/[NpO+
2 ]) vs. log10[HmPOm−3

4 ], presenting this as con-
firmation of the chemical model adopted. There is general agreement about the
formation of the species NpO2HPO−4 in Np(V) phosphate systems, hence the value
reported in this work has been used further in the selection of a value for the
formation constant. Extrapolation of this value toI = 0 with the SIT equations
and interaction coefficients from AppendixB (ε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) = 0.25 (TableB.3),
ε
(Na+,HPO2−

4 )
= −0.30 (TableB.5)) results in:

log10β◦(A.80, I = 0, 298.15 K) = (2.98± 0.1)

where the increased uncertainty allows for the fact that the measurements were carried
out at a temperature slightly less than 25◦C. There is not the same agreement among
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different studies as to the species formed at higher pH in Np(V) phosphate systems (see
Section11.2.3). For these reasons the value of the NpO2PO2−

4 formation constant has
not been considered further.

If the NpO2PO2−
4 species proposed in [96MOR/KIM] is accepted, then the agree-

ment between the values calculated for the NpO2HPO−4 formation constant from the
various different studies becomes much worse. Furthermore, the NpO2PO2−

4 species
proposed in [96MOR/KIM] should then have been the predominant species in at least
two titrations reported in [85INO/TOC2]. However, the pH dependence of their data
shows only the existence of H2PO−4 and HPO2−

4 complexes.

[96NIT/SIL ]

This paper, primarily a description of a spectroscopic study of acetate and carbonate
complexation of Pu(IV), also included results of a measurement of the first hydrolysis
constant, done using242Pu (1.3 × 10−4 M). The authors reported∗K1 = (0.267±
0.0021), i.e., log ∗

10K1 = −(1.57± 0.04), in 0.5 M perchlorate at(22± 2)◦C. The
measured “pH” values were traceable to HClO4 concentration standards.

The original molar acid concentrations and integrated absorbances were made
available to the reviewers [97NIT/SIL], and are as follows:

0.032 M 477.758 0.063 M 540.208 0.182 M 590.692
0.043 M 511.692 0.100 M 559.765 0.500 M 611.394

Recalculation indicated strong correlation between the values of the integrated
molar absorbance of PuOH3+ and the hydrolysis constant as determined from fitting
the appropriate function to the data. The values recalculated in the present review are
(623± 6) and(170± 145) for the integrated molar absorbances of Pu4+ and PuOH3+,
respectively, and∗K1 = −(0.0145± 0.0070). On conversion to a molal constant, the
recalculated value, log∗10K1 = −(1.83± 0.20) was used with the results from other
experimental studies to determine the accepted value for the first hydrolysis constant
for Pu4+ at I = 0.

[96ROB/SIL]

This paper was received after the main portion of the review section on the solubil-
ity of NpO2OH(am) had been prepared. The study reports a solubility product of
log ∗

10K ◦
s,0 = (5.21± 0.12) from experiments in chloride media at 21◦C, and appears

to deal with at least some of the same measurements reported by Novak and Roberts
[95NOV/ROB]. Although the solid contacted the solutions for 37 days, the calculated
solubility product is similar to that for the “freshly precipitated” solid of Neck, Kim and
Kanellakopulos [92NEC/KIM] (perchlorate media) rather than their “aged” solid. The
valueε(NpO+2 ,Cl−) = (0.08± 0.05) kg·mol−1 derived by the authors is also reasonable.
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[96RUN/NEU]

This paper reported new Np(V)-CO3 solubility product and complexation constants
for 0.1 and 3 M NaCl aqueous solutions. These again appear to be good values
from well-designed experiments. Because of difficulties in deriving a consistent set
of SIT interaction coefficients from the data obtained using aqueous NaCl solutions
(Section12.1.2.1.3.d), and the possible effects of formation of weak chloride com-
plexation (such interactions are treated in the present review as activity coefficient ef-
fects), this review has only tabulated the stepwise carbonate complexing constants,
and did not use them directly in determining selectedε values. Runde, Neu and
Clark proposed some new Pitzer parameters to calculate the mean activity coefficients,
γ±, of Np(V) species with ClO−4 , Cl− or Na+ counterions. These are compared to
an earlier [95NEC/RUN, 95NOV/ROB] sets of parameters (based on fewer results
in chloride media). The numerical values proposed [96RUN/NEU] to calculateγ±
for NpO2ClO4 and NpO2Cl are slightly different from the set of values determined
earlier [95NEC/FAN], and in the present review the SIT coefficientsε(NpO+2 ,ClO−

4 ) =
(0.20± 0.03) kg·mol−1 and(0.18± 0.02) kg·mol−1 have been calculated from the
Pitzer parameters of these two publications [95NEC/FAN, 96RUN/NEU]. These val-
ues are in reasonable agreement with the value (0.25±0.05) kg·mol−1recommended in
the present review (see the discussion of [94NEC/RUN] in this appendix). This proced-
ure was tested previously ([95OFF/CAP], pages 27-38) for 1-1 electrolytes, and during
the present review for the Pitzer parameters tabulated in this paper [96RUN/NEU]. As
was the case for previous work [95NEC/FAN], the problem is not in the use of the
Pitzer equation (the parameters could be readily converted into the corresponding SIT
ε coefficients), but in finding a completely self-consistent approach to handling the
complexation and hydrolysis data from perchlorate and chloride media.

Use of the Pitzer equations can provide a better fit to the experimental results,
but there are a fair number of highly correlated coefficients to be derived from the
experimental data. Thus, the physical significance of the Pitzer coefficients (and SITε

values derived from these) may be lost.

[97NEC/FAN]

This paper was published after the main part of the present review was completed. It
reports the same type of study done earlier by Riglet [90RIG], with the same interpret-
ation for the stoichiometries of mixed carbonato-hydroxo complexes from dissociation
of the limiting carbonate complex of Np(V) in alkaline media

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 +OH−


 NpO2OH(CO3)
4−
2 + CO2−

3 (A.82)

Neck, Fanghänel and Kim clearly indicate in their discussion only one new complex
could be identified, however they provide formation constants for three new complexes,
NpO2OH(CO3)

4−
2 , NpO2(OH)2CO3−

3 and NpO2OHCO2−
3 . The formation constant for

NpO2OHCO2−
3 was an estimate, there being no direct experimental evidence for its

formation. Neck, Fanghänel and Kim also showed a graphical slope analysis of the
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stoichiometry of the reactions from which (Figure 4 of [97NEC/FAN]) it is clear the
complex NpO2OH(CO3)

4−
2 was formed.

The qualitative experimental observations suggest difficulties in the treatment of
the data, and indicate uncertainties were probably greater than estimated by the au-
thors. Procedures for determination of [OH−] were not explained. Reanalysis was
limited to those data presented in Figure 3 of Neck, Fanghänel and Kim. These corres-
ponded to values from similar experiments previously performed by Riglet [90RIG].
However, slope analysis performed in [97NEC/FAN] used data at two characteristic
wavelengths. Results are similar to those reported at the Migration’91 Conference and
later discussed by Vitorge and Capdevila [98VIT/CAP]. These authors used data for
only one wavelength in their analysis of the data. It is not clear which method is more
accurate because using the data from the second wavelength also requires estimation
of a additional molar absorptivity value. The values reported by Neck, Fanghänel and
Kim for the mixed hydroxocarbonato complexes of Np(V) are not selected because
they were not available in time for a full quantitative reanalysis, but their data are im-
portant, and have been used in the discussion in Section12.1.2.1.3.dof the present
review.

[97PAS/CZE]

In this paper the stability of PuO2(CO3)
2−2n
n complexes was evaluated based on the

observed solubility of PuO2CO3(s) in 0.1 M NaClO4 at (22± 2)◦C [93PAS/RUN].
The results of these experiments and the reported stability constants are not inconsistent
with earlier experiments discussed in Section21.1.2.1.1. However, this paper uses a
different solubility constant for PuO2CO3(s) than is recommended in this review, uses
the Pitzer procedure for extrapolation to zero ionic strength, and uses virial constants
determined from the analogous U system at the basis for this extrapolation. Readers
are advised to use caution in using the results of [97PAS/CZE] in conjunction with
the constants determined in the present review unless corrections are made for the
discrepancies in the assumptions and extrapolation procedure. These results will be
evaluated in a future volume of this series.

[98VIT/CAP]

This report was prepared as a draft of the Np(V) and Np(VI) carbonate sections of
the present review, with more details, calculations, figures and tables, and included a
section with supplementary experimental data on the solubility of NpO2CO3(cr).

The main problem with this work, as pointed out by the authors, is that it was not
always possible to reach equilibrium. The authors took this problem into account in
the interpretation of their data and uncertainty estimation, and the formation constants
determined in this work [98VIT/CAP] are accepted in the present review. When the
concentration of CO2−3 exceeded 10µM, a slow transformation of the solid phase oc-
curred, possibly to Na4NpO2(CO3)3(s). The solubility product of this solid was estim-
ated. Most values of equilibrium constants for reactions involving actinide(VI) species
(An = U, Np, Pu), show small monotonous shifts over this partial actinide series.
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The equilibrium constants extracted from the Np(VI) solubility work are consistent
with those for the corresponding U and Pu complexes. Regular trends are observed
in speciation predicted by using these values (Figure VI.3 in [98VIT/CAP]). The
calculations confirm that the trinuclear carbonate species is most stable for uranium
[92GRE/FUG] (the formation constants vary according to U> Np > Pu), and the
trimeric species was observed only in supersaturated solutions for plutonium and even
for neptunium. As a consequence, the trinuclear species of Np(VI) or Pu(VI) are cal-
culated to be stable only in oversaturated conditions (even though they were observed
experimentally).

Some of the numbers given in this report are different from those finally selected in
the present review, typically the result of (small) errors in the molal to molar conversion
formula for Np(V), which changes values for Np(IV) and Np(VI) (through the thermo-
dynamic cycles). Nevertheless these changes are usually within the uncertainties.

Supplementary materials related to Np(V) complexation with carbonate include the
material as presented at the Migration’91 Conference, solubility and X-ray diffraction
spectra used in [84VIT, 85CÔM, 85KIM, 86GRE/ROB, 90RIG] tabulated with more
details and figures for sensitivity analysis, and comparison of the X-ray spectra with
published spectra. There are original experimental data on a spectrophotometric study
of the formation of a mixed hydroxide-carbonato complex (with a tentative interpreta-
tion). The report also lists experimental data taken (or scanned) from the publications
reviewed in this appendix, with graphical comparison of measurements and their cal-
culated values as reinterpreted, linear extrapolations to I = 0 (as in Appendix B of the
present review) and graphical comparison of all published solubility results. The same
type of information is also provided for Np(VI).

[99RAI/HES]

This paper was received after the review was essentially complete. Raiet al. meas-
ured Np(IV) solubility in aqueous solutions by equilibration of NpO2(am) in sealed
tubes. In their quantitative interpretation, the authors selected samples with concen-
tration ranges of (a) 1.78 m K2CO3 + (0.0123 to 1.514) m KOH (series 1); (b) 6.3
10−4 to 2.34 m K2CO3 + 0.01 M KOH (series 2); and (c) 0.0123 to 0.537m KHCO3
(series 3). Solutions 0.001 or 0.05 M in Na2S2O4 were used to maintain neptunium in
the +4 oxidation state for up to 8 days; after this period Np(V) was detected in some
of the samples. The authors selected samples equilibrated for 3 days (series 1, under-
saturation), 7 or 8 days (series 2, oversaturation) or 8 days (series 3, undersaturation).
Samples obtained with other procedures were rejected because of possible Np(IV) ox-
idation. This also confirmed the scattered solubility measurements of Prapotoet al.
[89MOR/PRA, 90PRA/MOR] should be rejected for the same reason.

The authors interpreted the solubility results in 1.78 m K2CO3 (series 1) in terms
of the equilibrium

NpO2(am)+ 5CO2−
3 + 4H+


 Np(CO3)
6−
5 + 2H2O (A.83)

Figure 1C of [99RAI/HES] shows a slope -4 for a plot of log10mNp vs. log10mKOH
for data of series 1 where the ionic strength was approximately constant (I = (5.44±
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0.12) mol·kg−1 ). For the series 2 solutions the solubilities calculated by Raiet al.
fit the experimental results for mK2CO3 > 1 m, but at lower concentrations the calcu-
lated solubilities were too low. This was interpreted in terms of the formation of a
new complex, Np(OH)2(CO3)

2−
2 , from dissociation of Np(CO3)

6−
5 as the carbonate

concentration was decreased.

Inclusion of this new complex in their models did not markedly improve the fit to
the series 2 experimental data. Raiet al. interpreted solubility at variable KHCO3
concentration (series 3), in terms of the same species. The calculated solubilities are
higher than, and not parallel to, the experimental results. It is not possible to determine
whether the observed differences between calculated and observed solubilities result
from the assumptions made in the data analysis as to what species were present, or if
the differences are the result of ionic strength effects.

The interpretation used in this review (FigureA.8) is based on the same number of
complexes as in the original paper, but the relative stability of the complex Np(CO3)

4−
4 ,

was deduced from independent spectrophotometric data (Section12.1.2.1.4.b). The
interpretation used in this review then involved calculation of one equilibrium con-
stant, while Raiet al. fitted two equilibrium constants. However, the equilibrium
constant and activity coefficients for the highly charged limiting complex are highly
correlated. This review determined oneε coefficient from the data, whereas Raiet
al. did not determine any ion pair interaction parameters from the neptunium sol-
ubility data. Instead, they used a simplified Pitzer formula to calculate the activity
coefficient of the pentacarbonato complexes using parameters determined previously
from work on similar systems. Thus, they interpreted similar solubility experimental
data for several actinide(IV) systems using the same values for the Pitzer parameters
and stoichiometric coefficients [87RYA/RAI, 95RAI/FEL, 97FEL/RAI, 98RAI/FEL,
99RAI/HES, 99RAI/HES2]. Although the model adopted in this review is simpler
for standard conditions, it is not clear which model is simpler for reproducing the ex-
perimental data (some of which were measured at high ionic strength). The complex
Np(CO3)2(OH)2−

2 proposed by Raiet al., or other carbonate or mixed hydroxocarbon-
ate Np(IV) complexes not selected in this review may very well be stable. However,
it is not possible to obtain more than two reliable fitted parameters from the experi-
mental solubilities. Consequently the formation constant value selected in this review
for Np(CO3)

4−
4 may be overestimated. Despite this difficulty in interpretation, the

value is certainly within the estimated uncertainties.

In the present review data from other sources have been analysed in terms of the
species Np(CO3)

6−
5 and Np(CO3)

4−
4 , and the solubility values obtained by scanning

Figures 1, 2 and 3 from a copy of [99RAI/HES] (a copy of the version accepted for
publication was supplied by the authors) were re-analysed in the same manner.

The value selected forK ◦
5(12.25) in the present review was fixed for the sake of

consistency and to avoid invoking too many fitting constants. The re-analysis using
data from all three series results in log10 K◦

s,4(A.85) = −(17.79± 0.22) and�ε(A.84)

= -(0.45± 0.25) kg·mol−1

NpO2(am)+ 5CO2−
3 + 2H2O 
 Np(CO3)

6−
5 + 4OH− (A.84)
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NpO2(am)+ 4CO2−
3 + 2H2O 
 Np(CO3)

4−
4 + 4OH− (A.85)

From this last value and the very rough approximation�ε(12.25) = (0.38 ±
0.18) kg·mol−1(assuming the same value for�ε(12.25) in aqueous Na+ and K+ me-
dia), �ε(A.85)= −(0.83± 0.31) kg·mol−1was calculated. From log10 K◦

s,4(A.85)
= −(17.79±0.22)and log10 K◦

5(12.25) = −(1.07±0.30) the value log10 K◦
s,5(A.84) =

−(18.86± 0.37) is calculated. From these values, log10Ks,0 = −(54.48± 1.00), es-
sentially the same value as was used in Section8.2.5.2, and also used in [99RAI/HES],
ε
(CO2−

3 ,K+)
= (0.02± 0.01) kg·mol−1andε(OH−,K+) = (0.09± 0.02)kg·mol−1, the

values log10β◦5(12.23) = (35.62± 1.07), log10 β◦4(12.27) = (36.69± 1.03), and
ε
(Np(CO3)

6−
5 ,K+)

= −(0.73± 0.68) kg·mol−1are also calculated. These recalculated

values ofβ◦5 andK ◦
s,5 are more than two orders of magnitude greater than the values

from the analysis in [99RAI/HES]; the differences probably result, at least in part, from
the different assumptions used for extrapolation toI = 0.

The authors concluded from X-ray absorption spectroscopic data that Np(CO3)
6−
5

is the major solution species when NpO2(am) is equilibrated with 0.93 m KHCO3 or
5.4 m K2CO3 aqueous solutions. This is consistent with the stoichiometry for the limit-
ing complex assumed in the present review. However, according to the thermodynamic
data used by the authors, less than 1 % of the limiting complex was dissociated in the
0.93 m KHCO3 sample, while (45± 26)% dissociation is calculated using the spectro-
photometric data accepted in the present review. The reason for this discrepancy is not
known.
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Figure A.8: Comparison of experimental data from [99RAI/HES] with values cal-
culated from the model used in the present review to interpret their data ([Np(IV)],
[OH−], [CO2−

3 ] are molalities).
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Appendix B

Ionic strength corrections†

Thermodynamic data always refer to a selected standard state. The definition given by
IUPAC [82LAF] is adopted in this review as outlined in Section2.3.1. According to
this definition, the standard state for a solute B in a solution is a hypothetical solution,
at the standard state pressure, in whichmB = m◦ = 1 mol · kg−1, and in which the
activity coefficientγB is unity. However, for many reactions, measurements cannot be
made accurately (or at all) in dilute solutions from which the necessary extrapolation to
the standard state would be simple. This is invariably the case for reactions involving
ions of high charge. Precise thermodynamic information for these systems can only be
obtained in the presence of an inert electrolyte of sufficiently high concentration, en-
suring that activity factors are reasonably constant throughout the measurements. This
appendix describes and illustrates the method used in this review for the extrapolation
of experimental equilibrium data to zero ionic strength.

The activity factors of all the species participating in reactions in high ionic strength
media must be estimated in order to reduce the thermodynamic data obtained from the
experiment to the stateI = 0. Two alternative methods can be used to describe the
ionic medium dependence of equilibrium constants:

• One method takes into account the individual characteristics of the ionic media
by using a medium dependent expression for the activity coefficients of the spe-
cies involved in the equilibrium reactions. The medium dependence is described
by virial or ion interaction coefficients as used in the Pitzer equations [73PIT]
and in the specific ion interaction theory.

• The other method uses an extended Debye-Hückel expression in which the activ-
ity coefficients of reactants and products depend only on the ionic charge and the
ionic strength, but it accounts for the medium specific properties by introducing
ionic pairing between the medium ions and the species involved in the equi-
librium reactions. Earlier, this approach has been used extensively in marine
chemistry,cf. Refs. [79JOH/PYT, 79MIL, 79PYT, 79WHI2].

The activity factor estimates are thus based on the use of Debye-Hückel type equa-
tions. The “extended” Debye-Hückel equations are either in the form of specific ion

†This Appendix contains essentially the text written by Grenthe and Wanner [92GRE/WAN] which was
also printed in the uranium NEA–TDB review as Appendix B [92GRE/FUG]. The equations presented
here are an essential part to the review procedure and are required to use the selected thermodynamic
values. The main differences between this Appendix and the one in Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] are:
TableB.1, Eq. (B.11), ExampleB.3 and SectionsB.1.2 andB.1.4. The contents of TablesB.3 andB.4
have also been revised.

799
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interaction methods or the Davies equation [62DAV]. However, the Davies equation
should in general not be used at ionic strengths larger than 0.1 mol· kg−1. The method
preferred in the NEA Thermochemical Data Base review is a medium-dependent ex-
pression for the activity coefficients, which is the specific ion interaction theory in the
form of the Brønsted-Guggenheim-Scatchard approach. Other forms of specific ion
interaction methods (the Pitzer and Brewer “B-method” [61LEW/RAN] and the Pitzer
virial coefficient method [79PIT]) are described in the NEA Guidelines for the extra-
polation to zero ionic strength [92GRE/WAN].

The specific ion interaction methods are reliable for intercomparison of experi-
mental data in a given concentration range. In many cases this includes data at rather
low ionic strengths,I = 0.01 to 0.1 M,cf. FigureB.1, while in other cases, notably for
cations of high charge (≥ +4 and≤ −4), the lowest available ionic strength is often
0.2 M or higher, see for example Figures V.12 and V.13 in [92GRE/FUG]. It is reas-
onable to assume that the extrapolated equilibrium constants atI = 0 are more precise
in the former than in the latter cases. The extrapolation error is composed of two parts,
one due to experimental errors, the other due to model errors. The model errors seem
to be rather small for many systems, less than 0.1 units in log10 K ◦. For reactions in-
volving ions of high charge, which may be extensively hydrolysed, one cannot perform
experiments at low ionic strengths. Hence, it is impossible to estimate the extrapola-
tion error. This is true for all methods used to estimate activity corrections. Systematic
model errors of this type are not included in the uncertainties assigned to the selected
data in this review.

It should be emphasised that the specific ion interaction model isapproximate.
Modifying it, for example by introducing the equations suggested by Ciavatta
([90CIA], Eqs. (8–10),cf. Section B.1.4), would result in slightly different ion
interaction coefficients and equilibrium constants. Both methods provide an internally
consistent set of values. However, their absolute values may differ somewhat. Grenthe
et al. [92GRE/FUG] estimate that these differences in general are less than 0.2 units in
log10 K ◦, i.e., approximately 1 kJ·mol−1 in derived�fG◦

m values.

B.1 The specific ion interaction equations

B.1.1 Background

The Debye-Hückel term, which is the dominant term in the expression for the activ-
ity coefficients in dilute solution, accounts for electrostatic, non-specific long-range
interactions. At higher concentrations short range, non-electrostatic interactions have
to be taken into account. This is usually done by adding ionic strength dependent
terms to the Debye-Hückel expression. This method was first outlined by Brønsted
[22BRØ2, 22BRØ], and elaborated by Scatchard [36SCA] and Guggenheim [66GUG].
The two basic assumptions in the specific ion interaction theory are described below.
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Assumption 1: The activity coefficientγ j of an ion j of chargez j in the solution of
ionic strengthIm may be described by Eq. (B.1).

log10γ j = −z2
j D +

∑
k

ε( j,k,Im)mk (B.1)

D is the Debye-Hückel term:

D = A
√

Im

1+ Ba j
√

Im
(B.2)

whereIm is the molal ionic strength:

Im = 1

2

∑
i

mi z
2
i

A andB are constants which are temperature and pressure dependent, anda j is an ion
size parameter (“distance of closest approach”) for the hydrated ionj . The Debye-
Hückel limiting slope,A, has a value of(0.509± 0.001) kg1/2 · mol−1/2 at 25◦C and
1 bar, (cf. SectionB.1.2). The termBa j in the denominator of the Debye-Hückel
term has been assigned a value ofBa j = 1.5 kg1/2 · mol−1/2 at 25◦C and 1 bar, as
proposed by Scatchard [76SCA] and accepted by Ciavatta [80CIA]. This value has
been found to minimise, for several species, the ionic strength dependence ofε( j,k,Im )

betweenIm = 0.5 m andIm = 3.5 m. It should be mentioned that some authors have
proposed different values forBa j , ranging fromBa j = 1.0 [35GUG] to Ba j = 1.6
[62VAS]. However, the parameterBa j is empirical and as such correlated to the value
of ε( j,k,Im ). Hence, this variety of values forBa j does not represent an uncertainty
range, but rather indicates that several different sets ofBa j andε( j,k,Im ) may describe
equally well the experimental mean activity coefficients of a given electrolyte. The ion
interaction coefficients at 25◦C listed in TablesB.3 throughB.5 have thus to be used
with Ba j = 1.5 kg1/2 · mol−1/2.

The summation in Eq. (B.1) extends over all ionsk present in solution. Their
molality is denotedmk , and the specific ion interaction parameters,ε( j,k,Im ), in general
depend only slightly on the ionic strength. The concentrations of the ions of the ionic
medium is often very much larger than those of the reacting species. Hence, the ionic
medium ions will make the main contribution to the value of log10 γ j for the reacting
ions. This fact often makes it possible to simplify the summation

∑
k ε( j,k,Im )mk so

that only ion interaction coefficients between the participating ionic species and the
ionic medium ions are included, as shown in Eqs. (B.4) to (B.8).

Assumption 2: The ion interaction coefficientsε( j,k,Im) are zero for ions of the same
charge sign and for uncharged species. The rationale behind this is thatε, which
describes specific short-range interactions, must be small for ions of the same
charge since they are usually far from one another due to electrostatic repulsion.
This holds to a lesser extent also for uncharged species.
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Eq. (B.1) will allow fairly accurate estimates of the activity coefficients in mixtures
of electrolytes if the ion interaction coefficients are known. Ion interaction coeffi-
cients for simple ions can be obtained from tabulated data of mean activity coefficients
of strong electrolytes or from the corresponding osmotic coefficients. Ion interaction
coefficients for complexes can either be estimated from the charge and size of the ion
or determined experimentally from the variation of the equilibrium constant with the
ionic strength.

Ion interaction coefficients are not strictly constant but may vary slightly with
the ionic strength. The extent of this variation depends on the charge type and is
small for 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 electrolytes for molalities less than 3.5 m. The concen-
tration dependence of the ion interaction coefficients can thus often be neglected. This
point was emphasised by Guggenheim [66GUG], who has presented a considerable
amount of experimental material supporting this approach. The concentration depend-
ence is larger for electrolytes of higher charge. In order to accurately reproduce their
activity coefficient data, concentration dependent ion interaction coefficients have to
be used,cf. Lewis, Randall, Pitzer and Brewer [61LEW/RAN], Baes and Mesmer
[76BAE/MES], or Ciavatta [80CIA]. By using a more elaborate virial expansion, Pitzer
and co-workers [73PIT, 73PIT/MAY, 74PIT/KIM, 74PIT/MAY, 75PIT, 76PIT/SIL,
78PIT/PET, 79PIT] have managed to describe measured activity coefficients of a large
number of electrolytes with high precision over a large concentration range. Pitzer’s
model generally contains three parameters as compared to one in the specific ion in-
teraction theory. The use of the theory requires the knowledge of all these parameters.
The derivation of Pitzer coefficients for many complexes such as those of the actinides
would require a very large amount of additional experimental work, since few data of
this type are currently available.

The way in which the activity coefficient corrections are performed in this review
according to the specific ion interaction theory is illustrated below for a general case of
a complex formation reaction. Charges are omitted for brevity.

mM + qL + nH2O(l) 
 MmLq(OH)n + nH+

The formation constant of MmLq(OH)n, ∗βq,n,m , determined in an ionic medium (1:1
salt NX) of the ionic strengthIm , is related to the corresponding value at zero ionic
strength,∗β◦q,n,m , by Eq. (B.3).

log ∗
10βq,n,m = log ∗

10β
◦
q,n,m + m log10γM + q log10γL + n log10 aH2O

− log10 γq,n,m − n log10γH+ (B.3)

The subscript (q,n,m) denotes the complex ion MmLq (OH)n. If the concentrations
of N and X are much greater than the concentrations of M, L, MmLq (OH)n and H+,
only the molalitiesmN andmX have to be taken into account for the calculation of the
term

∑
k ε( j,k,Im)mk in Eq. (B.1). For example, for the activity coefficient of the metal

cation M,γM, Eq. (B.4) is obtained at 25◦C and 1 bar.

log10γM = −z2
M0.509

√
Im

1+ 1.5
√

Im
+ ε(M,X,Im )mX (B.4)
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Under these conditions,Im ≈ mX = mN. Substituting the log10γ j values in Eq. (B.3)
with the corresponding forms of Eq. (B.4) and rearranging leads to

log ∗
10βq,n,m −�z2D − n log10 aH2O = log ∗

10β
◦
q,n,m −�ε Im (B.5)

where, at 25◦C and 1 bar:

�z2 = (mzM − qzL − n)2 + n − mz2
M − qz2

L (B.6)

D = 0.509
√

Im

1+ 1.5
√

Im
(B.7)

�ε = ε(q,n,m,N or X) + nε(H,X) − qε(N,L) − mε(M,X) (B.8)

Here(mzM − qzL − n), zM andzL are the charges of the complex MmLq (OH)n, the
metal ion M and the ligand L, respectively.

Equilibria involving H2O(l) as a reactant or product require a correction for the
activity of water,aH2O. The activity of water in an electrolyte mixture can be calculated
as

log10 aH2O = −φ
∑

k mk

ln(10)× 55.51
(B.9)

whereφ is the osmotic coefficient of the mixture and the summation extends over all
solute speciesk with molality mk present in the solution. In the presence of an ionic
medium NX in dominant concentration, Eq. (B.9) can be simplified by neglecting the
contributions of all minor species,i.e., the reacting ions. Hence, for a 1:1 electrolyte of
ionic strengthIm ≈ mNX, Eq. (B.9) becomes

log10 aH2O = −2mNXφ

ln(10)× 55.51
(B.10)

Values of osmotic coefficients for single electrolytes have been compiled by various
authors,e.g., Robinson and Stokes [59ROB/STO]. The activity of water can also be
calculated from the known activity coefficients of the dissolved species. In the presence
of an ionic medium Nν+Xν− of a concentration much larger than those of the reacting
ions, the osmotic coefficient can be calculated according to Eq. (B.11) (cf. Eqs. (23-39),
(23-40) and (A4-2) in [61LEW/RAN]).

1− φ = A ln(10)|z+z−|
Im(Ba j )3

[
1+ Ba j

√
Im − 2 log10(1+ Ba j

√
Im)− 1

1+ Ba j
√

Im

]

− ln(10) ε(N,X)mNX

(
ν+ν−

ν+ + ν−

)
(B.11)

whereν+ andν− are the number of cations and anions in the salt formula (ν+z+ =
ν−z−), and in this case

Im = 1

2
|z+z−|mNX(ν+ + ν−)
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The activity of water is obtained by inserting Eq. (B.11) into Eq. (B.10). It should be
mentioned that in mixed electrolytes with several components at high concentrations, it
may be necessary to use Pitzer’s equation to calculate the activity of water. On the other
hand,aH2O is near constant in most experimental studies of equilibria in dilute aqueous
solutions, where an ionic medium is used in large excess with respect to the reactants.
The medium electrolyte thus determines the osmotic coefficient of the solvent.

In natural waters the situation is similar; the ionic strength of most surface waters
is so low that the activity of H2O(l) can be set equal to unity. A correction may be
necessary in the case of seawater, where a sufficiently good approximation for the
osmotic coefficient may be obtained by considering NaCl as the dominant electrolyte.

In more complex solutions of high ionic strengths with more than one electrolyte
at significant concentrations,e.g., (Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+)(Cl−, SO2−

4 ), Pitzer’s equation
(cf. [92GRE/WAN]) may be used to estimate the osmotic coefficient; the necessary
interaction coefficients are known for most systems of geochemical interest.

Note that in all ion interaction approaches, the equation for mean activity coeffi-
cients can be split up to give equations for conventional single ion activity coefficients
in mixtures,e.g., Eq. (B.1). The latter are strictly valid only when used in combinations
which yield electroneutrality. Thus, while estimating medium effects on standard po-
tentials, a combination of redox equilibria with H+ + e− 
 1

2 H2(g) is necessary (cf.
ExampleB.3).

B.1.2 Ionic strength corrections at temperatures other than
298.15 K

Values of the Debye-Hückel parametersA andB in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.11) are listed in
TableB.1 for a few temperatures at a pressure of 1 bar below 100◦C and at the steam
saturated pressure fort ≥ 100◦C. The values in TableB.1 may be calculated from the
static dielectric constant and the density of water as a function of temperature and pres-
sure, and are also found for example in Refs. [74HEL/KIR, 79BRA/PIT, 81HEL/KIR,
84ANA/ATK, 90ARC/WAN].

The termBa j in the denominator of the Debye-Hückel termD, cf. Eq. (B.2), has
been assigned in this review a value of 1.5 kg1/2 · mol−1/2 at 25◦C and 1 bar,cf. Sec-
tion B.1.1. At temperatures and pressures other than the reference and standard state,
the following possibilities exist:

• The value ofBa j is calculated at each temperature assuming that ion sizes are
independent of temperature and using the values ofB listed in TableB.1.

• The value ofBa j is kept constant at 1.5 kg1/2 · mol−1/2. Due the variation ofB
with temperature,cf. TableB.1, this implies a temperature dependence for ion
size parameters. Assuming that ion sizes are in reality constant, then it is seen
that this simplification introduces an error inD which increases with temperature
and ionic strength (this error is less than±0.01 att ≤ 100◦C andI < 6 m, and
less than±0.006 att ≤ 50◦C andI ≤ 4 m).
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Table B.1: Debye-Hückel constants as a function of temperature at a pressure of 1 bar
below 100◦C and at the steam saturated pressure fort ≥ 100◦C. The uncertainty in the
A parameter is estimated by this review to be±0.001 at 25◦C, and±0.006 at 300◦C,
while for the B parameter the estimated uncertainty ranges from±0.0003 at 25◦C to
±0.001 at 300◦C.

t p A B × 10−10

(◦C) (bar) (kg ·mol−1)
1
2 (kg

1
2 ·mol−

1
2 ·m−1)

0 1.00 0.491 0.3246
5 1.00 0.494 0.3254

10 1.00 0.498 0.3261
15 1.00 0.501 0.3268
20 1.00 0.505 0.3277
25 1.00 0.509 0.3284
30 1.00 0.513 0.3292
35 1.00 0.518 0.3300
40 1.00 0.525 0.3312
50 1.00 0.534 0.3326
75 1.00 0.564 0.3371

100 1.013 0.600 0.3422
125 2.32 0.642 0.3476
150 4.76 0.690 0.3533
175 8.92 0.746 0.3593
200 15.5 0.810 0.365
250 29.7 0.980 0.379
300 85.8 1.252 0.396

• The value ofBa j is calculated at each temperature assuming a given temperature
variation for a j and using the values ofB listed in TableB.1. For example,
in the aqueous ionic model of Helgesonet al. [88TAN/HEL, 88SHO/HEL,
89SHO/HEL, 89SHO/HEL2] ionic sizes follow the relation: a j (T )

= a j (298.15 K, 1 bar)+|z j |g(T, p) [90OEL/HEL], whereg(T, p) is a temper-
ature and pressure function which is tabulated in [88TAN/HEL, 92SHO/OEL],
and is approximately zero at temperatures below 175◦C.

The values ofε( j,k,Im ) obtained with the methods described in SectionB.1.3 at
temperatures other than 25◦C will depend on the value adopted forBa j . As long as a
consistent approach is followed, values ofε( j,k,Im) absorb the choice ofBa j , and for
moderate temperature intervals (between 0 and 200◦C) the choiceBa j = 1.5 kg1/2 ·
mol−1/2 is the simplest one and is recommended by this review.

The variation of ε( j,k,Im) with temperature is discussed by Lewis, Ran-
dall, Pitzer and Brewer [61LEW/RAN], Millero [ 79MIL], Helgeson et al.
[81HEL/KIR, 90OEL/HEL], Giffaut et al. [93GIF/VIT2] and Grenthe and Plyasunov
[97GRE/PLY]. The absolute values for the reported ion interaction parameters differ
in these studies due to the fact that the Debye-Hückel term used by these authors is
not exactly the same. Nevertheless, common to all these studies is the fact that values
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of (∂ε/∂T )p are usually≤ 0.005 kg· mol−1 · K−1 for temperatures below 200◦C.
Therefore, if values ofε( j,k,Im) obtained at 25◦C are used in the temperature range 0 to
50◦C to perform ionic strength corrections, the error in(log10γ j )/Im will be ≤ 0.13.
It is clear that in order to reduce the uncertainties on solubility calculations att �= 25◦,
studies on the variation ofε( j,k,Im )-values with temperature should be undertaken.

B.1.3 Estimation of ion interaction coefficients

B.1.3.1 Estimation from mean activity coefficient data

Example B.1:

The ion interaction coefficientε(H+,Cl−) can be obtained from published values of
γ±,HCl vs. mHCl.

2 log10 γ±,HCl = log10γH+ + log10γCl−

= −D + ε(H+,Cl−)mCl− − D + ε(Cl−,H+)mH+

log10 γ±,HCl = −D + ε(H+,Cl−)mHCl

By plotting log10γ±,HCl + D vs. mHCl a straight line with the slopeε(H+,Cl−) is ob-
tained. The degree of linearity should in itself indicate the range of validity of the
specific ion interaction approach. Osmotic coefficient data can be treated in an analog-
ous way.

B.1.3.2 Estimations based on experimental values of equilibrium constants at
different ionic strengths

Example B.2:

Equilibrium constants are given in TableB.2 for the reaction

UO2+
2 + Cl− 
 UO2Cl+. (B.12)

The following formula is deduced from Eq. (B.5) for the extrapolation toI = 0:

log10β1 + 4D = log10β◦1 −�ε Im (B.13)

The linear regression is done as described in AppendixC. The following results are
obtained:

log10β◦1 = 0.170± 0.021
�ε(B.12) = −(0.248± 0.022) kg ·mol−1

The experimental data are depicted in FigureB.1, where the dashed area repres-
ents the uncertainty range that is obtained by using the results in log10β◦1 and�ε and
correcting back toI �= 0.
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Table B.2: The preparation of the experimental equilibrium constants for the extrapol-
ation toI = 0 with the specific ion interaction method at 25◦C and 1 bar, according to
Reaction (B.12). The linear regression of this set of data is shown in FigureB.1.

Im log10β1(exp)(a) log10β
(b)
1,m log10β1,m + 4D

0.1 −0.17±0.10 −0.174 0.264± 0.100
0.2 −0.25±0.10 −0.254 0.292± 0.100
0.26 −0.35±0.04 −0.357 0.230± 0.040
0.31 −0.39±0.04 −0.397 0.220± 0.040
0.41 −0.41±0.04 −0.420 0.246± 0.040
0.51 −0.32±0.10 −0.331 0.371± 0.100
0.57 −0.42±0.04 −0.432 0.288± 0.040
0.67 −0.34±0.04 −0.354 0.395± 0.040
0.89 −0.42±0.04 −0.438 0.357± 0.040
1.05 −0.31±0.10 −0.331 0.491± 0.100
1.05 −0.277±0.260 −0.298 0.525± 0.260
1.61 −0.24±0.10 −0.272 0.618± 0.100
2.21 −0.15±0.10 −0.193 0.744± 0.100
2.21 −0.12±0.10 −0.163 0.774± 0.100
2.82 −0.06±0.10 −0.021 0.860± 0.100
3.5 0.04±0.10 −0.021 0.974± 0.100

(a) Equilibrium constants for Reaction (B.12) with assigned un-
certainties, corrected to 25◦C where necessary.

(b) Equilibrium constants corrected from molarity to molality
units, as described in Section2.2.
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Figure B.1: Plot of log10β1 + 4D vs. Im for Reaction (B.12), UO2+
2 + Cl− 


UO2Cl+ at 25◦C and 1 bar. The straight line shows the result of the weighted linear
regression, and the dotted lines represent the uncertainty range obtained by propagating
the resulting uncertainties atI = 0 back toI = 4 m.
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Example B.3:

When using the specific ion interaction theory, the relationship between the redox po-
tential of the couple PuO2+2 /Pu4+ in a medium of ionic strengthIm and the corres-
ponding quantity atI = 0 should be calculated in the following way. The reaction in
the galvanic cell

Pt | H2(g, r) | H+(r) ‖ PuO2+
2 , Pu4+, H+, H2O(l) | Pt

is

PuO2+
2 + H2(g, r)+ 4 H+ − 2 H+(r) 
 Pu4+ + 2 H2O(l) (B.14)

where the “r” is used to indicate that H2(g) and H+ are at the chemical conditions
in the reference electrode compartment,i.e., standard conditions when the reference
electrode is the SHE. However, H+, H2O(l) and the PuO2+2 /Pu4+ are the conditions
of the experimental measurements (i.e., non-standard conditions, usually high ionic
strength to improve the accuracy of the measurement).

For ReactionB.14

log10 K ◦ = log10


aPu4+ × a2

H2O × a2
H+(r)

aPuO2+
2
× a4

H+ × fH2(r)
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Since by definition of the SHEfH2(r) = 1 andγH+(r) = 1

log10 K◦ = log10 K + log10γPu4+ − log10γPuO2+
2
− 4 log10γH+

+ 2 log10 aH2O,

and

log10γPu4+ = −16D + ε(Pu4+,ClO−
4 )mClO−

4

log10γPuO2+
2

= −4D + ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )

mClO−
4

log10γH+ = −D + ε(H+,ClO−
4 )mClO−

4

Hence,

log10 K ◦ = log10 K − 8D

+
(
ε(Pu4+,ClO−

4 ) − ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )
− 4ε(H+,ClO−

4 )

)
mClO−

4

+2 log10 aH2O (B.15)

The relationship between the equilibrium constant and the redox potential is

ln K = nF

RT
E◦′ (B.16)

ln K ◦ = nF

RT
E◦. (B.17)

E◦′ is the redox potential in a medium of ionic strengthI, E◦ is the corresponding
standard potential atI = 0, andn is the number of transferred electrons in the reaction
considered. Combining Eqs. (B.15), (B.16) and (B.17) and rearranging them leads to
Eq. (B.18).

E◦′ − (8D − 2 log10 aH2O)

(
RT ln(10)

nF

)
=

E◦ −�εmClO−
4

(
RT ln(10)

nF

)
(B.18)

Forn = 2 in the present example andT = 298.15 K, Eq. (B.18) becomes

E◦′[mV] − 236.6D +59.16 log10 aH2O = E◦[mV] − 29.58�εmClO−
4

where

�ε =
(
ε(Pu4+,ClO−

4 ) − ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−
4 )
− 4ε(H+,ClO−

4 )

)
The value ofa(H2O) can be taken from experimental data or calculated from equa-

tions (B.10) and (B.11).
In general, formal potentials are reported with reference to the standard hydrogen

electrode,cf. Section2.1.6.5, as exemplified in Tables V.2 and V.3 of the uranium
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NEA review [92GRE/FUG]. In that case, the H+ appearing in the reduction reaction
is already at standard conditions. For example, experimental data are available on the
formal potentials for reactions

PuO2+
2 + 4 H+ + 2 e− 
 Pu4+ + 2 H2O(l) (B.19)

and

PuO2+
2 + e− 
 PuO+2 (B.20)

While Reaction (B.19) corresponds to (B.14), Reaction (B.20) is equivalent to

PuO2+
2 + 1

2
H2(g) 
 PuO+2 + H+ (B.21)

where the designator “(r)” has been omitted, since in these equations only the H+ in
the reference compartment is relevant.

The cations in Reaction (B.14) represent aqueous species in the ionic media used
during the experiments. In Reaction (B.21) H+ represents the cation in the standard
hydrogen electrode, and therefore it is already in standard conditions, and its activity
coefficient must not be included in any extrapolation toI = 0 of experimental values
for Reaction (B.20). ReactionB.20andB.21are equivalent, as are ReactionsB.14and
B.19, as can be seen in any of these equations are combined with Reaction2.26. Hence
EquationB.18can be obtained more simply by using Equation2.33for ReactionB.19.

B.1.4 On the magnitude of ion interaction coefficients

Ciavatta [80CIA] made a compilation of ion interaction coefficients for a large num-
ber of electrolytes. Similar data for complexations of various kinds were reported by
Spahiu [83SPA] and Ferri, Grenthe and Salvatore [83FER/GRE]. These and some
other data for 25◦C and 1 bar have been collected and are listed in SectionB.3.

It is obvious from the data in these tables that the charge of an ion is of great
importance for the magnitude of the ion interaction coefficient. Ions of the same charge
type have similar ion interaction coefficients with a given counter-ion. Based on the
tabulated data, Grentheet al. [92GRE/FUG] proposed that it is possible to estimate,
with an error of at most±0.1 in ε, ion interaction coefficients for cases where there
are insufficient experimental data for an extrapolation toI = 0. The error that is made
by this approximation is estimated to±0.1 in �ε in most cases, based on comparison
with �ε values of various reactions of the same charge type.

Ciavatta [90CIA] has proposed an alternative method to estimate values ofε for a
first or second complex,M L or M L2, in an ionic mediaN X , according to the following
relationships,

ε(ML, N or X) ≈ (ε(M,X) + ε(L,N))/2 (B.22)

ε(ML2, N, or X) ≈ (ε(M,X) + 2ε(L,N))/3 (B.23)

Ciavatta obtained [90CIA] an average deviation of±0.05 kg · mol−1 between
ε-estimates according to Eqs. (B.22) and (B.23) and theε-values at 25◦C obtained
from ionic strength dependency of equilibrium constants.
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B.2 Ion interaction coefficientsversus equilibrium con-
stants for ion pairs

It can be shown that the virial type of activity coefficient equations and the ionic pair-
ing model are equivalent provided that the ionic pairing is weak. In these cases the
distinction between complex formation and activity coefficient variations is difficult
or even arbitrary unless independent experimental evidence for complex formation is
available,e.g., from spectroscopic data, as is the case for the weak uranium(VI) chlor-
ide complexes. It should be noted that the ion interaction coefficients evaluated and
tabulated by Ciavatta [80CIA] were obtained from experimental mean activity coeffi-
cient data without taking into account complex formation. However, it is known that
many of the metal ions listed by Ciavatta form weak complexes with chloride and ni-
trate ion. This fact is reflected by ion interaction coefficients that are smaller than
those for the non-complexing perchlorate ion,cf. TableB.3. This review takes chloride
and nitrate complex formation into account when these ions are part of the ionic me-
dium and uses the value of the ion interaction coefficientε(Mn+,ClO−

4 ) as a substitute for
ε(Mn+,Cl−) andε(Mn+,NO−

3 ). In this way, the medium dependence of the activity coef-
ficients is described with a combination of a specific ion interaction model and an ion
pairing model. It is evident that the use of NEA recommended data with ionic strength
correction models that differ from those used in the evaluation procedure can lead to
inconsistencies in the results of the speciation calculations.

It should be mentioned that complex formation may also occur between negatively
charged complexes and the cation of the ionic medium. An example is the stabil-
isation of the complex ion UO2(CO3)

5−
3 at high ionic strength, see for example Sec-

tion V.7.1.2.1.d (page 322) in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG].

B.3 Tables of ion interaction coefficients

TablesB.3 throughB.5 contain the selected specific ion interaction coefficients used
in this review, according to the specific ion interaction theory described. TableB.3
contains cation interaction coefficients with Cl−, ClO−

4 and NO−3 , TableB.4 anion
interaction coefficients with Li+, with Na+ or NH+

4 and with K+. The coefficients have
the units of kg· mol−1 and are valid for 298.15 K and 1 bar. The species are ordered
by charge and appear, within each charge class, in standard order of arrangement,cf.
Section2.1.8.

In some cases, the ionic interaction can be better described by assuming ion inter-
action coefficients as functions of the ionic strength rather than as constants. Ciavatta
[80CIA] proposed the use of Eq. (B.24) for cases where the uncertainties in TablesB.3
andB.4 are±0.03 kg·mol−1 or greater.

ε = ε1 + ε2 log10 Im

For these cases, and when the uncertainty can be improved with respect to the use of a
constant value ofε, the valuesε1 andε2 given in TableB.5 should be used.
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It should be noted that ion interaction coefficients tabulated in TablesB.3 through
B.5 may also involve ion pairing effects, as described in SectionB.3. In direct compar-
isons of ion interaction coefficients, or when estimates are made by analogy, this aspect
must be taken into account.
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Table B.3: Ion interaction coefficientsε j,k for cations j with k = Cl−, ClO−
4 and

NO−
3 , taken from Ciavatta [80CIA, 88CIA] unless indicated otherwise. The uncer-

tainties represent the 95% confidence level. The ion interaction coefficients marked
with † can be described more accurately with an ionic strength dependent function,
listed in TableB.5. The coefficientsε(Mn+,Cl−) andε(Mn+,NO−

3 ) reported by Ciavatta
[80CIA] were evaluated without taking chloride and nitrate complexation into account,
as discussed in SectionB.2.

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
H+ (0.12± 0.01) (0.14± 0.02) (0.07± 0.01)
NH+

4 −(0.01± 0.01) −(0.08± 0.04)† −(0.06± 0.03)†

H2gly+ −(0.06± 0.02)
Tl+ −(0.21± 0.06)†

ZnHCO+3 0.2(a)

CdCl+ (0.25± 0.02)
CdI+ (0.27± 0.02)
CdSCN+ (0.31± 0.02)
HgCl+ (0.19± 0.02)
Cu+ (0.11± 0.01)
Ag+ (0.00± 0.01)
Ag+ −(0.12± 0.05)†

YCO+
3 (0.17± 0.04)(b)

Am(OH)+2 (0.17± 0.04)(c)

AmF+2 (0.17± 0.04)(c)

AmSO+4 (0.22± 0.08)(d)

AmCO+
3 (0.17± 0.04)(c)

PuO+2 (0.24± 0.05)(e)

PuO2F+ (0.29± 0.11)(f)

PuO2Cl+ (0.50± 0.09)(g)

(Continued on next page)

(a) Taken from Ferriet al. [85FER/GRE].

(b) Taken from Spahiu [83SPA].

(c) Estimated in the NEA-TDB review on americium thermodynamics [95SIL/BID].

(d) Evaluated in the NEA-TDB review on americium thermodynamics [95SIL/BID].

(e) Derived from �ε = ε
(PuO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
− ε

(PuO+2 ,ClO−4 )
= (0.22 ± 0.03) kg·mol−1[95CAP/VIT].

In [92GRE/FUG] ε = ε
(PuO+2 ,ClO−4 )

= (0.17 ± 0.05) kg·mol−1was tabulated based on [89ROB,

89RIG/ROB, 90RIG]. Capdevila and Vitorge’s data [92CAP, 94CAP/VIT, 95CAP/VIT] were not avail-
able at that time.

(f) Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding Np(IV)reaction.
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Table B.3: (continued)

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
NpO+

2 (0.09± 0.05) (0.25± 0.05)(h)

NpO2OH+ −(0.06± 0.40)(i)

(NpO2)3(OH)+5 −(0.45± 0.20)(i)

NpO2F+ (0.29± 0.12)(j)

NpO2Cl+ (0.50± 0.14)(k)

NpO2IO+
3 (0.33± 0.04)(l)

Np(SCN)+3 (0.17± 0.04)(m)

UO+
2 (0.26± 0.03)(n)

UO2OH+ −(0.06± 0.40)(n) (0.51± 1.4)(n)

(UO2)3(OH)+5 (0.81±0.17)(n) (0.45± 0.15)(n) (0.41± 0.22)(n)

UF+3 (0.1± 0.1)(o) (0.1± 0.1)(o)

UO2F+ (0.04±0.07)(p) (0.29± 0.05)(n)

UO2Cl+ (0.33± 0.04)(n)

UO2ClO+
3 (0.33± 0.04)(o)

UO2Br+ (0.24± 0.04)(o)

UO2BrO+
3 (0.33± 0.04)(o)

UO2IO+
3 (0.33± 0.04)(o)

UO2N+
3 (0.3± 0.1)(o)

UO2NO+
3 (0.33± 0.04)(o)

(Continued on next page)

(g) From�ε evaluated by Giffaut [94GIF].

(h) As in [92GRE/FUG], derived from �ε = ε
(NpO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
− ε

(NpO+2 ,ClO−4 )
= (0.21 ± 0.03)

kg·mol−1[87RIG/VIT, 89RIG/ROB, 90RIG].

(i) Estimated in the present review.

(j) Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding U(IV) reaction.

(k) Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding P(VI) reaction.

(l) Estimated in this review by assumingε
(NpO2IO+

3 ,ClO−4 )
≈ ε

(UO2IO+
3 ,ClO−4 )

.

(m) Estimated in this review by assumingε
(Np(SCN)+3 ,ClO−4 )

≈ ε
(AmF+2 ,ClO−4 )

.

(n) Evaluated in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG], usingε
(UO2+

2 ,X )
= (0.46± 0.03) kg ·mol−1, whereX

= Cl−, ClO−4 and NO−3 , cf. SectionB.2.

(o) Estimated in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG].

(p) Taken from Riglet, Robouch and Vitorge [89RIG/ROB], where the following assumptions were made:
ε
(Np3+,ClO−4 )

≈ ε
(Pu3+,ClO−4 )

= 0.49 kg · mol−1 as for other(M3+, ClO−
4 ) interactions, and

ε
(NpO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
≈ ε

(PuO2+
2 ,ClO−4 )

≈ ε
(UO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
= 0.46 kg·mol−1.
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Table B.3: (continued)

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
UO2SCN+ (0.22± 0.04)(o)

Pb2+ (0.15± 0.02) −(0.20± 0.12)†

AlOH2+ 0.09(q) 0.31(q)

Al2CO3(OH)2+
2 0.26(q)

Zn2+ (0.33± 0.03) (0.16± 0.02)
ZnCO2+

3 (0.35±0.05)(a)

Cd2+ (0.09± 0.02)
Hg2+ (0.34± 0.03) −(0.1± 0.1)†

Hg2+
2 (0.09± 0.02) −(0.2± 0.1)†

Cu2+ (0.08± 0.01) (0.32± 0.02) (0.11± 0.01)
Ni2+ (0.17± 0.02)
Co2+ (0.16± 0.02) (0.34± 0.03) (0.14± 0.01)
FeOH2+ 0.38(b)

FeSCN2+ 0.45(b)

Mn2+ (0.13± 0.01)
YHCO2+

3 (0.39± 0.04)(b)

AmOH2+ (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmF2+ (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmCl2+ (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmN2+
3 (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmNO2+
2 (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmNO2+
3 (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmH2PO2+
4 (0.39± 0.04)(c)

AmSCN2+ (0.39± 0.04)(c)

PuO2+
2 (0.46± 0.05)(r)

PuF2+
2 (0.36± 0.17)(j)

PuCl2+ (0.39± 0.16)(s)

PuI2+ (0.39± 0.04)(t)

NpO2+
2 (0.46± 0.05)(u)

(Continued on next page)

(q) Taken from Hedlund [88HED].

(r) By analogy withε
(UO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
as derived from isopiestic measurements in [92GRE/FUG]. The uncer-

tainty is increased because the value is estimated by analogy.

(s) Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding Am(III) reaction.
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Table B.3: (continued)

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
(NpO2)2(OH)2+

2 −(0.57± 0.10)(i)

NpF2+
2 (0.38± 0.17)(j)

NpSO2+
4 (0.48± 0.11)

Np(SCN)2+
2 (0.38± 0.20)(j)

UO2+
2 (0.21±0.02)(v) (0.46± 0.03) (0.24± 0.03)(v)

(UO2)2(OH)2+
2 (0.69±0.07)(n) (0.57± 0.07)(n) (0.49± 0.09)(n)

(UO2)3(OH)2+
4 (0.50±0.18)(n) (0.89± 0.23)(n) (0.72± 1.0)(n)

UF2+
2 (0.3± 0.1)(o)

USO2+
4 (0.3± 0.1)(o)

U(NO3)
2+
2 (0.49± 0.14)(w)

Mg2+ (0.19± 0.02) (0.33± 0.03) (0.17± 0.01)
Ca2+ (0.14± 0.01) (0.27± 0.03) (0.02± 0.01)
Ba2+ (0.07± 0.01) (0.15± 0.02) −(0.28± 0.03)

Al3+ (0.33± 0.02)
Fe3+ (0.56± 0.03) (0.42± 0.08)
Cr3+ (0.30± 0.03) (0.27± 0.02)
La3+ (0.22± 0.02) (0.47± 0.03)
La3+ → Lu3+ 0.47→ 0.52(b)

Am3+ (0.49± 0.03)(c)

Pu3+ (0.49± 0.05)(x)

PuOH3+ (0.50± 0.05)(i)

PuF3+ (0.56± 0.11)(y)

PuCl3+ (0.85± 0.09)(z)

(Continued on next page)

(t) Estimated in this review by assumingε
(PuI2+,ClO−4 )

≈ ε
(AmSCN2+,ClO−4 )

and ε
(I−,NH+4 )

≈
ε(SCN−,Na+).

(u) By analogy withε
(UO2+

2 ,ClO−4 )
as derived from isopiestic measurements in [92GRE/FUG]. The uncer-

tainty is increased because the value is estimated by analogy.

(v) These coefficients were not used in the NEA-TDB uranium review [92GRE/FUG] because they were
evaluated by Ciavatta [80CIA] without taking chloride and nitrate complexation into account. Instead,
Grentheet al. usedε

(UO2+
2 ,X )

= (0.46± 0.03) kg · mol−1, for X = Cl−, ClO−4 and NO−3 .

(w) Evaluated in the uranium review [92GRE/FUG] usingε
(U4+,ClO−4 )

= (0.76± 0.06) kg ·mol−1.

(x) Estimated by analogy withε
(Ho3+,ClO−4 )

[83SPA] as in previous books in this series [92GRE/FUG,

95SIL/BID]. The uncertainty is increased because the value is estimated by analogy.

(y) Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding Np(IV)reaction.
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Table B.3: (continued)

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
PuBr3+ (0.58± 0.16)A

PuSCN3+ (0.39± 0.04)B

Np3+ (0.49± 0.05)(x)

NpOH3+ (0.50± 0.05)(i)

NpF3+ (0.58± 0.07)C

NpCl3+ (0.81± 0.19)D

NpI3+ (0.77± 0.26)E

NpSCN3+ (0.76± 0.12)(j)

U3+ (0.49± 0.05)(w)

UOH3+ (0.48± 0.08)(w)

UF3+ (0.48± 0.08)(o)

UCl3+ (0.59± 0.10)(w)

UBr3+ (0.52± 0.10)(o)

UI3+ (0.55± 0.10)(o)

UNO3+
3 (0.62± 0.08)(w)

Be2OH3+ (0.50± 0.05)F

Be3(OH)3+
3 (0.30±0.05)F (0.51± 0.05)(w) (0.29± 0.05)F

Al3CO3(OH)4+
4 0.41(q)

Fe2(OH)4+
2 0.82(b)

Y2CO4+
3 (0.80± 0.04)(b)

Pu4+ (0.82± 0.06)G

Np4+ (0.84± 0.06)H

(Continued on next page)

(z) Derived from the�ε evaluated in the present review.

A Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding U(IV) reaction, and by assuming
ε(Br−,H+) ≈ ε(Br−,Na+).

B Estimated in this review by assumingε
(PuSCN2+,ClO−4 )

≈ ε
(AmSCN2+,ClO−4 )

.

C Evaluated in the present review.

D Derived from the�ε selected in the present review,cf. text.

E Estimated in this review by analogy with�ε of the corresponding Np(IV) chloride reaction, and by
assumingε(I−,H+) ≈ ε(I−,Na+).

F Taken from Bruno [86BRU], where the following assumptions were made:ε
(Be2+,ClO−4 )

=
0.30 kg· mol−1 as for otherε

(M2+,ClO−4 )
, ε

(Be2+,Cl−)
= 0.17 kg· mol−1 as for otherε

(M2+,Cl−)
, and

ε
(Be2+,NO−3 )

= 0.17 kg·mol−1 as for otherε
(M2+,NO−3 )

.
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Table B.3: (continued)

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−

3
↓
U4+ (0.76±0.06)I(o)

Th4+ (0.25± 0.03) (0.11± 0.02)

Al3(OH)5+
4 0.66(q) 1.30(q)

G Derived from�ε = ε
(Pu4+,ClO−4 )

−ε
(Pu3+,ClO−4 )

= (0.33±0.035) kg·mol−1[95CAP/VIT]. Uncertainty

estimated in this review (see AppendixA). In the first book of this series [92GRE/FUG], ε
(Pu3+,ClO−4 )

=
(1.03± 0.05) kg·mol−1was tabulated based on references [89ROB, 89RIG/ROB, 90RIG]. Capdevila and
Vitorge’s data [92CAP, 94CAP/VIT, 95CAP/VIT] were not available at that time.

H Derived from�ε = ε
(Np4+,ClO−4 )

− ε
(Np3+,ClO−4 )

= (0.35± 0.03) kg·mol−1[89ROB, 89RIG/ROB,

90RIG].

I Using the measured value of�ε = ε
(U4+,ClO−4 )

− ε
(U3+,ClO−4 )

= (0.35± 0.06) kg·mol−1 page 89

[90RIG], where the uncertainty is recalculated in the present review from the data given in this thesis, and
ε
(U3+,ClO−4 )

= (0.49± 0.05) kg·mol−1(see footnote(w)), a value forε
(U4+,ClO−4 )

can be calculated

in the same way as is done forε
(Np4+,ClO−4 )

andε
(Pu4+,ClO−4 )

. This value,ε
(U4+,ClO−4 )

= (0.84±
0.06) kg·mol−1, is consistent with the tabulatedε

(U4+,ClO−4 )
= (0.76± 0.06) since the uncertainties

overlap. The authors of the present work do not believe that a change in the previously selected value for
ε
(U4+,ClO−4 )

is justified at present.
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Table B.4: Ion interaction coefficientsε j,k for anionsj with k = Li+, Na+and K+,
taken from Ciavatta [80CIA, 88CIA] unless indicated otherwise. The uncertainties
represent the 95% confidence level. The ion interaction coefficients marked with †
can be described more accurately with an ionic strength dependent function, listed in
TableB.5.

j k → Li+ Na+ K+
↓
OH− −(0.02±0.03)† (0.04± 0.01) (0.09± 0.01)
F− (0.02± 0.02)(a) (0.03± 0.02)
HF−2 −(0.11± 0.06)(a)

Cl− (0.10± 0.01) (0.03± 0.01) (0.00± 0.01)
ClO−

3 −(0.01± 0.02)
ClO−

4 (0.15± 0.01) (0.01± 0.01)
Br− (0.13± 0.02) (0.05± 0.01) (0.01± 0.02)
BrO−

3 −(0.06± 0.02)
I−(p) (0.16± 0.01) (0.08± 0.02) (0.02± 0.01)
IO−

3 −(0.06± 0.02)(b)

HSO−4 −(0.01± 0.02)
N−

3 (0.0± 0.1)(b)

NO−
2 (0.06±0.04)† (0.00± 0.02) −(0.04± 0.02)

NO−
3 (0.08± 0.01) −(0.04± 0.03)† −(0.11± 0.04)†

H2PO−4 −(0.08± 0.04)† −(0.14± 0.04)†

HCO−
3 (0.00± 0.02)(d) −(0.06± 0.05)(i)

SCN− (0.05± 0.01) −(0.01± 0.01)
HCOO− (0.03± 0.01)
CH3COO− (0.05± 0.01) (0.08± 0.01) (0.09± 0.01)
SiO(OH)−3 −(0.08± 0.03)(a)

Si2O2(OH)−5 −(0.08± 0.04)(b)

B(OH)−4 −(0.07± 0.05)†

Am(SO4)
−
2 −(0.05± 0.05)(c)

Am(CO3)
−
2 −(0.05± 0.05)(c)

PuO2CO−
3 −(0.18± 0.18)(o)

NpO2(OH)−2 −(0.01± 0.07)(q)

NpO2CO−
3 −(0.18± 0.15)(f)

(NpO2)2CO3(OH)−3 (0.00± 0.05)(k)

UO2(OH)−3 −(0.09± 0.05)(b)

UO2F−3 (0.00± 0.05)(b)

UO2(N3)
−
3 (0.0± 0.1)(b)

(Continued on next page)
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Table B.4: (continued)

j k → Li+ Na+ K+
↓
(UO2)2CO3(OH)−3 (0.00± 0.05)(b)

SO2−
3 −(0.08± 0.05)†

SO2−
4 −(0.03±0.04)† −(0.12± 0.06)† −(0.06± 0.02)

S2O2−
3 −(0.08± 0.05)†

HPO2−
4 −(0.15± 0.06)† −(0.10± 0.06)†

CO2−
3 −(0.08± 0.03)(d) (0.02± 0.01)

SiO2(OH)2−
2 −(0.10± 0.07)(a)

Si2O3(OH)2−
4 −(0.15± 0.06)(b)

CrO2−
4 −(0.06± 0.04)† −(0.08± 0.04)†

NpO2(HPO4)
2−
2 −(0.1± 0.1)

NpO2(CO3)
2−
2 −(0.02± 0.14)(k)

UO2F2−
4 −(0.08± 0.06)(b)

UO2(SO4)
2−
2 −(0.12± 0.06)(b)

UO2(N3)
2−
4 −(0.1± 0.1)(b)

UO2(CO3)
2−
2 −(0.02± 0.09)(d)

PO3−
4 −(0.25± 0.03)† −(0.09± 0.02)

Si3O6(OH)3−
3 −(0.25± 0.03)(b)

Si3O5(OH)3−
5 −(0.25± 0.03)(b)

Si4O7(OH)3−
5 −(0.25± 0.03)(b)

Am(CO3)
3−
3 −(0.15± 0.05)(c)

Np(CO3)
3−
3 −(0.15± 0.07)(n)

NpO2(CO3)
3−
2 −(0.33± 0.17)(f)

P2O4−
7 −(0.26± 0.05) −(0.15± 0.05)

Fe(CN)4−
6 −(0.17± 0.03)

NpO2(CO3)
4−
3 −(0.40± 0.19)(e) −(0.62±0.42)(g)(h)

NpO2(CO3)2OH4− −(0.40± 0.19)(m)

U(CO3)
4−
4 −(0.09±0.10)(b)(d)

UO2(CO3)
4−
3 −(0.01± 0.11)(d)

NpO2(CO3)
5−
3 −(0.53± 0.19)(f)

UO2(CO3)
5−
3 −(0.62± 0.15)(d)

(Continued on next page)
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Table B.4: (continued)

j k → Li+ Na+ K+
↓
Np(CO3)

6−
5 −(0.73± 0.68)(j)

(NpO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 −(0.46± 0.73)(e)

U(CO3)
6−
5 −(0.30± 0.15)(d) (0.70± 0.31)(i)

(UO2)3(CO3)
6−
6 (0.37± 0.11)(d)

(UO2)2NpO2(CO3)
6−
6 (0.09± 0.71)(l)

(a)Evaluated in the NEA-TDB uranium review [92GRE/FUG].
(b)Estimated in the NEA-TDB uranium review [92GRE/FUG].
(c)Estimated in the NEA-TDB americium review [95SIL/BID].
(d)These values differ from those reported in the NEA-TDB uranium review. See the discussion

in [95GRE/PUI]. Values for CO2−
3 and HCO−3 are based on [80CIA].

(e)Calculated in this review (Section12.1.2.1.2)
(f)Calculated in this review (Section12.1.2.1.3)
(g)Calculated in this review (Section12.1.2.2.1)
(h)ε

(NpO2(CO3)4−3 ,NH+4 )
= −(0.78 ± 0.25) kg·mol−1is calculated in this review (Section

12.1.2.2.1)
(i)Calculated in this review from Pitzer coefficients [98RAI/FEL]
(j)Calculated in this review (Section12.1.2.1.4)
(k)Estimated by analogy in this review (Section12.1.2.1.2)
(l)Estimated by analogy in this review (Section12.1.2.2.1)

(m)Estimated in this review by analogy with NpO2(CO3)
4−
3

(n)Estimated by analogy in this review (Section12.1.2.1.5).
(o)Estimated in this review by analogy withε

(NpO2CO−3 ,Na+)

(p)ε
(I−,NH+4 )

≈ ε(SCN−,Na+) = (0.05± 0.01).

(q)Estimated in this review (Section8.1.3).
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Table B.5: Ion interaction coefficientsε(1, j,k) andε(2, j,k) for cationsj with k = Cl−, ClO−
4 and NO−3 (first part), and for anionsj with k

= Li+, Na+ and K+ (second part), according to the relationshipε = ε1+ε2 log10 Im. The data are taken from Ciavatta [80CIA, 88CIA].
The uncertainties represent the 95% confidence level.

j k → Cl− ClO−
4 NO−3

↓ ε1 ε2 ε1 ε2 ε1 ε2

NH+4 −0.088± 0.002 0.095± 0.012 −0.075± 0.001 0.057± 0.004

Tl+ −0.18± 0.02 0.09± 0.02
Ag+ −0.1432± 0.0002 0.0971± 0.0009
Pb2+ −0.329± 0.007 0.288± 0.018
Hg2+ −0.145± 0.001 0.194± 0.002
Hg2+

2 −0.2300± 0.0004 0.194± 0.002

j k → Li+ Na+ K+
↓ ε1 ε2 ε1 ε2 ε1 ε2

OH− −0.039± 0.002 0.072± 0.006
NO−2 0.02± 0.01 0.11± 0.01

NO−3 −0.049± 0.001 0.044± 0.002 −0.131± 0.002 0.082± 0.006

H2PO−4 −0.109± 0.001 0.095± 0.003 −0.1473± 0.0008 0.121± 0.004

B(OH)−4 −0.092± 0.002 0.103± 0.005

SO2−
3 −0.125± 0.008 0.106± 0.009

SO2−
4 −0.068± 0.003 0.093± 0.007 −0.184± 0.002 0.139± 0.006

S2O2−
3 −0.125± 0.008 0.106± 0.009

HPO2−
4 −0.19± 0.01 0.11± 0.03 −0.152± 0.007 0.123± 0.016

CrO2−
4 −0.090± 0.005 0.07± 0.01 −0.123± 0.003 0.106± 0.007

PO3−
4 −0.29± 0.02 0.10± 0.01



Appendix C

Assigned uncertainties†

One of the objectives of the NEA Thermochemical Data Base (TDB) project is to
provide an idea of the uncertainties associated with the data selected in this review.
As a rule, the uncertainties define the range within which the corresponding data can
be reproduced with a probability of 95% at any place and by any appropriate method.
In many cases, statistical treatment is limited or impossible due to the availability of
only one or few data points. A particular problem has to be solved when significant
discrepancies occur between different source data. This appendix outlines the statist-
ical procedures which were used for fundamentally different problems and explains
the philosophy used in this review when statistics were inapplicable. These rules are
followed consistently throughout the series of reviews within the TDB Project. Four
fundamentally different cases are considered:

1. One source datum available

2. Two or more independent source data available

3. Several data available at different ionic strengths

4. Data at non-standard conditions: Procedures for data correction and recalcula-
tion.

C.1 One source datum

The assignment of an uncertainty to a selected value that is based on only one exper-
imental source is a highly subjective procedure. In some cases, the number of data
points the selected value is based on allows the use of the “root mean square” [82TAY]
deviation of the data pointsXi to describe the standard deviationsX associated with
the averageX :

sX =
√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(Xi − X)2 (C.1)

The standard deviationsX is thus calculated from the dispersion of the equally weighted
data pointsXi around the averageX , and the probability is 95% that anXi is within

†This Appendix contains essentially the text of the TDB-3 guideline, also printed in the uranium NEA–
TDB review as Appendix C [92GRE/FUG]. Because of its importance in the selection of data and to
guide the users of the values in Chapters3, 4 and5, the text is reproduced here with minor revisions.
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X ± 1.96sX , see Taylor [82TAY, pp.244-245]. The standard deviationsX is a measure
of the precision of the experiment and does not include any systematic errors.

Many authors report standard deviationssX calculated with Eq. (C.1) (but often
not multiplied by 1.96), but these do not represent the quality of the reported values
in absolute terms. It is thus important not to confuse the standard deviations with the
uncertaintyσ . The latter reflects the reliability and reproducibility of an experimental
value and also includes all kinds of systematic errorss j that may be involved. The
uncertaintyσ can be calculated with Eq. (C.2), assuming that the systematic errors are
independent.

σ X =
√

s2
X +

∑
j (s

2
j ) (C.2)

The estimation of the systematic errorss j (which, of course, have to relate toX and
be expressed in the same unit) can only be made by a person who is familiar with the
experimental method. The uncertaintyσ has to correspond to the 95% confidence level
preferred in this review. It should be noted that for all the corrections and recalculations
made (e.g., temperature or ionic strength corrections) the rules of the propagation of
errors have to be followed, as outlined in SectionC.4.2.

More often, the determination ofsX is not possible because either only one or
two data points are available, or the authors did not report the individual values. The
uncertaintyσ in the resulting value can still be estimated using Eq. (C.2) assuming that
s2

X is much smaller than
∑

j (s
2
j ), which is usually the case anyway.

C.2 Two or more independent source data

Frequently, two or more experimental data sources are available, reporting experi-
mental determinations of the desired thermodynamic data. In general, the quality of
these determinations varies widely, and the data have to be weighted accordingly for
the calculation of the mean. Instead of assigning weight factors, the individual source
dataXi are provided with an uncertaintyσi that also includes all systematic errors and
represents the 95% confidence level, as described in SectionC.1. The weighted mean
X and its uncertaintyσ X are then calculated according to Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4).

X ≡
∑N

i=1

(
Xi

σ2
i

)
∑N

i=1

(
1
σ2

i

) (C.3)

σ X =
√√√√√ 1∑N

i=1

(
1
σ2

i

) (C.4)

Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4) may only be used if all theXi belong to the same parent distribu-
tion. If there are serious discrepancies among theXi , one proceeds as described below
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under SectionC.2.1. It can be seen from Eq. (C.4) thatσ X is directly dependent on
the absolute magnitude of theσi values, and not on the dispersion of the data points
around the mean. This is reasonable because there are no discrepancies among theXi ,
and because theσi values already represent the 95% confidence level. The selected
uncertaintyσ X will therefore also represent the 95% confidence level.

In cases where all the uncertainties are equalσi = σ , Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4) reduce
to Eqs. (C.5) and (C.6).

X = 1

N

N∑
i=1

Xi (C.5)

σX = σ√
N

(C.6)

Example C.1:

Five data sources report values for the thermodynamic quantityX . The reviewer has
assigned uncertainties that represent the 95% confidence level as described in Sec-
tion C.1.

i Xi σi

1 25.3 0.5
2 26.1 0.4
3 26.0 0.5
4 24.85 0.25
5 25.0 0.6

According to Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4), the following result is obtained:

X = (25.3± 0.2)

The calculated uncertaintyσX = 0.2 appears relatively small but is statistically correct,
for the values are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. As a consequence of
Eq. (C.4), σX will always come out smaller than the smallestσi . Assumingσ4 = 0.10
instead of 0.25 would yieldX = (25.0± 0.1), andσ4 = 0.60 would result inX =
(25.6±0.2). In fact, the values(Xi ±σi ) in this example are at the limit of consistency,
that is, the range(X4± σ4) does not overlap with the ranges(X2± σ2) and(X3± σ3).
There might be a better way to solve this problem. Three possible alternatives seem
more reasonable:

i. The uncertaintiesσi are reassigned because they appear too optimistic after fur-
ther consideration. Some assessments may have to be reconsidered and the un-
certainties reassigned. For example, multiplying all theσi by 2 would yield
X = (25.3± 0.3).
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ii. If reconsideration of the previous assessments gives no evidence for reassigning
the Xi andσi (95% confidence level) values listed above, the statistical conclu-
sion will be that all theXi do not belong to the same parent distribution and can-
not therefore be treated in the same group (cf. item iii below for a non-statistical
explanation). The values fori = 1, 4 and 5 might be considered as belonging to
Group A and the values fori = 2 and 3 to Group B. The weighted average of the
values in Group A isX A(i = 1, 4, 5) = (24.95± 0.21) and of those in Group B
X B(i = 2, 3) = (26.06± 0.31), the second digit after the decimal point being
carried over to avoid loss of information. The selected value is now determined
as described below under “Discrepancies” (SectionC.2.1), Case I.X A and X B

are averaged (straight average, there is no reason for givingX A a larger weight
thanX B), andσ X is chosen in such a way that it covers the complete ranges of
expectancy ofX A andX B . The selected value is thenX = (25.5± 0.9).

iii. Another explanation could be that unidentified systematic errors are associated
with some values. If this seems likely to be the case, there is no reason for split-
ting the values up into two groups. The correct way of proceeding would be
to calculate the unweighted average of all the five points and assign an uncer-
tainty that covers the whole range of expectancy of the five values. The resulting
value is thenX = (25.45± 1.05), which is rounded according to the rules in
SectionC.4.3to X = (25.4± 1.1).

C.2.1 Discrepancies

Two data are called discrepant if they differ significantly,i.e., their uncertainty ranges
do not overlap. In this context, two cases of discrepancies are considered. Case I: Two
significantly different source data are available. Case II: Several, mostly consistent
source data are available, one of them being significantly different,i.e., an “outlier”.

Case I. Two discrepant data:This is a particularly difficult case because the num-
ber of data points is obviously insufficient to allow the preference of one of the two
values. If there is absolutely no way of discarding one of the two values and selecting
the other, the only solution is to average the two source data in order to obtain the se-
lected value, because the underlying reason for the discrepancy must be unrecognized
systematic errors. There is no point in calculating a weighted average, even if the two
source data have been given different uncertainties, because there is obviously too little
information to give even only limited preference to one of the values. The uncertainty
σX assigned to the selected meanX has to cover the range of expectation of both source
dataX1, X2, as shown in Eq. (C.7),

σX = ∣∣Xi − X
∣∣+ σmax, (C.7)

wherei = 1, 2, andσmax is the larger of the two uncertaintiesσi , see ExampleC.1.ii
and ExampleC.2.
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Example C.2:

The following credible source data are given:

X1 = (4.5± 0.3)

X2 = (5.9± 0.5)

The uncertainties have been assigned by the reviewer. Both experimental methods are
satisfactory, and there is no justification to discard one of the data. The selected value
is then:

X = (5.2± 1.2)

Case II. Outliers: This problem can often be solved by either discarding the outlying

Figure C.1: Illustration for ExampleC.2

u

X

u

X1
u

X2

-

4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5
X

data point, or by providing it with a large uncertainty to lower its weight. If, however,
the outlying value is considered to be of high quality and there is no reason to discard
all the other data, this case is treated in a way similar to Case I. ExampleC.3illustrates
the procedure.

Example C.3:

The following data points are available. The reviewer has assigned the uncertainties
and sees no justification for any change.

i Xi σi

1 4.45 0.35
2 5.9 0.5
3 5.7 0.4
4 6.0 0.6
5 5.2 0.4

There are two sets of data that, statistically, belong to different parent distributions A
and B. According to Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4), the following average values are found for the
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two groups:X A(i = 1) = (4.45± 0.35) andX B(i = 2, 3, 4, 5) = (5.62± 0.23). The
selected value will be the straight average ofX A andX B , analogous to ExampleC.1:

X = (5.0± 0.9)

C.3 Several data at different ionic strengths

The extrapolation procedure used in this review is the specific ion interaction model
outlined in AppendixB. The objective of this review is to provide selected data sets at
standard conditions,i.e., among others, at infinite dilution for aqueous species. Equilib-
rium constants determined at different ionic strengths can, according to the specific ion
interaction equations, be extrapolated toI = 0 with a linear regression model, yielding
as the intercept the desired equilibrium constant atI = 0, and as the slope the stoi-
chiometric sum of the ion interaction coefficients,�ε. The ion interaction coefficient
of the target species can usually be extracted from�ε and is listed in the corresponding
table of AppendixB.

The available source data may sometimes be sparse or may not cover a sufficient
range of ionic strengths to allow a proper linear regression. In this case, the correction
to I = 0 should be carried out according to the procedure described in SectionC.4.1.

If sufficient data are available at different ionic strengths and in the same inert salt
medium, a weighted linear regression will be the appropriate way to obtain both the
constant atI = 0, X

◦
, and�ε. The first step is the conversion of the ionic strength

from the frequently used molar (mol· dm−3, M) to the molal (mol· kg−1, m) scale,
as described in Section2.2. The second step is the assignment of an uncertaintyσi ,
to each data pointXi at the molalitymk,i , according to the rules described in Sec-
tion C.1. A large number of commercial and public domain computer programs and
routines exist for weighted linear regressions. The subroutine published by Beving-
ton [69BEV, pp.104-105] has been used for the calculations in the examples of this
appendix. Eqs. (C.8) through (C.12) present the equations that are used for the calcu-
lation of the interceptX

◦
and the slope−�ε:

X
◦ = 1

�

(
N∑

i=1

m2
k,i

σ 2
i

N∑
i=1

Xi

σ 2
i

−
N∑

i=1

mk,i

σ 2
i

N∑
i=1

mk,i Xi

σ 2
i

)
(C.8)

−�ε = 1

�

(
N∑

i=1

1

σ 2
i

N∑
i=1

mk,i Xi

σ 2
i

−
N∑

i=1

mk,i

σ 2
i

N∑
i=1

Xi

σ 2
i

)
(C.9)

σ X
◦ =

√√√√ 1

�

N∑
i=1

m2
k,i

σ 2
i

(C.10)

σ�ε =
√√√√ 1

�

N∑
i=1

1

σ 2
i

, (C.11)
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where � =
N∑

i=1

1

σ 2
i

N∑
i=1

m2
k,i

σ 2
i

−
(

N∑
i=1

mk,i

σ 2
i

)2

. (C.12)

In this way, the uncertaintiesσi are not only used for the weighting of the data in
Eqs. (C.8) and (C.9), but also for the calculation of the uncertaintiesσ X

◦ andσ�ε in
Eqs. (C.10) and (C.11). If the σi represent the 95% confidence level,σ X

◦ andσ�ε

will also do so. In other words, the uncertainties of the intercept and the slope do not
depend on the dispersion of the data points around the straight line but rather directly
on their absolute uncertaintiesσi .

Example C.4:

Ten independent determinations of the equilibrium constant log∗
10β for the reaction

UO2+
2 + HF(aq) 
 UO2F+ + H+ (C.13)

are available in HClO4/NaClO4 media at different ionic strengths. Uncertainties that
represent the 95% confidence level have been assigned by the reviewer. A weighted
linear regression,(log ∗

10β+2D) vs. mk , according to the formula log∗10β(C.13)+2D =
log ∗

10β
◦(C.13) − �ε mk , will yield the correct values for the intercept log∗10β

◦(C.13)
and the slope�ε. In this case,mk corresponds to the molality of ClO−4 . D is the
Debye-Hückel term,cf. AppendixB.

i m ClO−
4 ,i log ∗

10βi + 2D σi

1 0.05 1.88 0.10
2 0.25 1.86 0.10
3 0.51 1.73 0.10
4 1.05 1.84 0.10
5 2.21 1.88 0.10
6 0.52 1.89 0.11
7 1.09 1.93 0.11
8 2.32 1.78 0.11
9 2.21 2.03 0.10
10 4.95 2.00 0.32

The results of the linear regression are:

intercept = (1.837± 0.054) = log ∗
10β

◦(C.13)
slope = (0.029± 0.036) = −�ε

Calculation of the ion interaction coefficientε(UO2F+,ClO−
4 ) = �ε + ε

(UO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
−

ε(H+,ClO−
4 ): From ε

(UO2+
2 ,ClO−

4 )
= (0.46 ± 0.03) kg ·mol−1, ε(H+,ClO−

4 ) =
(0.14±0.02) kg ·mol−1 (see AppendixB) and the slope of the linear regression,�ε =
−(0.03± 0.04) kg ·mol−1, it follows thatε(UO2F+,ClO−

4 ) = (0.29± 0.05) kg · mol−1.
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Note that the uncertainty(±0.05) kg ·mol−1 is obtained based on the rules of error
propagation as described in SectionC.4.2:

σ =
√

(0.04)2 + (0.03)2+ (0.02)2

The resulting selected values are thus

log ∗
10β

◦(C.13) = (1.84± 0.05)

ε(UO2F+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.29± 0.05) kg ·mol−1

C.3.1 Discrepancies or insufficient number of data points

Discrepancies are principally treated as described in SectionC.2. Again, two cases
can be defined. Case I: Only two data are available. Case II: An “outlier” cannot be
discarded. If only one data point is available, the procedure for correction to zero ionic
strength outlined in SectionC.4should be followed.

Case I. Too few molalities: If only two source data are available, there will be
no straightforward way to decide whether or not these two data points belong to the
same parent distribution unless either the slope of the straight line is known or the two
data refer to the same ionic strength. Drawing a straight line right through the two
data points is an inappropriate procedure because all the errors associated with the two
source data would accumulate and may lead to highly erroneous values of log10 K ◦
and�ε. In this case, an ion interaction coefficient for the key species in the reaction
in question may be selected by analogy (charge is the most important parameter), and
a straight line with the slope�ε as calculated may then be drawn through each data
point. If there is no reason to discard one of the two data points based on the quality
of the underlying experiment, the selected value will be the unweighted average of the
two standard state data obtained by this procedure, and its uncertainty must cover the
entire range of expectancy of the two values, analogous to Case I in SectionC.2. It
should be mentioned that the ranges of expectancy of the corrected values atI = 0 are
given by their uncertainties which are based on the uncertainties of the source data at
I �= 0 and the uncertainty in the slope of the straight line. The latter uncertainty is not
an estimate but is calculated from the uncertainties in the ion interaction coefficients
involved, according to the rules of error propagation outlined in SectionC.4.2. The
ion interaction coefficients estimated by analogy are listed in the table of selected ion
interaction coefficients (AppendixB), but they are flagged as estimates.

Case II. Outliers and inconsistent data sets:This case includes situations where
it is difficult to decide whether or not a large number of points belong to the same parent
distribution. There is no general rule on how to solve this problem, and decisions are
left to the judgement of the reviewer. For example, if eight data points follow a straight
line reasonably well and two lie way out, it may be justified to discard the “outliers”. If,
however, the eight points are scattered considerably and two points are just a bit further
out, one can probably not consider them as “outliers”. It depends on the particular
case and on the judgement of the reviewer whether it is reasonable to increase the
uncertainties of the data to reach consistency, or whether the slope�ε of the straight
line should be estimated by analogy.
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Example C.5:

Six reliable determinations of the equilibrium constant log10β of the reaction

UO2+
2 + SCN− 
 UO2SCN+ (C.14)

are available in different electrolyte media:

Ic = 0.1 M (KNO3): log10β(C.14) = (1.19± 0.03)
Ic = 0.33 M (KNO3): log10β(C.14) = (0.90± 0.10)
Ic = 1.0 M (NaClO4): log10β(C.14) = (0.75± 0.03)
Ic = 1.0 M (NaClO4): log10β(C.14) = (0.76± 0.03)
Ic = 1.0 M (NaClO4): log10β(C.14) = (0.93± 0.03)
Ic = 2.5 M (NaNO3): log10β(C.14) = (0.72± 0.03)

The uncertainties are assumed to represent the 95% confidence level. From the values
at Ic = 1 M, it can be seen that there is a lack of consistency in the data, and that
a linear regression like in ExampleC.4 would not be appropriate. Instead, the use of
�ε values from reactions of the same charge type is encouraged. Analogies with�ε

are more reliable than analogies with singleε values due to cancelling effects. For the
same reason, the dependency of�ε on the type of electrolyte is often smaller than for
singleε values.

A reaction of the same charge type as ReactionC.14, and for which�ε is well
known, is

UO2+
2 + Cl− 
 UO2Cl+ (C.15)

The value of�ε(C.15) = −(0.25± 0.02) was obtained from a linear regression using
16 experimental data betweenIc = 0.1 M and Ic = 3 M Na(Cl,ClO4) [92GRE/FUG].
It is thus assumed that

�ε(C.14) = �ε(C.15) = −(0.25± 0.02)

The correction of log10β(C.14) to Ic = 0 is done using the specific ion interaction
equation,cf. TDB-2, which uses molal units:

log10β + 4D = log10β◦ −�ε Im (C.16)

D is the Debye-Hückel term in molal units andIm the ionic strength converted to molal
units by using the conversion factors listed in [76BAE/MES, p.439]. The following list
gives the details of this calculation. The resulting uncertainties in log10β are obtained
based on the rules of error propagation as described in SectionC.4.2.
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Im electrolyte log10 β 4D �ε Im log10β◦
0.101 KNO3 (1.19± 0.03) 0.438 −0.025 1.68±0.03(a)

0.335 KNO3 (0.90± 0.10) 0.617 −0.084 1.65±0.10(a)

1.050 NaClO4 (0.75± 0.03) 0.822 −0.263 1.31±0.04
1.050 NaClO4 (0.76± 0.03) 0.822 −0.263 1.32±0.04
1.050 NaClO4 (0.93± 0.03) 0.822 −0.263 1.49±0.04
2.714 NaNO3 (0.72± 0.03) 0.968 −0.679 1.82±0.13(a)

(a) These values were corrected for the formation of the nitrate complex
UO2NO+

3 by using log10 K (UO2NO+
3 ) = (0.30±0.15) [92GRE/FUG].

As was expected, the resulting values log10β◦ are inconsistent and have therefore to
be treated as described in Case I of SectionC.2. That is, the selected value will be
the unweighted average of log10β◦, and its uncertainty will cover the entire range of
expectancy of the six values. A weighted average would only be justified if the six
values of log10β◦ were consistent. The result is

log10β◦ = (1.56± 0.39)

C.4 Procedures for data handling

C.4.1 Correction to zero ionic strength

The correction of experimental data to zero ionic strength is necessary in all cases
where a linear regression is impossible or appears inappropriate. The method used
throughout the review is the specific ion interaction equations described in detail in
AppendixB. Two variables are needed for this correction, and both have to be provided
with an uncertainty at the 95% confidence level: the experimental source value, log10 K
or log10β, and the stoichiometric sum of the ion interaction coefficients,�ε. The
ion interaction coefficients (see TablesB.3, B.4 andB.5 of AppendixB) required to
calculate�ε may not all be known. Missing values therefore need to be estimated. It
is recalled that the electric charge has the most significant influence on the magnitude
of the ion interaction coefficients, and that it is in general more reliable to estimate�ε

from known reactions of the same charge type, rather than to estimate singleε values.
The uncertainty of the corrected value atI = 0 is calculated by taking into account the
propagation of errors, as described below. It should be noted that the ionic strength is
frequently given in moles per dm3 of solution (molar, M) and has to be converted to
moles per kg H2O (molal, m), as the model requires. Conversion factors for the most
common inert salts are given in Table2.5.

Example C.6:

For the equilibrium constant of the reaction

M3+ + 2H2O(l) 
 M(OH)+2 + 2 H+ (C.17)
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only one credible determination in 3 M NaClO4 solution is known, log∗10β(C.17) =
−6.31, to which an uncertainty of±0.12 has been assigned. The ion interaction coef-
ficients are as follows:

ε(M3+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.56± 0.03)kg·mol−1

ε(M(OH)+2 ,ClO−
4 ) = (0.26± 0.11)kg·mol−1

ε(H+,ClO−
4 ) = (0.14± 0.02)kg·mol−1

The values of�ε andσ�ε can be obtained readily (cf. Eq.C.19):

�ε = ε(M(OH)+2 ,ClO−
4 ) + 2ε(H+,ClO−

4 ) − ε(M3+,ClO−
4 ) = −0.02 kg·mol−1

σ�ε =
√

(0.11)2 + (2× 0.02)2+ (0.03)2 = 0.12kg·mol−1

The two variables are thus:

log ∗
10β(C.17) = −(6.31± 0.12)

�ε = −(0.02± 0.13) kg·mol−1

According to the specific ion interaction model the following equation is used to correct
for ionic strength for the reaction considered here:

log ∗
10β(C.17)+ 6D = log ∗

10β
◦(C.17)−�ε mClO−

4

D is the Debye-Hückel term:D = 0.509
√

Im/(1+1.5
√

Im). The ionic strengthIm and
the molalitymClO−

4
(Im ≈ mClO−

4
) have to be expressed in molal units, 3 M NaClO4

corresponding to 3.5 m NaClO4 (see Section2.2), giving D = 0.25. This results in

log ∗
10β

◦(C.17) = −4.88

The uncertainty in log∗10β◦ is calculated from the uncertainties in log∗10β and�ε (cf.
Eq.C.19):

σlog ∗
10β◦ =

√
σ 2

log ∗
10β

+
(

mClO−
4

σ�ε

)2 =
√

(0.12)2+ (3.5× 0.12)2 = 0.44.

The selected, rounded value is

log ∗
10β

◦(C.17) = −(4.9± 0.4)

C.4.2 Propagation of errors

Whenever data are converted or recalculated, or other algebraic manipulations are per-
formed that involve uncertainties, the propagation of these uncertainties has to be taken
into account in a correct way. A clear outline of the propagation of errors is given by
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Bevington [69BEV]. A simplified form of the general formula for error propagation is
given by Eq. (C.18), supposing thatX is a function ofY1, Y2, . . . , YN .

σ 2
X =

N∑
i=1

(
∂ X

∂Yi
σYi

)2

(C.18)

Eq. (C.18) can be used only if the variablesY1, Y2, . . . , YN are independent or if their
uncertainties are small, that is the covariances can be disregarded. One of these two
assumptions can almost always be made in chemical thermodynamics, and Eq. (C.18)
can thus almost universally be used in this review. Eqs. (C.19) through (C.23) present
explicit formulas for a number of frequently encountered algebraic expressions, where
c, c1, c2 are constants.

X = c1Y1 ± c2Y2 : σ 2
X = (c1σY1)

2 + (c2σY2)
2 (C.19)

X = ±cY1Y2 and X = ±cY1

Y2
: (

σX
X

)2 =
(

σY1

Y1

)2

+
(

σY2

Y2

)2

(C.20)

X = c1Y±c2 : σX
X = c2

σY

Y
(C.21)

X = c1 e±c2Y : σX
X = c2σY (C.22)

X = c1 ln(±c2Y ) : σX = c1
σY

Y
(C.23)

Example C.7:

A few simple calculations illustrate how these formulas are used. The values have not
been rounded.

Eq. (C.19) : �rGm = 2[−(277.4± 4.9)] kJ· mol−1 − [−(467.3± 6.2)] kJ· mol−1

= −(87.5± 11.6) kJ ·mol−1

Eq. (C.20) : K = (0.038±0.002)
(0.0047±0.0005) = (8.09± 0.92)

Eq. (C.21) : K = 4(3.75± 0.12)3 = (210.9± 20.3)

Eq. (C.22) : K ◦ = e
−�rG◦m

RT ; �rG◦
m = −(2.7± 0.3) kJ·mol−1

R = 8.3145 J·K−1·mol−1

T = 298.15 K
K ◦ = (2.97± 0.36)

Note that powers of 10 have to be reduced to powers ofe, i.e., the variable has to be
multiplied by ln(10), e.g.,

log10 K = (2.45± 0.10); K = 10log10 K = e(ln(10) log10 K ) = (282± 65).
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Eq. (C.23) : �rG◦
m = −RT ln K ◦ ; K ◦ = (8.2± 1.2)× 106

R = 8.3145 J· K−1 ·mol−1

T = 298.15 K

�rG◦
m = −(39.46± 0.36) kJ· mol−1

ln K ◦ = 15.92± 0.15
log10 K ◦ = ln K ◦/ ln(10) = (6.91± 0.06)

Again, it can be seen that the uncertainty in log10 K ◦ cannot be the same as in lnK ◦.
The constant conversion factor of ln(10) = 2.303 is also to be applied to the uncer-
tainty.

C.4.3 Rounding

The standard rules to be used for rounding are:

1. When the digit following the last digit to be retained is less than 5, the last digit
retained is kept unchanged.

2. When the digit following the last digit to be retained is greater than 5, the last
digit retained is increased by 1.

3. When the digit following the last digit to be retained is 5 and

(a) there are no digits (or only zeroes) beyond the 5, an odd digit in the last
place to be retained is increased by 1 while an even digit is kept unchanged.

(b) other non-zero digits follow, the last digit to be retained is increased by 1,
whether odd or even.

This procedure avoids introducing a systematic error from always dropping or not drop-
ping a 5 after the last digit retained.

When adding or subtracting, the result is rounded to the number of decimal places
(not significant digits) in the term with the least number of places. In multiplication
and division, the results are rounded to the number of significant digits in the term with
the least number of significant digits.

In general, all operations are carried out in full, and only the final results are roun-
ded, in order to avoid the loss of information from repeated rounding. For this reason,
several additional digits are carried in all calculations until the final selected set of data
is developed, and only then are data rounded.

C.4.4 Significant digits

The uncertainty of a value basically defines the number of significant digits a value
should be given.

Example: 3.478± 0.008
3.48 ± 0.01
2.8 ± 0.4
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In the case of auxiliary data or values that are used for later calculations, it is often not
convenient to round to the last significant digit. In the value (4.85±0.26), for example,
the “5” is close to being significant and should be carried along a recalculation path in
order to avoid loss of information. In particular cases, where the rounding to significant
digits could lead to slight internal inconsistencies, digits with no significant meaning
in absolute terms are nevertheless retained. The uncertainty of a selected value always
contains the same number of digits after the decimal point as the value itself.
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Index – general

abbreviations,see nomenclature
auxiliary data,see thermodynamic data

CODATA
fundamental physical constants,

30
order of formulae,23

conversion factors,see units and con-
version factors

data base system - the NEA-TDB
system,see thermodynamic
parameters

Davies equation,800
Debye-Hückel equations,799

fundamental physical constants,see
physical constants

ionic strength corrections,see also SIT,
799–812

IUPAC, see nomenclature

nomenclature
abbreviations,9

table of abbreviations for
chemical processes,15

table of abbreviations for
experimental methods,11

chemical formulae,13
chemical processes,15
equilibrium constants,15

gaseous ligands,19
metal ion complexes,16
protonation,16
redox equilibria,19
solubility constants,18

IUPAC, 9
exceptions,13

order of formulae,23
phase designator,13
symbols and terminology,9

table of symbols and termino-
logy,9

pH, 22
phase designator,see nomenclature
physical constants,30

table of fundamental physical
constants,30

Pitzer virial coefficient method,800

reference conditions,see standard and
reference conditions

reference state,see standard and refer-
ence conditions

reference temperature,see standard
and reference conditions

references
reference codes,23

selected data,see thermodynamic data
selected neptunium data,see thermo-

dynamic data
selected plutonium data,see thermody-

namic data
SIT (specific ion interaction equa-

tions),800–810
assumptions,801
at temperatures other than

298.15 K,804
background,800
estimation of ion interaction coef-

ficients,806
ion interaction coefficientsversus

equilibrium constants for ion
pairs,811

magnitude of interaction
coefficients,810

tables of ion interaction
coefficients,811

standard and reference conditions,26
reference temperature,30
standard state,26
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standard state pressure,27
standard state,see standard and refer-

ence conditions
standard state pressure,see standard

and reference conditions
symbols,see nomenclature

terminology,see nomenclature
thermodynamic data

auxiliary data
tables of selected auxiliary

data,65
selected data,33

tables of selected neptunium
data,39

tables of selected plutonium
data,53

thermodynamic parameters
parameters stored in the

NEA-TDB data base,32
the NEA-TDB data base,31

uncertainties,31, 823–836
correction to zero ionic strength,

832
data at different ionic strength,

828
discrepancies,826, 830
error propagation,833
insufficient number of data points,

830
one source datum,823
rounding,835
significant digits,835
two or more independent source

data,824
units and conversion factors,23

table of conversion factors from
molarity to molality,25

table of unit conversion facors,23
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Index – neptunium

actinide carbonate complexes,282
alkali compounds,291–293
alkaline-earth compounds,289–290
antimonides,see pnictides
aqua ions, 91–101

NpO4(OH)3−
2 , 91

Np4+, 98
NpO+

2 , 96
NpO2+

2 , 92
NpO+

3 , 91
Np3+, 99
formal potentials,92, 94, 100,

101
standard potentials,94, 100, 101

arsenides,see pnictides
azide complexes,189

barium compounds
Ba2CaNpO6(cr), 290
Ba2MgNpO6(cr), 290
Ba2SrNpO6(cr), 290
Ba3NpO6(cr), 289

bismuthides,see pnictides
bromide compounds and complexes,

151–154, 171–172
aqueous

Np(III), 171
Np(IV), 172
Np(V), 172
Np(VI), 172

gaseous
NpBr3(g), 152
NpBr4(g), 153

solid
Cs2NpBr6(cr), 154
NpBr3(cr), 151
NpBr4(cr), 152
NpOBr2(cr), 153

caesium compounds
Cs2Np2O7(cr), 293
Cs2NpO4(cr), 293

carbides,201–202
dicarbide,202
monocarbide,201
sesquicarbide,202

carbon compounds and complexes,
201–286

carbonates,203–283
aqueous,203–271

Np(III), 269
Np(IV), 254
Np(V), 220
Np(VI), 204
Np(VII), 204

solid
Np(IV), 282
Np(V), 273
Np(VI), 271

chloride compounds and complexes,
143–151, 166–171

aqueous
Np(III), 166
Np(IV), 166
Np(V), 169
Np(VI), 169

gaseous
NpCl3(g), 144
NpCl4(g), 146
NpCl5(g), 147

solid
Cs2NaNpCl6(cr), 150
Cs2NpCl6(cr), 149
Cs2NpO2Cl4(cr), 149
Cs3NpO2Cl4(cr), 149
NpCl3(cr), 143
NpCl4(cr), 145
NpOCl2(cr), 148

crystal neptunium,see elemental nep-
tunium

cyanide complexes,283

dicarbide,see carbides
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elemental neptunium,85–89
crystal and liquid

crystal structure,85
entropy,85
heat capacity,85
phase transitions,85

monatomic gas, 88–89
enthalpy of formation,89

fluoride compounds and complexes,
131–143, 156–166

aqueous
Np(III), 156
Np(IV), 156
Np(V), 160
Np(VI), 162

gaseous
NpF2(g), 131
NpF3(g), 133
NpF4(g), 135
NpF6(g), 139
NpF7(g), 140
NpF(g),131

intermediate fluorides,137
solid

Na3NpF8(cr), 142
NpF3(cr), 132
NpF4(cr), 134
NpF5(cr), 137
NpF6(cr), 138
NpO2F2(cr), 140

gaseous neptunium,see elemental nep-
tunium

group 1 compounds,291–293
group 14 compounds and complexes,

201–286
group 15 compounds and complexes,

187–200
group 16 compounds and complexes,

177–185
group 17 compounds and complexes,

131–176
group 2 compounds,289–290

halide compounds and complexes,
131–176

halogen compounds and complexes,
131–176

hydrogen compounds and complexes,
105–129

hydroxide compounds and complexes,
105–129

aqueous
Np(III), 115
Np(IV), 111
Np(V), 107
Np(VI), 105
Np(VII), 105

crystalline and amorphous
Np(III), 129
Np(V), 123
Np(VI), 118
Np(VII), 116

iodate complexes, 173–176
aqueous

Np(III), 173
Np(IV), 174
Np(V), 174
Np(VI), 175

iodide compounds and complexes,
155–156, 172–173

aqueous
Np(III), 172
Np(IV), 172
Np(V), 173
Np(VI), 173

gaseous
NpI3(g), 156

solid
NpI3(cr), 155
NpOI(cr),156

iodine compounds and complexes,
see iodate complexes,and
iodide compounds and
complexes

liquid neptunium,see elemental neptu-
nium
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lithium compounds
Li2NpO4(cr), 291
Li2Np2O7(cr), 291

monocarbide,see carbides

nitrates,190–197
aqueous

Np(III), 190
Np(IV), 190
Np(V), 194
Np(VI), 195

solid
Np(IV), 196
Np(V), 196
Np(VI), 196

nitrides,see pnictides
nitrites,190
nitrogen compounds and complexes,

187–197
Np(cr),see elemental neptunium
Np(g),see elemental neptunium
Np(l), see elemental neptunium

oxides,see also hydroxide compounds
and complexes,116–129

crystalline and amorphous
Np(III), 129
Np(IV), 127, 128
Np(V), 121
Np(VI), 116, 118
Np(VII), 116

phase diagram of the Np–O sys-
tem,116, 117

oxygen compounds and complexes,
105–129

phosphates,197–200
aqueous

Np(III), 197
Np(IV), 198
Np(V), 198
Np(VI), 200

phosphides,see pnictides
phosphorus compounds and com-

plexes,197–200

pnictides,187–189
nitrides

NpN(cr),188
potassium compounds

K2Np2O7(cr), 293
K2NpO4(cr), 292

rubidium compounds
Rb2Np2O7(cr), 293

selected neptunium data,see thermo-
dynamic data

sesquicarbide,see carbides
sodium compounds

α-Na2NpO4, 291
β-Na2NpO4, 292
β-Na4NpO5, 292
Na2Np2O7(cr), 292

strontium compounds
Sr3NpO6(cr), 289

sulphates,178–185
aqueous

Np(III), 185
Np(IV), 182
Np(V), 181
Np(VI), 178
Np(VII), 178

solid,185
sulphites

aqueous
Np(V), 177

solid,177
sulphur compounds and complexes,

177–185

thermodynamic data
selected data

tables of selected neptunium
data,39

thiocyanate complexes,283–286
aqueous

Np(IV), 283
Np(V), 286
Np(VI), 286
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Index – plutonium

alkali compounds,449
alkaline-earth compounds,445–447
antimony compounds and complexes,

422–423
plutonium diantimonide,

PuSb2(cr), 422
PuSb(cr),422

aqua ions,301–314
Pu4+, 308
formal potentials,302, 304, 308,

314
Pu3+, 313
Pu(VII), 301
PuO+2 , 304
PuO2+

2 , 302
standard potentials,304, 308, 314

arsenic compounds,421
solid

arsenides,421
PuAs(cr),421

arsenides,see arsenic compounds
azide complexes,404

barium compounds
solid

Ba2CaPuO6(cr), 446
Ba2MgPuO6(cr), 446
Ba2SrPuO6(cr), 447
Ba3PuO6(cr), 446
BaPuO3(cr), 446

bismuth compounds and complexes,
423–425

plutonium dibismuthide,
PuBi2(cr), 424

plutonium monobismuthide,
PuBi(cr),423

bromide compounds and complexes,
364–368, 386–387

aqueous
Pu(III), 386
Pu(IV), 386
Pu(V),387

Pu(VI), 387
gaseous

PuBr3(g), 365
solid

Cs2PuBr6 (cr), 368
PuBr3 (cr), 364
PuOBr(cr),367

carbides,427–429
dicarbide,429
monocarbide,427
sesquicarbide,428
triplutonium dicarbide,429

carbon compounds and complexes,
427–444

carbonates,430–442
aqueous,430–441

Pu(III), 441
Pu(IV), 439
Pu(V),437
Pu(VI), 431

solid
Pu(V),442
Pu(VI), 441

chloride compounds and complexes,
355–364, 378–385

aqueous
Pu(III), 378
Pu(IV), 380
Pu(V),383
Pu(VI), 383

gaseous
PuCl3 (g), 356
PuCl4 (g), 358

solid
Cs2NaPuCl6 (cr), 361
Cs2PuCl6(cr), 363
Cs3PuCl6 (cr), 361
CsPu2Cl7 (cr), 361
PuCl3 ·6 H2O(cr),357
PuCl3 (cr), 355
PuCl4 (cr), 358
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PuOCl(cr),360
chlorine compounds and complexes,

see chloride compounds
and complexes, and
hypochlorites

crystal plutonium,see elemental pluto-
nium

diantimonide, see antimony com-
pounds and complexes

dibismuthide,see bismuth compounds
and complexes

dicarbide,see carbides

elemental plutonium,297–300
crystal and liquid

crystal structure,297
entropy,297
heat capacity,297
phase transitions,297

monatomic gas,299–300
enthalpy of formation,300

fluoride compounds and complexes,
345–354, 371–378

aqueous
Pu(III), 371
Pu(IV), 371
Pu(V),374
Pu(VI), 374

gaseous
PuF2(g), 345
PuF3 (g), 348
PuF4 (g), 350
PuF5 (g), 352
PuF6 (g), 353
PuF(g),345

intermediate fluorides,352
solid

PuF3 (cr), 346
PuF4 (cr), 348
PuF6(cr), 352
PuOF(cr),354

gaseous plutonium,see elemental plu-
tonium

group 1 compounds,449
group 14 compounds and complexes,

427–444
group 15 compounds and complexes,

401–425
group 16 compounds and complexes,

389–399
group 17 compounds and complexes,

345–387
group 2 compounds,445–447

halide compounds and complexes,
345–387

halogen compounds and complexes,
345–387

hydrogen compounds and complexes,
317–343

hydroxide compounds and complexes,
317–343

aqueous
Pu(III), 328
Pu(IV), 322
Pu(V),321
Pu(VI), 317

solid
hydrated hydroxides,338

hypochlorites
aqueous,385

iodate complexes,387
aqueous,387

iodide compounds and complexes,
369–371, 387

aqueous,387
gaseous

PuI3(g), 370
solid

PuI3(cr), 369
PuOI(cr),370

iodine compounds and complexes,
see iodate complexes,and
iodide compounds and
complexes

liquid plutonium,see elemental pluto-
nium
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monobismuthide, see bismuth
compounds and complexes

monocarbide,see carbides

nitrates,405–415
aqueous

Pu(III), 405
Pu(IV), 406
Pu(V),413
Pu(VI), 413

solid
Pu(IV), 414
Pu(VI), 414

nitrides, 401–404
gaseous

PuN(g),404
solid

PuN(cr),401
nitrogen compounds and complexes,

401–415

oxides,see also hydroxide compounds
and complexes,331–343

phase diagram of the Pu–O sys-
tem,331, 332

solid
hydrated oxides,338
Pu2O3(cr), 334
PuO2(cr), 333
PuO1.52 (cr, bcc),338
PuO1.61 (cr, bcc),337

oxygen compounds and complexes,
317–343

phosphates
aqueous

Pu(III), 415
Pu(IV), 416
Pu(V),418
Pu(VI), 418

phosphides
solid

PuP(cr),419
phosphorus compounds and com-

plexes,415–420

Pu(cr),see elemental plutonium
Pu(g),see elemental plutonium
Pu(l),see elemental plutonium

selected plutonium data,see thermody-
namic data

sesquicarbide,see carbides
silicides,444
strontium compounds

solid
Sr3PuO6(cr), 445
SrPuO3 (cr), 445

sulphates
aqueous

Pu(III), 396
Pu(IV), 391
Pu(V),391
Pu(VI), 389

sulphur compounds and complexes,
389–399

thermodynamic data
selected data

tables of selected plutonium
data,53

thiocyanate complexes
aqueous

Pu(III), 442
Pu(IV), 444
Pu(V),444
Pu(VI), 444
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